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1
Introduction

Silicon Nanocrystals; Fundamentals, Synthesis, and Applications

Lorenzo Pavesi and Rasit Turan

Bulk Si crystal is the main material of today�s microelectronic, photovoltaic, and
MEMS technologies. Reducing the size of Si crystal to the nanoscale level brings
about new properties and functionalities. Si nanocrystals (Si-nc) are expected to pave
way for the new and exciting applications in microelectronic, photonic, photovoltaic,
and nanobiotech industries. Being fully compatible with the existing technologies
makes the use of Si nanocrystals easier and more attractive than other kind of
nanoparticles. Thus, it is of great technological and scientific interest to know the
physical and chemical properties of Si nanocrystals, its productionmethods, applica-
tions, and the way of their characterization.

This book presents fundamentals of Si nanocrystals and their applications in
microelectronics, photonics, photovoltaics, and nanobiotechnology. Methods of
preparation, growth kinetics, basic physical, chemical and surface properties, various
applications such as flash memories, photonic and photovoltaic components, bio-
sensing are extensively reviewed.

Figure 1.1 reports the number of results one gets when one looks for Si-nc in
Google� Scholar. A steady rise in the number of publications witnessing the rising
interest in this material is observed. The initial search results refer to four papers
reporting about different properties of Si-nc: the first is the paper by Pavesi et al. on
the observation of optical gain [1], the second is the paper by Tiwari et al. on the use of
Si-nc for memories [2], the third is the paper byWilson et al. on the demonstration of
quantum size effects in Si-nc [3], and the fourth is the paper by Mutti et al. on the
observation of room temperature luminescence in Si-nc [4]. When one makes the
same searchonGoogle� thefirst result concerns theuse of Si-nc for photovoltaics [5].
All the key ingredients that make Si-nc appealing for photonics andmicroelectronics
are discussed in these papers: quantum size effects make new phenomena appear in
silicon, such as room temperature visible photoluminescence, optical gain, coulomb
blockade and multiexciton generation.

However, Si-nc has amuchwider application spectrum than bare silicon photonics
or microelectronics. The goal of this book is to present the various applications of
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Si-nc and introduce the first comprehensive collection of chapters on the technology,
the synthesis and the applications of this new material.

The book is introduced with a chapter on fundamentals of Si nanocrystals, where a
comprehensive theoretical overview of the electronic structure and optical properties
of Si nanocrystals is given. The theoretical calculations are compared with experi-
mental and first principles data. Chapter 3 discusses the main issues on optical
properties of intrinsic, compensated and dopednanocrystals. Extensive experimental
data and their analyses froma fundamental point of view can be found in this chapter.
In Chapter 4, electrical transport through SiO2 containing Si nanocrystals is pre-
sented. Transport mechanisms in low and high density regimes are shown to be
different in nature. Hoping conduction, tunneling, and percolationmechanisms are
discussed in detail. Chapter 5 deals with thermal properties of nanostructured Si.
Lattice thermal conductivity in semiconductors, and specifically phonon boundary
scattering, which is primarily responsible for the observed thermal conductivity
reduction in different forms of Si nanostructures are discussed. A brief overview of
thermal conductivity measurement is also provided in this chapter. Nanoparticles
exhibit enormous surface area to volume ratios. It is expected that surface properties,
including chemistry, of these versatilematerials will strongly influence theirmaterial
characteristics. Chapter 6 presents key studies of foundational silicon surface
chemistry as it pertains to methods for controlling silicon nanocrystal surfaces for
their functionalization. One of the extraordinary applications of Si nanocrystals can
be found inChapter 7where the exciting story of chase after Si nanocrystals in cosmic
dusts is presented. In Chapter 8, the control of the size of nanocrystals is discussed
where it is shown that this can be achieved by using a Si/SiO2 superlattice structure.

Figure 1.1 Number of articles versus year as
reported by Google� Scholar in a search
performed on December 31, 2008. The search
keys were �low-dimensional silicon� or �silicon
nanocrystal(s)� or �silicon nanocluster(s).� The
total number of articles integrated over the years

is 6220, while the results for �silicon photonics�
is 1740 and for �porous silicon� is 28 800. The
single point referred to year 2008 is low due to
the time delay between the search date and the
actual database construction.
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A comprehensive review of investigation of defect structure with ESR studies is also
presented in Chapter 8.

Chapters 9–11 summarize themain three fabrication techniques for Si-nc: namely
ion implantation (Chapter 9), PECVD (Chapter 10), and sputtering (Chapter 11). In
order to form nanocrystals, the most common approach is to form a substoichio-
metric glass (i.e., rich in Si) and then by thermal annealing to cause a partial phase
separation that yields a nucleation of small Si aggregates (Si-nc) in a dielectricmatrix.
The three fabrication techniques differ in their methods of producing the substoi-
chiometric glass. Excess Si ions can be inserted into the glass by ion implantation,
which is compatible with the existing Si technology. The number of ions embedded
into the matrix can be determined precisely and the nanocrystal size can thus be
controlled. As an alternative method, PECVD has been applied to form Si nano-
crystals in matrices such as SiO2, Si3N4, and SiC. PECVD offers a low temperature
process that is fully compatible with the mass production of integrated electronic
circuits. PECVD is widely used for thin film deposition in the semiconductor
industry. Magnetron sputtering has also been used to fabricate single and multilayer
structures successfully. As a low temperature and nontoxic method, sputtering is an
attractive technique for applications such as solar cells, flash memories. In
Chapter 12, an alternative technique to form the substoichiometric glass is presented:
the sol–gel technique, which offers a low cost alternative to vacuum base technol-
ogies. After a brief description of the technology and an introduction on the polymer
pyrolysis, the synthesis of Si-nc/SiO2 materials, either as bulk or thin films is
described, followed by the synthesis of Si-nc and SiC-nc containing SiO2. In
Chapter 13, synthesis of Si nanocrystals by means of nonthermal techniques is
presented. Free-standing crystalline silicon particles of about 10 nm can be prepared
by nonthermal plasmas at gas temperatures as low as room temperature. Use of
several plasma processes, both inductively and capacitively coupled plasmas are
shown to yield silicon nanocrystals several tens of nanometers in size.

Formation of nanocrystals in porous Si has been of interest since its invention in
the beginning of 1990s. In spite of the fact that commercially viable light-emitting
devices have not been achieved, the interest for porous Si has kept on growing due to
its wide range of applications such as photonics, sensing, biotechnology, and
acoustic. These interesting features of porous Si can be found in Chapter 14.

Chapter 15–20 presents an extensive review of various applications of Si-nc with
updated research results. Chapter 15 describes how Si nanocrystals are applied to
flash memory cells. The high dense integration capability, low voltage operation and
low power consumption allow them to be one of pioneering candidates for the next
generationflashmemory. Chapter 15 attends to address the key subjects of nc-Siflash
memory, encompassing fabrication methodologies, operation mechanisms, toler-
ance, present advances, and future prospects. Photonic applications are given in
Chapter 16, where the exploitation of Si nanocrystals in various photonic building
blocks for an all Si nanophotonics is reviewed. Applications of Si nanocrystals for
guiding, modulating and generating, and/or amplifying light are reviewed. Integra-
tion of Si nanocrystal-based light sources and/or amplifiers within CMOS photonics
platform is particularly focused in this chapter. Si-based lightening is a revolutionary
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development in Si technology. One of the expected gains of Si at nanometer
dimension is the light generation based on quantum size effect. This promising
feature of Si nanocrystals is extensively discussed in Chapter 17. A new generation of
solar cell devices toward record high converging efficiencies are expected to utilize
nanostructured materials. All Si quantum dot solar cell devices have attracted quite
much attention in recent years. These new approaches are described in Chapter 18.
Silicon nanoparticles have the potential to be useful in the biomedical applications
since silicon is inert, nontoxic, abundant, and economical. Moreover, the silicon
surface is apt for chemical functionalization, thus allowing for numerous stabiliza-
tion and bioconjugation steps. Chapter 19 summarizes the use of Si nanoparticles in
these biomedical applications. An interesting application of Si nanocrystals is found
in Chapter 20 where highly explosive binary system based on porous silicon layers is
described. The porous layers exhibitmorphological properties that are different from
most other energetic materials. Their production is completely compatible with the
standard silicon technology and a large number of small explosive elements can be
produced simultaneously on a single bulk silicon wafer

Finally characterization issues are discussed in Chapter 21 where the most
important characterization and diagnostic techniques such as TEM, Raman, and
XRD are presented from a metrology point of view.
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2
Electronic and Optical Properties of Silicon Nanocrystals
Ceyhun Bulutay and Stefano Ossicini

2.1
Introduction

Several strategies have been researched over the last few years for light generation
and amplification in silicon. One of the most promising one is based on silicon
nanocrystals (Si NCs) with the aim of taking advantage of the reduced dimension-
ality of the nanocrystalline phase (1–5 nm in size) where quantum confinement,
band folding, and surface effects play a crucial role [1, 2]. Indeed, it has been found
that the Si NC bandgap increases with decrease in size and a photoluminescence
(PL) external efficiency in excess of 23% is obtained [3]. Si NC-based LED with high
efficiency have been obtained by using Si NC active layers [4] and achieving
separate injection of electrons and holes [5]. Moreover, optical gain under optical
pumping has been already demonstrated in a large variety of experimental
conditions [6–11].

After the initial impulse given by the pioneering work of Canham on photo-
luminescence from porous Si [12], nanostructured silicon has received extensive
attention. This activity is mainly centered on the possibility of getting relevant
optoelectronic properties from nanocrystalline Si. The huge efforts made toward
matter manipulation at the nanometer scale have been motivated by the fact that
desirable properties can be generated by just changing the system dimension and
shape. Investigation of phenomena such as the Stokes shift (difference between
absorption and emission energies), the PL emission energy versus nanocrystals size,
the doping properties, the radiative lifetimes, the nonlinear optical properties, the
quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE), and so on can give a fundamental contri-
bution to the understanding of how the optical response of such systems can be
tuned.Aconsiderable amount ofworkhas beendone on excited SiNCs [2, 13–23], but
a clear understanding of some aspects is still lacking. The question of surface effects,
in particular oxidation, has been addressed in the last few years. Both theoretical
calculations and experimental observations have been applied to investigate the
possible active role of the interface on the optoelectronic properties of Si NCs.
Different models have been proposed: Baierle et al. [24] have considered the role of
the surface geometry distortion of small hydrogenated Si clusters in the excited state.
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Wolkin et al. [25] have observed that oxidation introduces defects in the Si NC
bandgap, which pin the transition energy. They claimed the formation of a Si¼¼O
double bond as the pinning state. The same conclusion has been recently reached by
other authors [26–29], whereas Vasiliev et al. [30] have pointed out that similar results
can also be obtained forO connecting two Si atoms (single bond) at the SiNC surface.
The optical gain observed in Si NC embedded in SiO2 has added impetus to these
studies. Interface radiative states have been suggested to play a key role in the
mechanism of population inversion at the origin of the gain [6, 8, 31]. Thus, the study
of the nature and the properties of the interface between the Si NC and the SiO2 host
matrix has become crucial.

The calculation of the electronic and optical properties of nanostructures is a
difficult task. First-principle studies are very demanding and in order to inves-
tigate very large systems, empirical methods are needed. In this paper we present
and resume a comprehensive study of the structural, electronic, and optical
properties of undoped and doped Si nanostructures terminated by different
interfaces and, in particular, embedded in silicon dioxide matrix. For smaller
nanocrystals we will present ab initio results, in particular the absorption and
emission spectra and the effects induced by the creation of an electron–hole pair
are calculated and discussed in detail, including the many-body effects. The aim
is to investigate in a systematic way the structural, electronic, and stability
properties of silicon nanostructures as a function of size and capping species,
as well as pointing out the main changes induced by the nanostructure
excitation.

The indisputable superiority of the first-principles approaches is gloomed by their
applicability in systems of less than a thousand atoms with the current computer
power. On the other hand, fabricated NCs of sizes 2–5 nm embedded in an
insulating host matrix require computationally more feasible techniques that can
handle more than 10 000 atoms including the surrounding matrix atoms. There
exist several viable computational approaches for low-dimensional structures with a
modest computational budget. The most common ones are the envelope function
k�p [32], semiempirical tight binding [33], and semiempirical pseudopotential
techniques [34]. The choice of a computational approach should be made according
to the accuracy demands, but a subjective dimension is also introduced by the
established biases of the particular practitioners. As the simplest of all, the envelope
function k�p approach lacks the atomistic touch and more importantly, both
qualitative and significant quantitative errors were identified, mainly derived from
the states that were not accounted by the multiband k�p Hamiltonian [35]. As an
atomistic alternative, the semiempirical tight binding approach has been success-
fully employed by several groups; see, Ref. [33] and references therein. Its
traditional rival has always been the semiempirical pseudopotential approach.
About a decade ago, Wang and Zunger proposed a more powerful technique that
solves the pseudopotential-based Hamiltonian using a basis set formed by the linear
combination of bulk bands (LCBBs) of the constituents of the nanostructure [36,
37]. Its main virtue is that it enables an insightful choice of a basis set with moderate
number of elements. It should be mentioned that the idea of using bulk Bloch states
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in confined systems goes back to earlier times; one of its first implementations
being the studies of Ninno et al. [38, 39]. Up to now, it has been tested on self-
assembled quantum dots [36, 37], superlattices [40, 41], and high-electron mobility
transistors [42]. In the context of Si NCs, very recently it has been used for studying
the effects of NC aggregation [43], the linear [44], and third-order nonlinear optical
properties [45], and also for characterizing the Auger recombination and carrier
multiplication [46]. The fact that it is a pseudopotential-based methodmakes it more
preferable over the empirical tight binding technique for the study of optical
properties. For these reasons, in the case of large NCs, we shall make use of the
linear combination of bulk bands technique. For both small NCs analyzed with
ab initio techniques and larger NCs dealt with atomistic semiempirical approaches,
a comparison with the experimental outcomes will be presented and discussed,
whenever possible.

The organization of this review is based on two main sections for discussing the
methodology and results of small and large NCs. A description of the theoretical
methods used in the ab initio calculations is given in Section 2.2. The first-principle
study of the physical systems is then presented starting from the analysis of
hydrogenated Si NC (Section 2.2.1). We then consider the effect of oxidation
(Section 2.2.2), of doping (Section 2.2.3) and finally of an embedding matrix
(Section 2.2.4). As for the larger NCs embedded in a wide bandgap matrix, in
Section 2.3, first a theoretical framework of the semiempirical approach is presented.
Next, the comparisons of our results for the case of effective optical gap (Sec-
tion 2.3.1), and radiative lifetime (Section 2.3.2) are presented. This is followed by the
linear optical absorption properties (Section 2.3.3), where our interband, intraband,
and excited state absorption results are summarized. The important subject of third-
order nonlinear optical susceptibility is discussed in Section 2.3.4. Finally, a theo-
retical analysis of the quantum-confined Stark effect in Si NCs is presented in
Section 2.3.5.

2.2
Ab Initio Calculation for Small Nanocrystals

The results have been obtained through plane-wave, pseudopotential density func-
tional (DFT) calculations. In the case of the H-Si NC (see Section 2.2.1) all the
calculations have been performed with the ABINIT code [47]. Norm-conserving,
nonlocal Hamann-type pseudopotentials have been used. The Kohn–Sham wave
functions have been expanded within a plane-wave basis set, choosing an energy
cutoff of 32 Ry. The calculations performed are not spin-polarized. EachH-Si NC has
been embedded within a large cubic supercell, containing vacuum in order to make
nanocrystal–nanocrystal interactions negligible. The calculations for each cluster
have been performed both in ground and in excited state. Full relaxation with respect
to the atomic positions is performed for all the considered systems. We have
addressed the issue of excited state configurations, which is mostly relevant for Si
NC with a high surface-to-volume ratio using the so called D-SCF method [48–51],
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where total energies are calculated both in the ground state (GS) and in the excited
state (ES). Here the ES corresponds to the electronic configuration in which the
highest occupied single-particle state (highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO))
contains a hole, while the lowest unoccupied single-particle state (lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO)) contains the corresponding electron. Thus, one can
extract the absorption and emission energies and through their difference calculate
the Stokes or Frank–Condon shift due to the lattice relaxation induced by the
electronic excitation.

For the oxidized and doped Si NCs (see Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3) all the DFT
calculations have been performed using the ESPRESSO package [52], within the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) using Vanderbilt ultrasoft [53] pseu-
dopotentials for the determination of the structural properties and norm-conserv-
ing pseudopotential within the local density approximation (LDA) at the optimized
geometry to evaluate the electronic and optical properties. This choice is due to the
fact that Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotentials allow the treatment of several
hundreds of atoms per unit cell in the atomic relaxation process but the lift of
the norm-conservation condition is a crucial and well-known problem for the
calculating the optical transition matrix elements. The Si NC have been embedded
in large supercells in order to prevent interactions between the periodic replicas
(about 6Å of vacuum separates neighbor clusters in all the considered systems). A
careful analysis has been performed on the convergence of the structural and
electronic properties with respect to both the supercell side and the plane-wave
basis set cutoff. Since our aim is to allow a direct comparison between the
experimental data and the theoretical results, we have calculated the transition
energies within the D-SCF approach as well as the absorption and emission optical
spectra. The excited state corresponds to the electronic configuration in which the
highest occupied single-particle state (HOMO) contains a hole, while the lowest
unoccupied single-particle state (LUMO) contains the corresponding electron. The
optical response of the nanocrystal has been evaluated for both the ground and the
excited state optimized geometries through the imaginary part of the dielectric
function e2ðvÞ

ea2 ðvÞ ¼
4p2e2

m2v2

X
v;c;k

2
V
jhyc;kjpajyv;kij2d EcðkÞ�EvðkÞ��hv½ �; ð2:1Þ

where a ¼ ðx; y; zÞ, Ev and Ec denote the energies of the valenceyv;k and conduction
yc;k band states at a k point (C in our case), and V is the supercell volume. Owing to
the strong confinement effects, only transitions at the C point have been considered.
In order to perform emission spectra calculations, we have used the excited state
geometry and the ground state electronic configuration. Thus, strictly speaking,
e2ðvÞ corresponds to an absorption spectrum in the new structural geometry of the
excited state: in this way we are simply considering the emission, in a first
approximation, as the time reversal of the absorption [54] and therefore as a sort
of photoluminescence spectra of the nanocrystals. Moreover in several cases we go
beyond the one-particle approach including the self-energy corrections, by means of
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the GW approximation [55], and the excitonic effects, through the solution of the
Bethe–Salpeter equation (BSE) [56]. To take into account the inhomogeneity of the
system local field effects (LFEs) have been considered, too. This new approach where
many-body effects, such as the self-energy corrections and the hole–electron inter-
action, are combined with a study of the structural distortion due to the impurity
atoms in the excited state, allows calculating accurately the Stokes shift between the
absorption and photoluminescence spectra.

2.2.1
Hydrogenated Silicon Nanocrystals

In this section we present an analysis of the structural, electronic, and optical
properties of hydrogenated silicon nanocrystals (H-Si NCs) as a function of size and
symmetry and, in particular, we will point out the main changes induced by the
nanocrystal excitation. The calculations for each cluster have been performed both
in ground and in excited state. The starting configuration for each cluster has been
fixed with all Si atoms occupying the same position as in the bulk crystal, and
passivating the surface with H atoms placed along the bulk crystal directions, at a
distance determined by studying the SiH4 molecule. It is worth pointing out that the
starting H–Si NC has Td symmetry, which is kept during relaxation in the ground
state configuration. Nevertheless for excited state configurations such symmetry is
generally lost, due to the occupation of excited energy levels. We have first of all
investigated the structural distortions caused by the relaxation of these structures in
different electronic configurations. The analysis of the structural properties reveals
that the average Si�Si bond approaches the bulk bond length as the cluster
dimension increases. In particular, on moving from the center of the cluster toward
the surface, a contraction of the outer Si shells is observed. The presence of an
electron–hole pair in the clusters causes a strong deformation of the structures with
respect to their ground state configuration, and this is more evident for smaller
systems and at the surface of the H-Si NC. This is expected, since for large clusters
the charge density perturbation is distributed throughout all the structures, and the
effect it locally induces becomes less evident. Baierle et al. [24] and Allan et al. [57]
stressed the importance of bond distortion at the Si NC surface in the excited state
(ES) in creating an intrinsic localized state responsible for the PL emission. The
structural analysis is immediately reflected in the electronic structure. It can be
noted from Table 2.1 that the expected decrease in the energy gap with increase in
the cluster dimension and also that the excitation of the electron–hole pair causes a
reduction in the energy gap as much significant as smaller is the cluster. For small
excited clusters, the HOMO and LUMO become strongly localized in correspon-
dence of the distortion, giving rise to defect-like states that reduce the gap. The
distortion induced by the nanocluster excitation can give a possible explanation of
the observed Stokes shift in these systems. The radiation absorption of the cluster in
its ground state configuration induces a transition between the HOMO and LUMO
levels, which is optically allowed for all these clusters. Such a transition is followed
by a cluster relaxation in the excited state configuration giving rise to distorted
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geometries (as previously shown) and to new LUMO and HOMO, whose energy
difference is smaller than that in the ground state geometry. It is between these two
last states that emission occurs, thus explaining the Stokes shift. It is also worth
pointing out how such a shift changes as a function of the dimension. As the
distortion is smaller for larger clusters, it is expected that the Stokes shift decreases
with increase in the dimension. This is shown in Table 2.1 where the absorption
and emission energies together with the Stokes shift calculated as described in
Section 2.2 are reported.

A number of papers present in literature consider the HOMO–LUMO gaps of the
ground and excited state as the proper absorption and emission energies; this leads
to wrong results, mostly for the smaller clusters. In fact, from Table 2.1 it is clearly
seen that the smaller the H-Si NC, the larger is the difference between the
absorption and HOMO–LUMO ground state gap and between emission and
HOMO–LUMO excited state gap. In our calculations, on going from smaller to
larger clusters the difference between the HOMO–LUMO gap in the ground state
and the absorption gap becomes smaller. In particular, the GS HOMO–LUMO gap
tends to be smaller than the absorption energy while the ES HOMO–LUMO gap
tends to be larger than the emission energy. In conclusion, trying to deduce the
Stokes shift simply from the HOMO–LUMO gaps leads to errors, especially for
small clusters. In particular the GS HOMO–LUMO gap tends to be smaller than
the absorption energy while the ES HOMO–LUMO gap tends to be larger than the
emission energy. In conclusion, trying to deduce the Stokes shift simply from the
HOMO–LUMO gaps leads to not negligible errors that are more significant for
smaller clusters. When comparing our results for the ground state with other DFT
calculations we note that there is in general a good agreement between them. It is
worth mentioning that our results for the absorption gaps of the Si1H4 (8.76 eV) and
Si5H12 (6.09 eV) clusters agree quite well with the experimental results of Itoh
et al. [58]. They have found excitation energies of 8.8 and 6.5 eV, respectively.
Regarding the Stokes shift, really few data exist in literature, and, in particular for
really small H-Si NC (from Si1H4 to Si10H16), no data exist. The dependence of the
Stokes shift from the H-Si NC size qualitatively agrees with the calculations of
Puzder et al. [48] and Franceschetti and Pantelides [49].

Table 2.1 Calculated values for the ground and excited state HOMO–LUMO energy gaps and
for the absorption and emission energies calculated within the D-SCF approach for the considered
H-Si NC.

Absorption GS HOMO–LUMO gap Emission EXC HOMO–LUMO gap

Si1H4 8.76 7.93 0.38 1.84
Si5H12 6.09 5.75 0.42 0.46
Si10H16 4.81 4.71 0.41 0.55
Si29H36 3.65 3.58 2.29 2.44
Si35H36 3.56 3.50 2.64 2.74

All values are in eV.
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2.2.2
Oxidized Silicon Nanocrystals

Recent experimental data have shown strong evidence that the surface changes of
silicon nanocrystals exposed to oxygen produce substantial impact on their opto-
electronics properties; thus oxidation at the surface has to be taken into account. In
this section, first we will analyze the optical properties of oxidized Si NCs, using the
D-SCF method [48–51]. Each Si NC has been embedded within a large cubic
supercell, containing vacuum in order to make nanocrystal–nanocrystal interactions
negligible. The starting configuration for each cluster has been fixedwith all Si atoms
occupying the same position as in the bulk crystal, and passivating the surface withH
atoms placed along the bulk crystal directions, at a distance determined by studying
the SiH4 molecule. Two classes of systems have been studied, the Si10 and the Si29
core-based nanoclusters, and three types of Si/O bonds have been introduced at the
cluster surface: the Si�O back bond, the Si>O bridge, and the Si¼¼O double bond.
Through formation energy calculation we have found that the configuration with the
back-bonded oxygen is not favored with respect to the other two, and moreover the
bridge-bonded configuration has been demonstrated to lead to the stablest isomer
configuration [59, 60], too. Full relaxation with respect to the atomic positions is
performed within DFT limit for all systems, both in the ground and in the excited
configurations, using norm-conserving LDA pseudopotential with an energy cutoff
of 60 Ry [52]. The ionic relaxation has produced structural changes with respect to the
initial geometry, which strongly depend on the type of surface termination. In the
case of Si10H14¼¼O, the changes are mainly localized near the O atom, in particular
the angle between the double-bonded O and its linked Si atom is modified. In the
bridge structure, instead, the deformation is localized around the Si�O�Si bond
determining a considerable strain in the Si�Si dimer distances [60]. Similar results
are obtained for the larger Si29-based clusters. The only difference is that now the
distortion induced by the promotion of an electron is smaller, as expected, since for
larger clusters the charge density perturbation is distributed throughout the struc-
ture, and the locally induced effect becomes less evident. These structural changes
are reflected in the electronic and optical properties.

In Table 2.2 absorption and emission gaps are reported: the redshift of the
emission gap with respect to the absorption is less evident for the case of the cluster

Table 2.2 Absorption and emission energy gaps and Stokes shift calculated as total energy
differences within the D-SCF approach.

Absorption Emission Stokes shift

Si10H14¼¼O 2.79 1.09 1.70
Si10H14>O 4.03 0.13 3.90
Si29H34¼¼O 2.82 1.17 1.65
Si29H34>O 3.29 3.01 0.28

All values are in eV.
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with the double-bonded oxygen (see the Stokes shift values); the same can be
observed for the double-bonded Si29H34O.

The double-bonded oxygen seems, hence, almost size independent: actually, the
presence of this kind of bond creates localized states within the gap that are not
affected by quantum confinement as previously predicted [61].

As already stated in Section 2.2 we have calculated not only the transition energies
within the D-SCF approach but also the absorption and emission optical spectra.
Actually, for both the calculated GS and the ES optimized geometry, we have
evaluated the optical response through first-principles calculations, also beyond the
one-particle approach. We have considered the self-energy corrections by means of
the GWmethod and the excitonic effects through the solution of the Bethe–Salpeter
equation. The effect of the localfields is also included. InTable 2.3, the calculated gaps
at different levels of approximation (DFT-LDA, GW, and BS-LF approaches) are
reported for both the Si10 and Si29-based nanocrystals.

The main result common to absorption and emission is the opening of the LDA
bandgap with the GW corrections by amounts weakly dependent on the surface
termination but much larger than the corresponding 0.6 eV of the Si bulk case.
Looking at the BS-LF calculations, we note a sort of compensation (more evident in
theGS than in the ES) of the self-energy and excitonic contributions: the BS-LFvalues
return similar to the LDA ones. The only exception are the BS-LF calculations for the
excited state geometries of the clusters with Si�O�Si bridge bonds at the surface.
Concerning the differences between the values of the Stokes shifts calculated
through the D-SCF approach in Table 2.2 or through the MBPT in Table 2.3 they
are essentially due to the ability or not of the two methods of distinguish dark
transitions. In the MBPT the oscillator strengths of each transition are known, while
the D-SCF approach only gives the possibility of finding the energy of the first
excitation: if this transition is dark (and the D-SCF approach do not give this
information), the associated energy is not the real optical gap. A clearer insight on
theMBPTresults is offered by Figure 2.1 (left panel), where the calculated absorption
and emission spectra for all the oxidized Si10-based clusters are depicted and

Table 2.3 Absorption and emission gaps calculated asHOMO–LUMOdifferenceswithinDFT-LDA
andGWapproaches andas the lowest excitation energywhenexcitonic and local field effects (BS-LF)
are included.

Absorption Emission Stokes shift

LDA GW BS-LF LDA GW BS-LF

Si10H14¼¼O 3.3 (2.5) 7.3 (6.5) 3.7 (2.7) 0.8 4.6 1.0 2.7
Si10H14>O 3.4 7.6 4.0 0.1 3.5 1.5 2.5
Si29H34¼¼O 2.5 6.0 3.7 (3.1) 0.9 4.1 1.2 2.5
Si29H34>O 2.3 4.8 2.3 0.4 3.0 2.2 (0.3) 0.1

In the last column the Stokes shift calculated in the BS-LF approximation is reported. In parenthesis
the lowest dark transitions (when present) are also given. All values are in eV.
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compared with the fully hydrogenated cluster. Self-energy, local-field, and excitonic
effects (BS-LF) are fully taken into account.

Concerning the absorption spectra (Figure 2.1, dashed lines), all the three cases
show a similar smooth increase in the absorption features. The situation for the
emission related spectra is different (Figure 2.1, solid lines). Here, whereas the
situation remains similar for the fully hydrogenated Si10H16 (top panel) cluster and
for the Si10H14¼¼O (central panel) cluster, in the case of a Si�O�Si bridge bond
(Figure 2.1 (bottompanel)) an important excitonic peak, separated from the rest of the
spectrum, is evident at 1.5 eV. Actually bound excitons are also present in the fully
hydrogenated (at 0.4 eV) and in the Si10H14¼¼O (at 1.0 eV) clusters, nevertheless, the
related transitions are almost dark and the emission intensity is very low. Only in the
case of the Si�O�Si bridge bond a clear PL peak appears thanks to the strong
oscillator strength of the related transition. The right panel of Figure 2.1 shows the
experimental absorption and emission spectra measured by Ma et al. [62] for Si-
nanodots embedded in SiO2 matrix. A strong photoluminescence peak appears
around 1.5 eV. Comparison of the experimental spectra with our results suggest that
the presence of a Si�O�Si bridge bond at the surface of Si NC and the relative
deformation localized around the Si�O�Si bond can explain the nature of lumi-
nescence in Si nanocrystallites: only in this case the presence of an excitonic peak in
the emission related spectra, redshiftedwith respect to the absorption onset, provides
an explanation for both the observed SS and the near-visible PL in Si NC. Similar
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Figure 2.1 Emission (solid line) and
absorption (dashed line) spectra: imaginary
part of the dielectric function for the three
considered Si NC. On the left: Si10H16 (top
panel), Si10H14¼¼O (central panel), and

Si10H14>O (bottom panel). On the right:
experimental results for emission (red curve on
the left) and absorption (on the right) by
Ref. [25].
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results have been obtained in the case of Si29-based clusters. Only in the case of O in
bridge position, there is a cage distortion at the interface that allows the presence of
significant emission features in the optical region.

2.2.3
Doped Silicon Nanocrystals

2.2.3.1 Single-Doped Silicon Nanocrystals
Weresume, here, the effects of size and shape of SiNCson the incorporation of group
III (B and Al), group IV (C and Ge), and group V (N and P) impurities. Single-doping
has been investigated both in spherical and in faceted-like Si NCs [63, 64]. The
spherical Si NC are built taking all the bulk Si atoms contained within a sphere of a
given radius and terminating the surface dangling bondswithH;whereas the faceted
Si NCs are resulting from a shell-by-shell construction procedure that starts from a
central atom and adds shells of atoms successively. Spherical-like Si NCs are the
Si29H36, Si87H76, Si147H100, and Si293H172 clusters and the faceted Si NCs are the
Si5H12, Si17H36, Si41H60, and Si147H148 clusters. The average diameter of the doped
andundopedSiNCs after relaxation is about 2.3 nm for the largest crystal considered.
The substitutional impurity site is the one of the Si atomat the center of theNC.As for
impurities in bulk Si, Jahn–Teller distortions occur in the neighborhood of the
impurity sites and the bond lengths show a dependence with respect to the size and
shape of the SiNCs. After ionic relaxation the Si�Xbond lengths (X¼B,Al, C,Ge,N,
and P) tend to be longer for faceted than for spherical-like Si NCs. A little variation of
the impurity levels with respect to the shape of the Si NCs is observed. Boron and
aluminum give rise to shallow acceptor levels, whereas phosphorus gives rise to
shallow donor level and nitrogen to a deep donor level. The energetic positions of the
impurity levels become deeper as the size of the Si NC decreases and tend nearly to
the position of the corresponding impurity levels of Si bulk as the size of the Si NC
increases. For all the impurities considered the lowest-energy transitions occur at
lower energies than the ones in the corresponding undoped Si NCs. The optical
absorption spectra of medium and large doped Si NCs exhibit an onset of absorption
characteristic of indirect-gapmaterials. High peaks in the spectra can be found in the
SiNCswhose diameters are smaller than 1.0 nm.Moreover the radiative lifetimes are
sensibly influenced by the shape, especially for the small Si NCs, whereas these
influences disappear when the size of the nanoparticles increase.

Starting from the SinHmnanocluster [51], the formation energy (FE) for the neutral
X impurity can be defined as the energy needed to insert the X atom with chemical
potential mX within the cluster after removing a Si atom (transferred to the chemical
reservoir, assumed to be bulk Si)

Ef ¼ EðSin�1XHmÞ�EðSinHmÞþ mSi�mX: ð2:2Þ
Here E is the total energy of the system, mSi is the total energy per atomof bulk Si, and
mX is the total energy per atom of the impurity. The results show that for smaller Si-
MCs a larger energy is needed for the formation of the impurity. There is a slight
tendency in the formation energy that suggests that the incorporation of the
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impurities is more favored in spherical than in faceted Si NCs. This tendency is not
valid for the neutral Ge and P impurities, which present a formation energy nearly
independent of the shape, and by the Al impurity, for which the incorporation is
slightly favored for faceted Si NCs. We have also calculated how the FE changes as a
function of the impurity position within the Si NC [63]. For the B neutral impurity in
the large Si146BH100 cluster we have moved the impurity from the cluster center
toward the surface along different paths still considering substitutional sites. It
comes out that as far as the internal core is concerned, variations not higher than
0.06 eVare found. On the contrary, an energy drop between 0.25 and 0.35 eV is found
as the B impurity is moved to the Si layer just below the surface. This is explained by
considering that such positions are the only ones, which allow a significant atomic
relaxation around the impurity, because in the other cases the surrounding Si cage is
quite stable. Thus, as the B atom is moved toward the surface, the FE decreases,
making the subsurface positions more stable.

2.2.3.2 Codoped Silicon Nanocrystals
As already mentioned, simultaneous doping with n- and p-type impurities represent
a way to overcome the low radiative recombination efficiency in our systems so,
starting from the already described hydrogenated Si NCs and following the work of
Fujii et al. [65], we have doped the Si35H36 cluster locating the B and P impurities in
substitutional positions just below the nanocrystal surface. It is worth mentioning
that this arrangement represents the most stable configuration, as confirmed by
theoretical and experimental works [66–68]. Full relaxation with respect to the atomic
positions has been allowed and electronic properties have been computed through
DFT calculations. We have found that in all the cases of codoping, the formation
energy is strongly reduced, favoring this process with respect to the single doping.
The choice of studying the small Si33BPH36 cluster (see Figure 2.2) (diameter around
1 nm) is due to the fact that the GW-BSE calculation [69], necessary for obtaining the

Figure 2.2 Relaxed structure of the Si33BPH36

codoped nanocrystal (diameter¼ 1.10 nm).
Gray balls represent Si atoms, while the light
gray balls are the hydrogens used to saturate the
dangling bonds. B (dark gray) and P (black)

impurities have been located at subsurface
position in substitutional sites on opposite
sides of the nanocrystals. The relaxed impurity
distance is DBP¼ 3.64 Å.
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optical spectra, are very computingdemanding. The energy levels of this systemat the
Cpoint calculated at the optimized geometries are shown inFigure 2.3where only the
levels corresponding to the HOMO, LUMO, HOMO-1, and LUMO þ 1 states are
depicted. The calculated squaremodulus contour plots related toHOMOand LUMO
states, have shown their localizationwithin theSiNC, in particular theHOMOstate is
localized on theB impuritywhile the LUMO is localized on thePone. Thepresence of
thesedonorandacceptor states lowers theenergygap from3.51 eV for thepurecluster
to 2.86 eV for the doped one. In principle, starting with a bigger cluster, for which the
energy gap is smaller than in this case, it is possible through codoping to tune the gap
also below the bulk Si bandgap as experimentally observed by Fuji et al. [70].

In order to give a complete description, within the many-body framework, of the
codoped Si NC response to an optical excitation, we consider both the self-energy
corrections bymeans of the GWmethod [71] to obtain the quasiparticle energies and
the excitonic effects through the solution of the Bethe–Salpeter equation. The effect
of local fields is also included, to take into account the inhomogeneity of the systems.

To carry out emission spectra calculations, we have used the excited state geometry
and the ground state electronic configuration as already described in Section 2.2.
Thus, the electron–hole interaction is also considered here in the emission geometry.
Figure 2.4 (right panel) shows the calculated absorption and emission spectra fully
including the many-body effects. The electron–hole interaction yields significant
variations with respect to the single-particle spectra (shown in the left panel), with an
important transfer of the oscillator strength to the low energy side. Moreover, in the
emission spectrum the rich structure of states characterized, in the low energy side,
by the presence of excitons with largely different oscillator strengths, determines
excitonic gaps well below the optical absorption onset. Thus, the calculated emission
spectrum results to be redshifted to lower energy with respect to the absorption one.
This energy difference between emission and absorption, the Stokes shift, canbe lead
back to the relaxation of the Si NCs after the excitation process.
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Figure 2.3 Calculated energy levels at C point for the Si33BPH36-NC. Alignment has been
performed locating at the same energy the fully occupied levels with the same type of localization.
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The new important features that appear in the emission of many-body spectra are
related to the presence of both B andP impurities as shown in Figure 2.5, which gives
the real-space probability distribution jyexcðre; rhÞj2 for the bound exciton as a
function of the electron position re when the hole is fixed in a given rh position.
In this case the hole is fixed on the boron atom and we see that the bound exciton is
mainly localized around the phosphorus atom. FromTable 2.4, it can be seen that the
single-particle DFTresults strongly underestimate the absorption and emission edge
with respect to theGW þ BSE calculation, inwhich the excitonic effect are taken into
account. This means that, in this case, the cancellation between GW gap opening
(which gives the electronic gap) and BSE gap shrinking (which originates the
excitonic gap) is only partial [72]. It is also interesting to note that the calculated
Stokes shift are almost independent on the level of the computation.
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Figure 2.4 Left panel: single-particle imaginary part of the dielectric function for the codoped
Si33BPH36 nanocrystal in the ground (dashed line) and excited (solid line) geometries. Right panel:
absorption (dashed line) and emission (solid line) many-body spectra of Si33BPH36.

Figure 2.5 Excitonicwave function of Si33BPH36 (atomcolors as in Figure 2.3). The gray isosurface
represents the probability distribution of the electron, with the hole fixed on the B impurity.
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The difference between the GW electronic gap and the GW þ BSE optical
excitonic gap gives the exciton binding energy Eb. We note the presence of exciton
binding energies as big as 2.2 eV, which are very large if compared with bulk Si
(�15meV) or with carbon nanotubes [73, 74], where Eb� 1 eV, but similar to those
calculated for undoped Si NCs [75] of similar size and for Si and Ge small
nanowires [76, 77].

It is interesting to note that the HOMO–LUMO transition in the emission
spectrum at 2.20 eV is almost dark while an important excitonic peak is evident at
about 2.75 eV (see Figure 2.4), redshifted with respect to the first absorption peak.

2.2.4
Silicon Nanocrystals Embedded in a SiO2 Matrix

In this section our goal is to build a simple model to study the properties of
Si nanocrystals embedded in SiO2 matrix from a theoretical point of view
[78, 79]. Ab initio calculations of the structural, electronic, and optical properties of
Si NCs embedded in a crystalline SiO2 matrix have been carried out starting with a
cubic cell (l ¼ 14:32Å) of SiO2b-cristobalite (BC) [80]. The crystalline cluster has been
obtained by a spherical cutoff of 12O atoms at the center of a Si64O128 BCgeometry, as
shown in Figure 2.6 (top panels). In this way, we have built an initial supercell of 64 Si
and 116 O atoms with 10 Si bonded together to form a small crystalline skeleton. No
defects (dangling bonds) are present at the interface and all the O atoms at the Si NC
surface are single bonded with the Si atoms of the cluster.

The amorphous silica model has been generated using classical molecular
dynamics simulations of quenching from a melt; the simulations have been done
using semiempirical ionic potentials [81], following a quench procedure [82]. The
amorphous dot has been obtained by a spherical cutoff of 10O atoms from a Si64O128

amorphous silica cell, as shown in Figure 2.6 (bottompanels). For both the crystalline
and theamorphouscaseswehaveperformedsuccessiveab initiodynamics relaxations
with the SIESTA code [83] using Troullier–Martins pseudopotentials with nonlocal
corrections, and a mesh cutoff of 150 Ry. No external pressure or stress was applied,
and we left all the atom positions and the cell dimensions totally free to move.

Electronic and optical properties of the relaxed structures have been calculated in
the framework of DFT, using the ESPRESSO package [52]. Modification in the band
structure and in the absorption spectrum due to the many-body effects has been
also computed.

Table 2.4 Absorption and Emission gaps calculated as HOMO–LUMO difference through a DFT,
the many-body GW and a GW-BSE approach.

Si33BPH36 DFT GW GW þ BSE

Absorption (eV) 2.80 5.52 3.35
Emission (eV) 1.79 4.37 2.20
D (eV) 1.01 1.15 1.15
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Parallel to the design of the Si10/SiO2 system, both crystalline and amorphous, we
have studied three other systems: (i) the purematrix (SiO2) (the BC for the crystalline
case and the glass for the amorphous one), (ii) the isolated Si NC extracted by the nc-
silica complex (both crystalline and amorphous) relaxed structure and capped by
hydrogen atoms (Si10-H), and (iii) the Si NC and the first interface oxygens extracted
as in point ii), passivated by H atoms (Si10-OH) [84]. The goal is to separate the
properties related to the Si NC from those related to the matrix in order to check the
possible role of the Si NC/matrix interface; in fact the comparison of the results
relative to different passivation regimes (HorOHgroups) could give some insight on
the role played by the interface region.

Figure 2.6 Stick and ball pictures of the final
optimized structure of Si10 in a b-cristobalite
matrix (top panels) or in a SiO2 glass (bottom
panes). Dark gray spheres (red) represent O
atoms, light gray (cyan) represents Si of the
matrix, and white (yellow) represents Si atoms
of the nanocrystal. Also the isosurfaces at fixed

value (7% of max. amplitude) of the square
modulus jYj2 of HOMO (left) and LUMO
(right) Kohn–Sham orbitals for the Si10
crystalline (top) and amorphous (bottom)
clusters in the silica matrix are shown. Pink
(blue) represents the positive (negative)
sign of Y.
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From the analysis of the relaxed crystalline Si10/SiO2 supercell, it is found that the
Si NC has a strained structure with respect to the bulk Si [85], while the BC matrix
around is strongly distorted near the Si NC and progressively reduces its stress going
from the NC to the external region [86, 87]. Concerning the structure of the cluster in
the amorphous glass, the system (both the cluster and the matrix) completely loses
memory of the starting tetrahedral symmetry configuration. There are not dangling
bonds at the cluster surface while some bridge-bonded oxygens appear that were not
present in the crystalline case [88].

Table 2.5 shows the comparison between the EG of all the considered systems.
For the crystalline case we initially observe a strong reduction in the Si10/SiO2 gap
with respect to both the bulk BC SiO2 and the isolated Si NC passivated by H
atoms; finally, as reported in Ref. [25, 27–29, 89, 90], the passivation by OH groups
tends to redshift the energy spectrum, resulting in a gap similar to that of the
embedded Si NC.

The smaller gap of the Si10/SiO2 system with respect to the SiO2 BC bulk case is
clearly due to the formation, at the conduction and valence band edges, of confined,
flat states. These new states are not simply due to the Si NC; actually they are not
present in the case of the isolated Si NCcapped byHatoms, but are instead visible for
the isolated Si NC passivated by OH groups. This means that a strong influence on
the electronic properties of the hostmatrix is played not only by the presence of the Si
NC but, in particular, by the interface region where O atoms play a crucial role. Deep
inside the bands, the typical behavior of the bulk matrix is still recognizable.

Concerning the electronic properties of the amorphous systems, the EG of the
embedded Si NC and of the isolated Si10a-OH-NC are similar to that of the crystalline
case and, as in the crystalline case, one can find band edges states due to the interface
region. However, contrary to the crystalline case, the Si10a-H-NC shows a strongly
reduced bandgap. This difference can be addressed to the amorphization effects,
indicating that in the amorphous case the localization process at the origin of the EG
lowering is mainly driven by the disorder [88].

In Figure 2.6 the square modulus contour plot of the HOMO (top left) and of the
LUMO (top right) for the Si10 crystalline cluster in the BC matrix are reported. In
both the cases the spatial distribution is mainly localized in the Si NC region and in
the O atoms immediately around the cluster, that is, at the Si NC/SiO2 interface. Also
theHOMOand LUMOstates for the amorphous case (reported in Figure 2.6, bottom
left and right) follow the shape of the Si NC, strongly deformed with respect to the
ordered case. Thus they are still localized on the Si NC and on the vicinal O atoms. In

Table 2.5 Energy gap values in eV for crystalline and amorphous silica, embedded Si NC, OH-
terminated Si NC, H-terminated Si NC.

System SiO2 Si10/SiO2 Si10-OH Si10-H

Crystalline 5.44 1.77 1.60 4.66
Amorphous 5.40 1.41 1.55 1.87
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our opinion, this supports the important role played by the interface between the Si
NC and the matrix.

The electronic properties are reflected in the optical ones. Figure 2.7 shows the
calculated imaginary part of the dielectric function for all the structures described
above. As one can see for both the crystalline and the amorphous case, three regions
due to the hosting matrix, the Si NC, and the interface are clearly distinguishable. At
high energy (>7 eV) the spectra of the embedded Si NC resemble that of silica bulks
while in the energy region between�4 and�6 eV for the crystalline and between�2
and�6 eV for the amorphous case is clearly the contribution of the SiNC itself. Below
these intervals, anyway, new transitions exist that are not due to thematrix alone or to
the isolated, hydrogenated cluster. These low energy transitions originate from the
interplay between the Si NC and the embeddingmatrix and in particular are also due
to the O atoms present at the interface region. Indeed, comparing the imaginary part
of the dielectric function (see the insets) for the embedded cluster (solid line) with
that of the OH-terminated cluster (dotted line), one can see that the presence of OH
groups at the surface of the cluster induces low energy transitions in fair agreement
with the new peaks observed for the Si NC in the matrix. This result is in agreement
with other works [44], sustaining the idea that the deformation of the nanoclusters
does not seem to be the determinant for the absorption onset at low energies.

The main differences between crystalline and amorphous case are related to the
intensity of the peaks in the visible region (<3 eV). Here the localization process
due to the disorder enhances the intensities of the optical transitions, which in
the crystalline case are very low. Many-body effects have been considered in both the
crystalline and the amorphous embedded Si NC. We have included quasiparticle
effects within the GWapproach [55] and excitonic effects within the Bethe–Salpeter
equation [56, 69].

Table 2.6 shows the calculated EGwithinDFT,GW,GW þ BSE approximations. In
the ordered (amorphous) case, the inclusion of GWcorrections spreads up the gap of
about 1.9 (1.7) eV, while the excitonic and localfields correction reduces it of about 1.5
(1.6) eV. Thus, the total correction to the LDA results to be in the order of 0.4 (0.1) eV.
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Now finally the EG of the crystalline and amorphous embedded Si NC are quite
different, that is, 2.17 and 1.51 eV, respectively.

This difference is more evident in Figure 2.8 that shows a comparison of the
absorption spectra for the embedded Si NC for both crystalline and amorphous case.
We see that even if the inclusion of many-body effects does not much change the
situation at the onset of the absorption (see insets), it strongly depletes the intensity of
the transitions in the 4–6 eV region for the crystalline case, whereas for the
amorphous one the situation in the 2–6 energy region remains more or less the
same. This is a further strong indication of the importance of localization processes
for the optical properties of embedded Si NC.

Until now, no experimental measurements on Si NCwith diameter in the order of
1 nm have been performed. Thus, a straightforward comparison with experimental
data is not possible but the fitting of some recent measurements [91–97] of Si NC of
different sizes shows a fair agreement with our results.

2.3
Pseudopotential Calculations for Large Nanocrystals

Asmentioned in Section 2.1, for largeNCs,we employ the linear combination of bulk
bands technique, which makes use of the semiempirical pseudopotentials for

Table 2.6 Many-body effects on the gap values (in eV) for the crystalline and amorphous embedded
dots.

Si10/SiO2 DFT GW GW þ BSE

Crystalline 1.77 3.67 2.17
Amorphous 1.41 3.11 1.51
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Figure 2.8 DFT and GW þ BSE calculated imaginary part of the dielectric function for crystalline
(top) and amorphous (bottom) case.
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describing the atomistic environment. Note that we shall ignore many body effects,
unlike our treatment in the previous section, where the excitonic effects were
incorporated within the BSE. In this technique, the NC wave function with a state
index j is expanded in terms of the bulk Bloch bands of the constituent core and
embedding medium (matrix) materials

yjð~r Þ ¼
1ffiffiffiffi
N

p
X
n;~k ;s

Cs
n;~k ; j

ei
~k �~r us

n;~k
ð~r Þ; ð2:3Þ

whereN is the number of primitive cells within the computational supercell,Cs
n;~k;j

is
the expansion coefficient set to be determined, and s is the constituent bulk material
label pointing to theNCcore and embeddingmedium. us

n;~k
ð~rÞ is the cell-periodic part

of theBlochstates that canbeexpanded in termsof the reciprocal lattice vectorsf~Ggas

us
n;~k
ð~r Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi

V0
p

X
~G

Bs
n~k
ð~GÞ ei~G �~r ; ð2:4Þ

where V0 is the volume of the primitive cell. The atomistic Hamiltonian for the
system is given by

Ĥ ¼ �
�h2r2

2m0
þ
X
s;~Rj ;a

Ws
að~RjÞusað~r�~Rj�~d

s

aÞ; ð2:5Þ

wherem0 is the free electron mass,Ws
að~RjÞ is the weight function that takes values 0

or 1 depending on the type of atom at the position ~Rj�~d
s

a; an intermediate value
between 0 and 1 can be used for the alloys or modeling the interface region. usa is the
screened spherical pseudopotential of atom a of the material s. We use semiem-
pirical pseudopotentials for Si developed particularly for strained Si/Ge superlattices
that reproduces a large variety of measured physical data such as bulk band
structures, deformation potentials, electron–phonon matrix elements, and hetero-
structure valence band offsets [98]. With such a choice, this approach benefits from
the empirical pseudopotentialmethod, which in addition to its simplicity has another
advantage over themore accurate density functional ab initio techniques that run into
well-known bandgap problem [99], which is a disadvantage for the correct prediction
of the excitation energies.

The formulation can be cast into the following generalized eigenvalue equation
[37, 42]:X

n;~k;s

Hn0~k0s0;n~ks C
s
n;~k

¼ E
X
n;~k ;s

Sn0~k0s0;n~ksC
s
n;~k
; ð2:6Þ

where

Hn0~k0s0 ;n~ks �
D
n0~k0s0jT̂ þ V̂ xtaljn~ks

E
;D

n0~k0s0jT̂ jn~ks
E
¼ d~k0;~k

X
~G

�h2

2m

��~Gþ~k
��2Bs0

n0~k0
ð~GÞ�Bs

n~k
ð~GÞ;
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D
n0~k0s0jV̂xtaljn~ks

E
¼
X
~G ;~G 0

Bs0

n0~k
0 ð~G 0Þ�Bs

n~k
ð~GÞ

X
s00 ;a

Vs
00

a ðj~Gþ~k�~G 0�~k 0j2Þ

�Ws0 0
a ð~k�~k0Þ eið~G þ~k�~G

0�~k0Þ �~ds00
a ;

Sn0~k0s0;n~ks �
D
n0~k 0s0jn~ks

E
:

Here, the atoms are on the regular sites of the underlying Bravais lattice:
~Rn1 ;n2;n3 ¼ n1~a1 þ n2~a2 þ n3~a3, where f~aig are its direct lattice vectors of the Bravais

lattice. Both the NC and the host matrix are assumed to possess the same lattice
constant and the whole structure is within a supercell that imposes the periodicity

condition Wð~Rn1 ;n2;n3 þNi~aiÞ ¼ Wð~Rn1;n2 ;n3Þ, recalling its Fourier representation

Wð~Rn1;n2 ;n3Þ!
P

~WðqÞ ei~q �~Rn1 ;n2 ;n3 , implies ei~q �Ni~ai¼1, so that ~q!~qm1;m2 ;m3
¼

~b1
m1
N1

þ~b2
m2
N2

þ~b3
m3
N3
, where f~big are the reciprocal lattice vectors of the bulkmaterial.

Thus the reciprocal space of the supercell arrangement is not a continuum but is in
the grid form composed of points f~qm1;m2 ;m3

g, where mi ¼ 0; 1; . . . ;Ni�1.

2.3.1
Effective Optical Gap

The hallmark of quantum size effect in NCs has been the widening of the optical
gap, as demonstrated by quite a number of theoretical and experimental studies
performed within the last decade. Figure 2.9 contains a compilation of some
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Figure 2.9 Comparison of optical gap as a function of Si NC diameter of LCBB results with
previous experimental and theoretical data: Furukawa andMiyasato [100], Ö�g€ut et al. [101], Vasiliev
et al. [102], Garoufalis et al. [103], and the fitting by Ossicini et al. [1].
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representative results. For Si NCs, it can be observed that there is a good agreement
among the existing data, including LCBB results. In the latter approach, the optical
gap directly corresponds to the LUMO–HOMO energy difference, as calculated by
the single-particle Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.5). Such a simplicity relies on the finding
of Delerue and coworkers that the self-energy and Coulomb corrections almost
exactly cancel each other for Si NCs larger than a diameter of 1.2 nm [72]. The
evolution of the individual states with increasing size is shown in Figure 2.10a. In
particular, the HOMO and LUMO variation is plotted in Figure 2.10b. It can be
clearly observed that for a diameter larger than about 6 nm the quantum size effect
essentially disappears.

2.3.2
Radiative Lifetime

Anexcellent test for the validity of the electronic structure is through the computation
of the direct photon emission. The associated radiative lifetime for the transition
between HOMO and LUMO is obtained via time-dependent perturbation theory
utilizing themomentummatrix element, whichwasfirst undertaken byDexter [104].
Here, we use the expression offered by Califano et al. [105] that differs somewhat in
taking into account the local field effects:

1
tfi

¼ 4
3
n
c2
F2av3

fi rfij2;
�� ð2:7Þ

where a ¼ e2=�hc is the fine structure constant, n ¼ ffiffiffi
e

p
matrix is the refractive index of

the host matrix, F ¼ 3ematrix=ðeNC þ 2ematrixÞ is the screening factor within the real-
cavity model [106], vi is the angular frequency of the emitted photon, and c is the
speed of light. Using the dipole length element between the initial (i) and final states
(f), the expression rfi ¼ hf jpjii=ðim0vfiÞ, we can rewrite the Eq. (2.7) as,

Figure 2.10 (a) The evolution of states for four increasing diameters of SiNCs and (b)HOMOand
LUMO variation with respect to diameter. The bulk band edges of Si are marked with a dashed line
for comparison.
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1
tfi

¼ 16p2

3
nF2 e2

h2m2
0c

3
ðEf�EiÞ hijpjf ij2:

�� ð2:8Þ

To obtain the thermally averaged radiative lifetime, the Boltzmann average is
performed over the states close to the HOMO and LUMO as

1
htri ¼

X
fi

1
tfi
e�bðEfi�EGÞ

X
fi

e�bðEfi�EGÞ
; ð2:9Þ

whereEG is theHOMO–LUMOgap, b ¼ 1=ðkBTÞ, and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
The results [107] for the radiative lifetime in Si NCs as a function of diameter are

shown in Figure 2.11. The LCBB values for large NCs merge very well with the ab
initio calculations for small NCs [108]. It should be noted that the radiative lifetime is
reduced exponentially, as the NC size is reduced, turning the indirect bandgap bulk
materials into efficient light emitters. It needs to be remembered that the non-
radiative processes in Si NCs, Auger recombination and carrier multiplication, are
stillmuchmore efficient than the radiative process [46]. As another remark, for larger
NCs the level spacings become comparable to phonon energies. Therefore, the direct
recombination as considered here, needs to be complemented by the phonon-
assisted recombination beyond approximately 3–4 nm-diameters.

2.3.3
Linear Optical Absorption

Once the electronic wave functions of the NCs are available, their linear optical
properties can be readily computed. The three different types of direct photon (zero-
phonon) absorption processes are illustrated in Figure 2.12. These are interband,
intraband, and excited state absorptions. In the latter, the blue (dark-colored) arrow
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Figure 2.11 The variation in the radiative lifetime with respect to diameter for Si NCs.
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represents optical pumping and following carrier relaxation, the downward green
arrow corresponds to luminescence that can be up to a final interface state (dashed
line) [6]. For all these processes, the relevant quantity is the imaginary part of the
dielectric function (whichwas denoted by e2 in Section 2.2).Within the independent-
particle approximation and the artificial supercell framework, it can be put to an
alternative form [109],

Im eaaðvÞf g ¼ ð2pe�hÞ2
m0VSC

X
c;v

f aacv

Ec�Ev

C=ð2pÞ
½Ec�Ev��hv�2 þðC=2Þ2 ; ð2:10Þ

where a ¼ x; y; z denotes the Cartesian components of the dielectric tensor and

f aacv ¼ 2jhcjpajvij2
m0ðEc�EvÞ ; ð2:11Þ

is the oscillator strength of the transition. In these expressions, e is the magnitude of
the electronic charge, andC is the full-width at halfmaximumvalue of the Lorentzian
broadening. The label v (c) corresponds to occupied (empty) valence (conduction)
states, referring only to their orbital parts in the absence of spin-orbit coupling;
the spin summation term is already accounted in the prefactor of Eq. (2.10). Finally,
VSC is the volume of the supercell that is a fixed value, chosen conveniently large
to accommodate theNCs of varying diameters.However, if one replaces it with that of
theNC,VNC, this corresponds to the calculation of Imfeaag=fv, where fv ¼ VNC=VSC is
the volume filling ratio of the NC. For the sake of generality, this is the form in which
the resultswill bepresentedhere. Theelectromagnetic intensity absorptioncoefficient

Figure 2.12 Illustration for the three different
absorption processes in NCs considered here:
interband, intraband, and excited state
absorption. The yellow (light-colored) arrows
indicate the direct photon absorption

transitions, the blue (dark-colored) arrow
represents optical pumping, and the downward
green arrow corresponds to luminescence,
which can be to a interface state (dashed line).
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aðvÞ is related to the imaginary part of the dielectric function through [110]

Im eaaðvÞf g ¼ nrc
v

aaaðvÞ; ð2:12Þ

where nr is the index of refraction and c is the speed of light.
In the case of intraband absorption, its rate depends on the amount of excited

carriers. Therefore, we consider the absorption rate for one excited electron or hole
that lies at an initial state i with energy Ei. As there are a number of closely spaced
such states, we perform a Boltzmann averaging over these states as e�bEi=

P
j e

�bEj .
We further assume that the final states have no occupancy restriction, which can
easily be relaxed if needed. The expression for absorption rate per an excited carrier
in each NC becomes

aaa

fv
¼ pe2

2m0cnrvVNC

X
i;f

e�bEiX
j

e�bEj
f aafi Ef�Ei½ � C=ð2pÞ

½Ef�Ei��hv�2 þðC=2Þ2 ; ð2:13Þ

where again a is the light polarization direction.
Finally, we include the surface polarization effects, also called local field effects

using a simple semiclassical model, which agrees remarkably well with more
rigorous treatments [111]. We give a brief description of its implementation. First,
using the expression

eSC ¼ fveNC þð1�fvÞematrix; ð2:14Þ
we extract (i.e., de-embed) the size-dependent NC dielectric function, eNC, where eSC
corresponds to Eq. (2.10), suppressing the Cartesian indices. ematrix is the dielectric
function of the host matrix; for simplicity, we set it to the permittivity value of SiO2,
that is, ematrix ¼ 4. Since the wide bandgap matrix introduces no absorption up to an
energy of about 9 eV, we can approximate ImfeNCg ¼ ImfeSCg=fv. One can similarly
obtain the RefeNCgwithin the random-phase approximation [112], hence get the full
complex dielectric function eNC. According to the classical Clausius–Mossotti
approach, which is shown to work also for NCs [113], the dielectric function of the
NC is modified as

eNC;LFE ¼ ematrix
4eNC�ematrix

eNC þ 2ematrix

� �
; ð2:15Þ

to account for LFE. The corresponding supercell dielectric function, eSC;LFE follows
using Eq. (2.14). Similarly, the intensity absorption coefficients are alsomodified due
to surface polarization effects, cf. Eq. (2.12).

2.3.3.1 Interband Absorption
For applications such as in solar cells, an efficient interband absorption over a certain
spectrum is highly desirable. Depending on the diameter, Si NCs possess strong
absorption toward the UV region. In Figure 2.13 we compare LCBB results [44] with
the experimental data of Wilcoxon et al. for Si NCs [114]. Overall, there is a good
agreement, especially with LFE. The major discrepancies can be attributed to
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excitonic effects that are not included in the LCBB results. In Figure 2.12 we also
display the tight binding result of Trani et al. that also includes LFE [111].

2.3.3.2 Intraband Absorption
The electrical injection of carriers or doping opens the channel for intraband
absorption, also termed as intersubband absorption, which has practical impor-
tance for mid- and near-infrared photodetectors [115]. We assume that these
introduced carriers eventually relax towards their respective band edges and attain
a thermal distribution. Therefore, we perform a Boltzmann averaging at room
temperature (300 K) over the initial states around LUMO (HOMO) for electrons
(holes). The absorption coefficients to be presented are for unity volume filling
factors and for one carrier per NC; they can easily be scaled to a different average
number of injected carriers and volume filling factors. In Figure 2.14 the Si NCs of
different diameters are compared [44]. The intraband absorption is observed to be
enhanced as the NC size grows up to about 3 nm followed by a drastic fall for larger
sizes. For both holes and electrons very large number of absorption peaks are
observed from 0.5 to 2 eV. Recently, de Sousa et al. have also considered the
intraband absorption in Si NCs using the effective mass approximation and taking
into account the multivalley anisotropic band structure of Si [116]. However, their
absorption spectra lackmuch of the features seen in Figure 2.13.Mimura et al. have
measured the optical absorption in heavily phosphorus doped Si NCs of a diameter
of 4.7 nm [117]. This provides us an opportunity to compare the LCBB results on the
intraconduction band absorption in Si NCs. There is a good order-of-magnitude
agreement. However, in contrast to LCBB spectra in Figure 2.14 that contains well-
resolved peaks, they have registered a smooth spectrum that has been attributed by
the authors to the smearing out due to size and shape distribution within their NC
ensemble [117].

Figure 2.13 Comparison of LCBB absorbance results with the available data: experimental work
ofWilcoxon et al. [114] and the theoretical tight binding results of Trani et al. [111]. For LCBB spectra,
a Lorentzian broadening energy full width of 200 meV is used.
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2.3.3.3 Excited State Absorption
Anoptical pumpingwell above the effective bandgap leads to excited state absorption,
also termed as photoinduced absorption, which is an undesired effect that can inhibit
the development of optical gain [118]. Recent experiments on excited state absorption
concluded that more attention should be devoted to the role of the excitation
conditions in the quest for the silicon laser [119–121]. For this reason, we consider
another intraband absorption process where the system is under a continuous
interband optical pumping that creates electrons and holes with excess energy. We
consider three different excitation wavelengths: 532, 355, and 266 nm that, respec-
tively, correspond to the second-, third-, and fourth-harmonic of the Nd-YAG laser at
1064 nm. The initial states of the carriers after optical pumping are chosen to be at the
pair of states with the maximum oscillator strength among interband transitions
under the chosen excitation. As a general trend, it is observed that the excess energy is

Photon Energy (eV)Photon Energy (eV)

Photon Energy (eV)Photon Energy (eV)

Figure 2.14 Intravalence and intraconduction state absorption coefficients in Si NCs of different
diameters per excited carrier and at unity filling factor. A Lorentzian broadening energy full width of
30 meV is used. Mind the change in the vertical scale for 4 nm-diameter case.
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unevenly partitioned, mainly in favor of the conduction states [44, 46]. Once again a
Boltzmann averaging is used to get the contribution of states within the thermal
energy neighborhood.

Considering 3 and 4 nm diameters, the results [44] are shown in Figure 2.15. Note
that the 532 nm excitation results are qualitatively similar to those in intraband
absorption, cf. Figure 2.14. This is expected on the grounds of small excess energy for
this case. Some general trends can be extracted from these results. First of all, the
conduction band absorption is in general smooth over a wide energy range. On the

Photon Energy (eV) Photon Energy (eV)

Photon Energy (eV)
Photon Energy (eV)

Photon Energy (eV)Photon Energy (eV)

Figure 2.15 Excited state absorption within
valence and conduction states of Si NCs per
excited carrier and at unity filling factor under
three different optical pumping wavelengths of
532, 355, and266 nm.Dotted lines in black color

refer to the total absorption coefficients. Two
different diameters are considered, 3 and 4 nm.
A Lorentzian broadening energy full width of
30meV is used.
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other hand, the valence band absorption contains pronounced absorption at several
narrow energy windows mainly below 1 eV and they get much weaker than the
conduction band absorption in the remaining energies. As the excitation energy
increases, the absorption coefficient per excited carrier in general decreases. In
connection to silicon photonics, we should point out that the excited state absorption
is substantial including the important 1.55 mm fiber optics communication wave-
length. These results provide a more comprehensive picture than the reported
experimental measurements [119–121] that are usually obtained at a single energy
of the probe beam. Finally, it needs to be mentioned that for both intraband and
excited state absorptions displayed in Figures 2.14 and 2.15, the high energy partswill
be masked by the interband transition whenever it becomes energetically possible.

2.3.4
Third-Order Nonlinear Optical Properties

Recent experimental reports show that Si NCs have promising nonlinear optical
properties and device applications [122–124]. One group of very important optical
nonlinearities is the third-order nonlinearities, which involve nonlinear refraction
coefficient or optical Kerr index n2 and two-photon absorption coefficient b. These
nonlinearities are crucial in all-optical switching and sensor protection applica-
tions [125] as well as in the up-conversion of the subbandgap light for the possible
solar cell applications [126]. The third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility expres-
sion is obtained through perturbation solution of the density matrix equation of
motion [125]. To simplify the notation, in this section we denote the quantities that
refer to unity volume filling factor by an overbar. The final expression is given by [125]

�x
ð3Þ
dcbað�v3;vc;vb;vaÞ �

x
ð3Þ
dcbað�v3;vc;vb;vaÞ

fv
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ð2:16Þ
where the subscripts fa; b; c; dg refer to Cartesian indices, v3 � vc þvb þva,
v2 � vb þva, v1 � va are the input frequencies, rnm is the matrix element of the
position operator between the states n and m, �hvnm is the difference between
energies of these states, S is the symmetrization operator [125], indicating that the
following expression should be averaged over the all possible permutations of the
pairs ðc;vcÞ, ðb;vbÞ, and ða;vaÞ, andfinally fnm � fn�fm, where fn is the occupancy of
the state n. The rnm is calculated for m 6¼ n through rnm ¼ pnm

im0vnm
, where pnm is the

momentummatrix element. Hence, after the solution of the electronic structure, the
computational machinery is based on the matrix elements of the standard momen-
tum operator, p, the calculation of which trivially reduces to simple summations.
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The above susceptibility expression is evaluatedwithout any approximation, taking
into account all transitions within the 7 eV range. This enables a converged spectrum
up to the ultraviolet spectrum. In the case of relatively large NCs the number of states
falling in this range becomes excessive making the computation quite demanding.
For instance, for the 3 nmNC the number of valence and conduction states (without
the spin degeneracy) exceeds 3000. As another technical detail, the perfect C3v

symmetry of the spherical NCs results in an energy spectrumwith a large number of
degenerate states [44]. However, this causes numerical problems in computing the
susceptibility expression given in Eq. (2.16). This high symmetry problem can be
practically removed by introducing twowidely separated vacancy sites deep inside the
matrix. Their sole effect is to introduce a splitting of the degenerate states by less than
1meV.

The refractive index and the absorption, in the presence of the nonlinear optical
effects become, respectively, n ¼ n0 þ n2I, a ¼ a0 þbI, where n0 is the linear
refractive index, a0 is the linear absorption coefficient, and I is the intensity of the
light. n2 is proportional to Ref�xð3Þg, and is given by [127]

�n2ðvÞ ¼ Ref�xð3Þð�v;v;�v;vÞg
2n20e0c

; ð2:17Þ

where c is the speed of light. Similarly, b is given by [127]

�bðvÞ ¼ vImf�xð3Þð�v;v;�v;vÞg
n20e0c

2
; ð2:18Þ

wherev is the angular frequency of the light. Note that Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) are valid
only in the case of negligible absorption. The degenerate two-photon absorption cross
section �sð2ÞðvÞ is given by [125]

�sð2ÞðvÞ � sð2ÞðvÞ
fv

¼ 8�h2p3e4

n20c
2

X
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X
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rfmrmi
�hvmi��hv�i�hC

�����
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2

dð�hvfi�2�hvÞ;

ð2:19Þ
whereC is the inverse of the lifetime; the corresponding full width energy broadening
of 100meV is used throughout. The sum over the intermediate states,m, requires all
the interband and intraband transitions. As we have mentioned previously, we
compute such expressions without any approximation by including all the states
that contribute to the chosen energywindow. Finally, sð2ÞðvÞ andb are related to each
other through �b ¼ 2�hv�s2ðvÞ.

The LFEs lead to a correction factor in the third-order nonlinear optical expressions

given by [128], L ¼ 3ematrix
eNC þ 2ematrix

� �2���� 3ematrix
eNC þ 2ematrix

����
2

where ematrix and eNC are the dielectric

functions of the host matrix and the NC, respectively. We fix the local field correction
at its static value, since when the correction factor is a function of the wavelength it
brings about unphysical negative absorption regions at high energies.

We consider four different diameters,D¼ 1.41, 1.64, 2.16, and 3 nm. Their energy
gap,EG as determinedby the separation between the LUMOand theHOMOenergies
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show the expected quantum size effect [44]. The �n2 is plotted in Figure 2.16, which
increases with the decrease in NC size for all frequencies [45]. The smallest
diameter gives us the largest �n2. When compared to the n2 of bulk Si in this
energy interval (� 10�14 cm2/W) [129–131], calculated NC n2 is enhanced by as
much as (� 104fv) for the largest NC. For Si NCs having a diameter of a few
nanometers, Prakash et al. [122] have obtained n2 in the order of � 10�11 cm2/W,
which, in order ofmagnitude, agreeswith LCBB results when a typical fv is assumed
for their samples.

In Figure 2.17 we have plotted b against the photon energy [45]. Peaks at high
energies are dominant in the spectrumandb decreaseswith the growingNCvolume.
The obtained b is about 105fv cm/GW for the largest NC at around 1 eV. When
compared to the experimental bulk value (1.5–2.0 cm/GW measured at around
1 eV) [129], calculated NC b is scaled by a factor of 300�400fv times. Prakash
et al. [122] have observed b to be between (101�102 cm/GW) at 1:53 eV, which is
close to LCBB values provided that fv is taken into account.

We should note that b is nonzero down to static values due to band tailing.
Another interesting observation is that the two-photon absorption threshold is
distinctly beyond the half bandgap value, which becomes more prominent as the
NC size increases. This can be explained mainly as the legacy of the NC core
medium, silicon that is an indirect bandgap semiconductor. Hence, the HOMO–

LUMO dipole transition is very weak, especially for relatively large NCs. We think
that this is the essence of what is observed also for the two-photon absorption. As
the NC size gets smaller, the HOMO–LUMO energy gap approaches to the direct
bandgap of bulk silicon, while the HOMO–LUMO dipole transition becomesmore
effective.

Figure 2.16 �n2 (i.e., at unity filling) as a function of the photon energy for different NC sizes.
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2.3.5
Quantum-Confined Stark Effect in Si Nanocrystals

In 1984, Miller et al. discovered a variant of the Stark effect in quantum wells, which
was much more robust due to the confinement of the carriers, hence named as the
quantum-confined Stark effect [132]. It took more than a decade to observe the same
effect inNCs,whichwere chemically synthesizedCdSe colloids [133]. Interestingly, it
has taken again more than a decade to realize it with Si NCs [134]. Based on the
importance of QCSE for silicon-based photonics, in this section we provide a
theoretical analysis of QCSE in embedded Si NCs. The basic electrostatic construc-
tion of the problem is presented in Figure 2.18 with the assumption that the NCs are
well separated. If we denote the uniform applied electric field in thematrix region far
away from the NC as F0, then the solution for electrostatic potential is given in
spherical coordinates by [110]

Wðr; qÞ ¼
� 3
eþ 2

F0r cos q; r 	 a

�F0r cos qþ e�1
eþ 2

� 	
F0

a3

r2
cos q; r > a

8>><
>>: ; ð2:20Þ

Figure 2.17 b (i.e., at unity filling) as a function of the photon energy for different NC sizes.

Figure 2.18 An illustration for the QCSE showing the geometry and the variables.
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where e � eNC=ematrix is the ratio of the permittivities of the inside and outside of the
NCs. The effect of this externalfield can be incorporated in the framework of LCBBby
adding the Vext ¼ eW term to the potential energy matrix elements. A computation-
ally convenient approach is to assume that the external potential is relatively smooth
so that its Fourier transform can be taken to be band-limited to thefirst Brillouin zone
of the underlying unit cell, which leads to [42],

D
n0~k 0s0jV̂ extjn~ks

E
¼
X
~G ;~G

0
Rect~b1;~b2;~b3

ð~Gþ~k�~G 0�~k0ÞBs0

n0~k
0 ð~G 0Þ�Bs

n~k
ð~GÞ; ð2:21Þ

here Rect~b1 ;~b2;~b3
is the rectangular pulse function, which yields unity when its

argument is within the first Brillouin zone defined by the reciprocal lattice vectors,
{~b1;

~b2;
~b3}, and zero otherwise.

In Figure 2.19 we show the evolution of the valence and conduction states of a
5 nm-diameter Si NC under increasing electric fields. This clearly indicates that
valence states are more prone to Stark shift. The LUMO–HOMO bandgap Stark
shift is plotted in Figure 2.20. As in any electronic structure calculation, this is done
at 0 K. However, a shift of more than 80meV points out that the QCSE can be easily
measured at room temperature. The dotted line in this figure is a quadratic fit. The
deviation for large electric fields indicates the change in charge displacement
regime.

Finally, in Figure 2.21 the intravalence and intraconduction state electroabsorption
curves of a 5 nm-diameter Si NC are shown, under zero and 1MV/cm electric fields.
As expected from the rigidity of the conduction states under the electric field from
Figure 2.19, the electroabsorption effect can be best utilized in p-doped SiNCs. These
results can be important for the assessment of the prospects of nanocrystalline Si-
based infrared electroabsorption modulators.

5

(b)
(a)

Figure 2.19 (a) The Stark shift of the (a) valence and (b) conduction states of a 5 nm-diameter
Si NC. The electric field values quoted refer to F0, that in the matrix region far away from the
NC.
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3
Optical Properties of Intrinsic and Shallow Impurity-Doped
Silicon Nanocrystals
Minoru Fujii

3.1
Introduction

The electronic band structure of silicon (Si) crystals is significantly modified when
the size is reduced to below the exciton Bohr radius (�4.9 nm) of bulk Si crystals due
to the quantum size effect. The quantum size effect manifests itself as a high-energy
shift of the luminescence band and an enhancement of the spontaneous emission
rate. Furthermore, enlargement of the singlet–triplet splitting energy of exciton states
with decreasing size has been demonstrated [1–4]. The modified band structure
opens up new application of Si nanocrystals in the fields where bulk Si crystal has not
been involved. Besides well-known high-efficiency visible photoluminescence (PL),
one of the most exotic new feature of Si nanocrystals is their ability to generate a
kind of active oxygen species called singlet oxygen by energy transfer from excitons
to oxygenmolecules (O2) adsorbed onto the surface of Si nanocrystals [5]. This feature
is due to the molecule-like energy structure of Si nanocrystals and is a direct
consequence of the quantum size effects. Similarly, efficient photosensitization of
rare earth ions bySi nanocrystals has been reported and this phenomenon is expected
to lead to the development of an efficient planar waveguide-type optical amplifier
operating at the optical telecommunicationwavelength. Since almost all new features
of Si nanocrystals arise from the modified electronic band structure, its deep
understanding is indispensable to explore new nano-Si-based research fields and
devices. Fortunately, the energy structure of Si nanocrystals is almost clarified, at least
qualitatively, by detailed optical spectroscopy. In Section 3.2, we briefly summarize
fundamental optical properties of intrinsic Si nanocrystals [1–8].

The properties of Si nanocrystals can be controlled by the size, shape, surface
termination, and so on. An additional freedom of material design can be introduced
by impurity doping. The introduction of shallow impurities in a semiconductor
significantlymodifies its optical and electrical transport properties. Actually, a precise
control of an impurity profile is key to achieve desirable functions in almost all kinds
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of semiconductor devices. Therefore, impurity-doped semiconductor nanostruc-
tures have been a subject of intensive research [9–13]. Unfortunately, contrary to
many theoretical studies [14–25], experimental work on shallow impurity-doped Si
nanocrystals [26–47] makes a poor progress because of difficulties in their prepa-
ration and characterization. The main difficulty arises from the fluctuation of
impurity number per nanocrystal in a nanocrystal assembly. For Si nanocrystals as
small as a few nanometers in diameter, the expression of the doping level in the form
of �impurity concentration� is not suitable and it should be expressed as �impurity
numbers� because it changes digitally. For example, doping of one impurity atom
into a nanocrystal 3 nm in diameter (1.4� 10�20 cm3, about 700 atoms) corresponds
to an impurity concentration of 7.0� 1019 atoms/cm3. At this doping level, bulk Si
is a degenerate semiconductor and exhibits metallic behavior. Therefore, in nano-
meter-sized crystals, addition or subtraction of a single impurity atom drastically
changes the electronic structure and the resultant optical and electrical transport
properties. To explore research fields of doped Si nanocrystals and to realize devices
based on them, development of a technique to control the �impurity number� with
extremely high accuracy is indispensable.

Although accurate control of the �impurity number� in a Si nanocrystal has not
been achieved, recent research partly reveals the properties of doped Si nanocrystals.
In Section 3.3, we present experimental results on shallow impurity-doped Si
nanocrystals. In Section 3.4, we discuss the concept of compensation and
counterdoping in Si nanocrystals. We show that compensated Si nanocrystals exhibit
different properties from those of intrinsic Si nanocrystals and demonstrate that
shallow impurity control in combination with geometrical confinement of carriers
extends the controllable range of the properties of Si nanocrystals.

Finally, before starting the main part, we would like to clarify here the type of Si
nanocrystals considered in this chapter. Si nanocrystals can be prepared by various
methods and the properties are slightly different depending on the preparation
procedure because of different defect density, different degree of interaction between
nanocrystals, different surface termination, and so on. In this chapter, we will
consider the following nanocrystals:

1) The surface is oxygen (O)-terminated for majority of Si nanocrystal samples
discussed. The properties of O-terminated and hydrogen (H)-terminated Si
nanocrystals are qualitatively similar, but quantitatively there are some differ-
ences. The advantage of H-terminated Si nanocrystals is that almost all theo-
retical calculations are based on them and thus understanding the experimen-
tally obtained phenomena is easier. On the other hand, they are not very stable
and H-terminated surface is slowly oxidized even at room temperature. There-
fore, for device application of Si nanocrystals, O-terminated Si nanocrystals are
probably more realistic.

2) Oxide barrier between nanocrystals is thick enough to prevent carrier transport
between nanocrystals. Understanding the mechanism of carrier transport
between Si nanocrystals is very important for device applications and many
groups are working on the subject [33, 43, 46, 48]. However, in the case of
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conductive nanocrystal assemblies, the properties are mainly determined by
interfaces and thus they are not very suitable for the study of the properties of Si
nanocrystals themselves.

3) The diameter of nanocrystals is limited to be less than 10 nm because quantum
size effects start to play a role below this size. Above this size, Si nanocrystals can
be regarded as bulk.

3.2
PL Properties of Intrinsic Silicon Nanocrystals

3.2.1
Fundamental Properties

The luminescence properties of Si nanocrystals have been intensively studied for
many years. Size-dependent high-energy shift of the luminescence maximum and
shortening of the lifetime have commonly been observed for both H- and O-
terminated Si nanocrystals prepared by a variety of methods. Furthermore, a very
large temperature dependence of luminescence lifetime, that is, approximately two
orders ofmagnitude different from liquidHe temperature to room temperature, has
been reported. All these phenomena could at least be qualitatively explained by
quantum confinement of excitons in the space smaller than the Bohr radius of
the bulk exciton, although quantitative differences are reported between H- and
O-terminated Si nanocrystals, especially when the size is very small. Nitrogen (N)-
terminated Si nanocrystals or Si nanocrystals in SiNx exhibit quite different prop-
erties from those of H- or O-terminated ones, and the PL mechanism is still
under debate. In this section, we will briefly summarize fundamental PL properties
of O-terminated Si nanocrystals.

Figure 3.1a shows PL spectra of Si nanocrystals embedded in SiO2 prepared
by cosputtering of Si and SiO2 and annealing at temperatures higher than 1100 �C
[3, 49]. By controlling the size, the luminescence maximum shifts from very close to
the bulk Si bandgap to 1.6 eV. In O-terminated Si nanocrystals, the high-energy
shift is almost always limited to 1.6 eV. This is considered to be due to the formation
of O-related states in the bandgap of Si nanocrystals [50]. On the other hand, in
H-terminated Si nanocrystals, the range can be extended to �2.3 eV [2]. Figure 3.1b
showsPL spectra at 4 K. In addition to themain peak, a peak appears at a lower energy.
This peak is assigned to the recombination of a conduction band electron with a hole
in a deep surface trap at Si–SiO2 interfaces [51]. Similar to the main peak, the low-
energy peak exhibits a size-dependent shift.However, the amount of the shift is about
half that of themain peak [3, 51–54]. The size-dependent shift of the low-energy peak
is considered to reflect that of the conduction band edge.

Figure 3.2 shows PL lifetime as a function of temperature for two samples with
different size distributions [3]. The temperature dependence is larger for smaller Si
nanocrystals. The temperature dependence can be well explained by the model
proposed by Calcott et al. [55]; the exciton state is split into a singlet state and a triplet
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state due to the electron–hole exchange interaction. By fitting the temperature
dependence of the lifetime, one can estimate both the lifetimes of the triplet and
singlet states and the splitting energy. Figure 3.3a shows temperature dependence of
the lifetimes as a function of the PL detection energy, that is, the size. The lifetime of
the triplet state is almost independent of the size because the transition is forbidden,
while that of the singlet state depends strongly on the size and becomes short with
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decreasing size. In indirect bandgap semiconductors, geometrical confinement of
carriers increases the overlap of electron and hole wavefunctions in momentum
space and thus enhances the oscillator strength. The shortening of the singlet
lifetime is due to this effect. From this effect, one can expect Si nanocrystals to
behave as direct bandgap semiconductors. However, there is some evidence suggest-
ing that the momentum conservation rule is only partially broken and Si nanocrystal
strongly preserves the indirect bandgap nature of bulk Si crystals [2]. In fact, even for
very small Si nanocrystals with PL in the visible range, the PL radiative lifetime is
longer than several microseconds. The indirect bandgap nature of Si nanocrystals is
discussed in detail in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.
It is worth noting that for large Si nanocrystals with the PL maximum near the

bandgap energy of bulk Si crystal, the singlet lifetime is close to 1 ms. Excitons must
stay for such a long period in very small space without recombining nonradiatively at
room temperature. For this, Si nanocrystals should be defect-free and the surface
should be perfectly terminated. Because of the difficulty in preparing such Si
nanocrystal samples, reports on Si nanocrystals with the PL maximum below 1.2 eV
at room temperature are very few.
In Figure 3.3b, the singlet–triplet splitting energy is plotted as a function of PL

detection energy. It increasesmonotonously with decreasing the size. This is because
of better overlap of electron and hole wavefunctions by confinement. The splitting
energy is larger in the case ofO-termination than that ofH-termination. The splitting
energy of H-terminated Si nanocrystals agrees well with that obtained by calcula-
tion [56]. In Figure 3.3a and b, all the data are changed continuously in the very wide
energy range starting from the bulk Si bandgap. This continuity is one of the evidence
that the PL arises from quantum-confined excitons.
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3.2.2
Effect of Size and Shape Distribution on the PL Bandwidth

In general, optical transitions between quantized electronic states result in atomic-
like very sharp absorption and emission peaks.However, as can be seen in Figure 3.1,
the PL band of Si nanocrystals is very broad (full width at half maximum, FWHM:
200–300meV). Even at very low temperatures, there is no significant narrowing of
the bandwidth [3]. This suggests that the large width is due to inhomogeneous
broadening. The group of Linnros was first to measure PL from a single Si
nanocrystal at low temperatures [57]. They demonstrated without any doubt that
each Si nanocrystal exhibits atomic-like very narrow PL peaks (FWHM of a fewmeV
at 35 K), and the broadening observed for nanocrystal ensembles is just due to size
and shape distributions. In their measurements, a pair of peaks is observed for each
Si nanocrystal [57]. The high-energy one corresponds to a zero-phonon line, while the
other one is assigned to a transition accompanied by the emission of a momentum
conservation phonon, that is, an optical phonon at Dminima or a confined acoustic
phonon [58]. The observation of the peak pair evidences that the momentum
conservation is only partially broken in Si nanocrystals, and they still strongly
preserve the indirect bandgap character. Note that, at room temperature, the PL
peak of a single Si nanocrystal is rather broad (FWHM of 120–150meV) due to
participation of different phonons in optical transitions [59].

The evidence of indirect nature of Si nanocrystals is also obtained by hole-burning
spectroscopy [60] and resonant PL spectroscopy [55, 61]. In resonant PL spectroscopy,
when PL is excited by photons with the energy within the broad PL band, only
nanocrystals with the bandgap energy smaller than the excitation energy are excited.
This results in significant narrowing of the PL band and the appearance of features
corresponding to momentum conservation phonons.

3.2.3
Resonant Quenching of PL Band Due to Energy Transfer

Besides several techniques described above, the information from specific size of Si
nanocrystals from inhomogeneously broadened PL bands can be extracted by
introducing an �energy acceptor� that selectively kills luminescence from nanocrys-
tals with a specific size by nonradiative energy transfer. This phenomenon can be
used to investigate fundamental physics of Si nanocrystals when the state to which
energy transfer ismade is narrow.Here,we demonstrate two examples that introduce
�holes� into the PL band of Si nanocrystal assemblies.

Thefirst one is rare earth ions. Rare earth ions exhibit sharp atomic-like absorption
and emission spectra due to the intra-4f shell transitions. If a kind of rare earth, for
example, Er, is doped into SiO2 films containing Si nanocrystals, there is strong
interaction between Si nanocrystals and Er3þ , that is, excitation energy of Si
nanocrystals is effectively transferred to Er3þ nonradiatively and the 4f shell is
excited [62–67]. For Si nanocrystals, this is an introduction of a nonradiative
recombination pass and thus the PL is quenched. For the energy transfer, energy
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conservation rule should be satisfied. Therefore, only Si nanocrystals with the
bandgap energy corresponding to the energy difference of the discrete electronic
states of Er3þ can transfer energy resonantly, while emission or absorption of
phonons is required for others. Since the energy transfer rate is different between the
resonant and nonresonant energy transfer, the PL quenching does not occur
uniformly, but dips (holes) are observed in inhomogeneously broadened PL
bands [64, 65]. Figure 3.4a shows PL spectra of Er and Si nanocrystals doped SiO2

at low temperature [65]. The spectra of two samples with different Si nanocrystal size
distributions are shown. We can clearly see features around 1.55 and 1.28 eV. These
energies correspond to the transitions between the 4I9=2 and 4I15=2 states and the
4I11=2 and

4I15=2 states of Er
3þ , respectively, and are the signature of resonant energy

transfer (see Figure 3.4b). In Figure 3.4a, we notice that the dips appear at exactly the
resonant energy (1.55 eV) and about 56meV below the energy. The mechanism for
the appearance of the low energy dip is schematically shown in Figure 3.4b. For the
energy transfer to the 4I9=2 state of Er3þ , the bandgap energy of Si nanocrystals
should be 1.55 eV. Si nanocrystals with the bandgap energy of 1.55 eV exhibit PL
either at 1.55 eV or at �1.55 eV minus the energy of a momentum conservation
phonon.� The most probable phonon emission process is the emission of a TO

Figure 3.4 (a) (Upper) PL spectra of Si
nanocrystals and Er-doped SiO2 at 3 K. Spectra
of two samples with different Er concentration
and Si nanocrystal sizes are shown. Dips
due to resonant quenching are clearly seen.
(Middle) PLE spectra of Er-doped SiO2

detected at 0.81 eV. (Bottom) PL spectra

of Si nanocrystals at 3 K for two samples
with different size distributions.
(b) Schematic illustration to explain the
origin of dips in PL spectra of Si nanocrystals.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [65].
Copyright (2005) by the American Physical
Society.
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phonon at the D minima (56meV). Therefore, if PL from Si nanocrystals with the
bandgap energy of 1.55 eV is lost by energy transfer to the 4I9=2 state, dips appear both
at 1.55 eV and at 1.55 eV–56meV. Therefore, the observation of the dip pair is an
evidence that the momentum conservation is only partially broken and zero-phonon
and phonon-assisted transitions simultaneously occur.

Similar features can be seen in a more exotic system. When O2 molecules are
adsorbed onto the surface of H-terminated Si nanocrystals, the excitation energy is
transferred to the adsorbed O2molecule in the ground triplet state and it is excited to
the singlet state, that is, singlet oxygen is generated [5, 68]. This energy transfer
results in resonant quenching of PL from Si nanocrystals. Figure 3.5 shows time-
resolved PL spectra of O2 molecule-adsorbed Si nanocrystal at low temperature [69].
The spectra are divided by those of Si nanocrystals in vacuum. Inset in Figure 3.5 is an
expansion of the region around 1.6 eV after 80 ns from the excitation. We can see a
pair of dips as the case of Er doping. Again, the higher energy dip exactly coincides
with the energy difference of the 1S the 3S states of O2 molecules [70] and the lower
energy dip stays at about 56meV below the resonant energy (see Figure 3.5b). In
Figure 3.5, a pair of dips can also be seen at 1.96 and 1.9 eV, indicating that very small
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Si nanocrystals with the bandgap energy close to 2 eV still strongly preserve the
indirect bandgap character.

3.2.4
PL Quantum Efficiency of Intrinsic Si Nanocrystals

As discussed above, the radiative decay rate of Si nanocrystals is enhanced due to
better overlap of electron and hole wavefunctions by confinement. However, high PL
quantum efficiency of Si nanocrystals [71–76] cannot always be explained by the
enhanced radiative rate. It arises mainly from restriction of carrier transport within
nanocrystals. If carrier transport is limited within a nanocrystal and there is no
nonradiative recombination processes in the nanocrystal, the PL quantum efficiency
should be one. On the other hand, if there is at least one nonradiative recombination
process, the microsecond to millisecond radiative lifetime cannot compete with the
nonradiative process and the quantum efficiency is close to zero. This means that in
Si nanocrystal assemblies, the PL quantumefficiency of nanocrystals constituting the
assembly is either one or zero, and the ratio of the �bright� and �dark� nanocrystals
determines the total quantum efficiency of the assembly. Themodel roughly explains
how the total quantum efficiency of Si nanocrystal assemblies is determined.
However, it is too crude for quantitative discussion, and in actual Si nanocrystal
assemblies, the PL quantumefficiency of �bright� Si nanocrystals is not always 100%.
We will show experimental results that assess this point.

PL quantum efficiency of Si nanocrystals contributing to PL in an assembly can be
extracted by the modulation of the radiative decay rate [77–79]. PL decay rate is
modified when Si nanocrystals are placed close to an interface due to the change in
the photonic mode density. If the distance between the nanocrystal and the interface
is changed, both the mode density and the radiative rate oscillate. The effect appears
as an oscillation of the PL decay rate. By comparing experimentally obtained
oscillation of PL decay rates with calculated oscillation of the radiative rate, PL
quantum efficiency as well as radiative and nonradiative decay rates of Si
nanocrystals contributing PL are obtained. Figure 3.6a and b shows radiative (wr)
and nonradiative (wnr) decay rates, respectively, as a function of wavelength obtained
in this procedure for four samples prepared under different conditions. PL spectra of
these samples are shown in Figure 3.6d [79]. Radiative decay rates for four samples
are on a single curve and increase to shorter wavelength. The increase in the radiative
decay rate is due to better overlap of electron and hole wavefunctions in momentum
space by confinement. The fact that all the data obtained for different samples fit on a
single curve indicates that the radiative recombination rate is determined only by the
size of Si nanocrystals. On the other hand, the nonradiative rate in Figure 3.6b
depends strongly on samples and therefore on sample preparation procedures.

Figure 3.6c shows PL quantum efficiency obtained by the ratio of the radiative rate
and the sum of the radiative and nonradiative rates [wr/(wr þ wnr)]. Note that the
quantum efficiency obtained in this procedure reflects that of nanocrystals partic-
ipating in the PL process and contribution from completely dead Si nanocrystals is
not involved. Therefore, the quantum efficiency should be different from (higher
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than) that obtained by usual procedures by using integral spheres. In Figure 3.6c, the
quantum efficiency is very high. In particular, it is almost one at a longer wavelength
side for some samples. Therefore, for Si nanocrystal samples in Figure 3.6 at a
specific wavelength range, the �bright� and �dark�model is satisfactory. On the other
hand, in some samples and in some wavelengths, the quantum efficiency is not one.
This means that even in �bright� Si nanocrystals, there is a competition between
radiative and nonradiative processes. As shown in Figure 3.6c, the quantum
efficiency is always lower at shorter wavelengths where the radiative recombination
rate is high. A possible explanation of this wavelength dependence is as follows. For
large Si nanocrystals with very small radiative rates, the radiative process cannot
compete with nonradiative processes. As a result, each nanocrystal becomes either
perfectly �bright,� that is, quantum efficiency of 100%, or completely dead, that is, PL
signal cannot be detected. On the other hand, the increased radiative recombination
rate of smaller particles by stronger confinement makes it possible to compete with
nonradiative processes. This results in the quantum efficiency in between zero and
one. Therefore, low quantum efficiency in Figure 3.6c does not always mean that the
total PL quantum efficiency of a whole sample is low. Instead, participation of more
nanocrystals in the PL process due to higher radiative rates increases the total
quantum efficiency.
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Figure 3.6 (a) Radiative decay rates, (b)
nonradiative decay rates, and (c) PL quantum
efficiencies, and (d) PL spectra of four Si
nanocrystal samples prepared under different
conditions; samples A (closed squares), B
(closed circles), C (triangles), and D (inverted
triangles), as a function of wavelength. (d) PL

spectra of samples A (solid curve), B (dashed
curve), C (dashed-dotted curve), and D (dotted
curve). Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [79]. Copyright (2006) by the American
Physical Society. http://link.aps.org/abstract/
PRB/v73/e245333.
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3.3
Shallow Impurity-Doped Si Nanocrystals

One of the largest problems for the growth of doped Si nanocrystals is that impurity
atoms are pushed out of nanocrystals to surrounding matrices by the so-called self-
purification effect. This effect can be understood by considering very high formation
energy of doped Si nanocrystals [21]. Impurity concentration in nanocrystals is thus
always different from average concentration in a whole system. In the worst case, the
number of impurity in a nanocrystal becomes zero even when average concentration
is rather high. Therefore, development of a technique to characterize impurities,
especially �active� impurities doped into nanocrystals, is crucial. A conductivity
measurement is impossible or extremely difficult. Electron spin resonance (ESR)
spectroscopy has been used to characterize n-type Si and is also useful for studying n-
type Si nanocrystals [31, 34, 45]. In Section 3.3.4, we present ESR spectra of
phosphorus (P)-doped Si nanocrystals. Unfortunately, this technique is not very
sensitive to p-type Si nanocrystals. Infrared absorption due to intraconduction or
intravalence band transitions is also used [31, 39], but it is not very sensitive. As an
alternative tool to characterize doped Si nanocrystals, we propose PL spectroscopy. In
Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, we discuss PL properties of boron (B)- and P-doped Si
nanocrystals, respectively, and show how the PL properties are modified by the
doping and that PL spectra are very sensitive to doping.

3.3.1
Preparation of Impurity-Doped Si Nanocrystals

Various methods have been reported for the growth of intrinsic Si nanocrystals. On
the other hand, a limited number of studies are published concerning the growth of
shallow impurity-doped Si nanocrystals with a diameter below 10nm. Shallow
impurity-doped Si nanocrystals are usually grown by plasma decomposition of silane
(SiH4) by adding dopant precursors (diborane (B2H6) and phosphine (PH3)) [33, 44,
46].With thismethod, a variety ofmorphologies fromdensely packednanocrystalline
films to nanoparticle powder can be produced by controlling process parameters.
Another method to grow doped Si nanocrystals is to use phase separation of silicon
suboxide (SiOx) into Si and SiO2 at high-temperature annealing.With thismethod, Si
nanocrystals embedded in glassmatrices are produced. Thin films of SiOx have been
prepared by various methods, for example, cosputtering of Si and SiO2, ion
implantation of Si into SiO2, vacuum evaporation of SiO, chemical vapor deposition
by using SiH4 and N2O precursors, and so on. If dopant atoms are incorporated
in SiOx, some of them are doped into Si nanocrystals during phase separation by
annealing.

The following is the procedure we use to grow impurity-doped Si nanocrystals.
Many of the data shown in this chapter are obtained for samples prepared by this
method.We grow Si nanocrystals by a cosputteringmethod [31]. In the case of P- (B-)
doped Si nanocrystals, Si, SiO2, and P2O5 (B2O3) are simultaneously sputter-depos-
ited and they are annealed in N2 gas atmosphere at 1100–1250 �C. During the
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annealing, Si nanocrystals are grown in phosphosilicate (PSG) (borosilicate (BSG))
thin films. The P (B) concentration in PSG (BSG) thin films is at maximum several
percentages. Similarly, if Si, SiO2, B2O3, and P2O5 are simultaneously sputter-
deposited, B and P codoped Si nanocrystals are grown in borophosphosilicate glass
(BPSG) matrices. Note that impurity concentration in nanocrystals is different from
that of matrices because the segregation coefficient, that is, the ratio of equilibrium
concentration of impurity atoms in Si and SiO2, strongly depends on the kind of
impurities.

3.3.2
PL from B-Doped Si Nanocrystals

The introduction of extra carriers by impurity doping makes the three-body Auger
process possible [8]. The Auger rate is calculated as a function of the size of Si
nanocrystals and is estimated to be of the order of nanoseconds [16]. This value is four
to five orders of magnitude larger than the radiative rate of excitons, and thus one
shallow impurity can almost completely kill PL from a Si nanocrystal. In other words,
PL quantum efficiency of impurity-doped Si nanocrystals is considered to be much
lower than that of intrinsic Si nanocrystals. Since we measure ensembles of many Si
nanocrystals with different impurity concentrations (numbers), with increasing
average impurity concentration in a nanocrystal assembly, the PL intensity is
expected to continuously decrease. This effect is really observed in p-type Si
nanocrystals. Figure 3.7a shows the examples. With increasing B concentration,
the PL intensity decreases monotonously [27, 29]. The decrease in the PL intensity is
accompanied by the shortening of the lifetime. Another possible explanation for PL
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quenching by B doping is defect formation due to a strain induced by doping because
of the small size of B atoms (21% smaller than a Si atom) [20, 44, 80].

3.3.3
PL from P-Doped Si Nanocrystals

In P-doped Si nanocrystals, the situation is different from B-doped Si nanocrystals.
When the P concentration is relatively low, the PL intensity increases slightly
compared to that of the undoped Si nanocrystals (Figure 3.7b) [30, 31, 34, 38]. This
effect can be seen more clearly when the size of Si nanocrystals is smaller. The
increase in the PL intensity indicates that nonradiative recombination processes are
quenched by P doping. In fact, defect-related infrared emission band observed at low
temperatures is quenched by P doping [30], and the defect-related ESR signal almost
disappears as we will see in Section 3.3.4 [34]. Two scenarios are considered as the
mechanismof quenching nonradiative recombination processes. Thefirst one is that
the number of dangling bonds on the surface of Si nanocrystals decreases because of
higherflexibility of bond angles and lengths inPSGthan SiO2. The second scenario is
that electrons supplied by P doping are captured by the dangling bonds, which
inactivate the nonradiative recombination centers and compensate donors [46, 81].
Although the definite evidence of these mechanisms is not yet obtained, the second
one seems to be more plausible. It is worth noting that the impurity concentration
dependence of the PL intensity depends strongly both on the size and the concen-
tration of Si nanocrystals and on annealing parameters such as temperature,
duration, atmosphere, cooling speed, and so on [29]. Therefore, the P concentration
that shows the maximum PL intensity is different depending on preparation
parameters.

3.3.4
Electron Spin Resonance Studies of Shallow Impurity-Doped Si Nanocrystals

As discussed in detail in Chapter 2, the electronic states of shallow impurities in Si
nanocrystals are expected to be strongly modified from those of the bulk ones if the
size is close to the effective Bohr radius of impurities. In particular, the binding
(ionization) energy should be enhanced because donors (acceptors) are squeezed
three-dimensionally [9, 10, 16]. The hyperfine structure (hfs) in ESR of shallow
donors is a sensitive sensor of the modification of their electronic states because the
strength of the hyperfine interactions is directly related to the localization of the
dopant state electrons [82, 83]. If donor wavefunctions are squeezed by spatial
confinement, the hyperfine splitting should be enhanced.

Figure 3.8 shows X-band ESR spectra obtained at 40 K. The signal with g¼ 2.006 is
due to dangling bond defects at Si–SiO2 interfaces [30]. Although the intensity of this
signal is very large, it quickly vanishes by P doping by the mechanism discussed in
Section 3.3.3. The signal with g¼ 2.002 can be assigned to an EX center characterized
by the involved hyperfine structure of 16 G splitting [84]. The EX center signal is also
observed for sputter-deposited pure SiO2. It also becomes weaker with increasing
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P concentration. At highP concentration, a broad signal with g¼ 1.998 emerges. This
signal is assigned to conduction electrons in Si nanocrystals [28, 82, 85, 86]. The
intensity of this signal is nearly inversely proportional to the temperature except for a
very low temperature range below 15K even if P concentration is very high [45, 47].
This Curie-like paramagnetism indicates that Si nanocrystals do not becomemetallic
even under heavily doped conditions at least when they are grown under thermo-
dynamic equilibrium conditions.

Onboth sides of the conduction electron signal with g¼ 1.988, two broad bands are
observed at 3180 and 3270 G. These features are seen only at a moderate P
concentration range. At the highest P concentration (1.2mol%), the features
completely disappear and only the broad conduction electron signal remains. The
most probable origin of these features is the P donor hfs; a donor electron localizes at
P nucleus and interacts with the nuclear spin leading to the split of a single resonance
line into a line doublet [82]. In the present samples, the size of Si nanocrystals is close
to the effective Bohr radius of Pdonors in bulk Si crystal. Thismeans that ifmore than
two P donors exist in one nanocrystal, their wavefunctions are overlapped, resulting
in the delocalization of electrons even at low temperatures. Therefore, Si nanocrystals
containingmore than two P donors will show only a conduction electron signal.With
this simple model, P concentration dependence of the ESR signal in Figure 3.8 and
that of the PL spectra in Figure 3.7b can be well explained. For the sample with the P
concentration of 0.4mol%, PL intensity starts to decline. This is accompanied by the
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appearance of broad infrared absorption due to intraconduction band transitions of
confined electrons [31, 34]. In this P concentration, a part of Si nanocrystals has P
donors and others are considered to be still intrinsic. As a result, we can see weak
hfs and the conduction electron signal. With further increasing P concentration
(0.8mol%), the ratio of doped Si nanocrystals increases, resulting in the increase in
both the hfs and the conduction electron signal. In this P concentration, the
conduction electron signal ismuch stronger than the hfs, indicating that the number
of Si nanocrystals having more than two P donors is rather large. At the P
concentration of 1.2mol%, only the conduction electron signal is observed in ESR.
At this concentration, PL is almost completely quenched. This suggests that almost
all nanocrystals contain more than two P donors.

In Figure 3.8, the separation of the hyperfine splitting (DH(hfs)) is about 90 G,
which ismore than twice larger than that of the bulk value (42 G). This enhancement
of the hyperfine splitting can be caused by the quantum confinement of P donors
because P donors are confined in a space close to the effective Bohr radius of P donors
in bulk Si crystals (1.67 nm). This model can be directly proved by studying the size
dependence ofDH(hfs). In fact, clear size dependence of theDH(hfs) is observed [34].
With decreasing size of Si nanocrystals, DH(hfs) drastically increases. This is the
evidence that the observed large hyperfine splitting arises from quantum confine-
ment of P donors in Si nanocrystals. The observed enhancement of DH(hfs) is
successfully reproduced by first-principles calculations [18, 25].

3.3.5
Location of Dopant Atoms

There are many theoretical studies on preferential location of impurities in Si
nanocrystals. On the other hand, it is almost impossible to experimentally control
the location of impurities in nanocrystals. However, information on the location can
be experimentally obtained. The group of Kortshagen [44] assigned the location of
impurities by investigating the effects of oxidization and etching of Si nanocrystals on
PL spectra. The Si nanocrystals were grown by plasmadecomposition of SiH4 and the
doping was achieved by introducing B2H6 or PH3 in plasma. They showed that the
effect of oxidation is quite different between P and B doping. In the case of P doping,
exposure of the sample to air for 5 days at room temperature results in the recovery of
the PL intensity to the level of intrinsic Si nanocrystals. Furthermore, wet chemical
etching of oxide layer results in approximately 80%decrease in P concentration in the
sample. These are the strong indication that P dopant is located at or close to the
surface; after oxidation, P dopant is embedded in surface Si oxide and no longer
exhibits an effect on the PL from Si nanocrystals.

On the contrary, in B-doped Si nanocrystals, recovery of PL intensity by oxidation is
limited. Furthermore, B concentration increases after removing the oxide
layer. These results suggest that B is primarily incorporated into the Si nanocrystal
core. It is worth noting that doping efficiency of B is much smaller than that of P
probably due to larger formation energy of B-doped Si nanocrystals than P-doped
ones [21, 22].
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We have to be aware that the above result is not necessarily universal. The
preferential location of impurities may depend on nanocrystal growth processes
and the surface termination. At high-temperature growth, the incorporation of
impurities in nanocrystals is determined by thermodynamic equilibrium solubility.
On the other hand, if thermodynamic equilibrium is not established, kinetic factors
such as activation barriers will control doping [13, 44]. Therefore, properties of
dopant may be quite different between Si nanocrystals grown by chemical route,
decomposition of SiH4, phase separation of SiOx, and so on. In fact, one recent
calculation suggests that preferable location of B is on the surface and that of P is in
the core in H-terminated Si nanocrystals [24]. A preferential doping of B in the
subsurface is also shown by another group [20, 22]. These predictions are not
consistent with experimental results.

3.4
P and B Codoped Si Nanocrystals

For the fabrication of Si-based devices, a counterdoping process is routinely used to
make an n-type region in a p-type region or vice versa. The question then arises
whether counterdoping is possible in Si nanocrystals or the concept of counterdoping
is the same as that of the bulk. In this section, wewill discuss this issue. Especially, we
will focus on carrier compensation in Si nanocrystals and the properties of com-
pensated Si nanocrystals.

One of themotivations to study compensated Si nanocrystals is that theymay have
higher radiative rate than that of intrinsic Si nanocrystals. As discussed in Section 3.3,
because of the very efficient Auger process, heavily shallow impurity-doped Si
nanocrystals are very bad candidates for light-emitting applications. However, the
additional localization of carriers by impurities is a possible approach to enhance
oscillator strength of excitons in Si nanocrystals. The Auger process can be avoided if
isoelectronic impurities are used. Unfortunately, Si does not have proper isoelec-
tronic impurities that can strongly localize excitons at room temperature and
enhance the PL intensity. An alternative approach is to simultaneously dope the
same number of p- and n-type impurities in Si nanocrystals (compensated Si
nanocrystals). The codoping and compensation may result in further localization
of excitons without being overshadowed by the Auger process.

To study compensated Si nanocrystals, a major technological problem is how to
dope exactly the same number of B and P atoms into Si nanocrystals. If the number is
not exactly equal, excitons will recombine nonradiatively via the Auger process.
Although a precise control of the number of p- and n-type impurities in a Si
nanocrystal seems to be impossible, recent calculations demonstrated preferential
formation of nanocrystals with equal number of p- and n-type impurities. The group
of Ossicini [20, 21, 23] demonstrated by first-principles calculations that the forma-
tion energy of Si nanocrystals drastically decreases when pairs of B and P are doped
into Si nanocrystals; the formation energy of a pair of B- and P-doped Si nanocrystals
(Si147H100 clusters) is about 1 eV smaller than that of B-doped ones and about 0.7 eV
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smaller than that of P-doped ones. This indicates that if Si nanocrystals are grown
by the procedure described in Section 3.3.1, that is, the phase separation of P- and
B-doped Si-rich SiO2 (Si-richBPSG) by annealing, nanocrystals with equal number of
B and P are preferentially grown because they are energetically favorable.

3.4.1
PL Properties of P and B Codoped Si Nanocrystals

Figure 3.9 shows PL spectra of B- and P-doped Si nanocrystals [35, 37, 39]. B
concentration in a sample is almost fixed while P concentration is changed. Without
P doping, that is, when only B is doped, the PL intensity is very weak due to the
efficient Auger process. By doping P simultaneously, the intensity recovers and the
peak shifts to lower energy. The recovery of PL intensity strongly suggests that
carriers are compensated in majority of nanocrystals in the sample. Therefore,
simultaneous B- and P-doped and compensated Si nanocrystals can be really
prepared by the process shown in Section 3.3.1 and they have rather high PL
quantum efficiency [35, 37, 39, 87].

It is interesting to note that the luminescence energy of the codoped sample in
Figure 3.9 is far below the bandgap energy of the bulk Si crystals. Although PL peak
energy shifts slightly to lower energy by doping either P or B, below bulk bandgap PL
can be realized only when both kinds of impurities are doped [37, 39]. This implies
that both donor and acceptor states are involved in the recombination process.
Similar low-energy PL has been observed for heavily doped and compensated bulk Si
crystals (Si:P,B) due to the transition from the conduction band tail (donor band) to
the valence band tail (acceptor band) [88]. The mechanism of the low-energy PL
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observed in Si nanocrystals is considered to be essentially the same. The very large
spectral width could be an inhomogeneous broadening caused by the distributions
of the size and the impurity concentrations. However, there are some crucial
differences between compensated bulk Si and compensated Si nanocrystals. The
largest difference appears on the temperature dependence of the PL intensity.
Figure 3.10 shows PL peak intensities of intrinsic (~) and codoped (&) Si nano-
crystals detected at 1.18 and 0.94 eV, respectively. There is almost no temperature
quenching for the intrinsic Si nanocrystals. On the other hand, small temperature
quenching, that is, PL intensity at room temperature is about half that at 5 K, can
be observed in codoped Si nanocrystals. This temperature quenching is significantly
smaller than that of the heavily doped bulk Si crystals. In heavily doped bulk Si
crystals, the low-energy PL can be detected only at very low temperatures because
excited electrons and holes are easily thermalized ormigrated in impurity bands and
recombine nonradiatively [88]. Probably, large ionization energy of impurities and
restriction of carrier transport within nanocrystals result in the very small temper-
ature dependence of the PL.

The observed small temperature quenching is also completely different from that
of dangling bond-related PL that appears at almost the same energy as the main PL
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band of codoped samples (see Figure 3.1b). The open triangles in Figure 3.10
represent PL intensity of the dangling bond-related PL detected at 0.92 eV. The PL
intensity decreases very rapidly with increasing temperature and that at room
temperature is about 1% of that at low temperatures. The completely different
temperature dependence suggests that the origin of low-energy PL of codoped
samples is different from dangling bond-related PL observed for intrinsic Si
nanocrystals.

The significantly different PL spectra between intrinsic and compensated Si
nanocrystals suggest that the electronic band structure is quite different. This is
consistent with theoretical calculations [21]. Therefore, although both intrinsic and
compensated Si nanocrystals have no extra carriers, we can consider them as
completely differentmaterials. In Figure 3.11, PL spectra of intrinsic (a) and codoped
(b) Si nanocrystals are compared. The tunable range of PL energy of intrinsic Si
nanocrystals is limited above the bulk Si bandgap because the PL shift is caused only
by the quantum size effects. The tunable range is shifted to lower energy for impurity
codoped Si nanocrystals (Figure 3.11b) without significant reduction in the PL
intensity.
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Figure 3.11 Normalized PL spectra of (a) intrinsic and (b) p- and n-type impurities codoped Si
nanocrystals at room temperature. The lowest possible PL energy of intrinsic Si nanocrystals is the
bulk Si bandgap, while that of codoped Si nanocrystals is extended to 0.9 eV.
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3.4.2
PL Lifetime of P and B Codoped Si Nanocrystals

The codoping and compensation of impurities in Si nanocrystals may result in
further localization of excitons. This effect is expected to be observed as shortening of
PL lifetime compared to that of intrinsic Si nanocrystals. Figure 3.12a showsPL decay
curves of intrinsic and P and B codoped Si nanocrystals at 5 K. The energy where the
PL signal is detected is indicated by arrows in the inset. The exciton PL of intrinsic Si
nanocrystals shows nearly a single-exponential decaying behavior. The lifetime is
very long (about 8 ms) due to nearly 100% occupation of the triplet state at 5 K.
Compared to this, the lifetime of codoped Si nanocrystals is much shorter and the
decay curve deviates from a single-exponential function. In a broad PL band of
codoped Si nanocrystals, there is a distribution of the lifetime in the range between
100 and 500 ms. The nonexponential decay curve and the wide distribution of lifetime
suggest that the samples are very inhomogeneous probably due to the distributions of
impurity numbers and sites as well as the size and shape of Si nanocrystals. Note that
the lifetime of dangling bond-related PL is shorter than 1 ms [66]. This again excludes
the possibility that the low-energy PL of codopedSi nanocrystals is related to dangling
bond-related PL of intrinsic Si nanocrystals. Figure 3.12b shows temperature
dependence of PL lifetime of a codoped sample. The lifetime becomes shorter from
about 450 to 150 ms with increasing temperature.

Figure 3.12 (a) PL decay curves of P and B
codoped and intrinsic Si nanocrystals at 5 K. In
the inset, energy positions for the PL detection
are indicated by arrows. (b) Temperature
dependence of PL lifetime for P and B

codoped Si nanocrystals. Reproduced
with permission from Ref. [35]. Copyright
by the American Institute of Physics.
http://link.aip.org/link/?JAPIAU/94/
1990/1.
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The size of codoped Si nanocrystals in Figure 3.12 is rather large (�10 nm in
diameter). Compared to PL lifetime of intrinsic Si nanocrystals with almost the same
size (�1ms at room temperature, see Figure 3.3), that of the codoped Si nanocrystals
is short. However, the difference is not very large (atmost of the order ofmagnitude).
Therefore, unfortunately, strong localization of carriers by codoping does not
significantly enhance the radiative recombination rate. Probably, the effect will be
enhanced for smaller Si nanocrystals, and by simultaneously controlling the size and
impurity concentration, we could achieve strong enhancement of the radiative
recombination rate.

3.4.3
Codoped But Not Compensated Si Nanocrystals

Let us consider Si nanocrystals with unequal number of n- and p-type impurities. In
bulk Si crystals, the electrical properties are determined by the difference in the
concentration of n- andp-type impurities and thusn- (p-) type regions are produced in
p- (n-) type regions by counterdoping. On the other hand, in Si nanocrystals, the
properties are not expected to be simply determined by the difference in the number
of n- and p-type impurities. For example, a Si nanocrystal with one B atom is
considered to be not the same material as that with two B atoms and one P atom.
However, experimental demonstration of the difference is very difficult. There is one
preliminary experimental result that shows the difference between singly B-doped Si
nanocrystals and B and P codoped (B concentration>P concentration) Si nanocrys-
tals [47]. In B-doped Si nanocrystals, ESR signals from confined holes are not
detected. This is due to very fast spin relaxation time by the degeneracy of the
valence band maximum. On the other hand, in codoped samples with higher B
concentration, a broad signal that might be assigned to confined holes is observed. If
this is the case, the valence band structure of codoped Si nanocrystals is modified
from that of B-doped Si nanocrystals. However, at present, the results are very
primitive and no definite conclusion can be achieved.

3.5
Summary

More than 15 years have passed since the discovery of visible PL by Canham [89]. So
far, the electronic band structure of Si nanocrystals has almost been clarified.
Unfortunately, it became clear that Si strongly preserves the indirect bandgap nature
even if the size is a few nanometers and that strong PL ismainly due to the restriction
of carrier transport in nanocrystals. This suggests that Si nanocrystals are very
suitable for PL materials but not ideal for electroluminescence (EL) devices because
high conductivity between nanocrystals is not compatible with high luminescence
efficiency. On the other hand, if one understands fundamental properties of Si
nanocrystals, new application fields emerge. Some of them are discussed in detail in
this book. Very recently, the possibility of multiexciton generation in Si nanocrystal
assemblies is reported [90, 91]. This effect has potential to significantly enhance
conversion efficiency of Si-based solar cells.
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In intrinsic Si nanocrystals, the properties can be controlled only by size, shape,
and surface termination. Shallow impurity doping adds new freedom to control the
properties of Si nanocrystals. For example, the size is the only parameter to control PL
energy of intrinsic Si nanocrystals. On the other hand, there are some combinations
of size and impurity concentrations in the case of codoped Si nanocrystals. The
additional freedom of material design may extend application fields of Si nanocrys-
tals. Furthermore, different optical properties of intrinsic and impurity-doped Si
nanocrystals suggest that dopedSi nanocrystals can be regarded as newmaterials that
may be a new building block to realize Si-based electronic and optoelectronic devices.
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4
Electrical Transport Mechanisms in Ensembles
of Silicon Nanocystallites
Isaac Balberg

4.1
Introduction

While the optical [1–3] properties of various ensembles of individual Si nanocrys-
tallites (NCs) and thememory-charge storage (CS) characteristics of two-dimensional
(2D) arrays of Si NCs [4] have been investigated by many researchers, relatively little
attention was paid to the transport properties of 3D ensembles of such quantum dots
(QDs) [5]. The interest in the last systems, however, is expected to follow the newbasic
physics that it reveals and the potential applications of such systems. Following the
reasonable (though still controversial [6]) understanding of granular metals [7, 8],
where the electrical conduction takes place via metallic particles, additional signif-
icant insights into the transport mechanism [5, 9] and new phenomena are expected
in Si NCs due to the presence of confined levels [10]. In particular, the combination of
Coulomb blockade (CB) effects and the quantum confinement (QC) restrictions can
yield various resonant tunneling effects [11] as well as various quantum phase
transformations [12] that are beyond the scope of this chapter. From the application
point of view, one realizes that significant electroluminescence (EL) can come about
only as a result of efficient transport in 3D ensembles of Si NCs [4, 13, 14] that are
dense enough to yield strong light emission. Finding the conditions for the
optimization of the luminescence and the transport is then the route to achieve
efficient Si-based photoelectronic devices [15].

In this chapter, we present a review on the electrical transport in the ensembles of
Si NCs. Since we are concernedwith the transport in 3D ensembles of quantumdots,
we will only briefly review the main results obtained from lower dimensional
ensembles (i.e., 1D-like [16, 17] or perpendicular to 2D arrays [18–21]) of Si QDs
in order to provide a reference for the effects of the small size of the single Si NCs on
the transport in ensembles of larger dimensions. We will see that in spite of many
studies of these 0D-like and 2D systems, which are essentially associated with single
isolated NCs, and their potential use as nonvolatile memories, only the basics of the
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corresponding transport mechanisms in them can be considered as properly
founded and generally accepted.

There is evenmuch less understanding of the transport mechanism in ensembles
of 3D systems of SiNCs as there have beenno comprehensive studies of the transport
mechanisms in them [5]. In this chapter, we present probably thefirst comprehensive
report of the transport mechanisms in ensembles of Si NCs embedded in insulating
continuous matrices, adding (to the very common studies of the temperature
dependence of the transport properties that is commonly applied for the determi-
nation of transport mechanisms) the very important parameter of the density of the
NCs,N, the role of which has been overlooked in previous studies. Aswewill see, this
parameter provides a very useful scale along which one can follow the basic transport
mechanisms in 3D ensembles. In particular, the corresponding consideration also
adds the important system connectivity aspect that has hardly been discussed in the
past. This is in contrast with the interdot tunneling aspect that was emphasized in
almost all previous studies. We note, however, that the need to consider these two
aspects was first suggested by Burr et al. in 1997 [13] and, although no specific
application was made there, their work, as well as the density of the Ge NCs, first
considered by Fujii et al. [9] within the context of transport, may be viewed as the
major pioneering works on the transport in 3D ensembles of column IV semicon-
ductor NCs.

We limit ourselves to the ensembles of SiNCs that are smaller than 10 nmsince for
these NCs QC and CB effects become significant even at room temperature [1]. We
note in passing that in the literature the termSiNCs has been used inmanyworks for
much larger particles [22] and these will not be considered here. Also, we do not
discuss here the ensembles of Si NCs that are embedded in the Si matrix of porous
silicon. The transport mechanism in these systems that has been considered
previously [3, 5, 23–25] is quite different from that of Si NCs embedded in an
insulatingmatrix since the Simatrix in porous silicon provides current routes that are
parallel to those controlled solely by the Si NCs. In addition, in view of the limited
scope of this chapter, we will not provide here an extended review of the theories and
previous experimental results, but we will refer to those that we found essential for
this chapter. We will try, however, to give the physical essence of the transport
mechanisms that appear to be involved in the 3D systems, leaving it to the reader to
consider more detailed and quantitative accounts of them in the cited literature.

This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.2, we provide the reader with a
brief background, giving first the basic concepts to be used in this review (Sec-
tion 4.2.1), and then we give (in Section 4.2.2) a short critical review of the
achievements made, and the questions that arise, following the previous studies of
transport in low-dimensional and 3D systems of Si NCs. Considering the above, we
turn to the results of our experimental work presenting them in a systematicmanner.
We believe that these results and their interpretation give an initial comprehensive
framework for the discussion of the transport mechanisms in 3D ensembles of Si
NCs. Correspondingly, first we will present in Section 4.3 our method of sample
fabrication (that enables us to carry out a systematic and comprehensive study) and
this is followed by the description of themeasurements that were carried out in order
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to appreciate the combined effects of inter-NCs conduction and the connectivity of
the system on the transport mechanisms. Then, in Section 4.4, we present our
experimental observations that reflect these two ingredients emphasizing the great
importance of knowing the structure of the 3D system as a first step for interpreting
their transport properties. Following the conclusions of our experimental results in a
broader context, we show in Section 4.5 that while we were able to obtain a
comprehensive picture of the transport mechanisms in 3D ensembles of Si NCs,
we are still far fromunderstanding the transportmechanism in detail and/or account
for most of ours and others experimental observations quantitatively. The corre-
sponding progress that was made, the general picture that emerges, and the major
questions that remainunansweredwill be discussed.Wewill conclude that section by
mentioning some of our recent experimental findings in order to demonstrate the
richness of transport-based new phenomena that are associated with the nanosize of
the Si NCs in their ensembles and that, as stated above, may be of considerable
interest from both the basic physics and the application points of view.

4.2
Background

4.2.1
Basic Concepts Associated with Transport and Quantum Dots

Percolation theory describes the effect of a system�s connectivity on its geometrical
and physical properties [26, 27]. Considering a system of N metallic spheres
embedded randomly in an insulating matrix of a unit volume, there will be a critical
density of spheres Nc such that a continuous path of touching spheres that will be
associated with the onset of a finite macroscopic conductivity s of the system will
form forN�Nc. If thesemetallic spheres have a radius b, the corresponding volume
fractions that they occupy will be given by x¼ (4p/3)b3N and xc¼ (4p/3)b3Nc,
respectively. These quantities, to be expressed in terms of volume % (vol%), will
be our fundamental density characterization parameters throughout this study. It can
be shown that the dependence of the global conductivity on the above quantities is
given by [26–28]

s / ðx�xcÞt; ð4:1Þ

where t is a constant that (for simple systems in the continuum [26–29]) has (in 3D) a
universal dimensional value of t0¼ 2. In the case where there is a tunneling
conduction between the spheres, the �touching� of the conducting particles is not
well defined (as, say, in porous media [27]) since there will be some tunneling
probability between any two spheres that are at any distance r [27, 29, 30]. Considering
the exponential decay of the local tunneling between two spheres that is given by [31]

G ¼ G0 expð�2xðr�bÞÞ; ð4:2Þ
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it is expected, however, that the contribution of the farther neighbors of a given
particle will diminish with the increase in their inter-(surface)-distance r� 2b. Here,
G0 is a constant that accounts for the charge carrier concentration and the local
particle environment around r¼ 0, and 1/2x is the tunneling decay (or sometimes
referred to as the localization) length of the corresponding charge carrier [28, 32]. It
turns out that this behavior can still yield a percolation-like behavior, but t is nomore
universal and its value can be approximated by t0 þ u, where u� 2x(a� b) and a is
some average of the intersphere distance [27, 29, 30, 33]. In this study, for reasons to
be clarified below, wewill apply the concept of �touching� to two particles the surfaces
of which are separated by about a lattice constant (�0.5 nm in the Si lattice) of the
conducting particle. Tentatively then, for the description of the systems to be
considered below, we assume that two Si NCs �touch� if they are no more than
0.5 nm apart. Since the features of the transport between �touching�NCs are new, we
will discuss them in some detail in Sections 4.4 and 4.5.

The transfer of an electron from a given neutral particle to an adjacent neutral
particle charges this particle by one (positive) elementary charge (q) and that of the
adjacent particle by one (negative) elementary charge [7, 8]. If the capacitance of the
individual particle in its corresponding environment is C0, the energy needed to be
supplied for the above �electron–hole� transfer by tunneling is then [5, 7, 8, 11]

ECB ¼ q2=C0: ð4:3Þ

This energy, which is a hindrance to the transfer of charge carriers, is known as the
Coulomb blockade energy [5, 11, 34]. In passing, we note that in the simplest case of
isolated spheres we have C0¼ 4pee0b, where ee0 is the dielectric constant of the
matrix.

In general, we can say that a tunneling process is thermally activated when it
requires a supply of energy. A series of such events that yields a global conduction is
defined as a hopping conductionmechanism [28, 32]. Themore known of this family
of such conduction mechanisms is the variable range hopping (VRH) process in
which the preferred optimized conduction path is determined by the competing
requirements of the availability of the minimum energy supply and the minimum
tunneling distance. In the casewhere the required energy is due to the disorder in the
system, the temperature dependence of the conductivity in 3D is expected to behave
as [28, 32]

s ¼ sA exp½�ðTA=TÞc�; ð4:4Þ

where sA and TA are constants of the system and c¼ 1/4. In the case where
electrostatic interactions are involved, the energy needed to overcome the corre-
sponding Coulomb blockade [7, 8] or Coulomb gap [5, 28, 34] was initially sug-
gested [7, 8] to yield a c¼ 1/2 value. Refinement of this theory later [35] has shown that
c can vary in the interval 1/4< c< 1, according to the energetic distribution of theCB
energies [33]. The first attempt to derive a c¼ 1/2 value from a combined effect of the
distribution of theQC levels in differentNCs (that enhances the effect of the particles�
size distribution) and the CBwasmade by Simanek [36]. The choice of the optimized
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percolation path when both contributions are considered leads to c¼ 1/2 value, on
the one hand, and to a simple expression for TA (in Eq. (4.4)) on the other hand. In
what follows, wewill refer to the general behavior described by Eq. (4.4), for any value
of c, as an Arrhenius-like dependence. At high temperatures, or for small energies
involved in all the above processes, one expects, following the scenario of a near-
neighbor hopping [28, 32], a c¼ 1 value. This follows the fact that the interparticle
tunneling route will prefer the nearest neighbors that correspond to the average
lowest tunneling resistance that enables a continuous percolation path. In that case,
one can further show that [28, 30]

s / expð�ax�1=3Þ; ð4:5Þ

where a is a known constant. This dependence applies to the dilute (low-x) limit and
can be easily shown [30] to be s / exp(�ax�1) in the denser particles case. We will
refer to the general behavior described by Eq. (4.4), for any value of c, as an Arrhenius
plot dependence.

Another type of a thermally activated processes that will be important in our
discussion may be described by the older, yet less known, Berthelot dependence [37]
that (when generalizing again for any c) is given by

s ¼ sB exp½ðT=TBÞc�; ð4:6Þ

where sB and TB are appropriate parameters of the system. One notes that it is easy to
distinguish between the behaviors of Eqs. (4.4) and (4.6) by plotting the log s versus
log Tdependence. In the first case (Eq. (4.4)), this dependence yields a convex curve
while in the latter case (Eq. (4.6)) this dependence yields a concave curve. The latter,
much less abundant andmuch less understood, dependence has been found in some
semiconductor [38, 39] and nanosemiconductor [40–42] systems andwas interpreted
as associated with a tunneling barrier effect. In some cases [38, 40, 41], it has been
interpreted as due to thermally activated barrier vibration process, while in others
[39, 42], it has been attributed to the narrowing, with increasing energy, of the
interparticle barrier such that there is a competition, for the thermally activated
tunneling probability, between the thermal excitation from the conduction level and
the width of the barrier. The higher the temperature, the more carriers there are that
can tunnel through the narrower part of the barrier, and themaximum tunneling rate
behaves as given in Eq. (4.6). This simplemodel is very appealing since all it requires
is the solution of the Schrodinger equation [42].However, it appears that this behavior
is applicable to a rather special barrier shape, but it does not explain why a barrier that
forms between twoparticleswill have the particular shape that was suggested [42]. On
the other hand, the fact that the transport between theNCs is controlled in thismodel
by potential barriers that are very different from the �conventional� (polycrystalline-
like) semiconductor parabolic barriers [39] is not too surprising since no space charge
region can be developed within the nanometer size NCs [42]. Considering the other
explanation [40, 41], based on the enhancement of the tunneling rate through a
vibrating tunneling barrier, we note that no independent proof for the existence of
such a vibrating barrier was given. In passing, we further note that a Berthelot-type
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behavior has also been shown to be consistent with thermionic emission above the
narrow barrier [41], and this, as well as the vibrating barrier models, shows that
the I–V characteristics will depend on temperature. For completeness, we also note
the fact that there are models that consider a related mechanism but yield the
Arrhenius-like dependence as given by Eq. (4.4) (with c¼ 2/3 [43]). For our purpose,
it is important to note that the above two types of mechanisms apply to very
narrow potential barriers such as we encountered for high densities of Si NCs in
our samples. Following all the above, we will refer, regardless of the particular value
of c, to an Eq. (4.4)-like behavior as anArrhenius-like and to an Eq. (4.6)-like behavior
as a Berthelot-like behavior.

Another, evenmuch less known type of a concave logs versus logT behavior is that
of the type [44, 45]

s ¼ s0T
d; ð4:7Þ

where s0 is a constant and d increases with increasing temperature. The correspond-
ing model that was suggested for this is associated with the subject of our concern
here as follows. We have pointed out above that the Arrhenius behavior is known for
the various hopping mechanisms and that c can take values between c¼ 1/4 and
c¼ 1 such that, with increasing temperature, c-values also increase [28, 32]. The
behavior described by Eq. (4.7) was suggested [44, 45] for a hopping conduction that
essentially parallels the sameprocess as the c¼ 1/4 toc¼ 1 transition (i.e., fromVRH
to near-neighbor hopping) with increasing T. In this model, d¼Ne� 2/(Ne þ 1),
where Ne is the number of hops in the transport path. The basic physics of this
process is that, as in VRH, the hopping range increases with decreasing temperature
and thus Ne, and d, increases with increasing temperature. In contrast to the above
local barrier models, we have a network effect, as in the VRH mechanism, but it
appears to yield a 1D-like conduction path rather than a 3D-like network.

Turning to the concepts associated with the nanometer size regime, we realize that
they are essentially 3D quantumwells in which the energy level separations are given
by [1–3]

EQC / 1=m�b2; ð4:8Þ

where m� is the effective �effective mass,� that is, the effective mass [46] that can be
deduced from the calculated ormeasured electronic structure of the quantum dot for
the corresponding carrier in that quantum well configuration [47, 48]. As the first
approximation, it is common to use [49, 50] the bulk �effectivemass,� which is 0.3 for
the electron and 0.5 for the hole in Si [50] in units of the free electron mass. For the
semiconductor QDs, the density of the levels (unlike in the one-dimensional
quantum well case) increases with energy [1, 34, 48, 50]. The filling of the levels
with available electrons makes the corresponding level separation (above 1 K)
unimportant for metals [34] but very important for semiconductors in general [1]
and Si [48, 50] in particular, even at room temperature. This is obvious since even the
ground-states that provide the levels for the conduction of the electrons and the holes,
and are responsible for the optical properties, are not filled (as at the bottom of the
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corresponding bands in bulk semiconductors [46]). In order to get a carrier transfer
by tunneling between two NCs, we need the matching of the two ground (or upper
lying) states for tunneling between them [9, 51] or we �need to provide� the energy
differences between them, EQC (by field or thermal excitation) as in the hopping
process [52, 53]. This effect can be termed as resonant tunneling [54] between two
NCs, and the conduction process in the entire macroscopic system can be described
as sequential resonance tunneling [5]. Following the above discussion (Eqs. (4.3)
and (4.8)), we can say that the energy needed for the �hopping� between two NCs can
be expressed to first order by [5, 9, 49, 55–57]

E ¼ ECB þDEQC ¼ A=bþB=m�b2; ð4:9Þ

where DEQC is the corresponding energy difference between the two NCs (see
Eq. (4.8)) and A and B are system-dependent parameters.

4.2.2
Previous Studies of Transport in Systems of Si

As pointed out in Section 4.1, the understanding of the electronic properties of the
single NC is (unlike the case in granular metals) quite necessary in order to interpret
the transport data in ensembles [9, 56] of semiconductor NCs. We start our review of
the previous studies by considering the information available on the single or single-
like NCs. It turns out that the knowledge we have on the level separation in Si
quantum dots came almost exclusively from optical measurements [1–3] and these
results are reasonably accounted for by relatively simple theoretical models [1–3, 48,
50]. On the other hand, the determination of the electronic structure by electrical
measurements, which is more relevant for studying the transport properties via
semiconductor quantum dots [51], is much less conclusive in the case of Si NCs. In
fact, following the success of the local electrical spectroscopy of single quantum dots
that are given between two metal electrodes (in particular in II–VI and III–V
semiconductor NCs [51, 55]), trials were conducted to carry out scanning tunneling
and conductive atomic force spectroscopies (STS [58] and C-AFM [59]) on Si NCs,
indicating that the current is via the crystallites. On the other hand, with many
difficulties associated with the interpretation of those results the best information
that could have been deduced from themwas that the confined level separations and
the CB energy are of the order of 0.1–0.3 eV for NCs in the 3–5 nm size regime. Also,
charges induced by electrical force microscopy (EFM) have been used by a few
groups [60–62] to demonstrate that charge storage can be induced in individual Si
NCs when they are removed well from each other. Another (more complicated to
interpret but simpler to fabricate) structure that was studied bymany authors [63–73]
is the 2D array configuration that is diluted enough so that the interaction between
the NCs is negligible. In this rather popular configuration [4], the current is
perpendicular to the 2D arrays so that the measured current amounts to the sum
of the currents through the individual NCs. The separation between the metal
electrodes and the quantum dot is tunable, thus yielding the so-called double-barrier
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tunnel junction (DBTJ) configuration [5, 11, 51]. These studies ofmanyparallelDBTJ-
like configurations involved essentially a two-terminalMOSdevicewhereM is the top
metal, separated or not, by a thin SiO2 layer from the O layer, that is, the SiO2 matrix
layer contains the Si NCs, and S, that is the Si wafer (separated or not separated from
the O layer) that is also the substrate of the structure. The conventional MOS
current–voltage (I–V) characteristics of these systems disclosed the typical electrical
rectification of such a structure and also included a quasiregular collection of
plateaus, jumps, peaks, and switching events. In many of these studies, ad hoc
models were proposed to associate the experimentally found features with the
energies E of the form given by Eq. (4.9). Similar attempts were made to interpret
peaks observed in the capacitance–voltage (C–V) characteristics that were measured
on such 2D, MOS-like, array structures [66–68, 71, 72]. In view of the fact that the
results obtained are very different in different works and the comparison with
theories was done by ad hoc models, it seems at present that while these studies
definitely indicate tunneling via the NCs, the results do not add up to an electronic
level structure or even to a universal clear separation between the CB and QC effects
as was obtained in corresponding studies of the isolated NCs of II–VI or III–V
semiconductors [51, 55, 74], which were mentioned above. In particular, the various
levels detected may or may not be associated with the quantum confinement in the
NCs as other states can be present in the system [58, 75]. On the other hand, the
variousmeasurements have definitely revealed the presence of charge stored and CB
effects [4, 67, 71].

The better defined systems for the electrical spectroscopy of isolated Si NCs seem
to emerge from structures where only a couple of Si NCs were present between the
two contacts [65, 76–78], so as to yield a well-definedDBTJ-like configurations, which
are reminiscent of the DBTJs studied in the II–VI and III–VNCs [51, 54, 74]. For the
Si NCs systems, the room-temperature I–V characteristics did not reveal many
features, but theywere nearly symmetric and nonlinear as to be expected from tunnel
junctions. On the other hand, at low temperatures clear reproducible structures of
peaks and plateaus were observed in the I–V characteristics. Although these have
been convincingly associated with sequential charging of the NCs, no clear infor-
mation regarding quantum confinement levels has been revealed. While, again,
these studies [76–78] still do not provide a comprehensive, unifiedmodel, forECB and
EQC for singleNCs,wewill assume that as in the III–Vand II–VI semiconductors, the
two effects play a role in the transport between the NCs. We will see below that,
similarly, at present, while for the 3D ensembles the role of the CB is apparent, the
effects of the QC on the transport are as yet suggestive but not conclusively proven
from the available transport data.

Following the above facts of the electronic structure, from the optical and the
transport via single NCs data, we turn now to the available transport data on 3D
ensembles of Si NCs when these are embedded in an insulating (generally SiO2)
matrix. As far as we know, all the previous studies on such 3D systems were carried
out in a two-probe (or �sandwich�) configuration that always involves the possible
contribution of contact effects that are not always easy to separate from the bulk
effects that one would like to study [9, 13, 56, 79–81]. As usual, the two main
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experimental methods for the evaluation of transport mechanisms in solids are the
measurement of the temperature dependence of the conductivity s(T) and the
measurement of the current–voltage (I–V) characteristics. Starting with the s(T)
results that were obtained from 3D ensembles [9, 56, 79–84], it appears that,
considering the uncertainties in the expression of the experimental data in terms
of an exact c (Eq. (4.4)-like) dependence [43], the first attempt to suggest a rather well-
defined transport mechanism in 3D systems based on s(T) data was that of Fujii
et al. [79], who measured the temperature dependence of the conductivity s(T) of a
cosputtered Si-SiO2 film between 20 and 300K. Their results yielded a c¼ 1/4
behavior that was interpreted to be due to VRH. However, in this case the samples
werenot annealed and theSi contentwas not specified, so that it is not clearwhether it
is the Si NCs network or the amorphous Si (a-Si) tissue in the sample that is
responsible for the observations. Similar considerations apply to other studies, in
particular, those that involved hydrogenated a-Si [80, 82, 84] fabrication techniques.
On the other hand, in a latter study by Fujii et al. [9] onwell-characterized cosputtered
samples of Ge NCs embedded in SiO2, a c¼ 1/2 behavior was found for x-values
smaller than x¼ 15.3 vol%. This dependence was interpreted to be due to the
distribution of the quantized conduction band edges and the presence of a CB,
according to the Simaneck model [36]. The authors also claimed that they obtained
similar results for a similar system of Si NCs. We note in passing that due to the
higher intrinsic carrier concentration in Ge, in comparison with that of Si, the
measurements on Ge NCs seem to yield a more reliable determination of the s(T)
dependence than in the studies of this dependence in ensembles of Si NCs. A later
study of Si NCs (that were �capped� by an SiO2 shell that is of the order of 2–3 nm
thick) by Rafiq et al. [56] yielded a c-value of 1/2. For these data, the x-value of the
corresponding samples can be estimated to be in the range of 30� x� 45 vol% and
the preferred interpretation was also along the Simanek model [36]. While this
interpretation accounts for the specific data, it leaves quite a few questions as to the
type of system on which these findings were observed. We assume, however, that
both the data of Fujii et al. [9] and the data of Rafiq et al. [56] suggest some kind of a
�resonant�-hopping under CB in ensembles of Si NCs. We will see later that while,
basically, their interpretation seems to be justified, the range of x-values for which
this suggestion is applicable is limited, and thus thismechanismdoes not represent a
general conduction mechanism in ensembles of Si NCs. It is to be stressed that the
uncertainty in the exact determination of the s(T) dependence in other works did not
provide the desired wider basis for the establishment of their conclusions. For
example, a similar study of Banjeree [81] on the ensembles of Ge NCs embedded in a
SiO2 matrix was claimed to yield a c¼ 1/4 value. However, a more careful analysis of
his data revealsmore difficulties [43] in deriving the reliable c-values from the limited
T range available than yielding the actual c-values. In fact, one can fit his data almost
equally well to a linear log s / log T or a c¼ 1/4 behavior. The corresponding
measurements that were carried out in perpendicular to the very thin layer of GeNCs
and on an unspecified density of the Ge NCs can at best represent the inter-NCs
conduction rather than a 3D VRH behavior as claimed by the author. We are left
essentially, thus far, only with results of Fujii et al. [9] and Rafiq et al. [56] to assume,
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with a high degree of reliability, that a Simaneck-like hopping under CB conditions
takes place in dilute 3D systems of Si NCs. We note, however, in passing, that if the
s(x) dependence of Eq. (4.4) would have been checked, amore specific interpretation
could have been achieved.

Turning to the I–V or s–V characteristics reported by various authors, the picture
that emerges from the reported nonlinear characteristics appears to be quite blurred.
The corresponding interpretations were quite different in different studies and
involved or did not involve NC size effects. This include rectification in the corre-
sponding testeddevice [56], simple inter-NCs tunneling [81, 85,86], Fowler–Nordheim
tunneling [13, 20], Poole–Frekel detrapping mechanism [85], space charge-limited
currents [13], resonant tunneling [19], and Coulomb blockade [20] mechanisms.

4.3
Experimental Details

As was pointed out in the introduction, the limited scope of this chapter does not
allowus to review all theworks on the transportmechanism in the nanocomposites of
ensembles of Si NCs that are embedded in an insulating (usually SiO2) matrix. In
particular, we will not mention the various methods used for their fabrication [4, 13,
20]. Since our focus is on the transport in relatively thick films of these nanocompo-
sites and the effect of their density on the transport properties, wewill concentrate on,
probably, the most suitable method for such studies [7, 8]. Indeed, our samples were
fabricatedmostly by the cosputtering technique [87]. In particular, we emphasize that
this method provides an extra handle for studying the transport in the nanocompo-
sites that are of interest here. We will give some essential details on the typical
cosputtering system and the deposition conditions that have been used by our group,
noting that they are not too different from those used by other groups for the
deposition of granular metals [7, 8] and Si-SiO2 [79] films. On the other hand, our
emphasis here is on the flexibility of this method to provide a very wide scale of
nanoparticles densities, under exactly the same conditions [88].

The radio frequency (rf) sputtering technique is based on ion (usually and in our
studies [89–97], Arþ ) bombardment of amaterial (the target) fromwhich, as a result,
groups of atoms are ejected and then reach a surface onwhich they are deposited (the
substrate) [7, 8]. The role of the rf is to enable the discharge of the target surface when
it is made of an insulating substance such as SiO2. One can use various target
types [7–9] or a few target [87, 89] configurations. In particular, for immiscible
compounds one can produce, using this technique, a multiphase film [7, 8, 87, 89,
90]. Then, the relative content of each phase can be determined by the thickness
profile of the deposited single-phase film in comparison with the thickness profile of
the multiphase film [88].

For the typical samples in our various studies of ensembles of SiNCs,we have used
the following system and deposition conditions. In general, we used two separate
targets, 5 cm in diameter each, such that their centers were 15 cm apart. One target
was of high purity (99.999%) sintered silicon pellets or, electronic quality silicon
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wafers, and the other consisted of pure (99.995%) fused quartz. The substrates that
we used were typically, 13 cm long, 1 cm wide, and 0.7mm thick quartz slides, or
0.3mm thick, Si wafers that were cut into such slides. For the sputtering process, the
slides were laid 6 cm above the line connecting the centers of the two targets and
parallel to it [89].

The application of the above mentioned method [88] of thickness analysis of the
films has shown that they contain between 5 vol% Si (at the substrate end adjacent to
the SiO2 target) and 95 vol% Si (at the substrate end adjacent to the Si target). The
variation in the Si volume content, x (given in vol%) as a function of the position along
the slide was weak for x< 20 and x> 65 regimes while in the range 20< x< 65 it
varied roughly linearly with the distance along the substrate. The latter regime was
along the central 8 cm range of the substrate. In passing, we point out that one can get
similar results by using two, half-circle targets [90], or a single-target configuration,
where small Si pieces are placed nonuniformly on the fused quartz target [79]. The
deposition conditions in our studies were not too different from those used in the
deposition of granular metal systems [7, 8] and in other studies of Si-SiO2 compo-
sites [79]. For example, the base pressure in the vacuum chamber was typically
5� 10�6 Torr, the radio frequency was 12.56MHz, and the rf power was 60W for
each target. The voltages measured on the targets during sputtering were approx-
imately 250V on the Si target and approximately 400V on the SiO2 target. For the
films used in ourmany studies [92–97], the typical thickness was about 1mmand this
thickness was obtained after 3 h of cosputtering.

The films so produced were found, by Raman scattering, infrared (IR) spectros-
copy, and X-ray diffraction (XRD), to consist of amorphous SiO2 and amorphous
silicon (a-Si). After annealing of these films (at 1150–1200 	C for a typical duration of
40min, under a flow of 4 l/min of pure N2), we reapplied the above structural
characterization methods and used transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Since
the structural data obtained by applying this latter method are of fundamental
importance for understanding the transport mechanisms, we carried out, in partic-
ular, a comprehensive study of the Si NCs/SiO2 ensembles by cross-sectional high-
resolutionTEM (200 kVTechnai F20, FEI) [93]. It is important to note that while some
small amounts of silicon NCs were found (by Raman scattering) in the nonannealed
a-Si/SiO2 samples, no a-Si was detected in the samples that were annealed under the
above-mentioned conditions. All the above-mentioned structural determination
methods revealed [93, 94] that the films consist of amorphous SiO2 and of Si NCs
that have typical diameters, around 3 nm, at the Si-poor end and diameters around
10 nm at the Si-rich end. As described in more detail below, we have used these
structurally well-characterized samples to evaluate the transport [91, 92, 95] and the
optical [96, 97] mechanisms in our 3D ensembles of Si NCs, using their densities N
(i.e., x, see Section 4.2.1) as a guiding parameter.

For the electricalmeasurements on the quartz-substrated films, we used sputtered
aluminum or silver, 1mm wide, electrodes (that were 0.2–1mm thick) with 1mm
separation between them [91, 92, 95], while for the Si-substrated films we used
evaporated aluminum (0.2mm thick) or Hg point contacts [89, 92]. The areas of these
contacts were on the order of 10�3 cm2. With the first type of substrate, we carried
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standard four probe conductivity measurements [91, 92] and conductive AFM (C-
AFM) [95] under various conditions, such as temperature variation, current–voltage
(I–V) characteristics under various scanning rates and temperatures, and curren-
t–time (I–t) characteristics under various applied voltages and temperatures. The
above contact separation enabled us, in the first configuration, to map the depen-
dence of the sample conductivity on x, s(x), with a resolution of Dx� 2 vol%, and
thus it was possible to check their dependence with a resolution good enough to
compare the s(x) profiles with the theoretical predictions that were mentioned in
Section 4.2.1. The importance of this first configuration is that it enables to take
the precautions necessary to avoid contact effects (e.g., four probe
measurements [91]), while the importance of the second configuration [92], which
was used mainly for the measurement of the capacitance–voltage, C–V, character-
istics, is that we could indirectly extract some information on the transport mech-
anism from it. This was important in particular in the low-x regime, where the
resistance is too high to be measured in the coplanar [91] and even in the sandwich
(vertical) configurations [13, 89]. Since the C–V measurement and the parameters
that can be extracted from it are quite standard [46, 98], we would not elaborate on
them here but would describe how the stored charge was extracted in our work [92]
from the corresponding C–V characteristics.

Our rather standard C–Vmeasurements were all taken at a frequency of 1MHz,
a voltage sweep rate of 0.5 V/s, and in the sweep direction from V� 0 to V> 0. In
all measurements, the sign of the voltage was that of the Hg or the Al �top�
electrode. For the derivation of the stored charge from the C–V characteristics, we
had initially employed the maximum–minimum procedure [98, 99] that yields
the properties of the corresponding ideal system, that is, the dopant density in
the Si substrate and the film�s (the �oxide�s�) capacitance Cox from the shape of the
C–V curve. The charge stored in the film (the �oxide fixed charge�) Qf and the
charge stored in the Si/SiO2 interface (the �surface states�) Qss were derived from
the voltage deviations DVFB and DVmg (toward the accumulation end and the
inversion end, respectively) of the C–V characteristic from the above ideal
behavior [46, 98]. The parameters of interest are then the flat band charge
QFB¼�Cox DVFB and the midgap charge Qmg¼�Cox DVmg [46, 98, 100] that
we utilize below. Noting that Qf�Qmg and that Qss�QFB�Qmg, we derived both
the quantities from the C–V characteristics and presented them in terms of
Ni¼Qi/q, where Ni is the density of those charges per cm2, i is FB or mg, and
q is the (positive) elementary charge.

To confirm that the current routes in the samples are via the NCs, we applied our
conductive AFM technique that enables to record the current between a sample-
contacting conducting tip and a side (a �back�) electrode of the sample, both in the
dark and under illumination [95]. This is rather important in studies such as ours
since it enables to indicate if the current takes place via the crystallites or IT is in the
matrix that surrounds them. In turn this enables to evaluate whether a suggested
transport mechanism (that is based on other measurements) is consistent with
the observed current paths [101]. We note that this precaution has not been
taken simultaneously earlier with the studies of global transport of the 3D systems
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of Si NCs thus leaving some doubt as to the certainty of a suggested transport
mechanism.

Our I–Vmeasurements were carried out by applying a voltage (from a high-voltage
source Kiethley-240) to the sample and determining the current by the voltage drop
across a small in-series connected resistor. This voltage was measured using a
(Systron-Donner-7205) multimeter. For the measurement of the photoconductivity
we applied a He–Ne laser (633 nm with a flux of 70mW/cm2) [91, 92] or a solid-state
laser (473 nm with a flux of 250mW/cm2) [95]. The difference between the current,
under illumination and without illumination, was considered to be the photocurrent
through the sample. As we show below, the comparison between the dark conduc-
tivity s and the so deduced photoconductivity sph has provides useful information
regarding the transport mechanism. All macroscopic transport measurements were
carried out in the room-temperature–liquid nitrogen temperature range by using a
cryostat (Janis, VPF-475) with a temperature controller (Lakeshore-321).

In view of the wide interest in the optical properties of our Si NCs systems, our
standard characterization tool of the samples was the x dependence of their spectral
photoluminescence (PL) characteristics [91, 92, 96, 97]. The PLwas measured under
the 488 nm excitation of an air-cooled (Spectra Physicsmodel 269) Ar ion laser with a
variable power of 6–40mWor by awater-cooledAr laserwith a power of 1.5 kW. In the
first configuration [90–92, 102], the detection was done with an optical fiber that led
the luminescence directly to the spectrometer (Control Development Inc.), and in the
other setup, the PL signal was dispersed by a 1/4m spectrometer onto a photo-
multiplier that fed a photon counting system [96, 97].

4.4
Experimental Results and Their Interpretation

In the introduction,wehave emphasized the importance of having the parameter x as
an extra handle for the evaluation of the transport mechanisms in ensembles of Si
NCs.We start with the over-all picture of the dependence of the electrical conductivity
on theSi-phase content in our samples andweunderline the experimental difficulties
in studying the problem at hand. In Figure 4.1, we show the typical x dependencies of
the conductivity s(x) and the photoconductivity sph(x) throughout a wide portion of
the entire x range. We see that up to about x¼ 38 vol%, we measure the background
conductivity of the experimental system and thus, from this singlemeasurement, we
cannot draw any conclusions regarding the transport mechanism in the x< 38 vol%
regime. In the 38< x< 60 vol% regime, we see a strong rise in the conductivities and
then a saturation (with a slight decrease) of both s(x) and sph(x). We already note at
this stage that boths(x) andsph(x) have the samedependence on x showing that since
the number of charge carriers contributing to each is different, their x dependence
representswell their �commonmobility.�Noting that these results [91] can befitted to
the predictions of percolation theory, as given in Eq. (4.1), it is apparent that this
dependence reflects the connectivity of the system. This fit yields the percolation
threshold xc and the critical exponent t of the system (that in the present case are
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about 37 vol% and 2, respectively [91]). We found that within our deposition and
postdeposition treatments of many samples the typical values of xc were in the
25< x< 50 vol% range and the typical t valueswere in the 2< t< 5 range.Wewill use
the corresponding xc value as a prime reference point for x in the discussion below. In
what follows, x and xc will always be given in units of vol%.

After introducing the basic features of the macroscopic conductivity scene in
Figure 4.1 and in order to be able to consider the expectations regarding the transport
in the 0< x< 38 range aswell as the other distinguishable regimes of 38< x< 60 and
x> 60, we turn to the structural information that we deduced from our compre-
hensiveHRTEM study [93, 94] of that sample. In Figure 4.2, we show images that are
typical of the three significantly distinguishable x regimes of the sample. The low-x
(0< x< 18) regime consists of well-dispersed (geometrically isolated) spherical NCs.
The intermediate x (18< x< xc) regime clearly shows a small distortion of the
crystallites to ellipses for the geometrically isolated NCs, the creation of �touching�
pairs, and the further distortion of the NCs in the regions of relatively high NC
densities, so as to accommodate the crystallites that are grown in their proximity.
Also, note that the Si crystallographic lattice planes in the images of the NCs are not
parallel in the various crystallites suggesting the independent nucleation of the
crystallites during the annealing process. For amore precise definition of �touching,�
we consider two NCs as �touching� if the distance between their surfaces does not
exceed the order of a lattice constant (�0.5 nm in Si). Finally, at the high-x (x> xc)
regime we see further growth of the individual NCs, further distortion of the
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Figure 4.1 Typical dependencies of the dark
and photoconductivity on the volume content of
the Si NCs phase in our typical cosputtered film.
The data at the regime of the strong variation of
s(x) can be described by a percolation-like

dependence. The experimental points for
x< xc¼ 37 vol% indicate the experimental limit
for the derivation of the conductivity in this case
of 1 mm thick films. (From Ref. [91].)
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crystallites, and, most important, the apparent presence of very large clusters of
�touching� NCs. Note that a priori it is not obvious from the 2DHRTEM images that
in the latter regime we have a 3D network of connected �touching� crystallites. To
confirm that the latter is the case, and to show that in our study the macroscopically
measured currents pass through theNCs andnot via possible parallel paths (such as a
possible residual a-Si network thatmay still be present in the sample), wehave carried
out (as far as we know the first and the only) conductance AFM measurements on
samples for which the macroscopic conductivity was simultaneously measured. The
images shown in Figure 4.3 for the high-x regime confirm the existence of such a
network, enabling us to interpret our data accordingly. Also note that this finding is a
significant improvement over the topographic and electric field microscopy (EFM)
images, where only the presence and the charging of the NCs are revealed.

Following the general features of the s(x) and sph(x) dependencies and the
structural information described above, we can clearly conclude that we have five

Figure 4.3 Images derived from topographic AFM (right) and a C-AFM (left) scans of our samples
in the high-x (x¼ 65, and x> xc¼ 45) regime, showing that the current takes place through the 3D
network of the Si NCs.

Figure 4.2 HRTEM micrographs of our
annealed cosputtered films for three Si phase
contents: 17, 25, and 80 vol%. The crystallites,
detected by the Si lattice fringes, are marked by
their border. One notes that with the increase of

x the crystallites grow and change from a
spherical shape to shapes that could
accommodate their high density. This increase
causes �more and more� of them to �touch�
their neighbors. (From Ref. [92].)
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different structural–electrical regimes, such that in each of them we may expect a
different transport mechanism to dominate. These regimes are (a) the low-x regime,
of isolated uniformly dispersed spherical NCs; (b) the transition between the low-x
regime and the intermediate x regime where some of the NCs already �touch� their
neighbors; (c) the intermediate x regime where clusters of �touching� NCs are
formed; (d) the percolation transition regime (x� xc) where the above clusters form a
global continuous network; and (e) the high-x regimewhere the percolation cluster of
�touching� NCs is well formed and geometrically non-�touching� NCs are rarely
found. In what follows, we will describe our principal experimental data by dividing
the descriptions of our observations, and the relevant expectations from the models
and data mentioned in Section 4.2, into each of these regimes. One should note that
for the above regimes, only in the last two, direct experimental measurements of the
transport could have been carried out because of the high planar resistance of
samples in the first three regimes. For the latter regimes, we have carried out some
indirect measurements, which combined with the structural data presented in
Figure 4.2 and the above-reviewed (Section 4.2.2) information on the single NCs
can shed light on the transport mechanisms in them. The picture that emerges
following all that and the data given in the literature will be discussed in Section 4.5.
Owing to the limited scope of this chapter and the fact that we have previously
mentioned some specific experimental difficulties associated with a particular
measurement [91] and some possible alternative explanations to some of our
particular results [103], we do not discuss them here, bringing in only our current
view of the transport mechanisms as suggested by the available data.

4.4.1
The Low-x Regime

The low-x system shown in Figure 4.2 consists of a geometry that is expected to yield
hopping conduction, that is, tunneling between adjacent particles, such that if there
is a difference between the energies of two particles it is provided thermally or by an
applied electric field. This scenario is similar to that encountered in the transport
between impurities in semiconductors [28, 32] and in granularmetals [7, 8] in the so-
called dielectric regime. As we mentioned in Section 4.2.1, in the former case the
distribution in the particles� energy is attributed to the disorder in the energy levels in
the network and the corresponding conduction is the well-known variable range
hopping, while in the granular metals the energy distribution is attributed primarily
to the variation in the local charging energies associated with the size and/or
environment of the individual particles. In semiconductor NCs, both ingredients
are also included except that the distribution of the electronic �conducting� levels is
more emphasized, as manifested by the effects of resonant tunneling mechanism
(see Eq. (4.9)) [9, 36].

Following the fact that unlike the situation in granular metals and ensembles of Ge
NCs embedded in SiO2, the simple s(x) dependence couldnot bemeasured reliably in
this high-resistance regime of Si NCs, we turned to other, though indirect, experi-
mental approaches that can shed light on the conductionmechanism in that low NCs
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density regime. To consider this regime, we examined the charge storage and the
photoluminescence in this and the other two subsequent regimes for which the
electrical conductivity couldnot havebeenmeasured.Thecorresponding results of the
PL intensity (at its spectral peak [91, 96, 97]) as a functionofx and theCSasdetermined
from the estimate ofQFB (i.e., the charge stored in thefilm, see Section 4.3 [89, 92]) are
shown for the entire x range in Figure 4.4. As is clearly shown in this figure, we found
an excellent correlation between the negative CS (given by the areal density of
elementary charges) and the PL. Combining those results with the structural data
of Figure 4.2, for the present x< 18 regime, where the concentration ofNCs,N, grows
withx, we can clearly conclude [103] that the increase in thePL and theCS is associated
with the increase in the concentration of geometrically isolatedNCs.Wemust assume
that the crystallitesget chargedby a resonant tunnelingprocess that is combinedwith a
hopping charging scenario as in granular metals.

As we found here and previously, from the spectral shift of the PL peak with the
variation in the size of the NCs, and as is well confirmed for our ensembles of Si NCs,
the presence of quantumconfinementwithin our isolatedNCs iswell established [93,
94, 96, 97].On the other hand, the results shown inFigure 4.4 confirm the presence of
NCs charging [92, 103]. We also note that the optical bandgap opening observed in
our samples [96, 97] is of the order expected from recent theoretical estimations of the
band shifts (0.1–0.3 eV [50]), and that the size of the NCs in our samples suggests CB
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Figure 4.4 Stored negative charge NFB (in
units of elementary charges per cm2), as well as
the PL spectral peak intensity, as a function of
the Si-phase content for the entire x range of the
sample. Also indicated in this figure is the

percolation theory prediction for the average
cluster size of the Si NCs, assuming that the
NCs diameter (at x ! 0 limit) is 3 nm and that
the percolation threshold is at xc¼ 36 vol%.
(From Ref. [92].)
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energies (�0.1 eV) that are of the order estimated in other studies [49] and in granular
metals [7, 8] for particles of similar sizes. We have then an indirect evidence for the
possible interplay between resonant tunneling and charging effects that, at least
qualitatively, suggest that the physical nature of the inter-NC transport in the low-x
regimemust consist of resonant tunneling under CB. In passing, we remark that for
similar scenarios (i.e., when the grains do not touch) in granularmetals, for whichwe
couldmeasure s(x) [33], we have recently found [30] that the hopping-like behavior is
also confirmed by the s(x) dependence. It seems then that our indirect evidence
supports the basic processes suggested from the direct (but �vertical� transport)
measurements in Refs [9, 56].
The route to get more conclusive data, beyond these basic conclusions, is to try

to fabricate samples with relatively high N but with essentially no �touching� NCs,
so that the s(T) dependence could be measured as a function of the NC size. Our
preliminary results indicate that this may be feasible [104]. We should point out,
however, that in order to confirm, conclusively, that the Simaneck model [36]
suggested in Refs [9, 56] is applicable to the dilute ensembles of Si NCs, a
simultaneous structural study of the NCs sizes and the inter-NCs distance
distributions will be needed.

4.4.2
The Low-x to Intermediate-x Transition Regime

Above, we followed the increase in the CS and the PL with increasing x and this was
well accounted for by the increase in the concentration of the �nontouching� NCs in
the low-x regime. While this concentration keeps increasing with x (as seen in
Figure 4.2), we see in Figure 4.4 that a further increase in x causes theCS and thePL to
decrease, yielding a peak in their x-dependence at some Si phase content, xd, which is
around x¼ 24 in this particular case. Following the fact that for x> 17 we see, from
our HRTEM images (Figure 4.2), that while there is an increase in the total
concentration of the NCs, N, there are less and less �nontouching� individual NCs,
with increasing x. We explain the decrease in both the CS and the PL intensity to be
due to the decrease in the content of the latter NCs, N1 [103]. In particular, we expect
that the �touching� NCs do not contribute to PL since the exciton�s Bohr diameter in
Si is 8.6 nm [1] and the NCs here have a diameter of the order of 5 nm [93, 94] and
�doubling� the size of the NCs will cause an effective deconfinement of the
electron–hole pairs. Hence, the only contributing NCs are the N1 �isolated� ones.
This suggestion is strongly supported when we consider the average cluster size
dependence on x as predicted by percolation theory [26]. In this theory the increase of
the average cluster size with x is accompanied by the disappearance of most of the
geometrically isolated NCs in favor of the growth of the larger clusters [26, 92]. Here,
we see that at the experimental xd the average cluster size is indeed about twice the
size of the individual NC. The above conclusion is even more strongly supported by
the fact that, as shown in Figure 4.4 for the present sample, for which xc¼ 36, we
found that xd� 2xc/3. This observation is in excellent agreement with the findings on
the cluster statistics in percolation theory [26] that suggest that the peak in N1 (the
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concentration of single NCs, i.e., �nontouching� NCs here) will be below the
percolation with increasing x, below the percolation threshold and at 2xc/3.

Similarly, this deconfinement (hence the notation xd) is expected to affect the CS in
the NCs since a significant increase in N, in general, and the facilitated transport
between �touching� NCs (that consist of very narrow tunnel barriers as shown in
Figure 4.2), in particular, will provide more routes for the discharging of the NCs.
Indeed, the latter has been shown previously to weaken the retention of charges in
their sites [105, 106]. Hence, as in the PL peak case, we expect, in view of the
competition between the increase in N (as charging sites) and the shorter average
�stay time� with the increase N� N1, at the expense of N1, to have a peak in the CS.
While the presence of the above PL and CS peaks is not surprising, the fact that they
are at exactly the same x (i.e., xd) is. This is in particular so since while the two
deconfinements are expected to be effective, their consequences on the measured
properties are not (e.g., in the PL, we have a competition between radiative and
nonradiative processes [96, 97] that are not relevant to theCS). Although this question
is still unresolved, it seems that, as we saw in Figure 4.4, the clue lies with the
doubling of the average cluster size at xd, which is expected to yield the largest relative
change in the effect of both the QC and the CB energies.

From the transport point of view, the dominant contribution to conduction in this
regime is expected to be the tunneling between theNCs. Thehopping conductionwill
be manifested, however, in comparison with that in the low-x regime, by having
smaller confinement and averageCS energies. On the other hand, these energies will
have a broader span in their values, so that VRH-like behavior under a �weaker� CB is
expected to replace the resonant tunneling-like behavior as x is increased. This can be
a possible explanation for the VRH (c¼ 1/4) behaviors that were reported in some
works [79–81]. However, the lack of even an approximate x determination in those
works does not enable us to confirm this possibility.

We then relate the above collective transition at xd to the formation of �enough�
finite clusters that consist of �touching� NCs. While, as we saw above, this has
a profound effect on the CS and the PL, one does not expect that it will have a
significant effect on the transport since the �bottleneck� for transport will still be the
tunneling between the clusters of various sizes (usually few and small in that x
regime). On the other hand, the nature of the transport is expected to change with the
increase in the size of the clusters, from resonant tunneling underCoulombblockade
to VRH type.

4.4.3
The Intermediate-x Regime

As in the previous regimes, we could not directly measure the conductivity in this
regime, and we have to consider the transport in it by using our above indirect data
and the data available for the related regime in granular metals [7, 107]. A priori, one
would expect that this regimewill simply enhance the features that were suggested in
the previous regime. This is because, from the results of Figures 4.2 and 4.4, it
appears that the main effect of the increase in x is the general increase in N, on the
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one hand, and the growth of clusters of �touching� NCs, at the expense of the
�nontouching� individual NCs, on the other hand. The conduction mechanism that
dominates themacroscopic conductance here is expected to be tunneling between all
these entities as in the previous x regime. This is obviously the case in the low-x endof
this regime. However, with the further increase in x in this regime, one would expect
(fromFigure 4.2) that arrays of low resistance �blobs� that are connected by tunneling
junctions will form [30]. The blobs grow to essentially become �shorts,� while the
junctions become narrower and narrower to yield a higher tunneling conductivity
between various (single ormultiparticle) clusters. In the low-x end of this regime, we
will have a VRH-like transport while at the high-x end of this regime, the role of the
cluster �shorts� will becomemore andmore pronounced. This scenario is verymuch
like the situation encountered in granular metals [107], except that here (as we see
below) the �touching� within the clusters is associated with a different conduction
mechanism (see Section 4.4.5) from the one involved in the coalescence [108] that
dominates the conduction there [8, 107]. As in that case, the outcome of the
competition between the intercluster and intracluster tunneling is sensitive to the
structure that is imposed by the sample preparation conditions, in general, and
the sample annealing conditions, in particular. Following the considerations outlined
in the previous section, the lack of information regarding the x values in the samples
forwhichs(T) dependencieswere reported does not allowus to attribute the observed
dependencies to a particular transport mechanism. Following this we can only base
our anticipations on the images of Figure 4.2 and the results of Figure 4.4, expecting
that in the present regime there will be amixture ofmechanisms that will vary from a
Simanek-like [36] inter-NCs hopping to some intercluster hopping [107, 109] as x
increases through this regime.

In reality, the situation appears to be evenmore complicated and this has not been
resolved yet, even in the granularmetals [7]. Apriori one can expect that, for the same
x, a high density of small NCs will yield a larger conductance than a lower density of
largerNCs [8], and ifwe assume that in such a system there is a critical conductance in
the system we would expect that it will increase with increasing x. However, this
critical conductance can also decrease with x as the cluster separation will increase.
This situation was found in granularmetals [107] where, by annealing, one can affect
(for the same x) the competition between the formation of a large number of
individual NCs and the formation of larger clusters. Following the fact that, for the
same x, the smaller the grains the smaller their separation and therefore the larger
the tunneling between them [7], the annealing causes a diminishing conductance in
the intermediate x regime. Our preliminary manipulation of the fabrication condi-
tions to achieve such scenarios [104] has indicated that while the derivation of
transport data in that regime is possible, the combination of quite a few types of
conduction mechanisms in this regime and the additional (in comparison with
granular metals) contribution of a parallel a-Si matrix in cosputtered Si-SiO2 systems
may further complicate the evaluation of the transport mechanism. Since, as we saw
in Figure 4.1, in the well-annealed samples this regime does not reveal conductance,
we cannot even guess, at the present stage, which is the dominant conduction
mechanism there.On the other hand, itmay be that themeasured conductance in the
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presence of both, green PL and conductance, as we found [104] in this regime for
samples prepared at lower annealing temperatures, is a combination of the con-
duction via these NCs and the a-Si network that still exists there, in a situation that is
reminiscent of the conduction in porous silicon [25].

Clearly, more studies of how the annealing affects the conduction are needed in
order to form a NCs network with a measurable conductance but with no parallel
competing amorphous network. Judging from granular metals [30, 33] this may be
achieved by increasing the conductance of the SiNCs, say, by doping (see Section 4.5).
Also for this intermediate-x regime, it seems to be very useful to apply local probe
microcopies and/or nanolithography, to determine the local current path such as
shown above in Figure 4.3, for the high-x end of this regime. We note, however, in
passing that the latter two regimes are crucial for optoelectronic applications since
simultaneously achieving efficient transport and efficient PL are the two essential
ingredients needed for their development.

4.4.4
The Percolation Threshold Regime

In this regime, the conductivity and the photoconductivity can be directly measured
and thus experimental data that could be analyzed in view of the possible models are
finally possible. The transition in the conductivity in the xd< x� xc regime of
Figures 4.1 and 4.4 can be well accounted for as a percolation transition. Indeed
the s(x) dependence in this regime is well characterized by the percolation power law
that is given by Eq. (4.1). In previous works, we noted that in granular metals, there
are two transitions, one that takes place for noncoalescing grains at xc¼ 18 [33] and
the other that takes place for coalescing grains [7, 33, 111] at around xc¼ 50 vol%. The
first is associated with the onset of hopping under CB conditions [6–8, 30, 33] and the
second is associatedwith the formation of a continuousmetallic network [7, 107, 110,
111]. In the former case, a t value of 3.3 was observed while in the latter case the
universal t¼ 2 value was observed [7, 107, 110].

Returning to the system of interest here, we note that, as we saw in Figure 4.2 (at
variance with the well-known percolation transition in granular metals), the Si NCs
do not coalesce, geometrically. The latter wasmanifested by the different orientations
of the crystallographic plains in the �touching� crystallites in spite of their close
proximity.While there is a very narrow separation between the �touching�NCs that is
on the order of the lattice constant, some type of barrier that is reminiscent, but very
different from the barriers between two semiconductors [39] or a semiconductor–
oxide–semiconductor junction [46], must form. In this case, we emphasize that the
2D image of the high-x regime in Figure 4.2 represents a 3D system thatmay be fully
connected electrically as suggested by Figure 4.3. In that case, however, we may have
single isolated NCs or clusters, the transport between which is by regular tunneling
and that these are the �bottlenecks� of the percolation cluster. A hint that this may
happen is provided by the nonuniversal percolation exponent (t> 2) that we ob-
served, as shown by the best fit of the data in Figure 4.5 to the predicted critical
behavior (Eq. (4.1)).Wehave found in particular that the t values are all in the range of
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5� t� 2, as to be expected from the apparent spatial distribution of the various
resistances of the conducting elements (that is likely to be due to the distance
distribution between the NCs [30, 36]) in the system. This is also in agreement with
the above-mentioned findings on granular metals when x increases from the
dielectric regime [30, 33] to the coalescing particle [7, 110] regime.

In order to check, as we have done previously for granularmetals [30], to which end
of this range of behaviors do our samples (around xc) belong, we have also attempted
tofit the datawith the full possible range of the exponentiala¼ avc

1/3 parameters (see
Eq. (4.5)). As seen in Figure 4.5, the trials with various a parameters, which
correspond to the best fits at the high, the intermediate, and the lower sets of the
data points, show that the hopping scenario cannot account for them. This conse-
quence is important since it indicates that hopping-like behavior does not dominate
the present and the high-x regimes, where the conductance is conveniently mea-
surable. In passing, we note that the consequence of the presence of simultaneous
conduction via coalescing particles and tunneling between noncoalescing particles
have hardly been discussed in the past, even for granularmetals [107, 109–111].Here,
in ensembles of Si NCs, the consequences of this competition makes the under-
standing of the transport more difficult since, as we show in Section 4.4.5, the
interparticle transport is more complicated for �touching� particles than for coa-
lescing particles (that one encounters in granular metals [7, 8, 108].

So far, we have seen that the above percolation scenario describes well the system
around xc while we still do not know the interparticle tunneling mechanism.
However, we can expect that the closer we approach the percolation threshold from
above, by lowering x, we may find more (though still few) geometrically isolated
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crystallites that are critical for the electrical network. Such single-particle
�bottlenecks� are expected to show a DBTJ behavior [91]. In particular, these are
expected to show local charging effects [11]. The fulfillment of this expectation is
exhibited by both the current and the photocurrent I–Vcharacteristics that are shown
in Figure 4.6a.We see there that a �voltage gap� develops aroundV¼ 0 for x values in
the close vicinity of xc, but it does not exist away (x> xc) from this vicinity.We also see,
in Figure 4.6b, the consequences of the formation of such a gap and its coexistence
with a hysteresis at x� xc. This indicates that charge is stored in the continuous
network. All this well suggests that, indeed, DBTJ conditions do exist in the vicinity of
xc. Anothermanifestation of the same phenomenon is exhibited in Figure 4.7, where
we show the I–t characteristics in the close vicinity and far above the percolation
threshold. We see that in the former case the charging phenomena are apparent by
the current decay while for larger x-values they are absent. The charge stored was
calculated here, as for Figure 4.6, by using the Wagner circuit [112] (that is also
illustrated in Figure 4.7) as a model. Both the charge derived from the I–t char-
acteristics and those derived from the hysteresis of Figure 4.6b were found to be in
agreement with those derived for the corresponding x from C–V data such as those
shown inFigure 4.4. All thesemeasurements indicated that theCS is on the order of 3
nC, which corresponds to about 5� 1015 cm�3 elementary charges in our samples.
Note that this means that less than 1% of the crystallites in the system, at that x
regime, are charged, supporting our conjecture that in practice only the single
individual NCs retain their charge, on the one hand, and the existence of DBTJs in
this regime, on the other hand. All these data suggest that the DBTJ-like behavior, as

Figure 4.6 (a) The I–V characteristics as
obtained in the close vicinity (x¼ 39) and far
above (x¼ 60) the percolation threshold. It is
clearly seen that a �voltage gap� is opened only
for the lower x (� xc¼ 37 vol%) sample. Such
characteristics were obtained under slow
(typically <0.02 V/s) scan rates (a). Note also
the very similar V dependence of the dark and
photocurrents. The presence of charging effects
around xc is manifested by the difference

between these characteristics and the
characteristics that were obtained under scans
that are taken atmuch faster (typically>0.1 V/s)
scan rates (b): the latter behavior indicates (after
the initial current increase, solid line) a well-
defined �voltage gap,� as well as a hysteresis
(shaded line), that must be associated with the
variations in the stored charge in the system.
(From Ref. [91].)
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proposed by the illustration (of an isolated DBTJ (a) and a DBTJ between two large
clusters (b)) presented in Figure 4.8, for this regime, is valid and consistent with the
concept of the critical resistor (or resistors) in the system [30]. These clusters serve as
leads to the �isolated� NC and are thus expected to bring about a DBTJ-like structure.
For amore apparent possible scenario thatmay account for such amodel, we show in
Figure 4.8 also a part of the image in Figure 4.2 that may be associated with such a
configuration. The corresponding possible tunneling current tracks via such a
possible DBTJ are indicated. What we do not know though is whether the voltage
gaps in Figure 4.6 are due to the level splitting associated with the QC and/or the CB
of the individual DBTJ crystallites. In particular, the scaling of the measured voltage
in terms of the DBTJ, as shown in Figure 4.6, will require a specific model. We note
though that this voltage is of the order reported for single NCs [13, 21, 56, 86] as well
as on 2D systemswhere the in-plane conduction (i.e., via an ensemble of theNCs) has
been measured [113], thus supporting this suggestion [91].

4.4.5
The High-x Regime

From the experimental point of view, the x> xc regime is the most convenient to
study since it is associated with a relatively high conductance. In particular, this
enables a systematic study of s(T) that, as noted in the introduction, is the most
abundant tool for studying transport mechanisms in solids. The results we found

Figure 4.7 Typical I–t characteristics as
obtained in the close vicinity of xc (x¼ 39, right)
and far from it (x¼ 60, left). Note that there is
evidence (by the current decay and response to
switching) for substantial charge storage only

for the close vicinity of xc. The stored charge was
analyzed by applying a Wagner-circuit model
that is illustrated (by two resistors, Rp and Rc,
and a capacitor Cp) in this figure.
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using this experimental tool were quite surprising as they did not conform to any of
the dependencies mentioned in Section 4.2.1 over the entire temperature range.
Rather, we found that, with increasing temperature, there is a general transition from
dependencies that are similar to those of Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) to a dependence that is in
the form given by Eq. (4.4). Following this, we turned to a more basic analysis of the
data, that is, their presentation in terms of a log s–log T dependence, noting that
Eq. (4.4) corresponds to a convex log s–log Tdependence and Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) to a
concave log s–log T dependence.

Our experimental results observed in this regimecanbesummarized as follows.We
found a concave dependence that turned to a convex dependence in the log s–log T
plots, both in the conductivity and in the photoconductivity. With the initial
increase in the temperature, the corresponding slope was found to increase with
temperature as shown in Figure 4.9. When a fit to Eq. (4.6) was attempted (in the
�concave� regime), we found that the c-values and the TB values were not constant
in any portion of the curve but changed smoothly and simultaneously from high to
low values as the temperature increased. In fact, a linear dependence of TB on cwas
revealed in the annealed samples. Correspondingly, when a fit to the behavior of
Eq. (4.7) was attempted we saw an increase in the d values with increasing
temperature. While the deviation from a linear log s–log T behavior (over the
entire temperature rang) was different in different samples, as a rule, we found that
the log s–log T behavior of the photoconductivity is much milder (lower c and TB

values) than in the dark conductivity, when a fit to Eq. (4.6) is attempted. On the
other hand, the annealed (Si NCs/SiO2 ensembles) yielded a more pronounced
(larger c and TB values) behavior than the nonannealed (a-Si/SiO2) samples for

Figure 4.8 Model of a single DBTJ (a) and as
suggested for the local environment in the
percolation transition regime (b), as well as the
possible presence of a DBTJ in the present
network of the Si NCs as expected from our

HRTEM images. The bright segments represent
the possible NC separations via which the
tunneling current in theDBTJ takes place. (From
Ref. [91].)
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both the conductivity and the photoconductivity. Correspondingly, the attempted
fittings to Eq. (4.7) have shown an increase in d that turned to a sharp decrease in d

as room temperature was approached. Also, the effect of doping appeared to be
similar to the effect of illumination. All the above behaviors becamemilder with the
increase in x.

It is obvious that the immediate consequence of these experimental results is that
we have a competition between twomechanisms such that one is responsible for the
concave log s–log T behavior and the other is responsible for the convex log s–log T
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behavior. At this stage we have only these features for suggesting a possible transport
mechanism, and we do not try to derive particular c-values as these depend on
temperature.

In trying to evaluate the data, we found that every one of the mechanisms that we
mentioned in Section 4.2.1 for the behavior of s(T) is qualitatively consistent with the
structure that is suggested by Figures 4.2 and 4.8 for the high-x regime. We have
narrow barriers (between �touching� NCs), on the one hand, and �bottlenecks� for
the conduction, on the other hand. We must consider further details of the data to
reasonably narrow down the possible mechanism scenarios. For this purpose, we
also checked the temperature dependence of the I–V characteristics finding that, as
shown in Figure 4.9, their shapes are independent of temperature. This enables us to
tentatively eliminate both the vibrating barrier model scenario [40, 41] and the
charging effect granular metal-like scenario [7] that we proposed previously [25] for
porous silicon. On the other hand, while the indications from the results given in
Section 4.4.4 and Figure 4.8 are that bottlenecks do exist, the fact that Eq. (4.7)-like
behavior has been shown to be found in a-Si microstructures [44] does not lend
support to the basic view of that kind of model.

The fact that the above-described behavior is weakened in the photoconductivity
and doped samples can be explained by the narrow high barrier [42] and the
�bottleneck� [44] models since in both models the carriers are photoexcited to
relatively higher energy levels. However, both models do not explain the turnover
to the convex log s–log T (i.e., to an Arrhenius-like) behavior at the higher
temperatures. Since the hopping-like aspect is provided by the Eq. (4.7)-like
behavior, this Arrhenius-like behavior is very likely (in view of the above-men-
tioned effect of illumination and doping) to reflect a thermal excitation of the
charge carriers to the conducting levels, which may or may not be associated with
QC effects [9, 56, 114]. We are thus left, at present, with a scenario that includes
one or a combination of the single barrier [42] or the collective [44] hopping
processes, as well as a carrier concentration excitation process, thus yielding the
apparent monotonic change of c and/or d as described above. This process
appears to be of tunneling via �narrow barriers� between semiconductor NCs
with some scattering along the conduction path. The transport is such that at low
temperatures only few NCs participate in the tunneling process while at the high
temperatures the hindrance to transport is in the matching between the quantum
confined levels and/or carrier excitation.

As is obvious from the discussion, while at this stage the above scenario seems to
be themost likely one (the contribution of a parallel a-Si tissue is negligible as we saw
in Figure 4.3 and the CS is diminished as we saw in Figures 4.4, 4.6, and 4.7), further
researchwill be needed to establish the exact type of processes that are responsible for
the above, rather new, observations. In particular, local probe microscopy as a
function of temperature is expected to be a very useful tool in order to find whether
the observations have to do with single tunneling barriers or with larger scale
contributions of the network. At this stage, we consider the mixture of the above
three models as the most likely, but still tentative, transport scenario in this high-x
regime.
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4.5
Discussion and Overview

Although not a topic of this chapter, the understanding of the electronic structure of
the single NC when it is a quantum dot is of crucial importance. This topic was
studied theoretically [1–3, 47, 48, 50] and by many experimental optical (mainly PL)
studies [1–3, 96, 97]. It is quite generally agreed that the broadening of the bandgap
with the reduction of theNCs size is on the order of up to 0.8 eVas theNCdiameter is
reduced to 3 nm [94]. The variations in the conduction band edge, and the valence
band edges [47, 48, 50] and the PL mechanism [2, 97] are still under debate. In fact,
details of the level structure (such as the energy of critical points in theBrillouin zone,
as achieved in Ge-SiO2 structures [115], have not been determined conclusively yet.
Evenmore important from the point of view of this chapter is the fact that, unlike the
situation in III–V and II–VI single NCs [51, 57, 74], the various microscopic or
microscopic-like electrical measurements that were reviewed in Section 4.2.2 did not
addmuch information to this picture. It also seems, at present, that themany results
of the I–V and C–Vmeasurements on small clusters of Si NCs of 2D systems (in the
vertical configuration) do not add up to a convincing picture that can separate the
contributions of the resonant tunneling and CB effects. This is in particular so since
no two studies yielded the same set of the single NCenergies and since there were no
studies that were combined with optical or other characterizing measurements (as
done previously with single NCs of the II–Vor the II–VI compounds [51, 57, 74]) that
can confirm the adhocmodels thatwere proposed to explain particular features in the
experimental data. In fact, as described in Section 4.2.2, the clear presence of the CB
effects seems to overshadow theQCeffect in spite of the expectation that the energies
involved are of the same order for the NCs sizes that were studied [49]. Under these
conditions, the basis onwhich one can interpret the available 3D transport data is still
quite narrow, in particular when comparison is made with transport in granular
metals [7, 8] in the temperature range where only the charging energies are
significant [34]. The transport via the (essentially) single isolated Si NCs has been
discussed in terms ofDBTJswhere the carriers tunnel fromone electrode to the other
via the quantumconfinedor other levels inwhich they are, or they arenot, trapped [14,
49, 67]. Considering this major limitation of our knowledge, we will try, using this
rather narrow basis and the available data reported here and in the literature (see
Section 4.2.2), to provide an initial basis for the discussion of the corresponding
electrical transport mechanisms in our 3D systems.

In this section, we will make an attempt to integrate the findings reported in the
literature and the results presented in Section 4.4 in order to come up with a better
picture of the transportmechanisms in 3Densembles of Si quantumdots. Because of
the limited scope of this chapter,wewill not discuss particular experimental data [103]
and we will critically review only those data that seem reliable and/or crucial enough
to be considered as the cornerstones of the basis that we are trying to lay down. Aswill
be shown below, while it seems that we are able to present here a basis for the
evaluation of these mechanisms, the details, in general, and their quantification, in
particular, are far from being accounted for.
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Turning to the subject of interest, we consider, systematically, the transport in
ensembles of NCs, with the increase in their density. Starting with the very dilute
(low-x) ensembles of Si NCs, the structurally found presence of only individual
spherical NCs suggests that only a hopping-like transport mechanism can take place
between them. There are, however, very few direct data that confirm this expectation
in ensembles of Si NCs and the more convincing data that are available come from
ensembles of Ge NCs that are embedded in a SiO2 matrix [9]. The more detailed
nature of this hopping process ismuchmore questionable. In particular, it is not clear
between which levels does the tunneling take place. On the other hand, it is clear that
in this case the carrier injection from the contact adjusts itself to the concentration of
carriers in the NCs as ismanifested by the larger conductivities in granularmetals [7,
8] and in ensembles ofGeNCs embedded in SiO2 [9]. Noting that there are at leastfive
models available for this regime [6, 7, 28, 35, 36], on the one hand, and that we have
rather few reliable data, on the other hand, it seems that it is too early to suggest the
particular hopping-Coulomb blockade effect that is responsible for the observations
in this regime.However, at present, judging from the temperature dependence of the
conductivity that yielded a c¼ 1/2 value and the �right order of magnitude� of TA
values that were reported for both Ge [9] and Si [56] NCs, the results as suggested by
the authors [9, 56] can be interpreted on the basis of �resonant tunneling� under the
presence of a Coulomb blockade in systems with corresponding distributions of the
NC sizes and inter-NCdistances between them.Ourwork provides further support to
their interpretation. First, while a conclusive comparison with their data with all
possible models (Section 4.2.1 has not been made, our optical data [94, 97, 98] for
such dilute ensembles show that QC exists in the NCs. Second, the nonuniversal
behavior [27, 30] that we have found (although only at the x� xc regime) indicates the
presence of awide distribution of these distances.We can assume then that at present
the Simanek [36] hoppingmechanism as suggested in Refs [9, 56] is themost likely to
represent correctly the low density system.

It is rather unfortunate that for the dilute limit (the low-x) regime, for which the
theoretical background is themost developed, the acquisition of the experimental data
is themost difficult one, inparticular due to the relatively high resistivity of 3Dsystems
where �nontouching� Si NCs are embedded in an insulating matrix. It seems that
three experimental approaches are called for in order to enable amore detailed picture
of the transport mechanisms in that regime. The first is to try local electrical probe
microscopy, combined with optical spectroscopy and global conductivity measure-
ments on the same ensembles of Si NCs, in order to overcome the above difficulty. As
an initial attempt to circumvent the above difficulty one may, however, try the use of
Ge [9] and/or doped Si NCs. Our recent experimental results (see below) suggest that
such doping which enables to increase the carrier concentration is possible.

The next two regimes are those that have to do with the clustering of the Si NCs.
These regimes have not been studied at all in the case of semiconductor NCs
embedded in insulators, and even not in any detail in granular metals [107]. The
reason for this seems to be the expectation that the �bottleneck� for transport in these
regimes is still the tunneling under Coulomb blockade, whether it is between
individual grains (where the blockade is significant) or between larger clusters
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(where the blockade is relatively small). Although thismodel is certainly applicable in
the dilute end of our intermediate x regime, this assumption becomes much less
reliable as one considers the dense end of these regimes, that is, as one approaches
the percolation threshold [107]. Thus, in principle, we may have a competition
between critical resistors that originate from cluster overlaps [111] or intercluster
tunneling [109], such that each can provide the critical (average) resistor in the
system. Another complication in this regime is the need to understand the particular
transport mechanism between two �touching� Si NCs. All the background of
granular metals is mentioned here since the situation there is expected to be a good
starting point for the discussion of semiconductor nanocomposites, in the similar x
regimes, in general, and for ensembles of Si NCs in particular. However, in the latter
and the present case the system providesmuch richer physical phenomena and their
applications. These originate, of course, from the relatively �well separated� levels of
the quantum dots, which unlike the case in metals enables controllable carrier
population (electrically or optically) of the relevant levels [9, 97]. This brings about the
PL and the charge storage with �trapping,� effects [4, 14] that have no counterparts in
granular metals. We note in passing that this difference enables the most significant
applications of (dense enough) Si NCs systems, that is, the light emitting diodes)
(LEDs) [15] and the nonvolatilememories [4].What appears to be clear, at present, for
these intermediate density regimes is that the dominant transport mechanism is
intercluster tunneling and that for photogenerated carriers there is a competition
between the radiative recombination that provides the PL and the nonradiative
recombination that provides the photoconductivity [91, 92, 96]. The larger the Si NCs
clusters and the larger the concentration of these clusters, at the expense of the single
crystallite �clusters,� the more dominant the latter effect.

The consideration of the cluster formation in terms of percolation theory revealed
to us, in the intermediate-x regimes, what we called the delocalization threshold xd
for carrier confinement in general and for the electron–hole pairs in particular. The
latter is well recognized by the common peak of the PL and the CS dependencies on
the density of the Si NCs. Hence, for those regimes we can summarize the transport
mechanismas being determined by a combination of the hopping (thatwe concluded
in the dilute case) and the transport mechanism between two �touching� NCs (to be
discussed below for the high-density regime). It is clear that further understanding of
the intermediate x regimeswill have towait until a better understanding of the (easier
to understand, in principle) two extreme regimes will be provided. On the exper-
imental end, it appears that an efficient tool to study those regimes is the utilization of
the electron beam-induced deposition (EBID) technique, by which one can fabricate
contacts that are tens of nanometers apart, enabling to follow the above conduction
mechanisms in local environments of variable size.

Considering the x regime in the close vicinity of the percolation threshold, the
situation is similar to the one described above with, however, the significant addition
of a percolation cluster that connects in parallel to the above-described networks [107,
111]. This situation is, in principle, even more complicated than the intermediate
density regimes. On the other hand, the dominant mechanism is easier to follow in
this case [91]. This is because here the percolation cluster may contain a few DBTJs
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that dominate the conduction path and thus may simplify the understanding of the
transportmechanism in this threshold regime, on the one hand, and enable to extract
the information, so difficult to obtain, on the isolated Si NCs (see above) from
macroscopic measurements [91], on the other hand. In this regime, we clearly
observed the development of a �voltage gap� [91] and its association with charging
effects that have to do with a Coulomb blockade effect. On the other hand, at present
wedohave only an indirect evidence [95] for the possible contribution of the quantum
confinement to the transport. For this regime, two possible routes of experimental
approaches appear promising. The first is to prepare and test samples of variable
width of the NC size distribution and the second is to try a photon-energy phototran-
sport spectroscopy that may indicate (at least at low temperatures) the importance of
the confined levels in the transport. However, thismay be the case only at the �higher
x end� of the percolation transition,while at the �lower x end� (where the conductivity
is controlled by both the percolation cluster and its combinationwith clusters that are
�connected� to it by tunneling) the situationmay bemuchmore complicated. Such a
scenario that yields a nonmonotonic s(x) dependence, as the percolation threshold
approaches, was found originally in a systemof the granularmetal of tungsten grains
embedded in an Al2O3 matrix [107]. While no quantitative analysis was reported for
that system, it was apparent that the formation of larger single grains, at the expense
of cluster formation (that may be controlled by proper annealing), can considerably
reduce (for x just below xc). The contribution of these networks in comparison with
that of the continuous metallic network of the percolation cluster then yields a
�sharper� percolation transition to the degree that it can be well fitted to continuum
percolation theory (where one assumes infinitely small partially overlapping spheres
that cover a part of the space [27]). In fact, we have observed [104] in our study of Si
NCs ensembles all the s(x) behaviors that were reported previously for the granular
W–Al2O3 system. However, as in the case of granular metals, since this regime
involves a combination of structure and transport mechanism variations, its under-
standing beyond the DBTJ process [91] will also wait till the simpler extreme regimes
are understood in more details, as mentioned above.

Turning to the high-density regime, we encounter a situation that is adjacent to Si
NCs �touch� andwe can safely assume that the current paths are via connected chains
of �touching� NCs.We found in our study that this �touching� is quite different from
the situation in granular metals where when particles coalesce [108] no potential
barrier is formed between them. In Si NCs, this �touching,� while taking place over a
distance that is of the order of a lattice constant (0.5 nm), it involves, at least, a
different crystallographic orientation of the �touching� crystallites. As far aswe know,
our study of the transport in this regime is the first to consider this inter-Si NC
conduction mechanism.

This newmechanism ismanifested by a temperature-activated process that can be
described by a concave to a convex log s–log T transition. This may be a local barrier
effect that dominates the local critical resistor in the network, such that a very special
type of tunneling barrier between two adjacent particles is involved [42], or a global
effect that has to do with a disordered semiconductor-like conduction in the system
[32]. In the first case we do not know how such a barrier comes about between two
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�touching� NCs but wemay attribute their special shape to the nanosize with which
we are dealing in the system mentioned here. We should emphasize that if this is
indeed the observed effect, it is very different from the situation with macroscopic
barriers such as the classical parabolic barriers that are encountered in polycrys-
talline Si [39], where the barrier is formed by the space charge that exists between
the �touching� crystals [42]. On the other hand, the global mechanism that was
suggested to explain such a s(T) dependence is simple, in principle, but the role of
the �touch� between the NCs in such a model is not clear. This question is now
studied intensively by our group. However, again, our possibility possibility seems
to be the accumulated charge in parts of the network as we suggested previous-
ly [95]. However, again, more local probe spectroscopies will be needed in order to
follow either of these suggestions.We also note that the turn to a convex log s–log T
dependence, at higher temperatures, appears to be a carrier excitation effect rather
than amobility excitation effect. This is based on its resemblance tofindings froma-
Si [44], a-Si:H [116], and mc-Si:H [117] structures. The most likely donor in samples
that have not been intentionally doped appears to be oxygen [116, 118, 119]. The fact
that in our samples of P-doped and B-doped Si NCs, the observed (at the high-
temperature range) activation energies are lower than those of the undoped
samples confirms these expectations.

Before concluding, let us point out that the contribution of the relatively large
number of conduction mechanisms is expected to yield a very rich set of behaviors
that have not been reported previously for this system. To illustrate that and to make
the clear distinction between the present system and granular metals, we mention
three of our corresponding observations. Very recently,wehave found that the doping
of the Si NCs system can be achieved and manifested not only in the PL as reported
previously [120] but also in the contribution to the carrier concentration as is the case
in bulk semiconductors. This result seems to be at variance with theoretical
expectations [121] of doping only the NCs surface, such that, as in amorphous
(nonhydrogenated) Si, the dopant is expected to saturate bonds rather than contribute
to the conduction [122]. As mentioned above, our studies seem to indicate that the
origin of the carriers that contribute to the conductivity of the nonintentionally doped
NCs is as in other disordered Si systems [116–119] the oxygen-induced donors.
Another phenomenon that we have observed recently is the long-time (hours)
conductivity relaxation effects that are very similar to those found on some porous
silicon structures [123]. So far, these effects have been well characterized, but no
specific mechanism was suggested in order to account for the resemblance of the
observed behaviors to those of an electronic glass out of equilibrium [124]. While the
detailed out-of-equilibrium behavior in our Si NCs system has not been analyzed yet,
it appears to us that, as in other nanostructures out of equilibrium, the hopping and
chargingmechanisms that we described above can be the basis for the interpretation
of these results. Finally, ourfinding [95] of an anomalous photovoltaic effect in SiNCs
ensembles in the proximity of xc (just above it) was interpreted by us as a charge
separation effect in parts of the percolation cluster where the interplay between the
quantum confinement effect and the Coulomb blockade effect becomes important in
the presence of a well-defined direction for the size variation of the NCs. The
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electron– hole charge separation and the range of this separation is expected to be
determined by the difference between the energy level splitting in the conduction
band and in the valence band (due to the smaller effective �effective mass� of the
electrons [50]). Further local probe measurements may confirm or disprove this
model as well as elucidate the inter-NCs conduction between crystallites of different
sizes.

In conclusion, we attempted to provide a framework for the discussion of the
transportmechanisms in 3Densembles of SiNCs that are embedded in an insulating
matrix. Although the rather few relevant data and complexity of the system do not
allow, at present, to pinpoint or quantify the transportmechanisms in this system, we
can categorize them and suggest gross models for them according to the density of
the NCs. In general, while tunneling conduction and Coulomb blockade effects are
apparent for all densities, the effect of quantumconfinement (that is clearly evident in
the optical data) is not as well established from the electrical data. It appears, however,
that hopping conduction, under Coulomb blockade and resonant tunneling, dom-
inates the global conductance in the low-density regime,while the interfaces between
touching NCs control the global conductivity in the higher density regimes. The
findings for the high NC density end, the hopping that exists at the low NC density
end, and the DBTJ behavior, found at the percolation threshold, are the three
fundamental transport mechanisms on which we suggest to base the understanding
of the transport mechanism in the systems reviewed in this chapter.
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5
Thermal Properties and Heat Transport in Silicon-Based
Nanostructures
Han-Yun Chang and Leonid Tsybeskov

5.1
Introduction

For the past 40 years, crystalline Si (c-Si) continues to be the major material for
microelectronics, and modern silicon technology is superior compared to other
semiconductors (e.g., II–VI and III–V compounds). In addition to the unique
electronic and structural properties of bulk c-Si, silicon dioxide (SiO2) and Si/SiO2

interfaces, single-crystal Si possesses one of the best known lattice thermal conduc-
tivity [1, 2]. This exceptional heat conductance is critically important for Si device heat
management and circuit reliability. However, most of the modern complementary
metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) platforms are no longer single-crystal Siwafers
but rather thin layers of Si-on-insulator (SOI), ultrathin strained Si and SiGe
heterostructures that are the foundation of SiGe bipolar transistors (HBTs), and
high-mobility metal-oxide–semiconductor field-effective transistors (MOSFETs).
Major properties of these Si-based nanostructures are very different from those of
bulk c-Si. For example, thermal conductivity in ultrathin SOI layers, SiGe alloys, and
Si/SiGe nanostructures could be reduced by more than an order of magnitude
compared to that in c-Si [3–6], and heat dissipation has become an important issue for
modern nanoscale electronic devices and circuits. Thus, the understanding and
improvement of heat management in Si-based nanostructures is critically important
for the evolution of microelectronic industry.

On the other hand, many interesting applications of nanostructured Si (ns-Si)
in photonic devices and CMOS-compatible light emitters were recently discussed
[7–11]. These ns-Si materials and devices can be produced by electrochemical
anodization (i.e., porous Si [12]), chemical vapor deposition (CVD) using thermal
decomposition of SiH4 [13–15], Si ion implantation into a SiO2 matrix [16], and
deposition of amorphous Si/SiO2 layers followed by thermal crystallization [17–19].
These ns-Si materials and devices produce an efficient and tunable light emission in
the near-infrared and visible spectral region [20, 21]. Also, it has been shown that
under photoexcitation with energy density >10mJ/cm2, optical gain is possibly
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achievable [14, 22–25]. Such energy density absorbed by a submicrometer film
generates a lot of heat. Thus, thermal properties and heat dissipation in ns-Si-based
photonic devices need to be understood in detail.

Other ns-Si systems of interests are one-dimensional (1D) (e.g., Si and SiGe
nanowires (NWs) [26–28]) and three-dimensional (3D) (e.g., cluster morphology
Si/SiGe clustermultilayers separated by approximately 10 nm thick Si layers [29–31])
nanostructures. Many device applications were recently proposed (e.g., Si nanowire
electrical interconnects [32, 33], Si nanowire thermoelectric devices [34, 35], Si
nanowire sensors [36–38], SiGe cluster-based memory devices [39–41], SiGe clus-
ter-based near-infrared light emitters [42–46], etc.), and detailed understanding of
thermal processes in these nanostructures is absolutely necessary.

In general, thermal energy in a solid is transported by means of particles or
quasiparticles moving to restore thermodynamic equilibrium in a system with a
temperature gradient rT . In metals, heat is mainly conducted by mobile electrons
(i.e., electronic thermal conductivity ke), while in insulators and lightly doped
semiconductors, heat is primarily transported by phonons. Phonons are quasipar-
ticles representing lattice vibrations, and phonon processes are responsible for the
lattice thermal conductivity kl. An ideal pure single crystal is an excellent thermal
conductor because phonon inharmonicity (i.e., inelastic phonon scattering) is the
only phonon mean free path limitation. When electronically active dopants (donors
and acceptors) and other impurities are introduced into a pure single crystal, phonon
scattering associated with impurity atoms severely reduces the lattice conductivity.
For crystallites with reduced dimensions, such as micro- or nanocrystals (nc), the
conductivity decreases as the grain size of the crystallites decreases, mainly due to
phonon scattering at the grain boundaries. This effect becomes dominant as the
grain size approaches the phonon mean free path in a single crystal. Thermal
conductivity in amorphous Si (a-Si) is drastically reduced, mainly because the long-
range order in a nearly ideal Si crystal lattice is replaced with an amorphous network
of Si atoms without pure phonon modes. Furthermore, amorphous materials might
have a significant number of structural defects providing additional phonon scat-
tering. Similarly, crystalline alloys (e.g., SiGe, SiCGe, etc.) have strongly reduced
thermal conductivity due to compositional disorder. Figure 5.1 summarizes exper-
imental results on thermal conductivity in different forms of c-Si, SiGe alloy-based
nanostructures, a-Si and ns-Si-based materials [3, 47–49]. In these Si-based nanos-
tructures and compounds, thermal conductivity is dramatically reduced compared to
that in c-Si, from approximately 103 to less than 10�1W/(m K) at T¼ 100K. For
example, thermal conductivity of nc-Si/SiO2 multilayers is, probably, one of the
lowest thermal conductivities in nonporous solids; it is comparable with thermal
conductivity of foam insulation and air (Figure 5.1). In addition, thermal conductivity
temperature dependence is found to be qualitatively different in c-Si, Si-based alloys,
amorphous materials, and nanostructures, which will be explained later.

We begin this chapter with a very brief introduction of the classical kinetic theory
that is the foundation of thermal physics. We mainly consider lattice thermal
conductivity in semiconductors and specifically focus on phonon boundary scatter-
ing, which is primarily responsible for the observed thermal conductivity reduction
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in different forms of Si nanostructures (Figure 5.1). A brief overview of thermal
conductivity measurement techniques will be provided in the subsequent section.
Finally, we will discuss and compare thermal properties of several major forms of Si-
based nanostructures including:

ultrathin SOI and Si nanowires
epitaxially grown Si/SiGe cluster nanostructures
porous Si prepared by electrochemical anodization
nc-Si/SiO2 multilayers

5.2
Thermal Conductivity in Bulk Solids and Nanostructures

5.2.1
Kinetic Theory: Thermal Properties and Heat Flow

It can be found in major textbooks that for a long rod with different temperatures at
each end, thermal conductivity k can be characterized by a steady state of heat flow,
directly proportional to temperature gradient rT [50, 51]:

jU ¼ �krT ; ð5:1Þ

where jU is the flux of thermal energy or the energy transmitted across unit area per
unit time. Heat capacity of one particle can be defined as c � qE=qT , where E is the
energy of the particle; C ¼ n � c is the total heat capacity, where n is the concentration
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Figure 5.1 Temperature dependence of thermal conductivity of Si-based materials and
nanostructures, including c-Si, a-Si, a-SiO2, lightly B-doped c-Si (4� 1014 cm�3), Si/Si0.7Ge0.3 SL
(200A
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), Si0.7Ge0.3 alloy, and nc-Si/a-SiO2 SL. Note the double logarithmic scale. Data

compiled using Refs [3,47–49].
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of the particles. The rate of energy change under the presence of a temperature
gradient is

qE
qt

¼ c
qT
qt

¼ c~v � rT ; ð5:2Þ

where~v is the velocity at which the particle travels. The mean free path, at which a
particle can travel before being scattered, is l � vt, where t is the phonon relaxation
time. Hence, the total thermal energy flux per unit area is

jU ¼ �n � c h~v �~v itrT ¼ � 1
3
n � c hv2 itrT : ð5:3Þ

Comparing with Eq. (5.1), thermal conductivity can be written as

k ¼ 1
3
n � c hv2 it ¼ 1

3
Cvl: ð5:4Þ

This definition is true for all particles that contribute to heat conduction in solid,
and the total thermal conductivity is

k ¼ 1
3

X
i

Civili: ð5:5Þ

5.2.2
Lattice Thermal Conductivity

Lattice thermal conductivity is provided by phonons and is the prominent heat
conduction factor in insulators, intrinsic and lightly doped semiconductors. Phonon
dispersion relationship vðqÞ, where v is the phonon frequency and q is the wave
vector, can be found in most solid-state physics books, and c-Si phonon dispersion is
shown in Figure 5.2 [50, 52].

Figure 5.2 Phonon dispersion curves in Si along high-symmetry axes. The circles are experimental
data points and the continuous curves are calculated with the adiabatic bond charge model.
From Refs [50, 52].
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Since phonon group velocity is~vg ¼ qvðqÞ=qq, lattice heat conduction in solids is
provided mainly through acoustic phonons. The heat flux of a phonon mode q is the
product of the thermal energy of that mode and the group velocity~vg. For a phonon
distribution Nq, the total thermal energy flux carried by all phonon modes is

jU ¼
X
q

Nq�hv~vg: ð5:6Þ

At thermal equilibrium, the average number of phonons with wave vector q is

N0 ¼ 1
expð�hv=kBTÞ�1

: ð5:7Þ

In the presence of a temperature gradient, the Boltzmann statistics expects the
phonon distribution Nq to undergo a scattering process in order to restore thermal
equilibrium N0 at a rate proportional to the differences from equilibrium:

Nq�N0

t
¼ �ð~vg � rTÞ qN0

qT
: ð5:8Þ

Thus, Eq. (5.6) can be written as

jU ¼ � 1
3

X
q

�hvðqÞv2gt
qN0

qT
rT : ð5:9Þ

And since jU ¼ �krT , lattice thermal conductivity is found to be

kl ¼ 1
3

X
q

�hvðqÞv2gt
qN0

qT
: ð5:10Þ

Evaluation of Eq. (5.10) requires the precise phonon dispersion of a real crystal and
the relaxation times for eachphononmode.TheDebyemodel simplifies the calculation
by replacing vg with a constant phononvelocity v, which is roughly equal to the velocity
of sound in solid and is the same in all phonon modes (i.e., spherically symmetric,
dispersionless approximation) (Figure 5.3). Themodel is based on a linear dispersion
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Figure 5.3 Schematic of phonon dispersion and the Debye model approximation.
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relation, vðqÞ ¼ v � q, which is true for small q in crystals (i.e., near the center of the
Brillouin zone). These approximations give the differential Debye heat capacity

CðxÞdx ¼ 3kB
2p2v3

T
qD

� �3 x4ex

ðex�1Þ2 dx; ð5:11Þ

where x � �hv=t ¼ �hv=kBT � qD=T and qD ¼ �hv=kB is the Debye temperature
(e.g., for c-Si qSiD ¼ 645K [50]). The lattice thermal conductivity

kl ¼ kB
2p2v

T
qD

� �3 ðx
0

tðxÞ x4ex

ðex�1Þ2 dx ð5:12Þ

stays in the basic form of kl ¼ ð1=3Þ Ð x0 CðxÞvlðxÞdx from simple kinetic equations.
At low temperature (T � qD), thermal conductivity follows kl / T3 dependence,
which is similar to heat capacity temperature dependence at low temperature
(Eq. (5.11)). At higher temperature, phonon collision significantly reduces the mean
free path, and kl / 1=Ta with 1 � a � 2. Thus, qualitatively, the thermal conduc-
tivity temperature dependence should be relatively the same for the majority of
crystalline solids where lattice thermal conductivity is the dominant heat transport
mechanism [53].

In an ideal single crystal at temperature T > qD, lattice thermal conductivity
limitations are primarily due to phonon–phonon interactions, that is, phonon
collision. A phonon collision process has to satisfy the conservation of energy and
momentum. In terms of phonon frequency and wave vector, it can be written as

v1 þv2 ¼ v3 ð5:13aÞ

~q1 þ~q2 ¼~q3 þ~g : ð5:13bÞ
In Eq. (5.13b), if~g ¼ 0, the process is called normal process or N-process, and the

total initial and last crystal momenta are absolutely equal (i.e., the total momentum of
the phonons is conserved). In contrast, in umklapp process (or U-process), crystal
momenta differ by a nonzero reciprocal lattice vector~g 6¼ 0. Thus, N-process can be
described as phonon scattering confined within the first Brillouin zone, while in U-
process it isnot.A schematic comparisonofN- andU-processes is shown inFigure 5.4.
Considering theprocessofphononscatteringwithin the ideal crystal lattice,wefindthat
the modes of vibration are the same for wave vectors differing by one reciprocal lattice
vector ~g ¼ 2p=a, where a is the lattice constant. In U-process, when two phonons
scatter and the resultant~q3 falls outside thefirst Brillouin zone, itmust be brought back
by adding or subtracting one phonon with wave vector equal to the reciprocal lattice
vector~g. In a U-process, the thermal energy carried by the phonon group velocity of~q1
and~q2 is transferred to a very different (i.e.,~q3) direction in reciprocal space, and it
quickly returns the phonon distribution to the equilibrium form. For N-process,
however,~q3 has an effective direction of energy flow carried by~q1 and~q2; thus, the
process does not directly contribute to the system thermal resistance. In this approx-
imation, without U-processes, thermal conductivity would be nearly infinite.
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FromFigure 5.4, both incident phononwave vectorsmust be in the order of 1=2~g to
possibly undergo U-process. At low temperature, the number of phonons qualified
for U-process is limited, but it increases exponentially with temperature according to
the Boltzmann statistics. Therefore, at sufficiently low temperature, the only scat-
tering processes that occur at a reasonable rate are N-processes because U-processes
are frozen out. In contrast, at high temperature (T > qD), when all the phononmodes
are excited, because kBT > �hv, phonon scattering occurs mostly via U-processes.

The kinetic model explains reasonably well the thermal conductivity of bulk
crystals and it immediately predicts thermal conductivity reduction for materials
with reduced dimensions. Figure 5.5 compares thermal conductivity as a function of

N-process U-process

(b)(a)

T

(c)
T3∝

1
T α∝

q1 q1+q2
q1

q2 q2

qy qy

qx qx

Q=2π/a

log kl

q3

q3

Figure 5.4 Schematic of (a) N- and (b) U-processes associated with (c) thermal conductivity
limitations at low (T � qD) and high (T 	 qD) temperatures.
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Figure 5.5 Temperature dependence of thermal conductivities of bulk c-Si, c-Si thin film, and poly-
Si, demonstrating the effect of phonon boundary scattering in Si-based nanostructures. Note the
double logarithmic scale. Data adopted from Refs [54–57].
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temperature in bulk c-Si, c-Si thinfilms, and polycrystalline Si (poly-Si)films (data are
compiled using Refs [54–57]). At low temperature, crystal lattice imperfections and
grain boundaries in c-Si thin film and poly-Si limit the mean free path of the phonon
and reduce the thermal conductivity dramatically, up to 100 times, compared to that
in bulk c-Si. As temperature increases, the phonon mean free path eventually
becomes comparable with the distance between lattice imperfections, grain size,
and so on. Applying this observation to Figure 5.1, we conclude that in Si nanos-
tructures, phonon collision at low and moderate temperatures no longer limits heat
dissipation. Thus, lattice thermal conductivity as a function of temperature is mainly
governed by grain boundaries, interface phonon scattering, and possibly other
processes associated with changes in phonon dispersion.

5.2.3
Electronic Thermal Conductivity

The contribution of electronic thermal conductivity is significant for metals, heavily
doped semiconductors, and devices operating with a high current density. A good
example is carrier diffusion at high level of a nonuniform in-depth photoexcitation.
In a crystal lattice, free electron has energy Ek as a function of the electronwave vector
~k, which depends on the periodicity and lattice constant of the crystal [51]. The k-space
is separated into Brillouin zones, and Ek is continuous within each zone and
discontinuous at the zone boundaries, forming energy gaps. At equilibrium, the
free electrons follow the Fermi–Dirac distribution and the average number of
electron with energy Ek is

f0 ¼ 1
expðEk�EF=kBTÞþ 1

; ð5:14Þ

where EF is the Fermi energy. In the presence of an electric field~E and a temperature
gradient rT , the electron distribution fk undergoes scattering process in order to
restore equilibrium:

fk�f0
tðkÞ ¼ �~vk �

qf0
qT

rT þ e
qf0
qEk

~E

� �
; ð5:15Þ

where tðkÞ,~vk, e are the relaxation time, the electron velocity, and the electron charge,
respectively. The electrical current density and the flux of energy can be written as

~J ¼
ð
evk fkd~k ð5:16Þ

and

~Q ¼
ð
ðEk�EFÞvk fkd~k: ð5:17Þ

In nondegenerated semiconductors, the Fermi level is inside the energy gap. The
electron and hole distributions can be written, respectively, as
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f eo 
 exp �Ee þEe
F

kBT

� �
ð5:18aÞ

and

f ho 
 exp �Eh þEh
F

kBT

� �
: ð5:18bÞ

The electron and hole density and flux of energy can be written in similar form as
Eqs (5.16) and (5.17). The electronic thermal conductivity can be found from the
definition in Eq. (5.1) as

ke ¼ �
~Q
rT

" #
~J¼0

: ð5:19Þ

If we define a set of general integrals

Kn ¼ � 1
3

ð
ð~vkÞ2tðkÞðEk�EFÞn qf0

qEk
dk; ð5:20Þ

then the electronic thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity can be found as

ke ¼ 1
T

ðKe
2 þKh

2 Þ�
ðKe

1 þKh
1 Þ2

Ke
0 þKh

0

" #
ð5:21Þ

and

s ¼ e2ðKe
0 þKh

0 Þ; ð5:22Þ
where Ke

n , and Kh
n denote the integrals for electrons and holes.

To simplify the expression, we assume that the energy band is parabolic and the
electron/hole relaxation times are

te;gðEÞ / Ea; ð5:23Þ

where a is a constant. The electronic thermal conductivity becomes

ke ¼ sT
kB
e

� �2 5
2
þ a

� �
þ 5þ 2aþ EG

kBT

� �2 nemenhmh
ðneme þ nhmhÞ2

" #
: ð5:24Þ

The second term in Eq. (5.24) is the bipolar diffusion term. In some intrinsic
semiconductors, with electrons and holes having the same concentrations and
similar mobilities, electron–hole pairs have enough time to recombine at the hot
end and convert the bandgap energy EG into thermal energy (assuming a low
efficiency of radiative recombination). Thus, in narrow bandgap semiconductors,
thermal conductivity may be governed by the bipolar diffusion. In heavily doped
semiconductors or semiconductors with a large difference in electron and hole
mobilities, the bipolar diffusion term becomes less important. However, it is
important to note that under high level of photoexcitation that generates a large
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number of photo carriers, carrier diffusion might contribute to the heat dissipation
process. Another interesting case is the situation when significant temperature
gradient is responsible for a high current density, which is highly desirable in
thermoelectric devices. However, since most of the semiconductor nanostructures
have relatively low overall diffusion coefficient, electronic thermal conductivity is less
important compared to lattice thermal conductivity.

5.3
Measurements of Thermal Conductivity in Nanostructures

In general, experimental investigation of thermal conductivity requires two steps:
(i) heating, by introducing thermal energy into the system and (ii) sensing, by
detecting the change in temperature or related physical properties due to an increase
in thermal energy. Both heating and sensing can be done by two major techniques:
electrical and optical. In electrical heating, thermal energy is provided by electrical
heaters directly coupled to the specimen, while in optical heating, a focused laser
beam is usually used as the energy source. Miniature electrical thermometers
(preferably with heat capacity much smaller than that of the studied samples) are
attached to the sample and used to measure the temperature gradient (Figure 5.6).
Thus, one of the major challenges in measurements of nanostructure thermal
properties is the problem with the thermometer dimension and its heat capacity.
Owing to the extremely small volume (e.g., typical quantumdotmight have volume as
small as
10 nm3), the only possibility is to apply electrical measurements to a large
ensemble of the nanoscale objects, for example, quantum dot films, quantum well
multilayers, superlattices (SLs), and so on. Optical sensing methods, on the other
hand, might be able to collect information more selectively; for example, optical
signal (e.g., luminescence, Raman scattering, etc.) could be used to distinct between
emission or scattering originated within a sample or its substrate, and to measure
localized temperatures. In addition, it is possible to measure optical properties of
individual nano-objects using, for example, near-field optics in fluorescence or
Raman thermometry [58, 59].
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L

Heat Sink 
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Heat Source 
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Figure 5.6 Schematic of a structure for steady-state measurements of thermal conductivity.
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There aremany variation of how the electrical heating and sensing elements can be
assembled in the experiment. The most straightforward is the steady-state absolute
method, which is illustrated in Figure 5.7. Thermal power P, generated by the heat
source at the hot end provides heat that flows through a sample with the cross-
sectional areaA to the heat sink or the cold end; two thermometers are placedwith the
distance L apart and read the temperature differenceDT . Thus, thermal conductivity
can be calculated as [60]

k ¼ P
L

A �DT : ð5:25Þ

This setup, however, is limited in determining thermal conductivity of nano-
structures. One of the major challenges is to find the exact P ¼ Pin�Ploss value: the
input power can be determined accurately but the losses from heat radiation and
thermal contacts between source, sample, andheat sink canbe substantial.Moreover,
thismethodmeasures only cross-sectional thermal conductivity and it cannot beused
to study highly anisotropic nanostructures, for example, quantum wells and super-
lattices. Also, as previously stated, most nanometer-dimension structures are fab-
ricated on massive, micron-dimension substrates. The most accurate approach is to
have the temperature sensor prepared directly beneath the nanostructure, whichmay
not always be possible. Sometime, the substrate can be removed, but it is difficult to
perform without damaging the thin film sample. To overcome this problem, several
methods have been developed and will be discussed.

5.3.1
The 3v Method

A thin strip of metal deposited onto a sample might work as both heaters and
temperature sensors (Figure 5.8). In the 3v method [61–65], an AC current
IðtÞ ¼ I0cosðvtÞ with frequencyv and amplitude I0 is passed through the deposited
metal strip. Assuming that the resistance of the metal strip is Rh and it is linearly
temperature dependent, we find that

RhðtÞ ¼ R0½1þCrtTðtÞ�; ð5:26Þ

Heaters/Sensors

area
A Heat

Sink
Sample

Heat
Source

ΔT

L

P

Figure 5.7 Schematic of heat flow in thermal conductivity measurements.
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where R0 is the resistance without heating, Crt is the resistance temperature
coefficient, and TðtÞ is the temperature of the metal strip. The power generated by
the AC current can then be written as

PðtÞ ¼ I2R ¼ I20Rhcos
2ðvtÞ ¼ I20Rh

2

� �
DC

þ I20Rhcosð2vtÞ
2

� �
2v

ð5:27Þ

and it contains a DC component and a 2vmodulated AC component. Similarly, the
temperature increase in the metal strip and subsequently at the sample/strip contact
will also contain (i) a DCwith an amplitude TDC, (ii) a 2v AC part with an amplitude
T2v, and (iii) a phase shift j:

TðtÞ ¼ TDC þT2vcosð2vþjÞ: ð5:28Þ
The resistance Rh can be rewritten as

RhðtÞ ¼ R0f1þCrt½TDC þT2vcosð2vþjÞ�g
¼ ½R0ð1þCrtTDCÞ�DC þ ½R0CrtT2vcosð2vþjÞ�2v:

ð5:29Þ

The voltage measured across the metal strip equals current times resistance:

VðtÞ ¼ IðtÞRhðtÞ ¼ Vsource þV3v þV1v

¼ I0R0ð1þCrtTDCÞcosðvtÞþ I0R0CrtT2v

2
cosð3vtþjÞ

þ I0R0CrtT2v

2
cosðvtþjÞ: ð5:30Þ

Themeasurement includes voltages from the twoheaterDCresistance,modulated
1v, andmodulated 3v components with a phase shift j due to temperature rise. The
3v voltage can be as small as three orders ofmagnitude less than the 1v components
but can be distinguished using a lock-in amplifier. The amplitude of the temperature
increase T2v can be written as

Figure 5.8 Schematic of an experimental setup with microfabricated heaters and sensors for 3v
and other electrical methods for in-plane or cross-plane thermal conductivity measurements.
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T2v ¼ 2V3v

I0R0Crt
� 2V3v

CrtV1v
: ð5:31Þ

To determine thermal conductivity of nanostructures such as thin films and
superlattices, a simplified model is commonly used with the following approxima-
tions: linear source with heater width larger than the thickness of the cross section,
one-dimensional frequency-dependent heat transport through the nanostructure,
and two-dimensional (2D) heat transport in a semi-infinite substrate [61, 63, 66]. The
temperature at the heater can be written as

Tstrip ¼ Tsubs þDT ¼ Tsubs þP
t
A
1
k
; ð5:32Þ

where Tsubs is temperature at the nanostructure/substrate interface, A is the cross-
sectional area of the heater, and P, t, and k are the power dissipated in, thickness, and
thermal conductivity of the sample, respectively.Tsubs can be calculatedwith a similar
linear source and semi-infinite substrate model:

Tsubs ¼ P
lpksubs

1
2
ln

ksubs

Csubsðw=2Þ2
 !

þ g� 1
2
lnð2vÞ

" #
; ð5:33Þ

where ksubs and Csubs are thermal conductivity and heat capacity of the substrate,
respectively.

The major advantage of the 3vmethod is the temperature frequency dependence
allows very high signal-to-noise ratio. Also, compared to the long time (minutes to
even hours) to reach a constant heat flow in the steady-state method, the 3vmethod
provides a much more efficient measurement since the effect of a frequency-
modulated temperature change can be detected after only a few periods of the input
signal (as short as few seconds). By using a high enough frequency, the effect of AC
heating can be confined to the area close to the heater, and it minimizes the effect of
boundary conditions at the nanostructure/substrate interface. The AC signal is also
less receptive to radiation loss, thus lowering the errors in the calculation of power.
The limitation of the 3v method is that the experiment only accounts for the cross-
plane thermal conductivity. To avoid this limitation, the solution is to use a multiple
strip 3v setup for a complete profile of the device�s thermal properties [67].

5.3.2
In-Plane Thermal Conductivity Measurements

In a nanoscale device, thermal conductivity varies by the geometry and the crystal
orientation of the structure. The in-plane thermal conductivity is specifically impor-
tant in a multilayered thin film structure where cross-plane thermal conductivity is
usually very low. Although it can be determined by the aforementioned multiple
striped 3v method, the flow of the thermal energy in the cross-plane direction
complicates the profiling. Several methodsminimizing the effect of cross-plane heat
conduction can be employed, especially when the in-plane thermal properties are of
primary concern [68–71].
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Themembrane method utilizes strips of electrical heaters and temperature sensors
fabricated on top of the nanostructure [72–75]. The nanostructure is thermally
isolated by removing a part of the substrate and leaving it suspended on a frame
of the substrate material, which also works as a heat sink (Figure 5.9). Heat loss
through radiation and convection can be minimized by conducting the experiment
only with a small temperature increase and in a vacuum environment. Alternatively,
to better ensure the thermal isolation and heat conduction in one direction, a
cantilever beam setup can be used, rather than resting on an all-around frame. The
nanostructure is suspended on the substrate at one end with a thermometer
deposited on top while the heater is deposited on the opposite end.

The heaters and sensors are placed across the nanostructure, parallel to each other
and perpendicular to the direction of the in-plane heat conduction under investiga-
tion. To reduce heat loss along the heaters and sensors, their cross-sectional
dimensions are minimized. The heater can be used to convert steady-state, pulsed,
or modulated electric signals to thermal energy. The sensors can be used to analyze
the nanostructure�s response to thermal gradient and its thermal conductivity and
heat capacity. Thermal conductivity under steady-state heating can be calculated as

k ¼ P
L

A �DT ¼ P
L

wdðTh�TsÞ ; ð5:34Þ

where w is the length of the heater, d is the thickness of the sample membrane, P is
power dissipated in the heater, L is the distance between heater and the heat sink, Th

is the heater temperature rise, and Ts is the temperature of the sink.
When removing the substrate is unfeasible, different methods can be used,

although the model used to fit the result may become complex. One technique is
to separate the nanostructure and the substrate with a low thermal conductivity layer
(Figure 5.9b). A heater/sensor setup similar to the membrane method can be
fabricated on top or in the separating layer. When the thermal energy enters the

Figure 5.9 Schematic of structures for in-plane thermal conductivity measurements in thin films:
(a) membranes and (b) thin films on thermal insulators.
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nanostructure, it is forced to move laterally, rather than into the substrate. Similar
lateral conduction can be done by reducing the width of the heater [74].

5.3.3
Pump-Probe and Other Optical Measurements

Optical heating methods require precise determination of the exact amount of
thermal energy absorption. Often, thermal diffusivity D ¼ k=C is obtained rather
than directmeasurement of thermal conductivity [76, 77].One of themost commonly
used techniques is the laser pump-probemethod. A laser, focus to a very small point,
is used to heat the surface. The duration of the pulses should be less than the time of
the heat penetration into the nanostructure to avoid influence from substrate; thus,
femtosecond, picosecond, and nanosecond pulsed lasers are used in such measure-
ments [78–81]. Semiconductor nanostructures are usually coatedwith a thin layer of a
film to better absorb the laser beam and reduce reflection.

Another laser beam is directed at the same spot andused as the probing signal. The
increase in temperature due to the pumping laser pulses induces a proportional
change in optical reflectivity due to the temperature dependence of the refractive
index, which can be detected by collecting the reflected probing signal. For semi-
conductors, the change of reflectivity R is generally small, in the range of
ð1=RÞðdR=dTÞ 
 10�3–10�4.

Since themagnitude of the detected signal is small andmight be comparable to the
noise level, averaging of multiple laser pulses is needed to reduce the noise level. As
many photodetectors are not fast enough for ultrashort (e.g., pico- and femtosecond)
laser pulses, controllable time-delayed probes are used by varying the optical
path [79].

In the pump-probe method, thermal energy is inserted into a very small spot, not
only on the surface but also partially, depending on the penetration depth of the laser
beam, into the nanostructure. Thus, the heat conduction is detectedmostly along the
optical axis of the pumping laser, which is the cross-plane and, in most cases, the
growth direction. To measure in-plane thermal diffusivity, a transient grating
technique is used. The pump laser is split into two beams to generate an interference
pattern on the surface, which then create a transient grating due to the temperature
dependence of the refractive index. The time-delayed probing signal is diffracted and
thermal diffusivity of in the in-plane direction can be revealed [80, 82].

Similar, butmuch slower, pump-probemeasurements can also be performed with
a modulated continuous wave (cw) laser, a lock-in amplifier, and a probe laser from a
different source to detect the reflectance intensity [83]. With a fixed probe beam
position and a scanning pumpbeam, the distribution of thermal diffusivity across the
sample or along the sample surface (lateral thermal conductivity) can be found [84].
Other than reflectance, photothermal emission can also be detected at the surface to
attain thermal diffusivity. The laser pumpbeamcan also stimulate thermal expansion
at the heating site.Using a probe laser, the expansion can be detected as photothermal
displacement due to change in volume (with interferometry) or as photothermal
deflection due to change in refractive index [84].
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5.3.4
Raman Scattering and Thermal Conductivity

Inelastic light scattering is a phenomenon associated with interaction between
photons and phonons. Light scattering associated with acoustic phonons is known
as Brillouin scattering, while scattering associated with optical phonons is named
Raman scattering. Figure 5.10 illustrates both processes in reciprocal space: since the
phonon wave vector p=a (where a is the lattice constant and in the order of A

�
) is

significantly greater than photon wave vector p=l (where the laser wavelength l is in
the order of 400–700 nm), light scattering occurs near the center of the Brillouin zone
(Figure 5.10). Therefore, Brillouin scattering frequency (or Brillouin shift) is much
smaller thanRaman scattering frequency (orRaman shift). In general, the shiftDv of
the excitation photon frequency nlaser (often measured in inverse wavelength 1=Dl
with typical units of reciprocal centimeters) could be associated with either phonon
emission or phonon absorption (Figure 5.11). These processes are named Stokes
shift (Dhn ¼ hn��hvphonon) and anti-Stokes shift (Dhn ¼ hnþ �hvphonon). Inelastic
light scattering canbeused tomeasure sample temperature because the intensities of
Stokes and anti-Stokes components are proportional to phonon population, which is
determined by Boltzmann statistics:

IA
IS

ffi e�
�hvphonon

kBT ; ð5:35Þ

where �hvphonon is the phonon energy, kB is Boltzmann constant, and T is temper-
ature. Figure 5.12 illustrates this statement, which is correct for any system with a
nonresonant excitation, and shows Stokes/anti-Stokes Raman spectra in c-Si with the
major optical phonon mode at �520 cm�1 (first-order optical phonon mode) and
much weaker feature near �300 cm�1 (higher order acoustic phonons, overtones,
etc. [85]). The anti-Stokes/Stokes components intensity ratio exponentially depends
on the phonon frequency, andnear theBrillouin zone center optical phonon energy is
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Figure 5.10 Schematic of light scattering processes involving optical phonons (Raman scattering)
and acoustic phonons (Brillouin scattering).
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much greater compared to that in acoustic phonons. Therefore, it is more beneficial
to useRaman rather thanBrillouin scattering in determining specimen temperature,
and �Raman thermometers� are successfully used in remote temperature sens-
ing [86, 87].

In Raman scattering measurements, a laser beam by itself could be a significant
source of thermal power delivered to a sample. Typically, a low-efficiency, nonres-
onant Raman scattering (
10�6) requires substantial, 10–100mW, power of a cw
laser beam focused onto an area of approximately 1–10mm2. For a Si-based sample,
the penetration depth of visible laser is usually less than 1mm. Such a laser beam
could easily heat a c-Si sample surface up by approximately 10–100K, and a sample

hv, incident laser

Photon energy, hv 

Laser
Anti-StokesStokes
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(b)

+ phonon, ħω

Anti-Stokes,hv + ħω

Stokes,hv – ħω

-phonon, ħω

ħωħω

Figure 5.11 Schematic of Raman scattering: Stokes and anti-Stokes processes.

Figure 5.12 Room-temperature Raman spectrum in Si showing Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman
peaks.
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with approximately 10 times less thermal conductivity can easily be melted. Thus,
reasonably short wavelength (<500 nm) laser beam can be used to increase the
sample surface temperature substantially, and a significant temperature gradient
between the surface and the bulk of the sample DT ¼ Tsurface�Tbulk can be easily
established.

In addition to Stokes/anti-Stokes Raman peak ratio, Raman peak position and full
widthathalfmaximum(FWHM)are also sensitive to the sample temperature [88–90],
mainly due to lattice thermal expansion and changes in the phonon dispersion.With
increasing temperature, the Raman peaks are shifted to lower wavenumbers and
broadened. Thenonlinear dependence forRamanpeakpositionDvRaman andRaman
spectrum FWHM DCRaman as a function of temperature in Si can be simplified as
DvRamanðTÞ=cm�1 ¼ �0:022ðDT=KÞ and DCRamanðTÞ=cm�1 ¼ 0:011ðDT=KÞ. This
method (i.e., sample temperature calculation based on Raman peak position and
Raman spectrum FWHM) is less reliable due to other contributions to the Raman
spectral line-shape, such as embedded strain, strain due to a mismatch in thermal
expansion, and sample compositional/structural disorder [91–93].

Raman scattering can provide not only very accurate measurements of temper-
ature but also temperature spatial distribution. The obvious choice is both to combine
Raman spectroscopy with confocal microscopy for in-depth measurements and to
use Ramanmapping for a nonuniform in-plane sample. Another very interesting but
technically challenging method is time-resolved Raman measurements that can be
used to analyze fast dynamics of sample heating and cooling [94–99]. Another
possibility is to use the analytical nature of Raman spectroscopy, which is sensitive to
the presence of a relatively low concentration of impurities, contaminations, and so
on. Thus, a different chemical composition of a thin film (e.g., SiGe) and a substrate
(e.g., Si) can be used in monitoring temperature distribution in the direction of
growth. Another important characteristic of Raman scattering is the Raman cross-
sectional anisotropy in crystals, which can be used to determine sample crystallo-
graphic orientations and thermal conductivity in different crystallographic direc-
tions. We explain details of these measurements later, using examples of Si-based
nanostructures including Si/SiGe and nc-Si/SiO2 multilayers.

5.4
Thermal Properties of Si-Based Nanostructures

5.4.1
Two- and One-Dimensional Si Nanostructures: Si-on-Insulator and Si Nanowires

Silicon-on-insulator technology offers significant performance gain over bulk c-Si
CMOS, and high-end microprocessors using SOI CMOS have been commercially
available since 1997. As the technology moves beyond 0.1 mm, SOI application is
spreading to lower end microprocessors and memory devices [100–102]. In general,
SOI refers to a thin c-Sifilm on top of a SiO2film. Such 2D structures can be produced
by oxygen ion implantation known as separation by implantation of oxygen
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(SIMOX) [102] or by wafer bonding technology [103, 104]. The SiO2 layer sandwiched
between the c-Si thin film and a Si carrier wafer is known as the buried oxide (BOX)
layer. A BOX layer has a low thermal conductivity and is responsible for a large
thermal resistance between the SOI circuit and the carrier wafer. The strong
reduction in the cross-plane thermal conductivity of SOI is accompanied by a
reduced in-plane thermal conductivity of the thin c-Si layer. The reduction is found
to be considerable for SOI layers with thicknesses �1 mm [105]. The most probable
sources for the in-plane thermal conductivity reduction in thin SOI layers are phonon
scattering at the interfaces, interface roughness, interface-related nonuniform strain,
and structural imperfections. Figure 5.13 ([6]) summarizes thermal conductivity as a
function of temperature for SOI layers with thickness ranging from 1.6 to 0.42 mm.A
similar trendhasbeen found inultrathinSOIwith thickness approaching0.1 mm[69].
The observedweak thermal conductivity temperature dependence in SOImaterials is
qualitatively similar to that in poly-Si (see Figure 5.5). In all these Si nanostructures,
thermal conductivity at low temperatures is limited by the characteristic size (e.g., the
thickness of the SOI layer, poly-Si and nc-Si grain diameter, etc.) because c-Si phonon
mean free path can be as large as many microns. At room temperature, due to the
increased contribution of U-processes, c-Si phononmean free path is much smaller,
only a fraction of a micron. We conclude that Si/SiO2 interface-related structural
defects are themost probable sources for the in-plane thermal conductivity reduction
in SOI structures, and a submicron SOI layer with good quality Si/SiO2 interfaces
might conduct heat almost as efficiently as bulk c-Si (Figure 5.13).

A stronger thermal conductivity size dependence is found in one-dimensional Si
nanostructures or nanowires with typical diameter <100 nm. The most common
technique for NW fabrication is vapor–liquid–solid (VLS), and there are several in-
depth reviews discussing VLS fabrication and major properties of semiconductor

Figure 5.13 Thermal conductivities of SOI layers with thicknesses 0.42, 0.83, and 1.6mm. The
experimental data are compared with the calculations using the phonon-boundary scattering
analysis. Adopted from Ref. [6].
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NWs [106–110]. One of the proposed applications for these nanostructures is
thermoelectric devices. Thermal conductivity of individual Si NWs was studied
using a microdevice containing two bridging membranes (Figure 5.14), a technique
specifically developed for low-volume objects [35, 84, 111]. In individual Si NWs with
diameters ranging between 115 and 22 nm, the measured thermal conductivity
clearly exhibits a dependence on the NW diameter, which is summarized in
Figure 5.15 (from Ref. [107]). Similar to SOI, it has been proposed that phonon
boundary scattering is the dominant mechanism controlling thermal conductivity in
Si NWs [107]. Thus, in 1D and 2D Si nanostructures, thermal conductivity is
controlled by the nanostructure characteristic size (when it is comparable or smaller
than phonon mean free path) and by quality of the interfaces.

Figure 5.14 (a) Schematic and (b) SEM image of a microdevice containing two bridging
membranes used for NW thermal conductivity measurements. From Ref. [111].

Figure 5.15 (a) TEM image and (b) thermal conductivity temperature dependence in controlled
(indicated) diameter Si nanowires [107].
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5.4.2
Epitaxially Grown Si/SiGe Nanostructures: Superlattices and Cluster Multilayers

Bulk crystalline SiGe alloys have quite low thermal conductivity, mainly due to their
compositional disorder [112, 113]. It has been proposed that Si/SiGe superlattices
with an enhanced carrier transport and an even lower thermal conductivity due to the
nanometer-thick layers could be used in efficient thermoelectric devices [3, 4, 66, 71,
107]. Figure 5.16 summarizes some studies demonstrating that thermal conductivity
in undoped Si/SiGe SLsmainly depends on interface roughness, density of interface
defects, and nonuniform strain due to the 4.2% lattice mismatch between Si and Ge.
In doped Si/SiGe SLs with a possibility of dopant segregation at the Si/SiGe
heterointerfaces, thermal conductivity is found to be reduced by approximately
50–60% (Figure 5.16) [71]. It has also been proposed that in Si/SiGe 3D, that is,
cluster morphology multilayers, thermal conductivity could be reduced even fur-
ther [114]. We will briefly review Si/SiGe 3D nanostructure fabrication and will focus
on their thermal propertiesmeasured by electrical and optical methods, especially by
using Raman scattering.

The standard fabrication of 3D Si/SiGe multilayer nanostructures is based on the
sequential physical sputtering of Si and Ge (SiGe) in molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
or the thermal decomposition of SiH4 and GeH4 in CVD at temperature approxi-
mately 550–650 �C. In this temperature range, both the high Si solid solubility in Ge
and the strain-induced SiGe interdiffusion due to the 4.2% lattice mismatch are
important. The MBE growth provides better control over the average SiGe cluster
composition; however, because of interdiffusion during growth, the composition is
not uniform within the cluster volume [115–117]. Figure 5.17 shows transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) micrographs of 2D and 3D multilayer Si/SiGe nano-
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Figure 5.16 Thermal conductivity temperature dependence in SiGe alloys and SiGe superlattices.
The data complied from Refs [3, 4, 66, 71].
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structures grown using MBE. In general, SiGe cluster growth commences with the
spontaneous development of a Si1�xGex, planar, <1 nm thick wetting layer where x
varies, mainly due to uncontrollable SiGe interdiffusion. With further influx of Ge
and Si, the growth mode switches from 2D (layers) to 3D (clusters), which helps
release some of the lattice mismatch-induced strain. The fully grown, 3–10 nm high,
and initially near-pyramid-shaped SiGe clusters have a Ge-rich core (
50%, depend-
ing on the Ge flux), although the exact final cluster shape and composition strongly
depend on the fabrication conditions. Detailed structural analysis also indicates that
the Si matrix in the valleys between SiGe clusters is slightly compressed. To
summarize, buried SiGe clusters with the highest Ge composition of close to
50% at the center of the clusters are surrounded by Si, which is tensile strained
above each SiGe cluster and compressed laterally between the clusters to maintain a
low overall strain. Each SiGe cluster consists of Si1-xGex crystalline alloys with x
increasing toward the cluster center [115–117].

In SiGe materials and systems, Raman spectroscopy is a unique characterization
technique due to themultimodal nature ofRaman scattering fromoptical phonons in
SiGe [117–119]. Typical Raman spectra reveal three major vibrational modes known
as the Si–Si vibration at approximately 520 cm�1, the Si–Ge vibration at approxi-
mately 400 cm�1, and the Ge–Ge vibration at approximately 300 cm�1 (Figure 5.18).
Inmost cases, Si/SiGe 3Dmultilayers are grown on Si substrates. Thus, by choosing
excitation wavelength with proper penetration depth, one can obtain the Raman
signal associated with Si–Ge and Ge–Ge vibrations, collected entirely from the Si/
SiGe nanostructure with 10–20 periods and overall thickness<100 nm. At the same
time, the Raman signal associated with the Si–Si vibration mode is primarily
collected from the substrate, for example, by using excitation wavelength l¼ 514.5
nm with a penetration depth of approximately 500 nm. Figure 5.19 supports this
statement by comparing normalized Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman spectra in the
vicinity of 500 cm�1. The Raman peak at approximately 505 cm�1 corresponds to the
Si–Si vibration in the presence of a Ge atom and/or associated with strained Si
sandwiched between SiGe cluster multilayers [117]. In a sample without significant

Figure 5.17 TEM micrograph of (a) Si/SiGe planar (2D) and (b) Si/SiGe cluster (3D) multilayers
with Ge composition exceeding 30%. Courtesy D. J. Lockwood.
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temperature gradient, these normalized Stokes/anti-Stokes Raman lines should be
identical. The increase in anti-Stokes Raman signal at approximately 505 cm�1

indicates that under laser excitation with intensity >10W/cm2, the sample surface
temperature (associated with Si/SiGe 3Dnanostructures) is significantly higher than
the Si substrate temperature. By knowing the laser light penetration depth and
calculating the SiGe nanostructure and the Si substrate temperatures, thermal
gradient and thermal conductivity of the Si/SiGe system can be estimated. Further-
more, by varying the laser wavelength (i.e., the penetration depth) and bymonitoring
temperature distribution in the cross-plane direction of the sample, it is possible to
control the temperature gradient and verify these calculations (Figure 5.20). Another
possibility to evaluate the overall Si/SiGe system thermal conductivity is to use
Raman Stokes/anti-Stokes peak intensity ratio to calculate the sample surface
temperature, which can be compared with the temperature of c-Si measured under
identical conditions. Note that with a focused laser beam as the heat source, one
should consider both in-plane and cross-plane heat dissipation. Thus, to produce an
accurate result, this experimental method should be combined with a proper
analysis [118]. In general, the Raman-scattering-based �thermometry� can be an
accurate, contactless technique, especially useful in analyzing complex Si/SiGe
nanostructures.

There aremany reports on thermal conductivity in 2D and 3D Si/SiGemultilayers
studied by 3v or similar electricalmethods [63, 71, 119–121], and fewer data collected
by optical measurements [122–125]. The calculated thermal conductivity obtained
from the optical measurements is found to be close to values obtained by the 3v
method. It has been noticed that in several samples with significant degree of SiGe
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Figure 5.20 Stokes/anti-Stokes Raman spectra in a Si/SiGe multilayer sample on a Si substrate
collected using different excitation wavelengths (indicated). Spectra are shifted vertically for clarity
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cluster vertical self-ordering, thermal conductivity slightly increases [118]. Moreover,
in quasiplanar Si/SiGemultilayerswithGe concentration approaching 40% (which is
much higher compared to conventional Si/SiGe SLs with Ge concentration

10–20%), thermal conductivity is found to be increased by approximately 100%
compared to similarSi/SiGecomposition in true3DSi/SiGeclustermultilayers [118].
The increase in thermal conductivity in self-organized 3D Si/SiGe nanostructures is
verified by Raman spectroscopy. In highly periodic Si/SiGe multilayers with rea-
sonably abrupt Si/SiGe interfaces, folded longitudinal acoustic (FLA) phononmodes
can be observed in the form of low-frequency peaks in Raman scattering [126–129].
The nature of this process is explained in Figure 5.21; it shows that in an ideal,
periodic, multilayered heterostructure with abrupt and defect-free interfaces, acous-
tic phonon folding appears. In our experiments, an increase in thermal conductivity
correlates with an increase in the FLA-phonon-related Raman signal [118]. The
intensity of the FLAphononRaman peaks also increases as the excitationwavelength
decreases from 514.5 to 457.9 nm (Figures 5.22 and 5.23). It has been suggested that
this dependence is associated with the Raman resonance in Si/SiGe 2D and 3D
multilayer nanostructures at photon energy close to 2.7 eV [129, 130]. However, at
least in part, FLAphonon peaks in Raman spectramight increase due to a significant
increase in temperature in Si/SiGe multilayers (see Table 5.1). To conclude, these
results suggest that in Si/SiGe 2D and 3D multilayer nanostructures, thermal
conductivity is controlled by a number of parameters, including the multilayer
period, the interface roughness, the presence of structural defects, strain, intermix-
ing, and the degree of SiGe cluster vertical self-organization. The increase observed in
thermal conductivity of ordered Si/SiGemultilayer nanostructures indicates that the
previously reported large anisotropy in cross-plane and in-plane thermal conductivity
in Si/SiGe multilayers [71, 114, 120, 131] can be further enhanced and employed in
novel thermoelectric devices.
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Figure 5.21 Schematic of acoustic phonon dispersion folding and light scattering in an ideal
periodic structure consisting of alternating layers with different elastic properties.
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5.4.3
Electrochemically Etched Si (Porous Si)

Porous silicon (PSi) was first discovered in 1956 by researchers at Bell Laboratories
interested in electropolishing of c-Si surface [132]. In the late 1980s, PSi was
�rediscovered� as a nanostructured material by Canham [133] and Lehmann and
G€osele [134]; they suggested that PSi exhibits quantum confinement effect due to
reduced dimensions of Si crystallites. PSi has many other interesting properties
including a highly nanoporous structure (typically >70% porosity, evaluated by the
gravimetric method [135]) with extremely large surface-to-volume ratio and very low
index of refraction (<1.2) [12]. Sample fabrication has been discussed in detail in
many review studies, and it is typically based on anodic dissolution of c-Si in a
hydrofluoric acid-based (HF-based) solution. PSi microstructure is usually dendrite-
like with loosely connected, nanometer-sized Si crystallites (Figure 5.24) [12]. A large
amount of hydrogen in electrochemically etched Si has been found; it has been
proposed that hydrogen passivates PSi internal surfaces by forming Si�H bonds,
which can be easily broken under intense radiation or by annealing atT> 400 �C [12].

Since PSi porosity is quite high, its thermal conductivity is anticipated to be low.
This assumption has been confirmed by dynamic 3v measurements performed at

Figure 5.24 (a) Cross-sectional SEMshowing a dendrite-like structure of porous Si and (b) a higher
resolution TEM image showing small-size Si nanocrystals. From Ref. [12].

Table 5.1 Summary for the Raman spectroscopy-based temperature calculation with two different
wavelengths, and the correlation between FLA intensities and temperature gradients.

Sample x (nominal) FLA Temperature (K)

l¼ 457.9 nm
Plaser
 100mW

l¼ 514.5 nm
Plaser
 400mW

Si–Ge Si–Si DT Si–Ge Si–Si DT

1810 (2D) 0.52 High 
380 
350 30 �370 
300 70
1814 (3D) 0.53 Lower 
440 
380 60 
420 
315 105
1831 (3D) 0.53 None 
440 
370 70 
460 
340 120
1834 (3D) 0.6 None 
410 
340 70 
450 
315 135
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temperatures 30–320K in a low-pressure environment in order to suppress thermal
convection and gaseous heat conduction [136]. In such measurements, the pene-
tration of the thermal energy should be kept lower than the PSi layer thickness, while
microtopology of PSi could be approximated by the effectivemediummodel [12, 137].
Experimentally, PSi thermal conductivity kPSi is found to be 10

3–104 times lower than
that in c-Si (Figure 5.25). The thermal conductivity temperature dependence of PSi is
similar to other Si-based nanosystems, where k is limited by crystallite sizes, lattice
imperfections, and grain boundaries rather than U-processes (see Figure 5.1); it
slightly increases as temperature increases in the range of 10–400 K. In addition, kPSi
exhibits dramatic dependence on the PSi porosity (Figure 5.26). Assuming that PSi
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Figure 5.25 Comparative thermal conductivity temperature dependence in c-Si and PSi samples
with different (indicated) porosity. Data compiled using Ref. [136].
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effective thermal conductivity can be estimated as keff ¼ f gkSi, where kSi is bulk c-Si
thermal conductivity, f ¼ 1�p determines the fraction of solid volume, p is the
sample porosity, and g is a percolation parameter [136]. Thus, it can be written as
keff ¼ f gð1=3Þrclvdc, where r is bulk Si density, cl is lattice heat capacity, v is sound
velocity, and dc is the average crystallite diameter. In this equation, the phononmean
free path is replaced by the crystallite diameter, and the strong porosity volume
dependence is taken into account as f g � f 3.

This approach explains reasonably well the experimentally observed very low PSi
thermal conductivity. It also suggests that in this material, optical measurements
(e.g., photoluminescence (PL), Raman scattering, etc.) should be performed with
extreme care to avoid overheating and damage of sample by the laser beam. Simple
calculations suggest that in a 70% porosity PSi layer, a laser beam with intensity of
only 10mW focused into 10mm2 and with the penetration depth of approximately
1mm can increase the sample temperature by approximately 100K. The same
excitationwouldbe enough to completelymelt a 90%porosityPSi sample. Figure 5.27
(data taken fromRef. [138]) supports this estimation and shows a strong spectral shift
of the Raman peak in micro-Raman measurements, which is mainly due to laser
heating of the PSi sample. The PSi sample temperature increase is estimated to be
approximately 400 K; thus, during this measurement, PSi sample temperature
reaches 700 K. Another interesting observation is that PSi sample temperature
detected by the Raman technique strongly depends on ambient gases, indicating that
thermal convection in high-porosity Si nanostructures needs to be taken into
account [139]. The data show that intrinsic PSi sample thermal conductivity with
porosity approaching 90% is below thermal conductivity of air [136]. These exper-
imental results immediately explain the observation of photoinduced hydrogen
effusion [12, 140], photo-oxidation [141–144], continuous PL spectrum shift under
moderate intensity cw laser excitation [145, 146], and many other photo/thermo-
induced phenomena in PSi [12, 147–151]. These studies also suggest that electro-
luminescence (EL) measurements in PSi could be affected by significant sample

Figure 5.27 Raman spectra in PSi measured under different excitation intensities. The shift and
broadening of the Raman spectrum are attributed to the sample temperature increase due to
increasing laser intensity. From Ref. [138].
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heating by the electric current. In this case, blackbody radiation contributes to the EL
spectra [152], and the phenomenon could be responsible for the consistently
observed redshift of the EL spectra compared to the PL spectra (Figure 5.28) [153].

5.4.4
Nanocrystalline Si/SiO2 Multilayers

In themid-1990s, a search for nonporous, hydrogen-free, and stable light-emitting Si
nanostructures has produced nc-Si/SiO2 multilayers, one of the first Si nanostruc-
tureswith relatively good control over Si nanocrystal sizes as small as<5nm [18, 154–
156]. Typically, samples of nc-Si/SiO2 multilayers are grown on a standard h100i c-Si
substrate using radio frequency (RF) or magnetron sputtering of a-Si/SiO2 periodic
multilayers. Sputtering has the clear advantage of a physical deposition process, that
is, a linear dependence on the deposition rate as a function of time at a given RF or
magnetron power. The process allows the simple cleaning of a target and substrate as
a predeposition step and it can be performed in amoderate vacuum of approximately
10�7 Torr. A modern sputtering system also provides very good stabilization of the
plasma and is able to bring the deposition rate down to 10 nm/min or less. For details
on sample preparation and their structural properties, the reader may refer to
Refs [18, 157, 158].

Thermal crystallization of a-Si/SiO2 multilayers can be carried out in a conven-
tional, hot-wall furnace with control over the ambient conditions to avoid unwanted
oxidation. Atmoderate temperatures (200–400 �C), the interstitial oxygen is found to
be quickly diffused into a-Si and initiate a-Si/SiO2 intermixing [158]. It is also noticed
that CVD or sputtered SiO2 introduces less strain into layered a-Si/SiO2 structures

Figure 5.28 The PL and EL spectra collected from same PSi samples under different excitation
conditions (indicated). The EL spectra redshift, in part, is attributed to a high sample temperature
and blackbody emission. From Ref. [153].
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than SiO2 fabricated by ozone or thermal oxidation, and this is most likely due to the
lower density of the sputtered SiO2. By considering these issues, it was proposed that
the best growth choice would be sputtered or CVD-deposited a-Si/SiO2 layers [158],
but thermal crystallizationmust be performed using rapid thermal annealing (RTA),
which was found to provide very efficient crystallization of nanometer-thick a-Si
layerswith their thickness down to approximately 2 nm [18]. It was also found that the
combination of RTAwith subsequent furnace annealing results in the segregation of
crystallized nc-Si and a-SiO2 layers with pronounced improvement in the nc-Si/SiO2

interface abruptness and flatness. At the same time, thermal annealing at a
temperature �1200 �C improves the a-SiO2 layer stoichiometry and density, and
reduces the number of defects at the Si/SiO2 interfaces. Thus, the standard sample
preparation requires a cleaned h100i c-Si substrate, sputtering of a-Si/SiO2 periodic
multilayers, followed by RTA at T� 750 �C and furnace annealing at Tapproximately
1000 �C. Schematic and TEM micrograph of an nc-Si/SiO2 multilayer sample are
shown in Figure 5.29.

Several studies show that Si nanocrystals of different sizes in nc-Si/SiO2 multi-
layers might have preferential shape and crystallographic orientations [159]. It has
been found that Si nanocrystals smaller than 5 nm diameter usually have near-
spherical shape and close to h100i crystallographic orientation in the direction of
growth. At the same time, the larger (
7–10 nm) Si nanocrystals are rectangular (or
�brick shaped�) and have h111i crystallographic orientation [159]. It is known that the
Raman intensity depends on the orientation of polarization vectors of the incident
and scattered light relative to the crystallographic axes of the sample [160, 161]. To test
the Raman polarizationmeasurement setup, h100i and h111i single-crystal Si wafers
are usually used because they have qualitatively different polarization Raman
intensity dependence determined by the different crystal symmetry (Figure 5.30).
Thus, using h100i c-Si substrate and Si nanocrystals with a direction different from
h100i crystallographic direction, one can clearly distinguish between the Raman
signal from Si nanocrystals and c-Si substrate. The simplest approach is to use
photoexcitation with a short (<500 nm) wavelength and perform Raman scattering
spectroscopywith the appropriate angles between the polarization of the incident and
scattered light (see Figure 5.31). By performing the same measurements in Stokes/
anti-Stokes spectral regions, one can find the nc-Si/SiO2 multilayers and h100i Si

Figure 5.29 (a) Schematic and (b) cross-sectional TEM of an nc-Si/SiO2 multilayer sample with
clearly visible Si nanocrystals within nc-Si layers.
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substrate temperatures and calculate the thermal conductivity of nc-Si/SiO2 multi-
layers. The nc-Si/SiO2multilayer sample structure is found to be very convenient for
suchmeasurements because it has thermal conductivity several orders ofmagnitude
lower than that in c-Si substrate, which is used as a heat sink.

Using the experimental setup described in Ref. [162] and 10–20 period nc-Si/SiO2

multilayer samples, the polarized Raman signal recorded with approximately 70� (or

250�) angle between polarization of the incident and scattered light is found to be
mainly due to light scattering within the c-Si substrate, while at the approximately
160� (or 
340�) angle, the signal is mainly due to light scattering within the nc-Si/
SiO2multilayers (Figure 5.30c). It is convincingly shown in Ref. [162] that the Raman
signal related to <100> Si can be suppressed; thus, it is possible to separate the
Raman signal from c-Si substrate and from Si nanocrystals. These measurements
allow to accurately determine the nc-Si/SiO2 multilayers and c-Si substrate tempera-
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Figure 5.30 Intensity of polarized Raman spectra as a function of analyzer/polarizer angle for
vertical (V) and horizontal (H) laser polarization in (a) h100i c-Si, (b) h111i c-Si, and (c) a thin-film
nc-Si/SiO2 multilayer sample grown on h100i Si substrate.
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tures under cw laser irradiation (Figure 5.31). Under the described irradiation
conditions, the nc-Si/SiO2 multilayer temperature is approximately 200K higher
than the c-Si substrate temperature, and the thermal conductivity of nc-Si/SiO2

multilayers was estimated to be<10�1W/(mK), which is an unusually low value for a
nonporous solid.

For a sample with known thermal conductivity and melting temperature, laser
damage threshold associated with sample surface melting (and other photo-thermo-
induced phenomena) can be easily estimated. These calculations can be verified
experimentally by using photo-induced reflectionmeasurements in the pump-probe
geometry. In Ref. [162], a mechanically chopped Arþ laser beamwith a relatively low
frequency (in order to establish thermal equilibrium after light is switched �off�) has
been used as the pump source. A much lower intensity, cw laser beam is used as the
probe signal to measure sample reflectivity as a function of pump light intensity.
Figure 5.32 shows the results of these measurements in nc-Si/SiO2 multilayers. The
threshold-like increase in sample reflectivity as a function of pump intensity indicates
that the surface melting occurs at irradiation with intensities <10 kW/cm2. This
number is in good agreementwith our estimation using thermal conductivity derived
from polarized Raman Stokes/anti-Stokes measurements. Quantitatively similar
results were obtained in experiments with nearly freestanding samples of nc-Si/SiO2

multilayer films [163].
A strong interest in nonlinear optical properties of Si nanocrystals has been shown

in a number of publications, in which nc-Si/SiO2 multilayer films were subjected to
pulsed laser irradiation with a high energy density [14, 22, 23, 164]. In these
measurements, possible thermal effects should be carefully considered, especially
for these low thermal conductivity nanostructures. Indeed, using thermal conduc-
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Figure 5.31 Polarized Stokes/anti-Stokes Raman spectra of nc-Si/SiO2 multilayers on h100i Si
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tivity and laser damage threshold derived from Raman and pump-probe measure-
ments in nc-Si/SiO2 multilayer films, the melting threshold under pulsed laser
excitation is estimated to be approximately 10mJ/cm2,while visible destruction of the
sample surface is found at significantly greater pulse energy density of approximately
100mJ/cm2 [162].

To verify this estimation and to better understand the nature of laser-induced
structural transformations in Si nanocrystal thin films, a series of experiments
involving excitations with a single pulse of a KrF laser with energy densities of
10–50mJ/cm2 were performed. The absorption coefficient in nc-Si/SiO2 multilayer
filmswith photoexcitationwavelength of 248 nm is in the range of 106 cm�1, and light
is fully absorbed by the top two to three layers of Si nanocrystals. The anticipated
sample structural transformations are verified by polarizedRaman spectroscopywith
polarization forbidden for h100i c-Si substrate Raman signal. Figures 5.33 and 5.34
show modifications of the Raman signal in these studied Si nanostructures as the
energy density of the single-pulse irradiation increases. All initial samples and
samples irradiated by a low-intensity laser pulse show an asymmetric Raman peak
centered at approximately 520 cm�1 related to Si nanocrystals, rather than c-Si
substrate. All samples subjected to irradiation by only one pulse with an energy
density >30mJ/cm2 show significant changes in the Raman spectra. These laser-
induced phenomena in nc-Si/SiO2 multilayer films strongly depend on the sample
structure and can be divided into two different groups.

Under irradiation with pulse energy density �30mJ/cm2, nc-Si/SiO2 multilayer
films with SiO2 thickness�5 nm show strong evidence of laser-induced amorphiza-
tion. Figure 5.33 shows Raman spectra collected in polarization forbidden for h100i
c-Si substrate. It is very clear that after laser irradiation, an additional contribution to
the Raman signal appears at wavenumbers 460–500 cm�1. After being irradiated by
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Figure 5.32 The intensity of probe light as a function of the intensity of pump light showing a sharp
increase in the nc-Si/SiO2 multilayer sample reflection associated with surface melting under
approximately 10 kW/cm2 pump intensity. The inset shows reflectivity as a function of time with
pump light turned �on� and �off.�
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laser pulse with an energy density of 50mJ/cm2, a broad Raman feature centered
around 480–490 cm�1, which is associated with the amorphous phase of Si, becomes
clearly pronounced.

In nc-Si/SiO2multilayer samples with SiO2 thickness approximately 2 nm, pulsed
laser irradiation decreases the Raman signal related to nc-Si phase and no a-Si phase
is observed (Figure 5.34). Using an irradiation energy density of 50 mJ/cm2, we
observe total disappearance of the Raman signal associated with nc-Si phase. In all
measured samples, we find a visible destruction of the sample surface after
irradiation with much greater energy density of �100mJ/cm2.
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Figure 5.34 Raman spectra in an nc-Si/SiO2 multilayer sample with thinner SiO2 layers showing
disappearance of nc-Si phase under pulsed laser irradiation, presumably due to samplemelting and
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Additional experimental data strongly supporting our conclusions are recently
obtained using spectral-integrated, time-resolved measurements of light emission
under pulsed laser irradiationwith energy density close to the laser damage threshold
in nc-Si/SiO2 multilayer samples. Figure 5.35 shows the dynamics of the PL signal
integrated over 950–400 nm spectral region. Using a nanosecond laser pulse with an
energy density of 0.5mJ/cm2 (which should increase the sample temperature by less
than 50K), we observe optical emission (mostly PL from nc-Si) with a characteristic
decay time �10�6 s. Using a higher level of optical excitation (pulse energy density
>10mJ/cm2, which should generate an increase in sample temperature by
600–700K), we find very different emission with a long decay time close to 10�3 s.
It is unlikely that such a long process can be associated with room-temperature
carrier recombination in nc-Si; it is much more likely that blackbody radiation
generated by the hot sample surface strongly contributes to the detected
slow emission. In order to prove this statement, the emission transient character-
istics were measured using an infrared optical filter with cutoff at 800 nm (Fig-
ure 5.36). Under optical excitation with pulse energy density of 10mJ/cm2, we find
that slow emission component is clearly associated with only long wavelengths
(>800 nm), while a shorter wavelength emission is relatively fast even under a high
level of laser excitation. Note that for sample surface temperature close to

Figure 5.35 Integrated over 980–600 nm spectral region, PL decays in nc-Si/SiO2 multilayers
detected under different (indicated) pulsed excitation energy densities show the increase in the slow
emission component as excitation increases. The pulse duration is approximately 10 ns.
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T� 1000K, the corresponding blackbody radiation peak is at wavelength l approx-
imately 3mm.

The observed laser-induced amorphization of nc-Si/SiO2 multilayer samples is
accompanied by a strong (approximately three times) increase in visible PL intensity
(Figure 5.37) and a decrease in the sample optical transmission, that is, photodarken-
ing (Figure 5.38). Compared to c-Si, a-Si has a greater absorption coefficient at photon

Figure 5.36 The PL decays in nc-Si/SiO2multilayers recordedwith andwithout an IR 800 nmcutoff
filter at the same excitation energy density and showing that the IR PL component is much slower
compared to visible PL.
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energies below the mobility edge (which is equivalent to the energy gap in
crystalline semiconductors) due to Urbach tail-related optical transitions [165]. Also,
it is quite possible that the amorphization of Si nanocrystals relaxes carrier recom-
bination selection rules, decreases carrier radiative lifetime, and produces more
efficientPL.Finally,phase transitionsare likely tobeaccompaniedbystrongnonlinear
optical phenomena [166–168]; thus, nonlinear optical properties of Si nanocrys-
tals [169, 170], at least in part, can be explained by amorphization and other heat-
related effects.

The extremely low thermal conductivity kl in nc-Si/SiO2 multilayers (<10�1

W/(m K)) cannot be explained within the frame of kinetic theory by a simple
reduction in the phonon mean free path lphonon due to small Si crystallite size. Most
likely, in small Si nanocrystals embedded into SiO2, not only phononmean free path
but also phonon modes and phonon relaxation time change dramatically. For
example, a significant modification in phonon modes is expected for heterosystems
with a large difference in elastic properties of materials (e.g., Si/SiO2) [75, 171–173].
The phonon relaxation time reduction is due to an increase in (i) electron–phonon
scattering (which could be significant at high level of photoexcitation in Raman and
other optical measurements); (ii) nc-Si/SiO2 interface scattering; (iii) structural
defect-induced scattering (which is inversely proportional to l3d, where ld is the linear
dimension of a defect); and (iv) phonon confinement. All these processes contribute
to the experimentally observed extremely low thermal conductivity in nc-Si/SiO2

multilayers. An attempt to include the discussed phenomena into calculations of
nanostructure thermal conductivity has been proposed, and a good semiquantitative
agreement is obtained [173].
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Figure 5.38 Normalized transmission spectra in nc-Si/SiO2 multilayers before (0mJ/cm2) and
after laser amorphization with laser energy density of 30mJ/cm2 and pulse duration of 10 ns.
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5.5
Conclusions

This review confirms that thermal conductivity in different Si-based nanostruc-
tures is severely reduced compared to that in single c-Si. It also points out that the
reduction of thermal conductivity is mainly due to increased phonon scattering at
the nanostructure boundaries and interfaces. In particular, in Si nanoscale objects
incorporated into different matrices (e.g., ultrathin SOI layers, nc-Si/SiO2 multi-
layers, Si/SiGe nanostructures, etc.), thermal conductivity is mainly controlled by
boundary/interface-related structural defects, interface roughness, modification of
acoustic phonon energy spectra, and decrease in phonon group velocity. The
combined outcome is responsible for the Si nanostructure thermal conductivity
reduction at room temperature 103–104 times less than c-Si. This fact is of great
practical importance because it imposes many limitations on Si nanoscale systems
and devices. The conclusion, however, does not imply that the many suggested
applications of Si-based nanostructures in nonlinear optics, electronic, optoelec-
tronic, and photonic devices are entirely impossible due to the projected extremely
poor heat dissipation. It rather suggests that this problem needs to be seriously
considered and, possibly, solved by using intelligent engineering solutions (e.g., an
additional heat sink, etc.).

Specifically, we would like to emphasize possible applications of Si-based nanos-
tructures in thermoelectric devices [174]. Thermoelectric figure of merit is propor-
tional to electrical conductivity and inversely proportional to thermal conductivity.
Thus, the reduction of thermal conductivity in Si-based nanostructures could be
considered as �good news� for such devices. However, the same phenomena
responsible for reducing a material�s thermal conductivity, in general, are even
more effective in reducing its electrical conductivity due to the strong reduction in
carrier mobility, diffusion coefficient, and lifetime. For example, a-Si thermal
conductivity is reduced by approximately 100 times compared to that in c-Si, while
carrier mobility is reduced by a factor of 104–105 [175, 176]. Very similar trend is
found in Si-based nanostructures including PSi [177, 178] and tunnel transparent
nc-Si/SiO2 multilayers [179]. Therefore, one can conclude that the effort in semi-
conductor nanostructure-based thermoelectric devices should not be entirely fo-
cused on the thermal conductivity reduction but rather on an engineering solution
using the balance between thermal and electric transport in these truly fascinating
systems.
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List of symbols

A cross-sectional area
a constant (in �electronic thermal conductivity�)
a constant, 1 � a � 2 (in �1/T law�)
C total heat capacity
Crt resistance temperature coefficient (3v measurement)
Csubs heat capacity of the substrate (3v measurement)
c heat capacity of a particle
cl lattice heat capacity (PSi)
d thickness of the membrane (membrane method)
dc average crystallite diameter (PSi)
E energy of a particle
EF Fermi energy
Ek energy of a free electron
e electron charge
g percolation parameter (PSi effective thermal conductivity)
f fraction of solid volume (PSi)
f eo electron distributions
f ho hole distributions
fk electron distribution
g lattice wave vector
�h Planck constant
IðtÞ AC current (3v measurement)
I0 current amplitude
~J electrical current density
~Q flux of energy
jU flux of thermal energy
Kn general integral
~k electron wave vector
kB Boltzmann constant
k thermal conductivity
ke electronic thermal conductivity
keff effective thermal conductivity (PSi)
kl lattice thermal conductivity
kPSi PSi thermal conductivity
kSi bulk Si thermal conductivity
ksubs thermal conductivity of the substrate (3v measurement)
L distance between sensors
l mean free path
ld linear dimension of a defect
l laser wavelength
N0 average number of phonons
Nq phonon distribution
n concentration of the particles
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P thermal power
p sample porosity
j phase shift (3v measurement)
q phonon wave vector
R reflectivity
R0 resistance of the metal strip without heating (3v measurement)
Rh resistance of the metal strip (3v measurement)
r bulk Si density (PSi)
s electrical conductivity
T temperature
TðtÞ temperature of the metal strip (3v measurement)
DT temperature difference between sensors
rT temperature gradient
Th heater temperature rise (membrane method)
Ts temperature of the heat sink (membrane method)
Tsubs temperature at the nanostructure/substrate interface

(3v measurement)
t thickness of the sample (3v measurement)
t phonon relaxation time
tðkÞ electron relaxation time
v sound velocity
~v velocity of particle
~vg group velocity
~vk electron velocity
w length of the heater (membrane method)
v phonon frequency
v current frequency (3v measurement)
vðqÞ phonon dispersion relationship
DvRaman Raman peak position
DCRaman Raman spectrum FWHM.
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6
Surface Passivation and Functionalization of Si Nanocrystals
Jonathan Veinot

6.1
Introduction

By their very nature, nanoparticles exhibit enormous surface area-to-volume ratios;
according to one estimate, a 2.0 nm diameter icosahedral silicon particle possesses
approximately 280 Si atoms with 120 (43%) residing at the surface of the particle [1].
Considering this point alone, it is reasonable that surface properties, including
chemistry, of these versatile materials will strongly influence their material char-
acteristics. Many examples exist for a variety of nanoparticle systems (e.g., Au and
CdSe), where tailoring the surface of said particles offers the attractive possibility
of controlling their interactions with their surroundings. A specific and dramatic
example pertaining to Si nanomaterials is the influence of surface groups on the
optical properties of porous silicon (p-Si).When a carbon–carbonmultiple bond is in
close bonding proximity to the p-Si surface, the photoluminescence intensity of p-Si
is diminished, and if this double bond is in conjugation with an aromatic structure
(e.g., styrenyl), the characteristic emission is completely quenched [2].

Unlike thewidely studied chalcogenide-basedmethods for surfacemodification of
gold and compound semiconductor (e.g., CdSe) particles that rely on exchangeable
bonding interactions, much of the surface modification of silicon nanomaterials has
employed the more robust polar covalent bonding of silicon–carbon and silicon–
nitrogen and in some cases silicon–oxygen linkages. Numerous approaches to
obtaining the first of these bonding configurations (e.g., hydrosilylation and halogen
displacement) have been presented; still, questions and challenges regarding the
effectiveness of Si-nc surface passivation and the associated particle stability remain.
This is particularly evident when the effectiveness of surface coverage (i.e., about
50% for bulk Si(111) and 80% for bulk Si(100) surfaces) [3] and the bond strengths of
various species present at particle surfaces are considered (see Table 6.1) [4].

The following discussion includes key studies of foundational silicon surface
chemistry as it pertains to methods for controlling silicon nanocrystal (Si-nc)
surfaces.
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6.2
Functionalizing Freestanding Particles

Effective functionalization of Si-nc relies upon realizing a suitably reactive surface.
Such surfaces may be prepared by numerous methods including formation of
reactive surface during nanoparticle preparation (e.g., grinding of silicon wafers,
reaction of Zintl salts), during liberation of particles from oxide matrices (i.e.,
treatment with HF), and finally treatment of freestanding Si-ncs with a variety of
reagents (e.g., HF, LiAlH4, halogens). In many cases, the resulting reactive surfaces
are subsequently primed for further modification using a variety of procedures
drawn from the vast chemistry of silicon molecular analogues. A review of the
methods applied to silicon nanoparticles as well as an overview of how surface
chemistry was evaluated for each material will be presented.

6.3
In Situ Surface Chemistry Tailoring

One of the earliest attempts to obtain surface-functionalized silicon nanoparticles
was reported by Heath in 1992 using a heterogeneous reaction mixture containing
sodiumdispersion to simultaneously reduceSiCl4 andRSiCl3 (R¼Handn-octyl) in a
high-pressure bomb reactor (see Scheme 6.1) [5]. The size-polydispersed product
obtained from this reaction was confirmed to contain diamond lattice Si. Unexpect-
edly, products obtained from this reaction did not show significant n-octyl surface
functionalization evident by infrared spectroscopy that showed a preponderance of
Si�O, Si�Cl, and Si�H surface termination. While better size control was achieved

Scheme 6.1 Preparation of Si-ncs via simultaneous heterogeneous reduction of silicon
tetrachloride and alkyl trichlorosilane.

Table 6.1 Selected bond energies relevant when considering modification of silicon nanocrystal
surfaces.

Bond Bond energy (kJmol�1)

Si�H 323
Si�C 369
Si�Cl 391
Si�O 368
Si�Si (bulk) 210–250
Si�Si (disilane) 310–340
Si�Si (disilene) 105–126
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with the n-octyl reagent, no tailoring of the surface chemistry was realized. The
explanation provided by the authors for the absence of the alkyl surface highlights the
complexity of Si-nc surface chemistry and the challenges associated with controlling
these materials and their properties. It was proposed that the polar covalent nature
of Si�C bond in which Si is donating electron density to a-C effectively reduces the
a-C�b�C bond. This electronic interaction leads to activation of b-hydrogens and
b-hydride elimination yielding an Si�H surface and elimination of the 1-alkene at
high temperature. As a result, while the surface-bonded octyl groups passivate the
particle to further growth leading to the observation of a narrower size distribution
(i.e., R¼H, 5–3000 nm; R¼ n-octyl, 5.5� 2.5 nm), they are ultimately liberated
under reaction conditions.

In 2001, Holmes et al. prepared sterically stabilized Si-ncs by thermally decom-
posing diphenyl silane in supercritical octanol. The resulting particles ranged in
diameter from 1.5 to 4.0 nm, and the FT-IR analysis confirmed that a surface organic
layerwas indeed bonded through an alkoxide linkage (Si�O�C) (see Figure 6.1). As it
will become evident in the following discussion, FT-IR is an invaluable tool in
evaluating Si-nc surface chemistry; however, it is not necessarily comprehensive.
An XPS-derived Si:C ratio and a shell approximation that afforded an estimated
number of surface Si atoms indicated 1.5 nm diameter particles have approximately

Figure 6.1 (Top left) FT-IR spectrum of alkoxy surface-terminated Si-ncs. (Top right) Absorption
spectra of alkoxy-terminated Si-ncs of indicated dimensions. (Bottom) Photograph of luminescent
Si-ncs in hexane upon excitation at 320 nm, A; d¼ 1.5 nm, B.
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16 capping ligands that each occupy a surface area of 44A
� 2. These alcohol-soluble

nanoparticles were highly photoluminescent and the smallest particles were stated to
exhibit discrete energy transitions. It should be noted that despite the observation of
these apparent discrete energy transitions, the authors state the absorption coeffi-
cient follows a quadratic relationship with the incident energy, indicating an indirect
transition [6].

Fink and coworkers recently prepared freestanding Si-ncs via high-energy ball
milling (HEBM) of high-purity silicon pieces in 1-octyne and inert atmosphere [7]
(Figure 6.2). It is proposed that this method exploits fresh/clean surfaces formed
during the milling process that subsequently react freely with the unsaturated
carbon–carbon multiple bond in the reaction medium to yield highly crystalline,
luminescent organic-soluble particles with organic surface passivation of varied
surface bonding modalities as supported by FT-IR and 1H NMR analysis (see
Scheme 6.2). It should be noted that this contribution is one of the only few that
claim to observe characteristic IR absorptions of the Si�C linkage at <1257, <806,
and <796 cm�1 that are normally masked by oxide species that appear to be largely
absent from these materials.

6.4
Aerosol-Based Functionalization

Si-ncs are readily prepared in nonthermal plasmas and further modified in situ
to yield organic surface-stabilized materials. Liao and Roberts were the first to apply
gas-phase reactions of this type to the surfacemodification of Si-ncs [8]. Particleswere
prepared from silane in a nonthermal reactor and extracted into a reactor chamber
containing organic reagents of choice (e.g., amines, alkenes, and alkynes).Heating of
the gas-phase mixture led to surface modification that was spectroscopically con-
firmed (i.e., FT-IR). Recently, Mangolini and Kortshagen modified this approach
preparing Si-ncs with organic surfaces using plasma grafting [9]. The reactor shown
schematically in Figure 6.3 allowed the attachment of a variety of organic molecules
bearing a variety of functional groups. Particles prepared in this way are photo-
luminescent (QY up to 60%) [10], are crystalline, and show excellent solubility
requiring no sonication. Still, FT-IR spectra of isolated particles are remarkably
similar to those of solution-modified particles and clearly show the presence of
characteristic absorptions that may be assigned to the organic surface and residual
S�H. While the Si�C linkage is not conclusively identified, no C¼C is evident
consistent with a hydrosilylation reaction.

6.5
Solution-Based Postsynthetic Modification

The extensive body of literature outlining both the organometallic chemistry of
silicon and the surface chemistry of bulk silicon offers a significant starting point to
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Figure 6.2 (Above) FT-IR spectrum of alkyl surface-functionalized Si-ncs prepared by high-energy
ball milling. (Right) 13C{1H} and 1H NMR spectra of Si-ncs. Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [7]. Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH.
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Scheme 6.2 Preparation of surface-functionalized Si-nc via high-energy ball milling. Open circles
represent subsurface silicon atoms. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [7]. Copyright
Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH.

Figure 6.3 (Left) Schematic of the plasma/
aerosol apparatus used to prepare surface-
functionalized Si-ncs. (Middle) Optical
response, size distribution, and TEM analysis of
aerosol-functionalized Si-ncs. (Right) FT-IR
spectra of Si�H, octadecene, Si�R

(R¼ octadecyl) solution-functionalized Si-ncs,
and Si�R (R¼ octadecyl) aerosol-
functionalized Si-ncs. Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [9]. Copyright Wiley-VCH
Verlag GmbH.
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tailoringSi-nc surface chemistry. Preparativemethods exist that yield Si-ncs bearing a
variety of surface functionalities (e.g., oxide,�H,�OH, andhalogens). The following
section outlines methods reported to date that offer tailoring of particle surface
chemistry by directly bonding to the silicon surface and briefly discusses modifica-
tion of a surface passivating oxide on Si-ncs.

6.6
Hydrosilylation

Without question, the most widely studied method for modifying the surface
chemistry of Si-ncs is hydrosilylation of terminal alkenes – undoubtedly, a result
of the vast body of studies pertaining to functionalization of porous-Si and bulk
silicon that employs a similarmethodology and the robust Si�Cbond that is formed.
In the light of this well-developed approach, Si-ncs functionalized using this general
methodology have been reported to exhibit the highest photoluminescent quantum
yields to date, which may result from particles not exposed to oxygen prior to their
surface functionalization [10]. This observation further highlights the importance
of surface chemistry and the effectiveness of surface-bonded alkyl groups to protect
the underlying Si.

Prior to discussing the hydrosilyation reaction, and its affects on freestanding
Si-ncs in detail, it is useful to note that the surface chemistry of the starting point
(i.e., the Si�H-terminated surface) for this reaction exhibits subtleties that are not
necessarily straightforward extensions from its bulk and porous-Si counterparts.
For example, the rates of HF etching are significantly slower for nanoparticles (i.e.,
<1 nm/min for nanoparticles versus mm/min for silicon wafers) and there has been
some suggestion that a fluorinated surface may play a role. Furthermore, it has also
been reported that aqueous HF fails to remove all surface oxides [11]; however, the
introduction of alcohol to the etching mixture to increase surface wettability
produced oxide-free systems [12].

There are very few reported examples of detailed and systematic studies examining
the aqueousHFetching process as it pertains to freestanding Si-ncs and their surface
properties. Li et al. varied the concentration of aqueousHFused to etch the surface of
particles recovered from their original reaction product viaHF/HNO3 liberation [11].
An FT-IR investigation of particles isolated from subsequent etching with 3%
aqueous HF showed intense Si�H stretching modes at 2040–2231 cm�1 and
relatively weak Si�O vibrations at about 1070 cm�1 that may result from postetching
oxidation. Increasing the HF etching concentration to 5–15% resulted in increased
complexity (i.e., broadening of structure) of the Si�H stretching frequencies that
suggest the presence of SiH2 and SiH3 on the particle surfaces, and the presence of
Si�O�H could not be precluded given the present structure in the Si�H stretching
likely arising from backbonding as well as the significant Si�O absorption. In
addition, higher HF concentration resulted in increased relative intensity of Si�O
spectral features and the appearance of a broad absorption at about 3430 cm�1

assigned to silanol moieties. In this regard, the authors of this study suggest higher
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HF concentrations catalyze the surface reaction with water to produce undesirable
Si�OH functionalities.

As one may predict from the extensive literature pertaining to porous and bulk Si
surface chemistry aswell as the relative easewithwhich a hydride-terminated surface
may be obtained, thermally (see Scheme 6.3) and photochemically (see Scheme 6.4)
initiated addition of a Si�H bond across carbon–carbon multiple bonds has proven
an effectivemethod for controlling silicon nanoparticle surface chemistry. To amuch
lesser degree, transition metal-catalyzed hydrosilylation has been presented [13].

The hydrosilylation approach has led to a substantial control over Si-nc hydro-
philicity ultimately rendering them soluble in a variety of organic (see Figure 6.4) [14]
and in some cases aqueous solvents [13, 15]. FT-IR spectra of functionalized particles
clearly show characteristic features of the surface-bonded organic moieties, residual
hydride termination, and some surface oxide that admittedly masks the absorptions
from the Si�C linkage at 1083 cm�1 (see Figure 6.4) [11, 16].

Scheme 6.3 Two independently proposed mechanisms for thermally initiated hydrosilylation
reaction of Si�H-terminated surfaces with terminal alkenes. Reprinted in part with permission
from Ref. [4]. Copyright 2002 the American Chemical Society.
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Consistent with the generally accepted radical mechanism for photochemically
induced hydrosilylation discussed previously, spectroscopic analyses of functiona-
lized Si-ncs obtained from this reaction indicate varied modes of attachment of the
surface-bonded alkyl group (see Scheme 6.5). It has been determined by solution
1H NMR that the organic surface cap attaches via the alpha or beta carbon depending
upon the steric bulk of the capping ligand (see Figure 6.5) [16]. This reaction has
been found to favor alpha and beta attachment for large and small alkenes,
respectively. Similar observations were not reported for the thermally initiated
reaction.

Aqueous compatibility of Si-ncs is a prerequisite of any biological application and
is a focus of the efforts of many research groups. In this regard, studies focused on
direct attachment of solubilizing surface groups such as propionic acid [15], hydro-
lyzable esters [17], or allyl amine [18], as well as polyacrylic acid [19] via hydrosilyla-
tion. Propionic acid-terminated surfaces were prepared via the photochemically
initiated hydrosilylation reaction of hydride-terminated Si-ncs obtained from the
HF/HNO3 etched commercially available silicon-rich oxide with stabilized acrylic
acid in the presence of HF. Intriguingly, the authors report the hydrosilylation
reaction did not proceed efficiently in the absence of HFand indicate this provides a
useful alternative to tedious solvent drying and degassing.

Solution samples prepared by transferring particles into water by dialysis re-
mained suspended as nonopalescent, photoluminescent suspensions in water for
extending periods. This is in stark contrast to straightforward solution mixtures of
Si-ncs with acrylic acid that readily settle out (see Figure 6.6). It is important to note

Scheme 6.4 Proposed mechanism for photochemically initiated hydrosilylation reaction of
Si�H-terminated surfaces with terminal alkenes. Reprinted in part with permission from Ref. [4].
Copyright 2002 the American Chemical Society.
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that isolated Si-nc powders required significant ultrasonication to facilitate resus-
pension in water that resulted in particle surface oxidation. TEM analysis of these
materials was complicated by particle agglomeration and small particle sizes. Still,
HRTEM confirmed nanocrystals with 3.1 A

�
lattice spacing corresponding to (111)

spacing in bulk silicon. As expected, FT-IR spectra of propionic acid-terminated
Si-ncs again show characteristic absorptions of the acid surface group and no
evidence of residual unsaturation from remaining acrylic acid. Unfortunately, given
similar spectral signatures, it is impossible from this analysis to rule out the
presence of oligomeric and polymeric impurities that may result from reaction of

Figure 6.4 (Top) Solution and
photoluminescent properties of alkyl-
terminated Si-nc prepared via solution-phase
photoinitiated hydrosilylation. (Bottom left)
FT-IR spectra of Si�H-terminated Si-ncs (a),
octadecyl-terminated Si-ncs (b), neat octa-
decene (c), undecylenic acid-terminated Si-ncs
(d), neat undecylenic acid (e),

Si�OH-terminated Si-ncs (f), octadecyl-
trimethoxysilane-terminated Si-ncs (g), and
neat octadecyltrimethoxysilane (h). (Bottom
right) Photoluminescence stability of Si�H
(top) and Si-alkyl-terminated particles.
Reprinted in part with permission fromRef. [11].
Copyright 2004 the American Chemical Society.
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the acrylic acid with itself – a significant challenge when working with acrylates.
Similar water solubility was observed for polyacrylic acid-modified Si-ncs by Li and
Ruckenstein. [19].

Warner and coworkers approached the challenge of water solubility by adding
acryl amine to Si-nc surfaces via platinum (i.e., platinic acid) catalyzed hydrosilylation

Figure 6.5 1HNMR spectra of alkyl-terminated Si-ncs highlighting the alpha and beta attachments
of the surface group. Reprinted in part with permission from Ref. [16]. Copyright 2005 the American
Chemical Society.

Scheme 6.5 Potential modes of attachment of alkyl surface termination obtained from
photoinitiated hydrosilylation. Reprinted in part with permission from Ref. [16]. Copyright 2005 the
American Chemical Society.
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Figure 6.6 (Left top) Comparison of silicon
nanoparticle in acrylic acid (a) without UV
exposure and (b) after UV exposure. Parts
(c) and (d) show the same samples after 1 week
of storage. (Left bottom) FT-IR spectra of
propionic acid (a), acid-functionalized Si-ncs

(b), dialysis isolated acid-terminated Si-nc (c),
and resuspended acid-terminated Si-ncs (d).
(Right) Photoluminescence response of
acid-terminated Si-ncs. Reprinted in part with
permission from Ref. [15]. Copyright 2006 the
American Chemical Society.

(see Scheme 6.6) [18b]. FT-IR again showed characteristic alkyl and amine absorp-
tions of the surface groups as well as Si�CH2 scissoring and symmetric bending
at 1420 and 1260 cm�1. Particles obtained in this way were photoluminescent
(lEX¼ 300 nm; lEM¼ 480 nm) and were used to image HeLa cells (see Figure 6.7).

A third hydrosilylation-based approach to render Si-ncs soluble in water and THF
reported by Rogozhina et al. saw the attachment of surface ester groups via the
thermally activated reaction between methyl 4-pentenoate and the Si�H surface of
Si-ncs obtained from etching of bulk silicon [17]. Following attachment, the ester
surface was hydrolyzed with exposure to a methanol water solution containing
NaOH. FT-IR analysis confirmed ester and acid surface groups; however, the Si�C
linkage was not conclusively identified.
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Figure 6.7 Photoluminescent imaging of HeLa cells with water-soluble amine surface-terminated
Si-ncs. (Top) no Si-ncs, (bottom) Si-ncs present. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [18b].
Copyright 2005 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH.

Scheme 6.6 Platinum-catalyzed alkyl surface termination of Si-ncs to yield amine surface
functionality. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [18b]. Copyright 2005 Wiley-VCH Verlag
GmbH.

6.7
Substitutional Approaches to Surface Functionalization

Yet another convenient, derivatizable Si-nc surface is the one bearing halogens (e.g.,
Cl, Br). Surfaces of this type may be directly obtained from the synthetic reaction,
as is the case when particles are prepared from Zintl salt precursors, or it may be
realized after postsyntheticmodification upon reaction of Si�H-terminated particles
with Cl2.
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TheSi�Cl reactive surface opens the surface tomodificationusing awide variety of
solution reagents. Bley and coworkers first demonstrated the reaction of a Si-nc
chloride surface somewhat serendipitously and as a consequence of the alcoholic
workup procedure of the reaction between excess silicon tetrachloride and a Zintl salt
(i.e., ASi; A¼Na, K, Mg). FT-IR analysis of the isolated pure nanoparticle product
showed characteristic peaks for Si�O and C�Hsat bending and stretching frequen-
cies. It was proposed that the initial product from the redox reaction were, in fact,
chloride surface-terminated particles. Subsequent reaction between these particles
and the methanol used to remove salt impurities ultimately capped the particle
surface with �OMe groups and rendered the product hydrophobic and soluble in
organic solvents. Building upon this observed electrophilic behavior, the Kauzlarich
team extended modification of the Si�Cl surface to include reactions with standard
nucleophilic reagents such as alkyl lithium and Grignard reagents, which yielded
alkyl surfaces [20]. In a similar fashion, Rogozhina et al. reacted a Si�Cl surface with
butyl amine to obtain a Si�N-bonded organic surface layer [21].

Clearly, the Si�Cl surface offers significant chemical breadth as evident by its
electrophilic reactivity and the demonstration that it may be readily converted to
Si�H and Si�Br with exposure to lithium aluminum hydride and bromine,
respectively (see Scheme 6.7). In the light of the vast chemistry of Si�Cl bonds,
thismode of surfacemodification holds significant untapped potential in controlling
Si-nc chemistry.

6.8
Building on an Oxide Layer

Finally, a number of researchers have chosen to build upon a surface oxide on Si-nc.
Zou et al. modified chloride-terminated Si-ncs to yield an �ultrastable�

siloxane-capped product. Two independent methods for the stepwise surface

Scheme 6.7 Demonstrated reactivity of Si�Cl surface termination of Si-ncs.
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functionalization were demonstrated. In one case, SI�Cl surfaces were converted
to methoxy moieties upon exposure to methanol that were reacted with water and
finally alkyl trichlorosilanes to yield particleswith cross-linked siloxane surfaces. This
same product was obtained via a second route in which the alkoxy groups were
reacted directly with trihydroxysilanes (see Scheme 6.8) [22].Modified Si-ns prepared
in this way were isolated as a waxy, light-yellow solid that can be resuspended in
nonpolar organic solvents (e.g., chloroform and hexane) to yield a yellow solution.
Spectroscopic analysis (FT-IR and NMR) confirmed the surface structure included
both oxide and organic moieties (see Figure 6.8).

The blue photoluminescent response of these siloxane-terminated surface
particles shows excitation wavelength dependence and was found to be stable to
photobleaching and ambient conditions for at least 60 days. This is in stark contrast
to Si�Cl and Si�OR (OR¼ alkoxy) terminated particles whose luminescence was
quenched within 15 days.

Swihart and coworkers also prepared oxide-terminated Si-ncs via the piranha
(sulfuric acid:30% hydrogen peroxide, 7 : 3 by volume) or nitric acid treatment
followed by reaction with alkyl trimethoxysilanes. These materials also exhibited
solubility in organic solvents and stable photoluminescence [11].

6.9
How Many Surface Groups are on the Particle?

Despite all efforts to characterize the surface of Si-ncs, the degree of surface
modification (i.e., efficiency of surface coverage) remains elusive. Numerous esti-
mates have been put forth that offer approximate values of surface silicon atoms that
serve as a starting point for estimating the surface coverage of alkyl-terminated
Si-ncs [6, 23]. Holmes et al. used XPS integration data to estimate that 1.5 nm
diameter particles obtained directly from the reaction of diphenylsilane in super-
critical octanol bore approximately 16 surface groups – half the expected value of

Scheme 6.8 Two independent routes for the formation of alkyl-terminated Si/SiO2 core–shell ncs
with stable optical response. Reprinted in part with permission from Ref. [22a]. Copyright 2005 the
American Chemical Society.
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Figure 6.8 (Top) FT-IR spectrum of alkyl
surface-terminated oxide-coated Si-ncs
showing characteristic alkyl and Si�O�Si
absorption frequencies. (Bottom) 1H NMR (a)

and 13C NMR APT (b) spectra of alkyl surface-
terminated oxide-coated Si-ncs. Reprinted in
part with permission from Ref. [22a]. Copyright
2005 the American Chemical Society.
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a close-packed monolayer. Yet another approach presented by Hua et al. employed
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and standardized solution 1H NMR of approx-
imately 2 nm diameter particles led to the conclusion that particles obtained
from photochemically initiated hydrosilylation possess a near-complete monolayer
surface with 124 surface groups. This suggests postsynthetic modification of particle
surfaces is more efficient than in situ functionalization. Still, the surfaces of
functionalized Si-ncs isolated from hydrosilylation possess residual Si�H that likely
result from sterically encumbered, incomplete functionalization of¼SiH2 on Si(100)
surfaces of the particles and Si�O arising from surface oxidation.

6.10
Influence of Surface Chemistry

From the examples described in this chapter, it is obvious that the surface chemistry
of Si-nc has developed dramatically –particles have been rendered soluble in aqueous
and organic solvents. Likewise, material stability (i.e., prevention of oxidation) is
strongly influenced by an organic surface. Few examples in the literature exist that
definitively show the dependence of Si-nc optical response on surface chemistry –
still, it is reasonable to expect surface chemistry to have a demonstrated impact on the
optical properties of porous-Si [24]. It has also been predicted that surface chemistry
will significantly influence the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy
and hence the optical bandgap of very small FS-nc-Si [22a,25]. This may explain
the unique as of yet unexplained discrepancies in the photoluminescent response
of Si-ncs of seemingly identical dimension. In this regard, although significant
advancements to tailor Si-nc surface chemistry have been made, methods affording
well-defined and predictable surface structure are essential if thesematerials are to be
fully understood and their applications realized.

6.11
Future Outlook and the Role of Surface Chemistry

Surface functionalization of silicon nanoparticles is in a relative state of infancy.
To date, most surface modification methodologies have been confined to a narrow
class of hydrosilyation reactions. While these methodologies have been extremely
successful as evident by the preparation of materials of controlled properties (e.g.,
high-photoluminescence quantum yield, ambient stability, and tailored solubility),
still further advances in functionalization procedures must be realized if these
materials are to become practically relevant. One such important advancement
aiming to prepare extremely stable Si nanoparticle with predictable properties uses
an all-gas plasma procedure [26]. In parallel with the development of functionaliza-
tion method, new applications must be explored. A recently reported surface
functionalization-driven application involved biocompatible luminescent assemblies
of silicon quantumdots formed through interaction between functionalized particles
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and polyethyleneglycol-grafted phospholipids that effectively image cancer cells [27].
Surface chemistry offers modes for interfacing silicon nanomaterials with their
surroundings, and with the development of new methods the optical and chemical
properties of these unique materials will be more fully appreciated and exploited.
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7
Si-nc in Astrophysics
Ingrid Mann

7.1
Introduction

Nanoparticles are exotic and silicon nanoparticles are even flamboyant. This makes
them an attractive target of investigation in astrophysics, a field of research largely
based on observations. Even fickle fashion tastes can assume some deep meaning
that becomes clear when its time has come. Recently, improved techniques have
allowed to study the dust almost at the nanometer scales. Measurements disclose a
new class of phenomena that arise as a result of the small sizes. Si is one of the most
abundant elements and like most heavy elements it has the ability to condense into
cosmic dust. It is therefore straightforward to consider that Si nanocrystals form in
space.

Figure 7.1 shows abundances of different chemical elements in the matter that is
contained in the solar system. These abundances are close to the current average
cosmic abundances of theGalaxy. The light elementsHandHe andnoble gases are in
vast majority in the gas component. Elements heavier than He, in astrophysics
generously denoted as �metals� depending on the temperature and conditions of the
specific space environment, are partly contained in small solid dust particles. This
chapter will follow the path of cosmic dust formation and then will present
astronomical observations that possibly indicate the existence of silicon nanoparti-
cles. Finally, the chapter presents laboratory measurements to form silicate nano-
structures in cosmic analogue materials.

Dust particles evolve following threemajor stages in different environmentswhere
they are possibly observed: in circumstellar shells around evolved stars, in the
interstellar medium (ISM) between stars, and in newly forming stars and their
surrounding forming planetary systems. Dust particles initially form in the circum-
stellar shells that evolve around stars in a late stage of their evolution, as will
be discussed in Section 7.2. The forming dust is expelled into the interstellar
medium where dust destruction, dust alteration, and further dust growth occur
(see Section 7.3). The ISM dust is incorporated into newly forming stars and the
planetary systems that possibly surround them. Section 7.4 describes the path of dust
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during star formation and planetary system formation. Section 7.5 considers the dust
in the solar system, which is the best-studied case of a planetary system.

In spite of many different types of observations, none of these three stages in the
�cosmic dust life cycle� shows a clear evidence of the existence of silicon nanopar-
ticles. As far as silicon nanoparticles are concerned, this seems to seal their fate. They
simply do not form. Or, they do not form �simply?� Section 7.6 reports observational
evidence that encouraged astrophysicist to follow up the possibilities of nanosilicates
being formed. An enhanced extended red emission (ERE) is observed inmany of the
mentioned cosmic environments and silicon nanoparticles are discussed as one of
the potential carriers of ERE. Section 7.7finally discusses the possible formation of Si
nanostructures in a solid, a path that may form silicon nanoparticles in different
cosmic environments.

7.2
Late Stellar Evolution

The sources of dust in the interstellar medium of our Galaxy, and in a similar way
in other galaxies, can be quantified with theoretical studies and observational
results [2, 3]. The majority of dust production occurs in low and intermediate mass
stars during their late stages of evolution when they form giant stars. Another source
are supernovae that formout of stars that have greatermass. The stellar evolution can

Figure 7.1 The solar system element
abundances up to Zr normalized to Si. These
are obtained from the abundances measured
in the solar photosphere and in meteorites
(from Ref. [1]). The solar element abundances
are often used as a standard for the present

average cosmic element abundances and
these have evolved through nuclear processes
of the past stellar evolutions. The indicated
elements play a major role in dust formation
discussed in the text.
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be followed when considering the Hertzsprung–Russell diagram that usually shows
the numbers of observed stars as a function of their observed luminosity and
temperature. The majority of observed stars are placed along a line in this diagram
called main sequence, ranging from high temperature and high luminosity to low
temperature and low luminosity. The luminosities and temperatures along themain
sequence are those the stars display for the longest time during their lifetime. During
its lifetime, a single star changes its luminosity and temperature and would follow a
path within this diagram moving toward the main sequence as a young star and
moving away from themain sequence in its final stage. This is sketched in Figure 7.2
for a star similar to the Sun and this is the typical evolution of stars with masses
M� 8Msun. The star is formed by the gravitational collapse of gas and dust in a cool
interstellar cloud (i.e.,molecular cloud).When the density in the interior of the newly
forming star is sufficiently large, nuclear fusion reactions commence and a young
stellar object evolves (shortly described in Section 7.4) until it reaches the main
sequence that is characterized by stable hydrogen burning in the interior of the star
and stable stellar brightness.

Themain sequence endswhen themajority of hydrogen in the interior of the star is
exhausted: hydrogen-burning stops in the core and the core contracts. The gravita-
tional contraction heats up the outer regions where hydrogen keeps burning to form
helium. The high temperature accelerates the hydrogen burning and the surface
brightness of the star increases. Subsequently, the outer layers vastly expand and the
surface of the star cools down, a red giant star evolves. The core reaches sufficiently
high temperatures so that helium-burning reactions ignite to form Be nuclei and

Figure 7.2 The Hertzsprung–Russell diagram
indicating the change in luminosity, Lstar, and
surface temperature T for a solar mass star
during its evolution. The star spends the
majority of its lifetime in the main sequence.
Dust formation takes place mainly during the

red giant and asymptotic giant phase, and
ejected dust is also observed in the planetary
nebulae. Planetary system formation takes place
before and in the early main sequence stage.
This sketch closely follows a presentation by
Speck [4].
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then C nuclei. The star contracts, and depending on the mass of the star, further
fusion reactions start and form heavier nuclei (chemical elements with higher mass
number). The forming heavier elements are ejected to the outer layer (stellar envelop).
This is associated with pulsation of the outer layers during which the entire envelope
may be ejected. The ejected material forms a circumstellar shell. The described
evolution refers to initially red giant stars and then to stars that evolve along the
asymptotic giant branch (AGB stars). Red giant stars and AGB stars differ in their
internal nuclear processes.

The stellar atmosphere of a giant starmay extend to about a distance comparable to
Earth orbit in the solar system.A solarmassAGBstar (Mstar¼Msun), for instance, has
a stellar luminosity Lstar¼ 2� 104Lsun (where Lsun is the luminosity of the Sun) while
its surface temperature Tstar¼ 3000K is only half that of the Sun. The mass loss of
AGB stars is to a large extent in the dust and amounts to dMstar/dt¼ (10�6–10�4)
Msun/year [5]. Dust particles condense from the heavy elements in the cooling gas.
The dust around giant stars is further ejected by stellar radiation pressure and by
interactionwith the hot ionized gas ejected from the star. ObservedAGB stars display
different spectra revealing different element abundances and temperatures in
their shells. The stars evolve from spectral M-type having oxygen-rich atmospheres
to S-type where C and O are bound almost entirely in CO and finally C-type having
carbon-rich atmospheres. This determines the condensation of the dust and it
determines into what species Si condenses: silicon carbide SiC dust forms around
cool carbon stars (C/O> 1), while silicate dust (SiO2) forms in oxygen-rich atmo-
spheres (C/O< 1).

The dust surrounding the star is observed by its thermal emission over a wide
infrared spectral range. Emission bands that are characteristic of the emitting dust
minerals (in particular, certain silicates, i.e., �silicate feature�) are superimposed onto
the broad thermal emission and allow to estimate the dust composition in the shells
(an example will be shown in Section 7.4). An uncertainty arises, however, from
ascribing the features to certain minerals, since the features vary with temperature,
particle size, and other parameters. The SiC spectral features in carbon-rich AGB
stars, for instance, change in a sequence that correlates with stellar evolution: shifts
are due to optical depth and grain sizes in the system and in the case of an extremely
optically thick shell, the features appear in absorption. On the basis of their
observational and laboratory studies, Speck et al. [6] suggest that the size of grains
that form decreases as the stars evolve.

Table 7.1 (dust condensates) lists the silicon-bearing species that are predicted to
formas endproducts inM-stars andC-stars. The table also listswhether those species
are detected by astronomical observations of the circumstellar shells or in presolar
grains collected in the solar system. The presolar grains are isolated from meteorite
samples, andmeasurements of certain isotope abundances allows to trace them back
to a distinct nuclear process and hence distinct regions of formation (alsomentioned
in Section 7.4).

In a later stage, the shrinking star has a high temperature and pushes outward
the dust and gas. The expanding shell is optically thin and intense stellar UV
radiation also causes line emission of the newly formed elements. Dust emission
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is observed as well. Since its first observations resembled the visual brightness
appearance of the giant outer planets of the solar system, this phenomenon is called
planetary nebula.

The evolution of stars with larger masses ends as supernovae. The nuclear
processes in supernovae generate the elements with masses beyond that of Fe.
Though supernovae are essential for the formation of the heavy elements, and hence
for the formation of dust, supernova dust is less frequently observed as presolar
grains than dust from AGB stars. The generated dust is partly destroyed in the shock
waves that are associated with the supernova [8]. Also, the size of the particles that are
condensed in supernovae may play a role since particles with size below 10 nm have
small probability to survive in the ISM.

7.3
Interstellar Medium and Dust Evolution

The ISM of our galaxy consists primarily of gas (order of 99% of the mass) and dust
(order of 1% of the mass). The low gas densities in the ISM result in a very slow
condensation rate, so that direct condensation to form dust nuclei directly from the
gas phase is unlikely to occur in the ISM. The dust particles that have formed during
late stellar evolution described above provide a condensation core for further
condensation and possibly agglomeration in the ISM. This is counterbalanced by
dust destruction; the most frequently occurring processes are given below.

The parameters of the different regions in the ISM are listed in Table 7.2 (ISM
parameters). As initially suggested by McKee and Ostriker [9], the diffuse ISM is
regarded as consisting of three distinct components: a hot interstellar cloudmedium
(HIM), awarmneutral or ionizedmedium (MNM,WIM), and a cold neutralmedium

Table 7.1 Dust condensates in circumstellar shells.

M-stars C-stars

Mineral Formula Observed Mineral Formula Observed

Gehlenit Ca2Al2SiO7 — Silicon carbide SiC Shells
Presolar Grains

Forsterite Mg2SiO4 Shells Iron silicide FeSi —

Presolar Grains
Enstatite MgSiO3 Shell Forsterite Mg2SiO4 Shells

Presolar Grains Presolar Grains
Enstatite MgSiO3 Shells

Presolar Grains

Condensation products containing Si predicted for the atmospheres of giant M-stars and C-stars.
Observations of the predicted species by thermal emission features in the circumstellar shells or in
laboratory analyses of presolar grains that were presumably formed in these stars are marked in the
table. (The information given in this table is extracted from Ref. [7].)
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(CNM). These components make up the vast majority of observable space between
the stars (quantified by the filling factor) and they contain roughly half the mass that
comprises the ISM. The other major components of the ISM are molecular clouds
and HII regions. Molecular clouds contain roughly half the ISM mass, they are
especially dense and cold regions, and due to low temperature and high density
molecules can form. HII regions are characterized by a large fraction of ionized
hydrogen. Emission lines arise from the interstellar gas being illuminated by the UV
brightness of young forming stars.

The lifetime of dust in the ISM, considering the parameters of the three different
regions of the ISM given above, is of the order of 108 years and considerable dust
destruction occurs in its warm regions (see, for instance, Ref. [10]): fast supernova
shock waves with propagation velocities of 50–200 km/s destroy dust particles by
sputtering (mainly due to proton impact). The shock waves also induce turbulences,
so that dust relative velocities and dust collision rates increase. The collisions
generate smaller fragment particles and partly vaporize the dust. Growth of dust
particles takes place by agglomeration during low velocity dust–dust collisions and by
condensation of gaseous species onto existing core particles. In low-temperature
regions the lighter elements (C, H, O, N) condense onto the cores and chemical
reactions are induced by the particle and radiation environment. Complex chemical
compounds form and also parts of the lighter elements are bound in species that
survive at high temperature.

The ISM dust is studied by the polarization and the amount and spectral variation
of the interstellar extinction. The interstellar extinction is the attenuation of the stellar
brightness in the ISM caused by scattering and absorption of dust. The ISM dust is
also observed in dark nebulae (due to dense dust cloud occulting light sources) and
reflection nebulae (starlight reflected from clouds) and recently by the diffuse

Table 7.2 Interstellar medium parameters.

Temperature,
T (K)

Gas number
density, n (cm�3)

Filling factor, F

Major components
Hot interstellar medium

(HIM)
5� 105 0.003 0.7–0.8

Warm neutral/ionized
medium (WNM/WIM)

104 0.25 0.3

CNM 80 40 0.02–0.04

Other components
Molecular clouds 20 100 (�50% of ISM total mass)
HII regions (emission

nebulae)
8000 10 (some> 105) (�1% of ISM total mass)

LIC 6300 0.25 —

The numbers for the major components are from Ref. [10], for the LIC from Ref. [11], and for
molecular clouds and HII regions from Ref. [12].
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thermal emission of dust. The infrared brightness over parts of the sky forms a
filamentary structure called cirrus, presumably resulting from thermal emission of
dust being structured by dust, gas, magnetic fields, and/or interstellar radiation
interactions.

Apart from direct observations, the dust component is estimated from the
interstellar gas observations: by assuming the overall element abundance (being
solar abundance) and comparing with the actually observed elements in the gas
phase, one can attribute the depleted amount of the elements to the dust phase.
Figure 7.3 shows the depletion of themajor dust forming elements C,N,O, S, Si,Mg,
Fe, Al in the cold neutral medium and in the warm neutral medium. The elements
that are missing in the gas component compared to the cosmic abundances are
associated with the dust. The variable Si content in the gas phase indicates that the Si
abundance in the dust is variable and that the alteration of the dust component
involves Si-bearing species.

Figure 7.3 also shows the depletion in the local interstellar cloud (LIC) surrounding
our solar system. The cosmic abundances are here assumed to be those of the solar
photosphere. Figure 7.4 shows the hence derived element abundances in the LIC
dust. These element abundances were used to establish a model of the LIC dust that

Figure 7.3 Depletion of the major dust
forming elements in the gas phase of the cold
neutral interstellar medium and in the warm
neutral interstellar medium. The figure also
shows the depletion of the local interstellar
cloud surrounding the solar system, which is a
warm cloud. The element depletions are shown
from right to left according to the probable order
of condensation of the elements. The
logarithmic depletion shown is defined as the
decadic logarithm of the ratio of gas-phase

abundance to solar photospheric abundance.
It is assumed that the observed regions contain
the chemical elements with average cosmic
abundances (i.e., solar photospheric
abundances, indicated by the solid line) and that
the missing amounts of the species are
condensed into dust. The different values for
Mg and Si abundances suggest that the dust in
these regions has different compositions. (The
figure is adapted from Ref. [13] and further
references are given there.)
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enters the solar system [13]. It is measured in-situ from spacecraft and for a
discussion of LIC dust surrounding and entering the solar system the reader is
referred to a recent review [14].

In order to explain direct observational results of dust in the ISM, Li and Green-
berg [15] described both the interstellar extinction and the polarization with a dust
model that consists of silicate core-organic refractory mantle particles, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and carbonaceous particles. The carbonaceous
particles consist of a refractory material of carbon and organic compounds. Other
models to explain the observations of interstellar dust also consider silicates asmajor
components. Following similar assumptions, the model to explain LIC dust that
enters the solar system suggests that the larger dust with masses >10�17 kg
(approximately 100 nm) forms as agglomerates of core-mantle grains with the main
compounds beingMg-rich pyroxene (i.e., enstatite,MgSiO3) andMg-rich olivine (i.e.,
forsterite, Mg2SiO4), further Fe-rich inclusions of troilite (FeS), kamacite (FeNi), and
corundum (Al2O3), The mantle forms of organic refractory compounds of C, N, and
O. Silicates and carbonaceous material may separately exist in the smaller grains
(see [13]). It should be noted that assuming the core-mantle structure for the smaller
grains that form the dust particles is motivated by the picture of the formation
process, in most cases dust scattering models in which the materials are distributed
within the grain in a different way, may give similar results.

Figure 7.4 Elemental composition of dust in
the local interstellar cloud (LIC dust, as derived
from the element depletion in the gas phase, see
Figure 7.3), of dust measured in the vicinity
of comet Halley (Halley dust, in situ measure-
ments from spacecraft), and of a class of
interplanetary dust particles that were collected
in the atmosphere (porous IDPs, laboratory
analyses). The solid dashed lines denote the

Mg-normalized composition of the solar
photosphere describing the average cosmic
abundances. The two lines indicate the
uncertainty in the abundance, as do the two
symbols that are given for some cases. The
abundances of comet Halley dust are assumed
to be uncertain by a factor of two. (This figure is
adapted from Ref. [13] and further discussions
of the uncertainties are given there.)
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7.4
Early Stellar Evolution and Planetary System Formation

Stars form through gravitational collapse in molecular clouds and the dust that is
processed in the ISM is incorporated into the planetary systems that form around
some of these stars. When the density in the interior of the collapsing cloud is
sufficiently large, nuclear fusion reactions commence to form a star. The outer
regions of the contracting cloud form a disk of gas and dust that partly accretes to the
star and out of which a planetary system may form (protoplanetary disk, protoplan-
etary nebula). These young stellar objects consist of the disk brightness and the
brightness of the forming star. The initially observed stellar brightness results from
the gravitational energy of the contraction, the initial nuclear reactions, and the
interaction with the accretion disk, and it is highly variable (T-Tauri stars for
Mstar< 2Msun, Herbig Ae/Be stars forM� 2–8Mstar). Many of the premain sequence
stars have circumstellar disks that possibly host planet formation, so that the system
transits to a planetary disk. The dust mass within the disk of classical T-Tauri stars
ranges, for instance, between 3 and 300 Earthmasses. The total gas mass is hard to
estimate, but dust and gasmass in the disks are sufficient so that planets could form.
The disks are optically thick over a wide spectral range, which implies that they
contain a wide spectrum of dust sizes. Dust evaporates in the inner zones of the
protoplanetary nebula and later recondenses. Even if the detailed conditions are
different and probably more complex than in stellar outflows, it is expected that
similarminerals form [7]. Dust particles grow by coagulation, and it is assumed that a
radial mixing transports dust particles from the inner regions outward. Agglomer-
ation of form dust planetesimals, these are objects of meters to hundreds of
kilometers in size that are similar to the asteroids, comets, and trans-Neptunian
objects in the solar system. Furthermaterial alteration takes placewithin these parent
bodies. The protoplanetary disk evolution ends when the gas component is removed
from the system (by various processes) and when planetesimals and possibly planets
have formed. Condensation of dust from the gas ceases to occur and new dust is
formed by collisional fragmentation of the planetesimals. For a description of the
transition from protoplanetary to planetary disk, the reader is refer to Takeuchi [16].

During the course of evolution of the disk, the central star evolves to its main
sequence stage. This is characterized by stable hydrogenburning in the interior of the
star, which serves as energy source for the stellar brightness. The stellar brightness
during main sequence is comparably constant in time and approximately follows a
blackbody spectrum determined by the surface temperature. The surface composi-
tion for the heavy elements has the element abundances of the interstellar cloud out
of which the star was formed. This main sequence stage, depending on the star, lasts
over hundreds ofmillion years and the Sun is currently in itsmain sequence stage. In
contrast to evolved stars, themass loss ofmain sequence stars is small. Themass loss
of the present Sun, for instance, is dMstar/dt¼ 10�14Msun per year and this is in the
solar wind, a hot ionized gas that streams outward from the solar corona. No dust
condensation occurs in the solar wind and its interactions with the dust component
are less important by far than the gas–dust interactions in the protoplanetary disks.
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The protoplanetary disks are observed, among others, by their thermal emission
brightness of the dust component. Recently, dust disks have also been observed
around main sequence stars. They are considered to be planetary disks and are
referred to as Vega-like systems or debris disks. Silicates are observed as a major
component of dust in protoplanetary disks and in debris disks. For example,
Figure 7.5 shows the observed thermal emission brightness of the debris disk of
HD 163296 between 8 and 14 mm (fromRef. [17]). The brightness is compared to the
characteristic emission of silicates in order to estimate the composition of the dust
shell (fromRef. [18]): The continuum brightness is subtracted from the observations
and the overall shape of the silicate feature is described by thermal emission of
amorphous silicate. The remaining features agree well with features that were
observed in laboratory measurements of crystalline silicates (enstatite, MgSiO3, and
forsterite, Mg2SiO4). The measurements were carried out at crystalline silicates
isolated from meteorites: the enstatite was extracted from Kota-Kota, an enstatite
chondrite of type (EH3), and forsterite was extracted from Ornans, a carbonaceous
chondrite of type (CO 3.3). The petrological types (3 and 3.3) are ascribed as
unequilibrated meteorites, meaning meteorite material that experiences little alter-
ation while it was integrated into a larger parent body. The comparison of infrared
spectra suggests that the dust and small bodies observed in the circumstellar system
have an evolution history similar to that of solar system dust. The silicon is bound in
silicates and the silicates are primarily Mg-rich. The observation of crystalline

Figure 7.5 Thermal emission of dust in the
debris disk of HD 163296 observed between 8
and 14 mm (from Ref. [17]). The continuum
brightness is subtracted from the observations
and the remaining brightness is explained by
emission of silicates in their characteristic
emission bands (silicate feature). The overall
shape of the silicate feature is described by

calculated thermal emission of amorphous
silicate. The remaining features are explained
with the shown emission of (crystalline)
enstatite (MgSiO3) and forsterite (Mg2SiO4)
derived from laboratory measurements at
meteorite material. (This figure is adapted from
K€ohler et al. [18].)
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silicates (as opposed to amorphous silicates, observed in the ISM) suggests that some
material alteration occurs in the silicates during their transition from the ISM, even if
element abundances stay similar.

7.5
Dust in the Solar System

Most of the dust observed in the solar system is produced by comets and asteroids.
The dust is distributed in the interplanetary medium between the planets and
observed from Earth in the brightness of the Zodiacal light, sunlight scattered at
the dust particles. The dust thermal emission brightness (Zodiacal emission) in the
infrared is observed from satellite. Trans-Neptunian objects supposedly produce dust
in the outer solar system (so that the solar system observed from outside would
appear as a planetary debris disk), but until now this dust has evaded observations.
Dust is frequently studied by observing comets and with in situmeasurements from
spacecraft. In addition, there is information from laboratory analyses of interplan-
etary dust particles (IDPs) collected in the Earth atmosphere (IDPs). Larger solid
particles also partly survivewhen they enter theEarth atmosphere and their remnants
collected on the ground, called meteorites, are analyzed in great detail.

Similar tomodels of interstellar dust and LICdust,models of the optical properties
of cometary dust suggest that the silicon is bound in Mg-rich silicates such as
forsterite (Mg2SiO4) and enstatite (MgSiO3). The results from laboratory measure-
ments and in situmeasurements in the solar systemsupport thesemodels. Figure 7.4,
apart from the LIC dust, shows the element abundances of the cometary dust
measured from spacecraft close to comet Halley and of a distinct type of IDPs.
Cometary dust is believed to be relatively pristine and its thermal emission spectra are
often studied in comparison to those of circumstellar dust (see e.g., Ref. [19]). The
shownporous IDPs are believed to be themost pristine among the collected IDPs and
they possibly originate from comets. The dust particles measured at comet Halley
and the porous IDPs have similar element abundances and these are also similar to
the LIC dust. Laboratory measurements show that the majority of Si in the IDPs is
bound in silicates.

Nanodust particles most likely form in the solar system by fragmentation of larger
interplanetary dust particles, but more likely than with astronomical observations
they should be measured with in situ measurements from spacecraft [20]. Indeed,
recent plasma measurements from spacecraft near Earth orbit reveal certain events
that are suggested to result fromhigh-velocity impacts of nanodust that is accelerated
in the solar wind [21]. There is no direct information about the composition of
nanodust in the solar system. Habbal et al. [22] explained an unidentified near-
infrared emission that they observed in the solar corona with photoluminescence
(PL) of silicon nanoparticles near the Sun. Mann and Murad [23] rejected this
explanation of the observed coronal emission since the suggested photolumines-
cence does not occur at the high temperatures of dust in the inner solar system. They
also studied the sublimation sequence of dust that approaches the Sun and on the
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basis of that suggest that metal-oxide particles form near the Sun, while SiO forms
only as an intermediate phase at larger distance and this phase usually is not stable.

During solar system formation, a certain class of dust particles, called presolar dust
grains (sometimes called �stardust�), has survived and these grains are separated
from the meteorite material. The presolar grains can have sizes up to several
micrometers and with the exception of the presolar diamonds they have sizes larger
than several 10 nm. The presolar nature of the grains is evident from measured
isotopic anomalies, and the isotopic abundances can be associated with stellar
nuclear processes, in many cases of SiC and oxide grains with those in AGB stars
(see [24], for a review of presolar grains). Some other types of presolar grains are
linked by their derived isotopic composition to supernovae (a fraction of the SiC and
all silicon nitride grains). The extracted diamonds have sizes of 10 nmor smaller, and
the isotopic ratios that can confirm their presolar formation cannot be measured for
single grains. It is suggested that at least a fraction of the detected diamond is formed
after the solar system formation, possibly within the meteorite material. Si nano-
crystals may form in a similar way within larger objects as will be discussed in
Section 7.7.

7.6
Extended Red Emission and Si Nanoparticles as a Potential Carrier

While all the previously described observations indicate that silicon is bound in
silicates or SiC, observation of the ERE stimulated investigations into silicon
nanoparticles as a component of cosmic environments. The ERE is a broad excess
brightness relative to the continuum that extends between 540 and 950 nm (see
Figure 7.6). ERE was first noticed in the nebula surrounding HD 44179 (Red
Rectangle, [25, 26]) and today is regarded a phenomenon that is common to many
cosmic dust environments. The ERE is observed in reflection nebulae, dark nebulae,
planetary nebulae, HII regions, halos of (other) galaxies, and in the diffuse ISM and
cirrus (see [27], for a recent review). It peaks in most cases between 650 and 750 nm
and has a width of 60–120 nm (exact numbers vary by authors and these are the
number given in Ref. [27]).

Since ERE is observed in such a wide range of cosmic environments, lumines-
cence, as opposed to thermal emission, is the probable process to generate ERE, and
photoluminescence caused by the interstellar radiation field, in particular, is a
process that can occur in all the environments considered. Also, the observational
results concerning the correlation of the ERE with the local radiation field support
photoluminescence being the mechanism [27]. Observations of the ERE in a HII
region, because the region is optically thin, allowed to derive the efficiency of the
process that generates the ERE and this efficiency is high (see e.g., [33]).

The photoluminescence process is sketched in Figure 7.7: a system (a semicon-
ductor particle) by photon absorption proceeds from the ground state to a higher
electronic state. It subsequently undergoes internal transitions (for instance, vibra-
tional or rotational transitions) to an intermediate lower level from which an optical
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Figure 7.6 Comparison of ERE observations in
different objects (solid lines) and the PL of Si
nanocrystals (dashed line). The PL was
determined either by experiment for (a) and (e)
or by calculations for (b), (c), and (d). The
observations are compared with synthesized
spectra for a dust lognormal size distributions
with <d>¼ 2.85, 3.3, and 3.6 nm and widths
(full width half maximum, FWHM) of 1.08, 1.6,
and 1.45 nm in (b), (c), and (d), respectively. The
experimental PL spectra are for an average

particle size of 2.71 nm in case (a) and 4.5 nm in
case (e). The observational data show (a) and
(e) the red rectangle, a post-AGB star/planetary
nebula; (b) NGC 2023, a reflection nebula in the
Orion constellation; (c) the halo of the galaxy
M82; and (d) NGC 2327, a HII (ionized) region.
(The observations shown are from (a) Ref. [28],
(b) Ref. [28], (c) Ref. [29], (d) Ref. [30], and
(e) Ref. [31] respectively. These figures were
reproduced from Ref. [32], with the kind
permission of Astronomy & Astrophysics).
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transition to the ground state is possible. The ground state is a state near the upper
level of the valence band, while the excited state is a high state in the conduction band
and the system relaxes to a lower level within the conduction band before transition
across the bandgap occurs under photon emission.

The excitation can be considered as the generation of a free electron–hole pair, the
electron being in the conduction band and the hole in the valence band.

The photon energy of the photoluminescence is close to the energy of the bandgap.
Defects in the material (e.g., impurities, disorder sites in a crystal) facilitate non-
radiative transitions to the ground state; hence, defects reduce the photolumines-
cence efficiency. Unlike the bulk material, the electrons and holes in a nanoparticle
are spatially confined and this broadens the bandgap of the material. This is referred
to as quantum confinement effect. Li [34] in a recent review of interstellar nano-
particles illustrates the broadening of the bandgap in case of quantum confinement
in terms of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle of position and momentum. The
broadening also depends on temperature. Reducing the size of particles increases the
size of the bandgap and at the same timedecreases the probability of an electron–hole
pair combining without photon emission. Therefore, the photoluminescence for
nanosized particles shifts to higher energies and to higher efficiencies. A require-
ment for the occurrence of the quantum confinement effect is the �surface
passivation� of the silicon particle, meaning that the outer bonds that are not filled
with silicon atoms form other chemical bonds, for instance, a hydrogen or oxygen
bond. The lack of surface passivation (�dangling bonds�) leads to nonradiative
transitions. For a detailed discussion of optical properties of the nanoparticles and
Si nanocrystallites in particular, the reader is referred to Chapter 2.

Note that a similar luminescence process can be observed for large molecules or
molecular ions and that such systems are also discussed as potential carriers of the

Figure 7.7 Principle of photoluminescence:
UV photon absorption excites an electron from
the ground state to a higher state (e.g., a
high state in the conduction band of a
semiconductor). The electron can reach a lower
state (3) through a series of rotational or
vibrational transitions. The electronic transition

back to the ground state gives rise to the
photoluminescence. In nanoparticles, the
energy levels shift (to 10 and 30) and the bandgap
increases with decreasing size of the particle.
The presence of defects in solids increases the
chance for internal transition so that de-
excitation may occur without photoemission.
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ERE. Li [34], see references therein, summarizes the following suggested ERE
carriers: submicron-sized carbonaceous materials, nm-sized carbon-based materi-
als, nm-sized silicon-based materials, and particle-bombarded silicate grains. The
variation in the photoluminescence with particle size and the high efficiency of their
photoluminescencemake nanoparticles good candidates for explaining ERE. Ledoux
et al. [32, 35] have systematically studied the properties of nanoparticles of several
carbon and silicon-bearing materials. Figure 7.8 shows the bandgaps of different
carbon and silicon-bearing materials in comparison to the range of energies where
maximum band positions of the ERE are observed (shaded area). Bulk silicon has a
bandgap of 1.17 eV and this increases due to quantum confinement with decreasing
particle size. The resulting wavelength range of the photoluminescence agrees well
with the observed ERE, which provides the basis for suggesting silicon nanoparticles
as carriers of the ERE, as was done in several works [32, 35, 36].

Ledoux et al. [32] also compare the photoluminescence yields as a function of the
peak position of the photoluminescence band and its widths (as shown in Figure 7.9)
with the observed positions and widths of the ERE. Among the consideredmaterials,
only the two considered types of silicon particles fall into the range of astronomical
observations. The silicon hypothesis is further supported with a fit to observational

Figure 7.8 Bandgaps and related wavelengths
of luminescence for different carbon- and
silicon-bearing materials in comparison to the
range of energies/wavelengths where
maximum band positions of the ERE are
observed (shaded area). The bandgap positions
of the considered amorphous materials cover a
wide range. The bandgap position of
amorphoushydrogenated carbon (a-C:H) varies
with the degree of sp3 hybridization of the
carbon atoms. For the amorphous
hydrogenated silicon carbide (a-Si1�xCx:H), the
bandgap varies with the concentration of C
atoms. The bandgaps of the crystalline
materials considered are more distinct. The

range shown for SiC includes b-SiC with
bandgap at 2.4 eV and a-SiC polytypes with
bandgaps ranging from 3.0 to 3.3 eV. Bulk
silicon has a bandgap of 1.17 eV and the arrow
indicates the variation of bandgap due to
quantum confinement for particles with
decreasing size. The influence of quantum
confinement for SiC is not shown in the figure
since it has too large a bandgap compared to the
range where ERE was observed. The crystalline
carbon, where again the arrow indicates the
influences of quantum confinement, has too a
low bandgap compared to the observed ERE.
(This figure was adapted from Ref. [32] and a
detailed discussion is given there.)
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data. Figure 7.6 shows observations of a planetary nebula, of a reflection nebula, of
another galaxy, and of a HII region together with a suggested fit to the data assuming
photoluminescence of Si nanocrystals [32].

Although this seems to strongly support the Si nanocrystals as carriers of the ERE,
there are findings that support other models. Different from the bandgap value for
diamond that Ledoux et al. used for their considerations (see Figure 7.8), Chang
et al. [37] showed that after proton irradiation and thermal annealing diamond
nanocrystals also generate photoluminescence in the spectral band of the ERE. Also,
on the basis of laboratory measurements, Koike et al. [38] suggest thermolumines-
cence of forsterite and fused quartz as carriers of the ERE.

Results of other studies are even contrary to the silicon nanocrystal hypothesis. Li
and Draine [39, 40] showed that, in order to agree with the observed infrared spectra
of the ISM, Si nanoparticles should either form clusters or be attached to larger
particles. And Witt and collaborators in 2006 suggest that observational findings
about the radiation environment of the ERE seem to rule out Silicon nanoparticles as
a carrier of the ERE [33]. Witt and Vijh [27] conclude their recent review by saying,
�Yet, no current comprehensivemodel for interstellar dust explicitly accounts for the
existence of the ERE. The identification of the ERE carrier remains a challenge for
laboratory astrophysics, dust theory, and astronomical observations.�

Figure 7.9 The left-hand side shows the
measured photoluminescence yields as a
function of the peak position of the PL band for
different cosmic analogue materials. The
measured PL widths (FWHM) for the same
samples are plotted versus PL peak position in
the figure on the right. The samples are natural
coal (open squares), amorphous hydrogenated
carbon (a-C:H, open circles), amorphous
hydrogenated silicon carbide (a-SiC:H, open
rhombi), porous silicon (p-Si, filled squares),

and nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si, filled circles),
and the annotated symbols are valid for both
figures. The gray-shaded area marks the range
of peak wavelengths and PL yields derived from
astronomical observations in the left figure and
the respective range of peak width and peak
position on the right. Only the two types of
considered silicon particles fall into the range of
astronomical observations. (These figures were
reproduced from Ref. [32], with the kind
permission of Astronomy & Astrophysics.)
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7.7
Formation of Si Nanoparticles under Nonequilibrium Conditions

The previously mentioned models of dust formation by condensation are not solely
but partly based on equilibriumconditions.Deviations from the equilibriumare hard
to describe and hence this is a suitable approach, which is also justified by the
observation of the equilibrium products (listed in Table 7.2). Reality is likely to be
more exciting than equilibrium. The timescales that the dust particles spend in their
respective cosmic environments are long and surrounding particles (electrons,
protons, high energy cosmic rays) and fields provide the energy to potentially change
the internal structure of the solids. The small size of the particles may give a further
boost to this.

It isworthwhile to consider laboratorymeasurements regarding these issues.Nuth
and collaborators experimentally studied the formation of dust particles in a cooling
gas flow to simulate the conditions in stellar outflows: the sizes of the forming
condensates are of the order of 20–50 nm and their surfaces are highly reactive. The
initial condensation temperature is of the order of 1500K and the gas subsequently
cools down. The detected forming condensates are not those expected for thermo-
dynamic equilibrium conditions [41]. The initial stoichiometric composition being
that ofMg andFe silicates,Nuth and collaborators found thatMgoxides andFe oxides
(such as Fe2O3 and Fe3O4) condensed individually and that subsequently Mg silicate
and Fe silicate form separately from the silicon oxide particles. Observations of the
atomic ratio using an energy dispersion X-ray analysis system equipped with
transmission electron microscope (TEM) showed that the forming SiOx particles
had x close to 1 (Y. Kimura, personal communication). It is suggested that theMg and
Fe silicates form by aggregation of the condensates and their subsequent processing,
so that the minerals that finally form may be close to those that form under
equilibrium conditions. Laboratory experiments showed, for instance, the formation
of crystalline forsterite grains by coalescence and growth of Mg and SiO smoke
particles [42].

The formationof siliconnanoparticlesmay occur as a result of internal alteration of
other silicon-containing materials. Witt et al. [36] considered that since SiO is one of
themost abundant andmost strongly bondedmolecules, it forms and condenses into
oxygen-rich stellar outflows. They suggested that following the nucleation of SiO
particles, the annealing and the separation into a Si core and a SiO2 mantle would
form the silicon nanoparticles and that the SiO2 would facilitate the �passivation� of
the Si crystal that is required for quantum confinement effects to occur for the Si
nanoparticles.

The formation of silicon nanoparticles was also observed in laboratory experi-
ments where evaporated SiO powder recondensed to Si and SiO2 crystallites [43].
Moreover, experimental studies of SiOx particles support the hypothesis that Si
nanocrystallites formby annealingwithin a bulk sample. Kamitsuji et al. [44] reported
the detection of Si nanocrystallites of about 10 nm diameters after heating a mixture
of SiOx particles with x� 1 (see Figure 7.10). These are detected in transmission
electron microscope images by an enhanced contrast at the location of the Si
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nanocrystallites. Typical �stacking faults� of the Si nanocrystallites are observed at
high-resolution images and the electron diffraction images show the characteristic
rings of the silicon cube structure (see Figure 7.11). The Si nanocrystallites that are
formed from SiOx (x� 1) particles are still observed in the samples after heating to
about 700 �C when subsequently cooled to room temperature again. Those Si
nanocrystallites formed in SiO2 particle samples survive heating to about 900 �C.
The Si nanocrystallites have no influence on themeasured IR spectra [44] and it is still

Figure 7.10 Transmission electronmicroscope image of amixture of SiOx after heating to 500 and
700 �C. Growth of Si nanocrystallites is seen in the black regions marked with white circles. (This
figure is adapted from Ref. [44].)

Figure 7.11 SiOx particles at room
temperature after heating to 900 �C. The
left-hand side is a transmission electron
microscope image and the right-hand side
shows the electron diffraction pattern. Dark
contrasts with approximately 10 nm diameter
indicate the formation of Si crystallites. The
high-resolution part of the photograph is taken
in approximately the region that is indicated
with the dashed square, it shows a structure

forming along the (111) planes of cubic Si
crystallites. The electron diffraction pattern
shows the presence of silicon crystals. The given
numbers denote the lattice planes for each
crystal and the silicon patterns are for cubic
silicon. The inner blurreddiffraction rings are for
b-cristobalite, a high-temperature phase of
SiO2. (This figure is by courtesy of Yuki Kimura,
Tohoku University, Sendai.)
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open whether photoluminescence can be observed. Luminescence caused by elec-
tron irradiation (cathodoluminescence) was observed at 400 nm though. The Si
nanoparticles in this latter sample were produced by coevaporation of Ag and SiO
(Y. Kimura, personal communication).

During the formation of Si particles, a significant amount of oxygen can dissolve
into the Si particles while the structure of the silicon structure remains [45].
Formation of Si crystallites is also observed during partial sublimation of SiO2

particles: the SiO2 on the surface dissolves into SiO and Si, and while the SiO
sublimates, the Si crystallites remain in the surface layer of the particle (Y. Kimura,
personal communication). An image of a particle after heating and a sketch of the
suggested process are shown in Figure 7.12. All these findings indicate that Si
nanocrystallites most likely do form in cosmic environments and that they typically
form within a larger bulk material. Moreover, their formation within the bulk
material leaves the element abundances in the solid phase constant, so that it cannot
be traced by gas-phase observations.

7.8
Conclusions

At this point, there is no clear evidence for the observation of silicon nanoparticles in
cosmic environments. It is an open issue how the ERE is formed and silicon is only
one potential carrier. The fact that ERE is not observed in the solar system, where in
situmeasurements provide additional information, further complicates the studies.
Even if the observed EREwill turn out not to be generated by silicon nanocrystallites,
its observations and thorough studies have initiated a new direction of astrophysical
research, including that on the silicon nanoparticles. The evolution of silicon
compounds in cosmic analogue materials on nanometer scale is complex and,
among others, involves the formation of silicon nanocrystallites under certain

Figure 7.12 Transmission electron
microscope image (on the left) of SiO2 particle
at room temperature after annealing at 900 �C.
Light contrast appeared as the result of partial
evaporation and is possibly related to formation

of Si crystallites. A possible mechanism of
partial evaporation of the SiO2 particle is
sketched on the right. (This figure is by courtesy
of Yuki Kimura, Tohoku University, Sendai.)
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conditions. It is up to future research to find out (a) how frequently these silicon
nanocrystallites form and how stable they are, (b) whether they can form individually
or can be released from the bulk material, and/or (c) whether they have noticeable
influence on the optical properties of the bulk material.
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8
Size-Controlled Si Nanocrystals using the SiO/SiO2

Superlattice Approach: Crystallization, Defects, and
Optical Properties
Margit Zacharias

8.1
Introduction

Silicon nanocrystals (Si NCs) are candidates for silicon-based light-emitting devices,
increasing the efficiency of solar cells andnonvolatilememories if an appropriate size
control can be realized. Synthesis of randomly distributed silicon nanocrystals can be
realized by ion implantation of silicon into a SiO2 matrix followed by thermally
inducedOstwald ripening of silicon clusters and their crystallization or by deposition
of substoichiometric oxide films by CVD or LPCVD, sputtering processes or reactive
evaporation, and a thermally induced phase separation and silicon crystallization.
All these methods result in a relatively broad size distribution of the synthesized
silicon nanocrystals. Size control in these systems is normally realized by varying the
silicon content within the SiO2 matrix or by subsequent oxidation of nanocrystals.
The crystal density cannot be controlled independently. A lower Si content results not
only in smaller crystals but also in a drastic reduction in their number.

In recent years, various approaches for narrowing the size distribution of silicon
nanocrystals have been developed including new techniques in the synthesis process
as discussed in our review [1]. The first approach realizing an improved size control
of silicon nanocrystals is the use of Si/SiO2 superlattices introduced by Lockwood
and coworkers [2, 3]. In this case, molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) combined with
oxidization using UV ozone is used for a precise growth of nanometer-thick
amorphous silicon layers in between SiO2 layers. The presence of grain boundaries
is a kind of �birth defect� of the amorphous silicon layer approach. Crystallization
most likely results in grain boundaries between the nanocrystals that drastically
degrade the optical and electronic properties. The use of such ultrathin amorphous
Si layers between insulating materials was later adapted for a number of different
materials deposited by various deposition methods. Si/SiNx superlattices were
synthesized using electron beam silicon evaporation and periodic electron cyclotron
resonance plasma nitridation [4]. Just to give two more examples here, Si/SixOyNz
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superlattices [5] and Si/CaF2 superlattices [6] were synthesized by LPCVD and room-
temperature MBE, respectively. However, to observe quantum confinement prop-
erties of the Si nanocrystals after the thermal crystallization process, a dielectric (high
bandgap) material should separate the nanocrystals within the layer, too.

8.2
Size Control of Si Nanocrystals by the SiO/SiO2 Superlattice Approach

A real breakthrough was reported in 2002 by using a superlattice of SiO and SiO2

that is nowadays a standard approach for fabricating ordered, layer arranged, size-
controlled Si nanocrystals [7]. Thismethod is based on the preparation of amorphous
SiOx/SiO2 superlattices and thermal annealing for phase separation and crystalli-
zation. The preparation of SiOx/SiO2 superlattices (1� x� 2) is a simple, elegant,
and efficient method for the synthesis of size-controlled Si nanocrystals and could
be used for a number of applications [8]. Nonstoichiometric oxides (SiOx) are not
stable at high temperatures and decompose by a phase separation into the two stable
components (Si and SiO2):

SiOx ! x
2
SiO2 þ 1� x

2

� �
Si: ð8:1Þ

Depending on temperature, amorphous Si clusters or Si nanocrystals will be
observed. Figure 8.1 schematically demonstrates the desired control of size, sepa-
ration, and density for applications that can be achieved using the SiOx/SiO2

superlattice approach in the following way: the size of the nanocrystals is controlled
by the layer thickness of the SiOx layers (for more details, please see below). The
stoichiometry of the SiOx influences the number of Si nanocrystals within the layers
and their average density. An additional density control can be achieved by thicker
barrier SiO2 layers between adjacent SiOx layers. The preparation can be done by
evaporation of SiO powder under high vacuum. Adding oxygen during the growth
can be used for change in stoichiometry. Please note that already an oxygen partial
pressure of 10�4mbar is enough to completely oxidize the growing films into
SiO2 [9]. The base pressure in our evaporation chamber was 1� 10�6mbar for SiO
layers. We observed that the particle size of the SiO powder and the chosen

Figure 8.1 Model of the process for preparing layered arranged Si nanocrystals.
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evaporation boat can also influence the deposition process. SiO pellets of 99.99%
purity are used, whichwe grind to a powder. Tantalumboats are used for evaporation.
A boat temperature exceeding 1000 �C (as used here for the evaporation of the SiO
powder under oxygen partial pressure) results in an oxidation of the boat material.
Only the vapor pressure of Ta2O5 is low enough to prevent a coevaporation of the
metal oxide covering the boat. We observed metal contamination in the grown films
that drastically deteriorate, especially the electrical properties if tungsten or molyb-
denum boats are used.

A detailed investigation of the phase separation of SiOx resulting in Si nanocrystals
after 1100 �C annealing under nitrogen atmosphere was reported by L.X. Yi [10]. The
annealing under nitrogen atmosphere gives a better luminescence intensity than
when Ar is used. We were not able to prove nitrogen in the films after the annealing
process, thus only traces (of below 1%) might be included by diffusion during
annealing. The evaporation process used for SiO/SiO2 superlattices has a number of
advantages: it is simple and the resulting layers do not contain any hydrogen and
a very low level of nitrogen that is important for the crystallization process. Hydrogen
stays in thefilmsup to 450–500 �Candmight hinder the phase separation that already
starts at a lower temperature. The influence of nitrogen is not completely clear as yet,
but traces supplied by diffusion during annealing seem to be of advantage. However,
SiOx films grown by CVD with N2O as oxygen source normally contain up to 12%
nitrogen, which stays in the films even at higher temperatures. Furthermore, CVD-
grown SiOx contains high concentrations of hydrogen that can be diffused out by
annealing around 450–500 �C, but it might hinder the phase separation that starts
at lower temperatures. Such films should be called a nonstoichiometric oxynitride
and not a SiOx film as often done in literature. Nitrogen obviously influences and
even hinders the clustering of silicon in such oxynitride films, even from the
beginning. We will only discuss films prepared by evaporation, that is, prepared
without nitrogen.

In Figure 8.2, we compare cross-sectional bright field TEM images of (a) an as-
prepared amorphous SiO/SiO2 superlattice and (b) the same film after 1100 �C
annealing under nitrogen. In (c), we demonstrate the effect of changing the thickness
of the SiO layer. Figure 8.2d presents a bulk SiO film after annealing for comparison.
The Si nanocrystals are observed as the darker contrast. Size control can be clearly
seen here. The thick bulk film contains rather big crystals randomly distributed
within the SiO2matrixwhereas thenanocrystals are confined in the former SiO layers
with uniform sizes controlled by the former SiO layer thickness. The size control
works well for thickness of 2–6 nm. Figure 8.2b and d also gives the respective size
distribution estimated from dark field images of samples (b) and (d). If the layer
thickness is below 2 nm, then the resulting crystals are still in the range of around
2 nm but less in numbers. The reason for that is based on crystallization theory
resulting in a critical crystallization diameter of the nanocrystals. Crystals below the
critical size are not stable; they stay as amorphous clusters and contribute to the
growth of the bigger ones by Ostwald ripening. If the SiO layer is thicker then 7 nm,
then more than one starting nucleus will be established over the layer thickness
and the size control is more and more lost. In bulk SiOx films, there is a random
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nucleation within the matrix and an Ostwald ripening of the nuclei by diffusion and
rearrangement of silicon and oxygen atoms.

The phase separation can be monitored by IR spectroscopy. In the range of
700–1500 cm�1, various silicon–oxygen-related absorption bands can be seen. An
example has been selected from Ref. 10 (Figure 8.3). The band around 810 cm�1 can
be assigned to Si�O�Si bond bendingmotion in SiO2.With higher annealing, a new
band at 880 cm�1 appears and increases in intensity up to 400–500 �C. For annealing
temperatures above 500 �C, this absorption band loses intensity and vanishes at
800 �C. We did semiempirical quantum mechanical calculations using a model as
seen in Figure 8.4 simulating a ring of Si nanocrystals with an attached oxygen atom
moving by thermal energy (vibrations) through the lattice. Such an oxygen atom is
called nonbridging oxygen hole center (NBOHC).Our simulations gave two IRbands
for the structure (880 and 1000 cm�1) with intensity ratios similar to the ones seen in
our IR spectra. So, we conclude that the 880 cm�1 IR band seen for intermediate
annealing temperatures can be assigned to vibrations of Si rings with an attached
O atom. And, of course, such rings are the first steps toward a nanocluster andwill be
definitely established at the beginning phase separation. For higher temperatures,
the reordering is faster, the clusters grow larger, and the band vanishes again.
However, such an NBOHC also represents a defect that might have a related
signature in the PL spectra.

Figure 8.2 Cross-sectional bright field TEM
images of (a) an as-prepared amorphous
SiO/SiO2 superlattice, (b) the same film after
1100 �C annealing under nitrogen, (c) the effect

of changing the thickness of the SiO layer and
the correspondent change in Si NCs size, and
(d) a bulk SiO film after annealing for
comparison.
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The band above 1000 cm�1 is assigned to the asymmetric stretchingmotion of the
oxygen atom of the Si�O�Si bridging configuration. Its peak position can be used
for reasonable stoichiometry estimation in case of a homogeneous bulk SiOx film.
The as-prepared position for bulk SiOwasmeasured to be at 980 cm�1 and that of the
as-prepared bulk SiO2 to be at 1060 cm

�1. However, the IR absorption of the bulk SiO
film is significantly broader than that of the SiO2 film. A sharpening of the IR mode
of the SiO film is observed for temperatures above 900 �C. Please note if the samples
consist of a superlattice containing SiO and SiO2 layers that both contribute to the
absorption of the as-prepared sample, then a shift of the overall mode position to
higher wavenumbers compared to a bulk SiO film will be observed (�effective
medium�position). For the as-prepared superlattice (100 �C), a position of 1039 cm�1

Figure 8.4 Model of Si rings used in our calculations containing a basic ring of six silicon atomsand
the movement of a single O atom from cell to cell. Intermediate states represent what is called
NBOHC.
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Figure 8.3 Evolution of oxygen-related IR bands with annealing observed on an example of a
SiO/SiO2 supperlattice film. Published with permission from Ref. [10].
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was found. The observed IR band shifts from 1039 to 1052 cm�2 with annealing
temperature in the range of 100–600 �C. A more pronounced shift is observed for
annealing between 700 and 900 �C with a final position at 1080 cm�1, representing
the position observed for SiO2. Annealing at higher temperatures does not result in
any further change in the Si�O-related bands. Further significant questions related
to annealing temperature and phase separation are as follows: Do the Si clusters
remain in the amorphous state or do they transfer to Si nanocrystals, at which
temperature will crystallization be complete, and does the size play a role in the
process? section 8.3 will focus on crystallization and its size dependence.

8.3
Crystallization Behavior

The crystallization temperature Tc as a function of film thickness has been studied
for amorphous semiconductors such as germanium or silicon embedded in oxides
or nitrides. The investigation of X-ray diffraction of Raman scattering can be used
for monitoring the transition from amorphous to crystalline state. In many cases,
superlattice structures were used with thin amorphous semiconductor films sand-
wiched between oxides or nitrides [12–16]. It was found that the crystallization
temperatures are strongly influenced by the material embedding the amorphous
semiconductor like a sandwich [17, 18]. In many cases, when the semiconductor is
sandwiched between an oxide and a nitride, a strong increase in the crystallization
temperature Tc is observed when the film thickness of the semiconductor is reduced
below a certain thickness, typically 20 nm.Please note that the further reportedmodel
was developed for amorphous Si or Ge layers embedded in amorphous SiO2.
Deviations will occur if a SiOx layer is embedded instead of the a-Si or a-Ge.However,
similar effects are expected.Modeling of the latter case is rather complicated because
in addition to the change in the solid state (amorphous to crystalline) we have to
consider the phase separation that results in embedded Si clusters within the SiO2

matrix. Anyway, the compromise is that such films are annealed at rather high
temperatures (1100 �C) to ensure a complete crystallization even for thin layers and
hence small crystals.

The crystallization is evident by the occurrence of the (220) and (311) Bragg peaks
in the XRD spectra. Decreasing the Si layer thickness leads to a correlated decrease
in the average size of the nanocrystals as can be seen by the broadening of the Bragg
peaks. Using a temperature greater than the crystallization temperature does not
change the average size of the crystals within the error of measurement. Mainly, the
number of crystals increases resulting in an increase in peak intensity. Figure 8.5
summarizes the crystallization temperature of an ensemble of superlattices based
on different materials and interfaces as a function of layer thickness. An exponential
increase in crystallization temperature was found when decreasing the layer thick-
ness in all these different systems that were fitted by

Tc ¼ Tac þðTmelt�TacÞ � e�d=C: ð8:2Þ
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Tmelt represents the melting temperature of bulk crystalline material, Tac is the
crystallization temperature of a thick bulk amorphousfilm, and d is the real thickness
of the layer (Figure 8.5). The lines in Figure 8.5 represent a data fit using the above
equation and parameters summarized in Table 8.1.
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Figure 8.5 Dependence of the crystallization temperature on the layer thickness for amorphous
Ge and Si sandwiched between oxide and nitride. The solid lines are based on a model fit following
Eq. (8.2).
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Figure 8.6 Example demonstration of the XRD spectra for Si/SiO2 superlattice as a function of the
annealing temperature. The crystallization is visible by the splitting of the (220) and (311) peaks.
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This rather empirically developed equation fits amazingly well. Below please find
a more detailed approach based on crystallization theory. The position of the Bragg
peaks is affected by strain, too. The respective analysis is shown in Figure 8.7, which
is the result of a detailed analysis of the inhomogeneous strain of Si/SiO2 films with
increasing temperature.

Please note the bulk melting point Tmelt is used as a basic material property.
Recently, however, there is some evidence suggesting that the melting behavior
might also be affected by the nanostructure and the embeddingmaterial [19]. That is
not included in our theory developed in 2000. However, very recently our crystal-
lizationmodelwasused to alsofit the behavior of phase changematerials deposited in
a superlattice structure that shows a similar increase in the crystallization behavior
with decreasing layer thickness [20].

AmorphousSiO2 interfaces embedding the thin amorphousSi layer (below50 nm)
will not result in a homogeneous and uninfluenced nucleation within the layers.
We assume here that the crystallization nucleus is cylindrical in shape and sym-
metrically embedded in the amorphous material between the oxide interfaces. In
contrast to previous models, an additional spacing l corresponding to a finite
separation of the nucleus from the oxide boundaries is introduced as demonstrated
schematically in Figure 8.8. In principle, for each combination of phases, we assume
that awell-defined, that is, a sharp andperfect, interface boundedby bulkmaterial can
be formed, which is characterized by its specific free interface energy. We define cac,
coc, and coa as the specific interfacial free energies per unit area between the different
material phases.However, for a sandwich structure as considered here, the interfaces
betweenmaterial o andmaterial c are not well defined if the distance l between these
materials is on the order of only a few lattice constants.

For l ¼ 0, and hence h ¼ d, the Persans model [21] should be rederived. However,
for l very large ðl!1Þ, the materials o and c are separated by two noninteracting,
well-defined interfaces. We estimate now the interaction between these two inter-
faces for small l by defining an effective interface energy that interpolates between the
well-defined limiting cases above and write

ceffoc ¼ cac þðcoc�cacÞ �M with M ¼ e�l=l0 : ð8:3Þ
M is an effective order parameter that is normalized to unity for true oxide/crystalline
interface and zero for true amorphous/crystalline interface. In view of the observed
exponential dependence of the inhomogeneous strain on layer thickness, M is
expected to be an exponentially decreasing function of the interface spacing l.
If we now assume short-range interatomic forces, then l0 can be interpreted as
an average screening or bonding length that is related to the range of interatomic

Table 8.1 Fitting parameter used for the lines in Figure 8.5.

Superlattice material Tmelt Tac C

Si/SiO2 (curve 1) 1683K 973K 2.56 nm
Ge/SiO2 (curve2) 1211K 773K 2.52 nm
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forces typical for the materials o and c. The nucleation energy barrier is given by the
difference in the Gibbs free energies:

DG ¼ Gc�Ga ¼ �p � r2 � h �DGv þ 2 �p � r � h � cac þ 2 �p � r2 �Dceff ; ð8:4Þ
with DGv ¼ Gva�Gvc > 0 and Dceff ¼ cac þðcoc�cac�coaÞ � e�l=l0 .

The terms inEq. (8.4) describe the change in bulk free energy, the energy necessary
for forming the new a=c interface, and the influence of the boundaries formed by the

o (oxide)

h d

l

c
(crystal
nucleus)

a
(amorphous Si)

o (oxide)

l

Figure 8.8 Model of the starting nanonucleus with a finite separation of a nucleus from oxide
boundary.
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Figure 8.7 Inhomogeneous strains of nanocrystals as function of annealing temperature and
Si layer thickness based on analysis of (220) and (311) Bragg peaks.
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oxide material o. The screening length l is given by l ¼ ðd�hÞ=2, with d � h. For
coc�coa > 0, the crystal nucleation is inhibited, but coc�coa < 0 will enhance the
formation of crystal nuclei. In our model, h and d are geometrically independent
parameters that are energetically coupled by the above equation. This allows to consider
the Gibbs free energy change in Eq (8.4) as a function of both the variables, r and h.
The specific interface energies are not well known. At this point, we have to make an
approximation: we ignore the fact thatDceff depends on the size h of the nucleus and
replace l with an average value �l ¼ ðlmin þ lmaxÞ=2 ¼ d=4. With this approximation
and assuming that the cylinder of radius r and height h in Figure 8.8 corresponds to
the equilibrium shape of the critical nucleus, we can derive the radius-to-height ratio

r
h
¼ cac

2Dceff
ð8:5Þ

by minimizing the Gibbs free interface energy in Eq. (8.4) assuming a constant
volume. Using this relation to eliminate one of the two variables in Eq. (8.4), that is, r,
the nucleation barrier is given by the maximum of DG: ðqDG=qhÞ ¼ 0, yielding

r� ¼ 2cac
DGv

and h� ¼ 4Dceff
DGv

ð8:6Þ

for the critical radius and the critical cylinder height of the nucleus. Inserting r� into
Eq. (8.4) yields for the nucleation barrier

DG� ¼ 8 �p � c2ac �Dceff
DG2

v
ð8:7Þ

with Dceff given by Dceff ¼ cac þðcoc�cac�coaÞ � e�d=4l0.
Thenucleation rateN=t 	 expð�DG�=kTÞ is proportional to theBoltzmann factor;

hence, the time t for the formation of a certain number N of nuclei is given by
t=N 	 expðDG�=kTÞ. If we define the crystallization temperature Tc by the require-
ment that a certain fixed number Nc of nuclei are generated at a given fixed time tc,
then the crystallization temperature follows as

DG�=k �Tc ¼ lnðtc=NcÞþ const: or k �Tc 	 DG�: ð8:8Þ

If we now assume the bulk crystallization temperature Tac by k �Tac 	 DG�
ac with

DGac
� ¼ 8 �p � c3ac=DG2

v (bulk nucleation barrier derived for d!1), then we obtain

Tc=Tac ¼ DG�=DGac
� or Tc ¼ Tac

Dceff
cac

¼ Tac 1þ coc�cac�coa
cac

� e�d=4l0

� �
:

ð8:9Þ

Please note this result has the functional form of our empirical Eq. (8.2). Com-
parison with Eq. (8.2) yields

Tmelt ¼ Tac
coc�coa

cac
and C ¼ 4l0: ð8:10Þ
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The experimentally observed crystallization temperature Tc tends to be the
temperature of the melting point of bulk crystalline silicon Tmelt ¼ 1683 K in the
limit of zero Si layer thickness, whereas in the thick layer limit Tcðd!1Þ 

Tac ¼ 973 K. Similar results were obtained for germanium. According to our
theoretical results, the enhancement of Tc in the limit d! 0 is related to the
difference in the specific energies of the interfaces between the involved crystalline
and amorphous phases. However, taking into consideration that the melting of the
crystalline phase is likewise associated with the nucleation of a crystalline–liquid
interface, the above results at last give us a hint why the crystallization temperature
Tc for d! 0 and the melting point Tm of the crystalline phase are in such a good
empirical correlation. The screening length l0 should be related to the range of
interatomic forces or to the length of elastic interactions between the respective
interfaces. We found C 
 2:52�2:56 nm independent of the material (Ge, Si).
Hence, the screening length is given by l0 
 0:64 nm, which would correspond to
a range of 2–3 interatomic distances using the lattice parameter of Si and Ge.

The minimum lateral radius r� of the cylindrical nucleus, which is determined
only by cac and the change in the bulk Gibbs free energy per unit volumeDGv, in the
present approximation is the same as the radius of a free spherical crystalline nucleus
in bulk amorphous silicon. With DGv ¼ Dgv=a3, where Dgv ¼ 0:100 eV=atom is the
free energy change associated with the crystallization of one atom and cac ¼ sac=a2

with the amorphous/crystalline interface energy per atom sac ¼ 0:105 eV=atom (see
Ref. [22]), we derive the minimum lateral radius from the above equations as

r� ¼ 2sca
Dgv

a ¼ 0:567 nm ð8:11Þ

(four to five atoms in diameter). Hence, the base area of a critical cylinder consists of
only 17 atoms and an average interatomic distance of a ¼ 0:27 nm is used as for Si.
Theminimumheight h� of the cylindrical nucleus exponentially depends on the layer
thickness via the effective specific interface energy. For thick layers, bulk behavior is
restored for d!1 yielding h� ¼ h�bulk ¼ 4cac=DGv ¼ 2r� ¼ 1:134 nm, which cor-
responds to a fairly symmetrical nucleuswith the same volume as a spherical nucleus
with radius r�. For very small layer thicknesses, the condition l � 0, that is, h� � d,
must be fulfilled in our model (see Figure 8.8), which gives the lower limit dmin.
In order to determine dmin, we rewrite the minimum height h� as

h� ¼ 2r� 1þ coc�coa
cac

�1

� �
� e�d=4l0

� �
: ð8:12Þ

Using the numerical values available in the work of Persan et al., we expect no
crystallization for layer thickness d < dmin 
 1:6 nm for the a-Si/SiO2 system irre-
spective of the temperature. This is in good agreementwith ourmeasurements of the
Si/SiO2 system, where crystallization has been observed up to d 
 1:9 nm. The value
of dmin ¼ 1:6 nm is larger than the one expected from purely geometrical considera-
tions, which yields dmin ¼ 1:1 nm. The higher value of dmin 
 1:6 nm is clearly a
consequence of a strong increase in the nucleation barrier caused by continuous
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increase in the effective specific interface energy when the a/c and the o/c interfaces
approach each other. In our experiments with SiO/SiO2 superlattices, we tried the
crystallization of SiO layers with only 1 nm thickness. The observed diameter of the
nanocrystals, however, was still in the range of 2 nm. The number of grown crystals
was reduced as was evident by the reduced intensity of the photoluminescence (PL)
that scales directly to the number of the crystals (see below). The above model was
developed for the crystallization of amorphous silicon embedded into amorphous
SiO2. It can also be used in similar cases for embedded amorphous layers in an oxide
or nitride. However, the disadvantage of the crystallization of such amorphous layers
is that at the end of the crystallization finally the nanocrystals touch each others
establishing grain boundaries in between. Such grain boundaries strongly affect the
luminescence (and electronic) properties. The potential barrier needed for quantum
confinement is missed between the crystals of the layers where grain boundaries
dominate the recombination behavior by defects. The solution for this problem is the
above-described SiO/SiO2 superlattice that transforms into well-separated nanocrys-
talswithin the layers. The phase separation,which also needs energy, into amorphous
Si and SiO2 following Eq. (8.1) is not taken into account in the above equations
describing the crystallization behavior. Additional simulations in future might more
accurately describe the process in these more complicated systems.

Nevertheless, we also observed higher temperatures for a complete crystallization
in case of SiO/SiO2 superlattices. As a rule, one can use the following: amorphous
nanoclusters are formed up to 900 �C, 1000 �C will result in an incomplete crystal-
lization, and temperatures of 1100 �C are needed for a complete crystallization.
Please note that this is valid for equilibrium process (slow increase and decrease in
the temperature). Other embedding interfaces such as the group of nitrides or
oxynitrides require higher annealing temperatures (up to 1250 �C). A way out could
be to use rapid thermal annealing that is, however, a nonequilibrium process and
its temperature and time behavior drastically deviate from the above.

8.4
Defects and their Signatures in ESR

Si nanocrystals completely embedded in amorphous SiO2 is desired to realize a high
potential barrier and hence good confinement. Incomplete crystallization causes
a remaining amorphous shell, and the reduced potential barrier leads to problems
with the quantum confinement. Such a remaining shell will have imperfections in
the atomic bonds resulting in defects and disordered or broken bonds. For today�s
Si technology, the good Si/SiO2 interface and its high stability are crucial and one of
the historic reasons for the amazingdevelopments inmicroelectronics. But howgood
is the SiO2 interface adjacent to the Si nanocrystals? Can we get any hints for that in
experiments? The remaining incomplete SiOx shell was proven by using photon-in
photon-out soft X-ray spectroscopy, the electronic structure of silicon nanoclusters
embedded in an electrically insulating SiO2 hostmatrixwas investigated as a function
of nanocluster size [23]. We found the nanoclusters to be of a core–shell structure
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with a crystalline Si core and an ultrathin transition layer of a suboxide. Effects of
electronic quantum confinement are detected in the Si cores. For more information,
see the related paper. Morphological methods such as TEM or HRTEM can
investigate only a small fraction of the nanoparticles, present in a certain volume,
andmost of them cannot discriminate between a-Si and a-SiO2,making it impossible
to draw conclusions about the presence of a-Si NPs. Here, electron spin resonance
(ESR) can provide an answer, a technique sensing the whole volume of the sample
with the ability to distinguish between different materials by using paramagnetic
defects as a probe. ESR can identify these paramagnetic defects and infer their
location within the sample structure. We will now present a detailed investigation
of defects at Si/SiO2 interfaces using electron spin resonance measurements as
a comprehensive summary of our recent studies [24–26].

Point defects are generally unwanted for technological applications. However,
such defects, when paramagnetic in nature, may well serve as very local probes of
utmost atomic sensitivity. The presence of any paramagnetic defect can be quantified
independent of its involvement in photoluminescence. Various ESR studies have
been performed on nano-Si entities in SiO2 and generally five types of point defects,
that is, D (Si dangling bonds (DB) in disordered Si), Pb(0), Pb1, E0

c, and EX are
observed. All works report a generally featureless isotropic line commonly referred to
as the Si DB signal with zero crossing g value (gc) in the range of 2.005–2.006. A first
series of ESR measurements investigated Si nanoparticles embedded in SiO2 and
phosphosilicate glass fabricated by Siþ ion implantation [27]. A rather broad signal
was observed at gc	 2.006 with a peak to peak width ofDBpp¼ 7.0–7.9G, which was
suggested to originate fromPb centers. The Pb centers are prototype interface defects
that are characteristic of the Si/SiO2 interface. In Figure 8.9a–c, theDB, Pb(0), and Pb1

are schematically presented. The presence of Pb-type defects would be important,
as these are deep nonradiative recombination centers, known to (nonradiatively)
quench the PL from Si nanocrystals in the 1.4–2.2 eV range, irrespective of whether
the source of the PL is QC or interface states [28]. Thus, the analysis of whether such
defects are observed in ESR for Si nanocrystals embedded in SiO2 is quite an
important question. Tomake sure that the signal really is related to the interface of the
nanocrystals and not to the interface to the substrate, one should also investigate the
angle dependence of the signal. The absence of any angle dependence in the Pb ESR
signal indicates that the defects stem from the interface between Si nanocrystals and
surrounding SiO2 and not from the Si substrate.

A more detailed ESR investigation on the origin of the Si DB signal was reported
by Bratus et al. [29] studying nano-Si particles formed in evaporated SiO films after

Figure 8.9 (a) DB model, (b) Pb(0), and (c) Pb1.
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annealing. After annealing at 1100 �C (15min), a Si DB signal was observed at
gc	 2.0061 that, via computer simulation, was described as a superposition of three
components implying a strongDB line,modeled as a Lorentzian signal at gc¼ 2.0058
with DBpp¼ 6G, and powder pattern signals from chaotically oriented Pb0 and Pb1

defects in a ratio of 5.5 : 1 : 1, respectively. Remarkably, the observed substantial
density of DB centers would indicate that most of the Si NPs are, in fact, amorphous
(or polycrystalline), contradicting the related morphological investigations. The
applied X-band (9.4GHz) spectroscopy clearly results in insufficient spectral reso-
lution and disentanglement as in all previous reports. More in-depth and reliable
signal discrimination requires experimental extension, for example, additional
observation frequencies.

Let us state at this point the nature of the Pb centers: Pb was identified as trivalent
interfacial Si (Si3:Si., where the dot represents an unpaired electron in a dangling
Si sp3 hybrid) back bonded to three Si atoms in the bulk. A respectivemodel is shown
in Figure 8.9a. The technologically favored (100) Si/SiO2 interface exhibits two types,
termed Pb0 and Pb1. The experimental evidence is that Pb0 (Figure 8.9b) is chemically
identical to Pb (Figure 8.9c) but now residing at microscopically (111)-oriented
Si/SiO2 facets. The Pb1 center is assigned to a distorted interfacial Si–Si dimer
(:Si�Si . ¼Si2 defect, where the em dash symbolizes a strained bond, with an
approximately (211)-oriented unpaired Si sp3 hybrid) [30]. At the (110) Si/SiO2

interface again, only one type, the Pb variant, is observed [31]. Thus, all three variants
were shown to be interfacial trivalent Si centers [32], naturally occurring, for standard
oxidation temperatures (800–960 �C), in areal densities of [Pb]	 5� 1012 cm�2

[33–36] and [Pb0], [Pb1]	 1� 1012 cm�2 [36].
Hence, to take the ESR signal discrimination and assignment to the next decisive

level, the experimental ESR range has to be extended to three observational fre-
quencies, the X-band (9.5GHz), K-band (20.5GHz), and Q-band (34GHz), usually
driven in the adiabaticmode, and twodetectionmodes (first and secondharmonic) as
we did in our papers. Routinely, conventional low-power first derivative absorption
spectra were measured by applying sinusoidal modulation (100 kHz; amplitude
Bm	 0.8G) of the externally applied static field, B. These were complemented with
high-power second harmonic dispersion mode measurements (see, Ref. [37], sat-
uration spectroscopy) to unequivocally disentangle all the appearing signals. For
microwave dissipation reasons, ESR experiments routinely had to be carried out at a
temperature T< 30K. While generally beneficial for signal resolution (Boltzmann
factor, noise levels, etc.), low T measurements suffer from enhanced sensitivity
to signal saturation (distortion) effects with decreasing entropy, which needs an
appropriate reduction in incident microwave power Pm, as well as Bm, to such levels
that donot cause a visiblefirst-derivative signal distortion. Signal-to-noise ratio can be
improved by appropriate signal averaging (typically 	100 scans). Paramagnetic
defect densities were determined through double numerical integration of the
detected dPmx/dB signals by comparison to the signal of a comounted point-like
Si:P marker (S¼ 1/2 signal). The latter, with g(4 K)¼ 1.99869� 0.00002 and g(30 K)
1.99876� 0.00002, also served as g marker. Proper corrections for the relative
position of the sample and the marker in the cavity were taken into account when
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calculating the absolute intensity of detected signals. The attained relative and
absolute accuracies on defect densities were estimated to be 5% and 15%,
respectively.

With reliable attribution of the signals, DBs can be used as probes providing
information about crystallinity and bordering of the Si NPs. As a major result, the
occurring main DB signal could be disentangled as solely composed of a mix of the
Si/SiO2 interface-specific Pb0 and Pb1, resulting in particular conclusions on the
Si nanoparticles state, morphology, and crucial defect nature. By using the inherent
point defects as local probes, one can conclude on the nature and quality of the inner
nc-Si/SiO2 interfaces and embedding a-SiO2 matrix.

However, as well known, Si DB-type defects, such as Pb-type centers at the Si/SiO2

interface, D centers in amorphous or polycrystalline Si, and E0 centers in SiO2may be
readily ESR inactivated through bonding to hydrogen. So, while distinct systems of
defect sites may occur, these may fully escape ESR detection. Here, vacuum
ultraviolet (VUV) irradiation is very effective in cracking Si–hydrogen bonds, thus
enabling to reveal defects through ESR observation. Appropriate photonic irradiation
may reveal weak (strained) bonding sites at interfaces and amorphous networks
through bond breaking, thus enabling through ESR identification to assess inherent
interface and layer quality in terms of such less-than-ideal bonding sites. We do not
usehydrogen in the preparation process of our superlattices; thus, instead of cracking
Si–hydrogen bonds, irradiation process could be used to distinguish between Pb

centers at the Si/SiO2 interface and the D centers in amorphous Si (if there is any).
So, in case of a particular interface defect at a particular c-Si/SiO2 interface

orientation, for example, Pb1 in (100) Si/SiO2, with many (100) planes (facets)
occurring spatially randomly oriented, a Pb1 powder pattern ESR shape will be
observed. This, for example, would be expected for (100)-faceted Si NCs embedded
with random orientations in the SiO2 matrix, too. On the other hand, should the
Si NCs occur in crystallographic registry, of course the anisotropic Pb1 ESR signal(s)
as pertaining to the macroscopic (100) Si/SiO2 interface would be observed. Hence,
ESRmay provide exclusive information on thismatter. Please also note the abovewill
apply for each type of interface defect at each type of interface orientation (facet).
Thus, if we deal with an ensemble of faceted Si NCs randomly oriented within
an otherwise a-SiO2 matrix, we expect an overlap of several Pb-type powder patterns,
that is, Pb at (111) Si/SiO2, Pb0 and Pb1 at (100) Si/SiO2, and Pb at (110) Si/SiO2.

A typical low-power first derivative K-band spectrum measured at 4.2 K of our
crystallized SiO/SiO2 superlattice is shown in Figure 8.10. Two optimized fittings
to the experimental K-band spectrum are shown in the figure, each based on two
overlapping components, that is, Pb(0) and D centers (red curve) and Pb(0) and Pb1

signals (green curve), using the principal g values listed in the figure caption. The
D signal is fitted with a Lorentzian shape of DBpp¼ 7.6 G and gc¼ 2.0055, while for
the simulation of the Pb-type defect powder patterns, Gaussian broadening functions
ofDBpp¼ 6G, 11G, and 11G for Pb(0), and 12G, 6G, and 7G for Pb1 at g1, g2, and g3,
respectively, have been used. These appeared the best simulations attainable. Both
simulations may seem reasonable, with successful fitting parts for each, the latter
one appearing perhaps somewhat better, yet not decisively. However, fittings based
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on the inclusion of all three types of signals, with evenmore fitting parameters, were
not of much help in achieving a more conclusive result. So, it turned out that this
�kind of best fitting approach� to ESR spectra did not help to distinguish between the
occurring signals. The presence or absence of one or the other type could not be
confirmed or disproved using this routine. Thus, any progress has to come from
additional experiment. However, although not perfect, as the first main result, the
occurrence of at least one Pb-type center was proven.

Hence, we extended our ESR experiments in two ways: (1) using low-temperature
X and Q-band observations and (2) using out-of-phase second harmonic measure-
ments under signal saturation conditions (saturation spectroscopy) in addition to the
first harmonic detection. The potential benefit for disentanglement of overlapping
signals from ESR observations at different observational frequency is obvious and
further adds to the reliability of signal defect identification. The high-power second
harmonic spectra are known, under appropriate experimental conditions, to resem-
ble direct absorption shapes (x00), as empirically evident [38]. So, peak maxima here
would correspond to zero crossing g values of the regular dPm/dB spectra. In addition,
at this point we subjected the sample to VUV irradiation for reasons given above. The
respective ESRmeasurements are shown in Figure 8.11. This shows a representative
conventional X-band dPm/dB spectrum, which may be compared with the similarly
observed K-band result (see Figure 8.10). Apart from themain DB feature, we see the
appearance of two more signals, that is, E 0

c and EX, which will be addressed later.
Clearly, with respect to resolution enhancement of the DB signal, X-band observa-
tions provide no progress.
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Figure 8.10 K-band ESR spectrum of
nc-Si/SiO2 superlattice (41 scans) measured
at 4.2 K using Bm¼ 1.0 G and a reduced
Pm¼ 7.9� 10�10W to avoid signal distortion.
The colored curves represent optimized fittings
of the DB signals through combining
overlapping powder patterns corresponding
to randomly oriented Pb(0) and D centers

(red curve) and randomly oriented Pb(0) with Pb1
centers (green curve), respectively. The signal at
g approximately 1.99869 results from a
comounted Si:P marker sample. Principal
g values used for the fit are g1¼ 2.0015,
g2¼ 2.0080, and g3¼ 2.0087 for Pb(0),
g¼ 2.0055 for D centers, and g1¼ 2.0020,
g2¼ 2.0055, and g3¼ 2.0070 for Pb1.
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Figure 8.12 shows a typical out-of-phase high-power second harmonic signal
observed on the sample, finally enabling us to discriminate the signals contributing
to the DB feature. Apart from the Si:Pmarker signal, four types of absorption signals
are observed. These include the readily assigned E 00 and EX signals (at gc¼ 2.00055
and 2.0025, respectively), and twomore prominent, broader signals characterized by
gc¼ 2.0072 and 2.0045, respectively, which correspond to the zero crossing gc values
of the Pb0 and Pb1 powder patterns. There is no evidence of the presence of a D signal
at gc	 2.0055, allowing us now to conclude that on ESR basis the Si nanoparticles are
predominantly crystalline, delimited by (100), (110), or (111) Si/SiO2 interfaces (and
possibly others since Pb-type centers might as well occur at other c-Si/SiO2 interface
types, but with respect to ESR this remains so far unexplored). A majority (if not all)
of the DB signals appear to be composed of Pb(0) and Pb1 powder pattern signals –
a result already suggested by the successful fitting (blue curve) illustrated in
Figure 8.10. In addition, if some amorphous (disordered) NPs would occur too,
their number remains below, albeit rather impressive, the detection limit – so such
amorphous NPs can be disregarded. Hence, firm ESR evidence for the crystalline
state of the majority of the Si-nanoparticles (now called Si-nanocrystals) was proven
in agreement with our TEM and XRD results.

At this point, the nature of the E0
c and EX signals (at gc¼ 2.00055 and 2.0025,

respectively) seen after VUV irradiation will be discussed. Both the EX and E0
c type

of defects are related to the SiO2 matrix in which the Si NCs are embedded. Their
appearance has been anticipated and is forced by the VUV treatment. An estimation
of their density would give some values for the quality of the matrix the nanocrystals
are embedded in.

Figure 8.11 First derivativeX-band (8.91GHz)
spectrum measured at 4.2 K using
Pm¼ 3.95� 10�7W on a phase-separated
SiO/SiO2 superstructure subjected to VUV
irradiation. The DB response appears as

a single, rather featureless, signal, indicating
the limited appropriateness of lower frequency
observations regarding signal discrimination
(cf. Figure 8.11).
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The EX center appears first after 362 nm (filtered Xe lamp) irradiation with a
density of (2.5� 0.4)� 1011 cm�2 and increases after further full spectrum Xe lamp
irradiation to (6.3� 1.0)� 1011 cm�2 (corresponding to a volumetric value of [EX]¼
	3� 1016 cm�3) remaining then constant after subsequent VUV illumination.
An atomic model of EX is presented in Figure 8.13a. The presence of EX centers,
albeit in rather low intensity, may indicate a somewhat lower quality of the ultimate
SiO2 matrix, which may be linked to the kind of deposition or phase separation
annealing procedures applied. So far, nothing is known about the impact on PL or
optical activity of these centers. Yet, electrically, there are some hints that these are in

Figure 8.12 High-power (saturation) second
harmonic out-of-phase Q-band spectrum taken
at approximately 25 K on a SiO/SiO2 sample
subjected to VUV irradiation. The absorption-
type signals provided by this detection mode,
in combination with dissimilar responses to the
spectroscopical settings, reveals the various
constituent signals in the spectrum as marked
by the maximum absorption g values

(corresponding to the respective gc values in the
first harmonic spectra). The spectrometer
settings (Bm¼ 0.37G and Pm¼ 1.7� 10�6W)
were chosen to optimize resolution of the
various spectral components. In particular, the
nature of the DB signal (first harmonic
detection, see Figure 8.10) as predominantly
composed of Pb(0) and Pb1 components is
exposed.

Figure 8.13 (a) Atomistic model of the EX; (b) model of the E0
c center.
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the positive charge state when ESR active, so because of the charge trapping nature,
their presence may play a role.

The E0
c center was identified as an unpaired electron at a threefold coordinated

Si (generic entity O3:Si.). It may be taken as a measure for the presence of oxygen
vacancies, or at least, oxygen deficiencies of the SiO2 matrix, establishing a quality
label in that sense. Amodel is given in Figure 8.13b. The upper limit of the activation
for the E0

c centers is reached after VUV irradiation, that is, related to substantial
increase in hn, not the exposure time. Volumetrically, based on the estimated amount
of SiO2, the observed E0

c density corresponds to [E0
c]	 3� 1017 cm�3 of SiO2, which

may be compared with the value of 	3� 1017 cm�3 found for the standard thin
thermal SiO2 on Si after exhaustive VUV irradiation [39]. Assuming 10min VUV
irradiation to exhaustively activate theE0

c centers in this structure, this would indicate
the quality of the current SiO2 matrix reaching that of the standard thermal SiO2, a
rather amazing result.

As demonstrated in the chapter above, the detailed investigation of ESR active
centers is discussed based on as-crystallized and VUV-treated samples. Only part of
the rather extended analysis was selected here; more details are in the related papers.
The selected details should help understand both the principal way of the analysis
and the nature of the related defects (and their relation to values observed in other
process including standard Si technology interfaces). Let us summarize at the end the
main conclusions because some of them are amazing.

For the as-crystallized sample state, the main result is that the principal Si DB
signal is exclusively composed of overlapping powder patterns of Pb(0) and Pb1

Si/SiO2 interface-specific defects, hinting the NC-Si/SiO2 interfaces. The absence of
a D signal provides strong independent ESR evidence that formost part, if not all, the
Si particles are crystalline in nature but randomly oriented. Assuming that the known
properties of the standard thermalmicroscopic Si/SiO2 interfacesmay be transferred
down to the nanoscale, the specific signatures of the revealed Pb(0)/Pb1 systemswould
morphologically agree with Si NCs, in average, being principally bordered by (111)
and (100) facets, for example, in a (100) truncated (111) octahedron, in agreement
with theoretical modeling. Such an idealized model nanocrystals is shown in
Figure 8.14.

This Pb-type system density remains unchanged under subsequent various
UV/VUV irradiations for substantial times, indicating an inherent defect system
with no involvement of H passivation, as might have been expected from samples
prepared without (deliberate) involvement of H, subjected to the final high-T phase
separation annealing inN2 at 1100 �C.Disregarding the occurrence ofmore than one
defect at a Si NC, we find about one Pb-type defect every 1.4 Si particle, indicating
the Si NC system to be comprised of two subsystems, one with and one without
having incorporated a strain relaxing Pb-type defect. Adopting the general view of the
macroscopic Si/SiO2 system to the nanoscale, we expect that Pb-type centers are
introduced due to interface lattice (c-Si)/network (a-SiO2) mismatch.

Given the known PL quenching properties of Si DB type defects in general, we are
left with two subsystems with drastically different PL behavior, as has indeed been
demonstrated recently [24]. In addition to qualitative aspects, the absolute density
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of Pb-type defects per effective Si NC (interface) area agrees well with the range of
standard macroscopic Si/SiO2 entities. One can conclude that the Si NC interfaces
are of standard thermal (high) quality, meaning that even with growing Si nano-
crystallites from within the SiO2 environment one ends up with an interface quality
competing with the best of the classical macroscopic growing techniques. That was
for sure not a straightforward matter given the totally �opposite� ways of the Si/SiO2

interfacial growth. Intriguingly, the Pb-type defects evolve in the same fashion.
It seems to underscore the universality of the Pb-type centers as archetypical Si/SiO2

interface defects unavoidably and inherently connected to the natural Si/SiO2

mismatch, which needs to be incorporated in theoretical modeling. Thus, a �magic�
recipe to realize a Pb-type defect lean Si/SiO2 interface does not exist – not in case
of the classical thermal Si/SiO2 one and not in the current nc-Si/SiO2 case. And if
no postformation action is taken (i.e., inactivation), these defects will show up as
detrimental unpaired-spin defects. Two SiO2-associated defects (E0

c and EX) were
observed after UV/VUV irradiation. On the basis of themeasured exhaustive volume
densities of E0

c, the attained quality of the Si oxide in the superstructure wouldmatch
that of standard thermal SiO2 on Si – quite remarkable, indeed, for the process of
phase separation of SiO and crystallization used here. So, all together, the confirmed
properties of the inherent paramagnetic point defects, serving as atomic probes,
point to (top) standard quality of the inner Si NC/SiO2 interfaces and the SiO2matrix.
Thus, as to the control of inherent point defects (detrimental charge traps), it may be
hard to further improve this NC-Si-in-SiO2 structure. The EX centers, typically
observed in densities one order of magnitude less than E0

c, are ESR activated at
lower photon energy than E0

c. Since its atomic attributes are less well known, the

Figure 8.14 Idealized average morphology ((100) truncated (111) octahedron) of embedded
Si NCs in phase-separated SiO/SiO2 entities as inferred from the occurring Pb(0) and Pb1 (Si/SiO2)
interface defects, based on microscopic defect properties.
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relevance of the EX center, concluded to be in the positive charge state when ESR
active, to the oxide quality is less clear.

8.5
Optical Properties

In this section, the optical properties of phase-separated and crystallized SiO/SiO2

superlattices will be discussed in detail. In the first step, the change in PL as a
function of annealing temperature is presented. As discussed above, the as-prepared
amorphous SiO/SiO2 superlattice transfers first into a structure containing amor-
phous Si nanocluster within the former SiO layer controlled in size by the layer
thickness. The process is correlated with reordering of atoms and the related
bonding structure. For this process, a signature in photoluminescence is expected.
In Figure 8.15, the development of the PL as a function of annealing temperature is
presented measured at room temperature using a HeCd laser as excitation
source [10]. As can be seen here, the atomic reordering in the first step is correlated
with a PL band at a peak position around 560 nm. The peak position does not
change, but the intensity first increases up to 300 �C, decreases again, and vanishes
at 700 �C. This PL band is related to the rearrangement of Si and O atoms with the
ongoing phase separation into amorphous Si cluster and the stable SiO2 matrix. In
IR spectra, we see the 880 cm�1 band having a similar temperature behavior that we
related to the establishment of the first Si rings and their growth into nanocluster.
A model is given in Figure 8.4 that also shows that such intermediate states will be
correlated with broken O bond (nonbridging oxygen) that from our simulations is
expected to be the origin of the defect luminescence at 560 nm. Higher annealing
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Figure 8.15 Development of the PL as a function of annealing temperature.
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will heal out such defects and re-establish the stable Si�O�Si bridging bond
configuration, as seen in the IR spectra (Figure 8.3). At the same time, the size of the
amorphous Si clusters grows and the related signal of the amorphous Si shows up in
PL, too, as a band shifting with increasing temperature to higher wavelength from
around 700 nm (at 500 �C) to 880 nm (at 900 �C) as expected for larger Si nanoclus-
ters. The phase separation is completed at 900 �C as we learned from IR spectros-
copy. Above 900 �C, the amorphous clusters crystallize and the related PL is now a
signature of the Si nanocrystals with an increase of intensity by one to two orders of
magnitude. The PL peak position is strongly size dependent as demonstrated in
Figure 8.16 with peak positions between 730 and 960 nm. The PL spectra after
1100 �C annealing in Figure 8.16 are normalized to peak intensity. Please note that
in all our experiments, samples with a nanocrystal diameter of around 3–3.5 nm
showed the strongest PL intensity, a fact that was observed from other experiments,
too, but no conclusive explanation has been given so far. The most commonly used
explanation for the energy shift of the peak position is quantum confinement of
electron–hole pairs.

These first results indicated quantum confinement of electron–hole pairs in the
Si nanocrystals as PL origin. We investigated the PL in detail at various temperatures
down to 4K as a function of NC size (Figure 8.17). The results are summarized by
J. Heitmann et al. [40], describing the interplay of confinement and migration of
carriers. Special care has to be taken during the measurements. The excitation
power has to be low to avoid saturation effects due to the strong increase in exciton
lifetime at low temperatures. We measured the temperature-dependent photolumi-
nescence properties for samples of different nanocrystal sizes some years ago. Only
one sample was presented in our paper, so I include three different samples and their
temperature behavior for comparison. Clearly seen is the increase in the bandgap for
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Figure 8.16 PL spectra after 1100 �C annealing normalized to peak intensity.
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lower temperature. For bulk Si this behavior goes into saturation at low temperature
ðEgð0ÞÞ and can be fitted by the Varshni equation:

EgðTÞ ¼ Egð0ÞþA � 2
exp½Ephoton=kT ��1

þ 1

� �
: ð8:13Þ

The energy of bandgap of bulk semiconductors tends to decrease with increasing
temperature as is well known from textbooks [41]. In the past, the temperature
dependence of the energy bandgap was also fitted using the following expression for
Eg as a function of temperature T:

EgðTÞ ¼ Egð0Þ�a �T2

T þ b
; ð8:14Þ

where Eg(0),a and b are the fitting parameters. From atomistic point of view, one can
understand this behavior better if we consider that the interatomic spacing increases
when the amplitude of the atomic vibrations increases due to the increased thermal
energy (i.e., temperature). This effect is quantified by the linear expansion coefficient
of a material. If the interatomic spacing increases, then the potential seen by the
electrons in the material decreases, and hence the bandgap energy is reduced. In
addition, a direct modulation of the interatomic distance by applying high compres-
sive (tensile) stress also causes an increase (decrease) in the bandgap.

We used Eq. (8.13) in the past to fit the behavior in the temperature range
50–300K [40].However, in case of the SiNCcontaining samples, there are significant
deviations from the bulk silicon behavior for temperatures below 50K. Instead of
saturation to the 0Kvalue (as in case of bulk Si), an additional blueshift is found.With
bigger crystal diameter, the effect gets smaller. The respective shift related to the 50K
value decreases from 25.6 to 16.7meV and finally to only 7.8meV. Please note that
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Figure 8.17 PL as a function of temperature down to 4 K and for different NC sizes.
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the overall shift in the range from 300 to 5K also seems to be size dependent. Again,
with increasing size the total shift observed is 72.2 (smallest size), 55.3, and 36.4meV
(biggest size). From the point of size control, sample (a) has the smallest nanocrystals
that are in the range of 2 nm and a very well-controlled size distribution. With
increasing SiO layer thickness, the size control is reduced and the deviations get
bigger (sample (c)) but still are much better than in the case of randomly crystallized
bulk SiO films. Instead of the rather complicated fitting, one could easily use other
fitting functions such as power law, which then even fits the complete temperature
range quite well. We did this in Figure 8.17 using the equation

EgðTÞ ¼ Egð0 KÞ�A �T1=2 ð8:15Þ

taking into account only two parameters Eg (0 K) and A for fitting the respective
samples: (a) 1.597 and 4.7meV, (b) 1.541 and 3.7meV, and (c) 1.483 and 2.2meV.
There might be different processes contributing to the reported behavior. One main
part could be the different expansion coefficient of the two contributingmaterials: the
Si nanocrystals and the amorphous SiO2 matrix surrounding them. If this at low
temperature results in high compressive stress, one could compensate the normally
observed saturation of the bandgap at 0 K and further shift the bandgap to increased
energies. For comparison also, the development of the integrated PL intensity is
shown in Figure 8.18 that is obviously quite similar for the samples. All samples have
their PLmaximumat around 100K. The photoluminescence can be observed at room
temperature by naked eye in contrast to bulk Si.

In our 2004 published paper, we interpreted the deviation from the Varshni
behavior as an interplay of migration and trapping of the excitons. Sample (a) is the
sample with the best size control (with a deviation below �0.3 nm). So, all particles
having a nearly equal bandgap should contribute to the photoluminescence for that
sample even at room temperature. There might be some migrations that, however,
will not change the overall peak position in that case. Sample (a) thus represents
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Figure 8.18 Integrated PL intensity for the same samples showing a maxima in PL intensity
around 100 K.
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the behavior of a �monosized� Si NC ensemble close to the critical crystallization size.
In away, one could also argue that the probability of a defect is less for smaller crystals.
Hence, in view of our recent paper reporting the contributions of defects, sample
(a)might have less contribution of such defects. In case of samples (b) and (c), the size
distribution is larger (we do not have the values for these samples, but I would expect
in the range of �0.6 nm for the thickest sample) that will enable the relaxation of
excitons at higher temperatures into larger crystals (smaller bandgap) having larger
recombination times, but maybe also more defects. Recently, the interplay of defects
and quantum confinement was shown by our group, please see the related paper [24].
However, in view of the above discussion, the different thermal expansion coeffi-
cients of Si and SiO2might also play a role and significantly contribute to the observed
deviations from bulk silicon.

8.6
Applications of Si NCs and Concluding Remarks

The observation of efficient room-temperature luminescence in porous silicon in the
1990s initiated a strong interest in bandgap-engineered and luminescent silicon.
Possible applications are silicon light sources that could replace III–Voptoelectronic
devices [42], flash memories allowing multilevel charge storage [9, 43], and solar
cells [44]. The optical and electronic properties depend on the size of the silicon
crystallites. Thus, a tight control of the nanocrystal size distribution is necessary in
order to achieve well-defined optical and electronic properties. Si NCs obtained by
phase separation of bulk nonstoichiometric SiOx show a broad log-normal size
distribution. In contrast, nanocrystals with a narrow Gaussian size distribution
could be realized by the superlattice solid-phase crystallization approach discussed
in this chapter. The role of defects and the origin of luminescence from undoped
silicon nanoparticles surrounded by SiO2 were clarified by combined PL and ESR
experiments [24].

A major obstacle in the investigation of charge transport mechanisms through
silicon nanocrystals has been the choice of insulator SiO2 as the surrounding
dielectric matrix. First experiments concerning the electrical behavior of undoped
Si nanocrystal networks have been performed, but so far no clear picture of charge
transport through superlattices has been developed [45]. Another open point is the
role of dopants, that is, their location within the nanocrystals and/or the surrounding
matrix [46] and their influence on the optical and electrical properties. Simulations on
the optical properties of dopedSiNCshave beenperformed [47]. First experiments on
the electrical properties were done with doped plasma synthesized nanocrystals and
showed that phosphorous and Si dangling bonds contribute to dark conductivity
but act as recombination centers under illumination [48]. For photovoltaic applica-
tions, however, it is necessary to understand doping and electrical transport in Si NC
solid-state devices, that is, Si NC in host matrixes. Si NCs devices that have been
realized are mostly based on SiO2 as a host matrix, thus suffering from the very low
conductivity of SiO2, and were developed without doping. The characterization of
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doped Si NC superlattices is still difficult due to uncertainties concerning the dopant
location [49, 50]. In conclusion, research on Si NC is advancing rapidly, but many
scientific issues are still unsolved.
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9
The Synthesis of Silicon Nanocrystals by Ion Implantation
Robert Elliman

9.1
Introduction

Ion implantation can be defined as the controlled introduction of a chemical species
into a material by bombardment with energetic ions [1]. In general, this involves
bombardment with atomic and molecular ions of arbitrary energy distribution and
includes applications such as plasma immersion ion implantation, but more
commonly it involves bombardment with monoenergetic ions of a known species,
as used in most semiconductor applications. In both cases, ions are directly injected
into the material by virtue of their high velocity, independent of any thermodynamic
constraints, as shown in Figure 9.1. Ion implantation is therefore a nonequilibrium
process that can be used to create supersaturated solid solutions of implanted species
from which nanocrystalline phases can be precipitated [2–8]. The ion irradiation
process also induces compositional and structural changes in materials that provide
additional routes to nanocrystal synthesis [4–8].

Metallic and semiconducting nanocrystals are most commonly formed in dielec-
tric host materials by first forming a supersaturated solid solution of the component
elements and then precipitating the secondary nanocrystalline-phase within the host
material [2, 3]. Figure 9.1 outlines the basis of this process for ion-implanted samples.
At low implant influences, the concentration of the implanted species is less than the
solubility limit and they are incorporated within the host material as an atomic
impurity or dopant. At higher implant influences, the local concentration exceeds the
equilibrium solid solubility limit and the resulting solid solution ismetastable. Phase
separation can then occur during the ion implantation process, if there is sufficient
atomic mobility, or during subsequent thermal annealing. At very high implant
fluences, the concentration of the implanted species can become sufficient to forman
interconnected network or a continuous buried layer of particular equilibriumphase.
Under these conditions, subsequent annealing can lead to the formation of a uniform
buried layer of a particular alloy or compound. (This effect forms the basis of the
commercial SIMOX� process for fabricating silicon-on-insulator wafers.)
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The processes outlined above have been used to synthesize a broad range of
nanostructures, including elemental, compound, and core-shell nanocrystals in a
range of crystalline and amorphous host materials [2, 3]. This chapter provides an
overview of the ion-beam synthesis of silicon nanocrystals. It concentrates on the
conventional ion-beamsynthesis route outlined above and also highlights other novel
synthesis routes unique to ion implantation and ion irradiation. No attempt is made
to provide a more general overview of ion-beam processing and its applications.
Instead, the reader is referred to the comprehensive literature on this topic [2–8].

9.2
Ion Implantation

The most common commercial application of ion implantation is in the semicon-
ductor industry where it is used for doping silicon wafers during integrated circuit
manufacture [1]. Other semiconductor applications include doping and electrical
isolation of III–V semiconductors and custom applications such as Smartcut� and
SIMOX for producing silicon-on-insulator (SOI)material. These applications employ
ion energies in the range of 200–3MeV and irradiation influences in the range
from 1011 ions cm�2, for transistor threshold voltage adjustment, to around
1018 ions cm�2, for the synthesis of SOI material. At present, there are around
4000 ion implanters employed worldwide for such processing, and modern produc-
tionmachines are very sophisticated tools designed for automated, batch-processing
of hundreds of wafers per hour.

Despite their complexity, the basic functions of a modern ion implanter are well
represented by a generic machine such as the one shown in Figure 9.2. This
comprises several subsystems: (a) an ion source for generating positive or negative
ions of the desired species, (b) an accelerating stage in which the extracted ions are
accelerated through a fixed electrostatic potential, (c) a magnetic mass-spectrometer
for filtering the desired species from other ions, (d) a beam or sample scanning
system to allow uniform irradiation of the sample, (e) a target chamber to allow

Figure 9.1 Schematic of the ion-beam
synthesis process. High fluence implantation
creates a supersaturated solid solution from
which nanocrystals can nucleate and grow.
Nanocrystals can form either during

implantation, if the implanted atoms have
sufficient atomicmobility, or during subsequent
annealing. Very high implant fluences can lead
to the formation of continuous buried layers.
(From Ref. [18].)
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sample positioning and temperature control, and (f) a vacuum system to maintain
low operating pressures throughout the system, an essential requirement to min-
imize ion neutralization and maximize beam transmission. Each of these sub-
systems has undergone years of development and refinement to produce machines
capable of deliveringmonoenergetic ionswith currents in the range of 1–100mAand
capable of implanting 300mm diameter wafers with a fluence uniformity of better
than 1%.More complex accelerator configurations have also been developed for very
low (<1 keV) and very high (>400 keV) energy implants, including linear-acelerator
(LINAC) and tandem designs.

Ion-beam synthesis of silicon nanocrystals involves the implantation of silicon
ions, and related dopants or impurities, into the surface region of bulk- or thin-film
materials, such as silicon dioxide. Ion implantation has specific advantages for such
processing, including the ability to implant any species into any host material
independent of thermodynamic constraints, the ability to implant specific isotopes
of an element, the ability to independently control the concentration and spatial
distribution of the implanted species, the ability to implant preformed or prepat-
terned materials, and the ability to implant into substrates held at any temperature.

Figure 9.2 Schematic diagram of an ion implanter showing key subsystems. (After Ref. [6].)
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Its disadvantages include the fact that it is relatively expensive, particularly for
applications that require irradiation of large areas to high ion fluences, that it creates
radiation damage in the substrate material, and that the depth distribution of the
implanted species is limited to less than a micrometer for most practical purposes.
Within this framework ion implantation offers a valuable tool for nanocrystal
synthesis and for exploring their structure, properties, and applications.

9.3
Spatial Distribution

The ability to control both the depth and the lateral distribution of nanocrystals is
critical for many applications, including the fabrication of electronic, optoelectronic,
and photonic devices and structures. For ion-implanted samples, the nanocrystal
depth distribution is primarily determined by the Si-ion range distribution [6], with
lateral variations defined either by suitable masking of the implanted ions or by
subsequent etching.

9.3.1
Ion Range Distributions

When an energetic ion enters a solid, it loses energy through collisions with atoms
and electrons and eventually comes to rest at some depth, as schematically shown in
Figure 9.3a. Because this typically involves many uncorrelated collisions, these
energy-loss processes can be considered to be independent and the total rate of
energy loss, dE/dx, is then the sum of two contributions:

dE
dx

¼ dE
dx

� �
n

þ dE
dx

� �
e

; ð9:1Þ

Figure 9.3 (a) Schematic of an implanted ion
trajectory showing the relationship between the
total range (path length) R, the projected range
Rp, and the depth of penetration xs for an ion

implanted at an angle q with respect to the
surface normal. (b) Schematic of a collision
cascade produced by an implanted ion and
recoiling target atoms.
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where (dE/dx)n is the rate of energy lost in nuclear collisions and (dE/dx)e is the rate
of energy lost in electronic collisions. This is usually expressed in terms of a stopping
cross section (or probability) S, where S� 1/N(dE/dx), andN is the atomic density of
the target material. Then, the total stopping cross section St is given by

St ¼ Sn þ Se; ð9:2Þ
where Sn is the nuclear stopping cross section and Se is the electronic stopping cross
section. Given the energy dependence of these stopping cross sections, it is then a
simple matter to calculate the total ion path length R from the expression

R ¼ 1
N

ð0
E0

dE
Sn þ Se

: ð9:3Þ

The calculation of the nuclear and electronic stopping cross sections and their
energy dependence involves detailed consideration of the scattering processes [6].
The basic concepts underpinning these calculations were formulated in the first half
of the twentieth century and work from this period is described in an extensive
treatise published by Niels Bohr in 1948 (see Ref. [6] for a comprehensive review of
range theory). For the energy range of relevance to ion implantation (typically heavy
ions of an energy less than 1MeV), the calculations are complicated by the fact that
the ions do not have sufficient energy to fully penetrate the electron cloud of the
scattering atoms and, therefore, the interaction cannot be described by a simple
Coulomb potential. Also, the ions are not fully stripped of electrons during their
passage through thematerial but have amean charge state that is velocity dependent.
These complexities were addressed by Lindhard and coworkers, in particular by
Lindhard, Scharff, and Schiott, and their work, often referred to as LSS theory,
continues to provide the basis for modern ion implantation range theory [6].

Suffice it to say, the nuclear and electronic stopping cross sections vary with ion
energy (velocity), the basic form ofwhich is shown in Figure 9.4. For low-energy ions,
the energy loss is dominated by nuclear scattering, while at high energies it is
dominated by electronic energy loss. The LSS formalism provides expressions for

Figure 9.4 Schematic of the energy dependence of the nuclear (Sn) and electronic (Se) stopping
cross sections showing the dominance of nuclear stopping processes at low energies and the
dominance of electronic stopping processes at high energies.
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thenuclearandelectronicstoppingcrosssections intermsofreducedrangeandenergy
parameters [6].Thisyieldsauniversal expressionfor thenuclearstoppingcrosssection.
It also predicts that the electronic energy loss is a linear functionof ion velocity over the
energy range typically employed for ion implantation but with a slope that depends on
the ion–target combination. Theelectronic stopping cross section reaches amaximum
for ionvelocities v, around v ¼ v0z

2=3
1 ,wherez1 is the atomicnumberof the ionandv0 is

the Bohr velocity of an electron, before decreasing again at higher velocities. (The
maximum corresponds to the transition from partly to fully stripped ions.)

The LSS expressions for nuclear and electronic stopping cross sections can be used
to calculate the total range of ions from Eq. (9.3). However, from an experimental
viewpoint, it is not the total range or path length that is of interest but either the
projected range along the incident ion trajectory or the average depth below the
sample surface, as shown in Figure 9.3a. To address this need, Lindhard derived a set
of integral equations from which the moments of the range distribution could be
calculated. His treatment has subsequently been generalized within the framework
of the Boltzmann transport equation to provide a comprehensive description of
implanted ion and recoiled atom distributions [9].

From Figure 9.3a, it is clear that the depth distribution of implanted ions also
depends on their angle of incidence with respect to the surface normal and that
shallower depth distributions can be achieved by tilting to greater angles. For near-
normal incidence, the penetration depth and projected range are similar and it is
often sufficient tomodel the depth distribution by aGaussian distribution of the form

NðxÞ ¼ w

ð2pÞ1=2DRp

exp � 1
2

x�Rp

DRp

� �2
" #

ð9:4Þ

whereN(x) is the implanted impurity concentration, Rp is the mean projected range
of the ions, DRp is the projected range straggling (standard deviation of the
distribution), w is the total implanted ion fluence (typically expressed as ions cm�2),
and �x� is the depth. The peak impurity concentration can be found by setting x¼Rp,
which gives N(Rp)� 0.4w/DRp.

In practice, ion range distributions are most often calculated from Monte-Carlo
simulations,usingprogramssuchasSRIM[10]or fromsemiempiricaldatasets,asused
insemiconductorprocesssimulators.Monte-Carlosimulationshave theadvantage that
they can readilymodel complexmultilayer,multielementmaterials and can followboth
the implanted ion and the recoiling target atoms to build a comprehensive understand-
ing of irradiation process. For example, Figure 9.5 shows the energy dependence of the
rates ofnuclear andelectronicenergy loss, and the calculatedmeanprojected rangeand
projectedrangestraggling forSi ions implanted intoSiO2, as calculatedbySRIM.These
datashowthat theratesofnuclearandelectronicenergy lossareapproximatelyequal for
100 keV Si ions, with nuclear energy loss dominating at lower energies and electronic
energylossdominatingathigherenergies.Theyalsoshowthatthemeanprojectedrange
ofSi increasesapproximately linearlywith ionenergyforenergiesupto500 keVandthat
it is limited to less than 1mm for commonly available implant energies (<400 keV).

Range distributions for Si in SiO2 are shown in Figure 9.6a for selected ion
energies together with Gaussian approximations to these distributions. Note that the
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Figure 9.6 (a) Si range distribution in SiO2 for
ions implanted at energies of 30, 100, 300, and
500 keV, all for an implant fluence of
1� 1017 Si cm�2. The solid lines are Gaussian

fits to the distributions. (b) The ion range and
deposited energy distributions for 400 keV Si
ions implanted into SiO2.

Figure 9.5 Energy loss and range parameters for Si ions implanted into SiO2. (a) The rate of
nuclear and electronic energy loss as a function of ion energy, and (b) themean projected range and
range straggling as a function of ion energy.

low-energy distributions are well described by the Gaussian function, but as the
energy increases the distributions become increasingly skewed due to the energy
dependence of the energy cross sections. The relationship between the ion range and
the energy deposition distributions is also shown in Figure 9.6b, highlighting the fact
that the rate of nuclear and electronic energy loss changes with energy and therefore
with depth.

9.3.2
Multiple Energy Implants

Although ion range distributions have specific forms, it is possible to construct more
complex distribution by combining several implants of different energy and fluence.
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This can be used to construct uniform concentration profiles over selected regions or
to construct more complex distributions for particular applications, such as the
fabrication of optical waveguides. As an example, Figure 9.7 shows a composite
profile constructed from four separate implants. In this case, the final silicon
distribution includes a peak at a depth of 350 nm and a relatively uniform region
ranging from 400 to 800 nm.

9.3.3
High-Fluence Effects

The calculation of ion ranges generally assumes that the target material is unper-
turbed by the implanted species and that its composition remains that of the starting
materials. For semiconductor doping, where the implant fluences are relatively low
(i.e., impurity concentrations �1 at.%), this is a reasonable assumption, but for
nanocrystal synthesis it is often not [6, 8].

High-fluence implants affect the range profile of ions in three main ways: (a)
sputtering of the target material, (b) swelling of the implanted volume due to the
incorporation of implanted ions, and (c) changes in the stopping power of ions caused
by themodified composition of the target material. The relative significance of these
effects varies with ion energy, with sputtering being a dominant effect for low-energy
ions where much of the ion energy is deposited into nuclear collisions near the
surface. In most cases, these effects lead to a broadening of the implanted ion
distribution relative to a low-fluence distribution. In this case, it is necessary to use
more complicated range calculations based either on semiempirical data or on
Monte-Carlo simulations that take account of the sputtering, swelling, and stopping
power changes [11], as shown in Figure 9.8.

Figure 9.7 Si range distributions in SiO2 for ions implanted at energies of 200, 300, 400, and
500 keV, all for an implant fluence of 1� 1017 Si cm�2, and a composite profile constructed from
the separate implants by scaling the implant fluences by 2.0, 0.8, 0.8, and 1.2, respectively.
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9.3.4
Lateral Patterning

The above discussion has been restricted to the depth distribution of Si nanocrystals,
but it is also possible to control their lateral distribution by masking the region to be
implanted with a suitable template [12, 13] or by subsequent patterning and etching
of the implanted structure [14]. As an example, Figure 9.9 shows the photolumines-
cence (PL) emission from Si nanocrystals formed in SiO2 by implantation through a
Mo mask [13]. Using this technique, luminescent nanocrystal features as small as
0.5mmwere fabricated, thereby providing the basis for fabricating optical structures
such as waveguides and gratings, as well as devices based on patterned luminescent
material.

9.4
Size Distribution

The size distribution of nanocrystals is a function of ion implantation and annealing
parameters and can be tailored to a particular mean size by suitable choice of these
parameters. In general, however, the dependencies aremore complicated thanmight
be expected due to dynamic effects that occur during the implantation process. These
arise from the competition between the formation and the irradiation-induced
dissociation of clusters during the implantation process, and can lead to both the

Figure 9.8 Comparison of Si depth
distributions calculated by SRIM [10] and
TRIDYN [11] for 1 keV Si implants into SiO2.
SRIM assumes that the substrate is unperturbed

by the implant and TRIDYN accounts for
compositional changes. The broadening of the
implanted Si distribution is clearly evident in
the latter case. (From Ref. [25].)
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dependencies on the ion flux and the expected dependencies on ion energy, ion
fluence, and substrate temperature. These dynamic effects are most evident for
mobile species such as gold or silver in silica and can lead to the formation of
nanocrystals during ion implantation at room temperature, without the need for
further annealing. Such effects are much less significant for slow diffusing species,
such as silicon in silica, where an annealing step is usually required for nanocrystal
synthesis. However, even in this case it is not possible to rule out the possibility of
some clustering or prenucleation during irradiation, particularly for elevated tem-
perature or high-fluence implants. Clearly, such effectswill influence any subsequent
thermal evolution of the nanocrystals.

9.4.1
Annealing Temperature and Time

9.4.1.1 Nucleation and Growth of Nanocrystals
For low levels of supersaturation, the formation of nanocrystals during postimplan-
tation annealing can be described by classical nucleation and growth theory. This
predicts three stages of nanocrystal evolution: (a) nucleation of small but stable
nanocrystals, (b) normal growth (relatively fast) of nanocrystals by the attachment of
atoms supplied from the surrounding matrix, and (c) competitive growth (relatively
slow) of nanocrystals by the exchange of atoms, during which larger nanocrystals
grow at the expense of smaller nanocrystals (Ostwald ripening).

A supersaturated solid solution, such as the one produced by ion implantation, is
metastable, and given sufficient atomic mobility (i.e., temperature and time), excess
solute atoms diffuse and cluster, with the rate of cluster formation and the size
distribution of clusters described by the classical theory of homogeneous nucle-
ation [15]. In thismodel, the stability of clusters depends on their size, and only those
greater than a critical size continue to grow. This critical size can be shown to be
rc¼�2s/DGv, where rc is the critical radius, s is the surface free energy, and DGv is
the change in volume free energy for an atom taken from the matrix and placed

Figure 9.9 Photoluminescence image of a
SiO2 layer implanted with Si ions through a Mo
contact mask to define a pattern of luminescent
nanocrystals, together with a spectrum of the

emission. This simple masking procedure was
used to define luminescent features as small as
0.5mm. (From Ref. [13].).
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within the cluster. Clusters larger than rc will grow and clusters smaller than rc will
dissociate and redissolve into the matrix.

Once stable nuclei have been formed, they grow by attachment of atoms from the
surroundingmatrix. The concentration of dissolved atoms therefore decreases as the
diameter of the nanocrystals increases, with the nanocrystal radius r is given by
r2 ¼ r20 þ at, where r0 is the initial radius of the cluster, t is the annealing time, and �a�
is a constant. This shows that the rate of growth slows with increasing time, and for
long times and small initial cluster sizes is well described by a t1/2 dependence.

As the surrounding matrix is denuded of dissolved atoms, the �normal� growth
phase ceases and the mean size of the nanocrystals briefly saturates before a second
stage of competitive growth begins to dominate. The theory of coarsening (Ostwald
ripening) is based on the work of Liftshitz, Slyozov, and Wager (referred to as LSW)
and its refinements [16]. This theory predicts that the nanocrystal size distribution
should approach a time invariant form in which the mean particle size follows a t1/3

dependence. This distribution has the form

PðuÞ ¼ 342
5
aeu2ðuþ 3Þ7a 3

2
�u
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3
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" #

; ð9:5Þ

where u is the nanocrystal radius normalized to themean radius for which there is no
net growth, rm, and the time dependence of the mean particle radius is given by

rm ¼ 4aDt
9

� �1
3 ð9:6Þ

with a � T�1 and the diffusion coefficient D is defined as

D ¼ D0 exp
DED

kT

� �
; ð9:7Þ

whereDED is the activation energy for atomic diffusion of the dissolved atoms in the
matrix.

Classical nucleation and growth theory therefore provides a means of estimating
the final nanocrystal density and size distribution, and their dependence on anneal-
ing temperature and time. Significantly, it also predicts that the size distribution is
independent of the initial level of supersaturation. For a given annealing temperature
and time, higher levels of supersaturation lead to higher nanocrystal densities but
with the same size distribution.

This theory is, however, based on many assumptions, including that the system is
dilute, homogeneous, and of infinite extent. In contrast, implanted samples have
spatial distributions that are finite and depend on depth, with the added possibility of
impurity clustering, or prenucleation, during implantation, particularly around the
peak of the implant distribution where the concentration is highest. As a conse-
quence of these effects, nanocrystals produced in ion-implanted samples are usually
found to have spatially dependent size distributions, with larger precipitates forming
around the peak of the implant distribution and smaller ones at the extremes of the
distribution [17]. Some aspects of these distributions have been successfullymodeled
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Figure 9.10 (a) The mean radius of Si
nanocrystals formed in Si-implanted SiO2 layers
during annealing at 1100 �C as a function of
annealing time for samples with peak excess
silicon concentrations of 10 at.% (~), 20 at.%
(.), and 30 at.% (&). The solid curve �a� shows
the predictions of LSW theory, and the curves

labeled �b� and �c� correspond to an extended
model. (b) The measured size distribution for
the 10 at.% sample after annealing for 16 h at
1100 �C, together with the distributions
predicted by LSW and the extended model.
Samples were implanted with 150 keV Siþ ions.
(After Ref. [20].)

by kinetic Monte-Carlo simulations [18], but unfortunately there are very few
systematic experimental studies for comparison, largely due to the difficulty in
imaging small Si nanocrystals in host materials such as SiO2 [19].

Bonafos et al. [20, 21] have reported the temperature and time dependence of Si
nanocrystal size distributions for samples implanted to different fluences with 150
keV Siþ ions. Their results are summarized in Figure 9.10 and show that the mean
size and size distribution of nanocrystals is in reasonable agreement with the LSW
theory for low levels of supersaturation (	10 at.%) and long anneal times. However,
the theory is shown to underestimate the mean size of the nanocrystals at short
annealing times and fails to account for an observed increase in mean nanocrystal
size with increasing levels of supresaturation (>10 at.%). The latter is not unexpected
as phase separation in this high supersaturation regime is expected to proceed via
spinodal decomposition rather than conventional nucleation and growth [22]. The
validity of the LSW theory for low levels of supersaturation and long anneal times is
also supported by photoluminescence measurements [21]. Figure 9.11 shows a
representative PL spectrum from samples with excess Si concentrations ranging
from1 to 10 at.% and the inset shows the dependence of thePL intensity on the excess
Si concentration. The latter shows that the intensity increases linearly with concen-
tration over this low concentration range, consistent with an increase in the
nanocrystal density and with theoretical predictions [15]. For concentrations above
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Figure 9.11 Measured size distribution of
silicon nanocrystals formed in Si-implanted
SiO2 layers by annealing at 1100 �C. Samples
were implanted with 100 keV Siþ ions to

fluences of (a) 6� 1016 Si cm�2, (b)
8� 1016 Si cm�2, and (c) 1� 1017 Si cm�2. The
inset shows the mean nanocrystal diameter dav.
(After Ref. [64].)

10 at.%, the PL emission is redshifted (not shown), consistent with an increase in the
average nanocrystal size, and the PL intensity decreases with increasing Si concen-
tration. This is consistent with the formation of a more complex network of
nanocrystals during spinodal decomposition [22], as noted above.

The failure of the theory to predict the nanocrystal size distributions for short
annealing times remains unexplained but may have resulted from preclustering
during the implantation process or from more complex nucleation and growth
processes associated with the formation of silicon nanocrystals. Wang et al. [23] have
studied the initial stages of phase separation in the Si:SiO2 system and identified
three stages of nanocrystal evolution in ion implanted samples annealed at 1100 �C.
These included the formation of amorphous Si-rich SiOx clusters, the formation of
amorphous Si clusters, and the crystallization of these clusters to form nanocrystals.
In this case, a complete transformation to the nanocrystalline phase was observed for
annealing times of less than 30min. By way of comparison, Iacona et al. undertook a
comprehensive study of nanocrystal synthesis in SiOx films prepared by plasma-
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) [24]. They observed that phase-
separated Si initially consisted of both amorphous and crystalline clusters, consistent
with Wang�s results. However, they observed that the crystalline fraction increased
with increasing temperature over the range 1000–1250 �C, eventually reaching 100%
after a 1 h anneal at 1250 �C. This is amuch higher temperature than that required to
produce nanocrystals in ion implanted samples and is likely due to the lower Si
diffusivity in PECVD films due to the presence of nitrogen. These examples serve to
illustrate the complexity of the nanocrystal synthesis process and clearly demonstrate
the need for more extensive work in this area.

9.4.2
Spinodal Decomposition

At high levels of supersaturation, phase separation can occur by spinodal decom-
position inwhich there is little or no barrier to nanocrystal nucleation, and the system
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is driven by initial concentration fluctuations. In this case, the system forms an
interconnected network of nonspherical precipitates and can exhibit complex self-
assembly in the vicinity of surfaces and interfaces [25].

9.4.3
Effect of Surfaces and Interfaces

Surfaces and interfaces can act as sources and sinks for diffusing species and thereby
affect nanocrystal evolution. For Si nanocrystals formed in SiO2, the role of interfaces
is generally limited to short-range effects due to the relatively low diffusivity of Si in
SiO2 [20, 26]. But even in this case important short-range effects have been observed,
including the formation of two-dimensional nanocrystal arrays [22, 27] separated
from a SiO2 interface by a narrow (�5–10 nm) denuded zone. The effects of the
interface are most dramatically illustrated by kinetic Monte-Carlo simulations, such
as those shown in Figure 9.12. This shows the annealing behavior of nanocrystals in
an 8 nm thick SiO2 on Si after implantation with 1 keV Si ions to a fluence of
2� 1015 Si cm�2. As the nanocrystals evolve, a well-defined denuded zone develops
in the vicinity of the Si/SiO2 interface due to the influence of the Si substrate on
Ostwald ripening [22]. A separate study has shown that the width of such denuded
zones can be controlled by suitable choice of the implantation and annealing
conditions [28]. This is an important consideration for nonvolatile memory (NVM)
applications where the nanocrystals are charged and discharged by electron tunnel-
ing to the substrate [29].

9.4.4
Hot Implants

The nucleation and growth of nanocrystals during ion implantation relies on the
competition between two processes: atomic diffusion and clustering, and ion

Figure 9.12 Kinetic Monte-Carlo simulation of
silicon nanocrystal evolution in the vicinity of a
Si/SiO2 interface during annealing. The sample
consists of an 8 nm thick SiO2 layer on Si
implanted with 1 keV ions to a fluence of

5� 1015 Si cm�2. The initial Si distribution is as
shown in Figure 9.8. Upper panels show the
interface in planview and the lower panels show
cross sections. (From Ref. [22].)
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irradiation-induced dissociation of the clusters [30]. Clearly, this competition can be
influenced by the substrate temperature and this is particularly evident in systems
where the implanted species has high a atomicmobility, such as Au- or Ag-implanted
SiO2. For example, irradiation of SiO2 at room temperature with 2.75MeVAu ions to
a fluence of 1.5� 1017 Au cm�2 produces Au clusters with diameters of order
1 nm [30]. The same irradiation at 400 �C produces nanocrystals with an average
diameter of around 5 nm, and irradiation at 600 �C produces nanocrystals with an
average diameter of around 10 nm. For very slow diffusers such as Si in SiO2, the
effect is far less significant and Si nanocrystals are not generally observed in as-
irradiated samples, even when the substrate is heated to temperatures as high as
600 �C. Despite this, there is evidence that some clustering does occur during
elevated temperature irradiation. For example, small changes in the final nanocrystal
size distribution are observed in samples initially implanted with silicon at different
temperatures when they are subsequently annealed at 1100 �C [31].

9.4.5
Annealing Ambient

The choice of annealing ambient, including the presence of trace impurities, can
influence the diffusion and clustering of implanted species and thereby affect the size
and spatial distribution of nanocrystals. Ge-implanted SiO2 has been shown to be
particularly sensitive to such effects, withGe redistribution and clustering being very
sensitive to trace amounts of oxidants (a few ppm of O2 or H2O) in the annealing
ambient [32, 33]. This has been shown to lead to Ge redistribution to surfaces and
interfaces and to produce Ge nanocrystal distributions that are narrower than the
initial implant distribution. Such long-range diffusion is not observed for Si-im-
planted SiO2 but the choice of annealing environment (Ar, N2, or 5% H2 in N2) has
been shown to affect the nanocrystal size distribution [34]. In this case, samples
annealed in Ar contained larger nanocrystals than those annealed in nitrogen-
containing ambients. Although the mechanisms responsible for this behavior
remain unclear, it has been speculated that Si nanocrystals react with N2 to form
a thin oxynitride surface layer, a reaction possiblymediated by the presence ofH2 and
O2 [34]. This would act to reduce the effective diameter of the Si-nanocrystal core,
consistent with the observations.

Direct oxidation of silicon nanocrystals can also be used to control their average
size. In this case, the nanocrystals are annealed in an oxidizing ambient to produce
SiO2 surface layers, with the size of the Si nanocrystal controlled by the extent of
oxidation [35].

9.5
Irradiation Effects

The above discussion has concentrated on the fate of implanted ions, but the
collisions that act to slow these ions also impart energy to the atoms and electrons
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of the target material. This can act to change the topography, composition, and
structure of the irradiatedmaterial through processes such as preferential sputtering,
recoil implantation, radiation-enhanced diffusion, and radiation-induced impurity
segregation [5–8]. These effects can be detrimental in some cases but offer additional
flexibility for nanocrystal synthesis in other cases.

9.5.1
Radiation Damage

Irradiation of a solid with energetic ions creates radiation damage by displacing
atoms in the solid, either directly through energetic nuclear collisions or indirectly
through electronic excitation and ionization [6]. In metals and semiconductors, the
damage results primarily fromnuclear collision processeswhile in insulators it arises
from both nuclear and electronic collision processes.

An energetic ion can transfer a large fraction of its energy to a target atom
during a nuclear scattering event and as a result the target atom can recoil with
energy sufficient to displace many additional atoms. These can in turn displace
other atoms to create a collision cascade, as illustrated in Figure 9.3b. For low
collision densities, the number of displaced atoms is proportional to energy
deposited into atomic collision processes. However, at high densities the energy
density can be sufficient to superheat or melt the cascade volume and in this case
the number of displacements can far exceed the predictions of linear cascade
theory. Electronic stopping excites and ionizes electrons in the host material, and
in metals and semiconductors these generally relax and thermalize without
causing atomic displacements. However, in highly ionic or insulating materials,
ionization can lead to large Coulomb interactions between atoms, and this in turn
can produce atomic displacements. For ion energies of relevance to ion implan-
tation, the number of such defects is proportional to the rate of electronic energy
loss. (For extreme rates of electronic energy loss, an ion may produce a track of
modified or defective material due to a Coulomb explosion, in which a core of
positively charged ions repel each other or through superheating of the volume
due to efficient electron–phonon coupling.) As the ion-fluence increases, the
radiation damage from individual ions accumulates, and depending on the nature
and mobility of individual defects, may evolve into different forms.

For amorphous solids, such as SiO2, radiation damage generally takes the form of
bond distortions and compositional fluctuations, including the formation of defects
such as nonbridging oxygen (NBOHCs) centers [36]. These microstructural changes
can influence the properties of the host material and incorporated nanocrystals and
can lead tomacroscopic effects such as compaction or swelling of thematerial, which
is directly associated with changes in refractive index. For example, as-implanted
SiO2 samples exhibit strong defect-related luminescence at around 660nm (1.9 eV)
that is generally attributed to NBOHCs [37]. The intensity of SiO2 defect lumines-
cence decreases during annealing at temperatures above 650 �C and is eventually
dominated by emission from nanocrystals once they are formed at higher tempera-
tures (>1000 �C), as shown in Figure 9.13 [36–38].
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The photoluminescence emission from silicon nanocrystals is particularly sensi-
tive to the presence of defects, both within the nanocrystal and the surrounding
matrix. Indeed, even after high-temperature annealing the PL intensity can be
increasedby hydrogenpassivation of remaining defects [39]. ThismakesPL emission
a useful probe for studying radiation damage and its annealing behavior [40]. Ion
irradiation of luminescent nanocrystals has been shown to quench thePL emission at
relatively low ion fluences, and detailed studies have shown that nanocrystals
accumulate defects more rapidly than their bulk counterparts [41]. The annealing
kinetics of damaged or amorphized silicon nanocrystals are also very different from
those of the bulk material [40]. For example, ion-irradiated nanocrystals only recover
their full luminescence after annealing at temperatures as high as 1000 �C, whereas
bulk amorphous silicon recrystallizes at temperatures around 650 �C. These ob-
servations highlight the importance of taking radiation damage into account when
comparing the PL intensity from samples subjected to different irradiation and
annealing conditions.

9.5.2
Ion-Beam Mixing

Ion irradiation can cause intermixing of the interface between thin films, and for
Si/SiO2 and SiO2/Si/SiO2 structures, this can lead to local compositional changes
that are conducive to the formation of Si nanocrystals [42], as shown schematically in
Figure 9.14. The evolution of such an intermixed structure during subsequent
annealing is demonstrated by the kinetic Monte-Carlo simulations, as shown in
Figure 9.15. These correspond to a structure consisting of a Si substrate/15 nmSiO2/
50 nmpoly-Si, irradiated with 50 keV Siþ ions to a fluence of 1� 1016 cm�2 and then
annealed to form nanocrystals. Silicon nanocrystals are observed to form in the
vicinity of the interfaces but separated from them by 2–3 nm, similar to the effect
discussed in Section 9.4.2. The difference in this case is that the source of excess
silicon comes from intermixing rather than directly from the implantation of silicon.

Figure 9.13 Photoluminescence spectra and
the temperature and time dependence of the
various emission peaks as a function of
annealing temperature and time. (Note the log

scales for the temperature and time
dependence.) Samples were thermally grown
SiO2 layers implantedwith 120 keV Siþ ions to a
fluence of 2� 1016 Si cm�2. (After Ref. [38].).
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In cases where Si ions are used to produce the intermixing, the final excess-Si
distribution is a combination of the implanted and intermixed silicon and the
ion implantation parameters can be used to control the final nanocrystal
distribution [28].

9.5.3
Irradiation-Induced Precipitation

As previously discussed, supersaturated solid solutions aremetastable andwill phase
separate given sufficient atomic mobility. Since the energy carried by energetic ions

Figure 9.15 Kinetic Monte-Carlo simulation of
nanocrystal evolution in an intermixed structure
such as the one shown in Figure 9.13. The initial
structure consists of a Si-substrate/15 nmSiO2/

50 nmpoly-Si, irradiatedwith 50 keV Siþ ions to
a fluence of 1� 1016 cm�2, with the intermixing
calculated from TRIDYN [11]. (After Ref. [66].)

Figure 9.14 Schematic diagram showing ion-beam mixing of interfaces in a Si/SiO2/Si structure
and the evolution of the intermixed structure during subsequent annealing [65].
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can be deposited into a small volume and can give rise to large local temperature rises,
it seems reasonable that this might induce phase separation in such systems.
However, as discussed in Section 9.4.3, the formation of silicon nanocrystals is
usually compromised by the low diffusivity of silicon and by irradiation-induced
dissociation of any clusters that do form. By irradiating a thin film with swift heavy
ions, it is possible to reduce the collisional dissociation of clusters and still deposit
sufficient energy to aid clustering. In this case, the ionsmust have sufficient energy to
pass through the film with few nuclear collisions and have high enough electronic
energy loss to cause local heating of the ion track. This typically requires very high
energy heavy ions, such as 70MeV Si ions, and as such is a rather extreme regime.
Nonetheless, such irradiation has been shown to produce silicon nanocrystals in
silicon-rich oxide layers [43]. Swift heavy ions have also proven of use for fabricating
and modifying a range of other nanostructures [44].

9.6
Novel Structures and Applications

This section presents some novel structures and applications of silicon nanocrystals
that exploit the flexibility of the ion-beam synthesis technique. A more detailed
discussion of applications can be found in later chapters.

9.6.1
Alloying and Doping

The ability of ion implantation to implant any species or combination of species
into any substrate material has been exploited by many researchers to study the
effects of alloying [45–47] and doping on the physical properties of the nanocrys-
tals. This includes the formation of SiGe [47] and SiC [46] nanocrystals, the doping
of Si nanocrystals with species such as B, P, and Au [48], and the incorporation of
optically active impurities such as Er into layers containing Si nanocrystals [49–51].
The latter has been a particularly active area of research due to the prospect of
making an integrated optical amplifier based on Er, a prospect based on the fact
that silicon nanocrystals have strong broadband optical absorption and act as very
effective sensitizers for Er photoluminescence. In the present context, these
examples simply serve to illustrate the flexibility of ion-implantation as a research
tool for studying the synthesis, structure, properties, and application of silicon
nanocrystals.

9.6.2
Choice of Substrate Material

Silicon nanocrystals are most commonly produced in SiO2, and although ion
implantation can readily produce nanocrystals in other host materials, the number
of such studies is very limited [2, 52]. The preference for using SiO2 stems from the
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fact that silicon dioxide has excellent physical and chemical properties and is
extensively used in microelectronic and photonic applications. More significant,
however, is the fact that silicon dioxide is very effective at passivating silicon surface
states. This increases the luminescence efficiency of silicon nanocrystals and is
therefore very important for photonic applications. In materials that do not provide
the same degree of passivation, silicon nanocrystals offer little advantage over
other nanocrystals. Indeed, for many applications, it may be preferable to use
nanocrystals other than silicon in order to reduce processing temperatures or control
chemical reactivity. As a consequence, most of the research on alternative host
materials has involved the synthesis of nanocrystals other than silicon. For example,
ion-beam synthesis of Ge nanocrystals in high-k dielectric films has been used for
nonvolatile memory applications [53] largely due to the fact that they form at lower
temperatures.

9.6.3
Light-Emitting Diodes

Much of the initial interest in silicon nanocrystals centers around the fact that they
exhibited relatively strong photoluminescence and that the emission wavelength
could be tuned by controlling the nanocrystal dimensions. This rapidly led to an
interest inmaking electroluminescent devices such as light-emitting diodes. Thefirst
such structure was fabricated by ion-beam synthesis of silicon nanocrystals within
the silicon dioxide insulating layer of a poly-Si/SiO2/Si device structure [54]. This
device exhibited visible electroluminescence at room temperature under continuous
operation and set the scene for subsequent studies, many of which exploited other
methods of nanocrystal synthesis.

9.6.4
Waveguides and All-Optical Amplifiers

The presence of excess silicon increases the refractive index of silicon dioxide and can
therefore be used to define a waveguide structure [55]. The near-Gaussian depth
distribution produced by silicon implantation is well suited to such applications as it
naturally forms an asymmetric slab waveguide that confines light at a known depth
beneath the surface. In-plane confinement can also be achieved by appropriate
masking or postimplant etching of the implanted region. Waveguides confined in
one and two dimensions have been exploited to study linear and nonlinear optical
effects, including self-guiding of light emitted by nanocrystals, photoinduced ab-
sorption, and optical gain [56].

The ability to codope the waveguides with other optically active impurities has
also been exploited to extend the studies to other systems. Erbium-doped struc-
tures have been of particular interest in this regard due to their potential for all-
optical amplification at wavelengths of interest for telecommunications and
the fact that silicon nanocrystals act as an effective sensitizer for erbium excita-
tion [57–60].
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9.6.5
Nonvolatile Memory

Many nonvolatile flash memories exploit the fact that the switching response of a
transistor can be modified by trapping or removing charge from a floating gate that
is located between the substrate and the regular gate. However, the use of a
continuous floating gate leads to its complete discharge in the event of dielectric
breakdown, thereby causing device failure. This limitation can be overcome by
storing the charge in discrete traps so that only a small fraction of the charge is lost
in the event of breakdown. Silicon nanocrystals are well suited to this task and the
first nanocrystal-based memory was demonstrated by Hori et al. [29] in 1992.
Significantly, this device employed Si nanocrystals (NCs) produced by ion-beam
synthesis. The device showed a significant improvement over conventional mem-
ories, including a relatively low operation voltage, high endurance, fast write/erase
speeds, and better charge retention. Ion beam synthesis continues to play an
important role in developing and understanding nanocrystal synthesis for such
applications.

9.6.6
Microdisk Resonators and Lasers

Novel erbium-dopedSiO2microdisk resonators have been fabricated on siliconusing
conventional planar processing technology and MeV Er-ion implantation. These
resonators have optical quality factors of up to 6� 107 and exhibit a gradual transition
from spontaneous to stimulated emission at 1550 nm when resonantly pumped at
1450 nm [61]. Similar structures containing silicon nanocrystals and erbium have
also been fabricated in both SiO2 and Si3N4 using ion implantation. Significantly,
these devices have the potential to generate coherent emission at 1550 nm under
white light excitation due to the broadband absorption and sensitizing properties of
the silicon nanocrystals [62].

9.6.7
Photonic Crystal Structures

The ability to ion-implant prepatterned materials raises the possibility of creating
regular arrays of nanocrystals, including 3D structures. For example, Si nanocrystals
have been formed within a regular 3D array of silica spheres (artificial opal) by ion
implantation and annealing. For the implantation conditions employed, nanocrystals
were formed only in the top-three sphere layers, but the resulting nanocrystal
luminescence showed clear stop bands associated with the regular photonic crystal
structure [63]. Time-resolved measurements show a rich distribution of decay rates,
containing both shorter and longer decay components compared to the ordinary
stretched exponential decay of Si nanocrystals, reflecting changes in the spontaneous
emission rate of Si nanocrystals due to variations in the local density of states of real
opal-containing defects.
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9.7
Summary

Ion implantation has been shown to be an effective and flexible technique for the
synthesis of silicon nanocrystals. In its simplest form, this involves implanting a
suitable host material with excess silicon and heating it to form nanometer-scale
precipitates. In this case, the spatial distribution of the nanocrystals can be controlled
by a suitable choice of the implantation parameters, and their size distribution can be
tailored by appropriate choice of the excess silicon concentration and the annealing
time and temperature. In its more general form, ion irradiation can also be used to
modify materials through processes such as recoil implantation and intermixing,
some of which offer unique approaches to nanocrystal synthesis.

Ion implantation has several advantages over alternative techniques, including its
ability to implant any species into any host material independent of thermodynamic
constraints, its ability to implant preformed substrate materials and structures, its
ability to independently control the concentration and spatial distribution of the
implanted species, and its ability to implant into substrates held at any temperature.
Its disadvantages include the fact that it is relatively expensive, that it creates radiation
damage in the substrate material, and that the depth distribution of the nanocrystals
is limited to less than a micrometer for most practical purposes. Within this
framework, ion implantation offers a valuable tool for nanocrystal synthesis and
for exploring their structure, properties, and applications, even in cases where it may
not ultimately be the technique of choice for mass production.
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10
Structural and Optical Properties of Silicon Nanocrystals
Fabio Iacona, Giorgia Franzò, Alessia Irrera, Simona Boninelli, and Francesco Priolo

10.1
Introduction

During the past decade, most of the efforts made by the scientific community
working in the field of silicon photonics were devoted to the development of a
Si-based light source to be used for monolithic integration of optical and electrical
functions on a single Si chip. Indeed, electrical interconnections based on metal
lines impose today the most important limitation on the performance of Si-based
microelectronic devices [1]. The parasitic capacities generated at the metal/insulat-
ing/metal capacitors present in complexmultilevel metallization schemes constitute
the main contribution to the delay in the signal propagation. The intrinsic resistivity
of the metal lines, as well as the contact resistance at the various metal/metal
interfaces, constitutes other relevant delay sources. A significant reduction in delay
times has been achieved by replacing the well-established metallization schemes
based on Al and SiO2 with new materials, such as Cu-based metal films and low
dielectric constant insulating layers, but, as soon as the size of the devices will further
reduce, the delay due tometal interconnections will again represent an unacceptable
bottleneck for device performance. An almost definitive solution to this problem
could be the use of optical interconnections for the transfer of information inside a
chip [1–4]. Themost stringent requirement for the development of this strategy is the
availability of Si-based or Si-compatible materials able to generate, guide, amplify,
switch, modulate, and detect light. However, because Si is intrinsically unable to
efficiently emit light due to its indirect bandgap, it is evident that themain limitation
to the above-described strategy is the lack of an efficient Si-based light source. In this
respect, the Si Raman laser recently discovered [5, 6], although an outstanding event,
has a severe limitation since it cannot be electrically pumped.

Si nanocrystals (Si-ncs) are the most important candidates for the realization
of efficient electrically pumped optical sources to be employed in silicon
photonics. Light emission from Si nanostructures became a strategic field of
research after strong visible photoluminescence (PL) at room temperature from
porous Si was discovered by Canham in 1990 [7]. Most of the efforts of scientific
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community progressively moved from porous Si, the bright emission of which
was counterbalanced by its brittleness and optical instability, to Si-ncs embedded
in SiO2 films. Si-ncs are mechanically and optically very stable and, moreover,
their synthesis and processing is fully compatible with the technology used for
Si-based microelectronics. The deeper comprehension of the complex phenom-
ena ruling the process of light emission from Si-ncs has led to a progressive
optimization of the properties of this material [8–17]. In this respect, the most
striking result was the discovery that Si-ncs exhibit optical gain [18–21]; in spite
of this major breakthrough, Si-ncs have been considered for a long time not
useful for developing efficient Si-based light-emitting devices because the
embedding SiO2 matrix is a very good insulating material and carrier injection
through this layer could be very difficult. On the other hand, it is generally
recognized that the peculiar properties of Si-ncs are closely linked to the very
stable passivation ensured by the surrounding SiO2, mainly by eliminating
dangling bonds through the formation of Si¼O bonds [22]; furthermore, SiO2

also constitutes a low defect density medium in which the efficiency of non-
radiative recombination processes is strongly reduced.

However, in spite of this drawback, several prototypes of light-emitting devices
based on Si nanostructures, with more and more interesting performances, have
been proposed. The electroluminescence (EL) of small Si clusters embedded in
SiO2 was first reported in the pioneering work of DiMaria et al. [23]. Thereafter,
several devices based on porous Si were proposed, the most relevant one was
probably the integrated bipolar transistor/porous Si-LED structure developed by
Hirschman et al. [24]. Subsequent examples of Si-nc-based devices exhibiting a
room-temperature EL in the visible/near-infrared region at reasonably low voltages
overcome the difficulty of carrier injection in SiO2 by confining Si-ncs to ultrathin
layers [25–28] or by exploiting the tuning of Si-nc size and density that can be
obtained in materials synthesized by thermal annealing of SiOx layers [29]. The
demonstration that the cross section for the electrical excitation of Si-ncs is about
two orders of magnitude higher than the one observed under optical pumping has
strongly supported the idea that these can also provide important perspectives for
practical applications [30]. Recently, to improve the carrier injection efficiency
in Si-ncs, a new device structure based on a field-effect EL mechanism was
proposed [31]. This new approach is expected both to reduce nonradiative processes
limiting EL efficiency, such as Auger recombination, and to improve the device
reliability, owing to a reduced oxidewear-out with respect to the impact excitation by
hot carriers.

A different approach used to efficiently produce photons from Si is based on the
introduction of light-emitting impurities, such as Er. The 1.54mm luminescence
fromEr-dopedmaterials is due to an internal 4f shell transition of the rare earth ions.
This wavelength is strategic in the telecommunication technology since it matches
thewindow ofmaximum transmission for the silica optical fibers. Si nanoclusters act
as efficient sensitizers for rare earth PL [32–36]; the energy transfer process from
excited nanoclusters to the neighboring Er ions increases by about a factor of 100 the
PL efficiency of the system [33, 35]. Efficient, stable, and room-temperature-operating
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electroluminescent devices based on Er-doped Si nanoclusters have been pro-
posed [37, 38].

The growing relevance of Si-ncs in the field of photonics has stimulated the search
for new approaches for the synthesis of materials with well-defined structural and
optical properties. At present, themost established process for the synthesis of Si-ncs
embedded in a SiO2matrix is based on the thermal annealing of a substoichiometric
silicon oxide film, which allows the thermodynamics-driven phase separation
between Si and SiO2. Substoichiometric silicon oxide films are commonly indicated
with different, but essentially equivalent, acronyms, such as SRO (silicon-rich oxide),
SRSO (silicon-rich silicon oxide), SIPOS (semi-insulating polycrystalline silicon) or,
more simply and rigorously, with their chemical formula SiOx (with 0< x< 2).
Typically, a SiOx film can be obtained by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or plasma-
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) [12, 16, 21], Si ion implantation
in silica [9–11, 13–15, 18, 20], electron beam evaporation [19, 39], and magnetron
sputtering [40, 41]. Among the different techniques that can be used for SiOx

synthesis, PECVD presents several advantages:

1) Low-temperature processing. PECVD usually works at a temperature of 400 �C or
lower.

2) Full compatibility with silicon standard technology. Indeed, PECVD is widely used
for thin-film deposition in the semiconductor industry. This makes the possi-
bility of integrating layers containing Si-ncs inside a microelectronic device a
reality in which electrical and optical functions coexist.

3) High film quality. Compared to sputter deposition or electron beam evaporation,
where a certain degree of porosity is a relatively common problem, PECVD
produces high-quality films.

4) The peculiar optical properties of Si-ncs strongly depend on structural properties
(size, shape, volume density, crystallinity, defect density, surface passivation,
etc.), which in turn are determined by excess concentration of Si in the SiOx film
used as a precursor. PECVD allows a tight control over the film composition by
simply changing the gas flow ratio of the precursors.

In this chapter, we will discuss the synthesis by PECVD and the structural and
opticalpropertiesofSi-ncs.Several analytical techniqueswill beused to investigate the
steps of the temperature-induced evolution of SiOx films leading to the formation of
Si-ncs. The PL properties of Si-ncs will be analyzed and themechanisms of excitation
and de-excitation discussed. A correlation between structural and optical properties
will also be presented. Finally, Er-doping of Si nanoclusters will be proposed as an
interesting way to obtain a very efficient photon emission at 1.54 mm. The relevance
of the above results for the development of silicon photonics will be underlined.

10.2
Synthesis, Structure, and Thermal Evolution of SiOx Films

SiOx thinfilms discussed in this chapter were prepared by using a parallel plate PECVD
system, consisting of an ultrahigh vacuum chamber (base pressure 1� 10�9 Torr)
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and an RFgenerator (13.56MHz), connected through a matching network to the top
electrode of the reactor; the bottom electrode is grounded and also acts as sample
holder. All deposition processes were performed by using a 50W input power. The
substrates, consisting of 5- or 6-in. (100) Czochralski Si wafers, were heated at 300 �C
during the deposition. The source gases used were high-purity (99.99% or higher)
SiH4 and N2O; the N2O/SiH4 flow ratio c varied between 5 and 50, while the total gas
flow rate was kept constant, at a value of about 140 sccm. The total pressure during
deposition processes was kept constant at approximately 6� 10�2 Torr. Typical
deposition rates range from 15 to 20 nm/min.

The chemical composition of silicon oxide films deposited by using different
values of chas beendeterminedbyusing theRutherford backscattering spectrometry
(RBS) technique. Figure 10.1 shows some representative RBS spectra, obtained in
randomconfiguration by using 2MeVHeþ ions, and evidencemarked differences in
the Si content of the films. Figure 10.2a demonstrates Si concentration as a function
of the c value, as obtained fromRBS data. The figure shows that a very large excess of
N2O (c values ranging from15 to 50) leads to the growth of a stoichiometric SiO2film,
while for c values lower than 15, films are substoichiometric. RBS data also
demonstrate the presence of a clearly detectable (around 10 at.%) N concentration,
due to the use of N2O as gaseous precursor for deposition; N concentration is higher
in substoichiometric films, even if a marked dependence on c value cannot be
assessed.

The refractive index (n) of the oxidefilms,measured by ellipsometry at 632.8 nm, is
shown in Figure 10.2b as a function of c. The trend closely follows that one of the Si
concentration. Values of about 1.47 are found for SiO2 films, while n increases up to
about 1.8 in SiOx films as a direct consequence of their high Si content.

Figure 10.1 RBS spectra, obtained in random configuration, for silicon oxide films prepared by
using c values ranging from 6 to 15.
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Detailed information about the structure of the SiOxfilms can be obtained by using
the Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. Figure 10.3 shows the
1400–600 cm�1 region of the FTIR spectra relative to as-deposited and annealed
SiOx films containing 37 at.% of Si. The stretching vibration frequency of the as-
deposited film can be found at about 1028 cm�1, while a typical value for SiO2 films is
about 1075 cm�1 [42]. This behavior is consistent with literature data reporting an
almost linear dependence of the Si�O�Si stretching frequency on the composition
of SiOx films [42], and it is due to the induction effect resulting from replacing highly
electronegative O atoms with Si atoms in the network of the substoichiometric film.
The FTIR spectra confirm the presence of N in the oxide films; the region around

Figure 10.2 (a) Si concentration, derived from RBS measurements, and (b) refractive index
(measured at l¼ 632.8 nm) as a function of c for silicon oxide films prepared by PECVD. The lines
are drawn to guide the eye.
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850 cm�1 contains not only the absorption peak due to the stretching vibration of the
Si�Nbonds but also the peaks related to the presence of Si�Hbonds [43]. Indeed, the
FTIR spectrum is also characterized by another relevant absorption peak at about
2200 cm�1 due to the stretching vibration of Si�H bonds [43], which allows to
estimate H concentrations as high as 1� 1022 at./cm3 [44].

Figure 10.3 also shows the FTIR spectra recorded after annealing the SiOx films at
temperatures ranging between 1000 and 1250 �C for 1 h in N2 atmosphere. The data
demonstrate the increase in the frequency of the Si�O�Si stretchingmode, from the
initial value of 1028 cm�1 up to a value of 1068 cm�1 at 1250 �C. The interpretation
of the low-wavenumber region of the spectra is complicated by the rearrangement
N atoms undergo (RBS data demonstrate that the total N concentration does not
appreciably change upon thermal annealing), mainly leading to the formation of a
oxynitride phase, whose absorption is intermediate between that of the pure oxide
and nitride phases since it is due to Si atoms simultaneously bonded to O and N
atoms [45].High-temperature annealing processes are also very effective in complete-
ly eliminatingH from the films. The above-described behavior qualitatively holds for
all the studied SiOx films.

The structure of the SiOx films, by neglecting their N and H contents, can be
described as a simple Si/SiO2 mixture (random mixture model, RMM [46]) or,
alternatively, as a mixture of all Si oxidation states in the form of Si�SixO4�x

tetrahedra (0� x� 4), in which O atoms are replaced with Si atoms in order to
respect the overallfilm stoichiometry (randombondingmodel, RBM [47]). TheRMM
is based on the assumption that the growth of a SiOx film is mainly ruled by
chemistry: only themore stable phases Si and SiO2 are formed, while the existence of

Figure 10.3 1400–600 cm�1 region of the FTIR spectrum of a SiOx film containing 37 at.% of Si,
as-deposited, and after annealing processes performed at temperatures ranging from 1000 to
1250 �C.
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the Si intermediate oxidation states is neglected; on the contrary, the RBM is a purely
statistical model in which the Si�SixO4�x tetrahedra distribution depends only on the
frequency of arrival of O and Si atoms on the substrate surface during deposition and
thereforeon their relative concentrations in thegaseousphase.Both �pure�models are
never experimentally verified since usually the structure of SiOx films is intermediate
between these two extreme situations. Deposition temperature plays a fundamental
role indetermining if the structure of afilm ismore similar to theRMMor to theRBM.
Indeed, films prepared by thermally induced CVD processes have a structure more
similar to the one predicted by the RMM with respect to films prepared at low
temperature byPECVD [48] due to a phenomenonof temperature-induced orderingof
the film, from a statistics-driven structure to a chemistry-driven one.

This effect works even if the energy needed for the system to reorganize itself
according to chemical laws is supplied after the deposition. The Si�O�Si stretching
peaks in Figure 10.3 demonstrate the occurrence of a temperature-induced transition
from a system exhibiting a typical stretching frequency of a substoichiometric
oxide [42] to a system with a stretching frequency more similar to that of stoichio-
metric SiO2; this effect is due to the evolution of the initial structure toward a biphasic
mixture in which Si coexists with a SiOx phase the composition of which is closer
to the stoichiometry than that present in the as-deposited film. We can schematically
illustrate the heat-induced disproportionation reaction the partially oxidized
Si�SixO4�x tetrahedra undergo as

Si�SixO4�x ! x
4
Si�Si4 þ 1� x

4

� �
Si� O4 ðwith x ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ; ð10:1Þ

where the Si�Si4 tetrahedra constitute the building blocks of Si-ncs.
The temperature-induced decomposition of partially oxidized Si�SixO4�x tetra-

hedra into the more stable Si�Si4 and Si�O4 in SiOx films annealed at high
temperatures has also been demonstrated on the basis of X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy data [49].

10.3
A Deeper Insight into the Thermal Evolution of SiOx Films

Figure 10.4 reports the planview energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy
(EFTEM) images obtained from SiOx samples containing 46 at.% of Si as-deposited
and annealed at 900, 1000, 1100, 1150, and 1250 �C for 1 h in N2 environment. The
principles of the EFTEM technique and the experimental procedure followed to
obtain the images are both described in detail in Refs [50, 51]; we recall here only
that the imageswere obtained by using an energywindow centered on the Si plasmon
loss at about 16 eV; under these conditions, the technique allows to quantitatively
detect Si nanoclusters independent of the presence of a crystalline structure and its
orientation, and therefore it represents a clear advancement with respect to themore
traditional darkfield transmission electronmicroscopy (DFTEM) technique,which is
able to detect only a small fraction of the Si-nc population [50, 51].
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Figure 10.4a shows a uniform gray background without any appreciable intensity
contrast, suggesting the absence of phase separation effect between Si and SiO2 in
the as-deposited SiOx samples. On the other hand, in the EFTEM image reported in
Figure 10.4b, referring to a SiOx sample annealed at 900 �C, some brighter zones can
be clearly detected, indicating the occurrence of the first stages of the Si clustering,
even if the image seems to suggest the formation of a Si network rather than of
isolated clusters. The occurrence of phase separation between Si and SiO2 becomes

Figure 10.4 EFTEM planview images obtained from SiOx films containing 46 at.% of Si
(a) as-deposited, and annealed at (b) 900 �C, (c) 1000 �C, (d) 1100 �C, (e) 1150 �C, and (f) 1250 �C.
The bright zones are associated with the presence of Si clusters.
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much more evident when the annealing temperature is increased, and well-defined
Si nanoclusters embedded in the oxide matrix are distinctly visible in samples
annealed at 1000 and 1100 �C (see Figure 10.4c and d). Further rises in the annealing
temperature (1150 �C, see Figure 10.4e, and 1250 �C, see Figure 10.4f) lead to an
increase in the nanocluster size. We underline that EFTEM images are elemental
maps in which the detected Si nanoclusters can be either crystalline or amorphous.
This is the reasonwhywe use themore general term �nanocluster� for the discussion
of EFTEM data.

Quantitative information on the SiOx samples can be obtained by measuring the
size of the Si nanoclusters detected in the planview EFTEM images of samples
annealed at a temperature of 1000 �C or higher. The data are reported in Figure 10.5a

Figure 10.5 (a) Si nanocluster mean radius, (b) density of Si nanoclusters, (c) concentration of
clusteredSi atomsas a function of the annealing temperature. All data are obtained from theEFTEM
images shown in Figure 10.4. The lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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as a function of the annealing temperature; Si nanocluster mean radius increases
by increasing the annealing temperature from 1.0 (at 1000 �C) to 2.6 nm (at 1250 �C).
A similar trend has been observed in experiments in which, for a fixed annealing
temperature, the Si concentration in the SiOx films is increased [16].

Another important information that can be derived from planview EFTEM images
is the volume density of Si nanoclusters at different temperatures. EFTEM is able to
detect all the clusters present in a sample provided that the analysis is performed in
regions thin enough to avoid shadowing effects between clusters placed at different
depths and that the analyzed volume is known [50, 51]. The Si nanocluster density is
shown in Figure 10.5b as a function of the annealing temperature; values are almost
constant in the 1000–1150 �C range (around 9� 1017 cm�3), while a decrease (about
7� 1017 cm�3) is observed at 1250 �C. This result, coupled with the continuous
increase in the cluster size with annealing temperature reported in Figure 10.5a,
suggests that nanocluster growth is not only due to the inclusion of Si atomsdiffusing
from the oxide matrix but also due to Ostwald ripening effects, leading to the
disappearance of small clusters.

From the above-reported data on the nanocluster density and mean radius, the
number of clustered Si atoms per unit volume at different temperatures can be
calculated. The data are reported in Figure 10.5c and demonstrate that the number of
Si atoms forming detectable clusters remarkably increaseswith increasing annealing
temperature. It is worth noting that, also at 1250 �C, a relevant fraction of excess
Si atoms not detectable by EFTEM exists. Indeed, the value of 3� 1021 cm�3

measured at this temperature has to be compared with an expected value for the
excess Si content, deduced from RBS measurements, of about 1� 1022 cm�3. Very
recent evidence supports the idea that the missing Si atoms remain dissolved in the
SiOxmatrix; indeed, the quantitative analysis of the shape of the electron energy loss
spectra of annealed SiOx films, which is sensitive also to the presence of clusters with
a size below theminimumsize for TEMdetection (about 0.7 nm), gives a very similar
estimation for the clustered Si fraction [52]. The analysis of the energy loss spectra
of SiOx films has also demonstrated that the same concentration of clustered
Si detected in annealed samples is already present in the as-deposited one [52]. This
unexpected result is not in contrast with the EFTEM data shown above since the
clusters present in as-deposited samples are smaller than theminimum size that can
be detected by TEM. The thermal evolution of these clusters leads to their growth
without substantially changing the fraction of clustered Si, which remains about
30%. In agreement with this picture, the process described by Eq. (10.1) and
supported by the FTIR data in Figure 10.3 has to be considered still valid, but
mainly occurring at the oxide/cluster interface. When clusters become larger, their
surface/volume ratio decreases and, in turn, the concentration of partially oxidized
tetrahedra, which constitute the interface between clusters and the surrounding
oxide matrix, also decreases.

To gain a deeper knowledge of the structural properties of SiOx films, we have also
employed the DFTEM technique, which is sensitive to the presence of crystalline
planes, and it is therefore able to map the system for the presence of Si-ncs. It was
not possible to obtain any DFTEM image for samples as-deposited and annealed
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at 900 and 1000 �C. This evidence demonstrates that all the clusters shown in the
EFTEM images in Figure 10.4b and c are amorphous. On the other hand, samples
annealed at 1100 �C or at a higher temperature exhibit the presence of a diffraction
pattern mainly consisting of three distinct rings corresponding to the (111), (220),
and (311) planes of crystalline Si, as shown in the inset of Figure 10.6, demonstrating
that a significant fraction of the clusters shown in Figure 10.4d–f are crystalline.

A typical planview DFTEM image obtained for a SiOx sample annealed at 1250 �C
is shown in Figure 10.6; the image has been obtained by selecting a small portion
(about 10%) of the diffraction ring due to the (111) Si planes and Si-ncs appear as
bright spots on a dark background. The comparison between this image and the one
obtained on the same sample by EFTEM (shown in Figure 10.4f) clearly demon-
strates that EFTEM allows a much more complete characterization of SiOx samples.

For samples in which the amorphous and crystalline phases coexist, EFTEM and
DFTEMdata allow to estimate the crystalline fraction present at a given temperature.
For this purpose, the ratio between the number of nanocrystals (as detected by
DFTEM) and the total number of clusters (as detected by EFTEM) has been evaluated
at different temperatures. The cluster count has been performed in the same sample
region for both techniques; furthermore, to avoid shadowing effects, we selected
for the analysis very thin regions. The data shown in Figure 10.7a demonstrate the
continuous increase in the crystalline fraction by increasing the temperature. Under
the reasonable hypothesis that all clusters are crystalline at 1250 �C [50, 51], the
estimation of the nanocrystal fraction at lower temperatures leads to values of about
30% at 1100 �C (the temperature at which crystallization starts) and 60% at 1150 �C,

Figure 10.6 DFTEMplanview image obtained from a SiOx film containing 46 at.%of Si annealed at
1250 �C. The inset shows the electron diffraction pattern of the sample.
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clearly demonstrating that in this range the temperature plays a role not only by
promoting the Si nanocluster growth but also by extensively inducing the amorphous
to crystal transition [40].

Finally, we used the data on the Si nanocluster density reported in Figure 10.5b and
those on the crystalline fraction in Figure 10.7a to calculate the concentration of
Si-ncs and of amorphous clusters as a function of the annealing temperature. The
data are reported in Figure 10.7b and demonstrate that the temperature progressively
induces the complete transformation of the amorphous clusters (9� 1017 cm�3 at
1000 �C) in Si-ncs (7� 1017 cm�3 at 1250 �C), with the loss of about 20% of the
clusters present at 1000 �C, due to the occurrence of Ostwald ripening phenomenon.

The behavior of the annealed SiOx films described by Figures 10.4–10.7 has to be
considered valid for any SiOx composition, although the clustering and crystalliza-
tion temperatures we have determined for a Si concentration of 46 at.% (1000 and
1100 �C, respectively) may vary in films with different compositions [16, 49]. On the
other hand, very deep structural differences can be found in SiOx films having the
same composition but prepared by different techniques. The most striking example
is the almost complete clustering of the Si excess found in SiOx films prepared by
magnetron sputtering [52].

10.4
Room-Temperature PL Properties of Si-ncs

The room-temperature PL properties of Si-ncs synthesized by thermal annealing of
SiOxfilmswere examinedby exciting the systemwith the 488 nm line of anArþ laser.
The pump power was fixed at 50mW and the laser beam was chopped through an

Figure 10.7 (a) Crystalline fraction, and (b) density of amorphous and crystalline nanoclusters,
as a function of the annealing temperature. The data are obtained from EFTEM and DFTEM
analysis. The lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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acousto-optic modulator at a frequency of 55Hz. The PL signal was analyzed by a
single-grating monochromator and detected by a photomultiplier tube or by a liquid
N2-cooled Ge detector. Spectra were recorded with a lock-in amplifier using the
acousto-optic modulator frequency as a reference. All spectra were corrected for the
spectral system response. Light emission from as-deposited samples was generally
found in all cases to consist of weak signals, with a typical wavelength of 600–650 nm.
On the other hand, SiOx samples exhibit a strong room-temperature PL (several
orders of magnitude higher than the signals coming from the as-deposited samples)
in the 650–950 nm range after an annealing process at a temperature of 1000 �C or
higher. The normalized PL spectra relative to a SiOx film with a Si concentration of
37 at.% are shown in Figure 10.8a for samples annealed at 1100, 1200, and 1300 �C.
Thefigure shows that thewavelength corresponding to themaximum intensity of the

Figure 10.8 Normalized room-temperature PL spectra of Si-ncs formedby thermal annealingof (a)
a SiOx filmwith aSi concentrationof 37 at.%after thermal annealingprocessesperformedat 1100,
1200, and 1300 �C for 1 h; (b) SiOx films with Si concentrations of 35, 39, and 44 at.% after a thermal
annealing process per-formed at 1200 �C for 1 h.
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PL peak (lmax) increases with increasing annealing temperature from 770 nm at
1100 �C to 880 nm at 1300 �C. By keeping the annealing temperature constant, a
dependence of lmax on the sample composition can be established; indeed,
Figure 10.8b shows the PL spectra of three different SiOx samples after the same
annealing process at 1200 �C. The PL peak is observed at 740 nm for sample with
35 at.% of Si, at 825 nm for samplewith 39 at.% of Si, andfinally at 910 nm for sample
with 44 at.% of Si.

The PL measurements relative to SiOx films with five different Si concentrations
(from 35 to 44 at.%) annealed at five different temperatures (from 1000 to 1300 �C)
are summarized in Figure 10.9a, where lmax is plotted as a function of the annealing
temperature. The data demonstrate that lmax exhibits a marked redshift when
annealing temperature is increased. The dependence is very strong for the sample
with lower Si content, the PL peak of which was detected at about 650 nm at 1100 �C
and at about 830 nm at 1300 �C (note that this sample does not show any appreciable
PL signal after annealing at 1000 �C). The effect becomes less pronounced when the
Si concentration is increased; for SiOx films with 44 at.% of Si, all PL peaks are found
between 900 and 950 nm.

The analysis of Figure 10.9a also demonstrates that the dependence of lmax on the
sample composition for a fixed annealing temperature shown in Figure 10.8b is
a general effect. Indeed, at all temperatures the PL peak was found to redshift when
theSi concentrationwas increased. Thewidth of thewavelength range decreaseswith
increasing temperature: while at 1100 �C all wavelengths are contained in about
250 nm-wide spectral range (650–900 nm), at higher temperatures this range re-
markably narrows to about 170 nm (from 740 to 910 nm) at 1200 �C and 120 nm
(from 830 to 950 nm) at 1300 �C.

The dependence of the integrated PL intensity on the annealing temperature has
also been analyzed. The data in Figure 10.9b show that the PL intensity spans along
two orders of magnitude; all signals increase with increasing annealing temperature
from 1000 to 1250 �C, only for the highest Si concentration a slight decrease in the
emission is noticed at 1250 �C. At 1300 �C, all PL signals remarkably decrease.
It should be noted that the sample with 35 at.% of Si (not shown in Figure 10.9b)
shows an almost constant intensity at 1250 and 1300 �C, exhibiting, differently from
all the other samples, a very low PL intensity (or no light emission at all) in the
1000–1200 �C range. The figure also demonstrates that in the temperature range
1000–1100 �C, the maximum PL intensity is exhibited by films with the higher Si
content; at 1200 �C, the intermediate concentrations are themost efficient, while at a
temperature of 1250 �C or higher, the situation is totally reversed since the sample
with 37 at.% of Si exhibits the most intense PL peaks.

10.5
Excitation and De-Excitation Properties of Si-ncs

The decay time of the room-temperature PL signal of Si-ncs is of particular interest
since it depends on the confinement properties of nanocrystals. Figure 10.10 shows
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the PL decay time at two detection wavelengths, 700 and 950 nm, for different Si-nc
samples after shutting off through an acousto-optic modulator a 10mW 488 nm
laser beam at room temperature. The decay time at 700 nm (Figure 10.10a) increases
with decreasing Si content and it is characterized by a stretched exponential shape
that becomes more and more similar to a single exponential with decreasing Si
content. On the other hand, the 950 nm signal decay time, shown in Figure 10.10b,
is characterized by almost single exponentials with the same lifetime for all the Si
contents.

Stretched exponential functions are commonly used to describe the decay time
of Si-ncs [15]. In a stretched exponential, the decay line shape is given by

IðtÞ ¼ I0 exp � t
t

� �b
� �

; ð10:2Þ

where I(t) and I0 are the PL intensity as a function of time, and at t¼ 0, t is the decay
time and b is a dispersion factor �1. The smaller is b the more �stretched� is

Figure 10.9 (a) Dependence of the wavelength of the PL peaks (lmax) and (b) dependence of the
integrated intensity of the PL peaks on the annealing temperature for Si-ncs synthesized from SiOx

films having different Si concentrations. The lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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the exponential. The results of the fits to the data in Figure 10.10a with Eq. (10.2)
indicate that the factor b decreases from 0.85 to 0.63 and t from 65 to 10 ms on
increasing the Si content from 35 to 44 at.%. A decrease in b has been associated with
a redistribution of the energy within the sample with a transfer from smaller
nanocrystals (with larger gaps) to larger nanocrystals (with smaller gaps) [15]. This
picture is consistent with the data in Figure 10.10a, showing smaller b and t values in
Si-rich samples in which the nanocrystal concentration is higher and hence the
energy transfer is more probable. It should be stressed that since all measurements
are performed at the same wavelength, they reveal the properties of ncs having the
same size but embedded in a different environment. The markedly different
behavior observed demonstrates that the environment of the ncs plays a quite
important role in determining the decay time. The more the Si-ncs are isolated
(larger b), the larger is the decay time t since energy transfer becomes less probable.
Moreover, larger Si-ncs (those emitting at 950 nm, see Figure 10.10b) cannot transfer

Figure 10.10 Measurements of the time decay of the PL signal at 700 nm (a) and at 950 nm (b) for
Si-ncs formedby thermal annealing of SiOx filmswith different compositions annealed at 1250 �C for
1 h. Data were taken at room temperature.
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their energy to the surrounding Si-ncs since their energy is not sufficient due to their
smaller bandgaps. Therefore, they act as �isolated� Si-ncs in the sense that once
excited they will re-emit the energy only radiatively. This explains the identical
lifetime of 175 ms for all the studied samples and the almost single exponential
behavior.

Another important issue to be investigated is the excitation cross section of Si-ncs
and its dependence on the nc density. For this purpose, we studied the rise time of the
PL intensity in Si-ncs. The PL intensity is in general given by

I / N�

tR
; ð10:3Þ

where N
�
is the concentration of excited ncs and tR denotes the radiative lifetime.

The rate equation for Si-nc excitation will be

dN�

dt
¼ swðN�N�Þ�N�

t
; ð10:4Þ

where s is the excitation cross section, w is the photon flux, N is the total number of
Si-ncs, and t is the decay time, taking into account both radiative and nonradiative
processes.

If a pumping laser pulse is turned on at t¼ 0, the PL intensity, according to
Eqs. (10.3) and (10.4), will increase with the following law:

IðtÞ ¼ Io 1�exp � swþ 1
t

� �
t

� �� 	
; ð10:5Þ

where I0 is the steady-state PL intensity. The rise time ton will hence follow the
relationship:

1
ton

¼ swþ 1
t
: ð10:6Þ

Ameasure of the rise time as a function of photon flux w will therefore give direct
information on the excitation cross section.

For example, Figure 10.11a shows the room-temperature PL rise time for Si-ncs
synthesized by annealing at 1250 �C for 1 h a SiOx film with a Si content of 35 at.%.
The sample was pumped at 488 nm, with pump powers ranging from 1 to 30mW,
and the signal was detected at 850 nm. As predicted by Eqs. (10.5) and (10.6), the
rise time becomes shorter and shorter by increasing pump power. By fitting these
rise time curves with Eq. (10.5), the values of ton at the different pump powers
are obtained. The reciprocal of ton is reported in Figure 10.11b as a function of the
photon flux. The data follow a straight line according to Eq. (10.6) with a slope
s� 1.8� 10�16 cm2. The intercept of the fit straight line with the vertical axis gives
the lifetime of the Si-ncs in the system at the measured wavelength. The obtained
value (100 ms) is in agreement with decay timemeasurements at 850 nm on the same
sample. In this way, we have been able to obtain a direct measurement of the
excitation cross section of Si-ncs.We have performed suchmeasurements for several
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different samples. Systems in which Si-ncs are almost isolated are characterized by
cross section values very similar to that observed in the sample with 35 at.% of Si.
A different behavior is observed in Si-nc systems in which a quite substantial energy
transfer takes place. For example, for a SiOx sample with 42 at.% of Si annealed at
1250 �C, the effective excitation cross section for Si-ncs is much higher than in the
previous case being about 8� 10�16 cm2. This strong increasemirrors the fact that in
the presence of energy transfer, the effective excitation cross section of each
nanocrystal increases since excitation can occur not only through direct photon
absorption but also through energy transfer from a nearby nanocrystal. A single-
photon absorption can now excite several Si-ncs since the energy is transferred from
onenc to the other. On the other hand, only one nc per incoming photon is excited at a
time since energy transfer requires nonradiative de-excitation from the nc. In fact, an
increase by a factor of 4 in the effective cross section corresponds to a decrease by a
factor of 4 in the lifetime values shown in Figure 10.10a. This is a clear indication that
the increase in cross section and decrease in time decay are different aspects of the
same physical process.

10.6
Correlation between Structural and Optical Properties of Si-ncs

The mechanism of visible and near-infrared light emission from Si-ncs embedded
in a SiO2 matrix has been the object of an intense scientific debate for several years.

Figure 10.11 (a) Time-resolved PL intensity at
850 nmwhen switching on the pumping laser at
t¼ 0 for Si-ncs formed by thermal annealing of a
SiOx film with a Si concentration of 35 at.% and
annealed at 1250 �C. The excitation wavelength
was 488 nm. Data were taken at room

temperature and at different pump powers
and are normalized to the maximum intensity.
(b) Reciprocal of the ton time as obtained from
the data in (a) as a function of the pump laser
photon flux. The slope gives the cross section
for Si-nc excitation.
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At present, it is commonly accepted that quantum confinement plays an important
role in determining the intense room-temperature light emission of Si-ncs and its
blueshift when size reduction of the nanostructures occurs [13, 14, 16]. On the other
hand, the strong Stokes shift between absorption and emission in Si-ncs suggested
that emission could be due to an interfacial radiative center [53, 54]. The quantum
confinement picture and the interfacial state model have been reconciled
by demonstrating that a Si¼O double bond introduces size-dependent levels (both
for electrons and for holes) within the gap [22]. According to this picture, the radiative
recombination of an electron–hole pair trapped at the Si¼O double bond or of a
trapped electron and a free hole (depending on the Si-nc size) is the process
responsible for the observed emission. This emission, however, is still size depen-
dent due to quantum confinement effects, thus explaining the experimentally
observed blueshift.

The EFTEM data shown in Figures 10.5 and 10.7 allow us to deepen our
understanding of the complex phenomena ruling the process of light emission
from Si-ncs; in particular, in addition to the above-discussed and well-established
relationship between size and wavelength, it is possible to also explain the intensity
of the PL signal on the basis of the structural properties of samples containing Si-ncs.

In the low pump-power regime, the PL intensity I is given by

I / sw
t

tR
N; ð10:7Þ

where t is the lifetime, tR is the radiative lifetime, s is the excitation cross section,w is
the photonflux, andN is the total number of emitting centers. According to Eq. (10.7),
under the same excitation conditions, the PL intensity depends only on the lifetime t
and on the total number of emitting centersN. We measured the room-temperature
PL intensity and the lifetime of the PL signal of SiOx samples containing 46 at.% of
Si annealed at different temperatures in the 1000–1250 �C range. Lifetime measure-
ments were made by studying the decay time of the PL signal recorded at 850 nm.
Byfitting the experimental curveswith Eq. (10.2), we found that for samples annealed
in the temperature range of 1100–1250 �C, the lifetime is about 20–30 ms. On the
other hand, the decay curve relative to the sample annealed at 1000 �Ccannot befitted
by using Eq. (10.2) since it consists of two very different components, the first one
corresponding to a very fast decay, with a lifetime shorter than 1 ms, and the second
slower component, resembling that of the samples annealed at higher temperatures.
The fast component of the lifetime could be an intrinsic property of the amorphous
clusters or could be related to the presence of nonradiative defects in the matrix
or within the clusters due to the low temperature of the annealing process. Since
theoretical calculations have demonstrated that the radiative lifetime of amorphous
Si clusters is very similar to that of Si-ncs [55], it is reasonable to conclude that
nonradiative recombination centers (within the clusters or in the oxide matrix)
influence the de-excitation properties of SiOx systems annealed at relatively low
temperature.

The normalized number N of emitting centers, as obtained from Eq. (10.7) by
dividing the PL intensity I by the lifetime t (and assuming an almost constant tR),
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is reported in arbitrary units in Figure 10.12 (closed squares, left-hand side scale) as
a function of the annealing temperature. From the comparison between these data
and the density of amorphous and crystalline clusters and their sum, shown in
Figures 10.5b and 10.7b, it is possible to draw some important conclusions about the
relationship between structural and optical properties of Si nanoclusters embedded
in SiO2 films. Figure 10.12 also reports (open circles, right-hand side scale) the
normalized cluster density obtained from EFTEM data (corresponding to the sum
of the amorphous and crystalline contributions), as a function of the annealing
temperature. The figure demonstrates a good agreement between the two sets of data
since the very fast PL decay observed in samples annealed at 1000 �C explains the
presence of a low signal, and the decrease in the PL signal at 1250 �C is in agreement
with the decrease in the cluster density due to the occurrence of Ostwald ripening
phenomenon. It is possible to note that at 1250 �C the number of emitting centers is
more than a factor of 2 lower than the nanocluster density, and this is due to the fact
that at this temperature the nanocluster mean radius is very high (2.6 nm), and since
our size distributions are typically characterizedby a standarddeviation of about 20%,
a relevant fraction of the Si clusters is too large to be an efficient light emitter. Indeed,
according to the effective mass approximationmodel [56], only clusters with a radius
remarkably smaller than the Bohr radius of the exciton (4.3 nm for bulk Si) exhibit
strong quantum confinement effects [57]. It is not possible to find a better agreement
by correlating the PL data with only the amorphous fraction (it should be impossible
to explain the PL signal at 1250 �C in a fully crystalline sample) or the crystalline
fraction (the maximum PL intensity should be at 1250 �C and no PL signal should

Figure 10.12 Concentration N of emitting centers, as obtained from Eq. (10.7) by dividing the PL
intensity I by the lifetime t (closed squares, left-hand side scale) and Si nanocluster density (open
circles, right-hand side scale) as obtained from EFTEM data, as a function of the annealing
temperature. Both sets of data are normalized to their respective values at 1000 �C. The lines are
drawn to guide the eye.
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appear at 1000 �C). The above data constitute a clear evidence of the fact that the light
emission process from annealed SiOxfilms involves all Si clusters, regardless of their
structure. Amorphous Si clusters constitute a relevant fraction of the overall
population in samples annealed at temperatures lower than 1250 �C and therefore
play a fundamental role in determining the PL properties of the system.

10.7
Er-Doped Si Nanoclusters

SiOx films prepared by PECVD also represent an ideal precursor for the synthesis of
Er-doped Si nanoclusters. For this purpose, since Er incorporation during the SiOx

growth requires the use of organometallic Er compounds, the handling of which can
be very complicated, rare earth ions are commonly introduced by ion implanta-
tion [35–38, 58]. Er ions can be implanted in as-deposited SiOx films or in films
annealed either at temperatures allowing only the formation of amorphous clusters
or at high temperatures needed for Si-nc formation. This thermal process will be
referred to as �preannealing� hereinafter. In all cases, after the implantation step
an annealing process at 900 �C, hereinafter referred to as �postannealing,� is usually
performed in order to recover the implantation damage and to optically activate
Er ions.

Many points appear of great interest in this system. First of all, the nanoclusters
seem to act as efficient sensitizers for the rare earth that is excited much more
efficiently than in pure SiO2. Indeed, room-temperature PL yields two orders of
magnitude higher are observed for Er-doped SiO2 in the presence of nanoclusters
than in pure SiO2 [33, 35]. Moreover, since Er is now embedded within a larger gap
matrix, the nonradiative decay channels typically limiting Er luminescence in bulk
Si (i.e. backtransfer, and Auger de-excitations) might be absent in this case. This
further improves the luminescence yield.

The sensitizing action of Si nanoclusters is clearly demonstrated in Figure 10.13
where the room-temperature PL spectra of SiOx samples in which Er has been
implanted at different doses after Si-nc formation (as determined by a preannealing
process at 1100 �C) are reported. Spectra were taken by exciting the samples with
a 488 nm laser beam at a pump power of 50mW. In the absence of Er, a PL signal at
around 0.85 mm is observed coming from Si-ncs as a result of confined exciton
recombination. As soon as Er is introduced, also at doses as small as 2� 1012/cm2,
the signal from Si-ncs at 0.85mm is seen to decrease, while a new peak at around
1.54 mm, coming from the 4I13/2! 4I15/2 intra-4f-shell Er transition, appears.With an
increasing Er dose, this phenomenon becomes particularly evident with a quenching
of the nc-related PL corresponding to a simultaneous enhancement in the Er-related
PL.

The Si nanocluster-mediated excitation of the Er ions is further demonstrated in
Figure 10.14where the photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectra of three different
samples, normalized to the incoming photon fluxes, are reported as a function of
the excitation wavelength. PLE spectra weremeasured by using a Xe lamp coupled to
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a monochromator. The open squares and the solid line refer to the 1.54 mm line of Er
in the presence of Si nanoclusters and in SiO2, respectively. The Er concentration is
the same for both samples, whichwere annealed at 900 �C for 1 h. It is worth noticing
that for Er in SiO2 (whose PLE spectrum has beenmultiplied by a factor of 4), photon

Figure 10.14 PLE spectra for Er-doped Si nanoclusters, Er-doped SiO2 (multiplied by a factor of 4)
and Si-ncs, normalized for the photon flux at each excitationwavelength. The PL signals are detected
at 1.54mm for both Er-doped samples and at 0.98mm for Si-ncs.

Figure 10.13 Room temperature PL spectra of Er-implanted Si nanoclusters at different Er doses.
Samples have been preannealed at 1100 �C and postannealed at 900 �C.
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emission can occur only at the resonant wavelengths of 378, 488, and 520 nm,
corresponding to excited levels related to Er3þ . The presence of Si nanoclusters
produces a quite interesting modification in the absorption spectrum of Er. Indeed
now Er can be excited in a much broader wavelength range. If we now compare the
PLE spectrum of Er in the presence of nanoclusters with that obtained for Si-ncs
emitting at 0.98mm (solid squares in Figure 10.14), we find a strong similarity in the
trend over a wide range of excitation wavelengths. This, indeed, suggests that the Er
excitation occurs via the Si nanoclusters thatmay absorb the incoming photons over a
broad wavelength range and then transfer the energy to a nearby Er ion, by coupling
with one of the Er excited levels.

The Er excitation mechanism in the presence of Si-nanoclusters is schematized
in Figure 10.15. When we pump Er-doped Si-nanoclusters samples with a laser
beam, photons are absorbed by the Si-nanoclusters and promote an electron from
the conduction band (CB) to the valence band (VB). Theoretical calculations have
demonstrated that the electron in CB is then trapped by a Si¼O interfacial state
(a) [22]. The recombination of the electron in the interfacial state with a hole in the
valence band gives the typical light emission at about 0.8 mm (b). Alternatively, in
the presence of Er, the energy can be transferred to the Er ion to excite it (c). Since
the 0.8 mm wavelength (corresponding to �1.5 eV) couples well with the 4I9/2 level
of the Er manifold, it is reasonable to believe that this is indeed the Er level first
excited by the nanocluster. From this level, a rapid relaxation occurs at the
metastable 4I13/2 level with the final emission of photons at 1.54 mm (c). Processes
(b) and (c) are in competition with one another. When an Er ion is close to a

Figure 10.15 Schematic picture of the excitation process for Er-doped Si nanoclusters.
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nanocluster, that nanocluster will become �dark� in the sense that the energy
transfer to Er will be much more probable than the radiative emission.

Since the beginning of the research activity on Er-doped Si nanoclusters, it was
commonly accepted that the formation of Si-ncs was a crucial step in the Er
excitation [32–37]. However, in the case of Er-implanted samples, although Si-ncs
are formed before Er introduction, the damage induced by the ion beam can strongly
modify the structure of the nanograins even if a postannealing process is per-
formed [58]. Indeed, Si-ncs are not the only efficient sensitizers for Er since small
amorphous Si nanoclusters can also very efficiently excite Er, the PL intensities being
even much higher. This is clearly demonstrated in Figure 10.16 where the room-
temperature PL spectra of Er-doped SiOx layers preannealed at different tempera-
tures (in the range 0–1250 �C)prior to Er implantation are shown. The temperature of
the postannealing process was 900 �C for all samples. The PL intensity at 1.54mm is
identical for the SiOx samples as-deposited and preannealed at 500 �C, increases for
preannealing at 800 �C and decreases again at higher temperatures. In particular, for
a preannealing process at 1250 �C, the intensity is about a factor of 5 lower with
respect to the maximum PL signal observed. This is a quite surprising result since at
1250 �Cstrong luminescent Si-ncs are formed,while at temperatures as low as 800 �C
no crystalline phase and no relevant visible/near-infrared light emission are
observed [50]. When a sample containing Si-ncs is implanted with Er and

Figure 10.16 Room-temperature PL spectra for SiOx samples preannealed at different
temperatures and then implanted with 5� 1014 Er/cm2. In all cases, the postimplantation thermal
process was performed at 900 �C for 1 h.
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postannealed at 900 �C, while the EFTEM technique still detects a Si nanocluster
distribution very similar to the one observed before the implantation process,
DFTEM does no longer detect Si-ncs. Therefore, after the Er implantation, the
grains remain amorphous even if a thermal process at 900 �C is performed due to
the fact that the crystallization temperature of amorphous nanometric structures
is much higher than that of bulk material [40]. On the other hand, in the sample
preannealed at 800 �C, implanted with Er and postannealed at 900 �C (that is the
sample for which the PL signal at 1.54 mm is highest), in agreement with the data
shown in Figure 10.4, the EFTEM analyses reveal a network of very small
amorphous Si nanograins and there is no evidence for the presence of any
crystalline phase. These data demonstrate that Er can be efficiently excited through
an electron–hole-mediated process in the presence of amorphous Si nanoclusters.
Moreover, the PL intensity is stronger in samples preannealed at lower tempera-
tures (up to 800 �C) since in this case there are numerous and smaller Si nanograins
that can absorb very efficiently the energy from the laser and transfer it to a nearby
Er ion. This also increases the number of excitable Er centers.

Finally, it should be noted that the luminescence features of Er-implanted SiOx

films are similar to those observed in samples in which Er was introduced with
different nondamaging techniques [33, 34], indicating that it is not important that the
Si nanograins are crystalline or amorphous, since the only crucial step is the presence
of a high density of small Si clusters that can act as both the absorbing medium and
the sensitizers for Er.

10.8
Summary

In this chapter, we have presented an overview on the properties of Si-ncs embedded
in SiO2 synthesized by thermal annealing of SiOx films prepared by PECVD. The
deposition conditions needed to obtain SiOx films with the suitable composition for
Si-nc formation have been summarized. The thermally induced evolution of the SiOx

films has been studied in detail bymeans of different TEM techniques and it has been
evidenced as the quantitative analysis of EFTEM and DFTEM data constitute an
invaluable tool both for the comprehension of the structure of this material and for
the optimization of its optical properties. SiOx films prepared by PECVD constitute a
unique precursor material for the controlled synthesis of Si-ncs exhibiting strong
room-temperature PL; indeed, the wavelength of the PL signal of Si-ncs can be varied
from 650 to 950 nm by increasing their mean radius through the increase in the
annealing temperature or in the Si concentration. The excitation and de-excitation
properties of Si-ncs have been studied and interpreted on the basis of structural
considerations, and the role of amorphous clusters in the PL process elucidated.
Finally, the basic properties and the potential of Er-doped Si nanoclusters have been
reported and discussed.

The knowledge about Si-ncs is now mature enough to allow their applications
in the fabrication of new generations of electroluminescent devices characterized
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by working conditions (operating voltage and current, stability, and reliability) and
efficiency close to those required for practical applications and, more ambitiously,
of silicon devices in which photonic and electronic functions are integrated by fully
exploiting the unusual properties of Si-ncs. For this purpose, the integration of
traditional LED structures with waveguides, nanocavities, and photonic crystals will
probably represent a decisive step for the development of silicon photonics.
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11
Formation of Si-nc by Reactive Magnetron Sputtering
Fabrice Gourbilleau, Celine Ternon, Christian Dufour, Xavier Portier, and Richard Rizk

11.1
Introduction

Since the discovery of the efficient room-temperature photoluminescence (PL) of
porous silicon [1], the possible development of Si-based optoelectronic device
compatible with the mainstream silicon microelectronics has generated huge
scientific activities focused on the nanoscale Si studies. Thus, a considerable effort
was put in to produce and study Si nanostructures consisting of Si nanograins
embedded in a silicamatrix in order to understand the physical processes underlying
the visible emission and to define future applications. Several methods have
been used for fabricating such materials and consist in (i) implantation of Siþ ions
in thermally grown SiO2 [2–10], (ii) laser-induced decomposition of gas precur-
sors [11–14], (iii) plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition [15–20], (iv) magne-
tron cosputtering [21, 22], (v) porous silicon [1, 23–25], and (vi) evaporation [26, 27].
The visible emission observed has been attributed to a quantum confinement (QC)
effect of photogenerated carriers in the nanoscale silicon particles [28] and has been
thoroughly analyzed theoretically [29–32]. Besides this QC effect, some studies have
also pointed out the concomitant role played by the Si–SiO2 interface in the emission
properties [2, 33–35]. Thus, the monitoring of both size and distribution of nano-
grains within the host matrix and the quality of the Si/SiO2 interface appear to be the
main parameters governing the emission properties of the Si-based nanomaterials.
Themost originalway to control the Si grain size is the laser pyrolysis of silane in a gas
flow reactor producing free Si nanoparticles as reported by Ledoux et al. [36] or the
multilayer (ML) Si/SiO2 approach in which the Si sublayer thickness should not
exceed the QC-related critical value [37–41], evaluated to about 5 nm. Among the
potential developments of Si-based nanostructured materials detailed in the litera-
ture, we report sensor applications [42], conception and design of efficient photonic
structures [43, 44], nonvolatile memory devices [45], and tandem solar cells for the
third-generation photovoltaics [46].

In this context, our group has developed an original approach by means of
magnetron sputtering coupled with a reactive plasma that allows to grow composite
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or multilayered materials in which the size and/or the density of the Si nanograins,
and consequently the photoluminescent properties, can bemonitored through either
the deposition parameters or the postannealing treatment. This original approach
will be described through the effect of deposition parameters on the microstructure
and optical properties of the different layers fabricated.

11.2
Experimental

Single layers andmultilayers were fabricated by RF reactive magnetron sputtering of
a pure SiO2 target under amixture ofAr andH2plasma. The originality of our process
lies in the use of hydrogen as a reactive gas instead of oxygen commonly employed for
the fabrication of Si/SiO2 MLs [37]. This way, we take advantage of the ability of
hydrogen to reduce the oxygen species released from the sputtering of the pure SiO2

target allowing the growth of silicon-rich silicon oxide (SRSO) layers. TheAr pressure
was maintained constant at 1.5 Pa while the hydrogen partial pressure (PH2) was
varied from 0.5 to 6.0 Pa. The power density applied for the sputtering of SiO2 was
0.76W/cm2 whereas the substrate temperature (TS) ranged from 60 to 600 �C.
Depending on the characterization techniques, layers were deposited on (100) Si
or fused quartz substrates.

Both the influence of the deposition parameters (PH2 and TS) and the effect of the
annealing treatment on the multilayer structure were investigated through several
characterization experiments. IR experimentswere performed in the 500–4000 cm�1

range by means of a Nicolet 750-II spectrometer. The spectra were recorded at the
Brewster angle of 65� that enables the simultaneous detection of the LO3 and TO3

vibrational modes of silica at about 1250 and 1080 cm�1, respectively. Optical
transmission measurements were performed in the 300–3000 nm range using a
Perking Elmer UV-visible spectrophotometer. Transmission and high-resolution
electron microscopies (TEM and HREM) were conducted on samples prepared in
the cross-sectional configuration using a JEOL 2010 and an ABT EM002B micro-
scope. X-ray diffraction (XRD) and reflectometrymeasurementswere carried out on a
Philips XPERT MPD PRO diffractometer. For reflectometry experiments, the X-ray
beam of the Cu Ka radiation struck the film surface under a grazing incidence angle
v in the 0–1� range. The light emission properties were analyzed by photolumines-
cence measurements using different excitation lines: (i) the 488 nm line of an Arþ

laser, (ii) the 300–400 band of a high-pressure Hg lamp, and (iii) the 325 nm line of a
HeCd laser.

11.3
Results

In the first part of this section, the nature of the deposited materials with different
hydrogen partial pressures PH2 and substrate temperatures TS will be analyzed to
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determine the optimized fabrication conditions for layers containing Si nanograins.
Then, in the second part, composite andmultilayer deposition and properties will be
described.

11.3.1
Single Layer

Typical IR spectra have been recorded in the 900–1400 cm�1 range for layers
deposited at TS¼ 60 �C (Figure 11.1a) or TS¼ 500 �C (Figure 11.1b) with different
hydrogen contents after an annealing treatment at 1100 �C. The choice of such a high
annealing temperature is linked to previous studies on Si-SiO2 layers deposited by
cosputtering that have shown a bright PL emission upon annealing at 1100 �C for
1 h [21]. The spectra have been normalized to the TO3 vibration band to observe the
effect of the deposition condition on the LO3 peak. It has to be noticed that the
hydrogen-related bonds peaking at about 640, 820, and 2100 cm�1 have not been

Figure 11.1 Infrared spectra recorded at a Brewster angle of 65� on the annealed single layers
deposited at (a) TS¼ 60 �C and (b) TS¼ 500 �C for three different values of PH2

.
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observed in the IR spectra. Such a result is consistent with the expected total
desorption of hydrogen after high-temperature annealing treatment. For the layers
deposited at a low TS, the increase in the hydrogen partial pressure leads to an
increase in the LO3 vibration band. The same but less pronounced effect can be
observed for the highest TS (Figure 11.1b). Based on the work of Olsen and
Shimura [47] who ascribed this LO3 mode to the Si�O�Si bond at 180 � at the
interface between Si and SiO2, the evolution of the intensity of this vibration band is
therefore the result of the increase in the Si�O�Si bond density with PH2 in our
layers. Moreover, the increase in PH2 and the one in TS favors the phase separation
between Si and SiO2 as evidenced by the decrease in the LO4-TO4 vibration band
intensities peaking at 1125 and 1150 cm�1 and related to the disorder in the SiO2

matrix. The concomitant increase in the LO3 mode and the decrease in the LO4-TO4

vibration bandswith the increase inPH2 and/orTS could be the result of the raising Si
excess in the fabricated layer. To confirm this hypothesis, optical transmission
spectroscopy measurements were performed. Figure 11.2 displays the evolution of
the static refractive index measured at 2.0mm as a function of TS for the layer
deposited under different values of PH2 after annealing at 1100 �C. This figure
demonstrates the systematic increase in the refractive index with both deposition
parameters PH2 and TS to reach TS¼ 500 �C and PH2 ¼ 6 Pa, a value close to that of
the silicon (single crystal: 3.2). These results attest to the reactive character of the
process allowing to control the Si incorporation with deposition parameters. To get
some insight into the microstructure of the deposited layer, TEM observations were
performed on some specific samples and reported in Figures 11.3 and 11.4. For low
deposition temperature, the presence of Si nanocrystals within the films can be
deduced from the corresponding electron diffraction pattern (EDP) that reveals a
large (111) ring characteristic of the randomly oriented Si nanograins. When the
substrate temperature is increased up to 500 �C, one can notice the presence of some
small black contrast attesting the presence of Si nanocrystals in the layers deposited
with the lowest PH2 and confirmed by a well-defined (111) ring in the EDP

Figure 11.2 Evolution of the static refractive index measured at 2.0 mm as a function of the
substrate temperature TS for single layers deposited under different hydrogen partial pressures PH2

and after an annealing treatment at 1100 �C.
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(Figure 11.4a). The increasing hydrogen content in the plasma favors the silicon
incorporation as revealed by the evolution of the microstructure displayed in
Figure 11.4b and c in which a columnar structure appears to be more and more
pronounced. Thus, a high PH2 combined with a high TS value leads to the growth of
large crystalline Si grains whereas under low PH2 and TS, the growing film presents a
nanocomposite structure with Si nanograins embedded in the silica host matrix.

The first part of this section clearly shows the potential of this original approach
dealing with the reactive magnetron sputtering of a pure silica cathode to grow
different microstructures from nanocomposite layers to almost pure silicon film.

11.3.2
Composite Layer

Si–SiO2 composite layers have beengrown atTS¼ 60 �C for three differentPH2 values
ranging from 0.6 to 6.0 Pa. An annealing treatment at 1100 �C is applied after
deposition to allow the phase separation between Si and SiO2 and to favor the Si
nanograin formation. The evolution of the microstructure with PH2 is displayed on
Figure 11.5 in which the RX spectra are reported with their corresponding fitting
curves.When the hydrogen partial pressure increases from 0.6 to 1.5 Pa, the width of
the peaks increases and then decreases for the highest value of PH2 (Table 11.1). The
corresponding sizes deduced from the RX spectra are listed in Table 11.1. HREM
observations performed on these layers (not shown here) evidence an increase in the
average Si grain size from about 3 nm to about 4 nm when PH2 is increased
(Figure 11.6). The corresponding characteristics of the size distribution is reported
in Table 11.2. It shows that the increase in PH2 favors both the increase in Si grain
density and, to a less extent, the increase in Si grain size. The discrepancies with
the XRD estimation lies in the fact that XRD experiments give information on the
coherent size corresponding to either a grain size if well crystallized or a distance
between defects such as grain boundaries or twins. To confirm themeasured Si size,
photoluminescence experiments have been performed since the conditions of the

Figure 11.3 Bright field TEM image of an annealed single layer deposited at TS¼ 60 �C and
PH2

¼ 6.0 Pa.
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quantum confinement of carriers are fulfilled. Figure 11.7 reports the PL spectra
recorded for the annealed layers in the visible range. Each spectrum has been
normalized to the thickness to allow the comparison of the PL intensities. One can
observe that the PL intensity increases with PH2 that is coherent with increasing
density of Si nanocrystals estimated from the HREM images and reported in
Table 11.2. The spectra are well fitted by a combination of two Gaussian curves
allowing the determination of two PL peak positions depending on the fabrication
conditions (Figure 11.8). One of these PL maxima peaks at the same wavelength

Figure 11.4 Bright field TEM images of the annealed films deposited at TS¼ 500�C and for PH2

values of (a) 0.5 Pa; (b) 1.5 Pa; (c) 6.0 Pa.
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Figure 11.5 Diffraction spectra of composite layers deposited with different values of PH2
. Each

spectrum is fitted with three Lorentzian curves the characteristics of which are reported in Table 11.1.
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Figure 11.6 Size distribution of the Si grains deduced from the HREM observations of composite
single layers deposited with different hydrogen partial pressures.

Table 11.1 Characteristics of the fitting and Si nanograin size.

PH2
(Pa) (111) (220) (311)

qc (�) FWMH (�) Size (nm) qc (�) FWMH (�) Size (nm) qc (�) FWMH (�) Size (nm)

0.6 28.4 1.6 4 47.1 2.2 3 55.6 3.9 1.5
1.5 28.4 0.8 10 47.3 1.3 6 55.7 1.9 3.5
6.0 28.3 2.5 2.5 47.5 2.8 2.5 55.1 3.5 2
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Table 11.2 Characteristics of the size distribution and density of Si nanograins.

PH2
(Pa) Grain number Mean size (nm) Density of nanograins

(grains/mm2)

0.6 195 3.1� 1 3800
1.5 326 4.7� 1 5800
6.0 162 4.1� 1 7400

Wavelength  (nm)
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Figure 11.7 Photoluminescence spectra of the annealed single layers deposited with different
hydrogen partial pressures. For clarity, the baseline of the spectra has been shifted.
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Figure 11.8 Photoluminescence peak position as a function of the hydrogen partial pressure.
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(� 875 nm, 1.45 eV) for all the PH2 and is denoted I. The second one, labeled Q,
depends on the hydrogen content in the plasmawith a position at 775 nm (1.6 eV) for
the lowest PH2 value and an emission at about 970 nm (1.3 eV) for the highest PH2

values. The presence of the I and Q bands has already been reported [48, 49] and has
been ascribed to interface states for the emission band at around 850 nm (I band) and
to the quantum confinement of the carriers for the second one (Q band). The
evolution of the Q band position with the hydrogen content in the plasma thus
confirms the increase in the Si grain size observed by HREM up to the critical size
(�5 nm) above which the quantum confinement is not as much effective.

This first part has shown the possibilities offered by the reactive approach of the
sputtering of a pure SiO2 target. We have demonstrated that this process allows to
grow layers in which the size and the density of Si nanocrystals can be monitored
through the hydrogen partial pressure used during the deposition. Nevertheless, for
an accurate control of the Si grain size, a more appropriate approach consists in the
multilayer approach. We will now describe the fabrication of SRSO/SiO2 multilayers
by means of reactive magnetron sputtering that enables the growth of 3D silicon
nanograins within the silicon-rich silicon oxide sublayer.

11.3.3
Multilayer

Figure 11.9 shows a typical TEM image of a multilayer produced by the reactive
magnetron sputtering. The multilayer structure is produced through alternating
depositions under pure Ar and Ar/H2 plasma. Thus, MLs consist of an alternate
stacking of silicon-rich silicon oxide sublayer and silicon oxide sublayer with
controlled thicknesses. The samples were deposited at 500 �C and, for the SRSO

Figure 11.9 Typical TEM image of a multilayer structure with the corresponding electron
diffraction pattern. The SRSO and SiO2 sublayer thicknesses are about 3 and 19 nm, respectively.
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sublayer, under a plasma containing 80% of hydrogen that corresponds to a partial
pressure of 6.0 Pa. After deposition, the layers were annealed for 1 h under nitrogen
flow at various temperatures.

11.3.3.1 Effect of the Sublayer Thickness
Effects of the SiO2 sublayer thickness (tSiO2 ) on the structural and optical properties of
20-period annealedMLs are first studied. The thickness of the SRSO sublayer is fixed
at 3 nm. The evolution of the PL spectra for different SiO2 sublayer thicknesses is
presented in Figure 11.10 in the 500–1800 nm range. The spectra of thicker samples
present some oscillations that can be attributed to an interference phenomenon. This
phenomenonoriginates from the formation of an opticalmicrocavity between the top
surface of the film and the film/substrate interface [50]. This is confirmed by the
increasing number of oscillations for increasingly thicker layers. These interferences
make the comparison of the spectra difficult. Nevertheless, one can notice that if an
effect of the SiO2 sublayer thickness exists, it has no detrimental effect on the
recorded PL emission intensity. Zacharias et al. [39] pointed out the possible
formation of silicon nanograins larger than the initial SRSO sublayer thickness in
the case of thin SiO2 sublayer. It is therefore necessary to consider that a minimum
tSiO2 is required. Consequently, we have chosen a tSiO2 ¼ 19 nm to avoid any
overgrowth of the Si grains.

In the following, the effect of the SRSO sublayer thickness (tSRSO) will be examined
for the same 20-period ML for which the SiO2 sublayer thickness has been fixed at
19 nm.After an annealing at 1100 �C for 1 h, PL experiments have been performed in
the same wavelength range and the corresponding spectra are reported in Figure
11.11. The noise present in the infrared region is due to the change from the
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Figure 11.10 PL spectra ofmultilayerswith different SiO2 sublayer thicknesses, tSiO2 . The thickness
of the SRSO sublayer is fixed at 3 nm.
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photomultiplier to a Ge detector that is less sensitive in the visible range. The low-
energy region of the spectra can be decomposed into four bands called hereafter E1,
E2, E3, and E4, while in the visible region, the decomposition of each PL spectrum is
optimized by two bands labeled Q and I. The evolution of the peak position with the
SRSO sublayer thickness reveals that themaxima of the four Ei and I bands are rather
independent of tSRSO, whereas that of the Q band appears affected. The locations of
these four Ei bands are very close to those reported by Street in the case of the
amorphous silicon [51]. This could be a signature of the presence of amorphous
tissue in our MLs. Figure 11.12 presents the evolution of the peak position obtained
for the I and Q bands with respect to the thickness of the SRSO sublayer. These
variations are compared with three models or simulations reported in the literature:
the quantum confinement in amorphous silicon [52], the QC in nanocrystalline
silicon [29], and the QC in nanocrystalline Si assisted by a Si-O phonon [33]. One can

600
Wavelength (nm)

(b)

(d)(c)

(a)

Energy (eV) Energy (eV)

Wavelength (nm)
18001600140012001000800 600 18001600140012001000800

Figure 11.11 PL spectra of multilayers in the 500–1800 nm range for tSRSO: (a) 0.6 nm, (b) 1.2 nm,
(c) 3 nm, and (d) 4.2 nm. The thickness of the SiO2 sublayer is fixed at 19 nm. The noise
appearing in the spectra is due to the change of detector. The spectra are fitted with six Gaussian
bands called Q, I, E1, E2, E3, E4.
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note that when tSRSO is lower than 3 nm, the Q band position is highly energetic with
respect to the I band while for tSRSO � 3 nm, this is the opposite. This value close to
3 nm seems to be a singularity allowing to delimit the two regions labeled R1 and R2

for low and high thickness range, respectively. The comparison of our data with the
simulations shows that none of them satisfactorily fits the evolution of the peak
positions over the whole range of SRSO thicknesses. The simulation proposed by
Lockwood et al. [52] fits well with the Q band in the R1 region while the one described
by Garrido et al. [33] reproduces closely the Q band evolution in the R2 region. The
former case suggests that the Si present within the sublayer is amorphous for
tSRSO � 3 nm.Above this value, siliconnanoparticles crystallize. To give some insight
into these hypotheses, HREM observations were performed for one sample of each
region (Figure 11.13). No Si nanocrystallites were detected in the ML with an SRSO
sublayer thickness of 1.2 nm (Figure 11.13a) suggesting that silicon is amorphous as
attested by the halo ring on the corresponding EDP. The diffraction dots originate
from the substrate observed along the [110] direction. Figure 11.13b shows a silicon
nanocrystal that is enlarged in the inset andwhose size is comparable with tSRSO fixed
here at 3 nm. The (111) large diffraction ring also confirms the presence of Si
nanocrystals in the ML.

As in the case of the composite layer, these two bands are ascribed to the
electron–hole recombination (i) at silicon/silica interface for the I band and (ii) the
silicon nanograins within the frame of quantum confinement model for the case of
the Q band. A theoretical study [53] based on these experimental results has shown
that both I and Q bands are superimposed on one another when some oxygen atoms
are missing at the Si/SiO2 interface saturated with Si¼O double bonds.
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Figure 11.12 Peak positions of the Q (open circles) and I (black square) bands as a function of the
SRSO layer thickness, tSRSO. The lines correspond to the quantum confinement models or
simulations in amorphous silicon (—) [52], in nanocrystalline silicon ( � � � ) [29], and in Si
nanocrystals assisted by a Si-O phonons (- - -) [33].
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Both photoluminescence and microstructure results are consistent with the
occurrence of transition from an amorphous to a crystalline phase for Si nanopar-
ticles when the SRSO sublayer thickness reaches 3 nm. In Figure 11.12, the regionR1

is characterized by the formation of only amorphous silicon phase in the SRSO
sublayer, whereas both amorphous and crystalline silicon phases should coexist in
the R2 region. The absence of any crystallization of the Si nanoparticles within the
thinnest SRSO layers was thermodynamically predicted by Veprek et al. [54] who
showed that the silicon amorphous phase is stable for grain sizes smaller than 3 nm.
The observation of the Ei band whatever tSRSO can be explained by the presence of an
amorphous Si phase in the SRSO sublayer even for tSRSO � 3 nm. Since these bands
originate from the transition between localized states, they are independent of tSRSO.
To interpret our experiments, a model based on a square well potential has been
developed and recently described inRef. [35]. Thismodel has allowed us to reproduce
the evolution of both bands with tSRSO and to demonstrate the presence of a 0.8 nm
thick interfacial SiOx layer between the Si nanograin and the silica host matrix.

11.3.3.2 Effect of the Annealing Temperature
In the light of the results described above, the annealing temperature TA can be
considered as one of the main parameters for monitoring the growth and the phase
nature (crystalline or amorphous) of Si nanoparticles within the SRSO sublayer.
Thus, the effect of TA on a multilayer constituted of 20 periods of 3 nm thick SRSO
and 19 nm thick SiO2 sublayers has been studied in the 600–1100 �C temperature
range.

Figure 11.14 displays the evolution of the two main vibrational modes, LO3 and
TO3 against the annealing temperature TA, while the inset shows a typical FTIR
spectrum recorded in the 900–1400 cm�1 range. It can be seen that the two LO3 and
TO3 modes shift with increasing TA to higher frequencies, from 1225 to 1255 cm�1

and from 1075 to 1095 cm�1, respectively. Such a behavior can be explained by the
structural rearrangement of either or both silica and SRSO sublayers. To separate the

Figure 11.13 HREMimageswith the corresponding electrondiffractionpatterns of twomultilayers
from (a) region R1 and (b) region R2.
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possible contribution of each sublayer, two reference samples consisting of a single
thick silica or SRSO layer were fabricated. The thickness of each filmwas comparable
to the total thickness of all corresponding sublayers (silica or SRSO) in themultilayer
structure. These two thick films were fabricated under the same conditions and
annealed at the same temperatures than for the ML. The evolution of their LO3 and
TO3 modes are plotted in Figure 11.15 for the silica single layer and in the inset
(Figure 11.15) for the SRSOfilm. The comparisonof these twoplots for either silica or
SRSO thick layers with those of Figure 11.14 for the MLs leads to the following
conclusions. Some similarities exist between the steep increase in the frequencies of
both the LO3 and TO3 modes of MLs (Figure 11.14) and the shifts of these modes in
case of a single silica layer (Figure 11.15), before becoming temperature independent
for TA� 1100 �C. The corresponding modes for the single SRSO layer (inset of
Figure 11.15) are nearly unaffected by TA. Such observations suggest that the
evolution of the vibrational modes in the MLs mainly originates from the silica
sublayers as a result of the progressive recovering of the silica defects that are
completely annealed at 1100 �C.

Figure 11.16 shows the HREM images of the MLs annealed at the indicated
temperatures. For TA < 900 �C, no crystallization was detected (not shown), whereas
Si nanocrystals (Si-ncs) start to formwithin the SRSO sublayers when TA reaches and
exceeds 900 �C, in perfect agreement with the observations of Zacharias et al. [39].
The average particle size is about 3 nm and appears unaffected by the increase in TA
until 1100 �C. This strongly indicates the role played by the thickness of the SRSO
sublayer, sandwiched between adjacent silica sublayers, allowing the grain size to be
controlled. However, the grains grow beyond the SRSO/silica interfaces and reach a
size of about 5 nm when the films are annealed at 1200 �C, a temperature at which
twins appear within the Si grains (as indicated by the small arrow in Figure 11.16).

Figure 11.14 Variation in the LO3 (left scale) and TO3 (right scale) peak positions as a function of
the annealing temperature TA. The inset shows a typical infrared spectrum for TA¼ 1100 �C.
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Figure 11.15 Evolution of the LO3 (left scale) and TO3 (right scale) peak positions with the
annealing temperature TA for a thick silica layer. The inset shows the corresponding positions
recorded for a thick SRSO layer.

Figure 11.16 HREM images of the multilayers annealed from 900 to 1200 �C. For the highest
temperature, the arrow indicates the presenceof twin boundaries appearingwithin the nanocrystals.
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The PL spectra reported in Figure 11.17 for the 400–850 nm range were recorded
on MLs annealed at various TA values. These spectra show that increasing TA up to
1100 �C leads to a systematic increase in the PL emission intensity IPL (note the
multiplication factoron each spectrum). IPLdecrease is thusobserved forTA¼ 1200 �C.
After deconvolution, the 600 �C related PL spectrum reveals three emission band
components: at 450 nm (2.76 eV), at 625nm (1.99 eV), and at 750nm (1.65 eV). When
TA increases, the relative intensities of these bands vary and a fourth band appears at
500nm (2.48 eV) after an annealing at 700 �C. Only two of these bands remain after a
treatment at 1000 �C, theweakeroneshifting toward lower energieswhenTA increases.
The PL emission from the single thick SRSO and SiO2 layers was also studied after
identical annealing treatments. As expected, no luminescence properties were ob-
tained for theSRSOstructure since themicrostructureof thedeposited layers is similar
to the one presented in Figure 11.4c for which the grain size is too big to exhibit visible
PL. Concerning the silica thick layer, PL spectrum exhibits a weak signal located at
about 630nm (2.0 eV) that disappears when TA is higher than 1000 �C (spectra not
shown).

The comparison of the PL spectra recorded for the sputtered single silica layers and
theMLs suggest that some bands observed for these originate from the silica matrix.
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Figure 11.17 PL spectra recorded in the 400–850 nm range of the 3 nm-SRSO/19 nm-SiO2

multilayer samples for the indicated TA values. The multiplying factors reported on the spectra are
relative to the most intense spectrum recorded after an annealing treatment at 1100 �C.
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O�Reilly andRobertson [55] have determined the electronic structure of each possible
defect in silica and have deduced the corresponding optical transitions. On the basis
of this work, several authors have experimentally explored these optical transitions,
particularly those located in the visible–near-infrared regions [56–58]. Three spectral
regions can be associated with defects in silica: (i) from 1.85 eV (670 nm) to 2.0 eV
(620 nm), (ii) at about 2.2 eV (564 nm), and (iii) from 2.4 eV (517 nm) to 2.8 eV
(443 nm). The peak positions of the emission bands obtained from the MLs
(full symbols) and the silica layers (open symbols) have been plotted in Figure 11.18
as a function of the annealing temperature TA. The above-mentioned three spectral
regions are also indicated through the hatched areas. This figure shows that some of
the emission bands obtained for our MLs annealed at TA below 1100 �C originate
from the silica defects. When TA reaches 1100 �C, these bands disappear confirming
the recovery of the silica defects suggested by the evolution of the FTIR spectra
(Figure 11.15). Regarding the I and Q bands described in the preceding section and
attributed to the formation of Si nanograins, only the Q band is affected by the
annealing temperature through a shift toward lower energies when TA¼ 1200 �C.
This result can be explained by an increase in the Si grain size in the SRSO sublayers,
as evidenced by HRTEM observations (Figure 11.16).

The last point deals with the effect of TA on the emission bands (Figure 11.17). On
the one hand, the intensity of the band associated with silica defects increases from
600 to 800 �C and then drops until disappearing for TA¼ 1100 �C. At low TA, the
numerous nonradiative defects explain the low emission efficiency, and their
recovery with the annealing treatment favors the emission from the radiative defects
of silica which, in turn, disappears above 1000 �C. On the other hand, the I and Q
bands reach their maximum intensities for the samples annealed at 1100 �C. Below
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Figure 11.18 PL peak positions as a function of the annealing temperature TA for the multilayers
(full symbols) and silica thick films (open stars). The hachured areas represent the emission rangeof
silica defects.
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this temperature, the decrease in the defects density and the improvement in the
interface quality between silicon and silica are responsible for a more pronounced
increase in the luminescence. Above 1100 �C, both the appearance of new non-
radiative recombination sites such as the twin boundaries evidenced by HREM
experiments and the increase in the grain size might be responsible for the drop of
the emission intensity.

11.4
Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated the role of different fabrication parameters in the
growth of Si nanograins within a SiO2 host matrix using either a composite or a
multilayer approach. Our goal was both to achieve the best structures presenting
optimum photoluminescence properties and to understand the underlying physical
mechanisms governing the emission process. The reactive process used for fabri-
cating the layers allows to monitor the size and the density of the Si grains as it has
been shown in the case of the composite Si-SiO2 layers. In the case of the multilayer
structure, the silica sublayer plays the double role of potential barrier and interdif-
fusion barrier and is therefore responsible for the confinement of the silicon grain
inside the SRSO sublayer. This appears possible under our processing conditions
with a minimum SiO2 thickness of 19 nm. The SRSO sublayer thickness plays a key
role in the luminescence and microstructure properties of the fabricated systems.
Indeed, when the SRSO sublayer is thinner than 3 nm, silicon remains amorphous
whereas for thicker sublayers, some silicon nanocrystals are formed. The particular
process used to fabricate thesemultilayers allows the capping of the siliconnanograin
surface by silicon oxide, leading to the observation of several emission bands in the
near-infrared and visible regions. These bands can be ascribed to the carrier quantum
confinement in the silicon nanostructures, to Si/SiO2 interface states, and to levels
localized in the bandgap of an amorphous silicon. The annealing temperature plays a
major role: at low annealing temperature, silica defects act as luminescent centers in
the high-energy range, before being recovered by high-temperature treatment. Such
a thermal treatment favors the emission from Si nanocrystals that reaches a
maximum after annealing at 1100 �C, hence fulfilling the conditions for optimum
emission.
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12
Si and SiC Nanocrystals by Pyrolysis of Sol–Gel-Derived
Precursors
Aylin Karakuscu and Gian Domenico Soraru

Optical gain fromsiliconhas becomeone of the hottest research topics in recent years
due to Si abundance and its technological production easiness. One of the most
interesting approaches is to produce a suitable dispersion of Si nanocrystals inside
SiO2 matrix. Accordingly, ion implantation, sputtering, and different types of
deposition methods were reported to produce Si-nc/SiO2 systems. In all these
methods, ion implantation is used to form Si-rich SiO2 system (usually called
SiOx-substoichiometric silica) that subsequently leads to the in situ formation of Si
clusters inside the SiO2 matrix. However, most of these processes require compli-
cated equipment and the efficiency of these systems is still quite low due to both low
density of Si-ncs and the large size distribution. Overcoming these problemsmay not
be easy since increasing Si-nc concentration by increasing the implantation dose both
produces defects due to high-energy usage and increases the Si-ncs size, thus finally
reducing the optical gain.

One approach that could solve these problems is to focus on simpler production
methods such as the polymer pyrolysis process. According to this route, Si�H
containing polymer-based precursors are converted into a ceramic material via
pyrolysis in controlled atmosphere at a temperature above 800–1000 �C. During
the pyrolysis, Si�H bonds react to form Si�Si bonds with the evolution of H2 gas.
The synthesis of the Si�Hpolymer precursor can be done either by a sol–gel route or
by an inorganic polymerization process. The use of the sol–gel process, due to the
large availability of many kinds of commercial hybrid silicon alkoxides, is more
flexible and more suitable to precisely tailor the composition of the resulting hybrid
silicon network. Accordingly, the sol–gel method has been reported for the produc-
tion of bulk and thin films of the Si-nc/SiO2 systems and for doped systems such as
Eu2þ -, Er3þ -doped Si-nc/SiO2.

In this chapter, first a brief description of the sol–gel process will be provided
followed by an introduction to the polymer pyrolysis to polymer-derived ceramics
(PDCs). Then, the synthesis of Si-nc/SiO2 materials, either as bulk or thin films, will
be described, followed by the synthesis of Si-nc and SiC-nc containing SiO2. At last,
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some recent papers on the optical characteristics of multicomponent Si�C�O�N
ceramics will be presented and discussed. In the conclusion, the possible evolution
of Si nanocrystals from sol–gel-derived precursors will be discussed.

12.1
The Sol–Gel and PDC Processes

A detailed description of the sol–gel process to produce novel nanostructured
materials is beyond the scope of this chapter. Here, only concepts important for
understanding the application of thismethod for the synthesis of tailored preceramic
networks for producing Si and SiC nanocrystals will be presented. In its essential
steps, the sol–gel process is based on the hydrolysis and condensation reactions of
silicon alkoxides. Alkoxides are metal organic compounds of the general formula,
Me(OR)n, whereMe is ametal such as Si, Al, Ti, and so on andOR is the alkoxy group
with R¼CH3, CH2CH3, CH2CH2CH3, and so on. One of themost popular alkoxides
in the sol–gel technology is TEOS or tetraethylorthosilicate with the formula
Si(OCH2CH3)4. Since CH2CH3 is the �ethyl� group, the OR group is reported as
OEt, or ethoxy, group.

The first reaction of the sol–gel process is the hydrolysis that induces the substi-
tution of the OR groups linked to silicon with silanol Si�OH groups. Then, these
chemical species react together to form Si�O�Si (siloxane) bonds that lead to the
formation of the silica network. This second reaction is called condensation. The
advancement of the hydrolysis and condensation reactions leads to the formation
of the tridimensional silica network. Usually, these two reactions are performed at
room temperature by dissolving the alkoxides andwater into a common solvent, such
as an alcohol, which remains in the pores of the solid network at the end of the
reactions. The �wet gel� must therefore be dried to obtain what is called �xerogel.�
The characteristic features of the resulting xerogel, among others, are the porosity
(where pore size and pore size distribution are important), the amount of residual
nonhydrolyzed alkoxy groups and residual noncondensed silanol. Moreover, the
chemical homogeneity of the network can be obtainedwhen amulticomponent gel is
prepared. These features can be controlled to a certain extent by the proper choice of
the following chemical parameters: the amount of water used for the hydrolysis,
usually reported as the hydrolysis molar ratio, H2O/(metal alkoxide); the amount of
solvent, again reported as the molar ratio of solvent and alkoxide and the type and
amount of catalyst (acid or basis). A hybrid silicon alkoxide is an alkoxide in which one
(or more) alkoxy group is substituted by an organic group directly bonded to the
Si atom via a Si�Cbond. The general formula of the hybrid silicon alkoxides is Rx�Si
(OR0)4�x, x¼ 1, 2, 3; R and R0 are organic groups. If R ¼ H, the hybrid silicon
alkoxides bear Si�H bonds. Since the Si�C bonds are stable under the hydrolysis
conditions, the use of hybrid silicon alkoxides affords the opportunity to produce
hybrid silica networks that aremodified by organicmoieties directly bonded to silicon
atoms. A comprehensive report of the fundamental principles of sol–gel process can
be found in the Brinker and Scherer book, Sol–Gel Science [1], while both the basic
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sciences and the technological applications are well presented in the Handbook of
Sol–Gel Science and Technology edited by Professor Sumio Sakka [2].

Polymer-derived ceramics are a new family of nanostructured ceramic materials
derived from inorganic polymeric precursors [3]. According to this route, the
preceramic polymer is shaped, cross-linked, and pyrolized in controlled atmosphere
(inert or reactive) at temperature exceeding 800 �C and converted into self-similar
ceramic devices and components [4]. PDCs have shown extraordinary properties,
especially at ultrahigh temperature such as oxidation and creep resistance [5, 6],
chemical durability [7], electrical conductivity (from insulating up to semiconducting
behavior) [8], and photo- and electroluminescence [9]. Such unusual properties
originate from the atypical nanostructure of these ceramics in which various
nanocrystalline phases grow in situ into an amorphous C-containing matrix [10, 11].
Two PDC systems have been widely studied: the silicon oxycarbides and the silicon
carbonitrides. The composition regimes where they can be synthesized are shown in
the composition diagrams in Figure 12.1. In both cases, the amorphous phases are
generally formed in carbon-rich regimes, relative to the stoichiometric mixtures of
the crystalline forms. The possibility of synthesizing PDCs of different composition
in the ternary Si�C�O and Si�C�N phase diagrams depends on the possibility of
synthesizing preceramic precursors with tailored architecture and chemical com-
position [12, 13]. Accordingly, stoichiometric silicon oxycarbide glasses, the compo-
sition of which depends on the tie line between SiC and SiO2 (indicated with arrow in
Figure 12.1), have been obtained from preceramic polymers with tailored compo-
sition [14]. This result has been achieved using the sol–gelmethod for the synthesis of
the preceramic network. Indeed, the sol–gel process affords the possibility, through

Figure 12.1 Composition regimes for two
families of polymer-derived ceramics: silicon
oxycarbides and silicon carbonitrides. Circles
with dark gray color represent the well-studied
areas of each ceramic. In SiOC phase diagram,

additional circle with light gray color indicates
the Si-rich SiOC region, discussed in the
chapter. The arrow shows the stoichiometric
SiOC line.
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the use of different molecular precursors, to precisely tailor the composition of the
resulting polymeric network [15]. Moreover, the sol–gel method allowed the forma-
tion of PDC compositions inside the Si�SiO2�SiC compatibility triangle [16] and
even in the binary Si�SiO2 system [17]. These last compositions are actually used for
the synthesis of Si/SiC nanocrystals and of Si nanocrystals, respectively, embedded in
an amorphous SiO2 matrix.

12.2
Si nc/SiO2 Glasses and Films

The attempt to produce sol–gel-derived Si-nc/SiO2 bulk glasses was first made by
Soraru et al. [18], using a pure triethoxysilane (HSi(OEt)3) precursor. Triethoxysilane
(TH – also known as TREOS), as a preceramic precursor, was chosen due to the
presence in its structure of Si�H bonds that form Si�Si bonds during pyrolysis in
inert atmosphere and leads to the in situ formation of Si nanocrystals in the silica
matrix. The sol–gel steps for the synthesis of the Si�H containing precursor are
shown in Figure 12.2.

During pyrolysis, the Si�H moieties present in the precursor reacted to produce
H2 and Si�Si bonds that above 1000 �C reorganize and form Si nanocrystals
embedded in the residual silica matrix. The formation of Si-ncs is verified by means
of XRD and m-Ramanmeasurements between 1000 and 1200 �C.Meanwhile, a broad
photoluminescence peak was observed, showing a redshift from 600 to 800 nm by
increasing the heating temperature. The increase in the peak emission wavelength,
togetherwith the corresponding decrease in the FWHM,was assigned to the increase
in the nanocrystal�s size, from 3.0 to 4.4 nm, as measured by XRD (see
Figure 12.3) [18].

Sol–gel process is well suited for preceramic film production by dip- or spin-
coating methods. The resultant preceramic films can be converted into the corre-
sponding ceramic films provided that the substrate is stable up to the maximum
pyrolysis temperature. Accordingly, Das et al. [19] obtained Si-nc/SiO2 thin films on
Si substrate by spin coating a sol–gel solution of TH. Films were annealed at different
temperatures between 600 and 1300 �C, under N2 gas atmosphere. The PL spectrum
for 1200 �C shows an extremely intense band at around 790nm, attributed to the

Figure 12.2 Sol–gel synthesis of the Si�H containing gel, precursor for Si-nc/SiO2 materials.
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formation of Si-ncs. By further increasing the annealing temperature, a redshift is
observed due to the increase in particle size, as shown in Figure 12.4.

Pivin et al. extensively studied the formation and luminescence behavior of sol–gel
and polymer-derived films treated with ion irradiation [20–23]. This process does not
involve heating of the sample and it is a valid alternative to the thermal conversion in
case a limitation in the maximum temperature exists. Accordingly, Si-nc/SiO2 thin
films have been obtained by irradiating with Au ions a TH-derived sol–gel film.
Photoluminescence study indicated that the intensity of the luminescence did not
decrease at high ion irradiation under the effect of the growth of Si clusters. In
addition, it has been shown thatfilms converted by thermal treatment at 1000 �Cgave
higher luminescence than ion-irradiated ones [20].

Figure 12.4 Normalized PL spectrum for the Si-nc/SiO2 thin films (annealed at different
temperatures) in the frequency range between 500 and 900 nm. Reprinted with permission of
Elsevier. Copyright (2008) by Das.

Figure 12.3 Photoluminescence spectrumof a
typical bulk TH-derived Si-nc/SiO2 sample
annealed at 1100 �C for 1 h. The inset shows the
evolution with the pyrolysis temperature of the

peak position and of the full width at half
maximum. Reprinted with permission from the
American Institute of Physics. Copyright (2003)
by Soraru.
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Piven et al. also studied the formation of Er-doped Si-nc/SiO2 films produced by
sol–gel-derived precursors with the aim of enhancing the excitation of Er atoms.
Accordingly, Pivin showed that Si-nc/SiO2 composite ceramics, pyrolyzed from pure
triethoxysilane gel precursor, is an excellent host for Er ions. With the presence of
Si-ncs, luminescence of Er ions was improved by a factor of 10 compared to pure
silica matrix, shown in Figure 12.5. The best luminescence results were found when
Er/TH ratio was limited to less than 2% or annealing temperature was lower than
1050 �C [24].

12.3
(Si-nc þ SiC-nc)/SiO2 Glasses and Films

Modified silica gels obtained from cohydrolysis of triethoxysilane (TH) and methyl-
diethoxysilane, HMeSi(OEt)2 (D

H, also known as MDES), afford the possibility of
precisely controlling the oxygen and carbon contents in the gel by varying the relative
amount of the two alkoxides. For these gels, the amount of carbon is related to the
amount of oxygen according to the solid line in Figure 12.6 and it ranges from

Figure 12.5 Comparison of intensities of infrared PL in Er-implanted TH (TH-I), Er-implanted SiO2

and TH:Er films, all annealed at 1050 �C. Reprinted with permission of Springer. Copyright (2003)
by Piven.
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0 (pure TH) to 1 (TH/DH¼ 1) [14]. In the same figure, the dotted line shows the
relationship between the C and O contents in the stoichiometric oxycarbide phase.
The two lines cross each other for a value of O/Si¼ 1.33, corresponding to a TH/DH

molar ratio of 2. In this case, the carbon content of the gel matches the carbon
amount of the corresponding oxycarbide phase and therefore this composition (B in
Figure 12.6) has been selected for the synthesis of stoichiometric, transparent SiCO
glass. If the TH/DH molar ratio is higher than two (sample C), the corresponding
SiCO glass contains Si�Si bonds, while if the TH/DH ratio is lower than 2, such as in
sample A, the final SiCO network contains C�C bonds and shows the tendency to
forma free carbonphase.Gel precursors obtained frompureTH lead to the formation
of silica-based network with Si�Si bonds and no Si�C bonds, essentially a sub-
stoichiometric silica glass (explained in Section 12.2).

Thehigh-temperature annealing at 1200–1400 �Cof amorphous silicon oxycarbide
glasses activates a phase separation process that leads to the formation of nanocrys-
tals of SiC and/or Si, depending on the composition of the starting glass [16, 25].

In order to investigate the luminescence properties, SiCO thin films were
synthesized by the polymer pyrolysis method from sol–gel-derived precursors [26].
The precursor ratio is chosen (TH/DH¼ 2) in order to get stoichiometric SiCO
composition without free carbon. According to photoluminescence analysis, films
pyrolyzed at low temperatures (800–1000 �C) and high temperatures (1100–1250 �C)
showed two different behaviors. Low-temperature pyrolysis caused intense blue
luminescence that is believed to originate from defect-related centers appearing in
amorphous SiCO structure. By increasing the pyrolysis temperature, defects were
quenched; therefore, blue emission peak disappeared above 1000 �C. Starting from
this temperature, a green-yellow peak centered at 560 nm (2.25 eV) appeared and
reached a maximum at 1200 �C. This broadband was assigned to in situ formation
of SiC-nc from the SiCO phase (Figure 12.7).

Figure 12.6 C/Si versus O/Si for gel samples
obtained from cohydrolysis of TREOS and
MDES (solid line) and for the stoichioimetric
oxycarbide phase (dotted line). The

compositions of the studied gels (A, B, and C)
are also reported. Reprinted with permission
from Blackwell-Wiley. Copyright (1995) by
Soraru.
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Both Si- and C-rich SiCO system and SiOx system have also been studied by
Pivin et al. Polysiloxanes, polycarbosilanes, and sol–gel-derived films were converted
into ceramic films by irradiating themwith C or Au ions: they showed a strong yellow
PL emission [27–30]. The energy transferred by the ions to electron shells of target
atoms is given within the range of 20–60 eV/atom. This PL was assigned to the
segregation of Cclusters into an amorphous SiOxCyHzmatrix. The samples prepared
by stoichiometric SiCO composition (TH/DH¼ 2) showed luminescence only with
traditional annealing since cluster formation could not be achieved with ion
irradiation. They showed good luminescence properties compared to polysiloxanes,
in which the C cluster formation was higher leading to a percolation effect and a
consequent quenching of the photoluminescence. Correspondingly, for larger
energy transfers the photoluminescence shifts toward red and then vanishes because
of the growth and percolation of the C quantum dots [29].

SiCO system was found to be a suitable host for erbium and europium since it
provides an inert/reducing matrix, stable in extreme environments (high temper-
ature, aggressive media, etc.), and may even increase the light emission [31–33].
Moreover, the synthesis of the preceramic networks through the sol–gel process
facilitated the introduction of these extra elements (Er and Eu) by dissolving them
in the starting solution. Accordingly, transparent nanostructured erbium-activated
SiC/SiO2 nanocomposites were synthesized by annealing an Er-containing stoichio-
metric SiCO glass (TH/DH¼ 2) at 1200–1300 �C. The Er3þ was introduced in the
sol–gel solution using ErCl3�6H2O. The characteristic emission peak of the
4I13=2 ! 4I15=2 Er3þ transition at 1.55mm was observed, and its intensity increased
both with the pyrolysis temperature and with the Er concentration (at least up to
4% mol). The latter result indicated that the SiCO network can accommodate Er3þ

without appreciable matrix strains. Moreover, the luminescence peak shape is not a
characteristic of a crystalline environment, suggesting that themajority of the Er ions
are embedded into the glass matrix [31]. In addition, Eu(NO3)3 is introduced in a
stoichiometric SiCO sol–gel solution with the aim of synthesizing a Eu-containing

Figure 12.7 PL spectra of the stoichiometric SiOC films pyrolyzed at (a) 800–1000 �C and
(b) 1100–1250 �C. Reprinted with permission from American Ceramic Society. Copyright (2008) by
Karakuscu.
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transparent SiCO glass [33]. In this study, the pyrolysis was carried in Ar flow at
different temperatures, and Eu3þ -based luminescence was observed up to 400 �C.
After this temperature, a broad blue emission band, centered around 450 nm, was
formed due to the reduction of Eu3þ to Eu2þ . These results suggest that the SiCO
network led in situ formation of Eu2þ ions and provided reducing species during the
pyrolysis.

12.4
Optical properties of Multicomponent Si-C-O-N Ceramics

The synthesis and the luminescence behavior of SiCN and SiOCN polymer-derived
ceramic powders from commercially available Si-based polymers have been recently
investigated. Liquid poly(ureamethylvinyl)silazane (known as Ceraset) and solid
polymethylsilsesquioxane (known as MK) have been used as preceramic precursors,
to propose a new transparent, thermally stable, and formable photoluminescent
material for possible LED applications. Both Si-based polymers showed fluorescence
in the UV range when heat treated at low temperatures (up to 500 �C). Annealing at
500 and 600 �Ccaused awhite luminescence for the polysiloxaneMK-derived sample
unlike the polysilazane-derived sample that gives an emission in the blue-green
range. The emission at low temperatures and the redshift with increasing heat
treatment temperature were supposed to arise fromdangling bonds andwere caused
by sp2 carbon. The presence of free carbon diminished the luminescence properties
at higher temperatures [34].

Similarly, Ferraioli et al. showed that SilconOxyCarboNitrides (SiCNO), produced
from thermal treatments of highly cross-linked Si-, N-, and O-containing polymers,
exhibited intense luminescence. Effects of the composition and heat treatment
temperature on the luminescence were examined. High and intense emission was

Figure 12.8 Comparison of emission energy and absorption bandgap with respect to annealing
temperature. Reprinted with permission from Blackwell-Wiley. Copyright (2008) by Ferraioli.
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observed in the broad range of 500–800 nm.Changing the annealing temperature led
a redshift in the emission peak from 2.5 to 2 eV, whereas the absorption coefficient
drastically decreased suggesting that photoluminescence and absorption may be
caused by two different, spatially separated,molecular complexes (Figure 12.8). Since
the network contains mixed bonds of Si�C�N�O tetrahedral, photoluminescence
was assumed to arise from the mixed bond tetrahedra, whereas the absorption was
assumed to occur in the graphene network [35].
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13
Nonthermal Plasma Synthesis of Silicon Nanocrystals
Lorenzo Mangolini and Uwe Kortshagen

13.1
Introduction

Nanoparticle formation in plasmas has been intensively studied for almost 20
years [1, 2]. In its early years, this work wasmotivated by particle formation occurring
as a contamination problem both in the semiconductor processing and in the
manufacture of solar cells. Hence, initially the main thrust of studying particle
formation in plasmas was to avoid the nucleation of particles rather than harnessing
its potential for the controlled synthesis of nanoparticles with desirable properties.

Much of the initial work on particle formation in plasmas addressed the nucleation
and growth of silicon (Si) particles in silane plasmas since these plasmas are widely
used for the deposition of amorphous silicon films for photovoltaic applications.
Significant contributions in identifying the important processes in the kinetics of
particle growth in silane plasmas – including the plasma chemistry leading to
nucleation, particle growth by agglomeration, and particle charging – were made
by several groups around the world [3–20].

The ability of nonthermal plasmas to formnanocrystals ofmaterials such as silicon
has been known formore than a decade. An early demonstrationwas the synthesis of
crystalline silicon and germanium particles in a high-density helical resonator
plasma by Gorla et al. [21]. Freestanding crystalline silicon particles of about 10 nm
were also reported by Viera et al. [22, 23]. Most intriguingly, nanocrystals were
generated in this study at gas temperatures as low as room temperature. Our own
group also succeeded in demonstrating several plasma processes, coupled both
inductively and capacitively that yielded silicon nanocrystals several tens of nan-
ometers in size [24–27]. Due to their size, these nanocrystals were investigated for
electronic device applications in nanoparticle-based transistors [24, 25].

Among the first to study useful applications of plasma-synthesized silicon nano-
crystals was the group of Roca i Cabarrocas, which demonstrated that the deliberate
deposition of silicon nanocrystals of about 2–5 nm in size in a matrix of amorphous
silicon leads to a mixed-phase material, named polymorphous silicon (pm-Si:H),
with improved properties for photovoltaic applications [26–29]. Compared to amor-
phous silicon films without nanocrystal inclusions [30], which are the material of
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choice for producing low-cost solar cells, cells based onpm-Si:H showed an improved
stability with regard to the light-induced formation of metastable defects, known as
the Staebler–Wronski effect [31], which is the main cause of performance deterio-
ration in solar cells.

A few years later, Oda�s group developed a plasma process [32–34] specifically with
the goal of synthesizing silicon nanocrystals. The group used an ultrahigh frequency,
capacitively coupled discharge to synthesize silicon nanocrystals and extract them
from the plasma through injecting periodic pulses of hydrogen gas [32, 35]. Oda�s
workmainly focused on applications of siliconnanocrystals in electronic devices. The
group demonstrated an impressive set of innovative nanoparticle electronic devices
including single electron transistors [36, 37], nanocrystal memory devices [38, 39],
and electron emitters [40].

Over the past few years, other groups also joined this field using plasmas for
synthesizing silicon nanocrystals. New plasma approaches were developed, includ-
ing microwave discharges operated at low pressure [41, 42] and microdischarges at
atmospheric pressure [43]. Nonthermal plasmas by now are well established for the
synthesis of nanocrystals of a wide range of materials including, but not limited to,
silicon. In Section 13.2 of this chapter, we will describe the basics of nanocrystal
formation in nonthermal plasmas. We will also discuss the processes that make
plasmas unique among gas-phase media for nanocrystal synthesis: the charging of
particles that suppresses particle coagulation and the selective heating of particles
through energetic surface reactions. In Section 13.3, we will describe a plasma
approach for the efficient synthesis of luminescent silicon nanocrystals with mono-
disperse sizes. In Section 13.4, we discuss the surface functionalization of silicon
nanocrystals both in the liquid and in the plasma phase and the influence of the
surface functionalization on optical properties of nanocrystals. The optical properties
of surface-functionalized silicon nanocrystals are discussed in Section 13.5. Sec-
tion 13.6 presents a brief summary.

13.2
Basics of Nanocrystal Formation in Plasmas

13.2.1
Nanoparticle Nucleation in Nonthermal Plasmas

Nonthermal plasmas are characterized by a strong thermal nonequilibrium among
the species (for an introduction see, for instance, Refs [44, 45]).When an electric field
is applied to a gas under low pressure, electrons easily get accelerated to energies
sufficient to electronically excite and ionize the surrounding gas atoms. In steady
state, the ionization produced by energetic electrons will precisely balance the charge
carrier losses through diffusion to the wall, recombination, and other processes.
Nonthermal plasmas are typically characterized by very hot electrons with tempera-
tures between 20 000–50 000K (�2–5 eV) and significantly colder positive ions and
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neutral molecules, whose temperatures remain close to room temperature. The
energetic plasma electrons are very effective in dissociating precursor gas
molecules. They also lead to a buildup of electric fields within the plasma wherever
the plasma is in contact with boundaries such as reactor walls or the surfaces of
nanoparticles. As the thermal velocity of electrons is much higher than that of the
ions, all surfaces bounding the plasma are typically negatively charged. This negative
charge balances the flux of negative electrons and positive ions to the surface by
repelling a large fraction of the electrons while accelerating the positive ions.Without
the presence of a negative potential with respect to the potential of the plasma on all
bounding surfaces, the flux of electrons would exceed the ion flux by orders of
magnitude.

During the course of plasma synthesis of silicon nanocrystals, the presence of hot
electrons in the plasma leads to an effective dissociation of a silicon precursor such as
silane (SiH4). Particle formation occurs as a result of chemical clustering of silane
radicals. An important aspect of clustering in silane plasmas is that unsaturated
SinHm clusters have positive electron affinities [46]. Thus, these clusters can readily
attach electrons to become negatively charged and can thereby be electrostatically
trapped in the plasma. Hollenstein and coworkers performed mass spectrometric
studies in which they found that negatively charged clusters (anions) grew to larger
sizes than positive (cation) or neutral clusters [47–51], as shown in Figure 13.1 [49].
They reasoned that only anionic clusters, being electrostatically trapped, would have
time to grow, whereas cations and neutrals would tend to diffuse to the walls before
growing to large sizes.

Figure 13.1 Mass spectra of silicon hydride cluster anions and cations in an RF silane plasma, for
pure silane at 76mTorr. (From Ref. [51].)
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The picture thus emerged suggested that the likely path to particle nucleation was
through anion–molecule reactions, for example, through sequential hydrogen
elimination reactions of the form SinH�

2nþ 1 þSiH4 ! Sinþ 1H�
2nþ 3 þH2 [20]. These

ion–molecule reactions would be expected to be faster than neutral chemistry,
especially as heavy-species temperatures in these plasmas are modest.

Themodel of negative ion-induced clustering is now supported by a large number
of studies, including modeling studies based on very comprehensive, chemical-
kinetics computations [19, 20, 52]. However, alternative models have been proposed
as well. Watanabe et al. concluded that clustering proceeds mainly through neutral
reaction chemistry involving the insertion of SiH2 radicals into neutral clusters
[53–55]. Gallagher [56] developed a model that considered cluster growth and
charging by several generic processes including attachment of radicals, silane,
electrons, and cations; detachment of electrons; and diffusive loss. His main
conclusionwas that SiH3 is the key particle growth species [56, 57].He also concluded
that electron attachment to SiH3 was an important process in initiating clustering.
The diversity of views demonstrates that it is dangerous to generalize themechanism
of particle formation as it likely depends sensitively on the particular conditions
prevailing in any particular plasma process.

13.2.2
Nanoparticle Charging

To understand nanoparticle formation in plasmas, it is important to understand the
processes that determine nanoparticle charging. As particles in plasmas are nega-
tively charged under many circumstances, electrons experience a repulsive potential
when approaching the particle while ions are attracted by the particle. Assuming a
Maxwell–Boltzmann velocity distribution for electrons, the electron current is given
by the thermal flux reduced by the Boltzmann factor:

Ie ¼ eneS

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kBTe

2pme

s
exp � ejWj

kBTe

� �
; W < 0: ð13:1Þ

Here Ie is the electron current, e is the elementary charge, S is the particle surface
area, kB is the Boltzmann constant, Te is the electron temperature,me is the electron
mass, and W denotes the particle potential. The ion current is usually described
within the framework of the orbitalmotion limited (OML) theory [58, 59]. This theory
applies to ions that experience an attractive potential in a strictly collisionless
environment and accounts for the fact that only the fraction of ions will be collected
by the particles whose angular momentum while approaching the particle is below a
certain threshold. The ion current is given by

Ii ¼ eniS

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kBTi

2pmi

s
1þ ejWj

kBTi

� �
; W < 0: ð13:2Þ

Here Ii is the ion current, Ti denotes the ion temperature, andmi is the ion mass. By
balancing the ion current and the electron current, one can find the average particle
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potential and particle charge.However, as nanometer-sized particles in plasmas carry
only a few elementary charges, the charging processes need to be considered
stochastically. Equations (13.1) and (13.2) can be used to define frequencies of
electron and ion capture by particles at a certain potential. By using the principle of
detailed balancing for particles of a given charge state, the particle charge distribution
can be derived.

In Ref. [60], we considered the situation of nanoparticles being immersed in a
plasma. Particles were allowed to get charged and to agglomerate while being
considered confined in the reactor. While this situation is not necessarily charac-
teristic to many plasma synthesis reactors, it is still instructive as it reveals some
important physical aspects of nanoparticle charging. Figure 13.2 shows results of the
simulations [60] for the case of nanoparticles with an initial density (t¼ 0) of
1012 cm�3 in a plasma with a positive ion density of 3� 109 cm�3. A universal
property of all plasmas is their �quasineutrality,� whichmeans that the overall density
of positive and negative charge carriers within any volume is (approximately) equal.
Hence, particles initially are bipolarly charged since the particle density is higher than
the positive ion density in the plasmas, which implies that there are not enough
electrons present to charge all particles negatively. In the simulation in Ref. [60], we
allowed these particles to coagulate, which reduces the particle density, while we also
assumed that agglomerates immediately coalesce into larger, spherical particles.
Once the particle density reduces to a density less than the ion density, all particles
can become negatively charged and particle coagulation ceases. The positive ion
density in the plasma thus plays an important role as a threshold for the particle
density, below which particles are negatively charged and particle agglomeration is
prevented.

Figure 13.2 (a) Particle charge distribution for
particles with an initial density of 1012 cm�3

and a final density of 3� 108 cm�3 in a plasma
with a positive ion density of 3� 109 cm�3.
(b) Evolution of the particle density for various

initial particle densities of 1 nm radius
particles: np is the particle density and ni the
self-consistent ion density for the same initial
density of particles. (See Ref. [61] for more
details.)
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13.2.3
Nanoparticle Heating in Plasmas

An interesting and still quite underappreciated feature of nonthermal plasmas is
their ability to selectively heat immersed nanoparticles to temperatures several
hundreds of Kelvin beyond the gas temperature. This makes nonthermal plasmas
particularly attractive for the synthesis of nanocrystals of covalently bonded semi-
conductors such as the group IV and III–V semiconductors. Until recently, this
feature was little known and barely understood. Hence, the observation of the
formation of crystalline nanoparticles in many chemically active plasma presented
a rather persistent puzzle [61–63]. For instance, studies on silicon nanoparticles
suggested that the crystallization temperature of particles with diameters of 4, 6, 8,
and 10 nm are 773, 1073, 1173, and 1273K, respectively [64]. It is thus quite
surprising that nanocrystals requiring such high crystallization temperatures are
formed in plasmas at low gas temperature. For instance, our group observed
crystalline silicon nanoparticles formed in a flow-through-type plasma setup, in
which the nanoparticles reside in the plasma only for a few milliseconds (typically
2–6ms), as discussed in Section 13.3 [63]. In the same study, we also determined that
the gas temperatureswere between 420 and 520K, that is, significantly lower than the
crystallization temperatures reported for small siliconnanoparticles; yet nanocrystals
were consistently found. The only logical conclusion of this observation has to be that
the nanoparticles in the plasma are at significantly higher temperatures than the
surrounding gas.

In a recent study, we investigated the particle heating using a stochastic Monte-
Carlo model to study the particle temperature. In our work, a nonsteady formulation
of the particle energy balance was used:

4
3
pr3prC

dTp

dt
¼ G�L; ð13:3Þ

where r is the silicon density andC is its specific heat, rp andTp are the particle radius
and temperature, respectively, G is the generic heat release term, and L is the heat
sink term. The silicon density and specific heat are assumed to be equal to those
of the bulk material. The equation is discretized using a typical time step of 10�10 s.
The cooling term L is calculated in the model as

1
4
ngasS

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8kBTgas

pmgas

s
� 3
2
kBðTp�TgasÞ: ð13:4Þ

This term represents the conduction losses to the background gas.Here, ngas is the
background gas density, Tgas is the background gas temperature, S is the particle
surface area 4pr2p , mgas is the atomic mass of the background gas. This term is
implemented in the model using a continuous nonstochastic approach since the
collision frequency between thenanoparticles and thebackgroundgas atoms ismuch
larger than the collision frequency with ions and radicals. The background gas
temperature is assumed to be equal to 300K, which is a good assumption for many
nonthermal plasmas. The generation termG in Eq. (13.3) describes the heat released
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by the ion recombination at the particle surface.Moreover, in the case of the synthesis
of silicon nanocrystals from silane (SiH4), it is necessary to consider exothermic and
endothermic reactions of hydrogen with the particle surface.

Collisions of electrons and ions with the nanocrystal can be described by collision
frequencies, which can be easily derived from the electron and ion currents to the
particles given by Eqs. (13.1) and (13.2): ne,i¼ Ie,i/e. Each electron–ion recombination
event is assumed to release 15.76 eV of energy to the particles since this is the
ionization energy of argon, which is used as a carrier gas in our experiments.

A collision between atomic hydrogen and the particle surface can lead to different
energy transfermechanisms depending on the fractional hydrogen surface coverage.
The number of silicon surface atoms as a function of size is calculated using the
relation given inRef. [65]. Since hydrogen is bonded to the silicon nanocrystal surface
with mono-, di-, and trihydride bonds, the assumption that on average two hydrogen
atoms are bonded to every surface silicon atom is used. In case the surface coverage is
<100%, there is a finite probability of a hydrogen atom landing on an unterminated
surface site, that is, a dangling bond. The reaction of a hydrogen atomwith a dangling
bond is assumed to have a probability of 100% (sticking coefficient equal to 1), and the
energy released in this event is equal to the binding energy of the Si�H bond, which
is 3.1 eV. A hydrogen radical landing on the hydrogen-terminated fraction of the
surface has a 11% probability of abstracting a hydrogen atom from the surface
through the Eley–Ridealmechanism [66], and the heat released in this case is equal to
the bond energy of the hydrogen molecule (4.51 eV) minus the energy of the broken
Si�H bond (3.1 eV), resulting in an energy release to the particle of 1.41 eV. In
the remaining 89% of the cases, hydrogen can diffuse on the particle surface. The
diffusion coefficient of atomic hydrogen on a hydrogen-terminated silicon surface
follows an Arrhenius expression with a small activation energy of 0.1 eV and a pre-
exponential factor equal to 2.27� 10�4 cm2/s [67]. The physisorbed hydrogen can
either diffuse to a dangling bond, releasing an energy of 3.1 eV, or it can react with
another incoming hydrogen radical. The hydrogen recombination event releases
4.51 eV. Finally, in case the particle temperature is particularly high, thermal
desorption of hydrogen through the Langmuir–Hinshelwood mechanism occurs.
This involves the formation of the H�H bond and the breaking of two Si�H bonds.
The energy lost in this process is equal to 1.69 eV. Thermal desorption of hydrogen
solely depends on the particle temperature and hydrogen surface coverage [68], it has
an activation energy of 1.86 eVand starts to play a role around a temperature of 900K.

A typical result of these simulations is shown in Figure 13.3 for the case of low
particle concentration (np� nion). The main result of this model is that very small
particles in a plasma experience a very unsteady temperature history, with the
instantaneous temperature largely exceeding the background gas temperature. Each
of the spikes in particle temperature observed in Figure 13.3 is the result of an
exothermic surface reaction event. While the extent of the temperature spikes
strongly depends on the particle size, the average particle temperature does not
since heating terms and cooling terms both scale linearly with the particle surface
area. An important result from Figure 13.3 is that the instantaneous particle
temperature observed in our simulations can easily exceed the crystallization
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temperature for small silicon particles that were reported in Ref. [64]. We thus
suggest that the temporary strong heating of nanoparticles through energetic surface
reactions, coupled with the slow cooling through conduction and convection at low
pressure, is likely responsible for the ability of nonthermal plasmas to generate
nanocrystals even of high crystallization point materials.

Given the unsteady temperature of small particles, and since at any given instant
one particle has a temperature that is independent of the temperature of other

Figure 13.3 Simulated temperature history of small nanoparticles in a nonthermal plasma. The
plasma density is 5� 1010 cm�3 and the gas temperature is 300K.
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particles, it is reasonable to introduce a particle temperature distribution function.
This is defined as the fraction of particles that at any time can have a certain excess
temperature with respect to the background gas. The particle temperature distribu-
tion function is shown in Figure 13.4 for a nanoparticle of 5 nm in diameter.

Figure 13.4 also investigates the influence of the particle loading on the particle
temperature distribution function. It demonstrates that the particle temperature
overall will decrease with increasing particle density. This is a result of changes in
plasma properties due to the presence of particles. For a larger particle density, the
free electron density in the plasma decreases since an increasingly larger fraction of
the plasma electrons get attached to nanoparticles. As a consequence, the electron–
ion recombination frequency decreases leading to reduced nanoparticle heating. For
a given particle density, the particle temperature distribution can also be changed by
the power coupled into the plasma since larger power will lead to larger electron and
ion densities and hence enhanced nanoparticle heating through electron–ion
recombination.

13.3
Silicon Nanocrystal Synthesis in Nonthermal Plasmas

Asdiscussed in Section 13.1, there are a number of plasma approaches that have been
used for synthesizing silicon nanocrystals. We will focus on the discussion of one
approach proposed by our group, as the principles of siliconnanocrystal synthesis are
similar in all approaches. To date, the optical properties of silicon nanocrystals
produced following the approach introduced here have likely been characterized
most completely.

Figure 13.4 Particle temperature distribution function for a nanoparticle of 5 nm in diameter for
various particle densities in the plasma.
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13.3.1
Experimental Apparatus

The plasma reactor design described here had originally been reported in Ref. [63].
The reactor consists of a quartz tube with 3/8 in. (�9.5mm) outer diameter and 1/4
in. (�6.8mm) inner diameter, mounted on a gas delivery line and exhaust system
with ultratorr connectors. Radiofrequency (RF) power is fed into the system using
two ring electrodes and a modified T-type matching network. The plasma is typically
generated at a pressure of 1.4 Torr (187 Pa), but luminescent nanocrystals have also
been obtained at pressures as high as 15 Torr (�2000 Pa). Most of the experimental
results presented here were obtained at a pressure of 1.4 Torr since it was found that
under these conditions the largest yield of nanocrystals can be achieved. Typical gas
flow rates at 1.4 Torr are up to 100 sccm of Ar, around 15 sccm of SiH4 (5%dilution in
either He or Ar), and few sccm of additional hydrogen. The residence times of gas in
the plasma, calculated on the basis of the gas flow velocity, are between a few tens of
milliseconds, to less than 5ms. In the photo of the discharge in Figure 13.5, it can be
seen that the plasma consists of two regions. In the part upstream of the electrodes,
the plasma emission appears weaker than in the region downstream of the two

Figure 13.5 Schematic of a radiofrequency flow-through reactor for the synthesis of silicon
nanocrystals.
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electrodes. Also, significant growth of a silicon film in the reactor tube can be
observed that always appears upstream of the electrodes, while the growth is much
less significant downstream of the ring electrodes. This suggests that very fast
nucleation and precursor consumption occurs upstream of the electrodes, while the
exact evolution of particle size and structure in the plasma downstream has yet to be
understood.

Plasma power plays a crucial role in this process. RF current and voltage have been
measured to estimate the actual power consumption in the discharge, giving a value
of �30W. Given the very small discharge volume (�2 cm3), a considerable power
density is achieved in the plasma region. It has been found that operating at too little a
power generally leads to the production of amorphous particles, while operating at
too high a power leads to a dramatic decrease in particle mass yield. As discussed
above, intense particle heating of the particles occurs via surface reaction, the most
important of which is ion–electron recombination at the particle surface. Hence, we
hypothesize that too intense a discharge might actually even induce evaporation of
small clusters, and the precursor might then be efficiently lost as a film deposited on
the reactor walls.

A filter placed downstream of the discharge collects the particles produced in the
plasma. The filter is made of a fine stainless steel mesh (�400 wires/in.) and few
minutes of deposition are sufficient to completely coat the filter. For the transition
electron microscope (TEM) characterization, a TEM grid is attached to the stainless
steel filter with a double-sided carbon tape and exposed to the nanoparticle stream for
a few seconds. After themesh is extracted from the system, the particles can be left on
the mesh to be oxidized in air, or rinsed with various solvents. The dispersion in a
solvent does not prevent oxidation, unless oxygen and water dissolved in the solvent
are carefully removed.

One interesting feature of this process is its high precursor conversion efficiency,
as seen in Figure 13.6. A residual gas analyzer was used to monitor the signal at 30

Figure 13.6 Precursor consumption for the reactor shown in Figure 13.5.
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and 31 amu at the system exhaust, with and without striking the discharge. The
signal at 30 and 31 amu is produced by silane in the gasflow, and thismeasurement is
carried out to quantify the percentage of consumption of the precursor by the
nonthermal plasma process. The fractional consumption of silane does not depend
on the gas carrier flow rate, which implies that the nucleation and growth of particles
occurs very rapidly. For an Argon flow rate of 40 sccm, the residence time is
approximately 5 ms, while it is 2 ms for a flow rate of 110 sccm. A smaller fraction
of the silane is consumed when hydrogen is added to the plasma. This implies that
hydrogen is quenching the particle nucleation and reducing the density of silane
radicals (SiH3, SiH2, etc.) that contribute to film growth.

13.3.2
Nanocrystal Characterization

13.3.2.1 TEM Characterization
The particle size, shape, and structure were assessed via an FEI Tecnai T12
microscope, which operates at an accelerating voltage of 120 kV and uses a therm-
ionic emission gun with a LaB6 filament. This microscope�s resolution is high
enough to easily resolve lattice fringes of the {111} plane of silicon, with a spacing of
0.314 nm. For high-resolution TEM, an FEI Tecnai F30 was used.

TEM images of silicon nanoparticles deposited on the grid directly from the gas
phase a few inches downstream of the plasma are shown in Figure 13.7. The sample
was produced at a pressure of 14 Torr, with 200 sccm of Ar and 1.23 sccm of SiH4

(5% in helium). The grid was exposed to the aerosol for 5min, which resulted in
the formation of a thick deposit with multiple layers of particles on top of each other.
The TEM image clearly shows that the particles are very monodisperse. Particle
sizes around 5–8 nm are observed. The dark field image in Figure 13.7b clearly
shows that the vast fraction of particles is crystalline. A higher magnification TEM
image for this sample is shown in Figure 13.7c, in which a hole in the thin film
amorphous carbon grid is imaged with an agglomerate of particles hanging from the
film. The particles appear to be spherical, even though facets seem to be present for
some of the particles in Figure 13.7c. This, in general, has been observed for �big�
particles as the ones in this sample. In this image, {111}-lattice fringes of
the cubic diamond structure of silicon are clearly seen; the lattice constant was
measured at 0.315 nm, which corresponds well to the expected lattice spacing
of 0.314 nm. Around the particles, an amorphous shell is seen that is very likely
the native oxide shell. In some experiments, nanocrystals were introduced
into the TEM while avoiding exposure to ambient air and the amorphous layer was
absent.

13.3.2.2 Particle Size Distribution
Particle size distributions were determined from the TEM images by analyzing
several hundreds of particles. While the standard way of measuring particle size
distributions in the aerosol community is the use of differential mobility analyzers
(DMAs) [69], this has not been possible for the plasma system described here. The
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Figure 13.7 Bright field TEM image (a) and dark field image (b) of silicon nanocrystals produced
under the following conditions: 200 sccm Ar, 1.23 sccm SiH4 (5% in Helium), p¼ 14 Torr. (c) High
magnification image for the same sample. A hole in the thin film carbon grid is used to image the
particles without any amorphous background.
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main reason is that DMAs typically operate at atmospheric pressure, thus the aerosol
needs to be extracted from the system and its pressure needs to be raised to perform
the measurement. Although this is possible, it is difficult to achieve while avoiding
agglomeration of particles in the process.

To determine particle size distributions, many different TEM images were
analyzed so that the particle count was sufficiently high to ensure an acceptable
statistical accuracy. The particle size distribution for two different samples is shown
in Figure 13.8. These two samples were produced at a pressure of 1.4 Torr, with an
Argon flow rate of 40 sccm and a SiH4 (5% in Ar) flow rate of 8 sccm, for the first
sample, and with the same flow rate reduced by a factor of 4 for the second sample.
For these two samples, the ratio of the Ar to SiH4 flow rate is kept constant, showing
how the decreased residence time leads to the production of smaller particles, going
from an average size of 5.72 nm down to 3 nm. In general, we find the size
distributions are fairly narrow with standard deviations typically about 15% of the
average particle size.

The main parameter affecting the size distribution is the residence time of
particles in the reactor. As seen from Figure 13.9, the silane partial pressure has
only little influence on the particle size. This implies that a higher precursor flow
leads to a stronger nucleation rate while not significantly affecting the final particle
size. As already mentioned, adding hydrogen also leads to the formation of smaller
particles.

13.3.2.3 Nanocrystal Surface Conditions
An FTIR analysis was used to investigate the type of chemical bonding in the
nanocrystal samples and, in particular, tomonitor the bonding present at the particle
surface as a function of the various post-treatments that have been tested by our

Figure 13.8 Particle size distributions.
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group. The coverage of the silicon nanocrystal surfaces both determines their optical
properties and the suitability of the surface for certain surface functionalization
schemes.

Figure 13.10 shows the FTIR spectrum of as-produced silicon nanoparticles
collected on the regular stainless steel mesh. The sample was prepared by extracting
it from the system within a nitrogen-purged glove bag. The filter was then sealed
between two quick flange blanks, transferred to the FTIR spectrometer, and opened

Figure 13.9 Average particle size as function of the gas flow rate and silane partial pressure.

Figure 13.10 FTIR spectrum of plasma-produced silicon nanocrystals.
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to the air. The sample compartment of the FTIR spectrometer is also nitrogenpurged,
but very brief exposure to air is inevitable, which very likely leads to the appearance of
a very small oxide peak around 1100 cm�1.

The main peaks in the absorption spectra are those related to Si�Si bond around
660 cm�1, and the silicon hydride peaks around 2100 and 900 cm�1. The particles are
mainly hydrogen terminated, as expected from particles produced using SiH4 as a
precursor.More information can be collected fromadetailed study of the peak shapes
at 2100 and 900 cm�1. Contribution from Si�H, Si�H2, and Si�H3 bonds contrib-
ute to the signals in these two different regions. This is shown in Figure 13.11.

The assignment of the various surface hydrides was established on the basis of the
work of Marra and Aydil [70, 71]. The peak at 2100 cm�1 can be deconvoluted
into three components due to Si�H, Si�H2, and Si�H3 stretching vibration.
In Figure 13.11, the experimental profile is fitted to three Lorentzian peaks centered
at 2142 cm�1 for the Si�H3 component, at 2111 cm�1 for the Si�H2 component, and
at 2082 cm�1 for the Si�H component. The peak position is in excellent agreement
with what is found in the literature [70–73]. The line widths are between 39 and
44 cm�1 for these three peaks and are lower than what is typically found in the case of
hydrogenated amorphous silicon (>80 cm�1) [70]. This is a strong indication that the
particle core is not hydrogenated, and the hydrogen is bonded to the particle surface.
The same fitting procedure can be used to identify silicon dihydride and trihydride
contribution to the�900 cm�1 peak. Again, on the basis of the work in Ref. [70, 71],
the peaks at 912 and 864 cm�1 are assigned to the symmetric and degenerate
deformation of Si�H3 and the 898 and 848 cm�1 to the scissor and wag modes of
Si�H2, respectively.

Figure 13.11 FTIR absorption spectra of as-produced silicon nanocrystals. The sample was
depositedwith the reactor of Figure 2.2, at a pressure of 1.4 Torr, with 70 sccmof Argon and 15 sccm
SiH4 (5% in helium).
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It is obvious that the surface of plasma-produced silicon nanocrystals is covered
with hydrogen and that higher and lower hydrides contribute to the absorption signal.
This is to be expected for the case of a silicon nanocrystal with unreconstructed
surface.However, the high signal of SiH3 stretches is surprising and requires further
investigation.

There has been speculation whether hydrogen termination of the silicon nano-
crystal surfaces can provide stable surface passivation. In the case of flat silicon
wafers, a perfectly hydrogen-terminated surface can be stable for many hours to
days. Time-resolved studies give information on the oxidation kinetics of small
silicon crystals. A series of FTIR spectra were acquired over a range of 24 h using an
ATR-FTIR spectrometer. The sample was then extracted from the plasma reactor
under nitrogen atmosphere using a glove bag and inserted into a vial closed by a
septum. Particles were sonicated into degassed and dried toluene and few droplets
were dropped onto the Ge crystal of the spectrometer. Different from the spec-
trometer used to acquire the spectra in Figures 13.10 and 13.11, this particular
ATR-FTIR spectrometer does not have a nitrogen-purged sample compartment.
The compartment is purged with air, which is flown through a water-removal filter.
In this way, the continuous increase in the intensity of the Si�O�Si peak can be
monitored, and the effect of moisture on the oxidation kinetic can be investigated
by simply opening the sample compartment to the room air. In Figure 13.12, the
time evolution of the absorption scans is reported. The first spectrum is the one
taken 11min after dropping the slurry onto the germanium crystal; this is done to
let the toluene evaporate. Residual peaks from the absorbed solvent molecules can
be observed in all the spectra around 2900 and 1450 cm�1, which are respectively
assigned to CHx stretching modes and ring stretch modes in aromatic
compounds [74].

Figure 13.12 Evolution of the FTIR spectra of silicon nanocrystals exposed to air.
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Themost noticeable feature is the growth of the oxide peak around 1050 cm�1. The
height of the siliconhydride peaks at 2100 and around 900 cm�1 remains constant for
several hours, which implies that oxygen and moisture are attacking the Si�Si
backbonds that are not protected by the presence of hydrogen at the surface. A slight
change in shape of the SiHx peaks can be seen in the spectra at þ 374min, and it is
muchmore noticeable after a full day of oxidation (þ 1372min). In the last spectrum,
the shape of the SiHx peak at 2100 cm�1 has significantly changed; the peak at
2250 cm�1 is assigned to the vibrational stretching of the Si�Hbonds in the presence
of oxygen backbonding. In the last spectrum, a broad feature at 3400 cm�1 is present,
which is due to the O�H stretchingmode. Comparisons of the oxidation rates in dry
air and under the presence of moisture show a significantly, four to five times, faster
oxidation in the presence of moisture.

From this series of FTIR studies, two conclusions can be drawn: hydrogen is not a
good protection against the growth of a native oxide and the combination of oxygen
withmoisture present in the air leads to a quick oxidation of the particles. This is very
different from the case of hydrogen-terminatedflat silicon surfaces, which are known
to be chemically stable in air for an extended period of time. The difference is very
likely due to the curvature of the nanocrystal surface.

13.3.2.4 Optical Properties of Surface-Oxidized Silicon Nanocrystals
The observation of visible photoluminescence (PL) from plasma-produced silicon
nanoparticles confirms that the process is capable of producing very small crystal-
lites. The phenomenon of photoluminescence from semiconductor quantum dots
is influenced by many properties of the sample, such as crystal size, surface
passivation, interparticle distance, and chemical environment in which the sample
is studied.

The particle luminescence spectra for silicon are characterized by a broad
emission, as shown in Figure 13.13, the FHWM of the peak being as large as

Figure 13.13 Photoluminescence emission spectra from silicon nanocrystals produced for
different plasma conditions. Excitation wavelength is 360 nm. Spectra are normalized to their
emission maximum.
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100 nm. This is a consequence of the fairly broad particle size distribution, but it is
also related to the mechanism that leads to visible emission in the case of silicon. In
fact, single-particle spectroscopy experiments have shown that the spectra of a single
crystal do not differ significantly from the broad spectra of an ensemble of parti-
cles [75]. Such a broad emission suggests that the band structure is still indirect.
Radiative processes are coupled to phonon vibrations or to radiative centers likely
present at the particle surface.

13.4
Surface Functionalization of Silicon Nanocrystals

13.4.1
Liquid-Phase Functionalization

It is well known that the growth of an approximately 1 nm thick oxide shell improves
the optical properties of silicon quantum dot with respect to the as-produced
material [76, 77]. Still, the quantum yield of surface-oxidized material is generally
low. The need for a reproducible approach to synthesize silicon quantum dots
with bright photoluminescence has led to investigations of more sophisticated
surface passivation techniques. Liquid-phase passivation techniques are well
known and have already been applied to flat silicon surfaces [78–81], porous
silicon [81–85], freestanding silicon nanocrystals obtained by liquid-phase synthe-
sis [86–90], and freestanding silicon nanocrystals etched with a HF/HNO3

mixture [91–93]. Liquid-phase-treated organically capped porous silicon surfaces or
silicon nanoparticles show intense visible photoluminescence and are fairly
resistant to oxidation. In the case of freestanding particles, stable colloidal
solutions of silicon nanocrystals can be obtained. This greatly improves the liq-
uid-phase processibility of the material, which is of fundamental importance to
several applications, such as organic light-emitting devices (OLEDs) and printable
electronics.

In general, organic chains can be grafted onto silicon surfaces through reaction
with different functional groups, such as unsaturated carbon groups in the case of
alkenes (�CH¼CH2) and alkynes (�C:CH), amino groups in the case of amines
(�NH2) [78, 79], and hydroxyl groups for alcohols (�OH) [80]. After reaction, the
organic chain is bonded to the silicon surface through Si�C, Si�N�C, and Si�O�C
links, respectively. Hydrosilylation with alkenes and alkynes requires a hydrogen-
terminated silicon surface as is naturally the case with plasma-synthesized silicon
nanocrystals. Hydrosilylation with alkenes is thus the easiest approach to organically
passivate the nanoparticles. Our group succeeded both in adapting known liquid-
phase hydrosilylation procedures to plasma-produced nanoparticles and in devel-
oping new plasma-based hydrosilylation approaches. The former method is char-
acterized by the excellent optical quality of the material produced while the latter
method is characterized by its simplicity and efficiency. We will thus introduce here
both approaches.
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13.4.2
Liquid-Phase Hydrosilylation Procedure

Thehydrosilylation reactionwith alkenes is awell-established technique that involves
the linking of the organicmolecule to the particle surface via the formation of a Si�C
covalent bond. An excellent review on this reaction scheme is given in Ref. [81]. The
most important step in the hydrosilylation reaction is the cleavage of a surface Si�H
bond and the reaction of the surface-dangling bond with the unsaturated carbon
group of the reactant.

For plasma-produced silicon nanocrystals, our group has established the following
liquid-phase passivation procedure: First, nanocrystals are collected on filter meshes
in the plasma system. They are then extracted in an air-free environment from the
plasma system. For this purpose, a nitrogen-purged glove bag intersects the system
exhaust line so that the sample can be removed from the system in a nitrogen
atmosphere, placed into a vial, and sealed with a rubber septum. Added then to the
vial in a canular transfer are the organicmonolayer precursor (e.g., 1-dodecene) and a
suitable solvent (e.g.,mesitylene), which have previously been carefully degassed and
dried (i.e., removal of water). Now sonication is used to remove nanocrystals from the
filter and transfer them into the mixture of precursor molecules and solvent. The
nanocrystal slurry is now transferred into a reaction flask such as a 200ml Pyrex flask
with a water-cooled refluxer mounted on it. Then the hydrosilylation reaction is
initiated by heating the solution to the solvent boiling point and keeping it at that
temperature for several hours. The reactor is constantly purged with nitrogen during
the reaction. After the reaction, a clear solution is obtained, indicating that initial
large agglomerates of nanocrystals have dissolved and a colloidal of individual,
functionalized nanocrystals has been formed. In the next step called drying, the
sample may be heated at approximately 80 �C and kept at that temperature under
vacuum over night in order to remove the solvent and nonreacted precursor
molecules. The purpose of drying the nanocrystals is to be able to redisperse them
in any solvent to meet specific needs.

Different alkenes have been grafted onto the plasma-produced silicon nanopar-
ticles. 1-Octadecene was the first molecule to be studied because of the many
successful reports of functionalization of silicon nanocrystals with this molecule
[92, 93]. However, 1-octadecene has a high boiling point of 315 �C,which complicates
drying. For this reason, shorter ligands such as 1-dodecene and 1-octenewere used as
well. For shorter ligands, the ligand–solvent interaction is insufficient to overcome
the van der Waals forces among the initially agglomerated silicon nanocrystals, and
clear colloids cannot be obtained.

Success of the hydrosilylation procedure can be verified with FTIR. The spectra in
Figure 13.14 were acquired on the attenuated total reflectance ATR-FTIR. For all
these spectra, the samples were carefully kept air-free and redispersed in either
chloroform or hexane before being drop-cast onto the germanium ATR crystal. The
spectrum of the as-produced silicon nanocrystals shows strong contribution from
silicon hydride bonding. The peak centered at 2100 cm�1 corresponds to the
stretching vibrational mode of the silicon–hydrogen bond in SiH, SiH2, and SiH3
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groups. The peaks around 900 and 850 cm�1 correspond to SiH3 degenerate and
symmetric deformation modes and to SiH2 scissor- and wag-vibration modes. The
small bump around 1050 cm�1 is very likely due to some oxidation that takes place
during the sample transfer and during the FTIR spectrum acquisition since the
sample compartment in the IR spectrometer that has been used for this measure-
ment is not nitrogen purged. The peak assignment for the organicmolecules is taken
from [74]. The main peaks in the neat 1-dodecene spectrum can be assigned to CH
stretching vibration in CHx groups for the features around 2800 cm

�1. Further peaks
are related to the CH2 scissor deformation at 1475 cm�1 and the symmetric
deformation of CH3 around 1380 cm�1. The presence of the unsaturated carbon
group is confirmed by the presence a peak corresponding to the C¼C stretching
mode at 1645 cm�1. The peaks at 914 and 991 cm�1 are due to the¼CH out-of-plane
deformation and the peak at 3085 cm�1 is due to the¼CH stretch. It is important to
note that all peaks related to the unsaturated carbon bonds are absent in the spectrum
of the hydrosilylated silicon nanoparticles, while the strongCHx peak at 2800 cm

�1 is
dominant. This is a strong indication that the liquid-phase reaction has successfully
capped the hydrogen-terminated silicon nanocrystals with 1-dodecene and that the
hydrogenated silicon surface has reacted with the unsaturated group of the capping
molecule. Similar spectra have been reported in the literature for other hydrosilylated
silicon nanoparticles [92]. Small peaks around 720 and 800 cm�1 can be assigned to
the formation of Si�C bonds, and they provide a direct proof that the reaction was
successful.

Figure 13.14 FTIR spectra of as-produced silicon nanocrystals, neat 1-dodecene, and silicon
nanocrystals reacted with 1-dodecene.
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Another direct proof of a successful hydrosilylation reaction is the fact that the
functionalized nanocrystals are perfectly soluble in nonpolar solvents, such as
toluene, chloroform, or hexane. The solution passes easily through a 0.2mm filter
without any loss of coloration and is stable for an indefinite amount of time. In fact,
TEM studies confirm that a colloid of individual, nonagglomerated silicon nano-
crystals is obtained. A bright field TEM image of film of hydrosilylated particles is
shown in Figure 13.15. The sample was hydrosilylated with 1-dodecene, dried to
remove the unreacted alkene and redispersed in toluene. Few droplets were then
dropped onto the thin-film carbon grid. The particles forma very uniform layer on the
grid surface. Each of the dark specks in the image in Figure 13.15 is an individual
silicon nanocrystal, as can be confirmed by dark field TEM and high-resolution
studies. The lighter halo around the nanocrystals is likely due to the organic ligand
shell. The nanocrystal film is close to a monolayer, since occasional uncovered
regions can be found on the grid. The particles do not self-organize in an ordered
pattern, as has been observed with some other nanocrystal films. The formation of
crystallinenanoparticle superlattices is of great interest for particle-baseddevices [94],
but it is known that particles with a very narrow size distribution are needed to
organize in an ordered fashion. Unfortunately, the particle size distribution in the
case of plasma-produced silicon quantum dots is fairly broad, with a typical standard
deviation of approximately 1 nm.

13.4.3
Plasma Grafting of Silicon Nanocrystals

Although the liquid-phase hydrosilylation of silicon nanocrystals provides material
with excellent optical properties, as discussed in this section, it also suffers from a

Figure 13.15 TEM image of alkylated silicon nanoparticles. The particles were redispersed in
toluene after liquid-phase passivation and drying. The sample was drop-cast on a regular thin film
carbon grid.
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number of drawbacks. The liquid-phase reaction is slow, typically requiring several
hours of reaction time. Attaching short organic chains is difficult since the lower
boiling point of smaller molecules reduces the reaction temperature and increases
the reaction time.Moreover, the process of dissolution of the particle agglomerates is
controlled by the competition between the van der Walls forces holding the particles
together and the interaction between the organic chain and the solvent, which tends
to stabilize the particle in solution. Hence, a clear solution cannot be obtained, for
instance, when reacting approximately 4 nm silicon particles with 1-hexene even for
many hours of thermal reaction because the 6-carbon-long chain is too short to pull
the particles apart from each other. Liquid-phase reactions also involve all the
complications of air-sensitive chemistry, usually requiring access to a Schlenk line.

The field of the in-flight, aerosol processing of nanoparticles is quickly growing. In
Ref. [95], aluminumparticleswere in-flight coatedwith a carbon shell using acetylene
as a precursor. In Ref. 96, silicon nanoparticles were hydrosilylated with 6- and 4-
carbon-long chains in a thermally induced aerosol-phase reaction. However, aerosol
processes using neutral particles face problems due to rapid particle agglomeration.
By functionalizing particles in the plasma, particles can be maintained at negative
charge during the surface reaction process, thus suppressing coagulation as during
the synthesis step. The plasma may also provide for particle heating that may aid
thermal activation of surface reactions and at the same time prevent significant
diffusion losses to the reactor walls due to negative charging of both particles and
reactor walls. The group of Matsoukas has already shown that micron-sized silica
particles can be dispersed in a parallel plate PECVD reactor and then coated with an
amorphous carbon shell [97, 98].

The reactor used for plasma functionalization of silicon nanocrystals is composed
of two stages as shown in the schematic in Figure 13.16. The first stage is identical to
the silicon nanocrystal synthesis reactor described in Section 13.3 [63].

The second stage is a 5 in. diameter parallel plate reactor with a 2 in. gap. Particles
are nucleated and grown in the first stage; the gas flow drags them into the second
stage where an additional argon inlet is present. The secondary argon flow is passed
through a bubbler filled with organic molecules to be grafted onto the nanocrystal
surface, which is evaporated and fed into the plasma system. The bubbler pressure
and the secondary argon flow rate can be adjusted to control the organic molecule
vapor pressure in the second stage. The parallel plate reactor is used as a continuous
flow reactor, with particles being carried below the bottom plate and to the exhaust
line where they are collected with a filter. While the nanocrystals are collected as
previously in the form of an agglomerated powder, their surfaces are now already
functionalized with an organic monolayer if the plasma grafting reaction was
successful.

Initial tests of this approach were performed with 1-dodecene, as hydrosilylation
with this molecule in the liquid phase has been one of our benchmarks. For the gas-
phase reaction, 30 sccm of argon and 8 sccm of SiH4 (5% inHe) are flown in the first
stage. Fifteen sccm of argon is flown though the bubbler, which is kept at the same
pressure of the reactor (1.4 Torr). A power of 60W is used in the first reactor, while
very low power (10–15W) is needed in the second stage to successfully functionalize
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the silicon particle surface. The resulting deposit on the filter is very different from
the typical orange and fluffy powder film and it appears like a much more compact
brown layer covering the stainless steelmesh.When themesh is dipped into toluene,
the deposit starts dissolving without any sonication, which is very different from the
behavior of nonfunctionalized nanoparticles, and a clear colloidal dispersion of
silicon nanocrystals is obtained, as shown in Figure 13.17. A control sample was
deposited under exactly the same conditions but without igniting the plasma in the
second stage. This sample showed no tendency to come of the mesh filter without
sonication and the resulting colloid is turbid, indicating the presence of large,
micrometer-sized agglomerates. This is a clear indication of the lack of success of
the surface functionalization without the presence of the second plasma. The clear
solution of sample A does not show any sign of flocculation even many weeks after
production, and can be passed through a 0.22 mmfilter without any loss of coloration.
This experiment strongly suggests that the second nonthermal plasma provides the
necessary activation energy to trigger the gas-phase hydrosilylation reaction with 1-
dodecene.

It is interesting to compare the effectiveness of plasma functionalization and
liquid-phase functionalization of siliconnanocrystals. FTIR is one tool to obtain some
insight into the surface coverages obtained with both methods. Figure 13.18 com-
pares the FTIP spectra of liquid-phase reacted and plasma-phase functionalized
silicon nanocrystals. The main features present in the spectra of the as-produced
silicon nanocrystals and neat dodecene have already been discussed. As already

Figure 13.16 Schematic of the apparatus used for the in-flight graftingof siliconquantumdotswith
organic molecules.
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shown in Section 13.3, the FTIR spectrum of the hydrosilylated nanoparticles shows
strong contributions from CHx bonds between 2800 and 3000 cm�1, but the peaks
related to C¼Cbonds that are present in the spectrumof 1-dodecene do not appear in
the spectrum of the treated particles. This is a strong indication that the carbon
double bond reacted with the hydrogenated silicon surface, in agreement with the
general understanding of the mechanism with which hydrosilylation proceeds [81].
The spectrum from the gas-phase hydrosilylated nanocrystals also does not show any

Figure 13.18 FTIR absorption spectra for as-produced silicon nanocrystals, 1-dodecene, liquid-
phase hydrosilylated, and gas-phase hydrosilylated silicon nanoparticles.

Figure 13.17 Effect of the second discharge. The clear solution in the left vial is obtained with the
second plasma on, while the cloudy solution in the right vial is produced under exactly the same
conditions but with the second plasma off.
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peak from the C¼C bond, and it is almost identical to the spectrum of the liquid-
phase passivated nanoparticles. The ratio of the integrated signal between 2800 and
3000 cm�1, which is due toCHxbonds, and the signal around 2100 cm

�1, due to SiHx

bonds, is equal to 12.88 for the liquid-phase passivation and it is equal to 12.34 for the
gas-phase passivation, indicating that the hydrocarbon surface coverage obtained
from the two techniques is very similar. This is a quite intriguing result as the liquid-
phase functionalization of the sample typically takes a few hours of reaction time,
while the plasma functionalization proceeds during less than 1 s of residence time of
the silicon nanocrystals in the second plasma process.

Plasma functionalization of silicon nanocrystals was successfully achieved with a
wide range of molecules. These molecules are listed in Table 13.1. It is particularly
interesting both to study the reactions with short molecules, which cannot be
successfully attached via liquid-phase reactions, and to investigate the importance
of different functional groups. Themolecules used for this study are all 6-carbon long
and are hexane, 1-hexyne, 1-hexene, hexyl-amine, and hexyl-alcohol. The structure of
thesemolecules is shown in Table 13.1.Molecules with short 6-carbon chains cannot
be successfully reacted with silicon crystals in liquid-phase reactions. Even after
extended liquid-phase reaction, a clear solution could not be obtained and significant
flocculation and sedimentation was observed. The particle size for this experiment
was approximately 4 nm. On the contrary, particles of the same size can be efficiently
grafted with 1-hexene in the plasma, and the resulting material is soluble in
chloroform for an indefinite amount of time.

The FTIR spectra of the silicon nanocrystals treated with different molecules are
shown in Figure 13.19. The assignment of the peaks is based upon Ref. [74]. The
spectra have been normalized with respect to the area of the 2800–3000 cm�1 peak,
which is due to CHx stretching vibrations. This peak is prominent in all the spectra of
reacted particles, proving that all the organic molecules have reacted, to various

Table 13.1 List molecules that were successfully grafted to silicon nanocrystals using plasma
functionalization.

Name Structure

1-Dodecene H3C�ðCH2Þ9�CH¼CH2

Dodecane H3C�ðCH2Þ10�CH3

Octyl-alcohol H3C�ðCH2Þ7�OH
1-Hexene H3C�ðCH2Þ3�CH¼CH2

1-Hexyne H3C�ðCH2Þ3�C:CH2

Hexane H3C�ðCH2Þ4�CH3

Hexyl-alcohol H3C�ðCH2Þ5�OH
Hexyl-amine H3C�ðCH2Þ5�NH2

1-Pentene H3C�ðCH2Þ2�CH¼CH2

Acrylic acid H2C¼CH�COOH
Allylamine H2C¼CH�CH2�NH2

Ethylene-diamine H2N�CH2�CH2�NH2

Ethylene-glycol HO�CH2�CH2�OH
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extents, with the silicon nanoparticles produced in the first stage. The as-produced
silicon nanocrystal spectrum is not shown since it is equal to the one shown in
Figure 13.18. In the case of 1-hexene and 1-hexyne, the different stretching modes
due to carbon double bonds and triple bonds are not present in the spectra of the
graftednanoparticles. For 1-hexene, the peak at 3100 cm�1 corresponds to the¼C�H
stretch mode, the peak at 1650 cm�1 corresponds to the C¼C stretch, and the two
sharp features at 900 and 1000 cm�1 are due to CH¼CH2 out of plane deformations.
These features are absent in the spectrum of the grafted silicon nanoparticles. The
same behavior can be observed in the case of 1-hexyne since the C:C stretch at
2200 cm�1 and the :CH stretch at 3300 cm�1 are absent in the treated silicon
quantum dot spectrum.

The spectra in Figure 13.19d are slightly more difficult to interpret. In the case of
hexyl-alcohol, the linkage with the particle surface is expected to occur via Si�O�C
bonds. The broad feature at 3400 cm�1 is the signature of the alcohol functional
group. This does not disappear completely after in-flight reaction, but its intensity

Figure 13.19 FTIR spectra of silicon quantum dots reacted with various 6-carbon-long organic
molecules.
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decreases significantly with respect to the CHx stretching signal at 2900 cm�1. The
feature at 1050 cm�1 in the hexyl-alcohol spectrum is due to the C�O stretch, but the
shape of the signal changes after reaction with the particles. The broader signal
between 1000 and 1100 cm�1 in the produced material spectrum can, in fact, be
attributed not only to Si�O�C but also to Si�O�Si and to Si�C covalent bond.
Overall, we can conclude that hexyl-alcohol has been successfully grafted onto the
particle surface, but that due to problems with the selectivity of the process, the
reactingmolecule has also bonded to the particle via Si�C linkage. The fact that�OH
signal is still present in the spectrum strongly supports this hypothesis, together with
the fact that hexane also reacts with the particles, as shown in Figure 13.19a. Particles
reacted with hexane, 1-hexene, 1-hexyne, and hexyl-alcohol are soluble in chloroform.
No sedimentation is noticeable, evenmanydays after production. Particle reactedwith
1-hexene and 1-hexyne give a clear solution in toluene after sonication, but significant
sedimentation takes place in few hours. As a comparison, particles reacted with 1-
dodecene are indefinitely stable in toluene, very likely due to the presence of a longer
ligand at the surface. The reaction with hexyl-amine was found to be not successful.

The ratio of the integrated CHx signal at 2900 cm
�1 to the integrated SiHx signal at

2100 cm�1 is shown in Figure 13.20 for the case of 1-hexyne, 1-hexene, hexane, and
hexyl-alcohol. This ratio is used to monitor the relative surface coverage of organic
molecules onto the particle surface, and to study the relative reactivity of different
functional groups for the case of the plasma-initiated in-flight hydrosilylation.

1-Hexyne is themolecule thatmost readily reactswith the particle surface, followed
by 1-hexene and hexyl-alcohol. Even some reactionwith the saturated alkane (hexane)
occurs, which would not be the case in the liquid phase. In this sense, the plasma
process is less selective than liquid-phase surface functionalization since some
radicals are produced indiscriminately from usually inert precursors. Nevertheless,
a significant amount of selectivity defined by the functional group is retained, as the
reactivity with alkynes and alkenes is much larger than the reactivity with alkanes.

Figure 13.20 Ratio of the integrated area for the CHx peak around 2900 cm�1 to the SiHx peak at
2100 cm�1 for different organic molecules.
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Alcohols also react more readily than alkanes but not as efficiently as for molecules
with unsaturated carbon bonds.

In summary, we have shown in this section that plasma functionalization is an
efficient route to assembling organic monolayers on the surfaces of silicon nano-
crystals. In particular with organic molecules with functional carbon double or triple
bonds, almost the same surface coverage with organic molecules can be achieved
within one second of plasma treatment as compared to several hours of liquid-phase
treatment.

13.5
Optical Properties of Plasma-Synthesized and Surface-Functionalized Silicon
Nanocrystals

As an indirect bandgap semiconductor, silicon in its bulk form is an inefficient optical
emitter and absorber. Hence, the observation of strong room-temperature photo-
luminescence from porous silicon, which contained small nanocrystals, attracted
significant attention [99, 100]. It is now widely believed that the improved optical
properties of nanocrystalline silicon result frommainly two physical phenomena: the
enhanced recombination rate of electrons and holes due to the increased overlap of
the electron and hole wave function confined to the nanocrystal [101], and the
reduction of the rate of nonradiative events [102].

There have been various reports of high optical activity of silicon nanocrystals with
various surface functionalizations. It is generally believed that silicon nanocrystals
passivated by native oxide layers can have PL quantum yields, defined as the number
of photons emitted divided by the number of exciting photons absorbed, of up to
about 10%. There are limited reports of even higher quantum yields [76]. High
quantum efficiencies have also been reported for the silicon nanocrystals embedded
in high-quality thermal oxides [103]. However, these studies reported the quantum
efficiency of the fraction of �bright,� that is, emitting, nanocrystals, while the fraction
of �dark,� that is, nonemitting, nanocrystals remained unknown. High quantum
yields of ensembles of nanoparticles have also been achieved with organically
terminated nanocrystals, achieving ensemble quantum yields as high as
23% [104] and 30% [43]. Moreover, in single-quantum dot experiments PL quantum
yields as high as 88% were observed for individual quantum dots [105]. However,
these studies also pointed to the often large difference in the quantum yields of
individual particles and nanocrystal ensembles, which often were found to be on the
order of just a small percentage due to the large fraction of dark particles.

In this section, we discuss quantum yields of liquid and plasma-functionalized
silicon nanocrystals and focus on their differences. We also discuss the radiative
decay rates observed in very small siliconnanocrystals, which hint toward a transition
from, indirect to direct bandgap behavior.

Accurate measurements of the ensemble quantum yield can be achieved with the
use of an integrating sphere [106]. In our procedure, silicon nanocrystal PL is excited
by illumination with a blue LEDwith the emission peak centered at 390 nm. Both the
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excitation source and the PL emission of the sample are simultaneously recorded
with a low-resolution spectrometer with a broadband detector. The procedure used
for measuring the quantum yield is as follows (as illustrated in Figure 13.21): The
procedure used for measuring the quantum yield is as follows: first, as illustrated in
figure 13.21(a), a baseline measurement is taken introducing a vial with the solvent
used in thenanocrystals colloidwith the excitation turned on. This spectrumpresents
one peak at 390 nm. Second, a vial containing colloidal silicon quantum dots is
introduced into the integrating sphere. This second sample spectrum exhibits a
strongly reduced excitation peak at 390 nm due to the absorption by the silicon
quantum dots and the broad PL emission peak originating from the silicon quantum
dot luminescence. By subtracting the baseline from the sample spectrum, one
obtains a spectrum showing two peaks for the absorption and emission of the
silicon quantum dots, as illustrated in figure 13.21(b). Depending on spectroscopic
system, it may be necessary to convert the signals into signals that are proportional to
the number of photons. For instance, if the detector is calibrated to provide a signal
proportional to the radiant intensity, multiplying this signal with the emission
wavelength will give a quantity proportional to the number of detected photons.
The quantum yield can now be found as the ratio of the integrated PL emission over
the integrated absorption. As we discussed in great detail in Ref. [107], by using an
integrating sphere this procedure will automatically yield the ensemble quantum
yield as it accounts for the absorption by both �bright� and �dark� nanocrystals. In
addition, the method is very robust as it is independent of the exact geometrical
arrangement between the excitation source and the sample, for example, the fraction
of excitation that may hit or miss the sample, as well as potential effects of scattering
from particle agglomerates.

Quantum yield measurements were performed for particles that were passivated
in the liquid phase with either 1-dodecene or 1-octadecene over a range of emission
wavelengths, that is, particle sizes. Results are shown in Figure 13.22. This figure
shows that very high ensemble quantum yields, up to approximately 70%, can be
achieved for silicon nanocrystals emitting at wavelengths >800 nm. This is an

Figure 13.21 Scheme for performing photoluminescence quantum yield measurements. See text
for details.
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extraordinarily high value for an ensemble of silicon crystals, which has only been
exceeded by single-quantumdot experiments of particularly efficient, �bright� silicon
crystals. It demonstrates that the liquid-phase surface functionalization with organic
molecules leads to a very good termination of surface states, with which silicon
nanocrystals can achieve quantum yields rivaling those of direct bandgap semicon-
ductor nanocrystals. For comparison, the first reports of high efficiency photolumi-
nescence from II to VI semiconductor quantum dots [108, 109] were for CdSe
particles overcoated with an inorganic ZnS shell. The quantum yield of these core-
shell dots was around 50%. Successive improvements in the synthesis techniques
allowed production of CdSe/ZnS quantum dots with yields as high as 80% [110].
Unfortunately, the high quantum yield is limited to samples with a peak PL
wavelength close to 800 nm. The quantum yield drops quickly at shorter emission
wavelength, and emission below 700 nm becomes extremely inefficient for reasons
yet to be understood.

In Ref. [111], we studied the photoluminescence of these liquid-phase organically
functionalized silicon nanocrystals with picosecond and femtosecond resolution.We
found a remarkable temporal evolution of the time-resolved PL signal. The early-time
PL spectra (<1 ns after a femtosecond pump-pulse) show strong dependence on
nanocrystal size, which is attributed to emission involving nanocrystal-quantized
states. The PL spectra recorded for long delays after the pump-pulse (>10 ns) are
almost independent of nanocrystal size and are likely due to surface-related recom-
bination. Intrinsic radiative rate constants for nanocrystals of different sizes were
determined from the instantaneous PL intensitiesmeasured 2 ps after excitation.We
found that the radiative decay rates sharply increase for confinement energies greater
than 1 eV, indicating a fast, exponential growth of the oscillator strength of zero-
phonon, pseudodirect transitions.

Figure 13.22 Measured quantum yield versus peak emission wavelength for alkylated silicon
quantum dots.
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It is interesting to compare the optical properties of plasma-phase and liquid-phase
functionalized silicon nanocrystals. While we discussed above that the surface
coverages of plasma-functionalized and liquid-phase functionalized silicon nano-
crystals are almost identical, there is a significant difference in photoluminescence
quantum yield. The plasma-grafted silicon nanocrystals show visible photolumines-
cence with typical quantum yields below 10% for particles that have a peak emission
wavelength between 800 and 850 nm. This is significantly lower than the 60%
quantum yield that can be reproducibly obtained from liquid-phase treated samples
that emit at the same wavelength.

To check the influence of the liquid-phase passivation on the optical properties of
the particles, a gas-phase treated sample was refluxed for few hours in the usual
dodecene–mesitylene mixture that is used for the liquid-phase passivation. The
quantum yield of the as-produced plasma-functionalized sample was 1%. After
liquid-phase post-treatment, the quantum yield of the sample increased to 45%.
The photoluminescence spectrum did not change significantly after liquid-phase
post-treatment. FTIR analysis of this sample also did not show a significant
qualitative difference. However, it is important to note that the ratio of the
integrated CHx signal to the integrated SiHx signal increased to 17.1 from an
initial value of 12.34 found for the in-flight grafted material. This suggests that the
hydrocarbon coverage has increased during the liquid-phase post-treatment, which
may contribute to the increase in PL quantum yield from 1 to 45%. However, a
control experiment that was performed suggests that the added surface coverage
with surfactantmolecules is not the only reason for the improved quantum yield. In
this control experiment, plasma-grafted particles were refluxed in the gas phase
with mesitylene alone for 3 h. No 1-dodecene was added to the liquid mixture this
time. After initial plasma treatment, this sample had a QYof 7.5%. After refluxing
in mesitylene, the QY increased to 53%. Obviously, the hydrocarbon surface
coverage did not increase since no additional 1-dodecene is present to react with
the particle surface.

A more careful FTIR study of the various components of the SiHx peaks at
approximately 2100 cm�1 provides some insight into the role of the liquid-phase post-
treatment. The SiHx peak at 2100 cm�1 was fitted with three Lorentzian profiles
centered around 2135, 2110, and 2080 cm�1, corresponding to silicon tri-, di-, and
monohydride groups at the nanocrystal surfaces [70]. In Figure 13.23, we summarize
the results and show the variation in relative intensities of different silicon hydride
modes as a function of the processing conditions.

Figure 13.23 demonstrates that the liquid-phase treatment of silicon nanocrystals
leads to a remarkable redistribution of silicon-hydrides from SiH2 to SiH, regardless
of the presence of the organic capping agent 1-dodecene. The fact that the quantum
yield of liquid-phase processed nanocrystals also increases regardless of the presence
of 1-dodecene during the liquid-phase post-treatment suggests that the reorganiza-
tion of hydrogen on the silicon nanocrystal surface plays an important role in the
quantum yield increase. The temperature applied during liquid-phase processing,
169 �C in the case of mesitylene, may be sufficient to lead to a redistribution of
hydrogen from dihydrides to saturate dangling bonds present at the surface. These
dangling bonds may be sites of nonradiative recombination and the passivation with
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hydrogenmay explain the increase in quantum yield. This hypothesis is supported by
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements, which point to a significant
reduction in the free spin density. The exact role played by the organic surfactants
compared to the hydrogen reorganization at the silicon nanocrystals surfaces
deserves further investigation.

13.6
Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, we discussed the synthesis and surface functionalization of silicon
nanocrystals with nonthermal plasmas. In nonthermal plasmas, energetic electrons
provide the source of dissociation of gaseous precursors leading to the formation of
nanocrystals through chemical clustering of precursor radicals. Initial clusters grow
into particles of several nanometers in size. Clusters and particles are primarily
negatively charged due to the presence of hot andmobile free electrons in the plasma.
Strongly exothermic surface reactions at the nanoparticle surface, including
electron–ion recombination and hydrogen recombination, combined with slow
convective–conductive cooling of the particles at low pressure results in particle
temperatures that can exceed the temperature of the surrounding gas by several
hundreds of Kelvin. We suggest that these elevated particle temperatures are
essential for the formation of high-quality nanocrystals in nonthermal plasmas.

A nonthermal plasma approach was introduced that synthesizes silicon nano-
crystals at a high rate in a flow-through reactor. Silicon crystals reside in the plasma

Figure 13.23 Relative variation of the contribution of different hydrides to the profile of the
2100 cm�1 SiHx peak. The contribution is calculated on the basis of the area of the fitted Lorentzian
peaks and normalized over the total area of the three peaks.
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for a few milliseconds and grow during this time to several nanometers in size. The
nanocrystal size can be tuned by adjusting the residence time of particles in the
plasma. Particles are fairly monodisperse with standard deviations in the size
distribution of about 15–20% of the average nanocrystal size. Surfaces of the silicon
crystals are hydrogen-terminated that is ideal for the subsequent surface
functionalization.

Surface properties of plasma-produced silicon nanocrystals are essential for their
optical properties. Surface functionalization with organic molecules can be achieved
both in the liquid- and in the plasma phase. Organic molecules are reacted through a
terminal carbon double bond to form a covalent silicon–carbon bond with the silicon
nanocrystal surface. While liquid-phase reaction requires transfer of the silicon
crystals from a synthesis reactor into a liquid-phase reaction vessel and time-
consuming reaction of several hours, the plasma-phase reaction can be performed
in a simple two-stage reactor and it proceedswith reaction times of less than a second.
FTIR demonstrated that surface coverages with organic molecules achieved with
both methods are almost identical.

Optical properties of silicon nanocrystals are strongly affected by the surface
functionalization. While nonfunctionalized silicon nanocrystals surface-passivated
with a native silicon oxide often have ensemble quantum yields of photolumines-
cence of approximately 10%, significantly higher quantum yields can be achieved
with organically functionalized silicon nanocrystals processed in the liquid-phase. In
the deep red, at wavelengths larger than 800 nm, quantum yields as high as 70%were
achieved, rivaling those of direct bandgap semiconductor quantum dots. Surpris-
ingly, plasma-functionalized silicon nanocrystals with almost identical organic
surface coverage showed quantum yields of typically less than 10%. Through
liquid-phase post-treatment of such nanocrystals, it was determined that the reor-
ganization of hydrogen atoms on the nanocrystal surfaces is at least as important as
the organic molecule layer.

In conclusion, plasma synthesis and the appropriate surface treatment have shown
the potential of silicon nanocrystals to lead to optical properties that are rival those of
other direct bandgap semiconductor nanocrystals.
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14
Silicon Nanocrystals in Porous Silicon and Applications
Bernard Gelloz

14.1
Introduction

The applications of porous silicon (PSi) were mostly limited to thick oxide
manufacturing until the suggestion in 1990 that quantum confinement could take
place in its nanostructure [1, 2]. The visible photoluminescence (PL) of PSi, reported
by L.T. Canham [1], generated an immense interest in the material, particularly for
optoelectronic purposes. As a result, PSi has been extensively studied. In spite of the
fact that commercially viable light-emitting devices have not yet been achieved, the
interest in PSi has kept on growing in the past 18 years because of the many useful
properties, originating from quantum confinement and the porous nature of the
material, that were found in PSi. These properties expand the range of applications
available for silicon, in particular in photonics, sensing, biotechnology, and acoustics.

The PSi formation has been described in detail in a book by V. Lehmann [3]. The
structural and optical properties of PSi were reviewed in 1997 [4, 5]. The same year, a
data review book about PSi was published [6]. PSi was again reviewed in 2000 [7]. The
electroluminescence (EL) of PSi was reviewed in detail more recently [8–10]. Finally,
the potential of PSi in drug delivery devices and materials was reviewed in 2008 [11].
This chapter summarizes the most important knowledge and expands on new
developments.

PSi can exhibit differentmorphologies and typical pore sizes. It is characterized by
its thickness, its porosity (volumetric fraction of void within PSi), its internal surface
(taking into account the surface of pores), and its morphology (pore size, shape, and
density; anisotropy). It is categorized according to the dominant pore diameter as
microporous (�2 nm), mesoporous (2–50 nm), and macroporous (>50 nm) [12]. Si
nanocrystalsmay bemostly found not only inmicroporous Si but also inmesoporous
Si, depending on the porosity and sample history. This chapter deals only with PSi
that includes Si nanocrystals in its structure. Besides, as applications of PSi as a
sensitizer for oxygen molecules and explosives are addressed in Chapter 19 of this
book, they are not described here.
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This chapter first describes the different PSi formation methods (Section 14.2).
The influence of the formation parameters on PSi properties is also discussed. In
Section 14.3, the structural properties of PSi are described and diverse postformation
treatments are introduced. Then, in Section 14.4, various physical properties of PSi
and corresponding applications are discussed.

14.2
Preparation of Porous Si Layers

PSi is generally formed by chemical or electrochemical etching of Si wafers. Themost
studied, well-controlled, and used technique is anodization of Si wafers in dilute
hydrofluoric acid (HF) electrolytes (Section 14.2.1) [3, 4, 7, 13]. Most of this chapter
deals with PSi prepared by this technique.

Galvanic etching (Section 14.2.2.1) [14–18], which does not require any external
power source, can also be used to obtain well-controlled PSi layers. However, it is far
less known and popular a technique than anodization.

Electroless etching (Section 14.2.2.2), in particular the so-called stain etching
[19, 20], can lead to the formation of PSi. So far, it has not been a popular method
because it offers little control over resulting PSi structures. However, recent progress
in the control of PSi formation [21] may renew some interest in this technique.

In all cases, the formation of PSi is a wet process. Drying techniques are presented
in Section 14.2.3.

14.2.1
Porous Si Prepared by Anodization

14.2.1.1 Conditions Leading to Porous Si Formation
Depending on experimental conditions, a Si wafer electrochemically polarized in an
electrolyte containing hydrofluoric acid can either be progressively dissolved (elec-
tropolishing), or partially dissolved (PSi formation; the dissolution proceeds only at
the PSi/substrate interface), or behave as an inert electrode. Critical experimental
parameters are the current density, the electrolyte composition and characteristics
(e.g., HF concentration, viscosity, and ability to wet the Si surface), the temperature,
and the Si-doping density and type.

Figure 14.1 shows typical current–voltage characteristics for Si wafers in
dilute aqueous HF. Hole supply by Si is the necessary initial step of the dissolution
process. Therefore, the Si electrode is inert under cathodic polarization. In this case,
the current observed for n-type Si and illuminated p-type Si results from hydrogen
evolution. Under anodic polarization, holes are supplied by Si. For the fabrication of
luminescent PSi from lightly doped n-type Si, the generation of holes is generally
achieved by front-side or backside illumination. PSi formation is obtained for current
densities lower than a critical current density JPS, corresponding to potential
VPS. Above JPS, complete electrochemical dissolution of Si (electropolishing)
takes place.
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The value of JPS depends on several parameters. Because it is limited by mass
transport and reaction kinetics, it exhibits a dependency on HF concentration and
electrolyte temperature [3]. It also depends on the Si crystalline orientation [3, 22].

14.2.1.2 Porous Si Formation Mechanism

14.2.1.2.1 Electrochemical Etching of Si The current peak characterized by JPS
indicates a transition between a charge supply-limited reaction (for J< JPS) and a
kinetic andmass transfer (in the electrolyte) limited reaction (for J> JPS). For J< JPS,
a divalent reaction has been proposed [3]:

Siþ 4HF2
� þhþ ! SiF6

2� þ 2HFþH2 þ e� ð14:1Þ
For J> JPS, the limitation by kinetic and mass transfer in the electrolyte results in Si
dissolution taking place in a two-step process [3]. First, electrochemical oxidation of Si
occurs via a tetravalent reaction:

Siþ 2H2Oþ 4hþ ! SiO2 þ 4Hþ

The second step is chemical dissolution of the oxide due to HF, (HF)2 or HF2
�:

SiO2 þ 2HF2
� þ 2HF! SiF6

2� þ 2H2O

The detailed actual reaction pathways on the atomic scale can be found in the book
of Lehmann [3] or other reviews [7, 23].

Actually, the valence of dissolution in the PSi formation regime is not equal to 2, as
would be expected from reaction (14.1), but rather generally found to be between 2
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Figure 14.1 Typical shape of current–voltage
characteristics of p- and n-type Si electrodes in
aqueous hydrofluoric acid in the dark or under
illumination (light). The origin of the potential
axis is set to the flat bandpotential in both cases.
PSi is formed under anodic polarization for a

current density below JPS (corresponding
to potential VPS). The characteristic of n-type Si
is identical to that of p-type Si provided
illumination powerful enough to generate
the necessary holes is used.
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and 3, depending on anodization parameters, particularly current density. This fact
can be understood if both the divalent and the tetravalent reactions take place
simultaneously, but at different locations at the PSi/substrate interface, due to a
significant current density distribution [3]. The valence increases when the global
anodization current density increases and approaches JPS because the contribution of
local current densities at or above JPS increases.

14.2.1.2.2 Pore Initiation and Propagation in Microporous Si Reaction (14.1) and its
pathways on the atomic scale do not explain why pores initiate at the surface of Si,
even on atomicallyflat surfaces. Themost supportedmechanism for pore initiation is
based on linear stability analyses [24]. Basically, if the propagating front of dissolution
becomes rough (in the model, a sine wave is assumed) due to a perturbation of its
flatness, then the surface may evolve in two possible ways. If the model shows a
damping of the perturbation, the system will be stable. This case corresponds to
electropolishing. Otherwise, pore initiation occurs, leading to PSi formation.

In order to form a stable porous layer, the dissolution has to take place at the PSi/
substrate interface. Passivation of the pore walls and passivity breakdown at the pore
tips are essential. This is achieved if holes supplied by the substrate are consumed at
the pore tips and cannot penetrate into the already formed PSi layer. For J< JPS, the
dissolution reaction is limited by the supply of holes. This is consistent with
consumption of all supplied holes at the PSi/substrate interface [25]. However, this
simple consideration may not be sufficient. The passivation of the pore walls in
microporous Si can be understood if an energy barrier prevents hole injection into
PSi. This energy barrier has been attributed to a quantum confinement effect
resulting from low-dimensional Si structures forming the PSi layer [2]. In mesopor-
ous andmacroporousSi, the space charge region at thePSi/substrate interface plays a
significant passivating role [3].

14.2.1.3 Effect of Anodization Conditions
For PSi formation, anodization can be conducted either under galvanostatic (current-
controlled) or potentiostatic (potential-controlled) conditions. In general, the former
condition is preferred. It leads to better in-depth uniformity of PSi layers than the
latter one since it keeps the rate of hole supply constant throughout the experiment.
However, for long anodization time, typically over 20min, significant porosity
gradientmay result because of extra chemical dissolution of PSi. Under galvanostatic
condition, the etching rate stays mostly constant during anodization. Thus, the PSi
thickness is proportional to the anodization time.

Well-controlled thick PSi layers can be readily obtained by anodization of p-type Si
in the dark. For lightly doped n-type Si, the necessary holes are usually obtained by
photogeneration. Front-side illumination through the electrolyte generally leads to
PS layers exhibiting in-depth porosity gradients. This problem can be avoided by
using backside illumination [3]. Furthermore, recent reports show that holes can be
generated at the n-type Si/solution interface without illumination using either
modified substrates (with a p-type backside region)[26], or Hall effect [27], or lateral
potential fields [28]. Illumination is not required for heavily doped n-type Si because
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holes can be generated at the Si/electrolyte interface by a tunneling effect through the
narrow space charge region of the Si substrate.

Reaction selectivity upon Si doping and type is observed [3, 13]. For a given
potential, the anodic current increases with the doping level and in the following
order of Si-doping type: n, p, pþ , and nþ . Thus, in Si substrates including regions of
different doping levels or types, selective etching is achievable. This property is
particularly useful for micromachining and photonic applications.

Anodization of Si generates gaseousH2molecules thatmust be evacuated from the
pores. Silicon surface being hydrophobic, hydrogen gas can lead to local drying and
hampering of the etching. A surfactant can be added to lower the surface tension of
the solution. Ethanol is the most commonly used surfactant. Practically, at least 15
vol.% of ethanol is required for a good evacuation of H2 bubbles. Less often used
surfactants are TritonX-100� andMirasol�. A few drops are sufficient for an efficient
removal of bubbles. Acetic acid (minimum of �5%) can also be used [13].

TheeffectsofHFconcentration,currentdensity, temperature,andsubstratedoping
density and type on the porosity, etching rate, and JPS are summarized in Table 14.1.
The closer the current density is to JPS, thehigher theporosity. Since themeltingpoint
of ethanol is�114.3 �C, the temperatureof ethanolicHFsolutions canbe variedover a
wide range. Lowering the temperature leadsmainly to a decrease in JPS (and therefore
an increase in the porosity) and a decrease in the roughness of the PSi/substrate
interface (viscosity effect), which is useful for photonic applications [29, 30].

Illumination during anodization can induce additional chemical etching that
results in increased porosity. It generally leads to porosity gradients since (i) the
top of the PSi layer under formation is exposed a longer time than the PSi part that is
formed in the last moment of anodization and (ii) the absorption of the incident light
by PSi depends on the layer depth.

The effect of a magnetic field with a strength of up to 1.7 Ton the structure and PL
of microporous Si has also been studied [31]. The magnetic field was applied
perpendicularly to the substrate. The structural and optical isotropy was enhanced.
The porosity and PL intensity were increased.

PSi layers can be removed from the Si substrate by applying a short high-current
pulse (J higher than JPS) at the end of the formation process. In this way, nanocrystal-
line PSi membranes can be produced.

Table 14.2 shows typical examples of formation conditions and resulting porosity.

Table 14.1 Effects of anodization conditions and substrate doping density and type on JPS and PSi
porosity and etching rate.

Effect of an increase in Porosity Formation rate JPS

HF concentration Decreases Decrease Increase
Current density Increases Increase —

Temperature (viscosity effect) Decreases Increase Increase
Wafer doping (p-type) Decreases Increase —

Wafer doping (n-type) Increases Increase —
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14.2.1.4 Local Formation and Patterning of Porous Si
Local formation can be achieved either by (i) local anodization through a mask,
(ii) anodization using etch stops, or (iii) anodization followed by local etching via
lithography.

The first technique leads to undercutting (PSi formation proceeds also under
the mask) because etching is almost isotropic (crystalline orientation induces a
small anisotropy) in three dimensions. The mask must be HF resistant or stable
enough to withstand HF during anodization. Standard photoresists can be used but
are degraded during anodization leading to undercutting and anodization
through the mask via pinholes [32–34]. Si dioxide can be used for short anodization
times [32, 35]. Stoichiometric silicon nitride and silicon carbide induces stress
problems leading to cracking [32, 36]. However, nonstoichiometric silicon nitride
is a good masking material. The best conventional mask consists of a polycrystalline
Si layer on top of Si dioxide [37, 38]. Besides, ultrathin (<1 nm) carbonaceous
masking achieved by local electron beam-induced deposition led to a high selectivity
of PSi formation [39].

The second technique relies on doping and type selectivity of anodization
mentioned in Section 14.2.1.4. Selected areas with different doping levels or doping
types can be formed by ion implantation through a mask [40, 41] or focused ion
beam [42]. Selectivity is also achievable via illumination in lightly doped n-type Si. In
this case, only illuminated areas are etched. Using near-field optical microscopy,
nanometer-sized patterning is possible [43].

By playing on the local resistivity of the Si wafer, patterns of porosity and PSi
thickness can be implemented. The technique of focused ion beam has led to several
reports showing the patterning of PSi PL (Section 14.4.3.1.1) [44] and photonic
structures (Section 14.4.2.2.2) [45–47].

In the third technique, pattern transfer to PSi can be done using general patterning
of resist followed by wet or dry etching [48]. Writing nanostructures (20–50 nm in
width) into PSi was achieved by scanning tunneling microscopy [49, 50].

Table 14.2 Examples of porous Si formation conditions.

Substrate Porosity (%) Rate of formation
(mm/min)

Current density
(mA/cm2)

[HF]
(vol.%)

P 57 2.8 50 35
P 62 1.1 20 27.5
P 68 2.4 50 27.5
P 72 3.35 75 27.5
P 80 0.3 10 15
Pþ 70 3.16 80 17.5
Pþ 80 2.73 80 15
Pþ 90 1.66 50 10

All solutions contain a maximum 50% (vol.) ethanol. Anodization is performed in the dark. Results
are for p-type (4–8V cm) and pþ -type (�0.01V cm) silicon substrates.
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14.2.1.5 Anodization Cells
Cells and counter electrodes should be inert inHF. Typically, Teflon is used as the cell
material and Pt wires or sheets are used as counter electrodes [4, 7, 13]. An ideal cell
should be designed to get uniform current density over all the Si substrate area in
contact with the electrolyte in order to generate PSi with good lateral uniformity. In
the absence of cells, HF-resistant tape may be used. The orientation of the Si wafer
with respect to the vertical direction has an effect on the hydrogen bubbles path,
which is always vertical. If controlled front-side illumination is needed, a cell where
the Si substrate is vertical may be preferred for evacuation of the bubbles away from
the optical path (horizontal). For backside illumination, the ideal solution is to use the
double-tank cell (backside is in contact with another transparent solution). Alterna-
tively, a conventional cell could be used if the backside of the Si wafer is not covered
and the electrical contact is taken on ametal grid (or other pattern) letting a portion of
the light through.

14.2.2
Formation of Porous Si Without External Power Supply

14.2.2.1 Galvanic Etching
PSi can be formedwithout using an external current or voltage source. A galvanic cell
is formed by connecting an inert metal electrode to a Si wafer, both immersed in a
solution containing aqueous HF and an oxidizing agent [14]. The principle of a
galvanic element is shown in Figure 14.2. Curve (1) is the current–potential curve for
p-type Si in diluteHF. It is similar to that shown in Figure 14.1 for the same type of Si
wafer. Curve (2) corresponds to the inertmetal in the same conditions.VSi andVMare
the open-circuit potentials (OCP) for the Si wafer and the metal, respectively.
Considering themetal under cathodic polarizationwith respect to a counter electrode

Proton reduction

VMVSi/M
VSi

(2): Inert metal

(1):  Silicon

C
ur

re
nt

Potential

Figure 14.2 Schematic representation of
galvanic cell formation. Curve (1) and (2) are the
current–potential characteristics for p-type Si
and an inert metal electrode, respectively, in an
air-saturated HF solution. VSi and VM are the

OCPwhen only Si or themetal is in the solution,
respectively. When the Si and metal electrodes
are simultaneously in the solution and short
circuited, theOCP is atVSi/M and the anodic and
cathodic currents are equal.
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(curve 2), the oxidizing agent is reduced at themetal electrode, leading to an increase
in cathodic current.

When the Si wafer is connected to the metal electrode, the rest potential of the
system assumes a value VSi/M in between VSi and VM, where the anodic current
(corresponding to Si dissolution) and the cathodic current (corresponding to the
reduction of the oxidizing agent at the metal electrode) are equal. Electrons from the
Si valence band flow to the metal where they participate in the reduction reaction.
Holes left behind in the valence band are involved in the Si dissolution.

An important requirement for the formation of a galvanic element is thatVMmust
be positive with respect to VSi. Then, depending on experimental conditions, VSi/M

can be either lower than VPSi, leading to PSi formation, or lower than VPSi, leading to
electropolishing. In the case of n-type Si, illumination is necessary to generate holes
at the Si/electrolyte interface [15]. Using light intensities as low as 0.02mW/cm2with
very dilute HF solutions (0.1–0.3%) can lead to a luminescent PSi [18].

The etch rate is proportional to the reduction current. It can be increased either by
raising the concentration of the oxidizing agent, or by increasing the surface area of
the metal electrode, or by enhancing the diffusion of the oxidizing agent to the metal
electrode.

Themetal electrode can have an influence on the etching. For example, the current
was found higher for Pt than for Au [14]. When the solution is in contact with air,
oxygen is the natural oxidizing agent. Other oxidizing agents, in particular perox-
odisulfate [14] and hydrogen peroxide [14, 17],may be added to enhance the etch rate.

For anodic etching, surfactants may be added to the solution to facilitate hydrogen
bubble removal. Since the etching relies on an anodic current, most considerations
detailed in Section 14.2.1 also apply to galvanic etching. Basically, the metal and
oxidizing agent influence the current density, whereas the Si properties and HF
concentration influence VPSi.

This technique has several advantages. It does not require any external power
source (chemical energy is converted into electrical energy). An electrochemical cell
is not needed. The metal can be deposited on the backside of the Si substrate that is
then merely immersed in the solution. It offers reasonably high etch rates. For
example, for pþ -type Si, an etch rate of about 9 mm/minwas shown [17]. PSi obtained
by this method can show good lateral and in-depth uniformity.

14.2.2.2 Electroless Etching
In electroless etching, also called stain etching, Si is immersed into a solution
containing HF and a strong oxidizing agent. The necessary initial step for Si
dissolution, hole injection into the Si valence band, occurs via electron transfer
from the valence band to the acceptor level of the oxidant species, which is reduced.
The rate of hole injectionmust be equal to the rate at which holes are consumed in the
Si dissolution reaction. Therefore, the kinetics of the reduction reaction is important
and determines the etching rate.

Both p- and n-type Si can be etched in the dark when the acceptor level of the
oxidizing agent overlaps the valence band of Si. When the acceptor level overlaps the
conduction band of Si, illumination is necessary to bring about the Si dissolution.
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The most used oxidizing agent is nitric acid [19, 20]. However, the reduction of
nitric acid is a complicated multistep reaction, which implies an induction period
prior to PSi formation and heavy bubble formation. As a result, stain etching lacks of
control and suffers from irreproducibility problems.

Recently, other etchants have been proposed, leading to better results [20, 21, 51].
NH4HF2 has been used instead or in combination with HF. HCl was used to control
the pH. HNO3 was substituted by Fe3þ , Cr(VI), or Mn(VII). No bubbles are formed
when FeCl3 and NaMnO4 are used. These studies showed that the PSi morphology,
porosity, and PL characteristics depend on the etchant composition [21]. In accor-
dance with the quantum confinement model of pore wall passivation, the energy of
the PL peak was found correlated with the electrochemical potential of the oxidant.
More positive potentials lead to bluer PL.

Finally, PSi powders prepared by stain etch are now commercially available (http://
vestaceramics.net/).

A metal can be used to catalyze the dissolution process. This effect was used to
create nanoscale 3D patterns of light-emitting PSi [52].

14.2.3
Drying of Porous Si

After formation in HF solution, PSi is rinsed, generally in ethanol or in water. Then,
upon drying by only evaporation or under nitrogen flow, the PSi layers of high
porosity (>75%) typically suffer from cracking, and the whole layer can be de-
stroyed [4, 7]. The higher the porosity, the more fragile the nanostructure is. For a
given porosity, the thicker the layer, the more prone it is to cracking. At comparable
porosity, PSi formed from heavily doped Si is more resistant to cracking than that
formed from lightly doped Si due to differences in the nanostructure morphology.

PSi cracking originates from high pressures in capillary liquid inside the pores,
which are due to the surface tension at the liquid–gas interface. Recently, the
evolution of real-time stress in PSi during drying was investigated by micro-Raman
spectroscopy [53].

Using a liquid of low surface tension can help circumvent the cracking problem
[4, 7]. Pentaneworkswell for drying PSi formed frompþ -type Si, even for porosity up
to 90%, but is less efficient for lightly doped Si. Because it is not miscible with water,
ethanol is used as an intermediate liquid between water and pentane.

Freeze-drying can also help dry high-porosity PSi, though it has not been much
studied [4, 7]. The temperature of wet PSi is lowered down to 50 �C, and then
sublimation is carried out under vacuum. It seems more efficient with PSi formed
from pþ -type Si.

Themost efficient dryingmethod is supercritical drying [4, 7]. The liquid (generally
CO2) from the pores is removed above the critical point in order to avoid interfacial
tensions due to the presence of liquid–gas interfaces. PSi of very high porosity
(>90%) can be dried without any microscopic damages. However, this technique is
quite expensive and difficult to implement. As a result, it is used onlywhen absolutely
necessary.
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14.3
Structural Properties of As-Formed and Modified Porous Si

14.3.1
As-Formed Porous Si

The crystalline nature of the Si substrate is mostly preserved upon anodization
[4, 7]. Thus, microporous Si is mostly crystalline, but a lattice expansion Da is
observed compared to bulk Si. Typical values of Da/a range from 3� 10�4 to
5� 10�3 [4, 7]. The higher the porosity, the larger the expansion. PSi formed
from lightly doped p-type Si undergoes larger expansion than that of the same
porosity PSi formed from pþ -type Si, likely due to the difference in morphology
(see below). The origin of the expansion is related to the hydrogen coverage of the
Si surface. There is a correlation between hydrogen desorption and strain during
thermal annealing [54–56]. Partial oxidation of PSi also leads to an increase in
Da/a [56–58].

Diverse analyses [4, 6, 7] have shown that microporous Si consists of variously
connected Si nanocrystals the size of which typically decreases as the porosity
increases. Basically, lightly doped Si leads to mostly isotropic PSi layers having a
sponge-like nanostructure. Typically, size ranges from1 to 5 nm in radius, depending
on porosity.Highly doped Si leads to a columnar structure that depends on crystalline
orientation, with relatively large (�5–20 nm) straight but still more or less inter-
connected pores at the surface of which exist nanostructures of lower dimensions. In
this case, the size distribution is large and can show a double-peak shape. The first
peak corresponds to the fine structure (1–3 nm), similar to that of lightly doped Si,
whereas the second peak relates to the coarser structure (7–15 nm) [59]. The
dependence of the morphology on the doping level explains many differences in
properties (lattice expansion, specific area, hardness, anisotropy, PL, absorption,
etc.).

The total surface area exposed to air can be very high due to the porous nature of the
material. It significantly depends on the porosity for lightly doped Si, and much less
for high doping levels, where it was found to be about 300m2/cm3 [60]. For PSi
formed from lightly doped p-Si, it wasmeasured fromover 900m2/cm3 for a porosity
of 51% down to about 100m2/cm3 for a porosity of 95% [61]. This property can be an
advantage when high surfaces are needed in a small volume (e.g., for sensing
applications or drug delivery) whereas it is generally a drawback for the material
stability.

The surface of as-anodized PSi is terminated by Si�Hx (x¼ 1, 2, 3) bonds, as
evidenced by infrared spectroscopy [4, 7]. Hydrogen desorbs from PSi for tempera-
tures above 300 �C [62], resulting in the appearance of dangling bonds. The PL is then
quenched as a result of defect-mediated nonradiative recombinations. Exposure of
PSi to air leads to contamination, incorporation of oxygen atoms, and eventually to
the growth of native oxide [4, 7]. Because the inner surface is so large, progressive
growth of native oxide can considerably change the properties of PSi and results in
poor stability of the as-prepared material.
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14.3.2
Oxidation of Porous Si

PSi can be intentionally oxidized using thermal, chemical (in water vapor, in boiling
water [63, 64], or photoinduced in oxidizing atmosphere [65–67]), or electrochemical
oxidation techniques, in particular for stabilization purposes [4]. Using thermal or
chemical oxidation, PSi can be either partially or fully oxidized depending on
temperature, initial porosity, and treatment duration [4, 68], whereas electrochemical
oxidation is limited by the electrical contact between the substrate and the PSi layer,
which deteriorate upon oxidation [69–74]. However, the latter technique provides a
high control over the extent of oxidation and resulting nanostructure andwas used in
various PSi devices [75–77].

Typically, thermal oxidation in oxygen at temperatures below 800 �C induces a
rather low-quality oxide, with a relatively high density of nonradiative Pb centers,
whereas higher temperatures lead to good-quality oxide, favorable to the lumines-
cence [62, 78, 79]. For temperatures above 900 �C, it is often necessary to implement a
preliminary partial oxidation step at 300 �C in order to avoid pore coalescence at high
temperature. Rapid thermal oxidation can be used to prevent pore coalescence even
with temperatures above 800 �C [79]. This technique leads to highly luminescent
layers of Si nanocrystals melted into an oxide matrix.

Recently, high-pressure water vapor annealing was used to stabilize PSi as well as
its PL and electroluminescence, and to obtain very highly efficient PL [80–86]. PSi is
placed inside a closed chamber with liquid water. As the temperature is raised, the
water is vaporized and a high pressure is induced in the chamber. Typical temper-
ature, pressure, and duration are 150–300 �C, 1–4MPa, and 2–6 h, respectively. The
treatment produces a thin oxide layer at the surface of the PSi skeleton. The key
advantage of the treatment compared to conventional oxidation technique is that the
oxide is very stable and of good structural quality because it is relaxed and exhibits a
very low density of defects (Pb centers). Moreover, this technique leads to completely
stable layers whereas PSi oxidized by other techniques still suffers from drifting of
properties upon aging.

14.3.3
Stabilization of the Porous Si Surface

Oxidation and particularly high-pressure water vapor annealing can produce very
stable PSi layers [80–86]. However, oxidation changes the properties of the film. It
may be useful to stabilize PSi without changing much its original properties.
Basically, two approaches can be considered: (i) physical protection of PSi by
encapsulation [87] or pore-filling techniques [88] and (ii) changing the chemistry
of the PSi surface. Derivatization with long alkyl groups led to good stability of
PL [89], EL [90], photonic properties [91], and biosensors [92]. A few reports deal with
nitridation [93–96] and thermal carbonization [97] of PSi. The latter process was
shown to stabilize passive photonic structures without inducing much property
shift [98].
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14.4
Physical Properties and Applications of Porous Si

PSi basically consists of a mixture of crystalline silicon (surface chemistry can vary)
and air, characterized by the porosity. However, the size of the pores and the Si
skeleton, as well as the large surface area, dramatically affects its physical properties.
Thus, PSi exhibits a rather large number of new properties that considerably expand
the practical potential of bulk Si. Table 14.3 summarizes the main properties and
related applications of microporous and mesoporous silicon.

14.4.1
Electrical Properties

14.4.1.1 Electrical Conduction and Transport
The electrical resistivity of PSi is typically greater than 105V cm at room temper-
ature [4, 7] because the PSi skeleton is depleted by free carriers. Twomechanisms are
responsible for the depletion. The first is energy gap widening from quantum
confinement that reduces the thermal generation of free carriers. However, high
resistivity is also observed in mesoporous Si where the quantum confinement is not
always strong. In fact, themain reason for the depletion is trapping of free carriers by
surface states [7, 99, 100]. For p-type Si, doping atoms are still present in PSi at
concentration similar to that of the Si substrate, but they are in neutral state [100].

Table 14.3 Summary ofmain properties and applications ofmicroporous andmesoporous silicon.

Property Main applications

Luminescence Optoelectronics (LEDs, markers,
sensitization)

Porosity-dependent refractive index (1.1–3) Photonics (waveguides, filters, mirrors,
cavities, optical barcodes, optical
processing)

Loading of compounds and
binding/adsorption of molecules into the
pores; large area and volume of pores

Optical switching and sensing; drug
delivery; explosives

Nonlinear optical properties, anisotropy Optical switching; birefringence; generation
of harmonics

Electron cascade tunneling through
Si nanodots/thin oxide chains

Cold cathodes; flat panel displays; lithogra-
phy; ion sources; H2 generation

Extremely low thermal conductivity Sound/ultrasound emission; actuators;
position sensing; digital transmission

Porosity-dependent acoustic properties Acoustic band crystals

Biocompatibility Drug delivery, implantable devices;
tooth-paste

Sacrificial layers MEMS; SOI fabrication
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Electrical transport in PSi occurs via mechanisms typically found in insulators,
such as Poole–Frenkel, Fowler–Nordheim tunneling, space charge limitation, and
ballistic emission. Depending on PSi type, porosity, and the applied voltage, one or
several of these transport mechanismsmay be involved, making a clear classification
rather difficult.

Anisotropic conduction [101, 102] and Coulomb blockade [103, 104] have been
reported in PSi.

14.4.1.2 Electro-Optic Memory
Negative resistance effect [105] and memory operation [106] have been shown in
thermally oxidized PSi. These phenomena are based on trapping and subsequent
release of carriers inside PSi under polarization. The nonvolatile electricalmemory is
based on the analysis of the hysteresis of the current–voltage curve that results from
band distortion produced by the stored and released charge carriers.

With luminescent PSi, the device can operate as a nonvolatile light-emissive
memory. It can be used both electrically and optically. The writing mode can be
electrical or electro-optical, whereas the readingmode can be electrical and/or optical
via EL. Furthermore, owing to the absence of lateral percolation of carriers, the PSi
memory can be used as a nonpixel optical memory.

14.4.1.3 Sensing Based on Change of Conductivity
Since the specific surface of PSi (and the proportion of surface Si atoms in PSi) can be
very large (see Section 14.3.1), its chemical state can strongly influence the PSi
conduction. This property can be used for electrical sensing. Polar gases and liquids
(e.g., water and ethanol) condensed into the pores lead to an increase in conduc-
tivity [107–109] due to an increase in effective dielectric constant [108]. Very strong
and reversible interaction between the surface of PSi and NO2 [110–112] has been
found and sensors exhibiting sub-ppm sensitivity and more than an order of
magnitude increase in conductivity (with pþ -type PSi) for a variation of 1 ppm
ofNO2were demonstrated. Themobility could be increased up to a value close to that
of bulk Si. A chemisorption phenomenon has been suggested to explain the
generation of free carriers in PS. The NO2 adsorption effect on pþ–n Si junctions
surrounded by a PSi layer has been investigated [113]. It was very selective relative to
humidity and ethanol gas. An NO2 concentration as low as 100 ppb produced a
current variation of about an order of magnitude.

The intensity of the reverse current and of the open-circuit voltage of a Au/PSi/Si
Schotky structure was used for sensing of humidity, CO, and H2S gases [114]. The
response time was about 60 s. Using the open-circuit voltage, sensitivities of 4 and
2mV/ppmwere obtained for CO andH2S gases, respectively. Themechanism of the
sensing was attributed to the presence of hydrogen and a proton exchange phe-
nomenon similar to that of a hydrogen fuel cell.

A hydrogen sensormade of PSi covered by either TiO2 or ZnO thin films has been
proposed [115]. Pt was used on top of the structure as catalyst. It is based on resistivity
changes relative to air atmosphere. It has been tested at room temperature and at
40 �C. The response time was about 20 s. Exposure of 5000 ppm of hydrogen
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produced a decrease in resistivity of 2.5–4 times depending on structure and
temperature.

Electrical sensing can alsomake use of differences in the electrical or electrochem-
ical behavior of what is inside the pores or attached to the pore walls. For example, a
label-free nanoporous Si-based specific DNA biosensor for detecting Salmonella
enteritidishasbeendemonstrated [116]. Itusesredoxindicatorsandcyclicvoltammetry
for sensing principle. It wasmore sensible than a planar sensor due to the large inner
surface offered by the PSi structure. A sensitivity of 1 ng/ml was shown.

14.4.1.4 Photodetection
Zheng et al. [117] fabricated a highly sensitive photodetector made from a metal–PSi
junction.Close to unity quantumefficiency could be obtained in thewavelength range
of 630–900nm without any antireflective coating. The detector response time was
about 2 ns, with a 9V reverse bias. Tsai et al. [118] used ametal–semiconductor–metal
photoconductor and a p–n photodiode based on RTO-treated PSi. The photoconduc-
tor exhibited 2.8 higher responsivity at 350nm than an UV-enhanced Si photodiode.
The photodiode showed an external quantum efficiency of 75% at 740nm.

Color-sensitive photodetectors have been fabricated [119–121]. The color sensi-
tivity was achieved by using PSi Fabry–Perot filters on top of a pþ–n Si photodiode.
The Fabry–Perot filter was made in the pþ part of the initial pþ–n junction.

The geometry of the metal contact on PSi is important for the responsivity spectra
of the PSi photodetectors [122]. Moreover, the length of the way traveled by separated
electron–hole pairs should be as short as possible for better response. Faults and
disorders in PSi also have important effects.

There is hope that PSi could be used to fabricate solar cells able to efficiently
convert all the light emitted by the sun.

14.4.1.5 Ballistic Transport and Applications

14.4.1.5.1 Ballistic Electron Emission A material consisting of Si nanocrystals
interconnected by thin tunnel oxide can be prepared by partially oxidizing PSi. For
this purpose, PSi layers are fabricated from heavily doped n-type either single-
crystalline or polycrystalline substrates. PSi acts as a drift layer producing ballistic
electrons (injected into the layer from the substrate) via multiple-tunneling cascade
under anexternal electricfield appliedbetween the substrate anda topmetal electrode.
As a result, ballistic electron of several electron volts in energy (Figure 14.3a) can be
emitted from the topmetal electrode into a vacuum[123, 124], a gas (up to atmospheric
pressures) [125, 126], or directly into a material deposited onto PSi [127–129]. When
operated into vacuum, the emission efficiency (emission current divided by current
flowing through the diode) has reached 12% [123].

The mechanism of ballistic electron emission (Figure 14.3b) has been confirmed
by several experimental and theoretical studies. Major potential drops occur mainly
through the thin oxide interconnecting the Si nanocrystals. The voltage dependence
of the emission current is well described by the Fowler–Nordheim scheme. Time-of-
flight measurements indicate an extremely large electron drift length (�2mm or
more) in such PSi layers under high electric field [130, 131]. The features of the
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energy distribution of emitted electrons (at low and room temperatures) also support
the model of multiple tunneling through the thin oxide surrounding the Si nano-
crystals [132–134].

This type of surface-emitting cold cathode has several advantages compared to
conventional ones. It is less sensible to ambient pressure [125, 126], exhibits a smaller

Figure 14.3 (a) Energy distribution of
electrons emitted from a PSi diode for different
applied voltages at room and low temperatures.
Inset shows a schematic representation of the

device. (b) Mechanism of ballistic electron
emission [127]. Reproduced with permission
from Ref. [127]. Copyright (2002) by the
American Institute of Physics.
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emission angle dispersion [134], requires lower power consumption, and is com-
patible with monolithic processing.

14.4.1.5.2 Application as Flat Panel Displays PSi electron emitters are available for
the excitation of fluorescent screens. A prototype of 4� 4 pixels display panel was
demonstrated [135, 136]. Another prototype was fabricated on a glass substrate using
a low-temperature process (oxidationwas performed electrochemically) [77]. Thisflat
panel display was 168� 126 pixels, 2.6 in. diagonal full color. Subpixel size was
320� 107 mm. The device could operate at relatively low vacuum level (10 Pa)
and without any focusing electrodes even the distance between pixels was only
40 mm. The same group then reported a prototype of a larger display (7.6 in. in
diagonal). [137]

A principle of planar-type visible light emission has been reported using ballistic
electrons as excitation source [127, 128, 138, 139]. The device is composed of a
surface-emitting cold cathode made of PSi and a luminescent material directly
deposited onto the electron emitter [127]. The diode structure is nþ -Si/PSi/lumi-
nescent film/Au. Any type of luminescentmaterial could be used in order to produce
any color. Red, green, and blue emission from organic compounds has been
demonstrated [127, 128]. Electrons are emitted into the luminescent film where
they generate light emission by impact. No vacuum spacing is required. Both
polycrystalline Si [138] and crystalline Si [127, 139] have been used.

A cavity effect was obtained by sandwiching the luminescent film between two Ag
mirrors that were also used as electrodes [129]. A narrowing of the emission
spectrum was obtained (luminescent film was ZnS:Mn). In addition, this device
allows the independent control of the voltage across the PSi electron emitter and that
across the luminescent film. The mechanism of EL generation was confirmed using
this injection configuration.

A device in which the luminescent layer is also a PSi layer has been investigat-
ed [140]. The intrinsic EL of the nc-Si diode was significantly enhanced by the
introduction of the ballistic excitation mode.

14.4.1.5.3 Ballistic Electron Emission in Gas and Liquids Electron emission in air
and different gases at various pressures (up to atmospheric pressures) has been
reported [125, 126]. In air, about 1 mA/cm2 was detected at the collector electrode
located at a distance of 1mm from the emitter surface. This current was attributed
to electron attachment onto oxygen molecules in the vicinity of the front surface.
The operation stability in air has been improved combining several surface
treatments: high-pressure water vapor annealing, forming gas (N2 þ H2) anneal-
ing, and chemical modification [126]. An application is surface charging of an
insulating polymer [125]. The polymer can be quickly charged up to a certain
negative potential determined by the collector voltage. Parallel electron beam
lithography can also be considered as a potential application.

The ballistic emitter can also operate in pure water by simply immersing the
diode, letting only the top metal electrode in contact with the liquid. It may be used
to produce hydrogen by reducing Hþ ions without the need of a counter electrode
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(necessary in electrolysis of water) and without generating by-products such as
oxygen [141]. A hydrogen generation rate of 2mmol/h was obtained, in accordance
with the diode emission current. This value is rather low compared to other
techniques. Moreover, the efficiency of this device, limited by that of the ballistic
emission (typically 1–5%), is much lower than that of the commercial electrolysis
of electrolyte-dissolved water (50–70%), but could be enhanced by optimization.
The device was also operated in dilute aqueous H2SO4 [142]. The generation
of hydrogen was enhanced and the pH was increased as a result of Hþ

consumption. The ballistic emitter could have applications in general electrochem-
istry as well.

14.4.2
Photonics

14.4.2.1 Refractive Index and Absorption Coefficient
The refractive index of PSi is generally not merely obtained by taking that of
crystalline Si and applying a correction based on the porosity alone, though it
monotonically varies in accordance with porosity. The interaction of light with PSi
can be affected both by the characteristic size of pores and Si skeleton in PSi and by
the quantum confinement effects. In PSi, the typical size ranges from 1 to 20 nm.
Therefore, for wavelength much longer than this typical size, and in particular for
visible and infrared light, PSi can be approximated as a continuous effectivemedium.
Effective medium theories [4, 5, 7] that are often used for PSi are listed in Table 14.4.
However, satisfactory fits of reflection or transmission spectra over the whole visible
range are not always achievable with these theories, and using an arbitrary dispersion
relation is sometimes necessary. The roughness and waviness of the different
interfaces may be taken into account for better accuracy [30, 143]. In the near-
infrared visible spectral region, the real part of the refractive index of PSi can be tuned
from about 1.3 to 2.6 and 1.3 to 1.8, for heavily and lightly doped p-type Si,
respectively, simply by changing the anodization current density [5, 144].

The absorption coefficient of PSi can also be conveniently measured by reflection
of PSi [5] or by transmission of freestanding layers [4, 5, 7, 145]. The latter showed the
influence of the quantum confinement at high porosities (>70%) and the indirect

Table 14.4 Effective medium approximation for the dielectric function of PSi.

Theory Formula

Bruggeman P
eM�eeff
eM þ 2eeff

þð1�PÞ e�eeff
eþ 2eeff

¼ 0

Maxwell Garnett
eeff�eM
eeff þ 2eM

¼ ð1�PÞ e�eM
eþ 2eM

Looyenga e
1=3
eff ¼ ð1�PÞe1=3 þPe1=3M

P is the porosity. e and eM are the dielectric functions of Si and the material inside the pores,
respectively. eeff is the calculated dielectric function.
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nature of PSi bandgap. It also showed that quantum confinement ismore effective in
PSi formed from Si substrates of low doping level. Typically, the absorption of PSi is
verymuch decreased in the visible region as a result of lowered density and quantum
confinement. Thus, photonic structures can be considered from the near infrared to
the visible and even near UV.

The variation in refractive index, coupled to the possibility of forming very thick
PSi multilayers by simply varying the anodization current density over time, allows
the easy fabrication of various photonic structures in a single anodization step.
Practically, high doping is generally preferred to light doping because it allows higher
index contrasts and leads to mechanically more stable PSi layers. Only p-type PSi is
used in photonics because PSi formed fromn-type Si is not homogeneous enough in
its depth.

14.4.2.2 Passive Photonic Structures
Table 14.5 summarizes the most usual photonic structures together with their
properties and potential applications.

Table 14.5 Examples of photonic structures, properties, and functions.

Name Refractive index
modulation

Optical properties Applications

Black silicon Gradient-index
multilayer

Low reflection Antireflection
coatings

Distributed Bragg
reflector

(LH)n Photonic bandgap
surrounded by
sidelobes

Mirrors; dichroic
mirrors

Omnidirectional
reflector

Chirped DBR;
Gaussian profiles;
superposition of
bandgaps

Omnidirectional
bandgap

Same as DBR; solar
cells

Microcavity (LH)nH(LH)n One or more modes
allowed inside pho-
tonic bandgap

Interference filters,
sensing, switching;
second- and third-
harmonic generation
using birefringence

Rugate Sine wave Photonic bandgap
without sidelobes

Mirror, pass-band fil-
ters, optical barcodes,
sensing

Coupled
microcavities

[(LH)n/H]m/(LH)n/L Photonic minibands;
nanometer linewidth
transmission/reflec-
tion; manipulation of
light

Mutliplexing, sens-
ing, switching

Examples of structures are given in some cases, withHand L representing high- and low-porosity PSi
layers, respectively, while n and m are integers. All these structures could be combined together.
Apodization and index matching could be implemented to further tailor the photonic response.
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14.4.2.2.1 Waveguides Optical waveguides using PSi multilayers were demon-
strated for the IR and the visible [146–149]. However, the losses are quite high
compared to conventional waveguides due to roughness of various interfaces. The
difference in structure, and thus refractive index, between PSi formed from pþ -type
and p-type Si was used to fabricate the core and clad, respectively, of a buried
waveguide that included bents exhibiting losses lower than in a conventional optical
fiber scheme [150].

PSi waveguides can be a useful host for thematerial exhibiting optical gain. Optical
gain (max: 40 dB/cm) was reported in dye-impregnated (Nile blue) oxidized PSi
waveguides [151]. PSi waveguides codoped by erbium and ytterbium ions exhibited
internal optical gain of 6.4 dB/cm at 1.53 mm [152].

14.4.2.2.2 Manipulation of Light Using Index Modulation Distributed Bragg reflec-
tors (DBRs) can be easily fabricated inPSi [4, 5, 7, 153, 154]. The period is producedby
forming two consecutive quarter wavelength PSi layers of two different porosities.
The photonic bandgap of these 1D photonic crystals can be tailored by using
superposition of several DBRs [155]. This superposition principle also applies to
other photonic structures (e.g., rugates, see below).

The reflectivity of DBRs exhibits a large angular dependence. However, omnidi-
rectional reflectorswith typical bandwidths of 200–340 nm in thenear infrared canbe
achieved. One possibility is using a chirping process (gradual increase in the spatial
period of the structure) [156]. Such chirped PSi reflectors have been integrated into a
thin-film epitaxial solar cell, significantly improving the cell performance [157]. A
unit cell formed by varying the refractive index of the multilayers according to the
envelope of a Gaussian function has also been used [158]. Omnidirectional reflectors
have also been obtained using low refractive index contrast PSi layers [159]. The
principle is based on the fact that the bandgaps of the substructures are centered at
different wavelengths and overlap to span a common wavelength range for any
incidence angle.

Fabry–Perot microcavities, consisting of a PSi layer (a defect layer in the otherwise
perfect photonic crystal) sandwiched in between two DBRs can also be fabricated. A
resonant optical mode can be created in the photonic bandgap. The performance,
including theQ factor of the resonance, of such filters can be improved by decreasing
the roughness of the interfaces by using low-temperature anodization [160] and etch
stops [161], and correcting for the in-depth porosity drift observed for thick
layers [162, 163]. Subnanometer linewidths of the resonance have been reported [160,
162, 163].

Rugate filters (using sine wave index profiles with or without additional apodiza-
tion) and structures including index matching characteristics in order to minimize
the sidelobes found in the reflection and transmission spectra of DBRs and
Fabry–Perot microcavities were demonstrated (Figure 14.4) [164]. These rugate
structures can have reflectivity bands as narrow as 11 nm [165]. By superposing
several rugate filters in a 1D structure, one can fabricate multiple stop-bands [164]
and also optical barcodes (Figure 14.5) [166]. Using such micrometer-sized pieces of
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barcodes, biomolecular screening has been demonstrated [165]. This technique has a
number of advantages compared to present screening methods in terms of band-
width, toxicity, and cost. Appropriate combination of rugate filters can lead to broad
(>1000 nm in the near-infrared) stop-bands and pass-bands [167]. Furthermore, by
using birefringent PSi obtained from (110)-oriented Si wafers, dichroic rugate filters
have been demonstrated [168].

By stacking several identical microcavities, coupling of the single resonance states
occurs and a miniband is formed. By using a few stacked microcavities, a clear
splitting of the single states is observed [162, 163, 169]. Since individual peaks of the
resonance band have their linewidth in the nanometer range, the miniband is
extremely sensitive to structure modification upon contamination and aging. Sta-
bilization was achieved by surface chemical modification [91].

Coupled microcavities exhibit similarities with coupled quantum wells in elec-
tronics. Thus, phenomena observed in quantum well superlattices have been
reproduced with optical waves in PSi photonic structures. Optical analogue of
electronic Bloch oscillations [170] and Zener tunneling of light waves in an optical
superlattice [171, 172] have been observed. For these purposes, the formation of a

Figure 14.4 Twenty-period apodized rugate
filter with index-matching layers. (a) Nominal
index profile versus physical depth, (b)
calculated transmission spectrum, and (c)

measured transmission spectrum. Sidelobes
and ripples are mostly absent. Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [164]. Copyright (2005) by
the Optical Society of America.
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Wannier–Stark ladder was obtained by using a stack of microcavities that individual
resonant states were appropriately chosen. The Zener tunneling phenomenon is
illustrated in Figure 14.6. Functional devices can be achieved by tuning the individual
photonic states. This can be done by changing the refractive index either locally or
throughout the multilayer structure, by using gas infiltration or vapor condensation.
This phenomenon can be used for sensing and optical switching [171, 173–175].

This electronic similarity can be extended to random systems. Random photonic
structures can be easily formed with PSi by introducing disorder in the anodization
process, for example, using a Fibonacci series [176]. Characteristic high transmission
peaks due to resonances inside the sample were observed and the localization length
was determined. Such random system was used to observe optical necklace states in
Anderson localized 1D systems [177].

Using a gradient-index multilayer structure, Ma et al. [178] fabricated �black
silicon,� that is, a coating that exhibits reflection below 5% in the range
3000–28 000 cm�1. The field of solar cells may benefit from such structures.

By making use of the in-plane anisotropy of the refractive index (birefringence)
resulting from structure anisotropy, dichroic behaviors were demonstrated in DBRs,
microcavities [179,180],andrugatefilters[168].Thereflectionandtransmissionspectra
dependon thepolarizationof incident light. Second- and third-harmonicgeneration in
birefringent PSi single layer and photonic crystals has been proposed [181–183].

Figure 14.5 Waveform superposition method
for barcode design. Four sine waves with
different frequencies (a) are added together
to generate a composite waveform that is
then converted into an anodization
current–time waveform (b), resulting in a
porosity-depth profile into the Si substrate (c).
The Fourier transform of the composite
waveform represents the resulting optical

reflectivity spectrum (d). The four frequency
components appear as separate spectral peaks.
The position and intensity of each peak in the
spectrum are determined by the frequency and
amplitude, respectively, of its corresponding
sine component. Reproduced with permission
from Ref. [166]. Copyright the Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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Photonic structures can also be built laterally. Lateral patterns can be produced by
using the selectivity offered by different doping levels or types [184, 185], or simply by
masking techniques. A technique useful for large-scale processing is based on
interference patterns produced by two or more incident coherent light beams. A
simple two-step lithographic technique consisting of local photooxidation (which
only slightly changes the photonic properties of PSi) followed by exposure to
methanol (which suppress the resonant modes of nonoxidized PSi) was proposed
to spatially localize PSi photonic crystals [186]. DBRs with submicrometer lateral
dimensions have been demonstrated using focused ion beam technology to locally
alter the Si substrate resistivity prior to anodization [45]. The technique has also been

Figure 14.6 Calculation of the intensity
distribution of the light inside three different
samples. The intensity is plotted as a color scale
versus the normalized frequency v/v0 and
depth inside the sample, with v0¼ 192.3 THz.
(a) Flat miniband situation. (b) Optical

Wannier–Stark ladders. (c) Resonant Zener
tunneling. Right panels show the calculated
transmission spectra. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [172]. Copyright (2005) by
the American Physical Society.
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applied to microcavities [46]. The same group also demonstrated three-dimensional
DBRs with micrometer resolution [47]. Such DBR pixels can reflect all visible light
through a wide angular range, resulting in white reflective surfaces. Patterning of
sizes and shapes allows various contrast effects.

14.4.2.3 Active Photonic Structures: Switching, Sensing
Active photonic devices (e.g., optical switches, sensors, etc.) can be achieved by
enabling the change of the refractive index of either PSi or the material filling the
pores, by an external excitation.

14.4.2.3.1 Optical Switching Weiss et al. [187, 188] have demonstrated electrically
tunable PSi active mirrors using liquid crystals impregnated into a PSi microcavity.
The voltage applied to the diode rotates the molecules of the liquid crystal. Exper-
imental change of 40% in reflectance and a reversible 12 nm shift of the reflectance
spectrum have been demonstrated.

14.4.2.3.2 Optical Gas/Liquid/Biomolecule Sensing and Drug Delivery Optical sens-
ing is based on a shift of reflectivity due to a shift of the refractive index of PSi, which
is related to its composition (more particularly the composition of its pores assuming
the PSi structure itself is not affected).

Such sensors can be used formolecular binding assays andmonitoring in vivo and
in real time the drug load of a PSi layer. Barcodes [165] discussed in Section 14.4.2.2.2
were also used for these purposes. Besides, PSi can be used as stratified nanoreactors
for enzyme compartmentalization [189], reagent delivery [190], protein separa-
tion [191], and reactant heating [192]. The feasibility of stable in vitro biosensors
was addressed in a study of PSi stabilized using different types of surface chemis-
tries [92]. Drug delivery and cancer treatments using PSi has been reviewed in
2008 [11]. The performance and sensitivity of PSi biosensors based on microcavities
was recently investigated [193].

Gas sensing can also be done using various PSi photonic structures. The optical
Zener tunneling described in Section (Figure 14.8) can be triggered externally by
tuning the resonance states of individual photonicmicrocavities. This can be done by
changing the refractive index of the multilayer structure, by using gas infiltration or
vapor condensation. This phenomenon can be used for sensing and optical switch-
ing [171, 173–175]. Due to porosity gradient across the structure, such sensor
(freestanding) has a different response depending on the direction of the gas flow.

Recently, the sensitivity of rugate filters for gas sensing has been studied. Time
response and penetration of the gas in the depth of PSi was estimated [194]. A double-
stack structure, in which one photonic crystal (rendered hydrophilic) is used to
monitor humidity and another one (rendered hydrophobic) to ensure an organic
compound has been employed in order to null the effect of changing humidity [195].
A polymer–PSi microcavity was proposed to detect volatile explosives such as
trinitrotoluene [196]. Amicrosystem integrating a PSimicrocavity and amicrofluidic
system was developed and applied to sensing of organic molecules [197]. The
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anisotropy of the transmission of PSi can also be used for sensing [198]. A DNA
sensor using a PSi waveguide and operating in the Kretschmann configuration was
proposed with a detection limit of 42 nM [199]. A principle of sensing organic
molecules using surface electromagnetic waves interacting with a 1D PSi photonic
crystal was also shown [200]. Similar concept was reported by Guillermain et al. [201].
Glucose oxidase detection with a resolution of 25 nM has been demonstrated using
stabilized and functionalized PSi microcavities [202].

14.4.2.3.3 Nonlinear Properties PSi also behaves as a nonlinear medium. Carrier
population dynamics in Si nanocrystals under photoexcitation [203, 204] or carrier
injection [205] can be followed by significant changes of absorption and refractive
index. Using the high sensitivity of the resonance of a PSi microcavity, a switching
function becomes available by monitoring the transmission or reflection of light at
the resonance wavelength of the cavity. Second- and third-harmonic generation in
birefringent PSi single layer and photonic crystals has been proposed [181–183]. The
study of nonlinearities in PSi (porosity up to 70%) optical waveguides at 1550 nm
showed that two-photon absorption and self-phase modulation coefficients are
comparable to those of bulk Si, whereas free-carrier absorption and dispersion are
significantly faster and stronger in PSi [206].

14.4.3
Luminescence

14.4.3.1 Photoluminescence
PSi has been reported to luminesce efficiently from thenear infrared (�1.5 mm) to the
nearUVas a result of distinct emission bandswith different origins (Table 14.6) [4, 7].
Very recently, Gelloz and Koshida found efficient blue phosphorescence emission
with a lifetime of several seconds in oxidized PSi up to about 200K. The mechanism
and origin of this luminescence are under investigation.

14.4.3.1.1 Characteristics of the S-Band The S-band (S for slow) is the most studied
band for its potential in optoelectronics, photonics, and sensing. Other bands are
related to surface states or oxide-related luminescence centers. The S-band mostly
originates from exciton recombinations in Si nanocrystals as indicated by polariza-
tionmemory of PL, PL saturation under high excitation due to Auger recombinations,

Table 14.6 Porous silicon luminescence bands.

Spectral range Peak wavelength (nm) Label Directly electrically
excitable

Near IR 1100–1500 IR-band No
From red to blue 400–800 S-band Yes
Blue-green �470 F-band No
UV �350 UV-band No
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and resonant excitation and hole-burning experiments (evidencing phonon-mediated
recombinations and singlet–triplet exciton-state splitting) [4, 7]. Very high confine-
ment energy (>0.7 eV) results in the break of k-conservation rules and direct
recombinations become possible [207].

Figure 14.7a shows the progressive shift of the PL band of PSi having its surface
terminated by silicon–hydrogen bonds (oxygen-free) across the visible region ob-
tained by changing the anodization conditions [208]. In general, its intensity
increases and its peak wavelength decreases when the porosity increases since the
higher the porosity, the smaller the average size and the higher the density of
luminescent Si nanocrsytals. Typically, a minimum porosity of 70% is necessary to
get emission from the S-band.Moreover, the efficiency usually decreases in the order
n-type, p-type, nþ -type, and pþ -type PSi due to differences in nanostructures. Lateral
changes in PL intensity and peak wavelength can be achieved by changing laterally
the PS structure or porosity. For example, one could first set up a resistivity pattern (e.
g., using focused ion beam [44]) and then perform the anodization, or first make PSi
and then induce a two-dimensional pattern by local dissolution of PSi blocks (e.g.,
using photodissolution with light interference or masking techniques).

However, surface states, in particular those introduced by oxygen via Si¼O bonds,
can greatly influence the peak wavelength, as shown in Figure 14.7b. In zone II and
III, localized states lie inside the bandgap, leading to red-orange PL instead of the
green and blue emission expected from band to band recombinations [208].

The PL lifetime typically ranges from a few nanoseconds for blue emission to
100 ms for red emission at room temperature. It increases with emission wavelength

Figure 14.7 (a) Room-temperature PL spectra
from PSi samples with different porosities kept
under Ar atmosphere. (b) Experimental and
theoretical PL energies as a function of
crystallite size. The upper line is the free exciton
bandgap and the lower line is the lowest

transition energy in the presence of a Si¼O
bond. The solid and open dots are the peak PL
energies of PSi samples kept in Ar and air,
respectively. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [208]. Copyright (1999) by the American
Physical Society.
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in agreement with the size dependence of quantum confinement strength. It
increases at low temperature due to singlet–triplet exciton-state splitting [4, 7]. The
PL decay follows a stretched exponential curve due to the inhomogeneous nature of
the emission. This behavior has been attributed to exciton migration, carrier escape
from Si dots, or distribution of dot shape emitting at the same energy [4].

TheS-band exhibits a FWHMof about 150 nm, resulting from the size distribution
of luminescent nanocrystals. The linewidth can be drastically decreased by placing
the luminescent PSi layer in between two DBRs. Thus, a luminescent microcavity is
formed. The PL FWHM can be as low as a few nanometers [209]. Moreover, highly
directional tunable PL and EL emission can be obtained [209–211].

The main characteristics of the S-band are summarized in Table 14.7. Some EL
data are also given. Table 14.8 shows the effects of various useful treatments on thePL
and EL of this band.

14.4.3.1.2 Photoluminescence Efficiency A single Si dot can have high quantum
efficiency (>35%) [212]. However, the PL quantum efficiency of PSi layers is affected
by the dot density, the proportion of luminescent dots, and the absorption by
nonluminescent large structures in PSi.

The PL efficiency can be improved by (i) increasing the number of luminescent
nanocrystals, (ii) decreasing the light absorption by nonluminescent Si structures
in PSi, (iii) providing good surface passivation to the Si nanocrystals, and (iv)
increasing the absorption of luminescent nanocrystals, for example, by using
plasmonic effects.

When the anodization is carried out in the presence of a magnetic field (up to
1.9 T), the PL is found more efficient than without magnetic field. The magnetic

Table 14.7 Some spectral characteristics of the S-band.

Property Typical values Comments

Peak wavelength 1300–400 nm Porosity dependent
External quantum efficiency PL: 5–10%; up to 23% At 300K; dependsonporosity

and surface passivation
EL: up to 1.1%

FWHM 150–180nm At 300K; due to size distri-
bution; nanometer range in
PSi microcavities

Decay time PL: ns to 100ms (from blue to
red)

Depends on wavelength,
temperature, and sample
history; EL: can be limited by
capacitive effects

EL: � PL decay time
Degree of polarization � 0.2 Can be anisotropic (effect of

crystalline orientations)
Fine structure under reso-
nant excitation

Phonon replica at 56 and
19meV

Consistent with Si phonons
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Table 14.8 General effects of various useful treatments on the PL and EL of PSi of medium porosity (<75%).

Treatment Effect on PL Effect on EL Mechanism of the
changes

Efficiency Stability Efficiency Stability

Thermal oxidation (T< 600
C) [62, 78, 79]

Decreases Decreases Decreases Decreases Nonradiative defects at
Si/SiO2 interface

Rapid thermal oxidation
(T> 800 �C) [79]

Increases Increases Increases Increases Good quality of Si/SiO2

interface; enhanced
confinement

ECO [70, 75, 76, 213, 240] Increases (�10%) Increases Increases (1.1%) Increases Enhanced confinement
and surface passivation

SCM [89, 90] Almost no change Good (months) Decreases or no change Good (months) Enhanced surface passiv-
ation; physical protection
of surface

HWA [83, 85, 86] Increases (red: 23%;
possible blue emission)

Very good (years) Increases Very good (years) Relaxed SiO2; good qual-
ity of Si/SiO2 interface

ECO followed by HWA
[82, 86]

Increases (red only) Very good (years) — — Same as ECO and HWA;
better preservation of Si
dots

Combination of HWA and
SCM [81]

Increases Very good — — Same as ECO and SCM;
SCM before HWA: better
preservation of Si dots;
good also for high
porosity

Oxidation treatments may deteriorate the PL and EL efficiency of high-porosity PSi because it oxidizes fully or too much the PSi skeleton.
Values given in percentages are record external quantum efficiencies. ECO, SCM, and HWA stand for electrochemical oxidation, surface chemical modification,
and high-pressure water vapor annealing, respectively.
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field leads to the formation of more spherical nanocrystals (more isotropic
nanostructures) [31].

Oxidation of PSi decreases the nanocrystals size, resulting in enhanced quantum
confinement. Size decrease can increase the density of luminescent nanocrystals
(increasing the PL intensity) while it induces a blueshift of the emission of already
luminescent nanocrystals. Oxidation also affects the nanocrystal passivation via the
quality of the surface oxide. The effect of oxidation also depends very much on the
initial PSi porosity [68]. Indeed, the same oxidation treatment could lead to a PL
intensity enhancement in a low porosity PSi layer and to a degradation of PL intensity
in a highly porous layer due to full oxidation ofmost nanocrystals. Oxidationmethods
are discussed in Section 14.3.2. Anodic oxidation [70, 213], rapid thermal oxidation
above 800 �C [79], and high-pressure water vapor annealing [85, 86] are particularly
useful for getting highly efficient PL. The last approach can be used to produce
efficient blue PL [214]. By using a combination of thermal annealing and high-
pressure water vapor annealing, samples emitting only blue (without any contribu-
tion of the red-emitting S-band) bright PL can be produced [215]. This blue emission
can be divided in two main contributions. One is very fast (nanoseconds) and the
other one is unusually slow (lifetimes of seconds). This phosphorescence, not due to
quantum confinement in Si nanocrystals, is under investigation.

The highest reported external quantum efficiencies at room temperature range
from 10 [216, 217] to 23% [85, 86]. The highest value was obtained by passivating the
PSi surface with very good quality thin oxide obtained by high-pressure water vapor
annealing [85, 86]. This technique also stabilizes the PSi structure, PL [85, 86], EL
(Section 14.4.3.3) [83], and photonic structures [80].

A recent report shows an increase in PL intensity by 67% by depositing a thin Al
layer (5.2 nm) by sputtering onto PSi [218]. The results were explained by the
formation of Si�Al bonds. However, the actual mechanism of the enhancement
and whether or not the Al penetrates inside the PSi pores remain unclear.

14.4.3.1.3 Photoluminescence Stabilization Passivation of Si nanocrystals is abso-
lutely necessary to prevent competitive nonradiative recombinations (e.g., trapping
by defects, charge exchanges with the surface and the environment) and to prevent
the PL degradation due to chemical evolution of PSi surface (e.g., oxidation of Si�H
bonds in air, contamination by carbon leading to blue emission [219]).

The PL can be very efficiently stabilized by high-pressure water vapor anneal-
ing [85, 86]. A less efficient but still very useful technique is chemical or electro-
chemical derivatization with organic molecules [89]. The latter method does not
oxidize PSi that thus retains its original properties after the stabilization treatment.
This method was also used to stabilize the EL (Section 14.4.3.3) [90] and photonic
coupled optical microcavities (Section 14.4.2.2.1) [91]. Silver atoms deposited inside
PSi may also help in passivating the Si nanocrystals [220, 221].

14.4.3.2 Energy Transfer, Sensing, and Imaging Using Porous Si Photoluminescence
Some gases can change the PSi PL either reversibly or irreversibly [7].
Complete irreversible quenching of the PL is observed when the PSi surface
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is exposed to reactive molecules. Reversible quenching of the PL is obtained
when no chemical reactions (or reversible reactions) occurs at the PSi surface.
It was observed with adsorption of diverse organic molecules and solvents
[222–224]. The PL quenching occurs either via dielectric constant change or
energy transfer.

Energy transfer from Si nanocrystals to luminescent dyes incorporated into PSi
pores has been suggested [225]. Recently, it was demonstrated by using polarization
memory of PL [226]. Generation of singlet oxygen at room temperature mediated by
energy transfer from photoexcited PSi is dealt with in Chapter 19.

PSi is nontoxic and biodegradable. Furthermore, it was recently demonstrated (via
a tumor imaging test) that biodegradable luminescent PSi could be used for in vivo
applications [227].

14.4.3.3 Electroluminescence
The EL of PSi has been reviewed in detail recently [8–10]. Efficient, well-controlled,
and reproducible EL can be observed in PSi contacted by a liquid electrolyte during
anodic oxidation [70, 71] or using redox species able to inject carriers inside Si
nanocrystals (e.g., peroxodisulfate can inject holes) [228–230]. Voltage-tunable
EL [231] and PL [232, 233] were observed in such systems. The rather high efficiency
of this type of EL is explained by the carrier injection that is possible at low voltages
(�1–2V) in the whole or part of the PSi skeleton [25] without significant voltage drop
across the PSi layer [234, 235].

On the contrary, in solid-state devices, the voltage is applied between the substrate
backside and a top semitransparent electrode (usually gold or indium tin oxide). Due
to the high resistivity of PSi (see Section 14.4.1.1), carrier transport and injection in Si
nanocrystals is very difficult. As a result, the EL mechanism in PSi mainly involves
impact processes, even in porosified p–n junctions. PSi EL suffers from poor
efficiency and stability. Its speed is limited to the MHz regime by the luminescence
lifetime.

Many strategies have been implemented in order to improve the efficiency and
stability of PSi EL [8–10]. Porosified p–n junctions, partially oxidized PSi, PSi
impregnated by another conductivematerial (mostly polymers andmetals), different
configuration of the top contact, layer capping, and surface modification have been
investigated. The most noticeable results (Table 14.9) were obtained using thin p–n
junctions [236, 237], thermal [238, 239] or electrochemical [75, 76, 240] oxidation, and
high-pressure water vapor annealing [83].

Electrochemical oxidation is very powerful for decreasing the leakage current by
selectively oxidizing the coarser regions of the PSi skeleton without affecting much
the Si nanocrystals. It also optimizes the carrier injection into the nanocrystals
[75, 76].

The stability is a major challenge of PSi EL. It can be very much improved by
surface modification with long organic molecules [90]. More recently, high-pressure
water vapor annealing was shown to completely stabilize not only the PL [85, 86] but
also the EL [83]. This technique is very promising for improving all the optoelectronic
devices based on PSi.
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Table 14.9 Some characteristics of noticeable EL devices.

Contact Structure Post-treatment EL threshold
voltage
(mA/cm2)

Stability
of EL
intensity

Emission
peak (nm)

Highest
efficiency
EQE/EPE (%)

Year Reference

ITO pþn(L) 1min under
illumination

2.3/10�3 Hours 600 0.18/— 1995 [236]

Al-poly Si pþp(D) Anneal in N2 or in
10% O2 in N2

1.5/2 1 month 620–770 0.1/— 1995 [238]

Au pþn(L) 3/1 Seconds 670–780 0.2/— 1996 [237]
ITO nþ (L) ECO 3.5/4� 10�4 Hours 640 0.51/0.05 1998 [76, 240]
ITO pþnþ (L) ECO 5/1.5� 10�4 Hours 650 1.1/0.08 1998 [240]
ITO nþ (D)nþ (L) ECO 2.2/7� 10�4 Days, stable EQE 680 1.07/0.37 2000 [75]
ITO/a-C nþ (D)nþ (L) ECO 0.5/3� 10�2 Minutes Voltage tunable — 2004 [241]
ITO nþ (D)nþ (L) ECO þ HWA 2/10�4 Stable 820 — 2006 [83]

D and L mean that anodization has been conducted in the dark and under illumination, respectively. ECO and HWA stand for
electrochemical oxidation and high-pressure water vapor annealing, respectively. EQE and EPE mean external quantum efficiency
and external power efficiency, respectively.
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The EL spectrum is generally identical to the PL one except for devices where
the EL mechanism involves other luminescence bands rather than the S-band.
One-peak voltage-tunable EL between 2 and 5 V was observed using a thin and
efficient PSi device [241]. As for PL, the EL spectrum can be narrowed down to a
few nanometers in FWHM using microcavities [209–211].

Integration issues have also been investigated [242]. An EL device was integrated
and driven by a bipolar transistor [239]. The use of polycrystalline PSi [243] and SOI
technology [244] was also demonstrated.

14.4.4
Acoustic and Thermal Properties

14.4.4.1 Acoustic Properties and Acoustic Band Crystals
14.4.4.1.1 Acoustic Properties of Porous Si Acoustic waves can exhibit both
transverse and longitudinal vibrations. The latter corresponds to sound waves.
These waves are affected by the elasticity (relating stresses generated by any small
deformation of the medium to displacements) and the density r (corresponding to
the mechanical inertia of the medium). The velocity of acoustic waves is given by
V¼ (c/r)0.5, where c is a component of the elastic tensor. An important parameter
is the acoustic impedance given by Z¼ rV¼ (rc)0.5. It is very sensitive to the
density of the material. Therefore, a significant dependence on PSi porosity is
expected.

Only a few data of acoustic velocity of PSi can be found in the literature [245, 246].
For mesoporous pþ -type PSi, an empirical formula was derived:
V ¼ V0ð1�porosityÞk [247], where k and V0 are equal to 1.095 and 8570m/s for
longitudinal waves and 1.19 and 5840m/s for shear waves, respectively. Fan
et al. [246] obtained k¼ 1.083 for longitudinal waves while studying porosities in
the range 57–83%. This formula (valid for mesoporous pþ -type PSi) cannot be
generalized for all PSi morphologies.

The density of PSi is simply obtained from the porosity using r ¼ ð1�porosityÞr0,
where r0 is the density of silicon, neglecting air.

14.4.4.1.2 Acoustic Band Crystals Acoustic crystals can takemany forms, similar to
photonic crystals (DBR, cavities, rugates, etc.). The role of the refractive index
variation for optics is played by the inverse of the acoustic impedance Z. Only two
reports exist in the literature. In the first one, the band structure of a simple acoustic
multilayer reflector was calculated [248]. The influence of porosity and velocity
contrast was studied. This first report shows the possibility of acoustic bandgaps
in PSi multilayers in the 100–500 MHz range.

In the second report, a matrix transfer formalism was used [249]. The reflection of
DBRs and rugates with optional apodization and impedance matching were calcu-
lated. The report also showed the corresponding optical response since the acoustic
crystal is also a photonic crystal, but for different frequencies. Typically, acoustic
crystals can be used in the GHz range whereas the photonic bands were in the
100–500 THz range.
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14.4.4.2 Thermoacoustic Emission
Because of depletion of free carriers and phonon confinement in Si nanocrystals, the
thermal conductivity of PSi is two orders of magnitude lower than that of crystalline
silicon [250] and the heat capacity per unit volume is also much lower. These
properties have been taken advantage of to electrically generate ultrasound
emission [251].

The device (inset of Figure 14.8) consists of a metal electrode on a p-type PSi layer
(10–50mm thick) that is left on the Si substrate. An AC electrical current (typically a
sine wave signal) is applied to the metal electrode. The electrode is heated by Joule
effect. The temperature is then efficiently transferred to the air because of the low
heat transfer efficiency in the PSi layer. Figure 14.8 shows the frequency dependence
of the acoustic pressure generated by the device. Sound and ultrasound can be
emitted from the device. Its frequency response is flat from 10 kHz up to a limit of
about 1GHz. This means that accurate signals can be generated, even by pulse
operation rather than using typical sine waves. Furthermore, phased array integra-
tion of several individual emitters was demonstrated, and the emission directionality
could be controlled [252]. This device is very stable, even without stabilization
treatments, because the thermal characteristics of PSi do not change much upon
aging.

Various applications have been suggested. These include wideband digital speak-
ers, distance sensing [253], noncontact actuators, imitation of natural and animal
ultrasound emission (e.g., mouse-pup ultrasonic vocalization [254]), and acoustic
digital transmission.

Table 14.10 compares the characteristics of the PSi emitter with that of conven-
tional piezoelectric or mechanical ones [124].

Figure 14.8 Frequency dependence of the soundpressure amplitude at an electrical input power of
1W/cm2. The device structure measurement setup is shown in the inset. The PSi layer was p-type,
70% porosity, and 30 mm thick.
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14.5
Conclusions

The PSi formation by anodization, galvanic etching, and stain etching has been
presented. The most used and controlled method is anodization. The two other
methods have the advantage of not requiring any external power source. However,
they do not offer enough control to enable the formation of stratified PSi. Stain
etching also suffers from rather poor control.

The PSi structure (typical size, porosity, and morphology) can be tailored over a
wide range depending on parameters such as doping type and level and anodization
conditions.

PSi exhibits several properties that are not available in bulk silicon, expanding the
range of application of the silicon technology. The most important properties and
corresponding applications are summarized in Table 14.3. PSi is particularly useful
in photonics for various types of optical processing andbiosensing (Table 14.5).Other
remarkable applications include electron and ultrasound emission, acoustic proces-
sing, and drug delivery.

The field of light emission very much progressed in the past few years, with the
achievement of highly efficient and stable PL (Table 14.8). Efforts are still needed in
the field of EL.

PSi suffers from its poor stability, rendering any application difficult. However,
recent developments in PSi stabilization, particularly chemical derivatization and
high-pressure water vapor annealing, are very promising.

Table 14.10 Main characteristics of PSi and conventional ultrasonic emitters [124].

Specific items PSi emitter Conventional

Principle Thermoacoustic Electroacoustic
Operation mode Stable surface Mechanical vibration
Acoustic output aPin aVin

Frequency characteristics Flat Resonant
Impulse signal Ideal —

Scaling merit (size and time) Available Nothing
Total harmonic distortion <0.1% —

Dynamic range 10–100 kHz >60 dB —

Arrayed integration Easy Difficult
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15
Silicon Nanocrystal Flash Memory
Shunri Oda and Shaoyun Huang

15.1
Introduction

Nonvolatile memory is an indispensable component of the electronic system in the
twenty-first century. It is widely used in digital consumer durables and mobile
industries, such as personal computers, cellular phones, portable music player,
portable game player, digital cameras, networks, automotive systems, and portable
global positioning systems. A small cell size combined with a fast in-system erasing
capability has made flash architecture, which is fully compatible with the standard
CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) technology, the dominant
technology for the nonvolatile memory [1]. Samsung [2] and Toshiba [3] have
exemplified memory chips with 32 Gb densities fabricated by 40 nm technology.
However, the improvements in evolutionary technology may no longer sustain the
further scaling trends in the foreseeable future due to the scaling limits by the device
structures on physical fundamental, material, circuit, and system [4, 5]. Break-
throughs both in materials and in architectures are required to continue or get
beyond the scaling-down paradigm [6–8].

15.1.1
Challenges in Silicon Flash Memory Technology

The scaling of integrated circuits continues to be a critical capability for lower
fabrication cost per chip [9, 10]. The scaling in turn results in higher performance
with faster cycling speed and lower power consumption. The conventional scaling of
gate oxide thickness, source/drain extension (SDE), junction depths, and gate lengths
has reduced the MOS gate dimension from 10mm in the 1970s to the present size
below 0.1mm[11]. As early as in 1965,Dr.GordonE.Moore observed that the number
of transistors being manufactured on a silicon chip was doubling every 18 months,
known as �Moore�s law� [12]. Since then, the semiconductor industry has been
following the Moore�s law for the past 40 years. For the last few years, the pace of
scaling has been accelerating, and we are approaching some of the fundamental
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limits. We will not go into details about them, which can be found in many recent
reviews [4, 5, 13, 14]. The flash memory scaling is as rapid as CMOS logic device
scaling [11].

A flash memory layout consists of two parts: the core memory cells and the
peripheral microcontroller circuit for data storage and high-voltage generation,
respectively. The core memory cell, shown in Figure 15.1a, is made by two gates.
One is the control gate such as in anMOS transistor. The second is afloating gate that
is insulated all aroundby an oxidefilm.Any carrier placed on thefloating gatemay get
trapped there and thus store the information. The scaling of flashmemory demands
thinning of gate insulators to keep short channel effects under control and to
maximize performance. But a tunneling oxide film of more than 8 nm is indispens-
able to warrant a 10-year data retention. Because of the thick tunneling oxide, a high
voltage ofmore than 17V is required for programming and erasing thememory. The
endurance is limited within 105 cycles due to hot electron effects. If the tunnel oxide
were to be scaled below 2 nm, the programming voltage could be reduced down to 4V
and the endurance could be increased infinitely due to the direct tunneling.However,
the current leakage through the thin insulators may compromise the retention time,
which would be reduced down to several seconds. On the other hand, the peripheral
circuit consumes a lot of area and a lot of power as it produces the high voltage. The
peripheral circuit scales more slowly than the core memory since the operation
voltages have not been scaled down over the past several technology generations.
Therefore, the challenge is to reduce the tunneling oxidefilm, while the retention can
be maintained for 10 years.

Moreover, in the nanometer-scale region, the quantum mechanical effect –

another crucial factor – may prevent feature sizes of tens of nanometers being

Figure 15.1 (a) A conventional stacked poly-Si floating gate memory, using electrically isolated
charge storage nodes as a floating gate to solve the lateral leakage problem, based on (b)
semiconductor QDs and (c) traps in a silicon nitride film.
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achieved [4, 7, 15]. This fundamental physical limit is virtually an impenetrable
barrier to future advances of Si technology because it is independent of the
characteristics of any particular material, device structure, circuit configuration, or
system architecture.

If we have to face these problems sooner or later, the challenge is to find alternative
technologies, which may be based on a much thinner tunneling oxide film to allow
lower voltage operations and on the quantum mechanical effect to allow new
transport principle.

15.1.2
Emerging nc-Si Flash Memory Devices

In a conventional flash memory, as shown in Figure 15.1a, charge leakages through
just one localized oxide defect may fail the memory because charge in the stacked
poly-Si layer may escape through the leakage path completely. A novel memory
structure using electrically isolated charge-storage nodes as a floating gate has been
proposed, as shown in Figure 15.2b and c. The leakage path may fail the
corresponding memory node only, hence the reliability and the retention time can
be improved remarkably. On the other hand, a much thinner tunneling oxide film
switches tunnel currents from the conventional Fowler–Nordheim (FN) tunneling
to direct tunneling in programming and erasing processes, hence allowing a faster
operation speed and a satisfied endurance [16]. The electrically isolated charge
storage nodes, currently employed, rely on the localized defects in silicon nitride
films [17] or the confinement in semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) [18]. The
former has been the first realized nonvolatile memory and suffers from shallow
traps. The latter received more attention since the potential well of Si/SiO2 system is
considerably deep and the quantummechanical effect may change the fundamental
performances [19].

Nanocrystalline silicon dots are very small semiconductor structures (on the order
of nanometers or tens of nanometers in diameter) surrounded by a material with a
wider bandgap (usually SiO2). The three-dimensional confinement results in indi-
vidual electronic energy levels when the dimension is smaller than the typical de-
Broglie electronic wavelength [20–22]. Relying on the Coulomb blockade effect as a
new principle for the controlled transfer of a small number of electrons, data are
programmed with one single electron and even one single electron guarantees the
memory operation, commonly referred to as single-electron memory (SEM) [23].
Single-electron charging with nc-Si dots has already been demonstrated in attaining
discrete threshold shifts at low temperatures [24]. With the development of nano-
technology, the discrete threshold shift has also been realized at room
temperature [25].

Addition to the successful demonstrations of memory operations with fast
operation speed, the charge retention time of nc-Si memory is found insufficient
to warrant 10-year storage [18, 26]. Multiple memory nodes have been exampled to
improve charge retention time with consuming negligible programming/erasing
time [27, 28].
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15.1.3
Outline

The chapter intends to review the features of nc-Si flash memory, encompassing
memory structures, fabrication methodologies, operation mechanisms, and mem-
ory characteristics improvements. In Section 15.2, we study the general structure of
nc-Simemory that is fully compatiblewithwell-establishedCMOS technology.We try
to emphasize the flash memory with floating gate structures. Fabrication of the
nanometer-scale memory cells will be discussed in Section 15.3. Section 15.4, which
discusses the memory characteristics, is the core of the chapter. General memory
operations, electron charge–storage–discharge with interfacial states, retention

Figure 15.2 (a) Screening effects of the
floating gate. The Coulomb blockade effect
guarantees one single-electron operations in
the floating dot. The channel current is suddenly
decreased/increased due to electron trapping/

detrapping into/out of the floating gate.
(b) Memory operation with a programming
shows the current discontinuity to represent a
bit by �0� or �1.�
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characteristics, operation speed, and endurance will be discussed in detail. The nc-Si
dot-based flash memory will be compared with other emerging competitors in
Section 15.5. In the end, we conclude on nc-Si flash memory and discuss about
the future prospects in Section 15.6.

15.2
Structure of nc-Si Flash Memory

Most of the nc-Si memory devices are in the floating gatemetal-oxide semiconductor
field-effect transistor (MOSFET) style, in which a layer of electrically isolated nc-Si
dots replaces the stacked poly-Si layer, as shown in Figure 15.1b. The electrons stored
inQDs screen themobile charge in the channel, thus inducing a shift in the threshold
voltage (Vth) [29, 30]. Though there is no packing density improvement compared to
the conventional flash memory, the scalability due to charge trapped in the discrete
nc-Si dots opens a path toward the Terabit era [23]. In the past decade, a variety of nc-Si
memory devices have been fabricated and successfully operated, some of them at
room temperature [23, 25, 26, 30, 31]. In the following section, we summarize the
memory structures and the critical memory size, which allows the memory to work
by the Coulomb blockade effect.

15.2.1
nc-Si Memory Structures

Mostof thenc-Simemorydeviceshavebeenclassifiedby thestructurewithdistributed
nc-Si dots in a floating gate separated from the inversion surface by a thin tunneling
oxide. Thememory operations rely on storing charges in thefloating gate and thereby
screening the mobile charge in the channel, shifting its threshold voltage, hence two
stable states can be detected electrically, as shown in Figure 15.2. At a low voltage
applied to the control gate negatively, the nc-Si memory behaves like a conventional
MOSFET. Upon application of a sufficiently high positive-charging voltage onto the
control gate, electrons tunnel from theSi conductionband into the three-dimensional
quantum-confined nc-Si dots, resulting in a negative charge accommodation and a
positive shift ofVth. A largenegative voltage pulse is applied to the control gate to drive
the stored electrons back into the drain. The high Vth is thus switched to the low.

The nc-Si dots are surrounded via small tunnel junctions (SiO2). Adding one
electron to one dot consumes a charging energy, Ec ¼ e2=2C. Though the elementary
charge effi�1.6� 10�19 C is quite small on human scale, the dot capacitance C is
proportional to its size and may become rather small in the nanometer-scale region.
The charging energy becomes greater than the thermal kinetic energy at 300K if the
dot size is smaller than 10 nm [24]. Under such condition, the change by a single
electron leads to a significant change by the potentialUe ¼ e=C on the dot. As a result,
no carrier can flow to the charged nc-Si dot and the flow of current is blocked, the
Coulomb blockade effect [32]. This self-limited charging can guarantee single-
electron operations.
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Lithography at nanometer precision is not required for device fabrication because
the Coulomb blockade occurs in an nc-Si dot. However, the external environment,
such as the gate and channel, is essential to warrant the device to work at room
temperature because they control the electron charging/discharging with the nc-Si
dots. In amemory structure, the single-electron charging and discharging consumes
a charging energy of e2=2Ctt, whichmust bemuch larger than a thermal perturbation.
Here,Ctt is the total capacitance of thememory system.By an order estimate, onemay
find that the Ctt should be at 10�18 F order, which corresponds to nanometer-scale
CMOS geometry. Therefore, both the gate and the channel engineering are required
to realize a satisfactory performance.

Since the charging and discharging with the individual nc-Si dot take place by
discrete charge, nc-Si memory operations are very sensitive to background charges,
usually the charges in interfacial states. A high dot density, which is at least one order
of magnitude larger than the density of interfacial states, is necessary to warrant
better robustness [33]. Themodern Si CMOS technology provides the interfacial state
density as low as 1010 cm�2. Therefore, the memory operations can be dominated by
the embedded nc-Si dots if their density is greater than 1011 cm�2. However, in order
to reduce the possible lateral charge leakage and the interaction between the
neighboring dots, one needs to separate each dot approximately. For instance, the
Coulomb interaction between the two neighboring dots with the diameter of 10 nm
should not be greater than the charging energy of a dot. That requires the mean
separation of at least 24 nm corresponding to a density of 1.7� 1011 cm�2 for a
monolayer. Therefore, most of the nc-Si memory devices use the dot density of
1–2� 1011 cm�2 for monolayered nc-Si dots. An increase in nc-Si dot density may
correspondingly enlarge the memory window [29, 34].

The position of nc-Si dots on a channel is random inmanyworks.Moreover, the nc-
Si dots vary in their size from several nanometers to several tens of nanometers and
are separated from the channel surface at various distances. The variation in the
screening efficiency of charged nc-Si dots leads to device-to-device fluctuations in
threshold voltage shifts (DVth). Based on the Hartree model, a self-consistent
Poisson–Schr€odinger calculation demonstrated that a QD capacitance could be no
longer constant due to multielectron interactions within the nc-Si dot [35]. Theo-
retical simulations showed that the programming time is improved by several orders
of magnitude when the shape of nc-Si dot changes from sphere to hemisphere [36].
More common considerations pointed out that the surface effects of nc-Si dots, such
as strain and interfacial traps, may also influence or even dominate the electron
charging/discharging with the nc-Si dots [37, 38]. Recent work also figured out that
the change of crystallographic orientation from [010] to [111] resulted in changes in
the programming time by a factor of 10 for a 5 nm hemispherical nc-Si dot [39]. To
solve the problems, one needs to make the nc-Si dots� size uniform and position
assembled. Molas et al. reported that the memory window may be impacted by the
percolation paths, which induced an increase of about a factor of 4 with varying gate
length from 50 to 200 nm [40]. Therefore, the underneath channel should also be
narrow and short enough to restrict the percolation path. The channel length that can
be controlled by one electron on the floating nc-Si dot is roughly equal to the Debye
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screen length, which is approximately 74 nm for the moderately doping channel at
room temperature [41]. Since the screening efficiency strongly depends on the
separation between each dot and the width of the channel, the dots out of the narrow
channel make negligible contributions to device performance. Thus, the electrical
response owing to trapping of charges arises from the nc-Si dots located in the active
channel area.

The nc-Si memory presents fast programming/erasing with the advantage of the
direct tunneling through an ultrathin tunneling oxide film.However, the thin barrier
in turn leads to an insufficient storage of nc-Si memory. There is a tough trade-off
between the programming/erasing time and the retention time if we rely only on
regulating the tunnel barrier thickness. Some novel structures with modifications of
both the floating memory nodes and the tunnel barriers were proposed in order to
improve the retention time. Ohba et al. proposed doubly stacked nc-Si dots as a
floating gate. Since the charge leakage between the upper dots and the channel can be
suppressed by the energy barrier due to the Coulomb blockade in the lower dot, the
charge retention time is improved exponentially by reducing the lower dot size.
Meanwhile, the programming/erasing time could be maintained if the tunneling
oxide thickness is simultaneously adjusted [27]. A multiple stacked floating gate was
demonstrated by Zacharias et al. [34]. Oda et al. [28] demonstrated that surface-
nitrided nc-Si dots could improve the charge retention time by three orders of
magnitude, compared to the normal nc-Si. The nc-Si core provides the fast pro-
gramming and the nitride film enables the long-term retention. Likharev proposed a
�crested� energy barrier with the height peak in the middle. The �crested� barrier is
much more sensitive to applied voltages than the uniform height [42]. Therefore,
tunneling current can be greatly altered by slightly changing the gate voltage. The
information processing by electron transportation can be greatly improved [43].

15.2.2
Representative nc-Si Memory Structures

Depending on the number of nc-Si dots involved, the nc-Si memory can be clarified
by two main kinds of architectures: charge stored in multiple nc-Si dots and charge
stored in one single nc-Si dot. Both of them were operated by the single-electron
effect.

15.2.2.1 Storing Charges with Multiple nc-Si Dots
In 1996, Tiwari of IBMexperimentally demonstrated aMOSFETstructure with nc-Si
dots physically separated from a channel, as shown in Figure 15.3 [29]. The thin
tunneling oxide film (�1.4 nm) and themonolayer of distributed nc-Si dots, covering
the entire channel region, featured largely in the device performance by the uni-
formed tunneling distance. TheDVth or the flat-band voltage shift (DVFB) due to one-
electron storage can be estimated by

DVthðFBÞ ¼ endot
eox

tupper þ 1
2
eox
eSi

tdot

� �
; ð15:1Þ
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wherendot,eox,eSi, tupper, and tdot are thedensityofnc-Sidot, thepermittivityofoxideand
Si, the thickness of upper gate oxide, and the diameter of nc-Si dot, respectively. The
equation has been developed for multiple-layered nc-Si dots by Zacharias as follows:

DVthðFBÞ ¼ endot
eox

tupper1 þ 1
2
eox
eSi

tdotNþ tupper2þ � � � þ tupperN

� �
; ð15:2Þ

where all nc-Si layers are supposed to have the same areal density and thickness [34].
Though the charge is changed discreetly, theDVth(FB) gives a continued change due to
the randomly charging/discharging with a huge number of nc-Si dots. Multiple
charging with dots can increase the charge retention time. However, both the random
distribution of nc-Si dots on a large channel area and the size fluctuations of nc-Si dots
may also lead to dispersions in programming/erasing speeds andDVth(FB). A narrow/
short channel, which is smaller thanDebye length of electron in silicon, was developed
to compensate for the randomly deposited nc-Si dots by containing several size-
uniformed nc-Si dots only [44].

Since nc-Si dots can be naturally formed without any need for sophisticated
lithography technologies and can be compatibly assembled into flash memory, the
nc-Si memory using multiple nc-Si dots is suitable for mass production.

15.2.2.2 Storing Charges with Single nc-Si Dot
In the early 1990s, Yano demonstrated that a MOSFET with a poly-Si wire channel
could showmemory effects at room temperature [45]. The novel feature of the device
is the ultrathin poly-Si channel with 100 nmwidth. A large fluctuation from1 to 5 nm
in thickness takes place in the channel, giving rise to a lot of crystalline silicon grains.

Figure 15.3 (a) A schematic cross section ofMOSFETnc-Simemory, and band diagramduring (b)
injection, (c) storage, and (d) removal of an electron from a silicon nanocrystal. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. 26. Copyright (1906) by the American Institute of Physics.
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The lateral grain size is approximately 10 nm.As apositive bias is applied to the gate, a
narrow percolation channel and an isolated island appear. The observed memory
effects are apparently related to the capture of single electron in some certain grains
of the channel. It is likely that only one of the grains close to the conduction path is
charged and acts as a floating gate. The position of that grain differs from device to
device. There is also no control of the grain structure and channelwidth. Thememory
suffers from great Vth fluctuations.

In 1996, Chou [30] fabricated a more reproducible structure with a single poly-Si
dot defined over a narrow silicon-on-insulator (SOI) MOSFET channel. Chou�s
memory enables a precise control of the actual transistor channel width, the floating
gate dimension, and tunnel barrier thickness. Therefore, uniformed memory
characteristics can be obtained. A similar work was reported by Nakajima, as shown
in Figure 15.4 [25]. The DVth due to n electron storage can be calculated by [41]

DVth ¼ ne

Cfg þ CS

Cfc

� �
Ccg

; ð15:3Þ

and

CS ¼ Cfc þCfg; ð15:4Þ

Figure 15.4 (a) Schematic diagram of Si single-electron FET with self-aligned floating gate.
(b) Cross-sectional view along a–a0 line. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [25]. Copyright (1997)
by the American Institute of Physics.
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where Cfc, Cgc, and Cfg are the mutual capacitance between the floating dot and the
channel, the capacitance between the gate and the channel, and the capacitance
between the floating dot and the gate, respectively. The integer number of electrons
(n) leads to a discreteDVth. However, these devices failed inmass production because
sophisticated lithography technologies are required. In addition, the electron states
in the poly-Si dot are unknown, making the analysis of memory characteristics
complicated.

15.2.3
Summary

Themainstream nc-Si memory is a floating gate MOSFETstructure. An overview on
the representative structures shows that the nc-Si memory using multiple nc-Si dots
to store charges is more suitable for mass production in the near future. One single-
dot memory by the single-electron operation is an ultimate candidate. The random
distribution of nc-Si dots may be acceptable if we can control the channel length and
width precisely. A meaningful nc-Si memory may be based on a MOSFETwith few
size-uniformed nc-Si dots as a floating gate over a narrow and short channel.

15.3
Fabrication Methodologies

Nanocrystalline silicon dots used in the memory devices have typical sizes not larger
than 10 nm. The memory device should limit the channel width and the gate length
within 100 nm to work with the nc-Si dots. These will require an absolute nanometer
revolution in all aspects of the Si industry, hence spurring the conventional micro-
fabrication forward to the nanofabrication. Moreover, the prospective fabrication
methods should eliminate complicated processes and build upon the well-estab-
lished Si CMOS technology.

15.3.1
Fabrication of nc-Si Dots

Recent progress in lithography, colloidal chemistry, and epitaxial growth has made it
possible to fabricate nc-Si dots, in which carriers or excitons are confined in all three
dimensions [20]. Based on the lithography, however, mass production of nc-Si dots
from the bulk remains a big challenge. On the other hand, the homogeneity of the dot
size and position is also regarded to be crucial for many prospective applications.
Therefore, self-assembling nc-Si dots from atomic levels are emerging to obtain
control both in yield fabrication and position distribution due to their inherent
formation mechanisms, which potentially assemble the floating gate into the
memorywithout complicated fabrications [46]. In general, a nanoscale nc-Simemory
is approached from both ends: top–down (bulk to particle) and bottom–up (atom to
particle) methodologies.
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15.3.1.1 Top–Down Methodology
Photolithography is a main tool for the microtechnology industry and allows large-
scale, low-cost manufacturing of microstructures in silicon wafers. Themethodmay
potentially provide deep micrometer-scale fabrication [47]. Using an electron beam
instead of light, electron beam lithography (EBL) even offers nanometer-scale
revolution [48]. Following the lithography step, lift-off, etching, or drilling processes
allow to create nanometer-sized dimensional structures. This approach is referred to
as �top–down� methodology.

In this approach, increasing resolution is possible to use smaller wavelengths
determined by theRayleigh�s criterion. At present, Si industry is working tomake the
32 nm lithography technology to have been applied by 2009 using deep ultraviolet
(UV) photons through a patterned mask. However, working at shorter wavelengths
than the deep UV is very difficult because conventional glasses of lens absorb rather
than transmit at the deep micro levels. The EBL is a direct analogy with the
photolithography. The electron beam (EB) exposure alters the chemistry of the resist
instead of the light exposure. It is capable of very high resolution, almost toward the
atomic level. Recent advances demonstrated that scanning probe microscopy (SPM)
could offer anultimate nanostructure by atomicmanipulations. Examples includeEB
exposure by digital scanning electron microscope [49] and nanopattern or manu-
facture by means of atomic force microscope (AFM) tips using field-induced
oxidation techniques [50].

However, unlike the photolithography by which a whole wafer can be exposed
simultaneously, the EBL andSPM require EBs to draw each feature one at a time. As a
consequence, the processes involve time by many orders of magnitude slower than
the photolithography.Meanwhile, they are expensive and complicated. Therefore, the
fabrication of nc-Si dots based on the EB technology is not suitable for mass
productions and not a realistic manufacturing technology. Nanoimprint method,
alternatively, can realize sub-10 nm-scale large-area fabrication [51]. Yet, the true
potential of nanoimprint has not been fully studied and it still faces problems of
imprint machines and appropriate molds/resist. Another major problem with the
top–down lithographic approach is that it requires very clean environment otherwise
dust canmask part of the exposed area. The cost of lithography is also increasing at an
exponential rate as the feature size decreases andmay eventually hinder the progress
of microelectronics [52].

15.3.1.2 Bottom–Up Methodology
An alternative approach is to use a technique by which the nc-Si dots can be self-
assembled. Plasma-enhanced/low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (PECVD/
LPCVD), metal-oxide CVD (MOCVD), molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), and hot wire
methods produce a lot of individual atom clusters or QDs with nanometer dimen-
sions. In brief, synthesizing atoms ormolecules on a nanometer scale and then using
more elegant techniques to fit and construct those materials into larger structures
with a well-defined geometry is referred to as �bottom–up� methodology.

The PECVD/LPCVD from the source gas of silane or disilane is widely used to
fabricate poly-Si films in current Si industries. By controlling the early growth stages,
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researchers have recently succeeded in the formation of nc-Si dots with the diameter
of a few nanometers on SiO2 or Si3N4 substrates [53, 54]. However, LPCVD
deposition usually requires a substrate temperature as high as 600 �C to obtain
crystallizations and eliminate amorphous issues. The growth of nc-Si dots, 5–6 nm in
height and 20–30 nm in diameter, byMBE on a SiC (0001) substrate is possible to use
the mismatch in lattice parameters to develop a strain at the interface [55]. Another
preparation of nc-Si dots embedded within SiO2 film is the Si ion implantation [56].
This method, unlike doping, uses the low-energy Siþ implantation to reduce
introduced defects. Size, density, and location of the nc-Si dots were demonstrated
to correlate with the dose and acceleration of ion as well as the subsequent annealing
conditions, however hard it may be to make precise control [57]. Other preparation
methods that have been used for forming nc-Si dots rely on crystallization of
amorphous silicon [58] or aerosol nc-Si dots from silane pyrolysis [31] and various
sputtering techniques [59]. It is worthwhile to mention that most of sputtering
approaches need postannealing a temperature up to 1000 �C.

Auniquemethod, as shown in Figure 15.5, was developed to control the dot size by
manipulating the gas-phase nucleation and growth to provide high-dense nc-Si dots
in very high-frequency (VHF) decomposition of silane plasma [60]. The flow rates of
fed gases and the pulse sequences of fed gases can be varied according to the desired
dot size and density. The prepared nc-Si dots can be deposited on a substrate at
temperature as low as 100 �C by mono- or multilayers. The great advantage of
synthesizing particles at a lower temperature benefits the following fabrications with
more flexibility. Figure 15.6a shows the deposition system, composed of an ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) chamber equipped with two plasma cells. Nanocrystalline silicon
dots are formed in one of the cells by VHF plasma decomposition of silane and
coalescence of radicals [61]. The other cell is capable of the on-site nitridation by
nitrogen plasma for surfacemodifications [62]. Si fine particles formed in the plasma
cell are extracted through an orifice to the UHV chamber and deposited onto a
substrate. Figure 15.6b shows a high-resolution transmission electron microscope
(TEM) image of the nc-Si dot with a spherical shape. The lattice image clarifies that
the dot is a single-domain crystal showing facets of the (111) plane.

Assembling nc-Si dots requires not only size-uniformed dots but also uniform
interdot distances in order to control the interaction between them. The SPM
technique allows to remove unwanted nc-Si dots and push the size-uniformed dots
with the tip of AFM or scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) under the control of
software. An accurate and reproducible positioning of nc-Si dots on a surface was
demonstrated [63]. The disadvantage of these techniques, however, is that these are
time consuming and have low productivities. Taking advantage of energetic and
statistical forces, self-assembled growth offers a large area of the spontaneous
formation of highly ordered nanostructures without prepatterned masks. The
nanostructures can be selectively formed with inorganic materials on originally
spontaneous self-assembled templates. Researchers at IBM have demonstrated that
arrays of size-uniformed 20 nm diameter nc-Si dots were formed as a floating gate
between a poly-Si gate and a Si substrate by self-assembled polymermolecules [64]. It
must be stated that we are still far from understanding how to carry out a practical
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engineered self-assembling of device components to create a circuit, which is as
complex and reliable as the modern photolithographic circuit.

15.3.2
Memory Cell Fabrications

The next challenge is to assemble the nc-Si dots into the memory structure. In
Tiwari�s proposal, fabrication of nc-Simemory is almost the same as the current flash
memory, as shown in Figure 15.3. The only difference is to replace the deposition of
stacked poly-Si with the deposition of nc-Si dots. A large number of nc-Si dots are
involved inmemory operation. A typicalMOSFETnc-Simemory structure using one
single nc-Si dotwas demonstrated byChou andNakajima independently, as shown in
Figure 15.4. In theChou�smemory, for instance, a small (�7� 7 nm in area and 2 nm

Figure 15.5 (a) Separation of nucleation and crystal growth by modulating H2 gas pulses may
control the formation of size-uniformed nc-Si dots. The size distribution in case of (b) no pulsedH2

gas supply and (c) pulsed H2 gas supply in SiH4 plasma.
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thick) poly-Si dot, which was patterned by the EBL, lift-off, and reactive ion etching
techniques, was well located over a narrow (�10 nm in width) crystal-Si MOSFET
channel. The fabrication of Nakajima�s memory started from silicon on insulator by
the top–down approach, as shown in Figure 15.7. The advantage of the structure is
that the floating poly-Si dot is naturally assembled into the gate by a self-align etching
technique. The controllability and reproducibility of nc-Si dot dimensions are
satisfied due to the exact location of floating gate.

A more flexible memory essentially demands a short/narrow channel in which
only several size-uniformed nc-Si dots are located to take advantage of the two

Figure 15.6 (a) Schematic of experimental setup used for nc-Si dot deposition and on-site
nitridation; (b) a high-resolution TEM image of the prepared nc-Si dot.
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kinds of aforementioned memories [18]. The fabrication began with the dry-
oxidation thinning of separation-by implanted-oxygen (SIMOX) Si layer (p-type) to
30 nm and partial HF chemical etching of the top oxide layer. The pattern, as
shown in Figure 15.8a, with the short and narrow Si channel (40 nm wide and
50 nm long) was written by the EBL. Next, electron cyclotron resonance reactive
ion etching (ECR-RIE) was used to transfer the resist pattern to the SOI layer. A
2 nm SiO2 film as a tunneling barrier was prepared by chemical oxidation with
H2SO4/H2O2 (30 : 70). Then, the nc-Si dots with a diameter of 8� 1 nm were
deposited by the VHF decomposition of silane with a density of 1–2� 1011

cm�2 [60]. This produced four to five nc-Si dots in the active area, as shown in
Figure 15.8b. A 50 nm gate oxide film was deposited by TEOS PECVD at the
substrate temperature of 300 �C, as shown in Figure 15.8c. The contact pad area
was heavily doped by the Pþ ion-implantation technique and the self-aligned
channel was simultaneously obtained. Subsequently, the sample was annealed in
N2 ambient at 1100 �C for 1 h to improve gate oxide quality and activate the
dopants. Finally, the electrodes were formed by the aluminum lift-off technique, as
shown in Figure 15.8d. The memory takes both top–down and bottom–up
techniques to approach a reproducible nc-Si memory device.

Figure 15.7 (a)–(e) Schematic drawing of
fabrication process for Si single-electron FET
memory with self-aligned floating gate.
(f) Schematic diagram of Si single-electron

FET memory with self-aligned floating gate.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [25].
Copyright (1997) by the American Institute
of Physics.
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15.3.3
Summary

As efforts in various areas of nanometer-scale science and technology continue to
grow, it is certain that many new manufacturing techniques will be discovered. At
present, a synergy of the top–down with the bottom–up technology may be a better
way of approaching practicable fabrication. The approach combines the best aspects
of top–down technology, such as deep-lithography, with the self-assembling of
bottom–up technology and allows fabricating highly integrated two- and three-
dimensional nc-Si memory devices.

15.4
Characteristics of nc-Si Flash Memory

Advantages of nc-Si flash memory, in fact, derive from the electron charging/
discharging with the distributed nc-Si dots. For the sake of simplicity, we start to
investigate nc-Si QDsusing a SiO2/nc-Si/SiO2 capacitormemory structure, as shown
in Figure 15.9. The structure is a primary unit of a MOSFET nc-Si memory as a
floating gate. In this section, the characteristics of nc-Si memory are described in the

Figure 15.8 (a) A patterned narrow/short channel made on an SOI thin film, (b) deposition of nc-
Si dots, (c) deposition of control gate SiO2, and (d) fabrication of gate and source/drain electrodes.
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light of two kinds of structures: an nc-Si dot-embedded capacitor memory and a
MOSFETmemory using the former as a floating gate.

15.4.1
Memory Operations

The typical capacitance–voltage (C–V) and conductance–voltage (G–V) characteris-
tics of capacitor memory, as shown in Figure 15.10, were obtained by sweeping the
gate voltage (Vg) between inversion and accumulation regions at room temperature.
A clockwise hysteresis in the depletion region was observed in both C–V and G–V
characteristics. One also notices the presence of a conductance peak in either the
forward or the reverse Vg sweep direction. The peak position is close to the flat-band
voltage. Both themagnitude of hysteresis inC–Vand the shift of peak position inG–V
are 0.12 V. For a comparison, neither hysteresis inC–Vnor conductance peak inG–V
was observed in the sample without nc-Si dot deposition. Therefore, the hysteresis
and thepeak shift are attributed to electron trapping in the sandwichednc-Si dots or at
the interfacewith thembut not to the defects in the oxidematrix or at the Si substrate/
tunneling oxide interface. Further measurements also indicated that the clockwise
hysteresis or the conductance peak shift is independent of the scan direction and
speed (5–500mV/s). It is also worthwhile to figure out that hole trapping in the nc-Si
dots is absent due to the higher energy barrier for holes at the valence band of Si/SiO2

Figure 15.9 (a) Schematics of nc-Si dot capacitor memory; (b) the TEM image of sandwich
structure; (c) the plane-view scanning electron microscopy image of nc-Si dot.
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system, but possible at a relative large erasing voltage. Both electron and hole
trapping in the nc-Si dots were identified by Nassiopoulou [65]. The hole trapping
in the nc-Si dots may lead to negative shifts in C–V or current–voltage (I–V) curves
like a positive shift by the electron accommodation. For simplicity, we restrict
ourselves only to the electron trapping in the following discussions.

At an approximately large negative Vg, no electron resides in the nc-Si dots. At an
approximately high positiveVg, a number of electronsmay be stored in the nc-Si dots
by the direct tunneling through the ultrathin oxide film. The storage results in a shift
both in the capacitance and in the conductance. It should be emphasized that the
occurrence of the conductance peak is associated with the AC loss due to the capture
and emission of electrons by the nc-Si dots but not due to the Si substrate/tunneling
oxide interfacial states (see later). Both C–V and G–V characteristics are neither
dispersed nor distorted with different scan speeds, indicating a low interfacial state
density. However, it is also worth to point out that the defect or interfacial states
essentially depend on actual fabrication processes [37].

One can estimate the theoretical magnitude ofDVT
FB with the Eq. (15.1). TheDVT

FB

is calculated to be 0.282V for one electron per dot. The experimentally measured
DVFB¼ 0.12 V suggests that less than one-half of the nc-Si dots are charged. By
electrically detecting the capacitance differences at a reading voltage or detecting the
DVFB at a certain capacitance in the hysteresis region, one can obtain the stored
information.

Using the SiO2/nc-Si/SiO2 capacitor structure as a floating gate, a plausible
background charge-free MOSFET single/few electron(s) memory, as shown in
Figure 15.11, was fabricated. Figure 15.12 shows the Vg dependences of channel
current at 77 K. A clockwise hysteresis with a discrete Vg shift was demonstrated. By
sensing the current at a certain Vg, for instance, one may distinguish the stored
information by high current (�0�) or low current (�1�). As the Vg was swept forward
and reverse between�5 and 1V (referred to as ScanA), a clear current drop in the I–V

Figure 15.10 Typical C–V and G–V characteristics were obtained by sweeping Vg back and forth
between�5 V and 1 V. The peak position in theG–V characteristics is around the flat-band voltage.
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characteristics around�0.08Vwas observed in the forward scan. The drop is a direct
evidence of electron trapping in the nc-Si dot [18, 23].When the programming voltage
was raised from 1 to 5V and the measurement was repeated (referred to as Scan B),
the drop appeared at the same Vg in the corresponding forward scan.

Referring to Figure 15.12, it isworthnoting that there is the appearance of a current
jump at around �0.64 V in the reverse scan from 5 to �5V. The jump is because of
electron escaping from the nc-Si dot. The absence of such a feature in the Scan A
apparently suggests that the stored electron is not erased from the nc-Si dot at such
Vg. It is interesting to point out that (1) the reverse I–V curve of Scan A coincides with
the forward sweep after one-electron trapping, (2) the reverse I–V curve of Scan B

Figure 15.11 (a) Schematics of narrow/short-
channel memory with randomly deposited nc-Si
dots as a floating gate. (b) Scanning electron
microscopy image of the short and narrow

channel after the deposition of nc-Si dots; only
several of them were located in the channel.
(c) The equivalent circuit of memory with three
mutual capacitances.
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coincides with the reverse of Scan A after one-electron erasing, and (3) the DVth

corresponding to the programming voltage of 5 V is found to be nearly twice that at
1 V. These results imply that the sequentialmemory operations are from the samenc-
Si dot located in the active channel region. TheDVth, caused by storing one electron in
the floating gate, turns out to be approximately 92mV for Scan A. Therefore,
DVth¼ 189mV for Scan B indicates two-electron storage in the nc-Si dot at the
programming voltage of 5V.Moreover, the reproducible small current steps are likely
due to discharging of the nearest nc-Si dots out of the active region. Clearly, the
contribution from the randomly distributed nc-Si dots is negligible with regard to the
memory operations.

The nc-Si memory demonstrated a salient feature in DVth. Though Vg varied
continuously, Vth appeared to be a discrete shift with a certain increment. These
phenomena derive from the self-limited charging of nc-Si dot determined by the
Coulomb blockade effect. Several groups have also explored these self-limited
charging phenomena in multiple nc-Si dots over a large area channel (Figure 15.3)
or in a single poly-Si dot over a narrow channel (Figure 15.4). For the latter, a clear
staircase of the threshold voltage shift was presented at room temperature [41].
However, such discrete DVth becomes clear only at low temperature for the
former [66]. The low temperature requirement could be due to a large percolation
current flowing through the wide channel at high temperature. The discrete DVth is
potentially used in multiple bit storages [24].

15.4.2
Interfacial States

Although a lot of work has been devoted to fabricate nc-Si memory structures and to
obtain reproducible memory characteristics [25, 29, 30], the interfacial states with

Figure 15.12 Vg dependences of channel current at 77 K. The symbol b indicates a trapping event
by one electron; d indicates a detrapping event by one electron. The symbol em1–em4 indicates
some electron detrapping events by the nc-Si dots outside of the channel.
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nc-Si dots are still unclear. The interfacial traps, capturing and emitting electrons or
holes with time constants in the range of picoseconds to hours, directly affect a
number of device properties, such as leakage current, retention time, and noise
voltage. In order to investigate the electron charging and discharging behaviors with
the interfacial states in the SiO2/nc-Si/SiO2 sandwich structure, we use the temper-
ature and frequency dependences of C–V and G–V measurements, which are
sensitive to the interfacial states.

Frequency dependences of C–V and G–V characteristics were investigated at
various temperatures, as shown in Figures 15.13 and 15.14. At room temperature,
same clockwise C–V hysteresis (Figure 15.13a) and constant full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the conductance peak (Figure 15.13b) were found in the
frequency range of 50 kHz–1 MHz. These suggest that the hysteresis and the
conductance peak have the same origin [32]. Moreover, neither dispersion nor
stretch-out was observed in the C–V characteristics at each frequency at 30 K. These
results indicate that theC–V hysteresis andG–V peak are not due to interfacial traps,

Figure 15.13 (a) C–V characteristics of nc-Si
capacitor memory measured at 300 K for
various frequencies; the inset shows the flat-
band voltages and their shifts as a function of
frequency. Both the flat-band voltage and the
shift are independent of the frequency. (b) The
G–V characteristics measured at identical

conditions of (a); the inset shows that the
conductance peak positions and the peak
FWHMs are related to the frequency. However,
theDVp remains unchanged with the frequency.
The same FWHM also implies that the electron
charging and discharging have same origin.
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as they generally give rise to the time- or frequency-dependences of C–V and G–V
characteristics [67]. However, small but noticeable shifts in the conductance peaks
with frequency and temperature were observed in the G–V characteristics
(Figures 15.13b and 15.14b). Thesemay be explained by the fact that the conductance
is directly related to the energy loss provided by the AC signal source during the
capture and emission of carriers by the nc-Si dots and therefore is a more sensitive
probe of the tunneling process than the capacitance. From the temperature-related
measurements at a constant frequency (1MHz), same C–V clockwise hysteresis and
same conductance peak FWHMs were found in the temperature ranging from 30 to
300K, as shown in Figure 15.14. A right-hand shift with regard to the Vg occurred in
the C–V characteristics as temperature decreased. A corresponding nonnegligible
right-hand shift in the peak position was also found in theG–Vcharacteristics. These
results will be compared with that of frequency related measurements in detail.

As noted in Figure 15.13a, the magnitude of hysteresis and the shift of Vth

remained almost unchanged with changing frequency, whereas the conductance
peaks shifted monotonically to the left-hand side with decreasing frequency

Figure 15.14 (a) C–V characteristics of nc-Si
capacitor memory measured at 1 MHz for
various temperatures; the inset shows the flat-
band voltages and DVFB versus the
temperature. No change of DVFB happens,
while VFB weakly relates to the temperature.

(b) The G–V measurements made at identical
conditions of (a); the inset shows the
conductance peak position shift and the peak
FWHM remain the same with changing
temperature.
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(Figure 15.13b). This may be attributed to the interfacial states. At a given frequency,
all traps with time constants shorter than the reciprocal of frequency respond to the
measuring signal and the flat-band voltage may be reached at a certain number. At a
lower frequency, however, slower traps can respond as well. As a consequence, the
previously trapped charges may be discharged. The flat-band voltage may reach at a
lower number. The discharge of frozen charges in the interfacial traps gives rise to a
stretch-out in the C–V curves and a left-hand shift in the conductance peak in
Figure 15.14a and b, respectively. However, the frozen charge in the interfacial states
does not contribute to the total capacitance or to the Vg screening.

Another way to find the nature of interfacial states is to estimate the thermal
activation energy [67]. Very weak temperature dependences of the conductance have
been noted at 1MHz and 50 kHz. The activation energies turn out to be smaller than
5meV, which indicate that deep defects have a negligible contribution in charging
and discharging with the nc-Si dots. It is likely that shallow interfacial states close to
the edge of conductance band lead to the C–V stretch-out and G–V shift [68].
Therefore, it can be concluded that the memory performance depends on the nc-
Si dots only.

15.4.3
Retention Characteristics with Electron Charge, Storage, and Discharge

Amajor requirement for the nc-Siflashmemory is the data retention for not less than
10 years. Immediately after electrons are trapped, the stored electrons have a finite
probability to tunnel back to the channel at the ground or a reading voltage. The
random discharge causes a gradual shift of channel current or SiO2/nc-Si/SiO2

capacitance. The shift directly reflects the barrier height/width, internal electric field,
defect, or interfacial state. The investigation into the time dependences of charging/
discharging with the nc-Si dots may offer a better understanding of the retention
characteristics.

In the SiO2/nc-Si/SiO2 capacitormemory, the retention timewas found to exceed 5
h at room temperature, as shown in Figure 15.15. The time dependence of
capacitance was measured at an initial flat-band voltage. A nominal decrease in the
charge loss rate was found at low temperature. A logarithmic law can be found at the
initial time (up to 104 s). This suggests that the tunneling probability varies with time,
as a constant probability would give an exponential dependence [69]. That is to say
that the electric field across the tunneling barrier is a function of time since the
tunneling probability depends on the electric field [70]. The time dependence of
electric field implies a varied tunneling barrier with time. The energy band diagram
of the nc-Simemory is shown in Figure 15.16. Immediately after charging, the initial
electric field across the tunneling oxide is zero, as shown by the solid line, at the flat-
band voltage due to the stored charge. Then, some of the stored electronsmay tunnel
back to the substrate across the ultrathin tunnel barrier at the initial flat-band voltage.
Accordingly, the increased downward band bending at the silicon channel surface
happens, as shown by the dotted line. An electric field from the nc-Si dot layer to the
silicon substrate is induced (104–105 V/cm around the nc-Si dot estimated by one
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electron releasing from the dot). The field may hinder discharging of the rest of the
electrons. This �built-in� electric field changes with the stored charge. As a conse-
quence, the tunneling probability also changes with the charge loss. The �built-in�
field, created and controlled by the charge loss of nc-Si dots, could significantly
improve the retention time and is speculated to be the reason for the long retention
time and the logarithmic discharging.

It must be stated that the multiple nc-Si dots or the huge number of nc-Si dots
contribute a gradual change in channel current or diode capacitance due to randomly
tunneling events, though the single-electron tunneling takes place in each of the nc-Si

Figure 15.16 Energy band diagramof nc-Si dot
memory (not drawn to scale); the flat-band state
with electrons trapped in the nc-Si dots is
denoted by the solid line. The loss of charge
from the dots gives rise to the partially
discharged state (dotted line). A �build-in�

electric field was induced. The field direction is
from the nc-dot to the substrate. The I, II, and III
indicate tunneling oxide, nc-Si dot, and control
gate oxide, respectively. The symbol . used
inside II denotes trapped charges.

Figure 15.15 Time dependences of
capacitance shift from the initial flat-band
capacitance immediately after the charging of
embedded nc-Si dots; a logarithmic discharging
behavior is found. The gate voltage was kept at

the initial flat-band voltage (�1.8 V) for the read.
The insets show (a) the discharging history and
(b) the capacitance shift as a function of the
discharging time on linear scale.
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dots. With limiting the number of nc-Si dots, one may find that the gradual change
evolves to the discrete. Ultimately, the discrete change of channel current can be
observed in a one single nc-Si dot-based memory.

The time dependences of channel current in the MOSFET nc-Si floating gate
memory (Figure 15.11) was measured at 77K. Figure 15.17a and b depicts the
discharging history of the memory at the Vg stress of 1 and 5V, respectively. Clearly,
no current jump, indicating the electron emission from thenc-Si dot, is found in each
typical period (70 s) in Figure 15.17a. Even when themeasurement period was raised
to 200 s, no current jump was observed. However, one discrete current step was
observed immediately after approximately 40 s, as shown in Figure 15.17b. Consid-
ering the fact that each current jump corresponds to the emission of one electron, one
can conclude that one of the two electrons was erased from the nc-Si dot. Therefore,
the retention time of one electron is more than 40 s in the two-electron storage.
However, the retention time of one-electron storage is much longer, not less than
200 s. Hinds et al. [18] reported that charging with an nc-Si dot showed a polarization
effect under a positiveVg by which the electronwould be attracted to the top of the dot
reducing the transparency. It is likely that the polarization effect and the suppressed
thermal perturbation at 77K prolong the lifetime of the electron stored in the nc-Si
dot. However, when the second electron was stored in the dot, the equilibrium was
destabilized due to the strong superposition of electron wavefunctions [35]. This
resulted in the loss of one of the electrons. Therefore, one-electron emitting is
exhibited in Scan B but not in Scan A.

Figure 15.17 is just a representative example of the memory retention time. There
is a wide distribution of retention time for other pulses. To have an accuratemeasure
of the retention time, one needs to use at least several hundred cycles. After 400

Figure 15.17 Time dependences of channel
current immediately after the charging of nc-Si
dot in theMOSFET single-electronmemory; the
read voltage was �0.46V. The insert is the
programming/reading voltage pulses. The

measurement period is (a) 70 s for a
programming voltage of 5 V and (b) 40 s for a
programming voltage of 1 V. Apparently, one
discrete current step in (b) shows one electron
escaping from the nc-Si dot.
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programming/erasing cycles, a large number of these retention times were collected
and analyzed by statistical method [18]. The distribution of retention time can be
fitted by the Poisson�s distribution function, which indicates a binomial process
(storage/emission) with a large number of events and a small occurrence possibility.

The retention time of nc-Si memory with a 2 nm tunneling oxide film and a huge
number of nc-Si dots is found notmore than 1 day. The storage of one single nc-Si dot
provides several hundred seconds of retention time. Both of them do not match the
nonvolatile requirement if the thickness of tunneling oxide is not increased.
However, the thick tunneling oxide barrier, in turn, slows down the operation speed.

15.4.4
Characteristics Improvements of the nc-Si Flash Memory

In addition to the successful demonstrations of single-electron memory operations
and the obvious advantages of nc-Simemory devices, the charge retention time is still
not long enough for the nonvolatile memory (�10 years) [29, 30]. Since the ultrathin
tunneling oxidefilmwas involved for high-speed operations and the charge storage in
afloating gate essentially raised its potential, the stored chargewas apt to release from
the memory nodes via direct tunneling. Therefore, nc-Si memory devices always
encounter a trade-off between the operation speed and the retention time.

Ohba demonstrated [27] a self-aligned doubly stacked nc-Si dot memory device, as
shown in Figure 15.18a. Since the charge leakage between the upper dots and the
channel can be suppressed by the energy barrier due to the quantum confinement
and Coulomb blockade in the lower dot, the charge retention time is improved
exponentially by reducing lower dot size. Figure 15.18b clearly shows the difference
of memory window between the doubly stacked and the single-layered nc-Si dot
memory. The increase in retention time was obtained by two orders of magnitude.
Zacharias extended the floating gate to multiple stacked nc-Si dots, as shown in
Figure 15.19a and b. Charge storage in each nc-Si layer was clearly identified by the
discrete DVFB, as shown in Figure 15.19c. The multiple-layered nc-Si dots allow the
multibit/transistor technology to be realized. Fully charging up with themultiple nc-
Si layers also prolongs the retention time significantly, but programming/erasing the
multiple nc-Si layers remains a challenge.

Alternatively, to improve charge retention time with consuming programming/
erasing time, one may take advantages of trap-assisted charging/discharging that
needs the thermal excitation process [71]. Horv�ath fabricated a Si3N4/nc-Si/Si3N4

capacitor memory, which gave rise to a hugememory window with charge storage in
the upper Si3N4film.However, the tunneling Si3N4filmwas found providing leakage
paths with the nc-Si dots to degrade the memory characteristics [72]. A more reliable
structure is to use nc-Si dots capped with silicon nitride films as a floating gate and to
keep a SiO2 film as the tunneling barrier. The interfacial traps are intentionally
introduced in terms of the ultrathin nitrides by N2 plasma nitridations on the nc-Si
dots, the so-called surface-nitrided nc-Si (SN-nc-Si) dots. The nitride system is
commonly known to have a higher density of localized defect sites, but discharge
properties are roughly similar to the Si/SiO2 system [73]. Therefore, a nominal
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number of trap sites on the dotsmay play their role in the charge storage but may not
considerably degrade the device reliability or performance [74]. Figure 15.20 shows
the schematics of the memory structure with the SN-nc-Si dots. Three samples are
prepared, denoted by A (nc-Si dot deposition followed by nitridation), B (nc-Si dot
deposition without nitridation), and C (nitridation without nc-Si dot deposition).
Since the bottom of nc-Si dots is covered by the tunneling oxide layer, the introduced
nitride traps are distributed only on the top or side of nc-Si dots. Based on the facts of
the ultrathin nature of silicon nitrides and the defect density of approximately
1011–1012 cm�2 [75], one may estimate that roughly one or two defects exist on one
SN-nc-Si dot.

High frequency C–V measurements were performed at room temperature to
investigate thememory operations, as shown inFigure 15.21.Aclear hysteresis in the
C–V curves is found with theDVFB of 0.196V in Sample B. No flat-band voltage shift
is observed at the identical measurement in Sample C. The absence of shift may
result from the negligible defects provided by the direct nitridation on the SiO2

surface [76]. The hydrogenpassivation effect on fabrication processesmay be another
reason for the absence of hysteresis [37, 77]. A significant increase inDVFB¼ 0.372V
can be found inSampleA. TheDVFBmeasured in SampleA ismuchgreater than that

Figure 15.18 (a) Schematic diagram of Si self-
aligned doubly stacked dot memory. The
floating gates are self-aligned doubly stacked
dots. Lower dot is smaller than upper one.

(b) Retention characteristics of the self-aligned
double dot memory and the single dot one.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [27].
Copyright (2002) by the IEEE.
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in Sample B and the calculation (DVT
FB ¼ 0:241 V) based on the hypothesis that the

trap sites is provided only by the nc-Si dots. Taking the structure difference between
Samples A and B into account, onemay attribute the extraDVFB to the trap sites from
the silicon nitride defects. An order estimate shows that the additional trap-site
density is also consistent with the defect density of silicon nitrides.

To understand the contributions to charging and dischargingwith the nc-Si dots or
with the traps of nitrides, onemay investigate the time dependences of stored charge
at room temperature. Immediately after thememory nodes were filled with electrons
at a programming voltage of þ 3V, the capacitance was measured at the initial flat-
band voltages of �2.4 and �1.6 V for Samples A and B, respectively, as shown in
Figure 15.22. The measured capacitance is converted to be the ratio of the stored
charge over the initially stored charge. The Curves I and II correspond to discharging
of Samples A and B, respectively. In general, the retention time is defined as the
elapsed time that allows the memory window to become zero [27, 37]. Considering
that the electron injection rate is usually smaller than the loss rate, one may suppose
that the memory window may be zero, when the remaining electrons are 40%.
Therefore, the retention time of Sample B turns out to be 16 h by extrapolating the
Curve II to where 40% electrons remain. Accordingly, the retention time of Sample A
is estimated to be 4580 h by three orders of magnitude longer than that of Sample B.

Figure 15.19 (a) Schematic image of the
multilayerMOS structure; (b) TEM image of the
realized structure with three layers of Si
nanocrystals embedded in SiO2; (c) the
dependence of the memory window on
programming voltage. There are three apparent

stages observed for the three-layer sample and
two stages for the two-layer sample. Each stage
is spaced by approximately 7 V. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [34]. Copyright (2005) by
the American Institute of Physics.
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For a comparison, an increase by two orders of magnitude was observed in a doubly
stacked nc-Si dot memory [27].

The steeper slope of Sample B indicates a larger charge loss rate. The difference in
charge loss rates between SamplesA andB could derive from the difference of charge

Figure 15.21 C–V characteristics of the
samples with different modifications in the
floating gates measured at the identical scan
range and speed. The vertical shift ofC–V curves
is due to the different gate effective thickness.

Samples are denoted by A (nc-Si dot deposition
with nitridation), B (nc-Si dot deposition
without nitridation), and C (nitridation without
nc-Si dot deposition).

Figure 15.20 (a) Schematics of SN-nc-Si dot capacitor memory; the 7 nm nc-Si core was capped
with 1 nm silicon nitride film. (b) Schematics of band diagram; the band bendings are not
considered.
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storage sites: nc-Si dots with traps for the former and nc-Si dots for the latter. It is
notable that the Curve I can be fitted by two straight lines. The charge loss rate of
thefirst part (left-hand side) is larger than that of the secondpart (right-hand side). The
two charge loss rates imply different discharging mechanisms [78]. Empirically, the
first discharge part of Sample A may result from the electrons stored and delocalized
entirely over the nc-Si dots. The shorter distance apart from the channel and
delocalized states may lead to a higher charge-loss rate, as what occurred in Sample
B. The charge loss rate of Sample B is slightly greater than that of the first part
(left-hand side) of Sample A. The discrepancy may result from less delocalized
electrons in the SN-nc-Si dots. The second discharge part may result from the
localized charges in thenitride traps, which is far away from the channel and localized.

The charge storage in the SN-nc-Si dots can be directly identified by means of the
displacement current analysis. Since the displacement current is responsive to
confined charges [79], the analysis allows to explore charge or potential variations
in the embeddedmemory nodes. A group of typical I–Vcharacteristics of SampleA at
room temperature is shown inFigure 15.23. TheVg scanwas performed at 10, 20, and
50mVsteps with the hold time of 10ms and the delay time of 10ms. Voltage step per
such unit time is defined as the scan rate. A single current peak is observed in each
forward and reverse scans. The inset demonstrates that the measured currents are
consistent with each other after the normalization. Therefore, the observed currents
are the displacement current rather than the leakage current. The former is not a true
current across the space but due to charge displacements and is expressed as follows:

ID ¼ CMOS �
dVg

dt
¼ Cox � dVox

dt
ð15:5Þ

where CMOS is the total capacitance of the dielectric layer and the surface space
charge layer of the channel, Vox the potential dropped on the floating gate, and t the
scan time. If there is no change in charge taking place in the sandwich space, the

Figure 15.22 Timedependences of stored charge after the charging of floating gate. The zero point
is the initial flat-band state immediately after the charging. The read voltagewas kept at the initial flat-
band voltage of �1.6 V for Sample A (solid square) and of �2.4 V for Sample B (open circle).
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displacement current must be consistent at an identical scan rate until a change in
the total capacitance happens. Low-frequency MOS capacitances may manifest a
valley at I–V spectroscopy around the depletion region due to the capacitance
change in the space charge layer (Cs). On the contrary, once an electron tunnels
directly into/out of an nc-Si dot, potential of the dot (Vdot) may rise/reduce some
determined by the Coulomb blockade effect [23]. As a consequence, dVdot/dt is no
longer a constant at that moment and causes an additional peak in the correspond-
ing displacement current spectroscopy. The height of current peak represents how
fast the potential of memory nodes is varied. The smaller the variation rate, the
lower the current height is. Therefore, the observed displacement current peaks in
charging/discharging should be considered as a combination, comprising the
current valley and peak from the total capacitance and the change in potential in
the memory nodes.

In order to study the different contributions from the capacitance and from the
memory nodes, one may compare the I–V characteristics of Samples A, B, and C, as
shown in Figure 15.24. It is worthwhile to point out that charge trap centers (usually
defects) could be introduced into the tunneling oxide area uncovered by the nc-Si dots
after nitridation. Capturing and emitting electrons by defects may offer memory
operations as well. However, Figure 15.24b indicates neither direction-dependent
current nor current peaks in Sample C. Therefore, it can be concluded that (1) the
change in total capacitance makes trivial contributions on the current and (2) the
nitrided SiO2 films are unable to perform as memory nodes. The former is probably
derived from carrier generation and recombination at an equal rate in the space
charge layer due to a very low frequency and amoderate doping level of the substrate.
These give rise to a negligible shallow capacitance valley, which is too small to
measure as happened in Sample C. The latter figures out that the nitrided oxide films
in Sample A cannot impact the overall memory operation. Therefore, it is reasonable

Figure 15.23 Vg scan-rate dependences of currents at room temperature. Inset shows the
normalization of the scan rate in unit time.
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to attribute the observed current peaks to charging/discharging with the nc-Si dots
and the SN-nc-Si dots.

As shown in Figure 15.24a, a pair of current peaks with same height and same
FWHM is observed in each forward and reverse voltage scans in Sample B. The
FWHM is commonly derived from the size variation of nc-Si dots and the thermal
activation effect. TheVg at the center of current peak indicates the alignment between
the Fermi level in the silicon substrate and an available energy level in the nc-Si dots.
The peak positions located at �0.689V for the forward scan and �0.460V for the
reverse scan show a shift of 0.229V due to the stored charge. In Sample A, however,
addition to a pair of current peaks, the height of the discharging peak in the reverse
scan is smaller than that of the charging peak in the forward scan. Furthermore, the
peak position shift in Sample A is 0.365V, greater than that of Sample B. The shifts
are analogous to memory windows in the C–V measurements. The enlarged peak
position shift in Sample A, indicating more electrons stored in the SN-nc-Si dots,

Figure 15.24 Room-temperature displacement current at a Vg step of 50mV with hold time of
10 ms and delay time of 10ms. (a) The comparison of Samples A and B; (b) The comparison of
Sample C.
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could be caused by a higher programming voltage due to a smaller flat-band voltage
than that of Sample B.

The smaller discharging current height implies that the charge loss rate is smaller
than the injection rate in the SN-nc-Si dots and the stored charge does not entirely
release from them at that certain Vg. One may suppose that some of the charges
remain and localize in the SN-nc-Si dots in Sample A, while all the stored charge is
delocalize in the entire nc-Si dots in SampleB. The electron charging and discharging
are a combined process by the dual memory nodes: nc-Si dot and silicon nitride film.
Immediately after the programming, the stored electrons are polarized to the top of
SN-nc-Si dot. Subsequently, some of them fall into defect states over there. The
electrons in the defect states could be localized. The electron exchange between the
defect trap and the nc-Si core slows down the charge loss rate and results in a reduced
current peak height in discharging. Therefore, asymmetric pair current peaks of
Sample A are the direct evidence that the stored charge are not only in the nc-Si core
but also in the silicon nitride film. The integration under charging/discharging
current peaks figures out that two-thirds of the stored charge fall into the defect states
at room temperature. Erasing the trapped charges is indicated in the tilt current
region after the discharging peak.

To evaluate different charging/discharging with the nc-Si core and the silicon
nitride defects, one may investigate the temperature dependences of I–V character-
istics. As shown in Figure 15.25, the heights of both charging and discharging
current peaks are found proportionally increased with cooling samples. Correspond-
ingly, the FWHMs become narrow as well. This can be attributed to direct tunneling
into/out of the nc-Si cores because a low temperature causes a narrow distribution of
electron energy and a lower phonon scattering. In charging, the electron relaxation
from the nc-Si cores into the silicon nitride traps is manifested clearly in the
transition that the charging current peak becomes asymmetric when temperature
is below 190K.Most notably, the height of charging current peak is remarkably raised
and the discharging current peak evolves into two peaks located at�1.150V (Peak I)
and�2.075V (Peak II) at 150K. ThePeaks I and IImay correspond to the discharging
from the nc-Si cores and from the silicon nitrides via the nc-Si cores, respectively. The
integration of one charging peak and two discharging peaks shows that equal charge
is involved in programming/erasing. The discharging Peak II replaces the tilted
discharging curve in Figure 15.24 because the deep defects are fully occupied and
cannot accept electrons any more at 150K. Moreover, the stored charge in the silicon
nitride defects turns out to be half the totally stored charge. The reduction from the
two-thirds at room temperature could also result from the occupied deep defects. It
seems that most of the electrons are trapped in the interface between the silicon
nirtride film and the nc-Si core, but not in the silicon nitride bulk since an electric
field is strong enough tomanipulate the trapped electrons in the erasing even at 70 K.
However, the defect states at the interface could be useful at a certain reading voltage
(far smaller than the erasing voltage) and may improve the memory retention time.

The Vg spacing between these two neighboring discharging current peaks turns
out to be a 117meV potential drop between the nc-Si core and the nitride film.
The calculation is based on the quantum effect corrected parallel plate-capacitor
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model [80]. The potential drop can be comprehended as the energy difference
between the confined state of nc-Si cores and the defect trap at the nc-Si/silicon-
nitride interface. The number is consistent with the typical trap energy in silicon
nitrides [81], taking the band offset of Si/Si3N4 system into account. The correlations
between the nc-Si core and the defect traps are illustrated in Figure 15.26. In
programming, electrons directly tunnel into the nc-Si core through the ultrathin
SiO2 barrier and are confined in the nc-Si core. Evidently, fast charging can be
obtained. In the case of storage, some of the stored charges drop into the traps at the
interface between the nc-Si core and the siliconnitride.Much longer charge storage is
feasible. In erasing, the stored electrons in the nc-Si core first tunnel back to the
substrate. Subsequently, the stored electrons at the nc-Si/silicon-nitride interface
move back to the nc-Si core under a higher electric field and finally tunnel back to the
substrate. Therefore, charging and discharging into/out of the SN-nc-Si dot are
dominated by the nc-Si core and silicon nitride, respectively. These advantages allow
the SN-nc-Si capable of nonvolatilememory applications with the fast programming.
The erasing time may be improved using a much thinner silicon nitride film.

A narrow/short (40 nm/50nm) channelMOSFETmemory using a SN-nc-Si dot as
a floating gate was fabricated on a p-type SOI substrate, as shown in the inset of
Figure 15.27. The gate consists of control gate SiO2 (40 nm), an nc-Si core (7 nm in

Figure 15.25 Temperature dependences of I–V characteristics at the temperature from 150 to
300 K.
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diameter) capped with silicon nitride (1 nm), and tunneling SiO2 (1.5 nm). Only one
SN-nc-Si dot is located in the active channel region. The typical Vg dependences of
channel current, indicating amemorywindow, are shown in Figure 15.1. TheVg scan
alters the channel into the accumulation, depletion, and inversion state. The
hysteresis, which does not depend on the Vg sweeping speed and direction, is due
to the electrons being stored in the floating SN-nc-Si dot. TheDVth is experimentally
obtained as 180mV. Themutual capacitances are estimated by the device geometry as
follows: Cfg¼ 1.82 aF, Cfc¼ 2.80 aF, and Ccg¼ 4.16 aF. According to the differential
conductance (dI/dV) in Figure 15.27, one may identify successive nine electrons
charging into and three electrons escaping out of the SN-nc-Si dot in the forward scan

Figure 15.27 The channel current wasmeasured at the source–drain voltage of 10mV, when theVg
changed from �1 to 10 V and returned to �1 V. The inset shows the schematics of a SN-nc-Si dot
floating gate memory.

Figure 15.26 Illustrations of (a) programming
and (b) erasing processes in the SN-nc-Si dot
memory. (1) Electrondirectly tunneling from the
channel to nc-Si core. (2) Electron polarization

to the top of core. (3) Electron drop into
defect traps at the nc-Si/silicon–nitride
interface. (I) The confinement state in the nc-Si
core. (II) The localized state in the defect traps.
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(�1 to 10V) and the reverse scan (10 to �1V), respectively. The calculated DVth by
Eq. (15.3) turns out to be 166mV by the nine-electron storage and is consistent with
the experimental result. Evidently, losing three electrons from the SN-nc-Si dot
reduces DVth to 126mV when Vg is smaller than 2 V. In other words, the number of
stored electrons decreases immediately after the programming, indicating a read
degradation.

A reliable read operation should restrict such degradation and avoid the disap-
pearance of the memory window within a desired time. The read stability of the
device was examined by keeping read at 2V immediately after the programming
(10V) or immediately after the erasing (�4V). Single-electron behaviors, derived
from the electron charging/discharging into/out of the floating SN-nc-Si dot, are
clearly observed at room temperature, as shown in Figure 15.28. Though first several
of the stored electrons escape within initial 102 s, the memory window still survives
after the consecutive read for 103 s. The time can be much longer because the
remaining electrons in the interfacial traps between the nc-Si core and the silicon
nitride film are quite stable [82].

A long-term retention more than 10 years is necessary for a typical flash memory.
However, 10 yearsmay not be absolutely needed for onewho frequently updates data,
for example, every week or month. Contrarily, fast programming, accessing, and
erasing are much more desirable. However, 1 year retention may satisfy someone
who needs a fast flash memory. To measure the retention time, we designed a series
of sequent Vg pulses that allow programming/erasing thememory at 10/�4Vand to
read at 2 V with grounding (power shutting down) separations, as shown in the inset
of Figure 15.29. The duration for programming/erasing, reading, and grounding is
20, 2, and 40 s, respectively. The corresponding channel current was monitored, as

Figure 15.28 The channel current was
monitored at Vg¼ 2 V as a function of waiting
time immediately after the initial programming
(10 V) or erasing (�4 V) voltage pulse (20 s).
The quantized current change is observed due

to discrete emissions or injections of electrons
from/out of the SN-nc-Si dot. The insets show
the gate voltage transient patterns used in this
measurement.
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shown in Figure 15.29. It can be found that the memory turns out to serve with a
superior long retention time by not less than 3� 103 s. The slightly gradual increase
in each currentmesamay result from the impact of the SN-nc-Si dots out of the active
channel. Although the electron injection and emission are random events, most of
the injected/lost electrons happen within initial 102 s. The remained electrons allow
the electron lifetime to become rather long due to the localized charges in the nc-Si
core/Si nitride film interface. Experimentally, the memory state becomes much
stable for 1 year.

15.4.5
Operation Speed and Device Reliability

Electron direct tunneling in the charging and discharging is a critical aspect of the nc-
Si flash memory. Compared to the flash memory using the FN tunneling, the nc-Si
flash memory provides faster programming/erasing by at least several orders of
magnitude due to the direct tunneling. However, measuring the programming/
erasing time is difficult because of the stochastic nature of the tunneling. Roughly,
the programming/erasing time (tt) can be estimated as tt�RtCtt, where Rt is the
resistance of the tunnel barrier andCtt is the total capacitance between the dot and the
channel. The total capacitance for a typical nc-Si memory device is on the order of
10�16 F and Rt is on the order of 108V at the direct tunneling regime [83]. Therefore,
the programming/erasing time is on order of 10�8 s. Tiwari et al. experimentally
demonstrated that the programming time was less than 100s of a nanosecond at
programming voltages below 2.5V and the erasing time required milliseconds at
3 V [29]. Wasshuber figured out that onemust wait for more than 5 ps for an electron
to tunnel with an error probability lower than 10�20 [84].

Figure 15.29 The channel current was monitored at Vg¼ 2 V for 2 s in every 40 s grounding
immediately after the initial programming (10 V)/erasing (�4 V) voltage pulses (20 s). The inset
shows the Vg transient patterns used in this measurement.
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As for the SN-nc-Si dotmemory, the charging time should be the same as that of the
nc-Si dot memory due to the silicon nitride film located on the top of nc-Si core.
However, with regard to the erasing time, a longer time could be consumed to drive
electrons out of the silicon-nitride traps and then to return them back to the channel.
Apparently, the erasing time depends on the erasing voltage and the traps. Therefore,
a trade-off between the erasing time and the retention time should be considered
according to the specific requirements. The SN-nc-Si dot memory operation speeds
were obtained by comparing the real-time channel current with the initial channel
current at 2 V immediately after the programming (10V)/erasing (�4V) Vg pulse.
The pulse duration varies from 10�5 to 100 s. The initial channel current refers to the
totally charged/uncharged current when the SN-nc-Si dots were fully filled/unoc-
cupied by electrons at 10/�4V. As shown in Figure 15.30, the totally uncharged state
can be arrived from the totally charged state by the erasing voltage after not less than
10�3 s pulse duration. That indicates a minimum time of 10�3 s for a completely
erasing. Meanwhile, no remarkable shift toward the totally uncharged state happens
in the programming after not more than 10�5 s programming pulse duration. The
result shows that a complete programming can be obtained within not more than
10�5 s. Judged by the disappearance of memory window, the acceptable memory
operation needs an erasing pulse duration of not less than 10�4 s, which is actually
faster thanTiwari�smemory. Therefore, the programming/erasing time is consistent
with the nc-Si dotmemory, while thememory retention time is significantly extended
byworkingwith nine electrons in the SN-nc-Si dotmemory. The fast operations could
result from the trapped charge in the interface between the nc-Si core and the silicon
nitride film.

The trapped charge ismore sensitivewith amodulated electricfield than that in the
bulk traps of silicon nitride film.
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Figure 15.30 The channel current was measured at Vg¼ 2 V immediately after various
programming (10 V) or erasing (�4 V) gate voltage pulse durations (t) to exploit the operation
speed. The inset shows the Vg transient patterns used in this measurement.
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Direct tunneling in charging and discharging processes, on the other hand, is free
of the hot carrier degradation. Therefore, the much better reliability of tunneling
oxide film is expected in an nc-Si flash memory. As shown in Figure 15.31, Tiwari
reported that the cyclability exceeded 1013 [26], which implies that the nc-Si floating
gate with the ultrathin tunneling oxide film is a reliable structure for the high-
endurance flash memory with the unlimited endurance.

Nitrogen atoms incorporated into a SiO2 thin film is known to be themajor reason
of reliability degradation [85, 86]. However, in the SN-nc-Si dot memory, the utilized
silicon nitride thin film is not the tunnel barrier but the memory node, which is
located on the top of nc-Si core. Carriers do not transport across the nitride thin film
so that the FN tunneling and the hot carrier effect are absent. Moreover, the C–V
measurements on Sample C indicated that the nitrided SiO2 thin film do not
contribute to the memory performance. As shown in Figure 15.32, the cycling
endurance was examined over 106 times of the programming (10V)/erasing (�4V)
voltage pulses with a duration of 1ms. The cycling endurance is capable of extending
to an unlimited extent likewhat a volatilememory exhibits due to the direct tunneling
and the ultrathin silicon nitride film features. The result indicates a superior
tolerance against the conventional Flash memory, which typically allows not more
than 105 programming/erasing cycles due to the tunneling oxide degradation by the
hot carrier effect. A high endurance was also reported based on silicon-nitride/nc-Si
memory structure recently [71].

Figure 15.31 Endurance characteristics of a positive threshold voltage nc-Si MOSFET memory
device due to�2.5 V pulsing for writing (1ms) and erasing (1ms). Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [26]. Copyright (1996) by the American Institute of Physics.
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15.4.6
Summary

Nanocrystalline silicon memory devices manifest low power consumption, fast
programming/erasing speed, long retention time, and superior endurance with
nondestructive read because (1) the Coulomb blockade and quantum confinement
effect enable one single-electron transport. A few or even one single electron can
guarantee a reliable memory state. (2) Electron charge/discharge through an ultra-
thin tunneling SiO2 film is dominated by the nc-Si dot. (3) A repulsive �built-in�
electric field, created and controlled by the charge loss in the nc-Si dots, from nc-Si
dots to silicon substrate may give rise to a long-term retention. (4) Programming and
erasing in the direct tunnel regime and discrete nc-Si dots provide a high tolerance.

The improved retention time was demonstrated by consuming negligible erasing
time in the multiple memory nodes. A smaller charge loss rate than that of single-
layered nc-Si dotswas experimentally demonstrated. Charge storage in a SN-nc-Si dot
is identified by two states: delocalized states in the entire nc-Si dot and localized states
in the defects at the nc-Si/silicon-nitride interface. The former provides fast pro-
gramming and the latter enables long-term retention.

15.5
Comparisons of Emerging Nonvolatile Memory Devices

Providing single-cell electrical programming and fast simultaneous sector electrical
erasing, flash memory architecture combines the best features of various memory
devices. The flash memory has constantly improved over the past decade and is still
expected to show further enhancements over the next decade. The nc-Si memory,
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Figure 15.32 The channel current was measured at Vg¼ 2 V immediately after the memory was
undertaken cycling of programming (10 V, 1ms) and erasing (�4 V, 1ms). The cycling endurance of
more than 106 makes negligible change in the memory window.
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featuring in distributed floating nc-Si QDs and an ultrathin tunneling oxide film, is
considered one of the pioneering candidates for the next-generation flash memory.
However, there are emerging competitors that are based on novel materials,
technologies, or mechanisms.

15.5.1
Silicon Nanocrystals Flash Memory and Other Types of Nonvolatile Memory

Flash memory is a charge storage device, which may have the charge stored in the
following forms: traps on the interface between the multilayer insulator gate
structure (charge trapping) such as SiO2/Si3N4/SiO2 (ONO) or a conducting or
semiconducting layer within insulators (floating gate). The embedded conducting or
semiconducting layer can be of metallic materials [87] or bulk ploy semiconductors
and semiconductor QDs. The floating gate MOSFET is the mainstream of the flash
memory. One flashmemory cell consists of only one transistor, the so-called two-bit-
per-transistor technology. A sufficiently high Vg may drive electrons to tunnel from
the channel Si conduction band to the embedded memory nodes, resulting in the
negative charge accommodation to switch the threshold voltage. Changing the bit�s
state requires removing the stored charge, which demands a relatively large negative
Vg to suck the electrons off the floating gate.

Of late, nonvolatile memory based on totally different mechanisms has been
emerging, such as magnetic RAM (MRAM), ferroelectric RAM (FRAM), phase
change memory (PRAM), and resistive RAM (ReRAM). They offer alternative
advantages to match specific applications [88]. Here, we will not go into details on
the theoretical and experimental work on thembut give a brief summary. Reviews can
be found in many literature [89–92].

MRAMs are based on the magnetoresistive effects in magnetic materials and
structures that exhibit a resistance changewhen an externalmagneticfield is applied.
Two types of MRAM are explored corresponding to giant magnetoresistance (GMR)
and tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR), respectively. The magnetic devices have
the advantages of nonvolatility, good operation speed, and low power consumption.
However, the scalability of the MRAM is poor because (1) a transistor and tunneling
junctions are needed, (2) the magnetic field causes a large fringing field when the
memory cell is reduced, and (3) the current passing through the cell produces the
magnetic field.

In an FRAM, the storage element is a ferroelectric crystal with amobile atom in the
center that can take either of the two stable positions. Applying an electric field across
the face of crystal causes the atom to move in the direction of electric field. Once the
atom is moved, it may remain in the position without the external field and is thus
nonvolatile. The technology is completely different from the floating gate. Since no
voltage-boost charge pump is needed, programming and erasing are fast. However,
the access may destroy the storage state. Therefore, FRAM is not a real nonvolatile
memory. Moreover, the FRAM is not as dense as the nc-Si flash memory because a
ferroelectric crystal is incapable of storing multilevel data and an additional large
capacitor is needed.
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PRAM uses the unique behavior of chalcogenide glass, which can be switched
between two states, crystalline with low resistance state and amorphous with high-
resistance state, by the application of heat. The phase change is a thermally driven
process rather than an electronic process. With appropriate activation energy for
crystallization, it is possible to have high-speed crystallization under programming
conditions while there is very slow crystallization under storage conditions. The
greatest challenge for the PRAM has been the requirement of high programming
current density (>107 A/cm2) in the active volume. The phase change material itself
is in sublithographic dimensions and has a cost disadvantage compared to flash
memory.

ReRAM takes the advantage of voltage-induced resistance bistable switching effect
based onmaterials with strong electron correlations, usually transitionmetal oxides.
Fujitsu announced a breakthrough in which showed by wrapping titanium in nickel
oxide, andby limiting the currentflow from the transistor, the current needed to erase
memory could be reduced down to 100 mA or less, while the whole operation can be
completed in 5 ns [93].

In addition, molecular memory is another single-electron memory approach on a
single-molecular scale [94]. The device exhibits electronically programmable and
erasable memory bits compatible with the conventional flash memory. A molecular
memory cell applicable to a random access has been demonstrated [95]. One of the
most attractive features is that self-assembled circuits can be formed easily due to the
self-growth mechanism [96]. Another example is a novel structure combining nc-Si
dots with a nanoelectromechanical system (NEMS). The NEMS memory has a
mechanically bistable floating gate beam made of nc-Si dots, which act as single-
electron storages [97]. Thememory is expected to have high speed in theGHz regime
since the characteristic frequency increases with decreasing dimension [98].

15.5.2
Silicon Nanocrystals Memory Devices and Other Quantum Dot Memory Devices

Nanocrystalline silicon QDs are often used as memory nodes because of the perfect
interface between Si and SiO2. The interface is most important to the reliable and
reproducible VLSI technology. However, sincemany othermetal and semiconductor
QDs manifest self-assembling growth by particular fabrication methods, additional
advantages and functionalities canbe provided [20, 99]. The single-electron charging/
discharging effects observed in the materials imply that the advantages of the nc-Si
memory can also be realized. Here, we restrict our discussions to representative
semiconductor QDs.

The 4.16% mismatch between the Si and the Ge lattice constants allows nano-
crystalline Ge (nc-Ge) dots self-assemble to incorporate into the Si CMOS technol-
ogy [100]. The smaller bandgap and the light effective masses of carriers allow the
nc-Ge dot to considerably enhance the tunneling current through an empty valence
band. Accordingly, the programming/erasing time can be reduced down. King et al.
demonstrated the superior characteristics of nc-Ge dot memory in terms of the
operation speed and voltage [101].C–Vmeasurements indicated charge storage in the
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nc-Ge dots in many recent literatures [102–104]. Turan found that the hole loss rate
was dramatically reduced by Coulomb blockade from the nc-Ge dots [105]. It has also
been observed that very different characteristics were obtained from the nc-Ge dots
synthesized with different technologies [106, 107]. The distortion and stretch-out of
C–V curves, found in these works, might be related to deep defect traps or high
interfacial states, which make the nc-Ge approach incapable of reliable application
without a new dielectric material solution.

Self-assembled InAs QDs embedded in an InP matrix showed an unusually large
confinement energy of approximately 400meV for hole [108]. Medeiros-Ribeiro
investigated the single-electron charging andCoulomb interaction in InAsQDarrays
by a capacitance spectroscopy study [109]. The large dot areal density and the strong
confinement of hole suggest that the InAs dot could be implemented in optical
memory [110]. Imamura demonstrated a wavelength domain multiplication optical
memory by burying InAs QDs into a Schottky-barrier diode. Instead of electrical
gating, the memory relies on an optical signal by QD bleaching effects: two excited
holes with up and down spins [111]. Lundstrom et al. recently reported the exciton
storage in self-assembled InAs dots embedded in GaAs. The operation depends on
the dissociation and separate storage of optically created excitons [112]. These
achievements allow a possible application in the optical communication, but the
charge holding time is extremely short at room temperature.

15.5.3
Summary

Comparisons of various types of emerging nonvolatile memory technologies show
that the nc-Si memory is a typical hybrid memory with fast programming/erasing
and superior endurance, long retention time with nondestructive read. Although
there is a trade-off between the operation speed and the retention time, the challenge
is to select the particular trade-off to match individual purposes.

The nc-Si memory, which is fully compatible with the well-established Si tech-
nology, shows a proven scalability record against the MRAM, FRAM, and PRAM.
Many other semiconductor QDs can also be incorporated into memory devices in
some specific application fields. However, the poor interfacial state and the low
temperature requirement strongly limit the range of applicable areas and the mass
production. The nc-Si memory is optimum in operational characteristics and
fabrication technologies tomatch the requirements of next-generationflashmemory.

15.6
Concluding Remarks and Prospects

The flash memory using electrically isolated nc-Si dots in an oxide film as a floating
gate has been reviewed. They are operated in terms of the discrete threshold voltage
shifts because charge storage in the dot is self-limited by the Coulombblockade effect
at one single level. The electrically isolated dots immunize the charge leakage
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through localized oxide defects. As a consequence, the performance reliability and
the retention time have been improved. On the other hand, the much thinner
tunneling oxide changes the tunnel current from the conventional FN tunneling to
the direct tunneling in programming and erasing, hence allowing a higher operation
speed and a better cycling endurance. Because the single-electron phenomena take
place in the nanometer-scale dots rather than the othermemory components, the nc-
Si flash memory allows the ultradense scalability. A synergy of the top–down with
bottom–up technologies could be a better way toward the practicable fabrications of
nc-Si memory. The ultimate goal for thememory is few- or single-electron storage in
one single dot, relying on the Coulomb blockade effect as a new transport principle.

Although there are very credible competitions from the emerging nonvolatile
technologies using novelmagnetic, ferroelectric, and phase changematerials, the nc-
Si memory provides the better scalability and the full compatibility with well-
established VLSI technology against theMRAM, FRAM, and FRAM. Single-electron
charging/discharging phenomena also take place in otherQDs, such asGe and InAs.
However, when employing thematerials inmass production, onemay encounter the
issues such as the poor interfacial states and low temperature requirement, which
apparently limit the range of possible application areas. As a consequence, the nc-Si
memory is considered optimum to match the requirements of next-generation flash
memory.

Nevertheless, it is also clear that it will take considerable time tomake thememory
usable for consumers. To resolve fluctuations in threshold voltage, onemay need the
size-uniformed nc-Si dots for large-area assembling. Randombackground charges in
thenanometer-scalememory cellmay be still a problem,whichhinders integration of
technology on a large scale due to device-to-device variations. A peripheral verifying-
circuitry in the memory chip may be required for acceptable error rates.

Dr. Gordon E. Moore had said that no exponential was forever, but we could delay
�forever.� For the flash memory technology, the nc-Si memory is one of the
approaches to delay the virtual end of scaling down. Future memory structures may
rely on totally different fabrication technologies and materials. Self-assembled
molecular memory, for instance, might be an ultimate structure for building
single-electronmemory on a single-molecular level. However, there is a gap between
the current submicrometer-scale memory and the molecular-scale memory tech-
nologies. The nc-Si memory is, therefore, helpful to bridge and realize a transition
from the current VLSI technology to the molecular-scale technology. The well-
established Si fabrication instructions are, therefore, still useful in the future.
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16
Photonics Application of Silicon Nanocrystals
Aleksei Anopchenko, Nicola Daldosso, Romain Guider, Daniel Navarro-Urrios,
Alessandro Pitanti, Rita Spano, Zhizhong Yuan, and Lorenzo Pavesi

16.1
Introduction to Silicon Nanophotonics

For years the semiconductor industry has used larger and larger siliconwafers where
smaller and smaller integrated circuits have been produced both to improve chip
performances and manufacturing yields, and to accomplish the Moore�s law.
Nowadays, multicore processors where billions of transistors are integrated are
facing the interconnection problem because signals at Tb/s rates have to be
exchanged along fast, energy-efficient, and environment-friendly channels. The only
option left is to use the enormous bandwidth of optics as in optical communications.
However, optical interconnect is only one of themain application fields where silicon
photonics is used [1, 2]. Indeed, siliconphotonics is an enabling technology that could
be applied to life science, medicine, sensing, automotive industry, and energetics.
Apart from its good optical properties, its low cost and easy manufacturability, the
main advantage of using silicon for photonics is the possibility to merge electronics
and photonics in the same chip [3]. This results in a high level of functionality and
versatility that can address a broad range of applications while keeping the cost low.

Silicon photonics has been pioneered by Richard Soref during the 1980s [4, 5].
Since silicon is a good optical material, but there is a lack of active devices, the
demonstration of light emission from porous silicon at room temperature by
Canham [6] boosted the research on silicon-based light sources. At the same time,
the concept of siliconmicrophotonics or optoelectronics emerged impetuously [7–9].
But it was only from 2000 that the research field has really boomed (Figure 16.1).

Low-loss silicon stripe waveguides [10] and silicon photonic crystal optical wave-
guides were realized as early as in 2000 [11]. Then, Si-based waveguides were shrunk
resulting in silicon wires (0.1 mm� 0.2mm) and photonic crystal-based waveguides
with low losses (few dB/cm) fabricated both at IBM [12, 13] and at NTT [14]. Recently,
a new concept, slot waveguide, was introduced at Cornell University [15] allowing
mode confinement in a low indexmedium. This concept is getting very popular both
for sensing and for nonlinear optical applications [16]. The problem of coupling
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between optical fiber and silicon waveguides has been solved, among the others, by
the concept of inverted tapers [17, 18] and grating couplers [19].

Light receivers in silicon photonics are easily addressed by integration of
transimpedance amplifier (TIA) and photodetectors. For these last components, the
heterogrowth of germanium on silicon allows the development of high-speed
CMOS-compatible optical receivers [20, 21]. Successful implementation of such a
device has been shown; for example, the 30GHz SiGe photodetector produced at
IBM [22] and the SiGe photodetectors realized at Stuttgart [23] and at MIT [24].

Concerning the transmitters, different approaches to produce a light source have
been attempted since 2000. Unfortunately, there are still no dominant technologies.
Optical gain in silicon nanocrystals (Si-ncs) was demonstrated in Italy in 2000 [25]. In
2001–2004, several breakthroughs were achieved: optical gain in Er-doped Si-nc
waveguide [26], stimulated blue emission in silicon nanoparticles [27], high efficient
electroluminescence in Er-doped devices [28, 29], Raman gain in silicon wave-
guides [30], and, finally, a pulsed Silicon Raman laser were demonstrated [31]. In
2005, bipolar electrical injection was shown in a Si-nc LED [32], while a CW silicon
Raman laser was introduced by INTEL [33]. In 2006, the hybrid silicon evanescent
laser was invented byUCSB and INTEL [34], later on developed into themode-locked
version [35], and an InPmicrodisk laser coupled to siliconwaveguides was fabricated
by IMEC and LETI [36].

Data encoding of the optical signal is not achieved by directmodulation of the light
sources but by using an optical modulator. High-speed GHz modulators were
fabricated at INTEL based onUniversity of Surrey design [37, 38] and by Luxtera [39].
An ultracompact 1.5Gb/s modulator based on ring resonators was fabricated by

Figure 16.1 Schematic evolution of silicon photonics versus the years. The various diagrams in the
insets are courtesy of Ghent University and INTEL.
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Cornell [40], while an ultrafast designwas proposed byMIT for a p–i–n [41] and by the
University of Surrey for p–n structures [42]. Moreover, all optical switching in silicon
was proposed [43] and demonstrated in Si-nc [16], the electro-optical effect in strained
silicon was also demonstrated [44], and a quantum confinement Stark effect
modulator based on SiGe was fabricated [45].

High-quality factor (high-Q ) photonic crystal optical nanocavities were first
demonstrated in Japan (Q> 104 [46] and Q> 106 [47]). Up to 16 Cascade ring
add/drop filters were produced by IBM [48] by using ring resonators. The IBM
team also demonstrated optical buffering of 10 bits at 20Gbps in 100 cascaded ring
resonators [49] and recently fast optical switching [50].

In 2008, the emphasis moved from research and demonstration to commercial
products. Few companies emerged as front-runners in the silicon photonics market.
The big microelectronic giants, such as Intel, IBM, SUN, HP, have aggressive
research programs on silicon photonics. On the other hand, smaller companies and
start-ups are going to market Si-photonic devices. Lightwire Inc. launched a high-
speed interconnect platform optical application-specific integrated circuit (OASIC)
based on its patented silicon photonics [51]. Luxtera Inc. introduced Blazar 40G cable
connector: a monolithic optoelectronic optical active cable operating at 40Gbps that
contains four complete fiber optic transceivers per end, each operating at data rates
from 1 to 10.5Gbps and supporting a reach up to 300m [52]. Kotura Inc. showed the
first example of successful silicon photonics-based product [53]: the UltraVOA array
that provides simple current-controlled optical attenuation (0–40 dB) and enables
ultrafast (300 ns) power management in optical networks.

This short historical overview emphasizes the progress of silicon photonics,
needless to say that we have mostly reviewed the impact on interconnects.

The possibility of low dimensional silicon to tune on one side its electronic
properties and on the other side its dielectric properties allows new phenomena and
device concepts [54, 55]. In this chapter, the exploitation of low dimensional silicon
(i.e., Si-nc) to demonstrate various photonic building blocks for an all Si nanopho-
tonics is reviewed. We will emphasize how Si-nc can serve silicon photonics by
reviewing performances and possibilities of low dimensional silicon in guiding,
modulating and, above all, generating and/or amplifying light. It is worth to note that
themain advantage of usingSi-nc is to integrate light sources and/or amplifierswithin
CMOSphotonics platform. This is the biggest challenge facing siliconnanophotonics.

16.2
Nanosilicon Waveguides and Resonators

16.2.1
General Properties

In Figure 16.2, we show a schematic example of an optical planar waveguide.
It is composed of three dielectric layers: the core (with a refractive index n2) and the

cladding layers (with refractive indices of n1 and n3). Light confinement in the x–y
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plane is achieved by the refractive index difference between the waveguide core and
the cladding layers. Lateral patterning allows to produce light channels (Figure 16.3)
where light is laterally confined too.

Toobtain a single-mode channelwaveguidewith ahigh refractive index contrast, the
waveguide cross sectionmust be reduced to the order of (l/n2)

2, with l thewavelength
of the light. For very high contrasts, for example, silicon (n2¼ 3.45) to air (n3¼ 1.0) or
silicon to silica (n3¼ 1.45),waveguideshavewidths smaller than500nm,with features
that canbe as small as 100nmwhenoperating at telecomwavelengthsbetween1.3 and
1.6mm. Using high refractive index contrast implies not only that the geometrical
features become very small (100–500 nm) but also that they have to be very accurately
fabricated (few nm) to reduce the propagation losses in the waveguide. Different
materials can be used to fabricate the waveguides. Silicon-on-insulators (SOIs
waveguides consist of a thin crystalline silicon layer on top of an oxide cladding layer
(buried oxide or BOX) on a silicon wafer. SOI waveguides have a large refractive index
contrast and are transparent at telecom wavelengths of 1.3 and 1.55mm. For visible
applications, other materials are needed such as Si oxynitride (SiON, n variable
depending on the N content), Si nitride (Si3N4, n¼ 2) [56]. For nanosilicon photonics,
we use Si nanocrystals in SiO2 [57, 58].

A Si-nc waveguide is formed by a core layer of Si-rich Si oxide sandwiched between
Si oxide cladding layers. Refractive indices ranging between 1.45 and 2.2 at 780 nm
have been reported depending on the Si excess content [57]. In these waveguides,
optical losses can have different origins, both intrinsic (absorption, excited carrier

Figure 16.2 Schematic representation of an optical planar waveguide.

Figure 16.3 Different geometries to realize two-dimensional waveguides where Si-ncs are formed
in the waveguide core.
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absorption (CA), and Mie scattering) and extrinsic (scattering losses due to im-
perfections, side wall scattering, and radiation into the substrate). Optical losses of
120–160 dB/cm have been reported for Si-nc in the visible range [58]. Lower values
(about 10 dB/cm) have been reported for thick-slab waveguides at 780 nm and about
3.5 dB/cm at 1000 nm, where Rayleigh scattering is decreased according to the well-
known 1/l6 law [57]. It is clear that the assessment of the losses strongly depends on
the density and the size of the Si-nc. A detailed study as a function of the wavelength
was recently performed [58]. We studied Si-rich silicon oxide and SiO2 (SRSO)/SiO2

multilayer samples grown by reactive magnetron sputtering and then annealed at
high temperature to induce the formation of Si-nc with mean size of 3–4 nm and
density of about 3.5� 1018 cm�3. Propagation losses decrease with increasing
wavelength from about 73 dB/cm (at 785 nm) to 2 dB/cm (at 1630 nm). An analysis
of the different contributions to the optical losses such as Mie scattering and
scattering due to waveguide roughness has been done, allowing to isolate the
contribution due to the absorption losses and, thus, to extract the absorption cross
section at different wavelengths (Figure 16.4). Values of about 3.5� 10�18 cm2 have
been found at 830 nm, increasing with decreasing wavelength.

In addition to the linear losses, other nonlinear losses exist in Si-nc waveguides.
They are mainly due to two-photon absorption or due to excited carrier absorption.
Two-photon absorption coefficient in Si-ncwill be discussed in Section 16.7.Here,we
discuss the excited carrier absorption. In bulk Si, this is due to free carrier and has
been extensively studied [59], while only few works deal with Si-nc [60]. An extensive
study on the carrier absorptionmechanism inmultilayered Si-nc rib waveguides has
been performed [61]. A pump (532 nm) and probe (1535 nm) technique was used to
assess the losses. When the waveguide is optically pumped, carriers are excited
within the Si-nc and contribute to an additional loss term that is proportional to the
number of excited carriers (NCarr) and to their absorption cross section at the signal
wavelength (sCA). Thus, the CA loss coefficient can be written as a function of
the ratio between the transmitted signal when the waveguide is pumped to the

Figure 16.4 (Left) Insertion losses for a rib waveguide 3 cm long. (Right) Absorption losses aabs

(empty symbols) and absorption cross sections sabs (full symbols) as in Ref. [58].
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transmitted signal and when the waveguide is not pumped (usually named signal
enhancement, SE), in the following way:

sCANCarr ¼ � lnðSEÞ
CLpump

; ð16:1Þ

where C is the optical mode confinement factor and Lpump is the length of the
waveguide that is actually excited by the pump. In Figure 16.5a, the transmitted signal
is shown when the pump is switched on. A rapid decrease in transmission is
observed. The dynamics of the decrease is characterized by two timescales, one fast
(on the order of microseconds) and one slow (on the order of seconds). The slow one
is due to thermal effects while the other is due to excited CA. Figure 16.5b shows the
maximum of the excited CA losses as a function of the pump photon flux Wp. A
square root dependence of sCANcarr is observed. CA losses increase with Wp, up to
6 dB/cm for 3� 1020 ph/cm2 s. Since sCA is independent ofWp,Ncarr�Wp

1/2. This is
an indication of Auger-dominated recombination processes in the Si-nc, possibly
between close Si-nc due to their particular close distribution in the multilayered
samples. If we assumeone excited carrier per Si-nc, from sCANcarr¼ 1.4 cm�1, we get
sCA¼ 4� 10�19 cm2 at 1535 nm, when Ncarr¼ 3.5� 1018 cm�3.

The excited carrier absorption has the same characteristic dynamics of the
recombination of exciton luminescence in large Si-nc (see the inset in Figure 16.5).
This indicates that the way to reduce the excited carrier absorption is to decrease the
Si-nc size in the waveguide.

16.2.2
Si-nc Slot Waveguides

As Si-ncs within SiO2 have a relatively low refraction index, their use in conventional
channel waveguideswould result in a large cross section andweak light confinement.
So a new waveguide architecture where light propagates mostly in the low-index

Figure 16.5 Direct measurement of the intensity of a 1535 nm signal for different pump photon
fluxes: (a) full temporal dynamics and (b) carrier absorption losses at 1535 nm as a function of the
photon flux. A square root fit to the experimental data is also shown (solid line). From Ref. [61].
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medium has been proposed: the slot waveguide (Figures 16.2 and 16.6) [15]. Their
typical structure assumes a thin layer of a low refractive index material (nS)
sandwiched between two rectangular-shaped regions of a high-index material (nH).
The principle of operation is the discontinuity of the electric field at the interface
between two dielectrics (Figure 16.6). The electric field component of the quasi-TE
mode in the case of a vertical slot (quasi-TM mode in the case of horizontal slot)
undergoes a discontinuity that is proportional to the square of the ratio between the
refractive indices of the silicon and the low refractive index slot (nH/nS)

2 [15]. This
discontinuity is such that the field is much more intense in the low refractive index
slot region than in silicon. As thewidth of the slot is comparable to the decay length of
the field, the electrical field remains high across the slot, so the power density in the
slot part ismuchhigher than in the silicon regions. For example, the fraction of power
transmitted in a sub-100 nm wide slot can be higher than 40% of the total guided
power. This waveguide geometry can be used in many photonic devices, as high-Q
Fabry–Perot resonators [62] or ring resonators.

16.2.3
Ring Resonators Based on Slot Waveguides

Ring resonators are versatile building blocks widely used in photonics [49]. A way
to excite the modes in a ring is to couple it with a waveguide so that the evanescent
tails of the optical mode are confined in the waveguide and in the ring overlap.
Under this condition, optical energy transfer to the ring and back to the
waveguide may occur. Figure 16.7a represents schematically a ring resonator
structure. To have a resonance, the optical path length in the ring should be a
multiple of the wavelength or mlm¼ 2pR neff, where R is the ring radius, neff is
the effective refractive index of the waveguide, lm is the resonance wavelength, and
m is an arbitrary integer.

The gap width g drastically influences the coupling in the ring resonator. It can be
controlled by lithographically adjusting it.Wehave tested inRef. [63] several structures

Figure 16.6 (a) Vertical slot waveguide field profile for the quasi-TE polarization. (b) Horizontal
waveguide field profile for the quasi-TM polarization. The light propagates in the z-direction.
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with different gaps, ring radii, and waveguide widths. Figure 16.7b shows a cross-
sectional view of the sandwich slot waveguide used to realize the ring resonator
structures. The waveguides are fabricated on SOI wafers with 220nm thick Si layer
and2mmthickBOX.ASiOx layer of 110 nmwas grownby plasma-enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PECVD) and annealed at 1000 �C in order to promote Si-nc
formation by Si/SiO2 phase separation. 250nm thick amorphous silicon was then
deposited to produce the horizontal slot waveguide. A scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) image of the slot structure is shown in Figure 16.7c.

The most important parameter of a resonator is its Q factor, which is defined as
Q¼ lm/DlwithDl the resonancemode linewidth. It is directly linked to the losses in
the slot waveguide and to the single resonance width. Table 16.1 lists the results of a
detailed test of slot waveguide-based ring resonators. Such Q-values are the largest
ever reported for ring resonators fabricated by optical lithography and are of the same
order of magnitude as the ones reported by [64] for similar structures fabricated by e-
beam lithography.

The free spectra range (FSR), that is, the wavelength separation between two
adjacent resonant peaks, may be tuned by properly choosing the ring radius R. The
spectral responses of ring resonators as a function of the ring radius have been
recorded in the wavelength range 1560–1620 nm. Figure 16.8 shows the results.
From top to bottom, the radius of the ringR increases from 10 to 40 mm.As expected,
a decrease in the FSR as R gets larger has been observed. We found FSR values of

Figure 16.7 (a) Ring resonator layout, (b) cross-sectional view of the sandwich slot waveguide, and
(c) SEM image of a horizontal slot waveguide structure [63]. R is the ring radius, g is the
waveguide–ring gap distance, and W is the waveguide width.

Table 16.1 Experimental data of ring resonator structures fabricated by deep UV lithography.

W (mm) g (mm) R (mm) lo (nm) l3dB (nm) ER (dB) Q

0.5 0.25 10 1602.63 0.1418 � 15.2 11 300
15 1608.43 0.1284 � 9.2 12 500
20 1594.22 0.1630 � 8.2 9800

Wdenotes the waveguide width, g the gap,R the ring radius, lo resonance central wavelength,Dl3dB
the bandwidth, ER the extinction ratio, and Q the quality factor [63].
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about 11 nm in structures with a ring radius of 10mm, regardless of the waveguide
width and the gap distance. For some applications, in which a large FSR is required,
small ring radii are needed. However, optical losses in such small rings, if fabricated
with standard optical lithography, may drastically limit the Q factor to few
hundreds [65].

16.3
Nanosilicon Cavity-Based Devices

Optical properties of nanosilicon-based materials, extensively described in the next
sections of this chapter, can be further enhanced incorporating Si-nc in smart
dielectric devices. In particular, dielectric microcavity-based devices increase the
light–matter interaction slowing down the group velocity of light (slow-wave devices)
or provide an optical feedback to allow lasing (Fabry–Perot, whispering gallery mode
(WGM) active resonators).
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Figure 16.8 TM-likemode transmission spectra through a 500 nmwaveguide coupled to ringswith
different radii of, from top to bottom, 10, 15, 20, and 40mm, respectively.
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16.3.1
Slow-Wave Devices

The decrease in the group velocity of light (i.e., the generation of slow light) inside
a dielectric device allows to increase nonlinear effects [66], realize delay lines, or
shift the carrier frequency of a pulse traveling inside the structure. Slow light
technology is nowadays widely used in various devices such as optical fibers [67]
and photonic crystals [68]. In waveguide technology, coupled resonator optical
waveguides (CROWs) [69] in which the light propagates through coupled resonators
have been realized, obtaining a delay as high as 500 ps [70]. The latest approach is the
realization of slow-wave devices based on slot waveguide structures, in which the
group velocity of light can be controlled and, at the same time, the electric field can be
localized in the low-index slotted material. Structures based on photonic crystals
waveguides (PhCWs) [71] and channel waveguide [72, 73] have been designed and
realized.

Figure 16.9 shows the SEM picture and the photonic band structure of a slotted
photonic crystal waveguide. It is clear that while PhCWs can achieve very low
propagation losses of the propagating Bloch modes, their integration in optical
circuits appears difficult due to their strong planar structure. A higher degree of
compactness can be achieved by designing a photonic crystal structure along a

Figure 16.9 Top: an SEM image of a fabricated slotted photonic crystal waveguide SPhCW device
and zoom-in image of the slot termination section. Bottom: band diagram in normalized frequency
and wave vector units. Picture taken from Ref. [71].
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channel waveguide. A careful design of a one-dimensional photonic crystal on a
vertical slot waveguide structure (see Figure 16.7a) has been performed to realize
Bragg mirrors with a photonic bandgap centered around 1.55mm [72].

Figure 16.10 reports the bandgap maps for quasi-TE and quasi-TM polarizations
for different realizations of the photonic crystal structure. The partial corrugation
of the waveguide (Figure 16.10, panels b and c) lowers the propagation losses of
the field inside the slot granting good guiding properties. A quasiflat band, few
tens of nanometers wide, is obtained by careful engineering of a 5-coupled
cavities structure (total length shorter than 10mm). A particular care has been
taken to the design of the first and last mirrors, relaxing the limitation induced
byfinite-size effect [74].Moreover, a tapering of thefirst and last period in eachmirror
has been realized.

Since vertical slot waveguides are difficult to produce, a slow wave structure based
on a completely etched Bragg mirror configuration in an horizontal slot waveguide
has been designed and fabricated (Figure 16.11) [73].

The transmission spectrum of the slow wave structure is reported in Figure 16.12.
It is possible to recognize the bandgap and the Bloch mode peak for the wavelength
resonant with the cavity mode (Figure 16.12a). The spectral features simulated with
finite-difference time-domain algorithm (Figure 16.12b) reproduce in the experi-
mental data.

Figure 16.10 Bandgap maps for the quasi-TE (circle) and the quasi-TM (disk) for different comb-
like structures realized on a Si-based vertical slot waveguide. Picture taken from Ref. [72].
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16.3.2
Si-nc Active Microdisks

It is well known that light can propagate inside a dielectric structure by total reflection
of light at the dielectric interface. Eventually, the reflected ray can interfere con-
structively leading to the formation of guided modes inside the structure. In a
dielectric with azimuthal symmetry geometry (a disk, ring, or sphere), optical guided
modes have to fulfill constructive interference after a round trip, which determines a
mirrorless cavity. These optical modes are called whispering gallery modes, since

Figure 16.12 (a) Experimental measurement
of the coupled resonators optical waveguide
structure (l0¼ 1.45mm) for quasi-TM-polarized
light. The arrow shows the cavity peaks

(inset, insertion losses of the device).
(b) 3D FDTD simulation of the device
with a single cavity and the Bragg mirror
(l0¼ 1.55mm).

Figure 16.11 (a) SEM image of the photonic crystal structure processed on a horizontal slot
waveguide (top view). (b) Quasi-TM bandgap in the high-symmetry X point for different trench
etching widths.
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they were first observed for acoustic wave in the dome of the St. Paul cathedral in
London and mathematically described by Rayleigh [75]. In the 1960s, optical WGMs
were observed for the first time in solid-state laser.

From the first studies on microspheres and microdroplets, advanced lithographic
technique allowed the creation of micrometric size rings, disks, or even toroids [76].
The quality factors of this kind of cavity can be as high as 106 for passive SiO2-based
devices. Such high-quality cavities can be employed in a wide range of applications,
such as frequency comb generators [77], optomechanics [78], or environmental
sensors [79]. Lately, they are widely used as an experimental platform to study cavity
quantum electrodynamic (CQED) fundamental physics [80].

Active based WGM cavities can be fabricated by using nano-Si. Si-ncs have a
strong emission band (and a strong absorption cross section) in the visible: while
the emission can be exploited to pump energy into the cavity without resorting
to micrometric precision alignment systems, the material absorption losses
lower the quality factor to 103–104 in the visible region for micrometric-sized
devices [81, 82]. The most appealing feature of active microdisk devices is the
possibility to obtain lasing in nano-Si, in analogy with the III–V material low-
threshold WGM laser.

Active microdisks have been fabricated by using PECVD and optical lithogra-
phy [82]. A typical spectrum from a single WGM microdisk cavity is shown in
Figure 16.13.

In analogy with standard quantum mechanics, we can associate with each
resonance an �optical quantum number�: the radial number r (number of field
antinodes along radial direction inside the microdisk) and the azimuthal numberm
(number of field nodes along the circumference). In thin disk, it is possible to
recognize the differentWGM families, represented in Figure 16.13 with the notation
(r,m). Thematerial characteristics influence the cavity behavior. For example, pump-
induced losses as carrier absorption (see Section 16.2.1) degrade the cavity Q when
the pump power is increased, as reported in Figure 16.14.

But nanosilicon-based materials have been widely employed in microcavities not
only as luminescent center but also as thermo-optical switch [83] or as scattering
center to perform fundamental physics measurement in the near-IR [84].

In the thermo-optical switch, a thin layer of Si-nc in silicon oxide matrix is coated
around a silica microsphere. By pumping the thin layer of Si-nc with an Ar laser, it is
possible to cause a geometric, heating-induced dilatation in the sphere, changing the
resonance position, in such a way that the near-IR resonant signal can be transmitted
through the tapered fiber coupled to the microsphere, as shown in Figure 16.15.

16.4
Si-nc-Based Visible Optical Amplifiers

Silicon nanocrystals provide a promising material for optically pumped (and even
electrically, see Section 16.6) amplification both in the infrared (see Section 16.5) and
in the visible wavelength regions. Hereafter, we focus on how Si-ncs are themselves
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an optical active material at visible wavelengths, while in next section we review how
they can efficiently sensitize Er ions for light amplification at 1.54mm.

Optically pumped gain in Si-nc thin films has been reported by several research
groups, notably by our laboratory [85–88]. We have shown amplified spontaneous

Figure 16.14 Q-factor dependence on pump power in a Si-nc-based microdisk resonator.

Figure 16.13 SEMpicture (a) andWGMspectrum (b) of a single Si-nc-basedmicrodisk resonator.
The resonance positions have been calculated using an FDTD algorithm.
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emission (ASE) from Si-nc grown by different techniques (ion implantation [25],
PECVD [87, 88], electron evaporated superlattices [89], andmagnetron sputtering) by
means of VSL (variable stripe length) technique in the CW (continuous wavelength)
and TR (time-resolved) regime, where the luminescence of Si-nc is used as a probe
beam and one looks for enhancement as it propagates in an optically pumped
waveguide. Figure 16.16 shows the most representative results on Si-nc PECVD
samples. Loss or gain can be measured by VSL technique (a scheme of the method

Figure 16.15 Experimental setup for the thermo-optical switch characterization. Picture taken
from Ref. [83].

Figure 16.16 (a) Amplified spontaneous
emission versus the pumping length for two
pumping powers at 800 nm. (b) Time-resolved
ASE for various pump powers and excited
volumes. The inset shows a scheme of the VSL
method. (c) Summary of the optical properties
of Si-nc. (d) Transmitted intensity versus the

wavelength for different power density by pump
and probe measurements. Dark line refers to
the transmission of the sample without pump.
The inset shows the idea of the experiment.
(e) Pump and probe experiments with chopped
probe signal at 2 kW/cm2 (top panel) and 50W/
cm2 pump intensity (bottom panel).
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is shown in the inset of panel b) depending on the pump power (Figure 16.16a). By
modeling the system within a one-dimensional amplifier scheme the gain spectrum
can be obtained. A summary of the emission, absorption, and gain spectra for a
representative Si-nc sample is reported in Figure 16.16c. Absorption increases
strongly at short wavelengths while emission (both spontaneous and stimulated)
occurs at long wavelengths. At the same time, the gain and luminescence spectra
peak at different wavelengths, which indicates that either only the small Si-ncs have
strong gain or that gain and luminescence have a different origin. In the TR spectra
obtained by VSL method, a fast recombination component appears in the decay
dynamics (Figure 16.16b) that disappears when either the excitation length l is
decreased at afixed pumpdensity power Jpump orwhen Jpump is decreased for afixed l.
These observations rule out the nonradiative Auger processes as the origin of the
observed fast component since the intensity does not depend on the excitation length
l, whereas the fast recombination peaks critically depend on the pumping length,
keeping fixed the excitation conditions.

Gain has also been observed in signal amplification (i.e., pump and probe)
experiments (Figure 16.16d and e) [87]. A red signal beam is transmitted through
a thin (200 nm) layer of Si-nc on a quartz substrate and at the same time a blue pump
beam is exciting the Si-nc. When the pump beam is weak, the transmission through
the Si-nc is mostly unaffected by the presence of the probe beam. On the contrary,
when the pump beam is strong, the transmission through the Si-nc gets larger than
one: population inversion is reached and amplification of the signal observed.

Although a full theoretical model of the stimulated emission process in Si-nc is
still lacking and the observed characteristics cannot be explained only on the basis of
electron localization in the nanocrystals, a model to explain all these observations
has been proposed [87]. The gain is associatedwith a four-level system. It is alsoworth
to note that strong lattice relaxation (bond deformation) occurs when the Si-ncs are
excited, and in a configurational coordinate diagram, this can be associated with a
four-step process. Although this is still a phenomenological model, which does not
refer to a developed theory of the optical properties of Si-nc in SiO2 and of their
interfaces, a physical interpretation of these levels has been suggested. It has
been proposed that interface radiative states associated with oxygen atoms play a
crucial role. They can be associated either with the formation of silicon dimers [90] or
with Si¼O bonds [91] at the interface between the Si-nc and the oxide or within
the oxide matrix. X-ray measurements and ab initio calculations [92] showed the
presence around the Si-nc of a strained SiO2 region (about 1 nm) participating in
the light emission process. One can speculate that this stressed SiO2 shell enhances
the formation of interface oxygen-related states on the surface of Si-nc or
decreases the nonradiative Auger rate because of the resulting smoothing of the
potential barriers, thus influencing the optical gain. Similar results have been
obtained also by Monte Carlo simulations [93], and the role of the chemical
passivation of Si-ncs has been pointed out in a recent experimental work [94], in
which the coupling between surface vibrations and fundamental gap as well as the
increase of interaction between them at the strong confinement regime are proposed
to interpret light emission.
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16.5
Nanosilicon-Based Infrared Optical Amplifiers

When a Si-nc-based waveguide is codoped with rare earth ions, an erbium-doped
waveguide amplifier (EDWA) is within reach. EDWAs afford advantages with respect
to erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs), which are well established in long-haul
transmission. Reducing their size and cost forwidespread integration presentsmajor
difficulties: ion pair interactions, combined with the small excitation cross section of
the Er3þ ion, necessitate the use of long lightly doped fibers. Moreover, high-power
(and therefore expensive) laser diodes tuned to specific Er3þ transitions are required
as pump sources. Clearly, a breakthrough would be a new gain medium that enables
broadband optical or electrical excitation of rare earth ions, with a potential 100-fold
reduction in pump costs, and provides order-of-magnitude enhancements in effec-
tive absorption cross sections. The new gain medium could be based on broadband
sensitizers that absorb the excitation and transfer it to the rare earth ions. This relaxes
the stringent conditions for the pump source and raises the efficiency of the optical
amplifier. A good sensitizer has to have a high absorption cross section and has to
efficiently transfer energy to Er3þ .

Si-ncs have typical absorption spectra that depend on the average size of the Si-nc
but that usually start to be appreciable near 600 nm and grow toward shorter
wavelengths (see Figure 16.16c). The absorption cross sections are in the order of
10�16 cm2 around the 488 nm region that is five orders of magnitude higher than the
absorption cross section of Er3þ in stoichiometric silica (1� 10�22 cm2 at 477 nmand
8� 10�21 cm2 at 488 nm). In addition, it has been demonstrated that Er3þ -doped
silica containing Si-nc produced by cosputtering, plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition, or ion implantation exhibits a strong energy coupling between Si-nc and
Er3þ [111]. Quantum efficiencies greater than 60% and fast Si-nc-to-Er3þ transfer
rates have also beenmeasured. In addition to the increase in effective excitation cross
section (sexc) of the indirectly excited Er3þ , Si-ncs increase the average refractive
index of the dielectrics, allowing good light confinement, and conduct electrical
current that opens the route to electrically pumped optical amplifiers.

It has also been seen that the shape of the Er3þphotoluminescence (PL) spectra at
low pumping powers when placed in a SiO2 matrix is almost independent of the
presence of the Si-nc on the matrix, which indicates that Er is surrounded by oxide.
However,many aspects of the exact nature of the interaction between Si-nc and Er are
still controversial. In particular, to engineer the system with the aim of achieving net
optical gain in the amplifiers, the role of detrimental processes is to be figured out.
Figure 16.17 summarizes the various mechanisms and defines the related cross
sections for this system. Excitation of Er3þ occurs via an energy transfer from
photoexcited e–h pairs that are excited in the Si-nc: the overall efficiency of light
generation at 1.535 mm through direct absorption in the Si-nc is described by an
effective Er3þ excitation cross sectionsexc. On the other hand, the direct absorption of
Er3þ ions and the emission from Er ions are described by absorption (sabs) and
emission (sem) cross sections, respectively. The typical radiative lifetime of Er3þ is of
9ms,which is similar to the one of Er3þ in pure SiO2. Several authors have suggested
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different channels for the quenching of the Er emission such as cooperative
upconversion [98], excited state absorption [99], and Auger de-excitation [100].

Table 16.2 summarizes the various cross sections reported in the literature. It is
important to note the five-order of magnitude increase in sexc and the fact that this
value is conserved when electrical injection is used to excite the Si-nc. In addition,
despite erroneous literature reports [101] on an enhanced sem, more reliable data
show that its value is almost the same as that of Er in silica.

The main obstacles to achieve net optical amplification in Si-nc-based EDWA are
carrier absorption losses [61] and the low number of Er ions coupled to Si-nc
(few percentages). The reason for this low number is still unresolved [102, 103].
Recently, our group focused on eliminating the CA issue in silicon-rich silica oxide
(SRSO) Er-doped layers [104]. The CA-induced losses are proportional to the exciton
density in Si-nc; thus, to reduce the CA, a faster exciton recombination in small

Figure 16.17 Diagramof the excitation process of Er3þ ions via a Si-nc, with themain related cross
sections.

Table 16.2 Summary of the various cross sections at 1.535mm of Er3þ in various hosts.

Cross section Er in SiO2

(cm2)
ER in Si
(cm2)

Er in Si-nc
(cm2)

References

Effective excitation cross
section of luminescence by pumping
at 488 nm

1–8� 10�21 3� 10�15 1.1–0.7� 10�16 [95]

Effective excitation cross
section of electroluminescence

4� 10�14 1� 10�14 [96]

Emission cross section 6� 10�21 5–10� 10�21 [97]
Absorption cross section 4� 10�21 2� 10�20 5–10� 10�21 [97]
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nanocrystals and/or a faster carrier population depletion (due to, for example, a
transfer mechanism) is needed. In order to realize this, an intensive sample
optimization has to be performed to achieve a high Er3þ photoluminescence signal
with indirect excitation together with a long PL lifetime, maintaining a low Si excess
in the sample to keep small Si-ncs. This ensures an efficient energy transfer and, in
addition, a reduction in the CA within the Si-ncs.

Themost general requirement for realizing an optical amplifier is to have an active
material that can provide high enough net optical gain to compensate for the passive
losses (propagation and coupling losses) of the waveguides. In our case, propagation
losses (measured at 1600 nm) do not depend strongly on the channel widths and
show an average value of about 3.5 dB/cm with the best value of 2.6 dB/cm. It is
worth to note that material losses in a nonprocessed layer have been found as low as
1–2 dB/cm by SES (shift excitation spot) measurements [105].

Figure 16.18 reports the absorption and emission spectrum for 5mmwide channel
waveguide. From this result, it is possible to extract an absorption loss coefficient at
1535 nm of about 4 dB/cm. Hence, if the whole population is inverted and the
propagation losses are of 3 dB/cm, net optical gain would be achieved.

Figure 16.19 shows pump and probe measurements performed for two different
probe wavelengths: at the Er3þ emission spectrum peak (1535 nm) and almost
outside the emission spectrum (1610 nm). Under these conditions, the ions are
excited by pumping both nonresonant and resonant with Er3þ ions� internal
transitions (respectively, l¼ 476 nm and l¼ 488 nm). The internal gain is almost
zero within the error bars in a wide range of pumping powers. At higher powers,
g shows a positive value for the Er-gain peak wavelength probe (1535 nm) while
remaining zero for the probe wavelength outside the Er emission peak (1610 nm). In
this particular case, the confinement factor of the waveguide, that is, the fraction of
light traveling through the active region, is about 0.7. Therefore, at those photon
fluxes a maximum internal gain of more than 1 dB/cm has been measured. The
internal gain for the 1610 nm probe wavelength appears to be independent of the
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Figure 16.18 Absorption and emission (476 nm, 1.2� 1018 ph/(cm2 s)) spectrum of the rib
waveguide sample (5mm width) [105].
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pump photon flux, which means that the CA losses are negligible in this device. By
comparing themeasured signal enhancement (about 1 dB/cm) with the absorption
coefficient at 1535 nm (about 4 dB/cm), the fraction of erbium coupled to Si-nc
in our system can be estimated at 25%of the optically active Er ions. This represents
by far the largest improvement from the few percentages reported in the literature
so far.

To improve this result, our group looked into the possibility of an Auger back-
transfer issue, performing fast (nanosecond) time-resolved IR spectroscopic mea-
surements [106]. In fact, one interpretation of the transfer mechanism suggests an
Auger-like transfer followed by a fast backtransfer between excited Er3þ and excitons
within the Si-nc, limiting the active Er3þ to few percentages that is susceptible to be
excited through indirect energy transfer [107]. Under this scenario, the dynamics of
the process can be separated in two different contributions: (i) one fast (nanoseconds)
transfer to the first excited state of Er3þ , through which it is possible to indirectly
excite around 50% of the Er population, followed by a fast (nanoseconds) Auger
backtransfer mechanism from excited Er3þ to excitons in Si-nc that acts as a
nonradiative quenching; (ii) one slow (microseconds) transfer to higher Er3þ levels
throughwhich it is possible only to excite few percentages of the Er3þ population. In
our samples also, there are two processes present in the 1.55 mm emission (inset of
Figure 16.20): one fast (tens of nanoseconds, rise and decay) and one slow (micro-
seconds, rise). However, spectral analysis showed a fast decaying signal even for
wavelengths outside the Er3þ emission spectrum. Figure 16.20 shows the results of
integrating the fast (first 200 ns) and slow (from 200 ns to 2 ms) decays separately as a
function of the wavelength. Since it does not show the typical Er3þ spectral features,
the fastmechanism is not associatedwith Er3þ ions emission.On the other hand, the
slow part clearly reproduces the Er3þ emission spectra, showing both the 980 nm
(4I11/2 ! 4I15/2) and the 1.55mm (4I13/2 ! 4I15/2) transitions. It is worth noting that
the intensity of the first transition appears higher than the second one due to the
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Figure 16.19 Pump and probe measurements on sample A for probe wavelengths of 1535 and
1600 nm.
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much shorter lifetime (microseconds compared to milliseconds). Therefore, Er3þ

ions are excited very fast (tens of nanoseconds), and once excited the level population
dynamics is similar to that observed in a normal glass, without signs of energy
backtransfer to the Si-nc. As a consistency check, the same measurements were
performed in samples with the same Si-nc composition but without Er3þ , revealing
only a fast component in the IR region. It is thus possible to conclude that Auger
backtransfer is not relevant in high-quality samples.

16.6
Nanosilicon-Based LED and Solar Cells

16.6.1
Si-nc-Based LED

One of themore appealing properties of Si-nc is the possibility to get light by current
injection into the Si-nc and thus enabling LEDs [108–111]. The main difficulty in
obtaining efficient LEDs is to get efficient carrier injection. Interesting results have
been obtained by the Stockholm group [112] in ion-implanted samples, showing
maximum external quantum efficiency of about 3� 10�5. Similar data have been
obtained in PECVDSi-nc [113]. Field effect-induced luminescence has been achieved
by alternate tunnel injection of electrons and holes into Si nanocrystals with external
quantum efficiencies of 0.03% [114]. Materials with optical properties different
from SiO2, such as Si nitride, have also been used as host matrices [115]. LEDs based
on Si/SiO2 superlattices were fabricated either byMBE [116] or by LPCVD [117, 118]:
both PL and EL were observed. Lifetime tests of several LEDs showed stable
continuous operation for over 1 year.
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On the other hand, the electrical injection into Si-nc is a delicate task by itself.
Indeed, in most of the reported devices, electroluminescence is produced either by
blackbody radiation (the electrical power is converted into heat that raises the sample
temperature which, in turn, radiates) or by impact excitation of electron–hole pairs in
the Si-nc by energetic electrons that tunnel through the dielectric by a Fowler–Nord-
heim process (see Figure 16.21). Electron–hole pairs excited in this way recombine
radiatively with an emission spectrum that is very similar to that obtained by
photoluminescence. The problem with impact excitation is its inefficiency (maxi-
mum quantum efficiency of 0.1%) and the damage it induces in oxide due to the
energetic electronflow.Toget a high electroluminescence efficiency, one should try to
get bipolar injection. However, bipolar injection is extremely difficult to achieve. In
fact, the effective barrier for tunneling of electrons is much smaller than the one for
holes (see Figure 16.21).

Despite some claims, most of the reported Si-nc LEDs are impact ionization
devices: electron–hole pairs are generated by impact ionization by the energetic free
carriers injected through the electrode. Another recent work reports on a FET
structure where the gate dielectric is a thin oxide with a layer of Si-ncs [32, 119].
In this way, by changing the sign of the gate bias, separate injection of electrons and
holes in the Si-nc is achieved. Luminescence is observed only when both electrons
and holes are injected into the Si-nc. By using this pulsing bias technique, alternate
charge carrier injection is achieved that leads to high efficiency in the emission of the
LED. Electrical charge injection and charge trapping effects in Si-nc-based LEDs

Figure 16.21 Schematic view of the process of generation of electron–hole pairs in silicon
nanocrystals by impact excitationor direct tunneling: cb or vb refer to the conductionor valenceband
edges, while Ox refers to the silicon oxide barrier.
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prepared by PECVD are examined in detail by current-voltage (I-V) capacitance-
voltage (C-V) and impedance measurements [120, 121].

A typical Si-nc LED structure is a metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) capacitor or
transistor (Figure 16.22). Si-ncs are embedded in the SiO2 layer of theMOS structure
and have been formed from silicon-rich silicon oxide (SRO) or oxy-nitride by a high-
temperature annealing. The Si-nc layer can be replaced with a multilayered Si-nc/
SiO2 oxide. Using multilayer structures in electroluminescence experiments has a
relatively long history [122–126]. Nowadays, interest in multilayers has been re-
vived [127–129], supported by several enhanced properties of themultilayer LEDwith
respect to a single-layer nanocrystalline silicon LED: low turn-on voltages, low leakage
currents, high nanocrystal density, and more uniform nanocrystal size. The main
advantage of the multilayer structure is the possibility of exercising a better control
over the nanocrystal formation through the confined silicon growth and, hence, the
possibility of accurately designing the nanocrystalline silicon layer of the LED.

The conductivity of the multilayer Si-nc LED is controlled by direct tunneling of
electrical charges between Si nanocrystals [130]. The I-Vcharacteristic of such devices
is strongly superlinear (Figure 16.23) with two distinct regions being observed in the
log–log plot. The current density shows aweak increase in the low electricfield region
(for the multilayer devices, it is up to 0.5MV/cm) and increases much faster in the
region of high fields. At the low electric fields, the current density of a sample with a
multilayer structure formed by SRO 3 nm/SiO2 2 nm is two orders of magnitude
larger than that of a single-layer reference sample with the same average silicon
content. With increasing electric field strength, the difference between the current
densities of single layer andmultilayer becomes smaller. The enhanced current at the
low electric fields in themultilayer device originates from the direct charge tunneling
from the substrate into the silicon nanocrystals and, then, into the gate. In the
multilayer structure, highnanocrystal density is expected, that is, siliconnanocrystals
are closer and the oxide thickness among them is reduced, which facilitates the
charge transport.

Figure 16.22 LED schematic cross section (top), top view of the LED (bottom right), and TEM
image (bottom left) of the nc-Si/SiO2 multilayer (annealed structure of SRO 4nm/SiO2 2 nm, 5
periods) [127].
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Direct tunneling is not only less destructive than the Fowler–Nordheim tunneling
but also presents amore efficient way of injecting charges into the nanocrystals. This
is evident from Figure 16.24, which compares two Si-nc LEDs with these two
injection mechanisms: multilayer LED with the dominant direct tunneling and
single-layer LED with the dominant Fowler–Nordheim tunneling. This figure also
shows a typical dependence of electroluminescence emission on the injected current,
which is a linear function in bilog coordinates. Another important property of the
multilayer LED is the lower operating voltages than in the commonSi-nc LEDs. In the
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Figure 16.24 Total electroluminescence intensity as a functionof injected current and gate voltage.
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example shown in Figure 16.24, these voltages are below 5V, which is of interest for
Si-nc LED applications.

16.6.2
Si-nc-Based Solar Cells

For silicon solar cells, the efficiency limit is partly caused by an underuse of photons
with energy higher than bandgap due to thermalization of hot carriers (thermali-
zation losses) [131] and by the loss of subbandgap photons present in sunlight (IR
losses). On the contrary, in the third-generation photovoltaics (PVs) [132–134],
thermalization losses are reduced by using tandem cells [135], hot carrier cells [131],
down converter cells [136, 137], and multiple exciton generation (MEG) solar
cells [138–141]. IR losses might be overcome by intermediate band solar cells [142]
where the subbandgap photons are absorbed through intermediate level/band
present in the bandgap (known also as impurity photovoltaic effect [142]) or by
coupling the cell with an upconverter material that absorbs two or more subbandgap
photons and emits photons with energy larger than the bandgap of the cell
material [136, 143]. Therefore, the theoretical efficiency of the third-generation solar
cells can be well beyond the detailed balance limit of approximately 31%under direct
AM1.5 sunlight for the so-calledfirst-generation crystalline silicon solar cells [144]. In
all these concepts, nanocrystallinematerials and silicon, in particular, are supposed to
play an important role [145, 146].

There are many applications of Si-ncs in the third-generation solar cells. One of
them is all-silicon tandem cell [147]. It has stacks of subcells with different energy
thresholds each absorbing a different band of the solar spectrum, usually connected
together in a series. The active material of the subcell absorbing photons with higher
energy than that of bulk silicon is Si-nc, which has larger and tunable bandgap
compared to bulk silicon. This strategy can enhance the photocurrent of the solar cell.
The other application is hot carrier solar cell [148], where photoexcited carriers with
high energy (hot carrier) can be collected while they are still at elevated energies and
thus allowing higher voltages to be achieved. Ideally, this collection would be
isoentropic using monoenergetic contact, which has been attempted experimentally
by a structure with single layer of Si-nc sandwiched by SiO2 [149].

The Si-nc for all silicon tandem cells is mostly fabricated following the superlattice
approach, where the phase separation is the main mechanism [150]. For solar cell
application, the main challenge for this structure is to achieve sufficient carrier
mobility and hence a reasonable conductivity. This generally requires formation of a
true superlattice with overlap of the wave function for adjacent quantum wells or
quantum dots, which in turn requires either close spacing between Si-ncs or low
barrier height. That is to say that the inter-Si-nc distance ismore important than Si-nc
size [151]. However, for a given inter-Si-nc distance, the transport between two Si-ncs
can also bemodified by the hostmatrix in which the Si-ncs are embedded. It has been
found that SiC and Si3N4 matrix give lower barrier heights [148] and also longer
distance between Si-ncs for significant wavefunction overlapping [152] than those of
SiO2. The conductivity can also be improved by using a lateral multilayer Si-nc/SiO2
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structure [153]. This means that the carrier extraction takes place parallel to the Si/
SiO2 interfaces of two-dimensional Si-ncs while growth confinement is sustained in
the vertical direction. It is shown that the developed lateral contact scheme is able to
provide four orders of magnitude enhanced conductivity compared to Si-nc/SiO2

multilayer with standard vertical contacts where the charge transport is limited by
insulating SiO2 barriers [154]. Another problem for this superlattice structure is how
to precisely control the Si-nc size by the defined thickness of SRO. It has been found
that in Si-nc/SiO2 multilayer, crystallinity of approximately 5% and approximately
25% for the 2 and 5 nm thick SRO layers was obtained, respectively [155]. This is
mainly influenced by stress, which depends on the periods of the multilayer,
substrate, and annealing processes [156].

The Si-nc embedded in SiO2 thin film is a complex system. There are some
interesting photoresponse features in this system that were reported recently, which
demonstrate the potential of Si-ncs for photovoltaic application.

Dark and illuminated (with 633 nm laser) I–V characteristics of a Si-nc device
(MOS structure with a 50 nm thick Si-rich silicon oxynitride as gate oxide) along with
the difference between the two currents (the so-called, photocurrent, Jph¼ JL� JD)
are shown in Figure 16.25 [157, 158]. The Si nanocrystals are formed in silicon oxy-
nitride matrix with high silicon content by high-temperature annealing. This plot
shows three distinct regions in the I–V characteristics. Under reverse bias, it shows a
characteristic like a photodiode (PD). Under forward bias, the curve enters into the
fourth quadrant showing the photovoltaic region with a large spectral response.
Beyond the open-circuit voltage, current under illumination JL has been found to be
less than the dark current JD, indicating the negative photoconducting region (�PC).
Above a forward bias around 1.7 V, JL becomes higher than JD and the device acts as a
photoconductor (PC).

An internal gainmechanismwas discovered in the Si-nc [157], which brings about
the PV effect shown in Figure 16.25. This has been demonstrated by a superlinear

Figure 16.25 Dark current, current under illumination (633 nm, 700mW/cm2), and the difference
of the two (photocurrent) as a function of the applied bias.
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variation of the short-circuit photocurrent with increasing incident optical power
(Figure 16.26). The short-circuit current increases with the incident optical power as
the power function of about 2 at low optical powers and saturates at very high optical
power.

The internal gain mechanism is explained by secondary carrier generation from
subbandgap states at the Si-nc interface,which is caused by energetic photogenerated
electrons. The presence of the subbandgap states at the interface of Si-nc and silicon
oxynitridematrix has been confirmedwith spectral response (responsivity) measure-
ments [158]. The spectral response of the device at a reverse bias of�5V is shown in
Figure 16.27. Figure 16.27a shows the responsivity at short wavelengths while
Figure 16.27b depicts the same at longer wavelengths. The line shape of the
responsivity in the 350–1200 nm range is very similar to that of crystalline silicon.
On the other hand, a weak but significant responsivity is also measured below the
optical bandgap of both crystalline silicon (1.1 eV) and of nanocrystalline silicon in

Figure 16.26 Variation in short-circuit current as a function of incident power intensity for two
different wavelengths (488 nm, disks and 633 nm, circles). Inset: schematic cross section of the
device [157].
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the SRO layer (1.6 eV in this case). This absorption is not found in a control silicon
solar cell, which indicates that it is due to the presence of subbandgap energy levels in
the SRO layer. The spectral peak at about 1550 nm in the responsivity curve can be
tentatively associated with nitrogen-related mid-bandgap states formed at the Si-nc/
silicon oxynitride matrix interfaces [159].

A simple phenomenological model was developed [157], which is illustrated with a
scheme shown in Figure 16.28. When a 488 or 633 nm photon is absorbed by the
active layer, generating an electron–hole pair inside a Si-nc (Figure 16.28a), the
photogenerated hole is most likely trapped within the nanocrystal but the photo-
generated electron either contributes to the short-circuit current (process labeled 1 in
Figure 16.28a) or recombines with the trapped hole radiatively (process labeled 2) or
gets trapped at the dielectric/Si-nc interface (process labeled 3).When second photon
is absorbed by the same Si-nc (Figure 16.28b), fourth option is possible: since the
energy of the absorbed photon is much larger than the nanocrystal bandgap, the
photogenerated electron has extra kinetic energy that can be released by impact
excitation of the trapped electron (Figure 16.28b). This mechanism generates the
current of secondary carriers, which brings about the superlinear dependence of the
short-circuit current shown in Figure 16.26.

These results indicate that a proper design of the Si-nc device may lead to a
significant photovoltaic effect even with illumination with light where Si is
transparent. Thus, Si-nc is a potential material for the third-generation photo-
voltaics not only for its application inMEG solar cells but also for intermediate band
solar cells.

Figure 16.28 Schematic energy diagram of the
active layer under short circuit bias. (a) Primary
photoexcitation processwhere an electron–hole
pair is generated and where the photoexcited
electron either contributes to the short-circuit

current (1), or recombines (2), or is trapped (3).
(b) Secondary photoexcitation process where a
photogenerated electron detraps a subbandgap
electron and both contribute to the short-circuit
current.
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16.7
Nanosilicon Nonlinear Optical Properties and Devices

All optical devices based on nonlinear optical effects are very promising for meeting
the need of high bandwidth in optical networking. In recent years, a lot of efforts were
devoted to the research of the best material, with high nonlinear response but with
low losses too. The first materials used for nonlinear applications were silicon and
silica. The former assures a quite high nonlinear refractive index (as shown in
Table 16.3) but, on the other hand, presents a high nonlinear absorption mainly due
to free carrier effect. The latter has low nonlinear absorption but does not have high
nonlinear refraction. Other candidates studied in recent times are the Chalcogenide
Glasses [160] with nonlinear refractive index of the same order of magnitude of
silicon, and small TPA coefficient. Moreover, large-scale diffusion of integrated
devices requires materials with low production costs. Our main goal of investigating
Si-nc nonlinear properties is to assess the adequacy of this material as a good
candidate in all-optical nonlinear devices due to their high nonlinear response
coupled with low nonlinear losses and their low production costs. In fact, a figure
ofmerit for applications in optical nonlinear devices is given by f ¼ n2

bl, wheren2 andb
are the nonlinear refractive index and the nonlinear absorption coefficients, respec-
tively. These are defined according to

n ¼ n0 þ n2I
a ¼ a0 þ bI;

ð16:2Þ

where n0 and a0 are the linear refractive index and absorption coefficients, respec-
tively, and I is the optical power density. On the one hand, an accurate character-
ization of nonlinear properties of Si-nc was conducted for second-order nonlinea-
rities, such as second [161] and third [162] harmonic generation. Even the Kerr effect
was investigated in the visible region, at 532 and 355 nm [163], or at 813 nm [164].We
extend these investigations at the relevant 1.55mm wavelength.

Let us note that the optical nonlinearities in a semiconductor are a combination of
bound electronic, free carrier, and thermal effects. Bound electronic response
involves a distortion of the electronic cloud about an atom by the optical field. If
the atom is highly polarizable, it can exhibit a significant electronic nonlinearity
(n2be). This kind of response is very fast since it instantaneously follows the field.
However, other contributions are also present. Single- or two-photon absorption

Table 16.3 Comparison among different nonlinear materials.

Material n2 at 1550 nm (cm2/W) References

Silica 1.54� 10�16 [166]
Silicon 4.5� 10�14 [167]
Ga-As 1.59� 10�13 [168]
Si-nc 1–6� 10�13 [169]
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processes can excite free carriers in a semiconductor. In turn, free carriers absorb the
incident radiation: an effect that is related by Kramers–Kronig relation to a change in
the refractive index. Thus, excitation via one- or two-photon absorption of a signif-
icant population of free carriers makes an additional contribution to the nonlinear
refractive index (n2fr). The induced free carrier refraction occurs on a timescale
typical of carrier generation and recombination, a timescale of hundreds of nano-
seconds to a few microseconds; this is why this effect can compromise the
fast response of nonlinear devices. The thermalization of excited carriers via
nonradiative recombination is responsible for the heating of the material and
constitutes one of the sources of the thermal lensing effect. Thus, the nonlinear
response n2 of a semiconductor is the result of three terms: n2¼n2be þ n2fr þ n2th.
To separate the various contributions, one method is to perform experiments at
different timescales: with low repetition rate and fast pulses, one emphasizes the
bound electronic contribution; with high repetition rate or long pulses, one empha-
sizes the others.

To measure n2, we performed nonlinear transmission z-scan experiments [165].
Three laser sources were used in the measurements: (i) an optical parametric
generator pumped by a Ti:sapphire laser, l¼ 1550 nm, 1 kHz repetition rate with
100 fs pulse duration, peak intensity I0� 1011–1012W/cm2; (ii) an optical parametric
oscillator pumped by a Nd:YAG laser, l¼ 1550 nm, 10Hz repetition rate with a train
pulse with 20 pulses of 20 ps duration, peak intensity I0� 109–1010W/cm2; and (iii)
an optical parametric oscillator pumped by a Nd:YAG laser, l¼ 1550 nm, 10Hz
repetition rate with 4 ns pulse duration, I0¼ 108–109W/cm2. To evaluate the
nonlinear contributions, we have fitted the experimental transmittance T(x) by the
expressions

TðxÞ ¼ 1þ 4� Dj=½ðx2 þ 9Þðx2 þ 1Þ��bI0dð3�x2Þ=½ðx2 þ 9Þðx2 þ 1Þ�
ð16:3Þ

for closed aperture configuration and

TðxÞ ¼ 1þ bI0d=ð1þ x2Þ ð16:4Þ
for open-aperture configuration. In Eqs (16.3) and (16.4), x¼ z/z0 is defined as the
reduced distance from the focal point, z being the absolute longitudinal distance, and
z0 the Rayleigh range of the beam. I0 and d are the peak intensity at the focus position
and the thickness of the film, respectively. Finally, the phase change Dj is related to
the nonlinear refractive index n2 by

n2 ¼ Djla=½2pI0ð1�e�adÞ�; ð16:5Þ
where a is the linear absorption coefficient at the used wavelength l. At 1550 nm,
from the analysis of the z-scan traces considerably high nonlinear coefficients were
obtained. Thus, nanosecond pulses generate a strong negative nonlinear response,
on the order of n2��(10�9–10�8) cm2/W, which is due to thermal effects, and is
responsible of a strong thermal lens effect; in this excitation regime, the nonlinear
absorption coefficient b is found to be in the range of 10�7–10�6 cm/W.
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The z-scan traces change when femtoseconds with low repetition rate or picose-
conds with high repetition pulses are used (Figure 16.29). Also, themagnitude of the
nonlinear response changed. In fact, with femtosecond pulses, a positive nonlinear
refractive index (valley–peak curve) on the order of n2� 10�13 cm2/W for a peak
intensity in the range of Ip¼ 1011–1012W/cm2 was measured. In this case, both the
sign and the value show that the nonlinearity is due to bound electronic effects.While
in the picosecond excitation regime, a strong negative nonlinear response (peak–
valley curve) is found with a n2��(10�10) cm2/W for a peak intensity of Ip
109–1010W/cm2. This negative nonlinear response is due to free carrier refractive
effects and thermal cumulative effects due to the high repetition rate in each train
pulse.

Table 16.4 shows a clear trend for n2be both as a function of the annealing
temperature and as a function of the Silicon excess. In particular, a strong nonlin-
earity is observed from the sample annealed at low temperature and with low silicon
content. Low temperature and low silicon excess mean small Si-nc, which indicates
an influence of quantum size effects on the nonlinearity values.

The situation is somehow different if the measurements are performed in
resonance with Si-nc emission band at 800 nm. In order to obtain the electronic
response of the SiOx films, the real part of third-order nonlinear susceptibility has
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Figure 16.29 Comparison between z-scan measurements for high and low repetition rate exciting
pulses (a) and for high repetition rate exciting pulses (b) on the sample with 21% of silicon excess
annealed at 800 �C.

Table 16.4 Nonlinear parameters for a few PECVD samples measured at fs excitation and at
l¼ 1550 nm.

Siexc (%) TAnn (�C) n2be (cm
2/W) b0 (cm/W)

20 800 (2.3� 0.5)� 10�13 (4.0� 0.3)� 10�9

8 1100 (1.3� 0.7)� 10�13 (4.4� 0.3)� 10�9

8 800 (4.8� 0.6)� 10�13 (7.0� 0.6)� 10�9
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been calculated fromRex(3)¼ 2n2e0cn2, where e0 is the permittivity of free space and c
is the velocity of light in vacuum. We have plotted the third-order nonlinear
susceptibility as a function of the Si excess in Figure 16.30, where an increase is
apparent with the amount of Si in the films. The observed Rex(3) accounts for an
effective electronic response of the SiOx material that at the same time includes
both the density (or volume fraction) and the size of Si particles. Therefore, in
order to single out the contribution of the Si-aggregates, we followed the approach
of [170]. We considered the microscopic third-order nonlinear susceptibility
Rexð3Þm , which is related to the effective Rex(3) by experimentally measured linear
parameters:

Rexð3Þm ¼ 2p=l� ksi=ðf 2pe0Þ � Rexð3Þ=a; ð16:6Þ
where f is the local field effect [ f¼ 3e0/(e þ 2e0)], e0 and e denote the dielectric
constants of SiO2 and Si, respectively, and kSi is the extinction coefficient of Si. In this
way, by looking at Rexð3Þm , we have decorrelated the effects due to the variation in Si
volume fraction between samples, and established the correct evolution of the
susceptibility of the single Si-nc versus its size. The results are shown in the inset
of Figure 16.30, where Rexð3Þm data quite nicely follow a 1/d3 dependence, typical of a
contribution from intraband transitions induced by quantum confinement. The
excellent agreement of our experimental data with the proposed trend shows that in
the studied size range the main contribution to the electronic susceptibility of the Si-
ncs comes from intraband transitions betweendiscrete levels in the conduction band,
and the quantum confinement strongly enhances the nonlinear response of the
system, mostly for Si-nc with a diameter smaller than 2 nm.

The application of these optical nonlinearities in all-optical nonlinear devices has
shown Gb/s switching rate with overall performances competitive with those
achieved with more mature materials.
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16.8
Conclusions

In this chapter, we have introduced various concepts on nanosilicon photonics. In
particular, we have underlined how quantum size effects that occur in low-dimen-
sional silicon together with the delicate interplay between the silicon and the
embeddingmatrix allow to underpin new phenomena that in turn enable fabrication
of newdevices. Further progress can be foreseen in near futurewith the development
and demonstration of a wide spectrum of new photonic devices.
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17
Lighting Applications of Rare Earth-Doped Silicon Oxides
Tyler Roschuk, Jing Li, Jacek Wojcik, Peter Mascher, and Iain D. Calder

Silicon nanoclusters (Si-ncs) are of substantial interest as they play a significant role
in the development of Si-based light sources [1, 2]. One of the main application areas
is in integrated photonics for telecommunications and computing; however, there is
also a substantial market for the use of these materials in lighting and displays.
Lighting accounts for approximately 20% of the $60 billion electricity market in the
United States [3]. The potential to tap this market, combined with the inefficiency
of incandescent bulbs, has driven research over the past decades in the area of solid-
state lighting (SSL). The market for both incandescent and fluorescent light sources
has been steadily dwindling with a shift toward the development of more efficient,
cheaper, and environment friendly alternatives, such as SSL [4, 5]. In 2007, the
market for LED lighting was estimated at $330 million (a 60% increase over the
previous year) and is projected to grow to $1.4 billion by 2012 [6].

As with light sources for integrated photonics, the SSL market relies primarily on
III–V, II–VI, or phosphor-based materials and, more recently, organic light emitting
diodes (OLEDs) [5]. With the ability to attain efficient luminescence in Si-nc-based
systems, however, the possibility of an all-Si approach has become attractive. Such
an approachwould allowmanufacturers to use of the same large-scale production and
processing facilities as used by the microelectronics and solar cell industries while
maintaining low cost. There are two performance metrics generally of interest for
solid-state lighting, the performance (in lumens) per dollar and the performance per
watt (efficacy). Figure 17.1 illustrates these metrics for several common lighting
sources.While LEDandOLEDtechnologies currently lead in termsofefficacy, recently
exploredRE-doped silicon-basedmaterials (shownon thegraph as �RareEarthFilms�)
have a clear advantage in terms of the performance per dollar (data courtesy of Group
IV Semiconductor Inc.). Furthermore, integration with the necessary electronics for
drivingSi-based lighting cells or pixelswould thenbe easily achieveddue to theuse of a
Si-platform. In particular, the use of rare earth dopants to attain specific colored
emissions for mixing to obtain white light presents a viable pathway to Si-based
lighting. Such an approach borrows from that commonly used with color-converting
phosphors, where rare earths are routinely used, while incorporating the rare earth
elements into a silicon-based host for the advantages in fabrication.
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In this chapter, we discuss the general principles and operating parameters used
for SSL, beginning with a discussion of the approaches to obtaining white light. This
is followed by a discussion of rare earth doping of silicon-based materials to obtain
specific colored emissions, which can be mixed to produce white light, including a
discussionof the luminescencemechanismsof thesematerials.Finally,potentialwhite
light emitting device structures, which can be used for SSL, are considered. Although
the focus of the discussion is on white light emission and SSL, it should be straight-
forward to see how the applications of thesematerials anddevices could be extended to
displays through proper cell/pixel design and red-green-blue (RGB) mixing.

17.1
Solid-State Lighting: A Basic Introduction

For both lighting and display applications, it is important to be able to precisely control
the color of the emission from the emitting materials. Lighting applications in
particular require a balance of the emission spectrum across a broad band of energies
in order to best simulate the optical spectrum from natural light sources. Figure 17.2
shows the 1931 Commission Internationale D�Eclairage (CIE) chromaticity dia-
gram [5]. The Planckian locus shown defines the color coordinates of a blackbody
radiator for temperatures from 2500 to 10 000K. The typical color balance sought for
lighting applications is along the arc from 3000 to 6000K. The exact color attained
creates a �warm� (low color temperatures) or �cool� (high color temperatures) feel to
certain light sources. A three-color-based system, such as RGB, is used to define three
vertices of a triangle within the color diagram. In principle, the mixing of these three
base colors allows any color within the bounds of the triangle to be produced. In
practice, the nature of the output spectrum from thedifferent color components in the
system affects how accurately this can be done and how well white light is rendered.

Figure 17.1 Performance per dollar versus performance per watt for several common forms of
general illumination. Rare earth-doped Si-based devices are indicated on the plot as �Rare Earth
Films�; the range shown represents expected improvements over time.
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It isalsoimportant tonotethat theeyeismostsensitive tocertaincolors,suchasgreen
or yellow-green.As such, thecolorbalancenecessary for a solid-state light cell to appear
aswhitelightdoesnothaveequalcontributionsfromthedifferentcolorcomponents[8].

At present, there are a number of materials and integration schemes used to
generate the necessary base set of colors to produce white light. RE dopants have a
long-standing history in this area in order to achieve either specific emission colors
from the RE ions themselves or as color-converting phosphors. Details of emission
from the rare earths themselves will be discussed in the following section. Specific
details of color-converting phosphors will be left to the literature; however, the
integration schemes commonly used are similar to those being employed for
RE-doped silicon-based materials that will be discussed later in this chapter.

17.2
Luminescence of Rare Earth-Doped Silicon-Based Materials

Although Si-ncs themselves exhibit tunability in their emission through the control of
their size, it is difficult to obtain a precise control over the emission energy throughout
the visible spectrum. This is because nanocluster surface states and defects limit the

Figure 17.2 CIE chromaticity diagram. The
planckian locus defines the color coordinates of
a blackbody radiator. White light falls along the
locus from 3000 to 9300 K. For general lighting
applications, the target point lies typically on the
arc from 3000 to 6000K while for display
applications the target point is near 6500 K,

which is very close to the solar standard known
as D65. Adapted from Ref. [7]. Three-color
components such as RBG can be used for color
mixing to obtain white light. The RGB points
here are purely representative and do not
necessarily correspond to the emissions of any
particular material.
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tunability range of these systems. In silicon-rich silicon oxides (SRSOs), oxygen-
related defects, such as the SiO2 double bond, limit the emission to the near-IR, while
in silicon-rich silicon nitrides (SRSNs) defects related to both silicon and nitrogen
bonds can limit the emissions to specific wavelength ranges from blue to red [9, 10].
Figure 17.3 shows representative PL spectra from the twomaterial systems illustrating
their broad nature. In SRSN materials, the detailed peak structure arises from
contributions from several defects associated with the silicon nitride host matrix [10].
Because light emission from these materials strongly depends on composition and
processing parameters, slight variations in the processing can lead to changes in the
emission spectra and difficulties in color mixing. One method of obtaining specific
emission energies is through the incorporation ofREdopants into thesematerials that
leads to luminescence characteristic of the electronic energy levels of the RE.

As discussed in Section 17.1, the use of rare earth dopants to achieve specific color
emissions for lighting has previously been applied to phosphor-based systems. Here,
we are concernedonlywith the emissions arising from theRE ions themselves andnot
specifically in the use of RE ions as color converters, although such an application will
be briefly considered in the following section. Much of the present work on RE-doped
silicon-based materials for lighting involves efforts to characterize the luminescent
properties of individually RE-doped thin films in order to optimize their performance,
andfull integrationefforts areonlynowbeingexplored.Assuch, it isworthwhile tofirst
consider the details of luminescence from RE-doped thin films prior to considering
someof thewhite light schemes that could beused in thefinal designof anSSLdevice.

Luminescence from RE ions typically occurs when they are in the optically active
trivalent state formed by losing one 4f and both 6s electrons. Luminescence then

Figure 17.3 Normalized SRSN and SRSO PL
emission spectra after UV excitation at 325 nm.
Luminescence from these materials arises as a
result of quantum confinement but is mediated

by interface states at the Si-nc surface. Several
interface states in the SRSN system enable a
range of luminescence throughout the visible
spectrum.
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arises from either intra-4f or 5d-to-4f transitions. The 5d-to-4f transitions strongly
depend on details of the hostmatrix withinwhich the RE ions are incorporated, as the
5d states interact with the surrounding environment. Intra-4f transitions, however,
are relatively independent of the host matrix as the 4f orbitals are shielded from the
surrounding environment by the 5d states. Intra-4f transitions are generally parity
forbidden, particularly for the case of the free ions; however, the incorporation of the
ion into the host matrix allows to mix opposite parity wavefunctions leading to
radiative recombinations that have long lifetimes and lowoscillator strengths [11, 12].
In contrast, 5d-to-4f transitions are parity permitted and have short luminescence
lifetimes and high oscillator strengths. Three common rare earth ions used to obtain
red, green, and blue emissions are Eu3þ , Tb3þ , and Ce3þ , respectively. It is also
possible to obtain a blue-green emission from Eu2þ . The electronic energy levels
and radiative emissions of the trivalent Eu, Tb, and Ce dopants, as well as Eu2þ ,
are shown in Figure 17.4. Specific details and features of the output spectra will be
considered momentarily. The optimization of the luminescence from an RE-doped
layer depends strongly on an understanding of the interactions of the RE dopant
with the surrounding host matrix and of the possible RE excitation mechanisms, the
details of which will vary depending on the type of RE ion.

To date, RE doping in silicon-basedmaterials has focused primarily on Er due to its
infrared emission at 1.54mm, the transparency window for optical fibers, making it
suitable for telecommunications [13–18]. In Er-doped Si-nc-embedded material, the
Si-ncs act as sensitizers of the Er3þ ion, leading to a substantial increase in the Er3þ

luminescence through an energy transfer from the Si-ncs to the RE ion [19–21]. It is
not clear that the same energy transfer model applied to Er is suitable for all RE

Figure 17.4 Electronic energy levels and radiative emissions of (a) Eu3þ , (b) Tb3þ , (c) Ce3þ , and
(d) Eu2þ ions in SiO2. Radiative recombination pathways for these dopants are indicated by the
downward arrows.
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dopants, particularly those with visible emissions such as Ce and Tb, although the
model has been suitable for describing RE ions with near-infrared emissions,
including Tm, Yb, and Nd [22]. Sensitization of the RE ions by Si-ncs is primarily
observed in the case of optical excitation, as the optical absorption cross section of the
Si-ncs is much larger than that of the RE ions. The use of Si-nc sensitizers is,
therefore, particularly relevant for improving optically pumped devices such as
Er-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs). For the development of electrically pumped
devices, one must consider that the electronic cross section of the REs is larger than
that of the Si-ncs. Electroluminescent (EL) devices, such as those being explored for
SSL, then see no advantage in the use of sensitizers. In fact, as will be discussed, it is
often advantageous to use stoichiometric SiO2, or even oxygen-rich films, which
results in more RE ions in optically active states.

The Ce3þ ion exhibits a blue emission due to transitions from the 5d to 4f levels.
Figure 17.5 shows the PL spectra for a set of Ce-doped silicon oxides annealed for
60min under flowing N2 at the temperatures shown. The samples were grown using
electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD) and were doped in situ during the growth process. For a Ce-doped SRSO,
no emission from the Ce ions is observed at anneal temperatures below 1200 �C,
rather, the PL spectra are dominated by an emission peak attributable to the presence
of Si-ncs within the film. After annealing at 1200 �C, a weak emission band at
approximately 450nm, attributable to Ce3þ , is observed. In Ce-doped oxygen-rich
silicon oxides (ORSO), however, a far brighter Ce3þ luminescence has been observed,
as is shown in Figure 17.5b. PL from the sample increases for anneal temperatures up
to 800 �C, decreases with annealing from 900 to 1000 �C, and then increases
substantially with annealing up to 1200 �C [23]. A Gaussian deconvolution of the
spectra has revealed the presence of three peaks centered at 400, 422, and 460 nm.

As with Er, the formation of a luminescent Ce state strongly depends on the
coordination of Ce with its surrounding environment such that Ce is in the optically

Figure 17.5 Luminescence from Ce-doped (a) SRSO and (b) ORSO samples. The samples have
been annealed under N2 at the temperatures shown. The SRSO sample contains 40% Si and 0.04%
Ce, while the ORSO sample contains 32% Si and 1.0% Ce. Reproduced from Ref. [23].
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active þ3 state, as opposed to the inactive þ4 state. For the case of Er, extended X-ray
absorption fine structure (EXAFS) analysis has revealed that Er is in a luminescent
state when coordinated with six oxygen atoms [24]. Likewise, the ability of Ce to
coordinate with oxygen (Ce6O11) and to be in a luminescent state appears to readily
occur in an ORSO environment. At higher anneal temperatures, clustering of the Ce
initially reduces the PL; however, at 1100 and 1200 �C, evidence of a Ce-silicate phase
(either Ce2Si2O7 or Ce4.667(SiO4)3O) has been observed leading to the increase in the
total PL [25]. The exact details of the PL excitation from these samples remain under
investigation. ORSO samples do, however, offer several advantages over their SRSO
counterparts. The first is that excitation of Ce3þ by Si-ncs formed in SRSO is unlikely
due to the higher energy of the Ce emission. Rather, the use of stoichiometric or
oxygen-rich silicon oxides better serves to coordinate Ce such that it is in an optically
active state. These films also allow to incorporate greater amounts of Ce, and through
the formation of a Ce-silicate after high-temperature annealing, bright luminescence
is obtained. It is important to use caution in the interpretation ofPL, however, asCe3þ

may be resonantly excited by the 325 nm emission of the HeCd laser source used in
these studies. Nevertheless, the results do provide good evidence of the ability to
obtain optically active Ce within these films.

It has already been mentioned that the luminescence from 5d to 4f transitions
strongly depends on details of the local environment due to the interactions of the
5d states with their environment (nephelauxetic effect) [26]. This effect is illustrated
in Figure 17.6, which shows the emission from the Ce3þ ion in a series of silicon
oxynitride host matrices with varying composition, as well as for an aluminum oxide
host. The nephelauxetic effect leads to a broad emission band and spectral shifting
of the emission peak. In cases of strong covalent bonding (such as for N in Si3N4), the
effect is stronger and results in a redshift of the emission peak. In the silicon

Figure 17.6 Nephelauxetic effect for Ce3þ embedded in the indicated host matrices. The
normalized PL spectra arising from 5d–4f transitions in the RE ions strongly depend on the local
environment due to covalent bonding of the outer 5d electrons to surrounding atoms in the host
matrix.
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oxynitrides this effect can be seen to be approximately linear with nitrogen content,
resulting in a shift of approximately 100 nm in the emission peak between SiO2 and
Si3N4. It is, therefore, important to account for this effect in the design of an emitting
layer in order to achieve the emission color necessary for SSL.

While the electrical properties of the Ce-ORSO and silicate thin films have not
yet been explored, EL of Ce-doped SiO2 MOSLEDs formed by implanting Ce into
SiO2 has been demonstrated [27–29]. As with ORSO samples, the authors report on
the observation of luminescence from these samples in the absence of Si-ncs.
Through the use of codoping with Gd3þ , which has an UV emission at 316 nm
and can serve to sensitize Ce3þ , an increase in the external quantum efficiency of the
luminescence of these materials from 0.5% for the case of Ce3þ doping alone to
1.8% and output powers up to 34mW/cm2 have been demonstrated [29]. EL spectra
and the integrated EL power density as a function of current density for these
MOSLEDs are shown in Figure 17.7. The EL behavior of the samples was explained
through impact ionization due to hot carrier injection into the conduction band of
SiO2 or through excitation across the SiO2 bandgap or of defects followed by a charge
transfer to the Ce3þ (or Gd3þ ) ions, with the latter being dominant.

The green photoluminescence of Tb3þ in SRSO and SiO2 thin films has been
studied by several groups [23, 30, 31]. Slightly different trends in behavior from that
seen for Ce-doped samples have been observed for a set of ECR-PECVD-grown
Tb-doped SRSO and ORSO samples, as is shown in Figure 17.8. For the SRSO
sample, PL attributable to Si-ncs is observed at anneal temperatures up to 1100 �C.
At this temperature, a slight peak attributable to Tb3þ appears, while at 1200 �C
emission lines characteristic of the 5D4�4Fj ( j¼ 6, 5, 4, 3) intra-4f transitions of the
Tb3þ ion are seen at 487, 546, 588, and 620 nm.

In stark contrast to the above, a bright PL signal is observed in the as-grown
Tb-doped ORSO sample. The luminescence increases with annealing at 800 �C, the
lowest anneal temperature considered here and then decreases with higher anneal
temperatures. X-ray absorption fine structure studies of Tb-implanted SiO2 have

Figure 17.7 Electroluminescence of Ce-doped
and Ce þ Gd-codoped MOSLEDs. (a) EL
spectra from 100nm SiO2 layers doped with the
RE concentrations shown and (b) the integrated
EL power density as a function of current density
for the Gd3þ and Ce3þ peaks. The inset in

(b) shows the increase in quantum efficiency of
the Ce3þ emission as a function of Gd
concentration. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [29]. Copyright (2006) by the American
Institute of Physics.
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demonstrated that as with Er3þ , Tb3þ is found to be in an optically active state when
sixfold coordinatedwith surrounding oxygen atoms [32]. AswithCe, the formation of
such an optically active configuration may be aided by the presence of excess oxygen
in the hostmatrix, leading to the intense luminescence seen for the as-grown sample.
With annealing at 800 �C, an increase in the number of Tb6O centers then leads to
the increase in PL from these samples. At higher anneal temperatures, changes in
the structure of the host matrix, as well as Tb clustering, may lead to a change in the
bonding structure of the Tb ions to the optically inactive Tb-2O structure. In the
SRSO sample, the simultaneous quenching of the Si-nc PL combined with an
increase in the Tb3þ PL has been considered as evidence of an energy transfer
occurring between the Si-ncs and the Tb3þ ions. Recent results from the analysis of
both ORSO and SRSO samples through the study of their X-ray-excited optical
luminescence and X-ray absorption near-edge structure at the Si K and L3,2 edges and
theOK-edgehave revealed a strong correlation between excitation atO-related energy
states and the Tb3þ luminescence, demonstrating that the host matrix and O-related
energy states play an active role in the PL process for Tb-doped SiOx [33]. The results
do not, however, preclude possible contributions to the excitation through Si-ncs,
particularly in the case of Si-ncs with diameters of approximately 2.5 nm or less, for
which quantum confinement effects can lead to a widening of the Si-nc bandgap
sufficient for the excitation of Tb3þ .

The electroluminescence of Tb-doped silicon oxides has been studied by several
groups for both ion-implanted SiO2 [34] and in situ doped SRSO thin films [35]. As for
the case of Ce, MOSLED structures have been fabricated from Tb-implanted SiO2

and the excitation mechanism is considered to be the same (impact ionization by hot
electrons). The authors report external quantum efficiencies in excess of 16%. It has
been further demonstrated that using a silicon oxynitride barrier layer in theMOSLED
structure can improve the performance (increasing the breakdown field, injection
current density, and operation lifetime) by protecting the structure from avalanche
breakdown,aresult thatcouldbeusedtoenhancedevicestructuresforSSLapplications
aswell [36].TheELofaTb-dopedSRSO(34.7%Si,0.3%Tb)sampleannealedat1100 �C

Figure 17.8 Luminescence from Tb-doped (a) SRSO and (b) ORSO samples. The samples have
been annealed under N2 at the temperatures shown. The SRSO sample contains 36% Si and 0.3%
Tb, while the ORSO sample contains 32% Si and 0.4% Tb. Reproduced from Ref. [23].
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under AC excitation at 15 kHz with a sinusoidal input is shown in Figure 17.9. The
behaviorhasbeenattributed toenergy transfer fromtheSi-ncs to theTb3þ ions.AnAC
drive currentwas used in order to try to reduce the effects of trapped oxide charges and
the results have shown performance better than commercial green LEDs [35].

While O-coordination has been found to play an important role in the lumines-
cence of Tb-doped silicon oxides, efficient luminescence has also been reported for
Tb-doped silicon nitrides [37, 38] and oxynitrides [39]. In SRSN thin films, Tb was
incorporated into the films after the deposition process via ion implantation. A far
more intense Tb3þ photoluminescence was reported than for SRSO, as shown in
Figure 17.10, a result attributed to the sensitization of the rare earths by recombi-
nation processes through the higher energy defect emission peaks present in SRSN
thin films (as was shown in Figure 17.3). Bright luminescence from a nitride host
matrix makes this an attractive alternative material for electroluminescent devices
due to its reduced barrier to carrier injection, meaning that lower electric field
strengths are required to excite the luminescence centers, which is in-line with the
desire for reduced power consumption for SSL. Details of the bonding configuration
of Tb3þ in SRSN materials are not known and are under investigation.

A similar trend of increasing PLwith decreasing oxygen content has been reported
for silicon oxynitride films doped with Tb through concurrent sputtering of Tb
during the PECVDgrowth process [39]. In this case, however, the Tb3þ luminescence
does not appear to arise from an energy transfer from defect or bandtail states, but
rather through excitation across the reduced bandgap of the material as the films
approach silicon nitride, followed by capture of the carriers at Tb3þ sites. In spite of
the ongoing discussion of the origin of Tb3þ luminescence in silicon nitrides or
silicon oxynitrides, and often conflicting results, they remain an attractive candidate
material for the green emitting layer in SSL due to their reduced barrier to carrier
injection in comparison to silicon oxides. Onemust keep inmind, however, that high
defect densities in the Si3N4 or SiNx host matrices may act as a barrier toward

Figure 17.9 Electroluminescence at differing drive currents for a Tb-doped SRSOsample under AC
excitation. The sample had a composition of 34.7% Si and 0.3% Tb and was annealed at 1100 �C.
Reproduced from Ref. [35].
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the electrical excitation of Tb3þ ions in the nitride host matrix, which could pose a
problem for their use in electroluminescent devices for SSL.

Thefinal color component necessary for SSL is a red emission, obtainable fromEu,
as mentioned earlier. Europium has two different optically active ionic states: Eu2þ

and Eu3þ . Emission from the former involves the 4f 65d1–4f 7 transition and leads to
two broad blue-green emission bands from 400–600 nm due to the fivefold degen-

Figure 17.10 (a) Photoluminescence from
Tb-doped SRSN and SRSO samples and (b) a
model to explain the enhanced excitation of
Tb3þ in the SRSN matrix through energy
transfer from the recombination at defects in
the SRSN matrix. In (a) some samples were
preannealed prior to the Tb implant for 60min

at 1100 �Cwhile all samples were annealed after
the implant at 800 �C. The inset in (a) shows the
integrated PL intensity of the 5D4�7F5 emission
from the Tb3þ ion as a function of the annealing
temperature. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [37]. Copyright (2006) by the American
Institute of Physics.
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eracy of Eu2þ in the crystal field of a surrounding lattice [40]. As the 5d states interact
with the surrounding host matrix, the exact position of the emission bands will
strongly depend on details of the host environment. For applications in SSL, it is the
red emission from Eu3þ that is of primary interest. These emissions originate from
the intra-4f transitions from 5D0 to 7Fj ( j¼ 0–6) states and give rise to a series of
narrow emission lines from 570–700 nm. In samples with mixed Eu2þ /Eu3þ states,
the output spectrawill be dominated by the broad emission bands from theEu2þ ions
due to the higher oscillator strength and shorter lifetimes of the 4d–4f transitions.

The photoluminescence of Eu-implanted SiO2 has been reported in Ref. [41]. In
that work, the authors demonstrated the emission from both Eu2þ and Eu3þ from
their samples after excitation with 377 and 464 nm sources, respectively. Care should
be taken, however, in the interpretation of the red emission bands as originating from
Eu3þ, as they were found to be quite broad, which is in contrast with the common
behavior observed for intra-4f transitions. The Eu3þ emission was found to increase
with annealing at temperatures up to 1100 �C (for 30min under N2) and then to dec-
rease, while the Eu2þ emission increased with annealing up to 1200 �C, indicating a
change in the ionic state of Eu within the films with high-temperature annealing.

The 325 nm excited PL from a SRSO sample grown by ECR-PECVD and doped
in situ during the deposition process is shown in Figure 17.11. A Gaussian
deconvolution of the spectra reveals the presence of three peaks in the emission
spectrum centered within the ranges 442–486, 521–568, and 605–687 nm. The first
two of these peaks arise from radiative transitions in Eu2þ . The lack of a fine line
emission in the third peak indicates that it originates from Si-ncs formed within the
SRSO matrix and not from the intra-4f transitions of the Eu3þ ion.

Figure 17.11 PL spectra for a Eu-doped SRSO sample (35% Si, 0.1% Eu) annealed under N2 for
60min at the temperatures shown. The PL spectra show luminescence corresponding only to the
Eu2þ ion and Si-ncs. From Ref. [42].
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The possibility that Eu3þ could excite Si-ncs through an energy transfer process
has been studied through experiments on porous Si impregnated with a Eu-chloride
solution [43]. The impregnation process directly introduces Eu3þ ions into the film,
thus avoiding issues associated with deposition chemistry and Eu incorporation that
will occur with a PECVD-based growth method. The results indeed show that even
in a scenario where Eu is in the red emitting trivalent state its emission may be
quenched by the presence of Si-ncs formed within the film after annealing. As a
result, even if Eu is in the necessary trivalent state itmay prove difficult to obtain a red
luminescence from in situ Eu-doped SRSO thin films grown by ECR-PECVD. ORSO
films, which, as discussed, have yielded some of the brightest emission fromCe- and
Tb-doped samples, may provide a preferential host matrix to SRSO films and will be
discussed later in this section.

As with Ce, Eu-silicates are an attractive option for incorporating high Eu
concentrations in order to achieve bright luminescence, particular for silicates where
Eu is in the desired red emitting Eu3þ state. Although the formation of pure Eu-
silicates requires annealing at temperatures in excess of 1400 �C, mixed phase
structures (containing Eu2SiO4, EuSiO3, Eu2O3, and SiO2) have been reported by
reactive sputtering of Si and EuSi2 in Ar or Ar/O2 atmospheres followed by annealing
at 900–1000 �C [44]. Unfortunately, in both of the silicates the authors demonstrate
that Eu exists in the divalent rather than the trivalent state. The presence of Eu2O3

does, however, provide a by-product of the process with Eu in the trivalent state.
As with Ce and Tb, Eu-doped MOSLED structures have been fabricated through

ion implantation of Eu into SiO2 and characterized by the Institute of Ion Beam
Physics andMaterials Research in Dresden, Germany. The authors report on devices
that exhibit both blue and red emissions (from the presence of Eu2þ and Eu3þ ) [45]
and on the ability to switch between emissions from the two ions by varying the
excitation current [46]. Figure 17.12 shows the EL spectra for a series of Eu-doped

Figure 17.12 EL spectra for a set of Eu-
implanted MOSLEDs with the dopant
concentrations shown. The samples were
subjected to rapid thermal annealing at 1000 �C
for 6 s in nitrogen and the EL spectra were

excited with an injection current of 5mA.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [45].
Copyright (2008) by the American Institute of
Physics.
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films with varying dopant concentrations. With increasing Eu concentration, the
decreased red emission from the sample has been attributed to competition for
oxygen between Eu and the SiO2 host, which can lead to preferential formation of
EuO structures (Eu2þ ) rather than Eu3þ , similar to the trend observed in Ref. [41]
after high-temperature annealing. Furthermore, the authors have also demonstrated
the presence of Eu andEuoxide clusters after high-temperature annealing in samples
with higher Eu concentrations.

The results raise the interesting question of what would occur in the case of
Eu-doped ORSO, as the increased oxygen coordination has been found to lead to
favorable luminescent properties for Ce- and Tb-doped samples and plays an impor-
tant role in determining the iconicity of Eu in the silicon oxide host matrix. An EL
spectrum for a Eu-doped ORSO sample is shown in Figure 17.13. Excitation of peaks
related to both Eu2þ and Eu3þ are readily apparent, as in the case of the Eu-implanted
MOSLEDs discussed above, illustrating that the ORSO host does lead to favorable EL
properties of the film, particularly a strong red Eu3þ emission, as required for SSL.

Furthermore, there is significant potential in the study of Eu-silicate formation,
which could allow the incorporation of high Eu concentrations (with the goal to have
Eu in the trivalent state), and in the study of Eu incorporated in other host matrices
such as silicon nitrides and silicon oxynitrides, areas where few if any results exist.

The discussion above has been focused on RE-doped films formed through more
conventional, CMOScompatiblemethods suchasPECVDof, and/or ion implantation
into, silicon oxide, nitride, or oxynitride hosts. Several reports exist on alternative
methods of fabricating such materials, particularly Ce-doped silicon oxides, through
sol-gel processes, but are not considered here [47–51]. In addition, reports exist on the
synthesis and use of more �exotic� rare earth-doped silicon nitrides and oxynitrides

Figure 17.13 EL spectrum for an Eu-doped ORSO sample. The sample was grown with a
composition close to SiO2 to avoid Si-nc formation. The luminescence shows contributions from
both Eu2þ and Eu3þ ions at 490 and 618 nm, respectively.
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such as M2Si5N8 or MSi2O2�dN2þ2/3d (M¼Ca, Sr, Ba), primarily through sintering/
curing of powders, for use in LEDs and as phosphor converters [52, 53]. While the
results are both interesting and informative for understanding the RE excitation, it is
more in line with the interests of this work to focus on RE-doped silicon-based
materials fabricated through processes that can take advantage of conventional
microelectronics fabrication technology since this serves as one of the motivating
factors for the pursuit of solid-state lighting on a Si-platform.

17.3
White Light Emitting Si-Based Device Structures

Several groups have explored the fabrication of RE-doped LEDs, some of which were
discussed in the previous section. Rather than reiterating details of their work, this
section considers integration schemes that could be employed in order to obtain
white light emitters based on a Si-platform.

There are three possible designs to a solid-state lighting cell incorporating red,
green, and blue emitting layers (all of which borrow elements from designs already
used for RE phosphors). The first involves the codoping of a single layer with several
ions in order to obtain desired emission properties. White light emission is then
achieved by balancing the numbers of specific color emitting species within the layer.
The advantage of such a system is the simplicity of its fabrication. In situ doping
during the PECVD growth process or ion implantation of specific doses can be used
to accomplish this. Such a system, however, has several disadvantages. Although the
system is conceptually simple to deposit, the solubility limits within the host matrix
present a barrier to how many RE ions can be practically incorporated into the film.
In order to increase the RE content of the films, thick layers must be grown, leading
to issues with electrical pumping of the lighting cell. The second disadvantage lies in
the complex energetics of the material. With several RE species within the sample,
energy transfer can occur from the Si-ncs to the RE ions and between the RE ions
themselves, leading to a competition between emission at different energies and
often quenching of the total luminescence. As mentioned earlier, Gd3þ has been
used as a sensitizer for Ce3þ emission. Similarly, the Ce3þ ion can serve as a
sensitizer for both the Tb3þ and Eu3þ ions, leading to a loss of the blue emission
component. It then becomes necessary to characterize the complex kinetics for the
layer as a whole in order to determine how to optimize performance.

The second design involves the fabrication of a multilayered (superlattice) struc-
ture, with separate layers in the structure being used to produce separate colors, as is
shown in Figure 17.14. In this case, white light emission may be tuned by balancing
the number of layers for a specific color emission or by varying some of the layer
thicknesses [54]. Through the appropriate design of the layer stacks, energy transfer
or reabsorption effects between different RE ions can be minimized. Placing the
high-energy blue emitting layer near the surface ensures that some fraction of the
blue light will be emitted from the material without reabsorption. The development
of such a system then relies on the characterization of individually doped layers and
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their optimization, a far simpler endeavor than dealing with a single multidoped
layer. Such a structure is then better suited to the design of a solid-state lighting cell.
It should be noted, however, that the emission from the layers is nondirectional and
thus, emission from the blue or green layers toward the substrate can lead to
reabsorption by the underlying layers resulting in increased sensitization. In the
final structure, this detail must be taken into account in order to avoid distorting
the color balance to thegreen or red. In general, this is not a large concern as theoptical
cross section for absorption is much smaller than the electronic cross section;
however, Ce has been found to sensitize Tb, leading in some cases to a complete
absence of Ce emission in the output spectrum. One must also be concerned with
energy transfer between the RE ions themselves through a F€orster process [55]. The
use of individual, well-separated RE-doped layers mitigates such processes. The
complexity of the design lies in the electrical excitation of the layers, as the thickness
of the total structure and the use of ORSO films to achieve brighter Ce3þ or Tb3þ

luminescence can lead to a structure where high fields are required in order to excite
emission from all the layers.

Figure 17.14 A superlattice structure for the generation of white light from Eu-, Tb-, and Ce-doped
layers. The structure may make use of SiOx layers, as shown, or SiNx layers.
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A third possible designmakes use of a luminescent, high-energy (near UV-blue or
white) backing layer/substrate such as SiC or InGaN. The emission from this layer
then serves as an optical pump for the RE-doped layer(s) that can then downconvert
some of the light to perform the desired RGB mixing, as is commonly employed in
RE-doped phosphors. The RE-doped layers could be configured with either of the
previous two design geometries, keeping in mind their relative advantages and
disadvantages. Alternatively, the order of layers in the superlattice structure shown in
Figure 17.14 can be reversed. In such a scenario, one can focus on electrically exciting
only the Ce3þ layer that would then serve to optically pump the Tb3þ or Eu3þ layers.
As discussed earlier, although the emission from Ce can serve to optically pump Tb,
a direct energy transfer process between the two is more efficient. In practice, better
results can, therefore, be achieved by placing the rare earths in proximity to one
another in order to increase this energy transfer process. This would avoid having to
employ a series of thin layers (�100 nm) as in the aforementioned designs but rather
thick layers with thicknesses on the order of microns.

Devicesmaking use of the above integration schemes are the subject of research as
the actual performance of these devices requires much further testing and optimi-
zation. In particular, the emission intensity, color balance, and device lifetime are key
areas where extensive research is required in order to produce lighting cells that
can compete with those in widespread use. In addition, it must be considered that
the optimal annealing conditions differ from rare earth to rare earth, an issue that
need not be addressed in the characterization of films dopedwith a single RE species.
The determination of either a balance in the processing parameters or the deter-
mination of a suitable processing sequence remains to be done.

17.4
Fabrication of RE-Doped Silicon-Based Layers for SSL

In the previous section, potential device structures being developed for the fabrica-
tion of SSL lighting cells were considered. It is also worthwhile to consider those
fabricationmethodsthatarebestsuitedtotheimplementationofsuchdesigns,keeping
in mind that compatibility with current microelectronics fabrication is desired.

Ion implantation of rare earth dopants into SiO2 has certainly proven a successful
method of obtaining blue, green, and red electroluminescent devices, as discussed
above. For a single-color emitting sample or for codoped layers, implantation is an
ideal fabrication method, allowing precise control of the relative dopant concentra-
tions. While implantation damagemay be a concern in some instances, the majority
of the films are subjected to a postdeposition anneal process that reduces this issue.
Formore complex superlattice-type structures, ion implantationmay not be suitable,
particularly in cases where the RE ions may be incorporated in layers with differing
compositions (silicon oxide or silicon nitride) in order to enhance the emission of
a respective layer. Although this could be accomplished through a series of film
depositions followed by ion implantation into each layer, such a series of steps
complicates the fabrication process.
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In situ doping of thin-film layers, fabricated through either PECVD-basedmethods
or sputtering, either via cosputtering of the RE species or introduction alongside the
precursor gases, is the most attractive option for the fabrication of superlattice
structures, as precise control of the layer structure, compositions, and interface can
be achieved. Such systems also bring about a wide range of versatility in the growth
process such that layers of alternating compositions can be easily grown in a series of
sequential steps but during the same deposition run. The drawbacks of the method
involve the sometimes complex deposition chemistry, particularly as it relates to
incorporating the RE ions into the film, and requirements for extensive calibration of
the system.

17.5
Conclusions and Future Outlook

As with Si-based light emitters in general, there is significant optimism toward the
possibility of developing SSL lighting based on Si that offers significant advantages in
terms of fabrication and cost. For integrated photonics, the primary competitors are
III–V laser diodes thatwould require hybrid integration schemes. In contrast, OLEDs
make a significant competitor in terms of performance for lighting applications. The
present generation of OLEDs offer better performance with lower power demands.
However, OLEDs are currently quite expensive and lag far behind Si in terms of
performance per dollar. Bothmaterials offer performance that is either better than or
close to that of incandescent and fluorescent light sources and future improvements
in the technology will likely allow Si-based emitters to surpass them.

Present research in the field has been primarily focused on optimizing the
performance of individual thin films doped with a single type of RE. One of the
particularly interesting aspects, particularly for the blue andgreen emitting, Ce3þ - and
Tb3þ -dopedmaterials, is that optimizationof luminescent properties requires oxygen-
rich (ORSO) materials. This enables the REs to better coordinate with oxygen atoms
such that they are in the necessary trivalent luminescent state. Furthermore, the
presence of oxygen-related states and the formation of RE-silicate phases have led to
new considerations in optimizing the compositions of thesematerials to balance both
the luminescent andelectrical properties for better devices.Moreover, dopingofSRSN
materials with RE ions emitting in the visible regions remains little explored but the
broad emission attainablewithSi-nc-embeddedSRSNfilmsmayprove suitable for the
excitation of these dopants as has been seen for Tb-doped samples. Several reports
have also considered slightly more exotic silicon oxynitride systems that have shown
promising results and could be considered for use in device structures.

Although fully functional devices for generating white light have not yet been
reported, several candidate designs have been discussed and are being explored.
Significant challenges still remain in optimizing the materials for electrical, as
opposed to optical, excitation, and in enhancing the lifetime of Si-based SSL cells
such that they are comparable with or better than current lighting solutions.
Nevertheless, the performance reported to date for RE-doped thin films and LEDs
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suggests that there is much to be optimistic about the potential of thesematerials for
solid-state lighting.
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18
Biomedical and Sensor Applications of Silicon Nanoparticles
Elisabetta Borsella, Mauro Falconieri, Nathalie Herlin, Victor Loschenov,
Guiseppe Miserocchi, Yaru Nie, Iparia Rivolta, Anastasia Ryabova, and Dayang Wang

18.1
Introduction

The rapid development of biomedical sciences demands new advanced techniques
and instruments to investigate cells and cellular processes [1, 2]. Cellular components
and processes aremostly visualized by attaching a fluorophore to amolecule (e.g., an
antibody) that binds to the target via molecular recognition. Information on the exact
location of the monitoring molecule can be achieved through fluorescence micros-
copy, whereas the variation in the fluorescence parameters (such as intensity,
emission spectrum, and lifetime) can be used to determine what is happening in
the molecular environment [3].

Traditionally used fluorescent labels are organic dyes, fluorescent proteins, and
lanthanide chelates that are highly water-soluble (even at high salt concentration) and
easily bioconjugated [1]. However, widely employed organic dyes cannot be used in
simultaneous measurement of several biological indicators (i.e., multicolor detec-
tion) having narrow excitation spectra, which imposes the use of different excitation
sources for different dyes, and broad emission spectra with a long tail at long
wavelengths, which causes spectral cross-talk between different detection chan-
nels [4].Moreover, organic dyes canundergo either reversible transfer to �dark� states
in which they do not emit photons, and consequently the fluorescence goes �on� and
�off� (blinking), or irreversible photoinduced reactions such as photooxidation [1].
This last phenomenon, known as �photobleaching,� is a major limiting factor for
biological studies requiring either long observation times under a fluorescence
microscope or temporally resolved imaging [1, 3]. In any case, wide-field optical
microscopy does not allow to resolve structures smaller than a few hundred
nanometers since the distance between fluorophores must be larger than the
resolution limit. Biological structures can be resolved with better resolution by
replacing fluorophores with metallic (especially gold) nanoparticles, which can be
imaged by electron microscopy, but only in in vitro experiments.
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Recently, a new class of fluorescent materials, the II–VI semiconductor quantum
dots (QDs), has raised expectations in advanced biological research due to their
peculiar optical properties.QDs are generally II–VI semiconductor structureswith all
the physical dimensions smaller than the exciton Bohr radius (typically below
10 nm) [5]. In this size range, QDs have size-dependent tunable optical properties
that can be exploited for multiple applications in biomedical research, ranging from
cell labeling to biosensing, animal imaging, and therapy [1–6].

Compared to organic fluorophores, inorganic QDs are rather resistant to photo-
bleaching and can be observed in high-resolution electron microscopy. Moreover,
QDs are ideal probes for multicolor experiments since nanocrystals with different
sizes can be simultaneously excited by a single wavelength of light, at energies above
the onset of their continuous excitation spectra, resulting in multicolor, symmetrical
spectral emission without red tails [4]. As a result, many colors can be distinguished
without spectral overlap and different cellular compartments/processes can be
labeled simultaneously, each with a different color [3–6].

Another important feature of the QDs is their longer fluorescence lifetime (more
than a few tens of nanoseconds) compared to the lifetime of the organic fluorophores
(of a few nanoseconds), matching the fast decay time of the autofluorescence from
many biological samples. As a consequence, QDs emit light at a rate too slow to
eliminate most of the autofluorescence signal (through time-gated detection) but
slow enough for time-resolved fluorescence bioimaging [7]. Finally, the reduced
tendency to photobleaching is useful for long-term imaging studies such as fluo-
rescent labeling of transport processes and protein tracking.

Early developed QDs of II–VI semiconductors (typically CdS, CdSe, CdTe, or ZnS)
were uncapped nanoparticles (NPs), showing weak and unstable light emission [2].
Recently, QDs with a high and stable luminescence have been produced by passiv-
ation of their surfaces with different semiconductors with a wider electronic energy
gap [2]. However, high-quality QDs are hydrophobic, which makes QDs insoluble in
aqueous media, often not biocompatible, and short of reactive functional groups for
bioconjugation with biomolecules. In 1998, the groups of Alivisatos [4] and Nie [8]
succeeded in synthesizing QD bioconjugates via chemical exchange and demon-
strated the potential of the application of QDs in biomedicine. So far, various
approaches have been developed to render II–VI semiconductor QDs water-soluble
and able to conjugate to biological molecules. The II–VI QDs have proven useful for
cell labeling, tracking cell migration, flow cytometry, pathogen detection, genomic
and proteomic detection, FRET sensors, and high-throughput screening of biomo-
lecules [2]. However, their application in biology and medicine is hampered by their
inherent chemical toxicity [1, 2].

Unlike bulk Si that is not a good light emitter, nanostructured Si can emit photons
in the visible–near-IR range with a reasonable efficiency [9]. It follows that silicon
nanoparticles (Si NPs) have the potential to overcome the inherent limitations in the
biomedical use of QDs since silicon is inert, nontoxic, abundant, and economical.
Moreover, the silicon surface is apt to chemical functionalization, thus allowing
numerous stabilization and bioconjugation steps [10, 11].
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To exploit this potential for biomedical applications, Si NPs should remain highly
luminescent andwell dispersed inwater and biological fluids over awide range of pH
and salt concentration. However, preparing macroscopic quantities of single Si NPs
with stable and intense photoluminescence (PL) emission and good dispersibility in
water is still a challenging and difficult task that limits the use of Si NPs in
biomedicine and is the objective of several studies and attempts that will be analyzed
in Section 18.2.

Although Si is a nontoxic material, a major concern that might restrict the
application of Si nanoparticles in medicine arises from the potential harm that
could derive from their reduced size. In this respect, a critical review of recent studies
dealing with cytotoxicity and inflammatory response of cells exposed to Si-based
nanoparticles will be provided in Section 18.3. An attempt will also be made to
analyze the published results in the more general context of the biological impact of
nanoparticles, aiming at an assessment of short- and long-term risks for the health.

In Section 18.4, we will present an overview of the first, recently published
applications of engineered Si NPs for bioimaging, as nucleotide carriers for gene
therapy, and as sensors.

Finally, a critical insight into the possible future developments in this field will be
given.

18.2
Synthesis and Surface Engineering of Si Nanoparticles for Bioapplications

18.2.1
Synthesis and Optical Properties of Si Nanoparticles

The origin of the PL emission from Si NPs has been intensely debated for almost two
decades: whether the photons arise from highly localized defect states or the
emission is ruled by the quantum confinement effect [12, 13]. There is now a
consensus on the possibility that both effects play an important role, and the optical
properties of nanostructured Si are strongly influenced by the presence of atoms/
molecules/radicals or defects at or close to the surface. Thus, the challenge of
preparing light emitting Si nanoparticles is to deliberately control both the particle
size and morphology and the surface properties [14–16].

To date, a wide variety of techniques have been developed to synthesize Si NPs
either in solution or in gas phase. Based on thewet chemistry, SiNPs can be produced
in inverse micelles [17, 18] by synthesis in high-temperature supercritical solu-
tions [19] and by reduction of alkylsilicon halides [20]. Gas-phase approaches are
based on silane or disilane decomposition either via laser light irradiation, such as
photolysis [21] and pyrolysis [22–25], or via electron impact [26]. In addition, Si NPs
can be obtained via wet electrochemical etching of Si wafer in hydrofluoric acid,
followed by ultrasound treatment [27–29]. In the last case, the as-prepared Si NPs are
polydisperse in terms of shape and size, so post-size selection processes, such as
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centrifugation, selective precipitation, size exclusion chromatography, and capillary
electrophoresis, are required to narrow the size distribution [27, 28, 30].

As expected [14–16], the optical properties of Si NPs significantly vary, depending
on the preparation technique. Si NPswith an oxide surface passivation typically show
a dipole-forbidden, moderately intense, PL emission ranging from yellow–orange to
IR [22–24]. For example, in Figure 18.1 PL spectra measured under UVexcitation on
size-selected Si nanoparticles prepared by laser pyrolysis and exposed to air are
shown [23]. The PL decay curves measured at different emission wavelengths, under
laser excitation at 488 nm, are shown in Figure 18.2 (data are taken from Ref. [32]).
Similar to porous Si, the decay of the PL emission of Si NPs can be fit by a stretched
exponential function, a decay law often encountered in disordered systems, with
average lifetime ranging from 10�4 to 10�3 s and increasing as the PL emission
wavelength increases [31, 32].

Enhancement of luminescence emission from pyrolytic Si NPs was observed after
thermal oxidation [25, 33] and wet chemical soft oxidation reactions [34, 35]. These
results underline the importance of the quality of the oxide capping layer for the
passivation of defect states that can otherwise quench the luminescence emission
[35, 36]. For example, in Figure 18.3 PL emission spectra of pyrolytic Si NPs, as-

Figure 18.1 Photoluminescence emitted from
size-separated SiNPs produced by cluster beam
deposition [23]. Panel (a) shows a photo of the
deposited nanoparticles (with size increasing

from the left to the right side) under illumination
with a UV lamp; panel (b) reports PL spectra
recorded at the positions indicated by the
arrows. Taken from Ref. [23].
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prepared and after oxidizing treatments in alcoholic and aqueous solvents (i.e.,
MeOH and the mixture H2/MeOH 1/1), under laser excitation at 532 nm are shown
(data are taken from Ref. [35]).

Several attempts were made to get bright green and blue light emission from Si
NPs prepared by gas-phase methods with the intent of achieving multicolor cellular
labeling [25, 36]. A significant reduction in the PL emission intensity was observed
when HF etching followed by reoxidation was used to shift the PL emission
wavelength by decreasing the Si NP size [36]. On the other hand, an intense and
fast deep blue emission was observed after UV excitation of ultrasmall (�1 nm in

Figure 18.2 PL decay curves at different emission wavelengths from suspensions of wet oxidized
pyrolytic SiNPs; fitting curves (solid lines) are based on the stretched exponential law (data are taken
from Ref. [32] ).

Figure 18.3 PL emission band from pyrolytic Si NPs as-prepared and after oxidizing treatments in
alcoholic and aqueous solvents (data are taken from Ref. [34] ).
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size) Si NPs prepared by chemical etching of bulk crystalline silicon, followed by
ultrasonication [36, 37].

It was proposed, on the basis of calculations reported in Ref. [16], that the intense
and fast (a few nanoseconds) blue PL emission arises in H-passivated Si NPs having
optically allowed, direct bandgap transitions, whereas the yellow–red, weaker, and
slower PL emission originates from oxide-passivated Si NPs having optically for-
bidden, indirect gap-type transitions. More recently, the direct-like behavior of the
fast blue emissionwas explained in terms of localization on radiative deepmolecular-
like Si–Si traps with size-dependent depth [38].

18.2.2
Surface Functionalization of Luminescent Si NPs for Bioapplications

For biomedical applications, the high hydrophilicity and colloidal stability in a
biological environment are mandatory to prevent Si NP aggregation and precipita-
tion. On the other hand, the surface termination, passivation, and functionalization
can alter the internal electronic structure of Si NPs and, in turn, their PL properties
and decay dynamics. Deliberate surface modification of Si NPs is of paramount
importance for biological interaction.

18.2.2.1 Alkali–Acid Etching of Si NPs
Etching of as-prepared Si NPs is usually unavoidable either for reduction of the NP
size to tune PL properties or for disaggregation of pyrolytic nanopowders. In fact, Si
NPs produced by laser pyrolysis are agglomerated due to particle coagulation and
coalescence during the growth process [22, 24, 39],with typical aggregate size of some
tens of nanometers, as measured by dynamic light scattering on nanopowder
suspensions. Etching of Si and SiO2 is well established thus far. Silica can be
effectively etched by both hydrogen fluoride [40–43] and alkaline hydroxide [44],
while silicon can be etched only by alkali hydroxide [45], as shown in the reaction
equations reported below:

1) HF etching:

SiO2 þ 6HF! 2Hþ þ SiF6
2� þ 2H2O ½40--43�

2) Alkaline etching:

2OH� þ SiO2 ! SiO3
2� þH2O ½44�

Siþ 2OH� þ 2H2O! SiO2ðOHÞ22� þ 2H2 ½45�

Since alkali etch silicon must faster than silica [46], it may not be a good choice to
tune the size of Si NPs already coated with silica shell. In order to decrease the size of
Si NPs in a properly controlled way, a mixture of HF and HNO3 was mostly
utilized [47]. Upon kicking off the SiO2 layer by HF, the fresh Si core is immediately
oxidized by HNO3, thus reducing the core size. By controlling the HF/HNO3 ratio
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and the etching time, Si�H terminated Si NPs with emission color varying from red
to green were obtained (Figure 18.4).

The Si NPs after this treatment show unstable luminescence, bad dispersibility in
most solvents, and susceptibility to oxidation in air, so surface modification is
necessary to overcome these drawbacks. To date, Si�H terminated Si NPs have
beenmodified by two ways: (1) silanization via Si�O bonding and (2) hydrosilylation
through Si�C bonding.

18.2.2.2 Surface Modification of Si NPs by Silanization
Well-established silanization procedures allow one to coat Si NPs with organosilanes
with various functional groups, thus providing flexibility for Si NP surface
functionalization.

Swihart and coworkers [48] modified pyrolytic Si NPs, after oxidation by the
piranha protocol orHNO3, with octadecyltrimethoxysilane in toluene, thus creating a
luminescent and clear dispersion of Si NPs [48]. The PL measurements demon-
strated that surface treatments significantly stabilized the photoluminescent prop-
erties of the Si nanoparticles against degradation.

Kauzlarich and coworkers [49] synthesized blue luminescent Si�Cl terminated
nanoparticles by sodium naphthalide reduction and modified their surfaces by
silanization. The treated Si NPs exhibited photochemical stability in nonpolar
organic solvents and did not show any significant photobleaching over 4000 s
compared to fluorophores.

Ruckenstein and coworkers [50] capped luminescent Si nanoparticles with orga-
nosilane reaction with conductive polyaniline, for applications as optical emitters.
This coating greatly stabilized the PL emission of the Si NPs against quenching and
degradation, also in basic solutions.

Lee and coworkers [51] prepared water-dispersible core–shell 3 nm Si@SiOxHy

NPs and tuned their luminescence by oxidation using a mixture of EtOH and H2O2.
The results suggested that the surface modification of Si nanoparticles by Si�O
bonds did not affect the luminescence behavior of the Si cores.

Figure 18.4 (a) Optical images of Si NPs
dispersed in chloroform after etching by
concentratedHF andHNO3with theHF/HNO3

volume ratio of 10 : 1 in a mixture of methanol
and water in the volume ratio of 1 : 2. The

images were recorded under a UV lamp after 3,
9, and 12min (from left to right). (b)
Photoluminescence spectra of the
corresponding samples under UV illumination.
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Recently, we found that oxidation by heating under air can turn pyrolytic Si NPs
luminescent in the red [24, 32]. However, this luminescence arises mainly from the
dangling unsaturated bonds of Si�O on the NP surfaces rather than from the Si
core [12, 13].

It has been demonstrated that the Si�O bonds dramatically affect the electronic
distribution in the Si NPs and thus reduce the energy of indirect transitions [16, 52],
which quenches the luminescence of Si NPs. Thus, better modification routes to
avoid the formation of Si�O bonds on Si NPs are needed.

18.2.2.3 Surface Modification of Si NPs via Hydrosilylation
Si�H bonds terminated on Si NPs can be cleaved into silicon radicals at high
temperature or via photoactivation. The highly active silicon radical can attach to
C¼C and C:C groups and form Si�C bonds; this procedure is known as
hydrosilylation.

Swihart and coworkers [53] first obtained Si�H dominated surface passivation on
Si NPs by increasing the HF/HNO3 ratio during etching and then using photo-
activated hydrosilylation under argon they created Si NPs with stable luminescent
emission varying from green to red [53].

Because various functional alkenes are commercially available, this hydrosilyla-
tion-based protocol is useful for further bioconjugation. Wang et al. [54] demon-
strated the feasibility to couple DNA to luminescent Si NPs for biological labeling.
Reipa and coworkers conjugated streptavidin to luminescent Si NPs through UV-
initiated hydrosilylation [11].

Besides alkenes, alkynes react with silicon too. Mitchell and coworkers [55]
reported the feasibility to couple alkynes and silicon dimers from blue luminescent
Si NPs prepared by high-energy ball milling.

In order to render the Si NPs hydrophilic, acrylic acid was capped on the NPs
via hydrosilylation, which was first reported by Ruckenstein and coworkers [56].
Warner et al. [17] prepared water-soluble Si quantum dots by covalently capping
allylamine on the NPs via hydrosilylation, catalyzed by platinum (Figure 18.5). The
so obtained highly blue luminescent Si NPs were used for bioimaging HeLa cells
(see Section 18.4 for more details). The amine group on the particle surface
allowed further modification with carboxy groups, epoxy groups, ketones, acyl
chlorides, and aldehydes. However, this protocol may be disadvantageous for long
wavelength emitting Si NPs because the amine group is known to quench the
photoluminescence [17].

By conducting hydrosilylation of acrylic acid in the presence of HF, Swihart and
coworkers [57] obtained stable aqueous dispersions of luminescent Si NPs with
different emitting colors. The Si NP size and the corresponding PL emission colors,
from yellow to green, were controlled by varying the etching time. Blue luminescent
Si NPs were prepared by hydrosilylation followed by oxidation of yellow-emitting Si
NPs, either using UV irradiation in solution or heating in air [58]. It was found,
however, that the blue luminescence arises neither from quantum-confined states in
smaller Si core nor from states in fully oxidized silica. The mechanism of emission
from these particles remains an open question [58].
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Water-dispersible Si NPs/polyacrylic acid composite nanospheres were pre-
pared by hydrosilylation of acrylic acid on the NPs and photopolymerization
of the acrylic acid in the surrounding media under carefully tuned UV irradi-
ation (Figure 18.6)[51, 59]. Despite the good solubility in water, however, the
colloidal stability of the resulting composite spheres in biological fluids was not
reached.

Figure 18.5 (a) Schematic diagram of the procedure used in Ref. [17] to change the surface
chemistry of the silicon quantum dots from hydrogen to allylamine. (b) Blue luminescence emitted
by the allylamine capped silicon quantum dots [17]. Taken from Ref. [17].

Figure 18.6 (a and b) TEM images of the Si NPs poly(acrylic acid) nanospheres with a size of
approximately 60 nm and (c) the corresponding size distribution. Taken from Ref. [59]
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Swihart�s group [60] synthesized biocompatible luminescent Si NP composite
vesicles for imaging cancer cells. First, luminescent Si NPs, obtained via HF/HNO3

etching, were capped with styrene, octadecene, and ethyl undecylenate via hydro-
silylation, which enabled the NPs to disperse in most nonpolar organic solvents.
Then, the modified Si NPs were mixed with phospholipids functionalized by
polyethylene glycol (PEG) in chloroform. After chloroform evaporation, themixtures
dispersed inwater and formed luminescent composite vesicles of 50–120 nm in size.
Their aqueous dispersion showed no precipitation after 2 months� storage at 4 �C.
The luminescence intensity showed negligible decrease from 25 to 40 �C and
remained constant in phosphate-buffered solution (PBS) [60]. Due to the nonim-
munogenic and nonantigenic properties of PEG, the resulting composite vesicles
showed low cytotoxicity.

Similar to the above-mentioned methods, in the framework of the EC Project
BONSAI,1)we alsowere able to get luminescent SiNPs by oxidation orfluoride/nitric
acid etching (Figure 18.3), and through suitable nonionic surfactantmodification, we
succeeded to getwater-dispersible SiNPs.However,more efforts are still necessary in
the scientific community in order to get truly monodispersed, stable, biocompatible,
and luminescent Si NPs.

18.3
Biointeraction of Si-Based Nanoparticles

In the previous sections were described methodologies for preparing photolumi-
nescent Si NPs with surfaces engineered for biomedical applications. Although
silicon is a nontoxic material, potential toxicity induced by the nanostructure and
engineered surface characteristics need to be accurately investigated before Si
nanoparticles can be safely used for in vivo applications in bioimaging, cell staining,
and drug delivery.

As previously discussed, the SiNPs are quickly oxidized in the presence of aqueous
solvents. Thus, in case of uncapped Si NPs or biodamage of the cappingmaterial, the
biological specimen may come in contact with silica first. Moreover, due to the
medical relevance of silicosis, there ismore abundant literature on this topic for silica
than for Si NPs. Therefore, in the next sections, dealing with interaction with
biomaterials, we will report on both silica and silicon nanoparticles.

Themainproblemconcerning the evaluation of thepotential toxicity of SiNPs (and
other nanoparticles) is that there are not yet standard strategies andmethods. On this
premise,wewillexaminethemainconcernsrelatedtoexposureofcells tosilica/silicon
NPs in terms of biophysical issues, discussing the amount of particles that come in
contact with cells and the key parameters one has to consider to discriminate toxicity.

In vitro studies have become an essential component in assessingNP toxicity since
they are a relatively rapid and cost-effective way of screening [61]; moreover, they

1) FP6 EC-STREP Project BONSAI: �Bio-imaging with smart functional nanoparticles� (www.bonsai-
project.eu).
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restrict the animal use, as required by ethical issues. Although a large number of
studies have beenperformedwith in vitro systems, yet thismodel represents a serious
challenge and in fact data on this topic obtained by several groups are often
contradictory.Multiple factors are responsible for the differences found; somemight
be related to particles size, shape, and physicochemical surface properties, while
othermay pertain to the cell lines used, andfinally one should consider differences in
methodologies of the test itself.

In general, while studying nanomaterial–cell exposure, Teeguarden et al. [62] and
Lison et al. [63] pointed out a challenging question, namely, the difference between
nominal and effective dose in cytotoxicity assays. Since particles can diffuse,
aggregate, and settle in media, the effective dose of NPs to which cells are exposed
in an in vitro systemhas to be regarded in a somehowdynamicway. In the case ofNPs,
onemight also consider thenature of both the particles and the solution inwhich they
are dispersed (e.g., viscosity and the presence of proteins that interact with NPs).
Therefore, the exposure to NPs cannot be equated with that of a soluble chemical, in
which case the exposure can be described only by considering two �dimensions�:
chemical concentration and time of exposure.

Since the target of an in vitro study is the cell whose response relates specifically to
the amount ofmaterial it comes in contact with, it seems appropriate to introduce the
concept of �delivered cellular dose� instead of �media concentration.�

Finally, one has to consider that in the presence of particle aggregation, like in the
case of pyrolytic Si NPs, the relevant quantities are the aggregate dimension and
morphology, which usually depend on both the material processing and the disag-
gregation procedures adopted; this clearly may affect the experimental conditions.
Moreover, binding to proteins can also alter the hydrodynamic diameter of the
particles and in turn affect the sedimentation velocity and diffusion rates.

One should also adjust for the effect due to the gravitational and diffusional
delivery. In the case of NPs with diameter less than 50 nm, the gravitational effect is
less important so that the �delivered cellular dose� reflectsmore the diffusional rather
than the gravitational movement of NPs. In this case, the diffusional component is
inversely proportional to the particles size.

Finally, another source of variability relates to the type of cells used for the studies.
All these factors, when not taken properly into account, hinder the attempt to

integrate different results from different studies.

18.3.1
Cell Viability

With �cell viability� we intend a physiological condition under which cells grow at
their regular doubling time (typically 24 h for a normal mammalian cell, see www.
newton.dep.anl.gov) and the percentage of dead cells (typically around 8% of the cell
population) is related only to physiological processes. Among these processes leading
to cells death,we also include the �apoptosis� that is a formof programmed cell death.
Apoptosis may originate as a consequence of a wide range of extra- or intracellular
signals, for example, stress signals that may induce the cells to suicide. The same
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stress signals generate an acute response first inducing the cell to produce cytokines,
a category of signal molecules, such as IL-1, IL-6, and TNF, which are synthesized in
response to trauma or cell damage.

In order to characterize whether a compound may be toxic for a cell population,
researchers investigate if parameters such as cell viability, cell death, or apoptosis
(just to mention a few of them) are altered in the presence of the test substance
compared to a control conditionwhere the cells are growing in their regularmedium.

The literature presents a wide variety of cell lines tested and assays to evaluate the
geno- or cytotoxicity. The research groups performing in vitro testingmostly use lung
epithelial cells or epithelial cells in general (HeLa, a cell line derived from a cervical
cancer), endothelial cells, and macrophages. A cell line specifically used to evaluate
the effects of NPs on the lung is the commercially available A549, whilemacrophages
are commonly used to simulate a cell microenvironment and the clearance of NPs.

The most common tests to study the in vitro toxicity evaluate not only the cell
morphology, apoptosis, and cell viability but also cytokine production as an indirect
marker of inflammation and oxidative stress. There are different methods to study
the cell vitality: some of them are luminescent assays to assess the metabolic activity
of the cell population (MTT,WST-1 assay) or the plasmamembrane integrity (Lactate
Dehydrogenase, LDH, release). All these assays are based on the dosage of the activity
of specific enzymes (mitochondrial, MTT, orWST-1 assay or cytoplasmic LDHassay)
that should not be present outside their normal microenvironment (either mito-
chondria or cytoplasm). If the enzyme activity is detected outside such microenvir-
onments, this is an indication of ultrastructural damage. The enzyme activity is
measured by means of a colorimetric assay that uses the red formazan, an artificial
product obtained by reducing tetrazolium salts (MTT or WST-1) or lactate.

In terms of LDH release from cells exposed to silica NPs, some authors report no
increase in the enzyme activity in the medium [64] while others found a silica NPs
dose-dependent increase [61, 63, 65, 66].

Yang et al. [67] are the first to propose that luminescent tests may not be suitable to
inspect the cytotoxicity of some categories of engineered silica NPs since the
formation of the MTT (and also LDH) leads to production of formazan salt and
thismay alter the outcomeof the test at high particle concentration. The authors came
to this conclusion because the results of two tests done under the same experimental
conditions (MTT, WST-1 assay) failed to agree.

18.3.2
Genotoxicity

Because of the potential medical applications, other groups tested the toxicity of NPs
exposure on the genome bymeans of theCOMETsystem that is themostwidely used
test able to detect both single- and double-stranded breaks of DNA chains. In fact, if
any DNA is damaged, the cell would produce a comet tail whose length is propor-
tional to the amount of DNA damaged.

Jin et al. in 2007 [68] investigated the genotoxicity of silica NPs by exposing A549
cells to different concentrations (1� 10�4 to 0.50mg/ml). They found that the
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particles enter the cells but remain outside the nuclei. In macrophages, the uptake
rate was much higher. The DNA was not damaged within 72 h and no significant
nucleotide base modification was induced by the NPs. These results are consistent
with the observation that the silica NPs do not penetrate the nucleus. They found by
Trypan blue exclusion test2) that necrosis was dose dependent, but there was no sign
of apoptosis. The conclusion of the authors is that silica nanoparticles at high
concentration (>0.1 mg/ml) might attach to the cell surface and interfere with
membrane function or metabolism.

18.3.3
Overall Cell Monolayer Electrical Resistance

Since NPs impact on physiological barriers, another important question is whether
they interferewith the integrity of thewholemonolayer of the cells when they come in
contact with. Transepithelial/endothelial resistance (TER, V/cm2) is a good param-
eter to estimate perturbations induced on the integrity of the monolayer since it is
directly proportional to the integrity of the junctions between the cells.

Yacobi et al. report in their paper [64] a decrease of about 60% in TER of primary rat
alveolar monolayer after exposure to ultrafine ambient particles. This result was
interpreted as an increase in permeability of cell junctions and must also be taken
into account in case of other NPs of the same size, including Si NPs.

18.3.4
Effect of NP Size

Toxicity may be related not only to the exposure dose of the NPs but also to their
dimensions.

Lin et al. [65] found that it is very important to control the aggregation state in the
cell culture medium. In fact, in their paper, they found no difference between the
effect of 15 nm silica NPs and 46 nm NPs, the reason being that both nanoparticles
reached a similar size due to aggregation in the culture medium. Therefore, NP
aggregation state is a critical parameter that needs to be controlled.

In the same paper [65], the authors evaluated the oxidative stress bymeasuring the
production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and of glutathione (GSH, an antioxidant
molecule produced under oxidative stress). The authors found that in A549 cells
exposed to 10–100 mg/ml of NPs for time ranging from 24 to 72 h, ROS levels rose
while GSH decreased, indicating an increase in oxidative stress and a decrease in
antioxidant capacity.

In another study [69] on the same cell line incubated with Si nanoparticles ranging
in size from 10 to 110 nm, up to 24–72 h of exposure, no change in mitochondrial
activity (MTTassay) and no increase in GSH production was observed. Note that this

2) Trypan blue exclusion test: when incubated with the blue vital dye, cells with leaky membranes are
stained in blue, while cells with intact membrane exclude the blue dye and are not stained.
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lastfindingwould indicate the lack of toxicity only if ROSproductionwas unchanged,
a point not addressed in the paper.

Other scientists [11, 70] have also compared the biological responses to nano- and
micron-sized Si particles in RAW 264.7 cells, a mouse leukemia monocyte macro-
phage cell line. Theymonitored cellmorphology, cytotoxicity, and cell viability, as well
as cellular distress from the production of nitric oxide (NO), IL-6 and tumor necrosis
factor-alpha (TNF-alpha). The authors found that with Si NP concentration of
1–200mg/ml and exposure of 24–48 h (note that particles aggregated to a final
diameter of 100–300 nm), the morphology of the cells did not change, although
signs of latent toxicity (cells detached from the plate) were observed for Si NP
concentration >20mg/ml. Phase fluorescence and combined images of RAW 264.7
murine incubatedwith redfluorescent Si NPs are shown in Figure 18.7.Moreover, as
shown in Figure 18.8, both the Trypan blue exclusion dye test and the MTT test were
coherent in indicating nanosized Si NPs are more toxic than microsized NPs. The
cells were treated with different concentrations (1–200 mg/ml) of nano- (SNs) and
microparticles (SMs) for 24 and 48 h. At the end of exposure period, Trypan blue dye
was added to an aliquot of cells to assess the cell live/dead ratio. MTTwas introduced
into wells containing cells incubated for 24 or 48 h with SNs or SMs. For the Trypan

Figure 18.7 Phase (i) fluorescence (ii) and
combined (iii) images of RAW 264.7 murine
macrophages incubated (24 h) with red
fluorescent (lem¼ 640 nm) silicon

nanoparticles (<4 nm diameter). (a) Control
(no Si NPs present); (b) Si NPs, 20 mg/ml; (c) Si
NPs, 50 mg/ml; scale bar, 30mm. Taken from
Ref. [70].
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blue dye exclusion cytotoxicity assay, data are expressed as �percent cell survival� and
represent the ratio of number of dead cells divided by the number of total cells in a
given sample. Cell viability for controls was >95%. For the MTT cell viability assay,
data in Figure 18.8 are expressed as �percent MTTreduction� and were calculated by
dividing the value of optical density (OD) of supernatants for each treatment well by
the average OD from all corresponding supernatants from control wells (100�).
Optical density for controls was 1.29� 0.19. Statistical difference compared to the
control, P< 0.05.

Sayes et al. in their paper [61] found a dose dependency in the response to exposure
of NPs in terms of production of inflammatory markers MIP-2 (macrophage
inflammatory protein-2), TNF-alpha, and IL-6.

Another important issue in the study of the cellular impact of Si NPs was
established by Alsharif and coworkers [71] who found that both alkyl-capped Si
nanocrystals of 5 nm (suitable for diagnostic imaging) and all uncapped Si NPs are
highly soluble only in nonpolar solvents such as tetrahydrofluorane, toluene,
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), and diethyl ether. All these solvents are very toxic for
cells. They studied HeLa and SW1353 cells and found acute necrosis within 30min
from the exposure to the vehicle alone. But if the vehicle was DMSO at a fractional
value of 0.2% and up to 24 h of exposure, there was no evidence of acute necrosis,
apoptosis, or impact on the rate of cell proliferation.

Figure 18.8 Effect of Si NPs and Si-MPs on cell
survival in RAW 264.7 murine macrophages
based on Trypan blue dye exclusion (a) andMTT
(b) assays. Cells were treated with different

concentrations (1–200mg/ml) of nano (SNs)
and micro (SMs) silicon particles for 24 and
48 h. Taken from Ref. [70].
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It is often proposed that NP toxicity is related to NP cellular internalization rather
than to physical damage to the cellular membrane. However, end results of toxicity
are either apoptosis or necrosis that imply an opposite water imbalance, either a
decrease or an increase in cell volume. It was found that relatively minor damages to
cellular membrane may end in marked toxicity [72] likely due to changes in water
fluxes at plasma membrane level. We therefore presume that the NPs–cell mem-
brane interaction can result in local deformation that possibly affects membrane
channel properties and water traffic. Bearing this in mind, in the framework of the
BONSAI Project,1 we tried to evaluate the initial phase of NPs–cell membrane
interaction, addressing, in particular, the standard viability tests and their correlation
with alteration in transendo-/epithelial resistance. Biocompatibility tests were per-
formed on Si NPs prepared by laser pyrolysis [22, 24, 73].

In order to avoid alteration in results due to interference of the luminescence of Si
NPs with luminescent formazan salt, the viability of cells exposed to NPs was
investigated with the Trypan blue assay.2 Tests were done on Si NPs dissolved in
DMSO, a toxic solvent per se, at different concentrations (0.001–0.5mg/ml) for up to
24 h of exposure on lung epithelial A30 cell line [74], not commercially available and
very similar to A549.

It was determined that the maximum concentration of DMSO to avoid its toxicity
was 0.01%.With this concentration and the corresponding NP concentration of 0.01
mg/ml, no sign of distress (e.g., detachment from the plate) was observed by
comparing DMSO alone with NPs in DMSO to controls. In fact, the percentages
of dead cells in the three conditionswere 9.7, 6, and 5%, respectively, not significantly
different (see Table 18.1).

Solubility in aqueous solution could be increased by a specific functionalization of
Si NPs with PEG [60, 75] that is nonimmunogenic and nonantigenic. This should
lower the toxicity of the encapsulated nanoparticles. However, exposure of PEGylated
Si NPs led to a decrease in the cell number. This finding was ascribed to the
sedimentation of the PEGylated nanoparticles, preventing the new cells coming from
parental mitosis from attaching to the plate. Nevertheless, no sign of toxicity was
found under these conditions. Our results are shown in Figure 18.9.

In a very recent paper [76], Fujioka et al. reported on the response of HeLa cells to
luminescent oxidized Si NPs. The mitochondrial activity assays and LDH release

Table 18.1 Biocompatibility of Si NPs in DMSO tested in A30 cells.

Si NP
concentration
(mg/ml)

Percentage
of dead cells
in CTRL

Percentage of
dead cells
in DMSO alone

Percentage of
dead cells in
Si NPs in DMSO

0.5 6 100 100
0.1 6 18 24
0.01 4.9 9.7 6
0.01 10 11.6 7.2

Toxicity measured after 6 h of incubation.
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assays showed that the Si NPs are safer than CdSe quantum dots at high concen-
tration, especially under UV exposure conditions. However, Si NPs may become
slightly toxic to cultured humancells at concentrations higher than 112 mg/ml.As one
of the toxicity mechanisms, the authors suggest that oxygen radicals from Si NPs can
affect the plasma membrane of the cells [76].

18.3.5
In Vitro and In Vivo Comparative Studies

Comparative studies to extrapolate data to in vivo and to humans are very sparse.
When comparing in vivo with in vitro studies, Sayes et al. [61] found that the rank of
hazard potency from the in vitro assay did not correspond to the ranking results from
the in vivo samples. Most of the samples they tested were not toxic in the in vitro assay
but were very toxic after in vivo airway instillation in rats. Their conclusion was that

Figure 18.9 A30 cell exposed to PEGylated Si
NPs. In panel (a) is shown a typical image,
acquired with a light fluorescence microscope,
of cells grown in control condition. Panel (b)
represents A30 cell grown for 24 h in the

presence of PEGylated Si NPs. Despite the
seeded cell density was identical, the plate
incubated with the particles after 24 h shows a
minor population.
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the in vitro assaymay providemechanistic information specific for a cell type but does
not allow extrapolation to the in vivomodel. Therefore, in vitro assays have limitations
in simulating the biological effects of inhaled or instilled particles in the whole body.
The simplest limitations to list are again the �delivered cellular dose,� the selection of
cell types to create a microenvironment (e.g., single-cell culture system versus
coculture system), the time course of the effects, and the end point reported.

The main conclusion from these studies is the need for standardized methodol-
ogies and experimental protocols to remove potential sources of irreproducibility
when testing the toxicity of NPs and for more in-depth study of the mechanisms
responsible for toxicity.

18.3.6
Exposure Risks

Exposure to SiNPsmay occur in professional working conditions (e.g., during SiNPs
collection after gas-phase synthesis processes) or for people undergoing a diagnostic
screening test. In the first case, the risk is mostly related to the inhalation of
nanoparticles; thus, the most likely route of entry is across the lung alveolar
epithelium whose surface area averages 70m2. In the case of diagnostic imaging,
nanoparticles are usually injected intravenously and Si NPs could impact on the
endothelial wall. In both cases, outflow of NPs from the initial compartment requires
translocation across biomembranes.

On the basis of the previous considerations, we can conclude that the concern
deriving from �in vitro to in vivo� extrapolation and the need for standardized
methodologies for toxicity tests represent the major hindrance to biomedical use
of nanoparticles, including Si nanoparticles. In addition, it is at present still difficult
to estimatewhether subthreshold perturbations, not necessarily revealed by standard
toxicity tests, might induce over time a pathological condition. In fact, a striking
example of �latent toxicity� is that of inhaled ultrafine asbestos fibers as acute
exposure only causes a modest pulmonary inflammatory reaction while a long-term
exposure is a known cause of pleural mesothelioma. Yet, on the basis of available
toxicity data, acute exposure to Si NPs for biomedical use might deserve a careful
consideration of the risk/benefit ratio, accounting for the specific pathology, provided
their concentration is not exceeding 0.01mg/ml.

18.4
Applications of Si NPs in Biomedicine

Thefield of biomedical applications of Si NPs is still in its infancy as a consequence of
the difficulties encountered in getting stable and intense PL emission, easy disper-
sibility in aqueous biological media, and biocompatibility [17].

To our knowledge, the preparation ofmulticolor, highly luminescent, single SiNPs
well dispersed in biological systems is still problematic. In fact, as previously
discussed, SiNPs that are not properly terminated are highly soluble only in nonpolar
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solvents that are toxic. However, recently, there was a surge of interest in this topic
and several papers dealing with the interaction of Si NPs with biosystems have
appeared in the literature [11, 59, 60, 68, 70]. Si NPs have in fact promising optical
properties as labeling materials for bioimaging, for cell staining, for determining
trace amounts of analytes, and as nucleotide carriers for gene therapy.

On the basis of the results reviewed in Section 18.2, two main classes of
luminescent Si NPs can be identified, namely, orange–NIR emitting nanoparticles
with long luminescence decay times (several tens of microseconds), usually pro-
duced by surface oxidation [22–25], and blue-emitting nanoparticles with fast (tens of
nanoseconds) luminescence decay times [27, 29, 37]. These latter nanoparticles can
have various surface terminations but are mostly terminated with hydrogen. An
interface with biological system is then provided by further functional groups
attached to the surface bonds (as detailed in Section 18.2).

Slow-emitting Si NPs are suitable for real-time tracking and monitoring of
biological events at the cellular level. Moreover, PL emission in the red–IR is
highly desirable for in vivo imaging because of the low tissue absorption and
scattering effects in this spectral range [2]. In fact, the absorbance spectra of
interfering biological molecules (i.e., hemoglobin and water) are minimal in the
NIR region (Figure 18.10); thus, the ideal optical probe for in vivo imaging should
exhibit excitation and emission wavelengths falling in this window (Figure 18.10).
Oxide-covered Si NPs with size in the range of 2.5–8 nm emit in the range
560–850 nm [23]. Moreover, two-photon excited luminescence covering the same
spectral interval was recently observed after NIR (900 nm) femtosecond laser
excitation of Si NPs prepared by laser pyrolysis and oxidized by wet chemical
procedures [77].

Another advantage offered by the use of slow-emitting Si NPs is the possibility to
eliminate the fast (few nanoseconds) skin autofluorescence and the luminescence

Figure 18.10 Near-IR in vivo imaging window. Taken from Ref. [2].
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emitted by most of the bioorganic materials by using time-resolved detection
techniques [7, 78]. In fact, a delay of a few tens of nanoseconds between excitation
and detection is sufficient to eliminatemost of the parasitic light signals falling in the
same wavelength range of the PL emission (Figure 18.11). The PL signal observed in
continuous detection mode (1 min) after i.v. injection of a colloidal solution of
pyrolytic Si NPs (2mg/ml) in the tail vein of a mouse is shown in Figure 18.12. No

Figure 18.11 Experimental setup for in vivo
bioimaging with an integrating sphere. To
eliminate the fast (few nanoseconds)
autofluorescence of biotissues, a time delay
between the laser pulse for PL excitation and the

PL signal detection/accumulation system is
required. For using red-emitting silicon
nanoparticles, the time delay between the laser
pulse and the PL signal detection is 10 ns, the PL
signal detection time is 1 ms.

Figure 18.12 Photoluminescence detected in
the tail vein of a mouse 1min after the i.v.
injection of a dose of 0.5ml of silicon
nanoparticleswater colloid (2mg/ml).No acute

toxicity was observed. Experiments were
performed at the General Physics Institute of
Moscow (courtesy of V.B. Loschenov and A.V.
Ryabova).
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acute toxicity was observed. However, the signal intensity was not yet sufficient to
evaluate the specific distribution of luminescent SiNPs inside the organs.Despite the
current low PL intensity, these NPs show promise as an alternative for optical probes
by taking advantage of their long lifetime to avoid background interference and
autofluorescence by time-resolved spectroscopy. Thus, efforts are made to find new
strategies for PL emission intensity enhancement.

The fast, intense blue PL emission from H-terminated Si NPs is exploited in a
number of interesting applications in the biomedical field.

Wang et al. [54] at the BiotechnologyDivision of NISTconjugated 1–2 nmdiameter
blue luminescent Si NPs to a 50-amino-modified oligonucleotide through a three-step
procedure. The Si NPs were obtained with H-terminated surface through electro-
chemical etching. The conjugationwas implemented via two photoinduced reactions
followed by a DNA labeling step through formation of a carboxamide bond. After
conjugation with the oligonucleotides, the nanoparticles were water dispersible and
showed blue stable luminescence for at least a week with a quantum efficiency equal
to 8%. The ability of silicon NPs to carry sequences of nucleotides opens the
possibility to interfere with cytoplasmic mRNA transcription phase. Si NPs, mono-
dispersed in a stable suspension and functionalized with amino groups for DNA
binding, might be used to develop nonviral vectors for in vitro and in vivo gene
delivery [54]. The stability of the Si NPs–oligonucleotide conjugation makes this
technique also valid in gene array.

Later on [11], the same group, in collaboration with the Department of Chemical
and Biomolecular Engineering at the University of Maryland, reported on the
conjugation of the blue luminescent Si NPs to streptavidin molecules by using a
multistep photoassisted reaction and a bifunctional cross-linker. The characteristic
blue photoluminescence was retained in the Si NP–protein complex. From the
capillary electrophoresis analysis, it was determined that typically from four to five Si
NPs were bound to the streptavidin molecule. Streptavidin molecules retain their
capability of binding to biotin after the conjugation protocol. Covalent attachment of
Si NPs to streptavidin provides a convenient pathway for biomolecule labeling in
biotin–streptavidin affinity-based assays, thus opening the possibility to label a wide
range of biomolecules by exploiting this interaction. Applications can be found in in
vitro assays that rely on antibodies, cell receptors, and cell tracing probes [11].

As previously reported in Section 18.2, Warner et al. [17] prepared water-soluble Si
quantumdots showing efficient and fast (tens of nanoseconds) blue luminescence by
covalent bonding of allylamine on the surface of the SiNPs. The allylamine-capped Si
NPs were then used to stain HeLa cells. The cells were incubated for 12 h with a
0.2 nM Si NP solution and then they were washed with a phosphate-buffered saline
twice to remove the nonspecific binding nanoparticles. Luminescence images of the
cells were captured using a digital camera coupled to a conventional wide-field
microscope underUV lamp excitation at 365 nm, showing that the luminescencewas
emitted from the nanoparticles in the cytosol. Also, the blue luminescent hydrophilic
particles were used to obtain luminescence images of Vero cells [82]. The nanopar-
ticles were transfected into the cells by adding liposomal plasmid-transfection
reagents. After incubation andwashing, the cells were fixed and fluorescence images
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were captured on a cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) camera mounted on a
fluorescence microscope using multi-bandpass filters and mercury lamp excitation
luminescence. The suitability of allylamine-capped Si NPs as chromophores for
biological imaging is demonstrated in Figure 18.13 (from Ref. [17]).

Very recently, Sudeep et al. [75] prepared and characterized photostable amphi-
philic Si nanoparticles covered by a PEG corona. These particles are soluble in both
organic solvents and aqueous environments and moreover maintained an absor-
bance spectrum characteristic of the Si NPs. Once again, these particles may turn
useful for different biological applications in vitro [75].

He et al. [59] used the luminescent nanospheres (60–200 nm) formedbypolyacrylic
acidchainsincorporatingSiNPstostainHEK293Thumankidneycells, thusobtaining
well-resolved and stable fluorescence microscopy images with a laser scanning
confocal microscope. Luminescence from cells stained with Si NPs could be excited
at 458 and 488 nm, in contrast with the case of cells stained with the commonly used
dye FITC (fluorescein isothiocyanate) that could be excited only at 488 nm.

Figure 18.13 Overlay of the transmission and
fluorescence microscope images of (a) HeLa
cells in the absence of any quantumdots and (b)
HeLa cells with silicon quantum dots

incorporated inside the cytosol. Inset:
fluorescence from a vial of allylamine-capped
silicon. Taken from Ref. [17].
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Comparison with cells stained with FITC and with II–VI quantum dots showed
that the Si NP-loaded nanospheres possess a significant property, a high resistance to
photobleaching, for use as cellular labels in long-term, real-time imaging (see
Figure 18.14).

In the medical field, diagnostic imaging is being used to visualize gross pathol-
ogy [71]. Silicon NPs uptake seems higher in malignant (SW1353) than in normal
(HeLa) cells with a maximum accumulation in the cytosol and, according to these
authors [71], also in the nucleus (the discrepancy with the results reported by Jin [68]
is to be noted). TheNPuptake was found to be endocytosismediated sincemore than
80% are blocked by endocytosis inhibitors.

Another group [66] made the point that silica NPs weremore toxic for normal skin
fibroblast cell lines (MRC-5, WS1, and CCD-966sk) compared to cancer cells (A549,
HT-29, and MKN-28).

Erogbogbo et al. [60] reported on the use of luminescent Si NPs, encapsulated into
phospholipidic micelles terminated with PEG groups, to image human pancreatic
cancer (Panc-1) cells with a laser scanning confocal microscope. After functionaliza-

Figure 18.14 (a) Fluorescence microscopy
images of HEK2-293T cells labeled with the as-
prepared Si NPs loaded nanospheres excited at
488 nm (left) and superposition of fluorescence
and transillumination images (right). (b)
Comparison of fluorescent signals of HEK293T
cells imaging with the nanospheres (top) and
FITC (bottom) excited at different wavelengths.
(c) Temporal evolution of fluorescence of the
HEK293T cells labeled with the as-prepared

nanospheres (top) and FITC (bottom). The
nanospheres and FITC were both excited at
488 nm by argon laser with 8ms dwell time and
about 15mW power. (d) Photostability
comparison of fluorescent II/VI QDs (CdTe
QDs and CdTe/CdS/ZnS core–shell–shell QDs)
and the as-prepared nanospheres. All samples
were continuously irradiated by a 450W xenon
lamp. Taken from Ref. [59].
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tion with amine or transferrin groups, the micelle-encapsulated Si NPs at a con-
centration of 8 mg/ml were used to stain the cells by incubation for 2 h at 37 �C. After
2 h, the cells were washed thrice with PBS and directly imaged under themicroscope
using 405 nm laser excitation. Uptake of Si NPs from the cells could be clearly
observed. Control experiments using PEG-terminated micelles, without amine or
transferrin surface functionalization, showed no detectable uptake by the cells.

All these results show that Si NPs can be a valuable optical tool in biomedical
diagnostic.

18.5
Si Nanoparticle-Based Sensors

Materials based on nanostructured silicon have a great potential to be compatible
with current silicon technology, which is at the core of the modern electronics
industry. In fact, it is expected that applications in several sectors such as medicine,
textiles, cosmetics, and so on can be developed starting from new functionalities
offered by incorporation of Si NPs into existing systems, leading to innovative tools.

A class of devices showing such useful cross-fertilization is the sensors. Use of Si
NPs in sensors takes advantages from their optical and/or electronic transport
properties; therefore, control of the nanoparticles surface chemistry and interface
with the surrounding matrix is a key issue in developing such applications [79]. In
addition, new functionalities due to collective behavior and interparticle interactions
are expected if the nanoparticles could be organized in a controlled and regular
pattern.

Building a sensor device often requires growing directly nanoparticles as a layer or
depositing them in a film. Such materials are usually produced by PECVD (plasma-
enhanced chemical vapor deposition), LRD (laser reactive deposition), or sputtering
techniques in the form of thin films. These applications are not presented in this
chapter, devoted to materials prepared from dispersed Si NPs.

Although several authors suggest possible applications as gas or biomolecule
sensors, so far the only report on sensing applications of disperse Si NPs is the
amperometric detection of glucose using an electrode formed by a layer of Si29
nanoclusters deposited on a heavily doped Si substrate [80], thus producing an all-
silicon device. The sensor showed enhanced sensitivity with respect to the devices
based on the glucose oxidase (GO) enzyme, together with improved selectivity and
stability. Due to the highly efficient luminescence emission of the nanoparticles, the
authors expected the possibility of dual amperometric/optical sensing for the
detection of glucose. Furthermore,modulation of the sensor amperometric response
by UV light was demonstrated, thus opening the possibility of phase-sensitive
detection. It was concluded that this device can be used mainly in the amperometric
mode and that it is suitable forminiaturization in view of further implantation and in
vivo use.

In another paper [81], Si NPs prepared by electrochemical etching of bulk Si were
used as substrates for oligonucleotide sensor chips, by immobilization of DNA
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fragments on the Si NPs surface. The binding capacity and the hybridization
efficiency of the sensor depend upon the Si NPs particle size. The improved
performances of the sensor chips are attributed to the large specific surface area
of Si NPs compared to the existing conventional substrates (e.g., bulk Si). Moreover,
the oligonucleotide array sensor showed high stability under test conditions and
could be regenerated at least 12 times.

18.6
Conclusions

Luminescent Si NPs have a great potential for use as optical probes in biomedical
diagnostics. Size-controllable Si NPs emitting photons in the yellow near-IR range
(with lifetime of the order of 10�4 s) can be prepared by several gas- and solution-
phase methods. A fast, deep blue luminescence emission is observed after UV
excitation of ultrasmall (�1 nm in size) Si NPs prepared by chemical etching of bulk
crystalline silicon, followed by ultrasonication. However, surface engineering is
necessary for enhancing and stabilizing the luminescence emission in liquids and to
make water-soluble and biocompatible pristine Si NPs.

Modifications of freestanding Si NPs were realized either by forming Si�C
covalent bond between unsaturated chemical compounds and Si�H or by reaction
between organosilane and Si�X (X can be hydroxy group or halide). Both methods
confer Si NPs stable luminescence and colloidal stability, either as small hydrophobic
nanoparticles dispersible in organic solvents or as small quantum dots embedded in
big water-dispersible nanospheres. Similar to the above-mentioned methods, in the
framework of the ECProject BONSAI, we alsowere able to get luminescent Si NPs by
oxidation or fluoride/nitric acid etching, and through suitable nonionic surfactant
modification, we succeeded in getting water-dispersible Si NPs. However, more
efforts are still necessary in order to get truly monodispersed, stable, biocompatible,
and luminescent Si NPs.

An assessment of the biological impact of Si NPs is mandatory before their use in
in vivo medical applications. The results reported in the current literature on the
biointeraction of Si-based NPs were critically reviewed and we underlined how some
concern derives from �in vitro to in vivo� extrapolation and the lack of standardized
methodologies in toxicity tests. In addition, it is at present still difficult to estimate
whether subthreshold perturbations, not necessarily revealed by standard toxicity
tests, might induce over time a pathological condition. It was reported that Si NPs are
less toxic than CdSe quantum dots at high concentration. Yet, based on the available
toxicity data, acute exposure to Si NPs for biomedical use might deserve a careful
consideration of the risk/benefit ratio, accounting for the specific pathology, provided
their concentration is not exceeding 0.01mg/ml.

Finally, we have reviewed the recent, pioneering applications of Si NPs as
chromophores for in vitro cellular imaging and for the visualization of severe
pathology, as a consequence of higher accumulation of Si NPs in malignant cells.
In particular, it was demonstrated that Si-based nanospheres possess excellent
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photostability with respect to II–VI quantum dots and are suitable for multiwave-
length excitation.

Other promising fields of applications for Si NPs are as luminescent labels to DNA
and as glucose sensors.

In conclusion, a rapid expansion and development is expected in the field of
biomedical applications of Si NPs as soon as the procedures for their surface
modification are optimized andmacroscopic quantities of highly luminescent, water
dispersible, and biocompatible single Si NPs are easily available.
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19
Nanosilicon-Based Explosives
Dominik Cl�ement and Dimitry Kovalev

19.1
Introduction

Explosions are very fast and therefore very efficient chemical reactions. Their
efficiency depends on the energy yield and the rate of the chemical reactions [1].
Most of the modern explosives are based on carbon. They usually combine in one
molecule fuel (carbon atoms) and oxidizer (oxygen atoms) resulting in an enormous
efficiency of the explosion when the detonation shock wave activates the reaction
partners almost instantaneously. Bulk silicon (Si) was never considered as a basis for
energy carriers or explosivematerials. Contrary to carbon, its reaction product is solid
and its oxidation rate is limited by the relatively slow diffusion of oxygen through the
silicon dioxide layer at the Si surface [2]. However, the potential yield of energy of the
exothermic reaction of silicon and oxygen is higher than that of most common
carbon-based explosives.

Porous silicon (PSi), a nanoporous modification of bulk Si, can be prepared in
different ways [3]. The most common procedure is the electrochemical or chemical
etching of bulk Si wafers and Si powders. Etching results in the formation of a
nanometer-sized sponge-like structure that retains the crystalline structure of the
initial material. PSi has remarkable morphological properties leading to an enor-
mous increase in the oxidation reaction rates that are crucial for explosive reactions.
The PSi layers have enormous internal surface area (up to 103m2/cm3) [3] and
therefore the spacing between Si and oxidizing atoms brought to the pores is at the
atomic scale. For as-prepared samples, this internal surface is almost completely
covered with hydrogen and the concentration of hydrogen atoms can be as high as
1022 cm�3. Other properties of PSi, such as porosity and pore sizes, can be easily
adjusted to the required values, fromnanometer tomicron pore sizes, using different
etching procedures.

Since 1992, PSi is known as a reactive material. The fast combustion of PSi
immersed in nitric acid was discovered by McCord et al. [4]. In 2001, Kovalev et al.
discovered the explosive reaction of PSi immersed in cryogenic oxygen [5]. This
laboratory accident at the Technical University of Munich (TUM) drew the attention
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of the pyrotechnic industry on PSi as a reactive material and led to a new boost in the
development of nanosilicon-based energetic materials because this topic was adver-
tised in several daily newspapers and public magazines [6–8]. Furthermore, several
public science television programs showed the explosive reaction of PSi infiltrated
with solid oxidizers [9–11]. In 2002, a true composite solid-state system based on PSi
layers filled with gadolinium nitrate and operating at room temperature was
demonstrated by Mikulec et al. [12]. The research on PSi-based energetic materials
begun intensively after it was realized that a new highly energetic composite system
was discovered.Up to date, this solid-state systemhas already been testedwith a large
number of oxidizers and several filling methods (see Ref. [13]). It has been
demonstrated that the composite system of PSi layers with sodium perchlorate as
anoxidizer is themost efficient one, andPSi layers aremechanically stable, applicable
at room temperature, ignitable in a common and controllable way, and long-term
stable. They show reproducible and predictable reaction rates and energy output. The
first concrete industrial application was the content of the research project �SilAnz�
(Si-based airbag initiator) in collaboration with industrial partners. In the framework
of this project, the initial tests have demonstrated that 3� 3mm2PSi-based explosive
elements can initiate the standard booster charge of an airbag [14].

In this chapter we are going to answer the question why nanosilicon is an
interesting material as a fuel, give an overview of the production methods of PSi,
present the experimental results obtained till date, and highlight its possible future
applications.

19.2
Properties and Applications of Porous Silicon and Its Compounds as Energetic
Materials

19.2.1
Production of Porous Silicon

Bulk Si was never considered as a promising fuel material for pyrotechnic applica-
tions since the chemical reactivity of bulk Si is very low. In addition, contrary to
carbon, the reaction products are mainly solids, Si dioxide and silicates. Also, its
oxidation rate is limited by the very slow diffusion of oxygen through the silicon
dioxide layer at the Si surface. However, the potential yield of energy of the
exothermic reaction of Si and oxygen is higher than that of the most common
carbon-based explosives. The enthalpy of formation for Si dioxide is DfH

0(SiO2)
¼ 911 kJ/mol [15].
PSi can be produced in the form of layers via electrochemical etching of crystalline

bulk Si wafers in amixture of hydrofluoric acid (HF) and ethanol as wetting agent [3].
The growing rate of the layer depends on the doping type and level of bulk Si wafers,
as well as current density and composition of the etching solution. The thickness of
the layers is roughly proportional to the etching time. Normally, the current density is
kept constant and stable layer thicknesses up to 150 mm can be achieved using this
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technique. We have tested different current densities, varied the doping levels of the
bulk Si wafers, and changed the etching times because these parameters influence
the layer thickness and the porosity (these are indicated in Table 19.1). If the etching
current is kept constant, the porous layers become mechanically unstable after a
certain time depending on the current density. The thickest mechanically stable
layers we could achieve were about 150mm thick. Even the mechanically most stable
pþ þ 4-inch wafers with about 3.5-inch PSi layers, according to our observations,
became unstable at a maximal thickness of about 200 mm.

To realize thicker stable PSi layers, we developed a special technique using varying
current densities and breaks between etching steps. At the beginning we started with
a higher current density (up to 120mA/cm2) to achieve larger pore diameters. This
allowed the hydrogen gas generated during the etching process to escape from the
pores more easily in the following etching stages. During the etching process, the
current density was gradually decreased because the equilibration of the depletion of
hydrogen at the etching front needs longer time. In addition, we inserted breaks in
the etching process to allow the hydrogen to be released from the pores; otherwise,
the mechanical stress due to the gas pressure cracks the porous structure. With this
etching technique we were able to etch complete pþ þ 4-inch wafers up to thick-
nesses>500 mm. In Figure 19.1, an etched Si wafer, masked by silicon nitride mask
stable in HF-based solutions protecting Si against etching, consisting of about 400
etched 3� 3mm2 PSi elements (darker areas) and the remaining Si below silicon
nitride mask (brighter areas) is shown. The structure of one of these single elements
monitored using tomography is shown in Figure 19.2. Again the darker region is the
porous layer and the brighter region is the surrounding remaining bulk Si. The upper

Table 19.1 Preparation conditions and resulting parameters of PSi layers produced from different
wafers using different current densities.

Type of wafer
(doping level)

Current density
(mA/cm2)

Etching
time (min)

Thickness
(mm)

Growth velocity
(mm/min)

Porosity
(%)

pþ þ (1–15mV cm) 43.5 30 70 2.32 59.1
60.9 30 90 2.98 60.3
87.0 30 112 3.73 71.0
43.5 60 138 2.30 59.1
60.9 60 170 2.82 65.8

pþ (10–30mV cm) 43.5 30 72 2.40 54.9
60.9 30 94 3.13 58.8
87.0 30 120 4.00 66.7
43.5 60 132 2.20 59.0
60.9 60 160 2.65 67.4
20.0 40 57 1.43 49.3

p� (1–1000V cm) 30.0 30 63 2.09 49.6
43.5 20 58 2.90 50.3
20.0 80 116 1.45 50.1
30.0 60 125 2.09 51.0
43.5 40 105 2.62 59.0
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picture shows the top view and the lower picture the cut-through of a single PSi
element. The porous structure of the layers is continuous and can easily be filled with
oxidizers dissolved in organic liquids from the top. Figure 19.3 shows the parallel
structure of the pores, more open at the top, becoming smaller at the bottom and

Figure 19.1 Fully etched 4-inch Si wafer with PSi areas (darker gray) and bulk Si bridges in between
(light gray). The partial etching is realized by masking the wafer with silicon nitride (this image was
taken by CiS Institute for Microsensorics, from the �SilAnz� report [14]).

Figure 19.2 Structure of a 3� 3mm2 single
element observed with computer tomography,
top view (top) and cut through themiddle of the
element (bottom). The porous region is less
dense and therefore darker than the bulk Si

region (this image was taken from the �SilAnz�
report [14]). The round edges of PSi layer in the
bottom picture are formed due to underetching
of the silicon nitride mask.
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perpendicular to the samples surface. To fulfill the stoichiometric conditions, the
porosity of the PSi structuremust be adjusted in a small range, depending on the type
of oxidizer used. The highest energy yield of the reaction is assured when the
oxidation reaction is complete. The stoichiometric ratio of SiX2, where X is oxygen or
sulfur, can be realized forPSi layerswith porosities in the range of 70% formost of the
oxidizers. For etched porous pþ þ Si wafers, the nanocrystals and the pore sizes are
between 10 and 50 nm and all pores are interconnected, allowing an easy filling by
liquid oxidizers or oxidizers dissolved in organic liquids.

Another method for producing PSi involves polycrystalline Si powder, which is
simply etched chemically in a mixture of nitric acid and hydrofluoric acid. The nitric
acid first oxidizes the impurities along Si grain boundaries and continues etching by
oxidation of Si grains afterward, while the hydrofluoric acid dissolves the oxide.
Therefore, the interconnected pores are etched in the polycrystalline Si powder,
whereas the mean diameter of the Si powder grains remains unchanged. The rate of
the chemical etching highly depends on the temperature of the etching solution.
During etching of the Si powder, the etching solution heats up and the reaction
becomes faster. Therefore, it is important to remove PSi powder from the etching
bath quickly otherwise the material is dissolved completely. The correct end point of
the etching is defined by the required porosity of the Si grains. Finally, it is possible to
produce fully porous sponge-like particles without a remaining bulk core in their
center.

The resulting PSi is low-density brown powder, exhibiting visible photolumines-
cencewith a color dependingon the size of the crystallites. Red photoluminescence of
the PSi particles due to quantum confinement effects indicates crystal sizes<10 nm.
The porosity of the Si powder is adjustable in the whole possible range from 0 to
100%. In Figure 19.4, SEM andHRTEM images demonstrate themorphology of PSi
particles. The mean grain diameter remains nearly unchanged after the etching

Figure 19.3 TEM image of the surface of an
etched 3� 3mm2 single element with the pores
clearly seen (left side) and cut through a single
element thinned out by etching where the
parallel structure of the pores can be seen. The
pores are wider at the top, where the sample

surface is, and become smaller at the bottom
due to the decrease in the current density. The
horizontal structures come from the breaks
during the etching process (this image was
taken from the �SilAnz� report [14]).
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process (top left picture), but their inner cores are etched, which results in a sponge-
like structure after the etching is completed (the other three images).

19.2.2
Stabilization of Porous Silicon Surface

After etching of Si, irrelevant whether layers or particles are produced, the highly
reactive huge internal surface area of PSi has to be stabilized. The remaining
dangling bonds have to be saturated with hydrogen to avoid spontaneous oxidation.
However, the hydrogen-covered surface is not completely stable against natural
aging. Natural oxidation introduces amonolayer of oxygen atoms back-bonded to the
surface Si layer ( � � � Si�Si�O�Si�H), while the hydrogen atoms covering the

Figure 19.4 The resulting PSi powder under
different magnifications. Upper left side: SEM
image of the raw material as used for stain
etching. Upper right side: TEM image of the
edge of a single porous grain. Lower left side:

HR-TEM image showing the sponge-like
structure of porous Si grains under larger
magnification. Lower right side: HR-TEM image
demonstrating that the PSi retains the diamond
structure of bulk Si.
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surface Si atoms remain unaffected. This natural aging process takes several years for
PSi. To achieve a structure with stable conditions, PSi can be artificially aged in
ordinary ambience at elevated temperatures. The higher the temperature, the faster
thePSi surface is oxidized. At a certain temperature, the hydrogen cover at the surface
is affected. The H-atoms are thermally effused and the surface of the PSi suffers
further oxidation. In Figure 19.5, infrared absorption spectra of PSi annealed at
different temperatures in air are shown. From the features at 2100–2300 cm�1, the
efficiency of hydrogen release from PSi surface can be estimated. The three features
seen in the lower spectrum – from the sample kept at room temperature – around
2100 cm�1 are due to silicon–hydrogen bonds (Si�Si�Hx, x¼ 1, 2, 3). If oxidation
occurs, the frequency of this vibration shifts toward shorter wavelengths and
therefore the introduction of back-bonded oxygen can be estimated using this
shift. The middle spectrum has been measured for the sample annealed at 266 �C
for 20min, and the appearance of the features at about 2250 cm�1 is due to the shift of
the vibrational frequency of the silicon–hydrogen bonds influenced by introduced
oxygen. The integral area below these features is also useful, since it displays the total
amount of hydrogen bonded to the surface Si atoms. Again in the middle spectrum,
the integral area of Si�H related spectral features remains equal before and
after annealing, since no hydrogen is effused from the surface. For the upper
spectrum of the sample annealed at 354 �C, a strong decrease in this spectral
integral is observed, indicating almost complete effusion of hydrogen from the
surface. In Figure 19.6, the integrated areas of Si�H bond-related spectral

Figure 19.5 Stabilization of porousSi surfaceusing an annealingprocedure in air ambient. Specific
surface bonds and annealing parameters are indicated (this image was prepared by D. Cl�ement,
Technical University of Munich, for the �SilAnz� report [14]).
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featuresmeasured for the samples annealed at different temperatures are compared.
A step-like function is observed showing that the effusion of hydrogenoccurs at about
300 �C. Therefore, in the case of artificial aging, temperatures below 300 �C should be
chosen for the annealing process. The time of annealing is a much less critical factor
than the temperature, as it has been shown in the framework of the SilAnz
project [14].

We have demonstrated that stable conditions for the PSi surface can be
achieved and at what temperature hydrogen is released from the surface. But how
can a complete coverage of hydrogen atoms at the surface of Si be realized? To achieve
this condition, the freshly prepared PSi has to be dipped in a solution of HF and
ethanol directly after removal from the etching solution. This procedure will saturate
the dangling bonds created during the etching process by hydrogen atoms and will
also remove oxygen atoms being attached to the surface Si atoms in the short time
during which the sample is exposed to air. The dangling bonds result from a
depletion of hydrogen atoms at the etching front during the production process.
These bonds, when being exposed to air, oxidize immediately. The refreshment
procedure leads to the removal of this spontaneously built partial oxygen layer and
simultaneously saturates the resulting dangling bonds with hydrogen (compare
upper and lower spectra in Figure 19.7). Infrared absorption spectroscopy proves the
stability of a fully hydrogen-covered PSi surface against oxidation for at least a month
(see Figure 19.7). From older samples, it is known that the hydrogen cover of a
crystalline Si sample is stable for several years and only submonolayer of back-
bonded oxygen is formed.

Figure 19.6 Integrated area of the
silicon–hydrogen bond vibrations (representing
a total number of surface hydrogen atoms) in
the range from2000 to 2300 cm�1. A clear onset

at 300 �C due to hydrogen effusion can be seen
(this image was prepared by D. Cl�ement,
Technical University of Munich, for the �SilAnz�
report [14]).
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19.3
Reaction Properties of Porous Silicon with Oxidizers

19.3.1
Infiltration of the Pores with Different Oxidizers

The physical properties of the PSi, such as porosity, can be adjusted from almost 0 to
100% and therefore a stoichiometric mixture with oxidizer can easily be achieved.
The sponge-like structure of the PSi builds up the skeleton for the oxidizer and serves
simultaneously as the fuel for explosives and as a packaging material. Ordinary
pyrotechnical materials are usually mechanically mixed powders. In this case,
mixtures of fuel and oxidizer on a molecular scale will never be achieved, resulting
in relatively slow reaction rates. For binary PSi–oxidizer systems, however, this
mixing is at the atomic scale (similar to traditional high explosives where fuel atoms
(carbon) and oxidizing atoms (oxygen) are combined in one molecule) and the
expected reaction rates should be extremely fast.

Standard oxidizers, for example, nitrates, perchlorates, sulfur, or fluorocarbon,
were used as possible reaction partners for PSi.We calculated the standard enthalpies
of reaction and the energy density using thermodynamic equations, and further the
equilibrium reaction temperature by theNASACEAcode was calculated. The results

Figure 19.7 IR spectra of samples exposed to
air: for 30min (dark gray) and for 39 days (light
gray). No significant change is observed. The
HF-dipped sample shows no oxygen since the
refreshing step removes the partial oxide layer

and the resulting complete hydrogen cover is
stable for at least a month (this image was
prepared by D. Cl�ement, Technical University of
Munich, for the �SilAnz� report [14]).
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for several compositions are shown in Table 19.2. The highest energy density comes
from the mixture of PSi with pure oxygen, which is not applicable. For a composite
material, to create the largest contact areas of Si and oxidizers we need solvable solid
oxidizers staying in the pores of the PSi after the evaporation of the solvent. One
exception is sulfur, which can be infiltrated in the pores by melting. A list of chosen
oxidizers tested together with PSi layers and powders is shown in Table 19.3.
According to our observations, up to now the best oxidizers are

. sodiumperchlorate (NaClO4): it has a high energy yield and very high solubility in
methanol or comparable organic solvents;

. sulfur (S8): it has lower energy yield, but 100% filling of the pores can be achieved
since it is melted and not solved;

. fluorocarbon (e.g., Teflon (C2F4)n): since very high temperatures can be
reached.

The uniformity of filling of PSi single 3� 3mm2 elements was analyzed by
tomography. In Figure 19.8, an empty single element (left side) is compared with
an element filled with sodium perchlorate (middle image) and with a second one
filled with sulfur (right side). The nearly 100% filling with sulfur is clearly seen and
the filling of the pores with sodium perchlorate is quite uniform.

The calculated temperatures obtained for different mass ratios of Si to different
oxidizers are shown in Figure 19.9. As already known fromexperiments, a porosity of
65–80% gives the highest temperatures since porosities for these sample mixtures
with oxidizers are close to stoichiometry. The porous structures used for most of the
experiments have porosities of about 72%.

Sodium perchlorate monohydrate (NaClO4�H2O) is one of the most powerful
oxidizer with a high oxygen content (45.56%). Due to its very good solubility in
organic solvents (about 180 g/100 gmethanol), it fills the pores of PSi very efficiently.
The chemical reaction equation is

5SiþNaClO4 �H2O! 5SiO2ðsÞ þ 2NaClðsÞ þH2 þ 4020 kJ; 954 kJ g

leading to calculated reaction temperatures of about 3000K.

Table 19.2 Overview of some thermodynamic reaction parameters for several mixtures of Si
with oxidizer.

Chemical reaction equations DH0
r (kJ) DH0

r (kJ/g) Trct (K)

Si þ O2 ! SiO2 �911 �15.2 3131
4Si þ Ca(ClO4)2 ! 4SiO2 þ CaCl2 �3703 �10.5 3093
2Si þ NaClO4 ! 2SiO2 þ NaCl �1850 �10.4 3057
2Si þ KClO4 ! 2SiO2 þ KCl �1825 �9.4 3061
5Si þ 4NH4ClO4 ! 5SiO2 þ 2N2 þ 4HCl þ 6H2O �5453 �8.9 2917
5Si þ 4NaNO3 ! 5SiO2 þ 2N2 þ 2Na2O �3519 �7.3 2893
5Si þ 4KNO3 ! 5SiO2 þ 2N2 þ 2K2O �3305 �6.1 2980
4Si þ S8 ! 4SiS2 �848 �2.3 1759
nSi þ (C2F4)n ! nSiF4 þ 2nC �798 �6.2 3532
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Table 19.3 Comparison of chosen oxidizers and their solvents.

Oxidizer Solvent (solubility) Explosion

HP RH SIB

Ca(ClO4)2�4H2O Me (237 g/100 g) þ þ þ
Et (166 g/100 g) þ

NH4ClO4 Me (6 g/100 g) þ
Et þ
Ac (>6 g/100 g) þ

LiClO4�3H2O Me (182 g/100 g) þ þ
Et (152 g/100 g) þ
Ac (137 g/100 g) þ þ

NaClO4�H2O Me (�181 g/100 g) þ þ þ
Et (<181 g/100 g) þ

Fe(ClO4)3�xH2O Me þ
Et þ

KClO4 Me (<1.7 g/100 g) �
Et (<1.7 g/100 g) �
Ac (<1.7 g/100 g) �

Ca(NO3)2�4H2O Me (>54 g/100 g) þ
Et (54 g/100 g) þ

NH4NO3 Me (17 g/100 g) þ
Et (4 g/100 g) �

LiNO3�3H2O Me (good) þ
Et (good) þ

Sulfur CS2 (good) þ þ þ
Melting þ þ þ

HP: ignition on the hot plate; RH: resistive heating; SIB: standard ignition bridge; þ indicates
successful ignition;� indicates no successful ignition; empty boxeswere not tried yet;Me:methanol;
Et: ethanol; Ac: acetone. Ca(ClO4)2 was also successfully ignited with a laser.

Figure 19.8 Computer tomograph images of
PSi layers unfilled (left image), filled with
sodium perchlorate (middle image), and filled
with sulfur (right image) in the top view (top)

and cut view through the middle of the element
(bottom) (this image was prepared by D.
Cl�ement, TechnicalUniversity ofMunich, for the
�SilAnz� report [14]).
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The samples were prepared by infiltrating etched wafers or infiltrating PSi
powder by a saturated solution of NaClO4 in methanol. To measure the speed of
the explosive reaction and its lateral propagation rate, a 300mm thick porous layer
with the dimensions of 10–5mmwas filled with NaClO4. This sample was ignited at
one end with resistive heating and the spectrally integrated intensity of
flash accompanying explosion was measured optically. The intensity of the flash
shows the propagation of the reaction from the lowest intensities at the start to the
highest intensities at the end, when the reaction front reaches the end of the 10mm
sample and the complete sample is exploded. The time of the reaction propagation
over the 10mm was measured to be �500 ns. The recorded kinetics of the optical
flash is shown in Figure 19.10. This reaction time corresponds to the reaction speeds
parallel to the samples surface of about 104 m/s, which is expected for a very fast
explosion.

Similar reaction propagation measurements were performed on longer sample
layers and on PSi powders. The setup of the first experiment with layers is shown in
Figure 19.11. The 50mm long stripe of PSi was filled with sodium perchlorate and
dried on a hot plate at about 80 �C throughout the experiment. The explosion was
triggered by a short pulse of laser beam focused on one end of the sample, while
reflection of the second CW laser from the other end was monitored. The
propagation speed of the explosion was measured by measuring the time delay
between the triggering of the explosion laser pulse and the disappearance of the
reflected beam of CW laser. Using this technique, the propagation velocity was
determined to be only about 2500m/s. This value is lower than that for conven-
tional high explosive due to completely unusual geometrical configuration. In high

Figure 19.9 Thermodynamic equilibrium temperatures of the explosive reaction calculated for
different mass ratios of Si to oxidizer and for the chosen promising oxidizers.
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explosives, a three-dimensional configuration is usually realized and the released
energy is spent on sustaining the detonation wave propagation. For PSi stripe,
however, significant fraction of the energy released was normal to the surface of the
explosive layer, which reduced the velocity of explosion wave propagation.

The propagation times in a not fully dried sample were also measured by the
experimentswith PSi powderfilledwith sodiumperchlorate. The experimental setup
is shown in Figure 19.12. PSi powder was mixed with the sodium perchlorate

Figure 19.10 Time-resolved spectrum of the light flash accompanying the explosive reaction (this
figure was prepared by D. Cl�ement, Technical University of Munich, for the �SilAnz� report [14]).

Figure 19.11 Experimental setup for themeasurement of the reaction propagation velocity parallel
to the porous layer surface. A porous layer filled with sodium perchlorate was used for these
experiments (this image was prepared by D. Cl�ement, Technical University of Munich, for the
�SilAnz� report [14]).
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solution in methanol in an 80mm long chamfer. The samples were dried in vacuum
in an oven at about 60 �C for about 3 h. The reaction was initiated by a detonator, and
the start and end of the reaction were measured by short-circuit detection on two
twisted pair cables. The propagation velocities found in these experiments were
measured to be about 2500m/s. We assume that these samples were not fully dried
and the packing density of the material was relatively low.

Experimentally, the reaction temperature was estimated bymeasuring the spectral
distribution of the flash accompanying the explosive reaction. We selected two
samples: one was completely dried and the other one was still wet. For the dried
sample, the explosive reaction was most efficient. Though explosive reactions are far
from thermodynamic equilibrium,we estimated the temperature using the approach
of a blackbody radiation. The measured spectra were fit with blackbody emission
spectra and the temperature of explosive reaction was estimated to be T¼ 3675K for
the faster explosion of the dried sample (see Figure 19.13, upper spectrum).However,
the temperature of the deflagration of the wet sample was similar and was estimated
to be T¼ 3585K (Figure 19.13, lower spectrum). In both cases, NaClO4�H2O was
used as an oxidizer. We expect hot spots with much higher temperatures since the
blackbody temperature represents the equilibrium temperature. The presence of hot
spots is proved by the observation of plasma lines of single or double ionized atoms in
the spectral range from 550 to 800 nm in the emission spectrum of the explosion.We
also performed spectroscopic measurements of some mixtures at the Fraunhofer

Figure 19.12 Experimental setup for the
measurement of the reaction propagation
velocity through porous Si powder filled with
sodium perchlorate. The filled PSi powder was
confined in an 80mm long chamfer. The traces
of the reaction are seen on the steel plate that

has been bended by the reaction. The explosive
reaction has been initiated by a detonator on
one side of the chamber, while arrival of the
detonation front has been measured by the
detector on the other side.
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ICT. From these measurements, temperatures of all the explosions were in a range
from 3000 to 3400K.

We used calorimetric bomb tests to define the energy yield of PSi samples
filled with different oxidizers. Calorimetric bomb test results are listed in Table 19.4.

Figure 19.13 Emission spectra of flashes
accompanying the explosions. The reaction
temperatures are indicated and were estimated
by the approach of a blackbody emission. They
are very similar for the deflagration and the
explosion. The spectrum of the explosion
additionally shows the appearance of plasma

lines of single or double ionized atoms
demonstrating the presence of hot spots having
temperatures much higher than the estimated
ones (this image was prepared by D. Cl�ement,
Technical University of Munich, for the �SilAnz�
report [14]).

Table 19.4 Energy yields measured in a calorimetric bomb for PSi samples filled with different
oxidizers.

Oxidizer Mass (mg) Amount
(mmol)

Energy yield

mPSi mtotal mOx Si O Emass

(kJ/g)
Etotal
(kJ)

Erelative
(kJ/g)

Ca(ClO4)2 252 660 408 9.0 10.5 7.3 4.8 8.6
236 985 749 8.5 19.3 4.8 4.7 5.3
259 1103 844 9.2 21.8 5.4 5.9 6.1

NaClO4 233 649 416 8.3 11.9 8.0 5.2 8.9
257 713 456 9.2 13.0 8.1 5.6 9.1

Sulfur 406 1879 1473 14.5 46.0 1.2 2.2 1.7
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We observed the highest energy yield, E¼ 9.1 kJ/g, for a sample filled with sodium
perchlorate. It is important to mention that this yield is much higher than that
measured for conventional high explosives; for example, the energy yield for
trinitrotoluene is E¼ 4.2 kJ/g.

Figure 19.14 shows flame pictures of PSi single elements filled with different
oxidizers. The amount of explosivemass is about 1mgof Si plus 2mg of oxidizer. The
scale of one picture is about 40 cm in width. We found the most promising one to be
sodium perchlorate, also showing the brightest flame and the biggest range of hot
gases and particles.

19.3.2
Mechanical Mixing of Porous Silicon Powder with Oxidizers

The easiest way to produce pyrotechnic mixtures is mechanical mixing of fuel and
oxidizer. Therefore, we performed experiments with PSi powder in mechanical
mixtures with oxidizers to prove whether the extended surface of PSi has advantages
for the reaction rate. The oxidizers used were different from the ones used for
infiltration since they were solvable. We used potassium perchlorate (the nonhy-
groscopic perchlorate that is not solvable in commonsolvents in a sufficient amount),
potassium nitrate, and lead oxide for our first experiments. For comparison, we used
the same oxidizers in mixtures with polycrystalline Si powder with a mean diameter
of 4mm.The oxidizers weremechanicallymixedwith Si and a chamfer wasfilledwith
the mixture. The measured burning times of these mixtures are listed in Table 19.5.
The fastest burning rate measured was expected to be and also found for PSi and
potassium perchlorate to be about 100 cm/s. The comparison of both kinds of Si in
mixtures with potassium nitrate showed that the mixture with PSi burned 125 times
faster than that with the identical sizes of bulk polycrystalline Si grains. The only
possible reason is the extended inner surface area of PSi grains.

Figure 19.14 Time-integrated flame pictures of 3� 3mm PSi single elements filled with the
indicated oxidizers (this image was prepared by D. Cl�ement, Technical University of Munich,
for the �SilAnz� report [14]).
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19.4
Conclusions

The properties and applications of both micro- and nanomodifications of Si have
been reported. We demonstrated that silicon-based composite explosives have
high energy yields (up to 9.1 kJ/g), high reaction temperatures (above 3500 K), very
short reaction times (500 ns), and a fast propagation of the shock wave (at least
2.5 km/s). The timescale of the reaction can be adjusted by varying the Si surface
and/or the filling of the pores. PSi elements from electrochemical wafer etching
show directed ejection of hot gases and particles normal to the surface. Due to its
bulk, Si housing a single element has a long-term mechanical stability and due to
its limited oxidation it has a very good chemical stability. Furthermore, no
packaging is required since it is a self-confined system. It is important to note
that in combination with the most efficient oxidizer, sodium perchlorate, only
nonhazardous solids are formed. In pyrotechnic mixtures, the use of PSi powder
leads tomuch faster reaction rates due to the high internal surface area.We assume
that the reaction rate is directly coupled to the porosity and therefore the burning
rate of a pyrotechnic mixture can be adjusted with the porosity of the PSi used.
Due to the very fast reaction, the filled PSi material can be used as an igniter for
several purposes as demonstrated in the framework of the SilAnz project for an
airbag igniter.
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Table 19.5 Overview of some burn rates measured on different mixtures of 4 mm large bulk Si
powder and PSi with oxidizers.

Silicon Oxidizer Estimation of the
burning rate

4 mm Si powder Potassium perchlorate No reaction
Porous Si Potassium perchlorate 100 cm/s
4 mm Si powder Potassium nitrate 0.4 cm/s
Porous Si Potassium nitrate 50 cm/s
4 mm Si powder Lead oxide No reaction
Porous Si Lead oxide 2 cm/s
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20
Applications of Si Nanocrystals in Photovoltaic Solar Cells
Gavin Conibeer

20.1
Introduction: Reasons for Application to Solar Cells

Photovoltaic cells absorb photons above their bandgap to create an electron–hole pair.
This pair is separated in a built-in electric field generated by a p–n junction in the cell.
Electrons are collected at an external contact on the n-type material and returned
again to the cell at a lower chemical potential via the p-type material (i.e., holes are
collected) – thus creating an electric current that can do useful work in the external
circuit. The solar cell material and its quality are two of the most important factors
determining the efficiency of the cell.

20.1.1
Limits of Single-Bandgap Cells

Photovoltaic cells can use a wide variety of semiconductor materials. The main
parameter of interest is the electronic bandgap. This determines the range of the solar
spectrum that is absorbed – the smaller the bandgap themore photons absorbed and
hence the larger the current but at a relatively low voltage in the external circuit – as
the voltage must always be less than the bandgap. The larger the bandgap the larger
the voltage in the external circuit but the lower the current because fewer photons are
absorbed. Therefore, the product of current and voltage, the power and hence also the
efficiency, is a compromise value for the bandgap. For a standard solar spectrum, this
compromise value is 1.3 eV. The efficiency of an ideal device with this optimum
bandgap is 31% – the so-called Shockley–Queasier limit after the authors to first
calculate it using detailed balance modeling [1]. Figure 20.1 shows this optimum
bandgap energy against the solar spectrum [2]. It also shows the bandgaps of some
semiconductors used for solar cells.

However, it is possible to improve on this and extract amuch greater fraction of the
available solar energy. The maximum possible efficiency for a solar cell occurs if the
cell first absorbs all photons incident from the sun and second the energy from each
of these photons (less those that are unavoidably emitted back out of the cell) is
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converted to electricity using all of its energy (or chemical potential). This is
theoretically possible if a large number of energy levels are exploited in a solar cell
device and the theoretical maximum efficiency is then 68% [3].

These figures are for a cell illuminated at one sun concentration. If a concentrating
lens is used to concentrate the light, the efficiency can be increased. To understand
this, wemust take a step back and note that a solar cellmust at least emit light into the
solid angle subtended by the sun or else it would not absorb light over this angle. But
all light emitted in directions other than back toward the sun can in principle be
reflected back into the cell and hence would not be lost. Under concentration such a
condition is approached because the sunfills a greater proportion of the �sky� as far as
the cell is concerned and a smaller proportion of the emitted light is directed into the
hemisphere away from the sun, and hence less is wasted. Under maximum
concentration conditions, that is, when the sun fills the whole �sky� for the cell,
the efficiencies can be as high as 41% for a single bandgap at 1.1 eV [1] and 88% for a
very large number of energy levels [3].

20.1.2
Solar Cells with Multiple Energy Levels

There are a number of suggested approaches for introducing such multiple energy
levels in such a way as to give an overall advantage. The concept of third-generation
photovoltaics seeks to achieve this while still using thin-film processes and abundant

Figure 20.1 Solar spectrum both inside
(AM1.5) and outside the Earth�s atmosphere
(AM0) as a function of wavelength (1.24/
photon energy). (AM denotes the effective
thickness of the atmosphere, or air mass, above
the point of measurement.) Also shown is the
spectrum from a blackbody at 6000 K, a good
approximation for AM0 [2]. The figure also
shows the bandgap energies of some materials

used for solar cells. As the spectrum is peaked at
about 2.6 eV (0.5mm) there is an optimum
bandgap at which the most power can be
collected. Too small a bandgap results in high
current and low voltage; too large a bandgap in
small current and high voltage. The optimum
bandgap is at about 1.3 eV (1mm), close to that
of Si.
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nontoxic materials. This seeming best of both worlds approach can be achieved by
circumventing the Shockley–Queisser limit for single-bandgap devices, using mul-
tiple energy threshold approaches. Such an approach can be realized either by
incorporating multiple energy levels in tandem or intermediate band devices; or by
modifying the incident spectrum on a cell by converting either high-energy or low-
energy photons to photons more suited to the cell bandgap; or by using an absorber
that is heated by the solar photons with power extracted by a secondary structure.
These methods have advantages and disadvantages and are at various stages of
realization [3, 4].

Nanostructures and in particular quantumdot nanostructures feature in several of
these approaches because of the extra degrees of freedom they give in the design of
materials systems. Silicon quantum dots are particularly interesting because of the
abundance of silicon and the wealth of experience in the material and the relative
cheapness and low-energy usage of many of the thin-film deposition processes that
can be employed.

There are several nanostructured cell approaches that aim at a higher efficiency
than is possible using a single p–n junction. Among these ideas are quantumwell [3],
and quantum dot solar cells and intermediate band cells relying on a superlattice
array of quantum dots. These are usually grown by mismatched epitaxial growth of
III–VQDs [5]. However, conceptually themultijunction or �tandem� cell approach is
simplest, with materials of increasing bandgap stacked on top of each other, each
harvesting a different part of the solar spectrum at closer to the optimum energy of
the absorbed photons. III–V epitaxially grown cells give the highest efficiencies but
are also very expensive to fabricate [6]. The use of nanostructures and particularly
QDs can facilitate engineering of the material bandgap and allow cheaper tandem
cells to be made using thin-film processes.

20.2
Properties of Si Nanocrystals Relevant to Solar Cells

The primary property exploited in Si nanocrystals is the quantum confinement at
small dimensions approaching the Bohr radius. In arrays of quantum dots with a
significant overlap of the wave function, tunneling can give rise to a true superlattice
and hence an effectively larger bandgap material. Methods to fabricate such Si QD
arrays are hence also important for solar cell use.

20.2.1
Solid-Phase Formation of Si Nanocrystals

Si nanocrystals can be precipitated from a solid solution containing excess silicon in a
range of materials. Most commonly, excess silicon in a dielectric is used. Deposition
is by a thin-film process such as sputtering, plasma-assisted chemical vapor depo-
sition (PECVD), or evaporation. After deposition, annealing of the samples leads to
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the formation of silicon nanocrystals by precipitation. If the temperature is high
enough, a complete phase separation can occur [7]:

SiOx ! x
2
SiO2 þ x

2

� �
Si; where 0 < x < 2:

The silicon nanocrystalline phase will precipitate only if either the temperature is
high enough or the silicon excess is high enough. For a ratio of O:Si< 1 grown by
PECVD, Si nanocrystals can be formed at temperatures between 800 and 950 �C [8].
For ion-implanted silicon in thick SiO2 layers, Si nanocrystals form within a few
seconds of the start of annealing [9, 10].

Upon annealing these porous as-deposited silicon-rich oxide (SRO) layers undergo
significant densification. This can result in up to 15% reduction in layer thick-
ness [11]. The assumption that all the excess Si precipitates to nanocrystals turns out
to be an oversimplification. In fact, it has been observed that only half the excess Si
clusters in these precipitates upon annealing at 1100 �C for 30min, in material
deposited by PECVD [12, 13], with a considerable amount of suboxide material
forming in the matrix.

InRef. [7], it was also found that the size of Si nanocrystals could be controlled by the
layer thickness of the silicon-rich oxide. This has further been applied to the growth of
Si quantum dots for bandgap engineering in Si QD-based solar cells [14, 15].

The quantum confinement that occurs in nanocrystals less than the Bohr radius of
Si (5 nm) results in a blueshift in the optical bandgap. This has been observed for Si
nanocrystals embedded in 500 nm thick thermally grown silicon oxide [16]. Ab initio
calculations using density functional theory (DFT) indicate that this blueshift of the
optical bandgap is expected to vary from 1.4 to 2.4 eV for a nanocrystal size of
8–2.5 nm [17]. However, further DFT calculations have found that in addition to
quantumconfinement effects in small nanocrystals, thematrix has a strong influence
on the resultant energy levels [18]. With increasing polarity of the bonds between the
nanocrystal and the matrix, there is an increasing dominance of the interface strain
over quantum confinement. For a 2 nm diameter nanocrystal, this strain is such that
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)–lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) gap is dominated and significantly reduced by these effects in a polar
SiO2matrix but notmuch affected in a less polar SiNx or nonpolar SiCmatrix [18, 19].

Raman spectroscopy is widely used for characterizing nanocrystalline materials.
In general, an absorbed Raman photon is re-emitted at a lower energy due to the
Stokes shift of an emitted Raman active phonon [20].1) The small size of Si
nanocrystals modifies this Stokes shift of emitted photon energies. In particular,
the small crystal size sets up reflection of phonon modes from the nanocrystal
interfaces such that they become standing waves and are optically, or Raman, active.
This results in a shift to lower wave numbers for the Raman peak. Typically, a shift
from �520 to �510 cm�1 is observed for nanoparticle sizes varying from �12 to

1) Ananti-Stokes shift due to absorption of aRaman-active phonon is also possible but critically depends
on the occupancy of phononmodes. At room temperature, the occupancy of optical, or Raman-active,
modes is very low so the Stokes shift of phonon emission is dominant.
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�3 nm [21]. The increase in the range of phonon energies is only on the lower side of
the original c-Si Stokes shift Raman energy and hence results in an asymmetric
broadening of the Raman peak [22, 23]. This effect occurs whether confinement is in
one, two, or three dimensions as in quantumwells, wires, or dots, respectively, and is
characteristic of such phonon confinement at scales less than 10 nm. In principle,
this asymmetric broadening should reflect the particular size of the nanocrystals,
with formation of discrete peak doublets due to the particular allowed lower energy
Raman-active phonon modes associated with this dimension. In practice, this is
observable in high-quality epitaxial III–V multiple QW samples [24] but not in the
much more variable size range of Si nanocrystals; the range of sizes blurring out
these peaks. However, some particular peaks have been observed such as a Si-SiO2

interface mode at 489 cm�1 [21]. Strain can also affect Raman energies because it
alters the lattice spacing and hence the allowed phonon modes. Compressive
microstrain associated particularly with nanocrystal interfaces can also give rise to
small shifts to higher Raman wave numbers.

20.2.2
Quantum Confinement in Si QD Nanostructures

As discussed in this section, the effectivemass approximation (EMA) is only of partial
use in determining the absolute confined energy levels for small silicon nanocrystals.
It does, however, correctly model the trend and relative increase in confined energy
level as quantum dot size decreases.

The EMA solution of the Schr€odinger equation for electrons confined in three
dimensions in a quantum dot is similar to that for the case of a quantum well
confined in only 1D. The increase in energy due to quantum confinement for the nth
confined energy level is given by (e.g., [25, 26])

DEn ¼ �h2k2=2m�; ð20:1Þ
where k is the wave vector, �h¼ h/2p is the reduced Planck�s constant, and m� is the
effective mass of the particle.

For a very large confining potential and where �a� is the width of the QD:

ka � np: ð20:2Þ
Equation (20.1) then gives discrete solutions for the confined energy level with
quantum numbers in each confined dimension given by n1, n2, and n3.

DEn ¼ p2�h2

m�a2
ðn21 þ n22 þ n23Þ ¼ 3

p2�h2

m�a2
n2 for n1 ¼ n2 ¼ n3: ð20:3Þ

This is a similar solution to that for the corresponding 2D quantum well case, except
for the extra factor of 3 due to confinement in 3D instead of just 1D. The appropriate
corresponding energy levels for the QW in the QD are those that are nondegenerate
with the same quantum number. Hence, for nQW in a QW the corresponding level
occurs when n1¼ n2¼ n3¼ nQW.
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Therefore, for a given size of confinement, the QD has confined energy levels 3�
those of a QW. Or put another way, for a given confined energy level, a QD has a
diameter that isH3� the width of the corresponding QW. (Strictly, this is for a cubic
QD. For a spherical QD of diameter �a�, the confinement is slightly greater and the
factor slightly larger than H3, such that a factor of 2 is a good approximation.)

In this calculation, the isotropic conduction-band effective mass is taken as the
most appropriate for Si, this being given by aweighted average of the longitudinal and
transverse masses (m�

l ¼ 0.92 and m�
t ¼ 0.18). To give the equivalent isotropic

effective mass of m�
e ¼ 0.27m0a. The closer to isotropic valence band gives a hole-

effective mass,m�
h ¼ 0.59m0 [27, 28]. Substituting these values in Eq. (20.3) gives, for

the first quantized ground-state energy, E1:

E1 ¼ Eg þDE1

DE1 ¼ DE1;n þDE1;p ¼ 418
a2

þ 191
a2

¼ 609
a2

for cubic QDs; ð20:4Þ

where a is in Angstroms and E1 and Eg (the bulk bandgap of Si) are in electron volts.
However, this calculation is for cubic quantum dots; hence, because of the slightly

larger confinement in spherical dots of diameter equal to the side of a cubic dot
discussed above, this value for DE1 should be divided by (H3/2)2.

E1 � Eg þ 609

ð ffiffiffi
3

p
=2Þ2 � a2 for spherical QDs: ð20:5Þ

The results from this calculation are shown in Figure 20.2 [29] together with data
from photoluminescence (PL) on QD nanostructures in SiO2 and SiNx from a
number of authors. This shows a decreasingly inaccurate prediction of the confined
energy level by theEMAas theQDsize decreases. It also indicates that the trend of the

Figure 20.2 Measured photoluminescence energies for various authors� data for Si QDs in SiO2

and SiNx (300 K) as a function of QD size [14, 21, 32–37]. Also shown is the EMA calculation using
Eq. (20.5) for spherical dots [29].
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data is better predicted for QDs in nitride than in oxide. (The small discrepancy in
actual values for nitrides is probably due to error in the measurement of QD
diameter.)

Part of the explanation for this is that for a noninfinite confining barrier potential,
that is, in a real dielectricmatrix, the approximation of Eq. (20.2) is no longer valid. k is
then given by the implicit equation:

ka ¼ np�sin�1ð�hk=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2m�V0

p
Þ;

where V0 is the corresponding barrier height. The value of En is reduced as given
by [30], p. 578:

En � 3 � p
2�h2

m�a2
n2
�

1þ �h

a=2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2m�V0

p
� �2

: ð20:6Þ

This is always less than En from Eq. (20.3). Hence, small confinement barriers will
reduce the confinement energy. However, as discussed below PL data for confined
energy levels do not match Eq. (20.6).

The PL results shown in Figure 20.2 for Si QDs from different authors are in good
agreement where the matrix is the same but are quite different for QDs in oxide
[14, 21, 31–34] compared to nitride [21, 35–37] particularly for small QDs. They are
also qualitatively consistent with the results from ab initio modeling [18, 38, 39],
which had been carried out for the confined energy levels in SiQD consisting of a few
hundred atoms. This uses Gaussian03, a density functional–Hartree–Fock-based
ab initio program.Calculations have been carried out on the gaps between theHOMO
and the LUMO. These HMO–LUMO gaps are the ground state-confined energy
levels for Si nanocrystals of various sizes terminated with either �H (the closest to
vacuum for a terminated surface);�OH groups; and�NH2 groups (using a nearest
neighbor assumption, these two are assumed analogous to a SiO2 and Si3N4 matrix).

The modeling not only shows the expected increasing confinement energy with
decreasing QD size but also shows the reduction in energy on going from a QD
effectively in vacuum to the one embedded in a dielectric [38]. It is also seen that the
amino-terminated QDs (simulating nitride) have energies about 0.5 eV more than
the hydroxyl-terminated ones (simulating oxide). This is qualitatively consistent with
the PL results for QDs in oxide and nitride shown in Figure 20.2. However, both the
PL data and the ab initio data are in disagreement with the modified EMA solution in
Eq. (20.6), as the barrier heightV0 of nitride is smaller than oxide and hence Eq. (20.6)
would give a smaller confined energy level not a larger one. This elucidates the
underlying problem that the EMA breaks down for small QDs. Further Gaussian03
modeling has demonstrated this to be the case. This breakdown is not surprising as
the Bloch assumption in the EMA of a carrier wave function varying only very
gradually across the periodic potential of the lattice is no longer valid when the wave
function is associated with a small spatial volume approaching the size of the lattice
spacing, as in a small QD. It should be possible to calibrate a modified effective mass
using the Gaussian modeling, in order to modify the EMA. This parameter will vary
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with the QD size and with the species at the interface, as for small QDs the lowest
energy states dominate the confined energy levels [38, 39].

20.2.3
Carrier Tunneling Transport in Si QD Superlattices

Transport properties are expected to depend on the matrix in which the silicon
quantum dots are embedded. As shown in Figure 20.3, different matrices produce
different transport barriers between the Si dot and the matrix, with tunneling
probability heavily depending on the height of this barrier. Si3N4 and SiC give lower
barriers than SiO2 allowing larger dot spacing for a given tunneling current.

The wave function of an electron confined to a spherical dot penetrates into the
surrounding material, decreasing exponentially into the barrier. The slope of this
exponential decay and hence the barrier to tunneling between quantum dots is
reduced for a lower barrier height material. This is because – from transmission/
reflection probability – the tunneling probability Te through a square potential well
exponentially depends on three parameters, the barrier width d¼ the spacing
between quantum dots; the square root of the barrier height seen by the electron
(DE1/2 the energy difference between the CB edge of the matrix and the confined
energy level of the quantum dots¼ (Ec�En)

1/2); and the square root of the effective
mass (m�)1/2 of the electron in the barrier. This gives the approximate relation
(e.g., [30], p. 244):

Te � 16exp �d

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8m�

�h2
DE

r( )
: ð20:7Þ

Hence, the important parameter in determining the degree of interaction between
quantum dots ism� DEd2. As the barrier height decreases, the barrier thickness for a
given probability increases, thus requiring a lower dot density for a given conductivity
or higher conductivity for a given dot density. As the dot size decreases so does DE,
thus increasing Te and enhancing the effect further for smaller quantum dots [30].
The results suggest that dots in a SiO2 matrix would have to be separated by nomore
than 1–2 nm of matrix, while they could be separated by more than 4 nm of SiC.

Figure 20.3 Bulk band alignments between silicon and its carbide, nitride, and oxide.
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Fluctuations in spacing and size of the dots can be investigated using similar
calculations. It is also found that the calculated Bloch mobilities do not depend
strongly on variations in the dot spacing but do depend strongly on dot sizewithin the
QD material [40].

Fluctuations in spacing and size of the dots around their mean values can be
investigated using similar calculations. Using this approach, it is also found that the
calculated Bloch mobilities do not depend strongly on variability in the dot position
around a mean position, Dd, but do depend strongly on variation in the dot size
within the QD material [40]. This is an important result for engineering a real thin-
film structure because although it is necessary to minimize the mean spacing
between QDs, d, to give high mobilities for a given matrix, the variation around
this mean value Dd is less critical.

Hence, transport between dots can be significantly increased by using alternative
matrices with a lower barrier height DE with increasing spacing between QDs in
oxide, nitride, and carbide to give the same effective transport. A similar deposition
and quantum dot precipitation approach works for all three matrices.

20.3
The �All-Si� Tandem Cell: Si Nanostructure Tandem Cells

For photovoltaic applications, nanocrystal materials may allow the fabrication of
higher bandgap solar cells that can be used as tandem cell elements on top of
normal silicon cells. Silicon is of course a benign, readily available material, which
is widely used for solar cell fabrication. Silicon also has a bandgap that is close to
optimal not only for a standard, single p–n junction cell (a little too low, see
Figure 20.1), but also for the bottom cell in a two-cell or even a three-cell tandem
stack (a little too high). The radiative efficiency limit for a single-junction silicon cell
is 29%. This increases to 42.5 and 47.5% for two-cell and three-cell tandem stacks,
respectively. For an AM1.5 solar spectrum, the optimal bandgap of the top cell
required to maximize conversion efficiency is <1.7–1.8 eV for a two-cell tandem
with a Si bottom cell and 1.5 and 2.0 eV for themiddle and upper cells for a three-cell
tandem [41].

A cell based entirely on silicon and its dielectric compounds with other abundant
elements (i.e., its oxides, nitrides, or carbides), fabricated with thin-film techniques,
is therefore advantageous in terms of potential for large-scale manufacturability and
in long-term availability of its constituents. Such thin-film implementation implies
low-temperature deposition without melt processing; hence, it also involves imper-
fect crystallization with high defect densities. Hence, devices must be thin to limit
recombination due to their short diffusion lengths, which in turn means they must
have high absorption coefficients.

Quantum-confined nanostructures of silicon with barriers of SiO2, Si3N4, or SiC
can potentially fill these criteria and allow fabrication of a tandem cell. The quantum-
confined energy levels resulting from a restriction in at least one dimension to close
to the Bohr radius of bulk crystalline silicon (5 nm or less) will give an increase in the
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effective bandgap of the nanostructure compared to bulk Si. This will also result in
increased absorption due to the pseudo direct bandgap of such localized quantum-
confined systems [42–45], see Figure 20.4. To date, considerable work has been done
on the growth and characterization of Si nanocrystals embedded in oxide [7, 31] and
nitride [35, 37] dielectric matrices. However, little has been reported on the exper-
imental properties of Si nanocrystals embedded in SiC matrix [46].

20.3.1
Alternative Matrices for Si QDs

As discussed in Section 20.2.3, alternative matrices with lower barrier heights than
SiO2 will give a greater tunneling probability between adjacent Si QDs and hence
greater conductance (see Figure 20.3). Both SiNx and SiC matrices have been
investigated.

20.3.1.1 Si Quantum Dots in a Silicon Nitride Matrix
Si QDs can also be fabricated in a silicon nitride (SiNx) matrix. Thick layers of silicon-
rich nitride when annealed at above 1000 �C precipitate Si QD [47]. Multilayered
structures also result in SiQD formationwith a controlled size of the SiQDs [37]. The
annealing temperature can also be used to modify the nitride matrix, with it being
amorphous below 1150 �C but with crystalline nitride phases, in addition to the Si
QDs, appearing at temperatures ranging from 1150 to 1200 �C [48]. Multilayered
structures can be deposited by sputtering or by plasma-enhanced CVD with growth
parameters and annealing conditions very similar to those for oxide giving good
control of QD sizes. The main difference is the extra H incorporation with PECVD
that requires an initial low-temperature anneal to drive off excess hydrogen and
prevent bubble formation in the high-temperature anneal [37]. Si QDs in nitride can
also be formed in situ during sputtering where they form in the gas phase during
deposition. There is much less control over size and shape but no high-temperature
anneal is required to form the Si QDs [49]. Multilayer growth using this in situ
technique has also been attempted with irregular shaped but reasonably uniform-
sized Si QDs resulting, see Figure 20.5 [45].

Figure 20.4 Schematic of a �all-silicon� tandem solar cell and its band diagram.
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The PL data in Figure 20.2 show that the PL energy for Si QDs in SiNx increases
with reduction in QD size at about the rate predicted by the EMA. This is because the
relatively nonpolar Si�N bonds do not dramatically affect the quantum-confined
energies. The other property inwhichwe are interested is the increased transport that
should be possible with the lower barrier height of the nitride matrix (see Sec-
tion 20.2.3). Figure 20.6 shows the conductivity with temperature data from transfer
lengthmeasurements of SiQDsamples in nitride and oxide [21]. The nitridematerial
shows a much greater conductivity, about six orders of magnitude at 300K. This is
indicative of the increased transport expected for the lower barrier height. However,
Figure 20.6 also shows amuch lower Ea for nitride compared to oxide. The oxide Ea at
0.76 eV at 300K indicates an intrinsic material with a bandgap¼ 2�Ea of about
1.5 eV (i.e., increased from that of bulk Si), whereas the Ea for nitride at 0.36 eV at
300K indicates shallow levels as if the material were doped. This implies defect sites
within the matrix that promote hopping transport. Nonetheless, this produces a
higher conductivity material.

Figure 20.5 Gas phase in situ Si QDs dispersed in a Si3N4 matrix: (a) low magnification TEM and
(b) high-resolution TEM [45].

Figure 20.6 Conductivity against temperature for Si QDs in SiO2 and SiNx – also shown are
activation energies, Ea [21].
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20.3.1.2 Silicon QD Nanocrystals Embedded in Silicon Carbide Matrix
Si QDs in a SiC matrix offer an even lower barrier height and hence the promise of
even better transport. However, the low barrier height also limits the minimum size
of QDs to about 3 nm or else the quantum-confined levels are likely to rise above the
level of the barrier, which should be around 2.3 eV for amorphous SiC. Si QDs in SiC
matrix have been formed in a single thick layer by Si-rich carbide deposition followed
by high-temperature annealing at between 800 and 1100 �C in a very similar process
to that for oxide [50]. Si1�xCx/SiCmultilayers have also been deposited by sputtering
to give better control over the Si QD as with oxide and nitridematrices [50]. A feature
that is seen in thismaterials system is that small SiC nanocrystals form in addition to
the Si QDs as seen in the Raman and XRDdata of Figure 20.7. The relatively uniform
Si QDs are shown in the TEM image of Figure 20.7b. This Si QD in SiCmaterial has
also been doped both n- and p-type and fabricated into PVdevices [51], as discussed in
Section 20.3.3.2.

20.3.2
Doping of Si QD Arrays

A requirement for a tandem cell element is the presence of some form of junction for
carrier separation. The impurities in bulk crystalline silicon play an important role in
a semiconductor device. Dopants such as phosphorus and boron alter the conduc-
tivity of bulk Si by several orders of magnitude. There are several questions about the
impurity doping in a low-dimensional structure [52]. Important questions arise as to
whether the dopantswill continue to play a role similar to that in bulk semiconductors
or whether alternative methods of work function control will be required. It is not
clear at present whether or not the doping of Si nanocrystals provides the generation
of free charge carriers [53]. The junction can either be a grown or a diffused p–n
junction or a p–i–n junction with the superlattice as the i-region. The latter requires
careful control of the work functions (and therefore doping) of the p- and n-regions
but also means that it is not essential for the QDs themselves to be doped.

Figure 20.7 Silicon-rich SiC deposition and subsequent anneal: (a) Raman spectra for various
annealing temperatures; (b) cross-sectional HRTEM image; and (c) X-ray diffraction both with a
1100 �C anneal.
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Phosphorus and boron are excellent dopants in bulk Si as they have a high solid
solubility at the annealing temperature. Hence, they are good initial choices to study
the doping in Si QDs, although as discussed above there are reasons to suppose they
will not dope them in the same way as bulk silicon. The number of atoms in a typical
Si QD is in the range of 500–1000 atoms (for QDs with an approximate diameter of
5 nm). To translate a bulk doping density of 1018 cm�3 to such a nanostructure of
5 nm, spherical QDswould result in fewer than one dopant atomperQD. The doping
used to date is with concentrations far higher than this such that no doubt much of
the dopant is inactive. Nonetheless p- and n-type materials and rectifying junctions
have been achieved [54–56].

20.3.2.1 Phosphorus Doping of Si Nanostructures
Phosphorus doping in the Si QD superlattices was achieved using P2O5 cosputter-
ing during the deposition of silicon-rich oxide. The intention being that free carriers
will be injected into the Si QDs that form on high-temperature postdeposition
annealing. The P concentration in the SRO was controlled by varying the deposition
rates from the three targets [54]. Transfer length measurement of the resistance was
used to calculate both the resistivity at 300K (see Figure 20.8) and the temperature
dependence of the resistance R (see Figure 20.9). The values of the activation energy
Ea calculated from the relation R� exp(Ea/kT) are also indicated in Figure 20.9. As
the doping level increases from 0 at.% to 0.1 at.%, the activation energy decreases
from 0.527 to 0.101 eV, together with a very significant decrease in resistance and
resistivity of about seven orders of magnitude. The activation energy in a doped
semiconductor is the energy difference between the conduction band (EC) and
Fermi level (EF), DE¼EC�EF, which suggests effective n-type doping of the Si
QDs. However, a further increase in P concentration to 0.35 at.% increases the
activation energy to 0.149 eV and an increase again in resistance and resistivity by a
factor of almost 1000. This small increase in activation energy may imply a
reduction in the effective doping. The presence of P certainly has an effect on

Figure 20.8 Dark resistivity of Si QD/SiO2 multilayer films for various phosphorus dopant levels.
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nucleating crystallinity (see below), and it is probable that too much leads to a
saturation of P in Si and/or degradation of the Si QD crystallinity leading to the
increase again in resistivity.

TEM and XRD measurements indicate that the average Si nanocrystal size for P-
dopedmaterial is increased compared to theundopedSROunder the sameannealing
conditions [54]. At 1100 �C, the average nanocrystal size in the 0.5 at.% P SRO film is
almost double that of the undoped SRO film. In addition, P-doping in SRO films
effectively reduces the annealing temperature required for the beginning of the Si
crystallization. Based on these results, it can be concluded that the addition of P
enhances the crystallization of the Si NCs through heterogeneous nucleation of
nanocrystal growth [54].

20.3.2.2 Boron Doping of Si Nanostructures
Boron doping has been achieved by cosputtering from a boron Si and SiO2 targets
with subsequent annealing to form the Si nanocrystals [55]. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy results indicate that the chemical environment of boron in both as-
deposited and annealed boron-doped SRO films highly depends on the O/Si ratio of
the SRO. A tendency for greater B�O bonding upon high-temperature annealing,
indicating boron out-diffusion fromB�Band/or B�Si toB�O,was found to bemore
pronounced in the high oxygen content SRO film. The results suggest a higher
probability of effective boron doping in SRO films with low oxygen content.

Again using transfer lengthmeasurements, it was found that increasing the boron
sputtering plasma power, and hence the B concentration, causes a dramatic decrease
in resistivity, as shown in Figure 20.10, to a similar extent to that with P doping. This
decrease in resistivity may be a consequence of an increase in carrier concentration
due to more active dopants in the film and hence successful fabrication of p-type
material [55].

Figure 20.9 Temperature dependence of the resistance R of the Si QD films with various P
concentrations.
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As with P, B seems to have a strong effect on Si nanocrystal formation, but in this
case with smaller Si nanocrystals forming compared to the undoped case [55]. TEM
data indicate that the addition of boron slightly decreases the size of the Si
nanocrystals. But the crystalline volume fraction was found to decrease with
increasing boron concentration [55]. This suggests that boron suppresses Si crys-
tallization perhaps due to local deformations induced by the impurity atoms.

20.3.2.3 Doping Mechanisms
In the fabrication of p- and n-type nanostructured material in this way, the doping
mechanisms are not clear. Direct doping of the Si QDs is very unlikely due to the
exclusion of impurities from the nanocrystals discussed in Sections 20.3.2. Hence,
free carriers must be introduced by either doping of the matrix or doping of the
interface between matrix and QDs. The interface is the most likely place to which
these impurity atoms will migrate because of the relatively larger interstitial and
defect sites at these locations. Also, the evidence of P and B modification of
nanocrystal formation, discussed in Sections 20.3.2.1 and 20.3.2.2, strongly suggests
that P or B atoms will be associated with nucleation of QD growth and hence will
remain located close to the interface region.

The defects at the interface are also associated with multiple charge states. Hence,
the formation of appropriately charged states such that free carriers are given up and
captured by the QDs seems plausible. But these locations are also associated with
many defects in the bandgap of theQDs and hencewould be expected to dramatically
enhance recombination. However, the passivation of these regions, which seems
important for the device performance discussed in Section 20.3.3, presumably
reduces the impact of these defects. Furthermore, the tendency of the strong local
fields, associated with the interface regions, to sweep free carriers into the QDs, will
somewhat mitigate the recombination.

Figure 20.10 Dark resistivity of Si QD/SiO2multilayer films for various boron plasma power levels
and hence concentrations [55].
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Another possibility is that the enhancing effect on crystallization caused by the
presence of P atoms, discussed in Section 20.3.2.1, could well also enhance transport
and hence increase conductivity by reducing the average distance between QD
nanocrystals.However, a similarmechanismdoes not explain enhanced conductivity
in B-doped material as B suppresses rather than enhances crystallization,
Section 20.3.2.2. Nonetheless, a combination of modification of crystallization
behavior and the introduction of charged defects at interfaces could qualitatively
explain increased conductivity and the two types of material produced.

20.3.3
Fabrication of Si QD PV Devices

20.3.3.1 Si QDs in SiO2 Solar Cell
Sequential growth of multilayers of phosphorus-doped Si-rich oxide, followed by
multilayers of undoped, and then boron-doped SRO layers, all interspersed with
stoichiometric SiO2 layers, has been carried out to fabricate rectifying p–n junction
devices [57, 58]. The top B-doped bilayers were selectively etched to create isolated p-
type mesas of about 0.1 cm2, thus allowing access to the buried P-doped bilayers.
Aluminum contacts were deposited by evaporation, patterned and sintered to create
ohmic contacts on both p- and n-type layers.

I–V measurements in the dark and under 1-sun illumination indicate a good
rectifying junction and generation of an open-circuit voltage, VOC, up to 492mV (see
Figure 20.11). The high sheet resistance of the deposited layers, in conjunction with
the insulating quartz substrates, causes an unavoidable high series resistance in the
devices. The high resistance severely limits both the short-circuit current and the fill
factor of the cells, particularly under illumination. It also makes it necessary to
include effects due to in-plane current flow in the analysis of the measured electrical
characteristics [58].

Figure 20.11 Electrical characteristics of p–i–n diodes with 4 nm SRO/2nm SiO2 bilayers with
nominal O/Si¼ 0.8. (a) Dark and (b) illuminated I–Vmeasurements showing VOC¼ 492mV [58].
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Further evidence that this photovoltaic effect occurs in amaterial with an increased
bandgap is given by temperature-dependent dark I–Vmeasurements, fromwhich an
electronic bandgap for the Si QD nanostructure materials can be extracted. A
bandgap of 1.8 eV was extracted for a structure containing Si QDs with a nominal
diameter of 4 nm. The extracted bandgap is larger than that of bulk silicon,
highlighting the ability to alter the bandgap of a semiconductor using these bilayered
nanostructures [58].

20.3.3.2 Si QDs in SiC Solar Cell
Homojunction Si QD devices have also been fabricated in a SiC matrix using the
multiple level Si-rich carbide deposition method discussed in Section 20.3.1.2 [51].
Figure 20.12 is a schematic diagram of an n-type Si QD:SiC/p-type Si QD:SiC
homojunction solar cell grown on a quartz substrate. The n-type Si QD emitter is
approximately 200 nm thick and the p-type base layer is approximately 300 nm thick.
The near-stoichiometric SiC layer was prepared by sputtering from the SiC target,
while the Si-rich SiC layer was deposited by simultaneously sputtering from Si and
SiC targets. Boron (for p-type Si QDs) and antimony (for n-type Si QDs) doping of Si
QDs in the Si-rich layer was achieved by using a combination of Si, SiC, boron, or
antimony targets.

This device gives an illuminatedVOC of 82mV that is a promising initial value for a
Si QDs in SiC solar cell on quartz substrate. Improvement of the device structure and
optimization of dopant incorporation is expected to improve this value [51].

Current in both these SiO2 matrix and the SiC matrix devices is very small, due
principally to the very high lateral resistance and also because of the small amount of
absorption in the approximately 200 nm of material used – but both these problems
are being addressed. Hence, together with a further increase in the VOC, this
represents a promising approach to fabrication of a solar cell with an engineered
bandgap. A full tandem cell would then require devices of different engineered
bandgap (different QD sizes) to be grown on top of each other with a suitable
connection between them. This connection would need to allow excited carriers

Figure 20.12 Schematic diagram of a (p)Si QD:SiC/(n)Si QD:SiC/quartz homojunction solar
cell [51].
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resulting fromphotogeneration at onewavelength, to cross into the adjacent cell, and
be available to absorb another photon at another wavelength. This can be achieved
using very thin layers with large defect densities that allow a recombination of
electrons and holes but not a relaxation in their energy [58].

20.4
Intermediate Level Cells: Intermediate Band and Impurity Photovoltaic cell

The approach with these devices is to introduce one or more energy levels within the
bandgap such that they absorb photons in parallel to the normal operation of a single
bandgap cell. Hence, they also usemultiple energy levels like the tandem cell, but the
absorption of different energy photons is in parallel rather than in series. This
semiparallel operation offers the potential to be much less spectrally sensitive but to
still give high efficiencies.

Such a device with a single energy level in the bandgap has the same limiting
efficiency as a three-level tandem – 63% under maximum concentration, 48% under
1 sun – because it has the same number of energy thresholds. However, this
calculation does not take into account spectral sensitivity and assumes ideal prop-
erties such as ideal photon selection. This is a problem with the intermediate level
concept, and the real devices would not be able to selectively absorb photons at the
most appropriate energy levels, but the device will nonetheless collect photons that
would not otherwise be absorbed.However, also note that the current now only has to
be equal across the two lower energy levelswhile themain current across the bandgap
is independent. This reduces the spectral sensitivity and compensates to some extent
for the reduced photon selectivity.

These additional subbandgap absorbers can exist either as discrete energy levels in
an impurity photovoltaic (IPV) cell or as a continuous band of levels, nonetheless,
isolated from the conduction and valence bands – the intermediate band solar cell
(IBSC) shown in Figure 20.13 [59].

Figure 20.13 Intermediate level cell (IBSC): below-bandgap photons are absorbed by the two
transitions to and from the intermediate level contributing to photocurrent, in parallel to normal
operation of the cell.
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Both devices can absorb two below-bandgap photons to create one electron–hole
pair at the bandgap energy, but the IBSC has the advantage that the delocalization of
carriers in its continuous bandmeans that these photons donot necessarily have to be
absorbed by the same electron. This gives amuch longer lifetime to the intermediate
level allowingmuchmore time for absorption of the secondphoton. Tomaximize this
advantage, the intermediate band should be half-filled with electrons – that is, it
should have a Fermi level at half the band energy illustrated in Figure 20.13 – such
that absorption of an electron from the valence band or emission of an electron to the
conduction band is equally likely.

The formation of an intermediate band has been suggested in some III–V, II–VI,
and chalcopyrite systems, usually alloyed with a transition metal (see, for
example, [60–62]). But they have also been attempted experimentally using the
confined energy levels of a InAs/GaAs QD superlattice [63]. These devices have
demonstrated several of the indicators of true IBSC operation, although they have not
yet achieved an efficiency advantage; nonetheless, this seems likely in the near future
particularly if they are operatedunder concentration. If this is successful, it is possible
that the technology could be transferred for the use of Si QDs, with the advantage of
the use of much simpler and cheaper deposition techniques.

20.5
Multiple Carrier Excitation Using Si QDs

Carriers generated from high-energy photons (at least twice the bandgap energy)
absorbed in a semiconductor can undergo �impact ionization� events that result in
two ormore carriers close to the bandgap energy. Thus, if this effect is incorporated in
a solar cell the current resulting from absorption of high-energy photons can be
increased, thus, boosting the overall efficiency. Impact ionization is extremely rare in
bulk materials, but in quantum dots the localization of electrons and holes seems to
dramatically increase the probability [64–66] (see Figure 20.14). The exact mechan-

Figure 20.14 Multiple exciton generation in QDs: a high-energy photon is absorbed at a high
confined energy level in the QD that then decays into two or more electron–hole pairs at the first
confined energy level. Energy is conserved but momentum conservation in QDs is relaxed [66].
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isms involved in this are not yet entirely clear but they are related to the reduced
requirement for conservation of crystal momentum in the small spatial volume of a
quantum dot. There is much experimental evidence showing production of up to
seven electron–hole pairs for the absorption of a high-energy photon – that is, a
quantum efficiency (QE) of 7. TheQEmust always be less than or equal to the ratio of
the photon energy to the bandgap energy (Ehn/Eg) – hence small bandgap materials
are preferable. This multiple exciton generation (MEG) was first seen in PbSe QDs
but has now been seen in quite a wide range of II–VIs and other material QDs,
including Si, which is significant for a possible future large-scale implementation. In
fact, the effect is seen in quite large Si QDs of about 5 nmdiameter, formed by a vapor
phasemethod.Hence, a strong quantum confinement of energy is not important but
rather the spatial localization that relaxes themomentum conservation requirement.

However, as yet the phenomenon has been observed only with absorption
spectroscopy measurements and there is quite some controversy not only as to how
it occurs but alsowhether it is repeatable. Themost likely explanation seems to be that
themechanism is very sensitive to the exact surface states on the QDs [66]. The other
problem is that so far no enhanced current has been observed at external contacts.
This is probably related to the difficulty in transporting carriers through theQDarray.

20.6
Hot Carrier Cells

The concept underlying the hot carrier solar cell is to slow the rate of photoexcited
carrier cooling, caused by phonon interaction in the lattice, to allow time for the
carriers to be collected while they are still at elevated energies (�hot�) and thus
allowing higher voltages to be achieved from the cell [3, 67, 68]. It thus tackles the
major photovoltaic loss mechanism of thermalization of excess carrier energy down
to the bandgap energy. In addition to an absorbermaterial that slows the rate of carrier
relaxation, a hot carrier cell must allow extraction of carriers from the device through
contacts that accept only a very narrow range of energies – energy selective contacts
(ESCs) (see Figure 20.15).

These requirements are very difficult, but the potential efficiency of the hot carrier
cell is 65%at 1 sun (85%atmaximumconcentration), as it is close to an idealmultiple
energy-level device. These very high limiting efficienciesmean that a real device, even
if only partially successful, could significantly increase efficiencies. And further-
more, the device would conceptually be a fairly homogenous one without the very
many multiple layers of different materials of other very high-efficiency concepts.

Energy-selective contacts can be fabricated using double-barrier resonant tunnel-
ing structures. These would use QDs or other discrete confined centers as the
resonant centers to provide a discrete energy level between two insulating barriers.
This would give conduction strongly peaked at the discrete energy level. The total
energy filtering of a QD-based structure is required for a selective energy contact
rather than 1D energy filtering because the 1D energy filtering in, for instance, a
quantum well resonant tunneling device is effective only for carriers with momenta
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entirely perpendicular to the plane of the well [69]. The required property for this
energy selection is negative differential resistance (NDR). Such a filter should exhibit
an NDR in all directions.

20.6.1
Photoluminescence of Si QD ESCs

Double-barrier tunneling structures consisting of SiO2/Si QDs/SiO2 layers have
been fabricated by sputtering followed by annealing at 1100 �Cusing the sameSi-rich
oxide technique described in Section 20.2.1 [70]. The control of the size of a single
layer QDs in SiO2 with the thickness of SRO layer has been studied with photo-
luminescence measurements. Figure 20.16 shows PL spectra for four samples with
SRO thicknesses in the range of 2.4–6 nm. Thicknesses of the two oxide layers were
about 6 nm for all the samples. A blueshift of the PL with the decrease in the SRO
layer thickness is observed. Since PL energy is associated with the size of QDs, this
demonstrates a correlation between QD size and SRO layer thickness. The broad PL
peaks observed for all samples suggests that a fairly large distribution of QD sizes
exist around the mean diameter. However, PL peaks from different samples with
different SRO thicknesses are clearly separated [58].

A very significant improvement in the uniformity of the QDs has been obtained
with samples fabricatedwith substrate heating. Figure 20.17 showsPL spectra from a
single-layer SiO2/Si QDs/SiO2 structure [58]. The first SiO2 layer was gown by
thermal oxidation of a silicon substrate at 800 �C in oxygen ambient, to give a good
quality oxide. The other two layers, namely SRO and the top SiO2, were deposited by
sputtering. In this case, the substrate was heated at about 250 �C during the film
growth. The sample was annealed at 1100 �C for 2 hours, followed by a forming gas

Figure 20.15 Band diagram of the hot carrier cell that requires slowed carrier cooling in the
absorber and collection of carriers through ESCs.
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anneal. The two curves, grey and dashed, represent the measurements conducted
over an interval of 3 weeks. For comparison, the PL spectrum (black curve) for a
sample grownwithout substrate heating is also shown. It is evident that the PL for the
samples grown with substrate heating is much sharper than for the samples grown
without substrate heating. This demonstrates a much better QS size uniformity in
these samples. In addition to themainPL peak, the spectra for the sample grownwith
substrate heating also show a shoulder peak at a slightly lower energy. This double
peak feature is thought to be due to exciton recombination for the higher energy peak
and free carrier recombination for the lower energy peak – these usually being
masked by the breadth of QD sizes. In spatially confined QDs, the exciton binding
energy is much greater than in bulk because of the lack of the opportunity for the
carriers to delocalize. For the same reason, the exciton lifetime is also much longer

Figure 20.16 (a) Results of PL measurement
on a single layer of SiQDs in SiO2. Correlationof
PL peak energy increase with SRO thickness
decrease is evident. (b) PL peak energy, as

derived from (a) as a function of SRO thickness.
The dashed line is a least square fit of PL energy
with inverse square of SRO thickness [58].

Figure 20.17 PL from a single layer of Si QDs in SiO2 fabricated with (grey/dashed) and without
(black) substrate heating [58].
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than in bulk.Hence, if correct, this explanationwouldmean that the spacing between
the double peak is the enhanced exciton binding energy – about 400meV – and the
ratio of the lower energy peak intensity to that of the higher energy peak will be the
ratio of free carriers to excitons in the system and hence also related to the exciton
lifetime.

20.6.2
Negative Differential Resistance in Si QD ESCs

For the measurement of resonant tunneling through the double-barrier structures,
devices were fabricated as schematically shown in the inset of Figure 20.18. The
devices consist of a single layer of Si QDs in SiO2 grown on a heavily doped Si
substrate. A Si capping layer is deposited from a highly doped target. The thickness of
the SRO and SiO2 layers is approximately 5 nm. The thickness of the silicon capping
layer is about 50 nm. During the growth, a shadow mask is used to obtain isolated
devices. Aluminum contacts are deposited by evaporation using a shadow mask.

Figure 20.18 shows results of room-temperature DC I–V measurements on a
typical device. The two I–V profiles are measured on different mesas on the same
sample. In both the I–V profiles, negative differential resistance can be observed, at
about 1.4 and 1.5 V, respectively. NDR is a requisite characteristic of resonant
tunneling and hence of ESCs. Similar results have been observed for a few other
similar devices. Although the quality factor of the NDR resonance (ratio of peak
height to peak width) is not good, such a result at room temperature is very
encouraging as a proof of 1D energy selection. Subsequent measurement showed
degradation and breakdown of the oxide; hence the quality of the oxide needs to
be improved.

Figure 20.18 Result of I–V measurements on two mesas on a resonant tunneling device. NDR
resonance is evident [70].
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20.6.3
A Complete Hot Carrier Cell

Fabrication of an absorber material with slowed carrier cooling is very difficult. The
effect has been observed at very high illumination intensities via a �phonon
bottleneck� effect, in which carrier energy decay mechanisms are restricted. Com-
pounds with large mass differences between their anions and cations have a gap in
their allowed phonon modes that can slow down these decay mechanisms and
enhance the bottleneck effect [71]. Examples are gallium nitride and indium nitride,
with some experimental evidence for slowed cooling in the latter [72]. Theoretical
work on replicating this effect by modifying the phononic band structures in QD
nanostructure superlattices [73] is now being attempted experimentally.

As both absorbers andESCs are likely to involveQDs, aworking devicemay consist
of a uniform array of QDs for the absorber that could include Si QDs – if an
appropriate method can be found to fabricate the structure – and a resonant
tunneling contact structure that is likely to involve single layers of Si QDs. None-
theless, the hot carrier cell, while promising, is still a long way from demonstration.

20.7
Conclusions

Multiple energy thresholds in solar cells allow collection of solar photons inways that
facilitate a more efficient exploitation of their total energy. QD nanostructures allow
incorporation of these multiple energy levels in materials that can be deposited with
low-cost methods.

The principal property exploited in the use of Si nanocrystals, or quantum dots, for
solar cells is the confined energy levels. Control of these by controlling the QD size
allows a material with a larger bandgap than the bulk material to be engineered
through the overlap of levels to create a miniband. This in turn allows the fabrication
of tandem cells in which the bandgap can be optimized for the best extraction of
energy from a particular part of the solar spectrum. Devices have been fabricated that
demonstrate both increased effective bandgap and promising open-circuit voltages.
Currents in these cells need to be increased and to create a full tandem cell devices
with different bandgaps (QD size) need to be grown on top of each other with
appropriate connection. But these two requirements should be met with further
development.

Other devices exploit the localization of carriers in Si QDs. These include the
multiple exciton generation approach in which this localization relaxes the require-
ment for conservation of momentum, allowing to generate multiple excitons from a
single photon absorption.

The intermediate band cell exploits the discrete nature of the miniband formed by
neighboring QDs, which allows a long lifetime of carriers generated by absorption of
below-bandgap photons. Si QDs should also be applicable in such devices.
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The ultimate efficiency for a solar cell can perhaps be achieved by preventing
photogenerated carriers from losing their energies to the lattice as phonons. The
phonon bandgap that can be engineered in QD superlattice arrays could be an
effective way of preventing these decays. Auniform array of Si QDs could be used for
such a superlattice. But this hot carrier solar cell device also requires narrow band
energy selective contacts, and Si QDs have been demonstrated to allow such an effect
in double-barrier resonant tunneling structures.

Quantum dots and particularly Si QD nanostructures are applicable to several
types of solar cell, with the promise of higher efficiencies but in cells that can bemade
by cheap thin-film deposition processes. This is possible because the extra degrees of
freedomgivenby the physics of quantumconfinement allowmultiple energy levels to
be incorporated into semiconductor materials with independent control over device
geometry.
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Characterization of Si Nanocrystals

Selçuk Yerci, _Ilker Do�gan, Ayşe Seyhan, Arife Gencer, and Rasit Turan

21.1
Introduction

In this chapter, we review and discuss some of the widely used analytical and optical
methods for characterizing Si nanoclusters in variousmatrices. Universal diagnostic
techniques such as transmission electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), photoluminescence (PL), atomic force microscopy (AFM),
Raman spectroscopy (RS), Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, andX-ray
diffraction (XRD) are commonly used directly or indirectly to understand various
features of nanostructures including Si. Large number of investigations and pub-
lished reports are based on these measurements. Size determination and direct
imaging of nanoclusters are very crucial in many applications as their functional
properties are closely connected to their size and shape; therefore, imagingwith TEM
and AFM plays a central role in the nanocluster investigation. In addition, RS and
XRD have been proven to be useful in size estimation. These methods can also be
applied to estimate the stress on the nanoclusters and to monitor the amorphous
(nanoclusters) to crystalline (nanocrystals) transition. XPS can be employed to
investigate the formation of elemental Si (Si�Si4) (i.e., nanoclusters) and suboxides
(Si�SiOx) (the shell around the nanoclusters). Thus, it is widely used in studies
investigating the chemical environment of the Si nanoclusters. Recently, XPS is also
used to understand the effect of quantum confinement effect (QCE) on the core-shell
structures. Similarly, FTIR can be used tomonitor the Si�SiOx states of nanoclusters
and thematrix surrounding them. Although it does not probe Si�Si bonds directly, it
is useful to investigate the matrix between them, which is indeed very crucial for
many aspects such as the origin of light emission from Si nanoclusters and the
electronic transport between them. Since the light emission is one of the most
significant motivations behind the Si nanocluster research, the origin of light
generation and optical mechanisms need to be examined using various analytical
and opticalmethods. PL spectroscopyhas beenused extensively to understand optical
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properties that also shed light on chemical and structural properties. This chapter
summarizes and discusses these characterization techniques with recently pub-
lished research results.

21.2
Imaging

21.2.1
Si Nanocluster Imaging by Transmission Electron Microscopy Techniques

Si nanoclusters embedded in wide bandgap host matrices draw enormous attention
due to their interesting physical properties apart from their bulk counterparts. There
have been intensive studies on the optical and electrical properties of Si nanoclusters
since they are promising candidates to construct novel microelectronic and optical
devices monolithically integrated atop the widespread silicon platform. Since the
optical and electrical properties of Si nanoclusters can be controlled by their
dimensions, the most important achievement for constructing stable and reliable
devices is to probe and control the size and shape of Si nanoclusters in hostmatrices.
Till date, themostwidely used imaging technique tomonitor and track thenucleation
of Si nanoclusters has been TEM. There are different methods for Si nanoclusters
imaging closely related with TEM such as high-resolution TEM (HRTEM), energy
filtered TEM (EFTEM), defocused bright-field imaging, dark-field imaging, and
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). Expectedly, these techniques are used for
various aims on Si nanocluster imaging.

21.2.2
Transmission Electron Microscopy

TEM is a challenging task when studying Si nanoclusters in SiO2 and Si3N4matrices.
In a Si/SiO2 and Si/Si3N4 system, Si nanoclustersmay be either in the amorphous or
the crystalline phase. The difficulty lies in separating the host matrix and Si
nanoclusters, especially when they are amorphous, since the difference in the atomic
number and atomic density does not vary significantly. This results in a low contrast
between the Si nanocluster and the SiO2 or Si3N4 (SiO2/Si3N4) matrix in TEM
micrographs. Si nanoclusters in SiO2/Si3N4 can bemore securely imaged by TEM in
two folds: cross sectionmonitoring by (i) bright-field and (ii)HRTEMDark-Field (DF)
imaging. The distribution of Si nanoclusters can bemonitored by these techniques if
nanoclusters are in the crystalline phase (nanocrystals). Imaging process is orien-
tation dependent andnot all particles aremonitored. The particles that are oriented in
a well-defined direction with respect to the incident beam are the only ones to be
monitored. Therefore, there is always a doubt in quantificatifying the density of Si
nanoclusters in SiO2/Si3N4 matrix. Moreover, this quantification based on TEM
techniques assumes that the imaged sample is homogenous and the imaged area is a
representative of the whole sample.
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Defocused bright-field imagingworks on the principle of phase shifting of electron
waves were propagated through Si nanoclusters in SiO2matrix. By assuming that the
incident beam is coherent, the nanoclusters lead to a phase shift, which can be
directly detected as Fresnel fringes seen as black/white or white/black contrasts
between the interface of Si nanocluster-SiO2 matrix. By this technique, the positions
in the interface regions are detected from the cross section of 2D array of
Si nanoclusters present in the SiO2 matrix (Figure 21.1) [1].

On the other hand, HRTEM works on the principle of coherent superposition of
incident and elastically scattered electromagnetic waves from Si nanoclusters.
The success of this technique depends on the right orientation of the Si nanoclusters
with respect to the incident beam and the thickness of the interested specimen
(Figure 21.2) [2]. Disoriented Si nanoclusters cannot be monitored and if the
specimen thickness is not comparable to the nanocrystal dimensions, no contrast
is obtained. Due to these reasons, HRTEM is not quite effective when quantifying
Si nanocluster density. Similarly, DF analysis works only on the right oriented
Si nanoclusters. However, the thickness of the specimen in DF is not as crucial as
in HRTEM technique. DF imaging allows lower magnifications with respect to
HRTEM, resulting a better view of the nanocluster density. Since this technique also
works only on Si nanocrystals, the exact number density of Si nanoclusters is
generally underestimated.

21.2.3
Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy

When an EELS is attached to a TEM, chemical mapping of the nanoclusters and
the surrounding matrix can be performed. This technique does not observe the

Figure 21.1 Cross-section view of the Si nanoparticles (Si-nps) by defocused bright-field imaging:
(a) under focus where nanoclusters appeared as a thick black line between two bright regions,
(b) over focus where nanoparticles appear as a thick white line between two dark regions.
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tailoring of atomic numbers and densities but the chemical phases of the elements
existed (i.e., Si and SiO2). Themost important advantage of this technique is that any
kind of morphology can be monitored, regardless of whether the nanocluster is
amorphous or crystalline. The collective oscillations of the valence electrons are the
main fingerprints in EELS for a chemical state, which are known as plasmons. By
knowing the characteristic plasmon energies of Si and SiO2 (17 and 26 eV, respec-
tively) and by having an energy resolution narrow enough, Si and SiO2 are easily
distinguished, regardless of their phases.

There are two methods applicable for the imaging process: (i) monitoring a
contrasted area by direct imaging of electrons (EFTEM) and (ii) indirect image
forming after gathering the EELS spectra by extracting the distribution of the
Si plasmon signal. This method refers to spectrum imaging in a scanning
transmission electron microscope-parallel electron energy loss spectrometer
(STEM-PEELS) [3].

In STEM-PEELS, the area of interest is scanned by using a probe and the
superposition of various scanned trajectories has been done. These trajectories
generally have signals both from Si and SiO2, and the contribution from the SiO2

signal should be subtracted in order to get a well-defined Si micrograph. For the
subtraction of SiO2, two methods can be used: linear interpolation (LI) and non-
negative least square (NNLS) [1].

Although 2D image processing can be done by EELS, 3D modeling may also be
possible by combining plasmon loss imaging with electron tomography [4]. This
technique involves the reconstruction of 3D distribution of a Si nanocluster from a
tilted series of micrographs [5] so that the shape of the nanocluster can be identified
(Figure 21.3) [6].

Figure 21.2 HRTEMmicrograph of the Si nanocrystals implanted in SiO2 matrix. Inset shows the
electron diffraction pattern resulted from Si nanocrystals.
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21.2.4
Energy Filtered Transmission Electron Microscopy (EFTEM)

By using EFTEM, similar to HRTEM, spatial resolutions down to 1 nm can be
achieved. However, unlike the HRTEM, EFTEM has no limitations related to the
crystallinity of the Si nanocrystals and can detect both amorphous and crystalline
nanoclusters. Moreover, high-energy resolution of EFTEM can make it possible to
distinguish Si and SiO2 plasmon energies.

The raw images obtained from EFTEM are less contrasted than the images
obtained from STEM-PEELS. In order to improve the image quality, the contrast
enhancement process, that is the subtraction of the contribution from SiO2 back-
ground by yielding awell-defined Si nanocluster containing image should be applied.
The contrast quality of EFTEM images after enhancement is well comparable to the
STEM-PEELS images (Figure 21.4) [1].

In contrast to EFTEM, STEM-PEELS ismore preferable for the detailed analysis of
individual specimens. The quantitative analysis of the image is possible by LI
and NNLS methods. By these methods, the contribution of Si nanoclusters can
be singled out. On the other hand, EFTEM has an advantage when analyzing a
number of specimens in a short time. Thus, EFTEM is more suitable for statistical
analysis.

In general, it should be noted that the usage of TEM and its variations may induce
surface andmorphology changes, especially if the surface or thematrix is an insulator
as in the case of Si nanoclusters SiO2/Si3N4 matrix. There are various damage
processes that may take place such as atomic displacement, ionization, electrostatic
charging, sputtering by electronbeam, and radiolysis [7]. For long exposure times, the
irradiationmay chemically reduce some local areas to Si fromSiO2, depending on the
electron dose [1]. Similar morphological changes may occur at high-beam currents
even if the exposure time is kept short.

Figure 21.3 3D tilted tomographic reconstruction of Si nanoclusters in silica matrix. Tomographic
image shows that most of the Si nanoclusters are nonspherical in shape [6].
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Figure 21.4 STEM-PEELS and EFTEM images of Si nanoclusters in SiO2 before ((a) and (b),
respectively) and after contrast enhancement ((c) and (d), respectively) [1].

21.2.5
Si Nanocluster Imaging by Atomic Force Microscopy

AFM is used for indirect surface processing of the samples. AFM is an alternative
and in some cases, an easiermethodwith respect to TEM, especially when probing Si
nanoclusters. Si nanoclusters in SiO2 matrix can be indirectly probed by AFM.
Without understanding the shapes, positions, densities, and depth profiles of Si
nanoclusters, it is difficult to draw a correct conclusion on the origin of light
emission.
In the low saturation case of the Si nanoclusters, they can also be imaged byAFMas

an alternative to TEM [8]. The most convenient way of �imaging� Si nanoclusters
throughout the SiO2 is depth profiling by etching [2, 8]. For Si implanted samples, the
depth profiling process gives satisfactory data on the size distribution of the
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nanoclusters with respect to the implantation projected range (Figure 21.5) [2]. Also,
the height of the particle-like objects and nanoclusters can be identified by assuming
that the layer on which the nanoclusters are attached is a flat surface.

Generally, the distribution of heights can be measured as an integral function of
size distribution of Si nanoclusters. However, there are some difficulties when
working on Si nanoclusters. When performing depth profiling, the nanoclusters in
the etched layermay still remain attached on the surface. Since themeasurements in
AFM is always referenced to the main layer, the heights of the nanoclusters
corresponding to that layer and the ones still attached on the surface from the upper
layer are addedup. The resulting image is �seen� as if higher nanoclusters are present
in the film. This effect is referred as �memory effect� and may lead to misunder-
standings on the height distribution of nanoclusters (Figure 21.6) [2].

Figure 21.5 AFM tappingmode tomography of Si implanted SiO2 samples with respect to etching
time for (a) 1� 1017 cm�2 Si ions and for (b) 5� 1016 cm�2 Si ions.

Figure 21.6 Etching illustration of the SiO2 films containing Si nanoclusters. (a) The smooth
surface before etching, (b) after etching a thickness of �y� and a nanocluster height of �z�, (c) further
etching with no memory effect, and (d) with memory effect [2].
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Theremight be some limitations or problems whenworking on nanoclusters with
AFM. The most important phenomenon that affects the reliability and reproduc-
ibility of AFM images is the tip convolution effects [9]. Since the AFMmeasurements
rely on the physical interaction between the tip and the sample, the obtained image is
definitely a convolution of both. Tip convolution effects are considerable when the
size of the sample is comparable to the size of the tip as in the case of Si nanoclusters.
There is an unfortunate probability that the image is highly distorted due to the finite
size of the tip. If the tip geometry is highly distorted, a repeated pattern is seen as it is
on the surface of the sample. In order to prevent these distortions, the tip of the AFM
should be calibrated by �assorted� objects that have simple well-defined geometries
or by a series of simulations and algorithms [9].

Consequently, in some cases AFM is amuchmore convenient, easier, and cheaper
way for the investigation of the Si nanoclusters and their size variationwith respect to
TEM. For low dose Si containing SiO2 films, it is hard to obtain a contrast in the TEM
micrograph due to the small size or the amorphous phase of Si nanoclusters.
However, a surface profile can be comprehensively done by AFM, and the Si
nanoclusters can be detected even for the smallest sizes. Due to this reason, AFM
is quite useful for studying Si nanoclusters especially when the partition of
nanoclusters is low in the matrix or precipitates in the amorphous state.

21.3
Identification and Quantification of Nanocrystals

21.3.1
Raman Spectroscopy

When monochromatic light of wavenumber ~n0 is incident on a material, scattering
phenomena occurs. The frequency spectrum of scattered light reveals wavenumbers
of light equal to ~n0 and ~n0 � ~nM, where ~nM is a vibrational frequency of the molecule
being investigated. While the former is called as Rayleigh scattering, the latter is
called as Raman scattering—named after the discovery of C. V. Raman in 1928.
Raman effect occurs due to the interaction of optical and vibrational oscillations and
results in a change in vibrational energy of a molecule. A phonon is created (Stokes
process) or annihilated (anti-Stokes process) during the Raman scattering [10, 11].

Raman spectroscopy as a fast and nondestructive method is frequently being used
to characterize the Si nanocrystals. From the shape and the peak position of the first
order Raman scattering band, the following properties of nanocrystals can be
investigated.

1) The identification (i.e., determination of the composition of the nanocrystals)
2) The size variations (i.e., estimation of the size of the nanocrystals)
3) The evolution of the stress on nanocrystals (i.e., estimation of the stress on the

nanocrystals)
4) The phase changes (i.e., estimation of amorphous to crystalline ratio)
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21.3.2
Identification of the Nanocrystals

Raman spectroscopy is very powerful to identify the presence of nanocrystals in
different matrices. As shown in Figure 21.7, Raman spectra demonstrate the
formation and the evolution of Si nanocrystals in Al2O3 matrix as a function of
annealing temperature [12]. Amorphous Si clusters formed in the as-implanted
sample transforms into crystalline Si nanostructures with amore intense and narrow
Raman signal as the annealing temperature increases. While amorphous Si has a
broad transverse optical (TO) band around 480 cm�1, bulk Si has a sharp TO band
with a natural linewidth of approximately 3–4 cm�1 around 521 cm�1 at room
temperature. On the other hand, this band for nanocrystalline Si shows a broadening
and a shift to lower wavenumbers due to the phonon confinement effect [12–17, 20].
A comparison of the Raman spectra shown in Figure 21.7 indicates the nanocrystal
formation starts at temperatures between 700 and 800 �C for the sample with an
implantation dose of 2� 1017 Si/cm2 [12].

21.3.3
Size Estimation of the Nanocrystals

Conservation of momentum in crystalline structures results in a narrow Raman line
in spectrum. In other words, wave vectors of photons are much smaller than that of
phonons. Therefore, phonons with wave vectors k� 0 can only participate in the
Raman scattering. However, conservation rule does not apply to amorphous struc-
tures due to lack of long-range order. On the other hand, in nanocrystals, phonons are
localized in small crystallites and the momentum is no longer well defined, which
according to the uncertainty principle enables phononswith q 6¼ 0 to contribute to the
Raman process. It is well known that the optical dispersion curves are flat for low k
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Figure 21.7 The Raman spectra of the samples implanted with a dose of 2� 1017 Si/cm2 and
annealed at different temperatures [12]. The Raman spectrumof as-implanted sample is also shown
for reference.
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values and gets smaller for larger ones. Thus, an asymmetric broadening and a
redshift are observed in the first order Raman spectra of nanocrystals.

Various models are proposed in the literature for size calculation using Raman
lineshape. A model, WRL, developed by Richter, Wang and Ley; modified by others
has widely been used in the literature [13–17, 20]. This model stands on the
multiplication of the wave function in an infinite crystal by a weighting function
WD(r). Gaussian and Sinc weighting functions have been successfully applied and
widely reported in the literature to find the dimensions of Si nanocrystals [13–17, 20].
However, the choice of the weighting function is arbitrary and results in quite
different values at low dimensions of nanocrystals [15, 16]. The model has been
modified and improved in recent years. For example, Paillard et al. [15] suggested
maintaining the weighting function constant as Sinc function and adjusting the
optical phonon dispersion relation by taking the anisotropy of the phonon dispersion
curves. According to themodifiedmodel, the line shape of the Raman spectrum I(v)
is defined as [15]

IðvÞ / A� nðvÞþ 1½ � �
ð
CDðqÞj j2

C0
p

ðv�vðqÞÞ2 þ C0
2

� �2 dq ð21:1Þ

where, v(q) is the phonon dispersion of the bulk material, C0 is the natural Raman
line width of bulk material, C(0,q) is the Fourier coefficient of the phonon confine-
ment function, A is a constant, and [n(v) þ 1] is the Bose–Einstein factor. Further-
more, dispersion relation of optical phonons innanocrystalsv(q) is assumed to be the
same with bulk Si.

v2ðqÞ ¼ 1:714� 105 þ 1� 105cos
pq
2

� �
20½ � ð21:2Þ

or

v2ðqÞ ¼ 5222� 126; 100q2

qþ 0:53
15; 17½ � ð21:3Þ

Here, q is expressed in units of 2p/a,a is the lattice constant (0.543 nm) of Si, andC0 is
approximately 4 cm�1 and depends on the system configuration.

Furthermore, Islam and Kumar improved the RWL by including the size distri-
bution of Si nanocrystals s to find I(v) [17].

IðvÞ /
ð
q

1þ ðsqÞ2
a

" #�1=2 exp �q2L2

2a2

� �
ðv�vðqÞÞ2 þ C0

2

� �2 d3q ð21:4Þ

where, a is a constant representing the degree of phonon confinement and L is the
mean size of the nanocrystals.

In another study, Zi et al. correlated the Raman shift of the Si nanocrystals with
their dimensions by amicroscopicmodel, bond polarizability. TheRaman shiftDv is
defined as [17]
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Dv ¼ �A� a
L

� �c
ð21:5Þ

whereA and c are the fit parameters. The authors found that the latter one tends to be
equal to 1.44 for Si spheres and 1.08 for Si columns from their fit.

A furthermodification in RWLmodel has been recentlymade by Faraci et al. using
a specific spatial correlation function [18]. Figure 21.8 shows the study of Faraci et al.
in which they calculated the Raman frequency redshifts due to quantum confine-
ment for Si nanocrystal diameters between 1.2 and 100 nm using the models so-
called bondpolarizability [16], Cheng theory [19], RWL [13] andFaraci [18] (denoted as
present theory in Figure 21.8). Moreover, they reprinted some of the data from the
literature. While all the models show good agreement with the experiment at large
sizes, they predict lower shift for small sizes, which can be related to the surface
effects of nanocrystals such as stress [18].

21.3.4
Stress Estimation on Nanocrystals

It is nowwell established that the phonon confinementmodel predicts a redshift and
a broadening in the first order Raman signal. However, in order to fully describe the
Raman process in nanocrystals, the effects of stress on nanocrystals should be taken
into account since the tensile and compressive stresses cause a redshift and blueshift,
respectively.

In a stress-free diamond-type material such as Si and Ge, the optical phonons
located at k� 0 are triply degenerated (F2g) due to the cubic symmetry of the crystal.
However, the introduction of stress breaks the cubic symmetry and splits the triplet.

Figure 21.8 Plot of the Raman frequency redshift as a function of the QD size, according to the
resent model. Also reported are the BP model and the RWL model. Experimental data from several
authors are displayed for comparison [18].
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The resultant stress can be estimated from the stress-induced wavenumber shift,
Dvs [12, 21, 22], as

s ðMPaÞ � C � Dvs ðcm�1Þ ð21:6Þ

where C is a constant related with the elastic compliance and the deformation
potential constants of the material [22, 23]. C is also stress direction dependent and
approximately equal to 210 and 230MPa for isotropic and biaxial stress, respectively.

21.3.5
Phase Determination of the Nanocrystals

It has been observed that the optical and electrical properties of amorphous Si
nanoclusters and crystalline Si nanocrystals are quite different [24, 25]. On the other
hand, as shown in Figure 21.7, transition from amorphous to crystalline form is
gradual; therefore, quantification of crystalline volume fraction is significant to
understand the properties of Si nanocrystals. The fraction can be calculated from
the integrated intensities of the amorphous to crystalline peaks, Ia and Ic, respec-
tively [26].

Xc ¼ Ic
Ic þ rIa

ð21:7Þ

where r is the ratio of the Raman efficiencies for crystalline to amorphous Si, and it
can be described as

rðLÞ ¼ 0:1þ exp
�L
250

� �
ð21:8Þ

where L (in A
�
units) is the nanocrystal size. However, this relation is only valid

when L> 3 nm [27].

21.3.6
X-Ray Diffraction Analysis of Nanocrystals

XRD in classical sense can be defined as elastic scattering of X-rays by the electrons
of atoms. In other words, an electron in the path of incoming X-ray is excited to
periodic vibrations by the changing field. Therefore, it behaves as a source of
electromagnetic waves of the same frequency. In crystals, the scattered X-ray can be
considered as centers for series of spherically spreading waves, which forms zero-,
first-, second-, or higher order diffracted beams in certain directions. The theory
andmathematical representation of XRDby a simple lattice was studied in detail by
M. V. Laue [28]. Later, W. L. Bragg [29] developed the theory and found that the
diffracting plane is a lattice plane, and stated the formula, which is known with his
name.

nl ¼ 2dsinH ð21:9Þ
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where n is an integer representing the orders of the diffraction, l is the wavelength
of the X-ray, H is the half of the deviation of the diffracted beam, and d is the
interplanar spacing for a plane that is given by

d ¼ affiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h2 þ k2 þ l2

p ð21:10Þ

where a is the constant spacing between the atoms, and h, k and, l are the
corresponding Miller indices.

Scherrer showed that the coherence length, L, which represents the mean size of
the crystallites forming a powder, is related to the pure X-ray diffraction broadening,
b, by the equation [30].

L ¼ kl

bcosH
ð21:11Þ

where k is Scherrer constant and approximately equal to unity,H is the Bragg angle,
and l is the wavelength of X-ray.

This formula has become more popular with the advances in micro- and nano-
technology. Recently, many studies have focused on the calculation of the mean
dimension of nanocrystals using Scherrer�s formula [12, 31–34]. For example, the
X-ray diffractograms for SiyO1�y (y¼ 0.45) samples annealed at 900, 1000, and
1100 �C are demonstrated in Figure 21.9 [32]. The peaks located at approximately
22.0�, 28.3�, 47.5�, 55.9� are attributed to amorphousSiO2 andSi (111), 220, and (311),
respectively [32]. Comedi et al. calculated the Si nanocrystals sizes from these
diffractograms and obtained the activation energies using a diffusion model and a
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Figure 21.9 X-ray diffractograms for SiyO1�y (y¼ 0.45) samples fabricated by IC-PECVD and
annealed at 900, 1000, and 1100 �C for 2 h. The expected positions of Bragg peaks for crystalline Si
(111), (220), and (311) are indicated with dotted lines [32].
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model based on Oswald ripening theory [32]. In another study, XRD measurements
were performed onSiO2 films containing Si nanocrystals fabricated by reactive pulsed
laser deposition under low oxygen pressures and subsequent annealing. Normalized
Si (111)X-ray diffractionpeak as a functionof oxygenpressure is given inFigure 21.10.
The dimensions of the formed nanocrystals calculated using Scherrer�s formula
altering between 2.6 and 13.3 nm [33].

Size calculation using Scherrer�s formula has advantages of being simple in
instrumentation, nondestructive, and easy in data manipulation; however, it has
some physical and mathematical limitations. In the Scherrer�s formula, l andH are
two constants that can be measured precisely. However, the determination of k and
the measurement of b values are not simple. The k value, which depends on several
factors (e.g., nanocrystal shape and size), differs in several publications [12, 32]. The
widely accepted value of k for cubic crystals is 0.94 [35]. The k value is strongly size
dependent for nanocrystals with dimensions less than 3 nm.Therefore, the validity of
the formula is questionable below this size. Moreover, the formula becomes more
questionable when complicated nanocrystal shapes, bimodal, and/or size distribu-
tions are present [35]. On the other hand, experimentally measured b value is a
convolution of the physical broadening due to the finite grain size and lattice
distortion as well as the instrumental broadening due to the response of the
experimental setup being used. Therefore, a deconvolution procedure should be
followed [35, 37].

FW1
5 =

4
5Mmethod is proposed as an extension of the Scherrer�s formula tofind the

grain size and the related mean size distribution from a single measurement [36].
However, it is hard to apply this method to Si nanocrystals embedded in thin films
dielectrics where the signal is generally weak. The small number of the data point at
the top and high noise level at the bottom of the peak increases the error bar of the
estimation.

Figure 21.10 Normalized Si (111) Bragg peak for Si nanocrystals in SiO2 matrix fabricated by
reactive laser deposition varying the oxygen pressure between 0.03 and 1.25mTorr [33].
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It is known that the XRD lines of the stressed materials shift or exhibit asym-
metrical and broadened line profiles depending on the magnitude of the stress [31,
32, 34]. Therefore,misinterpretationmay arouse from the fact that both stress and the
decrease in coherence length can cause broadening.Method of integral breadths [35]
andWarren–Averbach [37] can be used to calculate the effect of both finite grain size
and lattice distortion at the same time since the broadening due to the lattice
distortion is diffraction order dependent unlike the grain size. Both the methods
require the precise measurement of several diffraction lines. In the case of Si
nanocrystals embedded in dielectric matrices Si (111), (220), and (311), Bragg peaks
are commonly observed [12, 31–34]. However, the signal due to the Bragg peaks of Si
(220) and (311) are generally weak to perform these methods accurately.

21.3.7
Method of Integral Breadths

Bragg line broadening bS generated by finite grain size can be calculated from
Scherrer�s equation as described above [30, 35].

bSð2HÞ ¼ kl

L cosH
or bSðsÞ ¼

k

L
ð21:12Þ

where bS(2H) and bS(s) are the broadening of Bragg peak in 2H and s-axis due to the
finite size, respectively, where s¼ 2l sinH On the other hand, the Bragg line
broadening originated only from lattice distortion can be expressed as [38]

bDð2HÞ ¼ 4e tanH or bDðsÞ ¼ 2es ð21:13Þ
where e � ðDd=�d Þ, which is approximately the upper limit of the lattice microstrain
and related with the root mean square strain 1:25he2i1=2 [39]

When the size and strain broadening are simultaneously present, integral breadths
method can be performed to calculate the broadening due to each mechanism. The
assumption, both effects have bell-shaped profiles can be described either Gaussian
or Cauchy, used to calculate the instrumental broadening can be applied.

b ¼ bS þ bD ¼ kl

L cosH
þ 4e tanH C----C ð21:14Þ

b2 ¼ b2S þ b2D ¼ kl

L cosH

� �2

þ 4e tanHð Þ2 G----G ð21:15Þ

kl

bL cosH
þ 4e tanH

b

� �
¼ 1 or

b2

tan2H
¼ kl

L
b

tanH sinH

� �
þ 16e2 C----G

ð21:16Þ
Broadening is better described by Gaussian. A comprehensive discussion and
comparison on the validity of these methods can be found in Ref. [35].
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21.3.8
Method of Warren–Abervach

It is based on the Fourier transformation of the physically broadened profile. XRD
line profile can be expressed a Fourier transformation of crystalline structure in the
reciprocal space [37, 39].

f ðsÞ /
X¥
L¼�¥

AðLÞcos ½2pðs�s0ÞL� þBðLÞsin ½2pðs�s0ÞL� ð21:17Þ

whereA(L) and B(L) are cosine and sine Fourier coefficients, respectively. L is related
with the column length of the unit cells perpendicular to the diffracting planes
corresponding to the Bragg peak. The s¼ 2 sin H/l is the reciprocal x-axis, and the
XRD peak is centered at s0.

Warren showed that cosine coefficient AL is a product of a size coefficient and a
lattice distortion coefficient.

AL ¼ AD
L � AS

L ð21:18Þ
where size coefficient AS

L is independent of the order of s whereas, strain coefficient
AD
L is dependent. Since

AD
L ¼ cos

2pLeL
a

h0

	 

� 1� 2p2L2 < e2L >

a2
h20

� �
ð21:19Þ

Equation (21.18) can be written as

ln ðL; h0Þ ¼ lnAsðLÞ� 2p2L2 < e2L >

a2
h20 ð21:20Þ

a is the lattice constant, n is the Fourier order, h20 ¼ h2 þ k2 þ l2 where h, k, and l are
Miller indices, and he2Li is the mean square strain perpendicular to the reflection
planes. L¼ nl/2(sin (H2�H1)), H2�H1 is the Bragg angle interval.

From the plots ofA(L, h0) versus L
2, the size Fourier coefficients are obtained from

the intercepts, whereas the strain Fourier coefficients can be obtained from the
slopes. For example, Kohli et al. applied theWarren–Averbachmethod to calculate the
Si nanocrystals size and root mean square of the strain on samples fabricated by
thermal oxidation of amorphous Si: H films [40].

21.3.9
X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

In XPS, X-ray is used to eject the electrons of an atom from its core shell and the
emitted electrons are analyzed according to their kinetic energies. Themethod is one
of the most widely used surface analysis technique, and it supplies information
about the atomic composition of the surface and chemical environments (i.e.,
binding states, oxidation states) of the elements, except Hydrogen and Helium [41].
When the incident photon interacts with an electron with a binding energy of EB in a
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core shell, the photoelectric effect occurs if the energy of the photons is greater than
the binding energy. The energy of the photon is partly used to remove the electron
from the core shell, and the rest is transferred to electron as kinetic energy (Ekin).
Since the Fermi level, by definition, corresponds to zero binding energy, somemore
energy (work function, W) must be spent to extract to electron to the vacuum level.
The kinetic energy of the emitted electron can be written as [42]

Ekin ¼ hu�EB�W ð21:21Þ
It should be noted that the determination of atomic percentage and chemical

environment requires a successive quantification study (i.e., background subtraction
and peak fitting). Shirley [43] and Tougaard [44] developed two methods that are
widely used for background subtraction. Moreover, Voigt function is commonly
applied to fit the XPS lines [45–47].

Si 2p and Auger KLL bands have been studied to understand the evolution,
oxidization, charging, and quantum size effect of Si nanocrystals. Si 2p peak is a
doublet and 2p1/2 is located 0.6 eV higher energies than 2p3/2, whereas its intensity
approximately equal to the half of 2p3/2. Si 2p band can be decomposed in 5 peaks as
Siþ n (n¼ 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) representing Si, Si2O, SiO, Si2O3, and SiO2 chemical
structures, respectively. Peakposition forSi�Sibonds is locatedaround99.5 eV [48, 56].
The peak positions of oxidization states Si2O, SiO, Si2O3, SiO2 shift from this value
approximately by 0.93, 1.73, 2.56, 3.88 eV, respectively, and their FWHM increase with
the same order for thin film of SiO2 formed on Si [45, 46, 48]. According to an
outstanding research fromRenault et al. [46], although the peak positions ofSiþn stated
does not change noticeably, their FWHMs for Si nanocrystals on Al2O3 are larger than
thinfilms of SiO2 onSi as shown inFigure21.11. They attributed this broadening to the
stress due to the variations of the Si�O bond lengths and Si�O�Si bond angles in
oxides on Si nanocrystals. On the other hand, they observed an increase in Si� signal in
the spectrum taken 320 eV photons due to the higher penetration depth of photoelec-
trons. Moreover, the shift of �0.5 eV in binding energy is observed. This shift was
explained by pinning of the Fermi level close to the conduction band maximum of Si
and can be observedwith photons of 160 eV thanks to enhanced surface sensitivity [46].

XPS is employed in nanostructure analysis to find the relative concentrations of
elements, to monitor the Si�SiO2 phase separation of Si nanocrystals with SiO2 host
matrix, and to investigate the chemical states of their interfaces [45–47, 50]. In 1996,
Min et al. [50] investigated the effect of Si concentration, annealing temperature, and
time on PL spectra of Si nanocrystals. They used XPS and TEM cooperatively to prove
the existence of Si nanocrystals. Increase in the Si�Si 2pwas correlated to the increase
in the Si�Si bonds, which can be associated with the Si nanocrystals density. They
observed an increase in PL intensity with Si�Si bond density, which increases with
implantation dose, annealing temperature and time [50]. It is also possible to quantify
the oxidization states by using a successive fitting procedure. A decrease in the SiOx

peaks and increase in the SiO2 and Si related peaks are accepted as the formation of Si
nanocrystals in SiO2matrix [7, 10, 11]. Liu et al. [51] implanted 1 keVenergetic Si ions
into 30nm SiO2 films grown onto Si (100) and subsequently annealed at 1000 �C for
20min. XPS spectra of the as-implanted sample and the annealed sample are shown
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in Figure 21.12. Although a phase separation was monitored, the decrease in Si�Si
peak is attributed to the oxidization of Si nanocrystals [51].

The oxidization of different sizes of Si nanocrystals in O2 and NO ambient as a
function of annealing time, temperature was monitored using XPS and TEM in
controlled experiment by Scheer et al. [52]. They concluded that oxidization in O2

atmosphere is self limited below 850 �Cand at all temperatures inNO. The reason for
the former one is the compressive stress normal to the Si/SiOx interface. Moreover,
the latter one is due to the incorporation of N in the interface layer between SiO2 and
air or in the shell oxide of the Si nanocrystals [52].

Recently, Gillet et al. have published an interesting study on size nanocharacter-
ization of the core shell nanoclusters usingXPS [53]. Assuming that a nanocrystal has
a spherical core and surrounded by a uniform spherical shell and using an analytical
model, they propose a general equation for XPS intensity of a nanocrystal with a
diameter smaller than or equal to the XPS probing depth �10 nm [53].

Figure 21.11 High-resolution Si 2p XPS spectra of oxidized Si nanocrystals grown onto alumina
taken at a photon energy of (a) 320 eV and (b) 160 eV; (c) oxidized bulk Si substrate at a photon
energy of 160 eV. The different chemical regions of the samples with their corresponding
contribution to the spectrum are given in the inset schematics. Pure Si, pure SiO2, and suboxides
SiOx are represented by white, dark gray, and gray, respectively [46].
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Si nanocrystals are usually formed in thick �100–1000nm host materials such as
SiO2, Al2O3, and Si3N4 while the penetration depth of the photoelectrons is �10nm.
Therefore, it is important to investigate the depth profile of the films, which are
inhomogeneous in depth such as multilayers. Wet or dry etching (traditionally Ar
sputtering) has beenused alternatively [47, 54, 55].Although sputteringused to remove
the material from the surface creates some artifacts on the surface such as atomic
mixing, knock on implantation, bond breaking, and preferential sputtering, reliable
depth profiling can be obtained with this technique. Use of low energy ions and ion
specieswith highermasses (i.e., Xe, Kr) canminimize some of these artifacts [54]. XPS
depth profile of Si nanocrystals embedded in Al2O3 matrix to observe both the
formation and charging mechanism of Si nanocrystals was performed by Yerci
et al. as shown in Figure 21.13 [47]. The Gaussian-like depth profile is due to the
implantation of 100keV energetic Si ions and matches with the secondary ion mass
spectrometry profile. As seen in Figure 21.13, when nanocrystals formed in Al2O3

similar to SiO2, suboxide peaks decrease and Si� peak increases.However, unlike SiO2,
Si4þ peak decreases, as well [47]. This decrease suggests that Si-nc shell is mainly
formed from suboxides and all the detectable SiO2 bonds are replaced to form the shell
of Si nanocrystals andAl2O3matrix [47]. In a similar study, Liu et al. performed a depth
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Figure 21.12 The deconvolution of the Si 2p peak for (a) as-implanted sample and (b) the sample
annealed at 1000 �C for 20min [51].
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profile of SiO2 layer with Si nanocrystals to investigate the charging effect of the
nanocrystals [56]. Both Yerci et al. and Liu et al. observed less charging at the depth
where dense Si nanocrystals layer is located [47, 56].

Chen et al. measured a decrease of 0.6 eV in the binding energy of the core
electrons of nanocrystalline Si� with respect to crystalline Si�, which is in the opposite
direction than expected from the quantum confinement effect [57]. They used the C
1s signal exists due to the carbon contamination on the surface of the films as
reference. The same amount of decrease was also reported by Aykutlu et al. using the
final state Auger parameter, which is free from charging effects [58]. In this study, the
shift in the Si� binding energy of Si nanoclusters was attributed to the relaxation
energy differences. Recently, Thogersen et al.have shown that the amount of the shift
is different for amorphous and crystalline phases, as well as varies with the size of the
Si nanoclusters. They analyzed a set of samples with various fabrication and post-
annealing treatments using initial and final state Auger parameters, and Wagner
diagram [49]. The authors designated that the shift is ruled by initial state rather than
final state. In another recent study, Kim et al. performed synchrotron radiation XPS
andmeasured an increase in the binding energy of Si� signal [45]. In order to explain
the shift, they obtained the quantum confinement effect fromPL spectra for different
sizes of Si nanocrystals, and calculated the theoretical shifts based on the screening
and the strain effects. They believe that the tensile strains of the embedded Si
nanocrystals are the most probable reason for the shift [45].

21.4
Looking at the Nanocluster�s Surrounding

21.4.1
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy

FTIR spectroscopy that trades with the absorption of infrared light in the vibrational
states of the investigated species is widely used to characterization of the semicon-
ductor materials. FTIR absorption of molecules basically depends on the change in

Figure 21.13 XPS depth profile of Si 2p signals for (a) as-implanted sample and (b) the sample
annealed at 1000 �C for 2 h [47].
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the dipole moment. Therefore, FTIR is very sensitive to the chemical compositions
and the structural variations of the species. The structural variations of SiOx matrix
during the formation of Si nanocrystals can be characterized using FTIR [101]. In a
recent study, the Si�O�Si asymmetric stretching mode has been deconvoluted to
monitor the evolution of SiOx matrix during the annealing process. The integrated
area and the shift in the SiOx peak positions are found to be well correlated with the
change in the film stoichiometry and nanocrystal formation. It has been shown that
the nonstoichiometric SiOx matrix turns into stoichiometric SiO2 as the excess Si
atoms precipitate to form nanocrystals.

The samples containing excess Si ions were prepared by implantating 28Si ions
into 250 nm thick SiO2 films grown thermally on both sides of a double polished Si
substrate. The implantation dose and the implantation energy of Si ions was
1.5� 1017 ions/cm2 and 100 keV, respectively. The implanted Si ions have aGaussian
distribution with a peak position of 140 nm from the surface calculated using SRIM
program. The samples were annealed at 800–1200 �C for 2 under N2 atmosphere in
quartz furnace to induce the nucleation of Si nanocrystals.

Three main well-known transverse optical bands can be observed in FTIR
spectrum of SiO2 located at around 459 cm

�1 (TO1), 815 cm
�1 (TO2), and 1080 cm

�1

(TO3) corresponding to the rocking, bending, and asymmetric stretching (AS)modes
of Si�O�Si, respectively [59, 60]. In addition to these peaks, longitudinal optical (LO)
vibrational modes at 1253 (LO3), 1162 (LO4),and TO mode at 1205 (TO4) cm

�1 were
recorded at an oblique incident angle of IR light of 40� [61].

Figure 21.14 shows the variation of the FTIR spectra with annealing temperature
for Si implanted SiO2films. It is known thatAS vibration of SiO2 located at 1080 cm

�1

in the IR spectrum is very sensitive to the structural variation of thematrix [61, 62]. Its
intensity, peak position, and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) strongly
depend on the stoichiometry of the matrix [62]. It is seen from Figure 21.14 that a
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Figure 21.14 FTIR spectra of Si implanted SiO2 films on Si substrate annealed at various
temperatures [101]. The FTIR spectrum of as-implanted SiO2 is shown as reference. The arrow
shows the Si�O�Si AS band for nonstoichiometric silicon oxide.
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shoulder (highlighted with an arrow) appears at the lower wavenumber side of the
Si�O�Si AS band belongs to SiO2 in the as-implanted sample and in the samples
annealed at low temperatures. This shoulder is commonly attributed to the Si�O�Si
AS band in nonstoichiometric silicon oxide (i.e., SiOx (x< 2)) [64, 68, 72]. The peak
shape and the position of the Si�O�Si AS vibration of SiO2 implanted with Si
gradually approach to those of pure SiO2 with the annealing temperature.

In order to understand the evolution of the matrix with annealing, a deconvolu-
tion procedure was applied to the samples in the range between 900 and 1400 cm�1.
In this process, the position of Si�O�Si asymmetric stretching band of stoichio-
metric SiO2 was fixed to 1080 cm�1 assuming that this band is present in all
annealing temperatures due to the presence of unimplanted SiO2 at the other side of
the Si substrate. Thus, one can observe the variation in the Si�O�Si AS band of
SiOx with x< 2 with respect to the fixed stoichiometric oxide peak. The peak
position of thermally grown stoichiometric SiO2 (1080 cm�1) is well known from
many studies reported previously [65, 66] and verified using the reference sample
whose FTIR spectrum, and its deconvolution is given in Figure 21.15a. Other three
peaks obtained from the deconvolution process were allowed to vary in peak position
and width as the samples represent a dynamical system varying with the annealing
process.

FTIR spectra and deconvoluted peaks for the as-implanted sample with Si at a dose
of 1.5� 1017 ions/cm2 are shown in Figure 21.15b. The Si�O�Si AS band related
with nonstoichiometric SiOx is distinguishable from the one related with the
stoichiometric SiO2 and positioned at 1017 cm�1. Formation of the SiOx with
x< 2 is expected as a result of excess Si implanted and the recoil of Si and O atoms
during the implantation process. The presence of excess Si in the oxide may also
generate new chemical bonds such as Si�SiO3, Si�Si2O2, and Si�Si3O and some
individual dangling bonds [64, 67–69].

The variation of the SiOx peak resolved from the deconvolution process is
analyzed by monitoring its peak position and integrated area. As shown in
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Figure 21.16a, the integrated area of the peak corresponding to the nonstoichio-
metric SiOx (x< 2) decreases while that arise from the Si�O�Si AS band of
stoichiometric SiO2 increases with annealing temperature. The latter one is clearly
related with the recovery of the SiO2 matrix with annealing. On the other hand, the
former one can be related with the nucleation of additional atoms to form
nanoclusters since Si�Si bonds are FTIR inactive [63]. This argument can be
further justified since the peak corresponding to the nonstoichiometric SiOx (x< 2)
shifts to lower wavenumbers with annealing temperature as it is shown in
Figure 21.16a). It is known that the peak position of the Si�O�Si AS mode of
SiOx band shifts to lower wavenumbers with increase in excess Si atoms, and reaches
965 cm�1 for x¼ 1 (SiO) [64, 66]. Therefore, the shift in the peak position of the
Si�O�Si AS mode of SiOx toward lower values is directly related to the increase in
the Si content of the SiOx matrix [71]. As a result, one can argue that Si-rich regions
get more Si rich and forms Si nanoclusters while oxygen-rich areas become more
oxygen rich and form stoichiometric SiO2 matrix between the nanoclusters [67, 70,
72, 73].
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21.5
Optical Techniques

21.5.1
Photoluminescence Spectroscopy

Photoluminescence spectroscopy is a powerful tool used for the characterization of
semiconductors. It is a simple, versatile, contactless, and nondestructive method of
probing the electronic structure of materials. In a PL spectroscopy experiment,
excitation is provided by laser light whose energy is typically larger than the optical
bandgap. The photoexcited carriers are created, which relax toward their respective
band edges or radiative centers and return back to a lower energy level.

For two decades, characterization of nanostructures with PL spectroscopy has
become a very active field of science. Particularly, characterization of Si nanostruc-
tures with PL spectroscopy has attracted huge attention due to their potential
applications in optoelectronics and photonics. The first observation of strong visible
PL from porous Si [74] and from Si nanocrystals embedded in SiO2 [75–77] initiated
remarkable studies on low dimensional Si materials. When the size of the Si
nanocrystals decreases, bandgap widens and consequently the separation of the
energy levels increases. This phenomenon is called as �quantum confinement
effect.� PL peak position can then be altered with the size of the Si nanocrystal.
Many studies showed that QCE plays an active role in efficient visible PL fromporous
Si and Si nanocrystals [78–82, 88]. Although the quantumconfinement of the carriers
in Si nanocrystals is the general elucidation for the strong PL, there are still
some controversial approaches. A model states that PL originates from the localized
defects at the Si/SiO2 interface [78, 83–85], while the other assigns that the red band
is due to quantum confinement supplemented by surface states. The blue band is
generally connected to the presence of oxide related defects and the infrared band is
related with dangling bonds or bandgap luminescence in large crystallites [86].
Recently, the general agreement about the origin of PL from Si nanocrystals is that
both localized defects at the interface and the quantum confinement of excitons play
important roles but it is difficult to explain the mechanism of the luminescence in
detail [84, 87].

Figure 21.17 shows PL spectra of samples implanted with different doses of 28Si
into SiO2 substrate. [88]. It can be seen that PL spectra is blueshifted as the
implantation dose decreases and PL peaks are broadened due to size distribution.
The authors explained the shift of the PL peak position by QCE.

PL dynamics of Si nanocrystals strongly depend on the temperature. While the
temperature decreases, PL peak shifts to shorter wavelengths and PL intensity
shows a bell shape with its peak position at approximately 100 K. The tempe-
rature dependence of the PL peak position and its intensity imply that the
mechanisms of PL are different at low and high temperatures [89, 90]. In order
to explain temperature dependence of the PL intensity and the peak position,
Y. Kanemitsu et al. proposed three region models [78]. According to the model,
active interface state is formed between c-Si and the SiO2 layer. The photo
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generation of the excitons mostly occurs in the c-Si core. Some of the excitons
in the core are localized in the localized states on the nanocrystal surface. The
radiative recombination of excitons confined in the interfacial layer results in
strong PL [78, 90, 91].

In addition to continuous wave PL, time-resolved PL spectroscopy is employed to
explore the dynamical properties of optical emission fromSinanocrystals. Numerous
studies have been reported on the PL decay characteristic of porous Si [92–94] and Si
nanocrystals [95, 96]. The time-resolved experiments of Si nanocrystals indicate that
the PL decay is not single exponential and instead can be explained with a stretched
exponential function, which is used to describe dispersive process in disordered
systems [97]. J. Linnros et al. [98] have presented time-resolved PL decays and the
results from fitting of stretched exponentials for porous Si and Si nanocrystals
embedded in SiO2 as shown in Figure 21.18 [98].

The temperature dependence of the lifetime of Si nanocrystals provides significant
information about the dynamics of the PLmechanism. Calcott et al., 1993 proposed a
two level model to explain the increase in the PL lifetime with decreasing tempera-
tures. According to this model, the exciton level is split into two levels; the lower level
is the triplet state and the upper level is the singlet state. At high temperatures, both
states are populated. In contrast, at low temperatures only the triplet state is occupied.
Since the lifetime of triplet state (approximatelymillisecond range) is longer than the
singlet state (approximately microsecond range), the longer lifetime at cryogenic
temperatures can be explained with QCE in the Si nanocrystals. Later, M. Dovrat
et al. [99] proposed that the environment of the nanocrystals affects the lifetime and
the dispersion exponent of the lower triplet state. Therefore, the lifetime is dominated
by the nonradiative processes in the matrix [99] and PL intensity can dramatically be
enhanced by the exclusion of nonradiative channels.
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Recently, S.Godefroo et al.performed electron spin resonance (ESR) andmagneto-
PL experiments to determine the origin of the PL from Si nanocrystals embedded in
SiO2 [100]. ESR analysis showed that numerous defects that are nonradiative
recombination centers placed between the Si nanocrystals and the surrounding
SiO2 exist. The density calculation of nanocrystals and defects demonstrated that
every 1.4 nanocrystals have 1 Pb defect, which means at least 30% of the Si
nanocrystals are Pb defect free, and potentially optically active. Pb defects are deep
nonradiative recombination centers, probably located at Si/SiO2 interface and known
to quench the PL arising from Si nanocrystals. Magneto-PL measurements were
performed in pulsed magnetic field up to 50 T since free exciton of nanocrystals are
expected to show blueshift unlike the localized ones in high magnetic fields. The
authors observed a very small shift and concluded that the PL is dominated by highly
localized defect states. After annealing the sample under hydrogen atmosphere, ESR
analysis evidenced that the all the paramagnetic defects were removed from the
matrix. After the H passivation, the increase in the PL signal is solely attributed to
QCE, since a parabolic shift of �1.5meV was also observed in magneto-PL exper-
iment. Using UV illumination from an Ar þ laser, the effect of the passivation was
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reversed and the defects were reintroduced. As a result, it is shown that the origin of
PL can be classified using highmagnetic fields as from either QCE or defects and the
mechanism of PL can be altered to QCE by defect passivation and to localized defects
by UV illumination.
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